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Preface

The supply of natural resources for economic development is limited. In order to

prevent the destruction of humanity’s own livelihood, this limited supply requires a

gentle and efficient handling of the available energy sources and materials by all the

branches of industry, aimed at reducing emission of pollutants and the efficient use

of materials. This has become particularly clear against the backdrop of globaliza-

tion with the abrupt increase in global transportation and the steady growth of

individual mobility. Particularly in branches of industry relying on the accelerated

transportation of large masses, passenger and goods traffic, as well as mechanical

and plant engineering, innovative lightweight construction technologies based on

plastics are more important than ever before. These aspects of material and energy

efficiency also apply for wooden and concrete reinforcements. In the construction

industry, the number of applications increases for fiber-reinforced slender and

filigree concrete components, for fiber-reinforced plastics, as well as for the rein-

forcement and restoration of existing structures. Furthermore, textile membranes

are highly efficient and extremely lightweight construction materials with adjust-

able functionalities, making them relevant for a wide range of applications.

Textile materials and semifinished products have a versatile property potential

and often act as carriers and driving forces behind innovative developments. They

are distinguished by the use of high-performance fiber materials and advanced

technologies. In the past decades, a unique interdisciplinary spectrum of knowledge

has been evolved worldwide in the field of textile technology. The focus is placed

on polymeric, mineral, and metallic fiber-based materials for use in high-tech

applications. These textile materials will remain a crucial group of high-

performance materials and will be established as a significant research priority in

twenty-first-century material science. The fiber and textile technology research

institutions will become the centers of an indispensable multidisciplinary research

of innovative technologies and products.

The combination of material science, nanotechnology, microsystems technol-

ogy, bionics, physics, and chemistry results in a new product range with properties

adjustable to the individual demands in a wide range. The gamut and depth of the
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required processes and materials are immense and highly complex. Even products

with unique characteristics and fundamental approaches toward intelligent and self-

learning materials are realizable.

The aim of this first edition is to fully exploit the performance potential and the

variety of textile materials and semifinished products. Experts of textile technology

will share basic knowledge of textile and ready-made technology as well as future-

oriented special knowledge for the manufacture and use of high-tech textiles. They

show the possibilities for the application of textile structures in lightweight con-

struction. Therefore, this book will concentrate on the detailed portrayal and

description of the entire textile process chain from fiber material to the diverse

yarn constructions and various textile semifinished products in two- and three-

dimensional shapes, but will also touch upon preforming and interphase/interface

design. Beyond those, tests according to valid norms and special, recently devel-

oped test methods for textile lightweight construction will be introduced. This

reference book is rounded off by remarks concerning the modeling and simulation

technology for the structure-mechanical calculations of highly anisotropic, flexible

high-performance textiles, and exemplary applications from the fields of fiber-

reinforced composites, textile concrete, and textile membranes. This aims to exem-

plify the potential of textile structures as innovative lightweight construction

material by the specific selection and combination of textile processes for the

realization of a nearly unlimited number of property profiles, and finding possibil-

ities of functional integration as well as designing of near-net shape components.

The aim is to create a conscious motivation for a wider use of textile high-

performance materials in lightweight construction applications on a large scale,

which will soon start their triumph in the field of fiber-reinforced composite

materials.

The deliberations included in this book are based on long years of interdisci-

plinary research and development work, including special research areas and

research clusters in the fields of fiber-reinforced composites, textile-reinforced

concrete, and textile membranes. These research projects along the entire textile

process chain are promoted at the Institute of Textile Machinery and High-

Performance Material Technology of TU Dresden. Extensive teaching material

could be gathered from engineering education and doctoral studies in textile and

assembly technology as well as lightweight construction, all of which contributed to

the successful creation of this textbook.

Dresden, Germany Chokri Cherif

June 2014
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Chokri Cherif

The recent concepts and trends in lightweight construction applications and the

development of suitable fiber-based materials and matrix systems, as well as

thoroughly automated manufacturing concepts contribute to an increased use of

high-performance fibers and make fiber-reinforced composites (FRCs) the defining

material class of the twentyfirst century. Textile materials and semi-finished prod-

ucts act as carriers and drivers of these innovative developments and are an

important basis of quantum leaps in resource efficiency, CO2 emission reduction

and development of products able to meet consumer demands with wholly new

ideas. In the future, energy consumption coverage in all civil and economic sectors

will require wider use of renewable and CO2 neutral energy sources and concepts,

leading to innovations and changes within the energy sector. As a result, a paradigm

shift in the use of materials driven by energy and resource scarcity will put fiber-

based high-performance materials and the products based on them in high demand

by a variety of industries [1].

Continuous fiber-reinforced composites, as a relatively new material class,

consist of a tensile load-absorbing textile reinforcement structure and a shaping,

compressive-load-absorbing matrix material. Composite materials also include

textile membranes consisting of a coated or foil-laminated textile surface as

reinforcement.

The excellent properties of fiber-reinforced composites, such as their high

specific strength and stiffness, good damping properties, chemical resistance and

low thermal expansion lead to the increased use of fiber-based lightweight con-

struction products frequently classified as high-grade construction materials. In

comparison to conventional materials, particularly based on metals, they are dis-

tinguished by outstanding corrosion resistance, ductility and weight reduction. In
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order to fully exploit the potential of the fiber reinforcement in the composite, the

fibers have to be arranged stretched along the main load directions and suitably

embedded into the matrix. The textile materials and semi-finished products provid-

ing reinforcement are often transferred into near-net shape component geometries

by means of a large range of different manufacturing technologies.

Continuous fiber-reinforced composite components based on different matrix

systems also display flexible adaptability of their structure and thus adjustability of

material properties and property anisotropy to the individual requirements of

processing and construction. Therefore, they possess high potential for a cost-

efficient production of tailor-made composite components with broad use in light-

weight construction for conventional and new application areas. In this regard, the

setup of efficient, non-stop process chains for the development of textile-based

lightweight construction structures is crucial. A requirement-suited designing of

FRC components based on carbon fibers can attain weight reductions of 30 %

compared to aluminum or even 70 % compared to steel. In construction, weight

reductions of up to 80 % over the conventional ferroconcrete structures are feasible.

Due to their structural variety, textile-based lightweight construction structures

resulting from the combination of textile reinforcement components with plastic

and mineral-based matrix systems have already been established as an innovative,

economically viable and suitably designable material indispensable to lightweight

construction applications. The potential of FRCs in fields of application requiring a

great lightweight construction advantage is widely recognized. The market for

fiber-reinforced plastic composites (FRPCs) has registered above-average growth

rates in recent years [2]. Particularly, FRPCs based on short-fiber reinforcements, as

manufactured in sheet molding compound (SMC) or the various long-fiber-

reinforced thermoplastic (LFT) methods, have been used in the serial production

of secondary components in passenger and utility vehicles [3]. A similar situation

can be observed in construction, regarding market-proven short fiber concrete

components such as facade elements and carbon-fiber-reinforced plastic composite

lamellas for the strengthening of buildings. Numerous recent lightweight construc-

tion developments are aimed at a dedicated enhancement and acceleration of the

use of continuous fiber-reinforced composite components. Apart from the expen-

sive Pre-preg technology (pre-impregnated textile structures with a resin system),

science and industry are closely tracking alternative production methods based on

dry (i.e. non-pre-impregnated) reinforcement structures in combination with ther-

mosetting matrix systems or through the use of thermoplastic-based hybrid con-

structions, aspiring to establish possibilities of a highly productive processing into

complex, function-integrated composite components.

FRPCs are preferentially produced from a basis of thermosetting matrix systems.

The broad use of such FRPC solutions, especially in aeronautics, wind power and

sports equipment technology, has contributed to this technology’s special potential
concerning material, ecological and energy efficiency under economical aspects.

They are increasingly being used in structural components and applications with

challenging requirements. Despite the excellent properties and the considerable

increase in the use of FRPCs particularly in aeronautics, the currently realizable
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cycle times are a limiting factor for application in large series. So far, their

industrial applications have been largely limited to “prestige object” in the form

of spoilers, side panels, tailgates, doors or roofs for vehicles [4]. The consistent

automation of steps for the reproducible FRPC component manufacture and the

development of cost-efficient textile semi-finished products, highly reactive resin

systems and fast impregnation and consolidation technologies, which are at the

center of attention of recent research are laying the groundwork for a promising

industrial implementation in large-scale production areas.

The high potential of continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic composite mate-

rials for serial use in complex, highly loaded and recyclable vehicle and machine

engineering parts have put them in the center of intensive developments in science

and industry aspiring to realize dry structures. The possible specific strengths and

stiffnesses that can be achieved are considerably higher and can be ten times as high

as that of metallic materials, while requiring equal amounts of material. Load cases

caused by alterations in component geometry due to thermal expansion can be

avoided or generally defined by purposefully combining carbon fibers and matrix

materials.

The various existing applications in the field of textile-reinforced concrete

demonstrate the effectiveness of textile reinforcements as well as their practicality.

A large number of applications of textile concrete have already been implemented.

Most of them are related to the free shaping properties and low material consump-

tion leading to the reduction of CO2 emissions by conserving energy and material,

in particular cement. Especially for the strengthening of old ferroconcrete construc-

tions or the maintenance of existing structures, the use of textile reinforcements is

becoming a technology with good prospects [5, 6]. The small geometrical changes

and the great capabilities of the high-performance fibers, the correlating low

own-weight loads and relatively easy applicability of the textile-reinforced fine-

grained concrete layers lead to completely innovative usage and structural design

possibilities. The almost unlimited formability and load-adapted arrangement of

rovings in textile structures, their free designing and dimensioning, often inspired

by nature, result in complex, aesthetically pleasing, and delicate architecture with

economic market relevance.

Apart from FRPCs and textile concrete, textile membranes, usually thin ones

mainly stressed by tensile forces, are another innovative class of technical materials

adaptable to material choice and construction to fulfill a variety of different

functions: for example, separating, delineating, encasing, filtering, load bearing

and distribution; or protecting against weather, sound or heat. This results in a wide

application spectrum ranging from membranes for textile construction to sails in

high-performance yachting. Furthermore, it also includes sun protection textiles,

advertising surfaces, tents, geotextiles and truck tarpaulins. Developments so far

have been aimed at achieving high tensile strengths and Young’s moduli at small

membrane mass. Thus, textile membranes are the basis of unlimited innovative

technical lightweight construction solutions in the high-performance field.

The load-adapted alignment of textile reinforcement structures in complex-

shape components adds high engineering-technological requirements on both the
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calculation and simulation software used as well as on the realization of appropriate

machinery concepts and production methods. Compared to metallic materials,

fiber-reinforced composites, at purposeful choice of reinforcement structures and

low-fiber-damage production, can allow a more cost-efficient component design-

ing. This requires the selection of suitable technology and the coordination of the

chosen material with the geometry, regarding design and construction aspects. If

this is taken into account, composite materials help realize complex component

geometries that would be costly to realize with metallic materials.

However, innovative and efficient lightweight construction means designing

each individual part with the global concept of the application in mind. In product

development, economical and ecological aspects (e.g. end-of-life vehicle laws,

emission and fuel consumption regulations) are understood not as antagonism but

as supplement and symbiosis [7]. Efficient use of available and the development of

new fiber materials, construction methods, and technologies for lightweight con-

struction products can contribute to sustainable climate protection. The lower the

weight of cars, airplanes or machines, the smaller the amount of energy required to

operate them and the fewer greenhouse gasses and air pollutants are emitted. While

load-adapted and recyclable designing and near-net shape manufacturing methods

can help attain high material efficiency in production, energy efficiency in the daily

use of the products or parts is a decisive competitive criterion.

The technologies currently used for the production of textile fiber materials,

structures and preforms (near-net shape and dry fiber structure) and their subse-

quent exact positioning within the impregnation tool are usually suitable for a

number of different application areas, regardless of the component manufacturing

methods and the matrix material used. A sustainable breakthrough for the wider use

of textile-based lightweight constructions in large series can only be achieved by

thoroughly exploiting the different textile constructions’ potential for the respective
applications [8]. The extremely wide range of textile materials, production tech-

nologies, and their combinations complicate the user’s efficient design of

manufacturing processes and component-related choice of suitable materials. The

following complexes and challenges are relevant to ensure an efficient and repro-

ducible manufacture of processable and load-adapted textile semi-finished products

and preforms from a multitude of textile constructions with near-net shape geom-

etries, suitable for the economical processing into complex and high-loaded fiber

composite parts for automotive and machine engineering, construction, membrane

technology as well as the elastomer and timber industries [9]:

– reduction of fiber and semi finished product cost by correct selection of textile

fiber materials and manufacturing technologies, waste minimization, e.g. by

employing near-net shape production methods and damage free processing of

high-performance fiber materials aimed at attaining highest possible material

efficiency,

– development and selection of cost-effective technologies and machine types for

the realization of dry structures or their hybridization/(partial) impregnation,

temporary fixing of textile semi-finished products for the production of complex,
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suitable and easy-to-handle preforms with component-adjusted reinforcement as

well as near-net shape/thickness-adjusted dimensions for medium and large

series,

– selection of reproducible and automated preforming processes and concepts,

with subsequent impregnation and consolidation at short cycle times,

– cutting of production costs and process times of components by correctly

selecting textile reinforcement structures and related technologies dependent

on the matrix systems, impregnating and consolidating quickly and flawlessly,

as well as choosing adjusted machine concepts and impregnation strategies

accordingly,

– tailor-made interface design by means of surface modification and realization of

adapted interfaces for the application-related adjustment of composite properties

between reinforcement and matrix component,

– development of intelligent concepts for a function-integrated lightweight con-

struction in multi-material design,

– development of powerful, non-destructive and fast testing methods and quality

control systems for textile materials, semi-finished products and preforms, as

well as

– development and implementation of effective and reliable simulation software

for the design of flexible reinforcement structures to produce complex

components

This textbook emphasizes the detailed introduction and interpretation of defini-

tions as well as the distinct delineation of textile production methods. These will

help avoid misinterpretations and enable the most efficient use of the near-

unlimited possibilities of textile and ready-made technology for energy efficient

fiber-reinforced plastic composites in the areas of lightweight construction. Spe-

cialized know-how is conveyed, taking into account exact textile terminology and

interconnections and contexts of the multifaceted textile process steps. Further-

more, special methods that are currently being developed are presented and

research trends are illustrated. The potential, properties and versatility of textile

materials and semi-finished products as well as their combinations into completely

new possibilities and product geometries are to be extracted in particular in the

course of this book.

The focus of this book will be on an illustration of the importance of textile

constructions based on fiber-based high-performance materials for function-

integrated lightweight construction applications. This includes applications of

fiber-reinforced plastic composites on thermoplastic and thermosetting bases, of

textile membranes and of lightweight constructions with concrete. Furthermore,

reinforcements for wooden and elastomer materials are other target groups. For the

first time, manufacturers of composite materials will obtain a comprehensive

overview of the possibilities and the potential of fiber and textile technologies

and the corresponding machine technologies for an economical production of

suitable 2D and 3D textile structures for lightweight construction in complex

architectures, as previous relevant textbooks only touch upon selected fields.
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The book is to be a “classic” as a modern teaching and learning package and is

targeted at students, engineers, designers and developers as well as research insti-

tutions in the areas of textile and ready-made technology, plastics, elastomer and

wood engineering, lightweight construction, fiber-reinforced plastic composites,

materials science, civil engineering and architecture. The book concentrates mainly

on textile materials and semi-finished products. The selected application examples

in the textbook (FRPCs, textile concrete and textile membranes) are limited to a

short introduction of the requirements for the components and are followed by

explanations of the required textile process chains and the component production

technologies necessary to fulfill them. For purposes of additional information on the

subject areas of fiber-reinforced plastic composites, textile concrete and textile

membrane technology, relevant textbooks and publications are listed.
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Chapter 2

The Textile Process Chain and Classification

of Textile Semi-finished Products

Chokri Cherif

This chapter gives a general overview of the most important steps of the textile

process chain and will thus facilitate a deeper understanding of the material group

of functional textiles. The introductory material- and process-related definitions

concerning fibers, yarns, fabrics and their further processing are explained in depth

in the following chapters. The scope of technical textiles has been extended far

beyond the original technical application areas. The steady and intense use of micro

system and nanotechnology, measurement and sensor technology, plasma technol-

ogy and modern finishing techniques are suitable to equip textiles with specific,

adjustable properties and functions. One main characteristic of functional textiles is

their orientation toward functionality, performance and an added value in compar-

ison with conventional textiles.

2.1 Introduction

For decades, the European textile industry has been experiencing a structural

change focused on the development of innovative high-quality products. Current

trends and the know-how transferred into practice reveal the great potential of

textile innovation. This does not only affect the textile industries, but also other

branches of industry and products. Apart from the classical uses in garment and

home textiles, technical applications are present in nearly all areas of everyday life.

The production of technical textiles is a new, innovative, and promising field.

Technical textiles are often distinguished by their functional diversity, and specific

know-how is required for their design and production.
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The use of these technical textiles is multi-faceted and not limited to clothing or

home textiles, but extends to a variety of disciplines like automobile construction,

aeronautics, construction engineering, and architecture, as well as healthcare, and

security services.

Technical textiles feature the use of high-performance fibers, highly developed

technologies and the incorporation of other, often non-textile materials. Their

properties display an extremely versatile potential and turn both textile materials

and the related production methods into mainstays and driving forces for the

development of innovative products. The fiber materials and textiles with their

unique properties are the best precursors for new products and technologies, e.g. in

the fields of materials science and microsystems engineering, and for intelligent and

adaptive materials.

Technical textiles are characterized by diversity, compatibility, functionality,

flexibility and interactivity. These properties have broadened the range of applica-

tions and allow the development and opening of entirely new product groups. The

range of variation and functionality of technical textiles is extremely large because

of the near-unlimited multitude of property profiles resulting from fiber type and

mixture, yarn formation, fabric production, as well as surface modifications and

functionalizations on various production levels. These possibilities create perfect

conditions for compatibility and connection with other, non-textile materials like

plastics, metals and concretes. The combination of technical textiles with micro

systems technology creates interactive data and information media [1] and inte-

grated sensor and actuator networks, used for instance for structural monitoring and

oscillation dampening in composite components. This allows the flexible use and

customization of textile materials and semi-finished products with their adjustable

properties.

The use of technical textiles as an independent product group is by now well-

established in nearly all disciplines, beyond applications in technical areas. This

requires an intense analysis of terminology and distinction of technical and func-

tional products from conventional garment, home and household textiles. With the

steady and intense use in micro systems technology, nanotechnology, metrological

and sensor technology, modern finishing technology and bionics sees textiles being

fitted with specific adjustable properties and functions are going far beyond the

requirements of technical applications. Therefore, the term functional textiles will

be favored within the framework of this textbook. This product class is distin-

guished by its focus on functionality, performance and the obvious additional

usefulness in comparison with conventional textiles.

Textile technology and its variety of production methods offer outstanding

possibilities for the development of bionics-based solutions. The most popular

bionic product in garment production is probably the hook-and-loop fastener,

fashioned after the natural seed distribution mechanism of the burdock plants

[2]. Other inspirations in plants include bamboo, horsetail or arundo characterized

by extreme stability with long stems and thin-walled culms. These construction

principles are exploited in the development of structurally optimized fiber compos-

ite materials with a similar combination of stability and small mass [3–5]. Leaf
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structures also serve as inspiration for the design of light, yet highly rigid, fiber

composite component structures like shells with stiff reinforcement ribs. Complex

3D geometries with lightweight construction characteristics, for instance based on

lily pads (Fig. 2.1a), can be produced by means of textile construction. Bionics are
potentially suited for the production of complex and three-dimensionally loaded

lightweight constructions constituting an optimized construction with force-flow-

adapted design and special force application systems, analogous to the human hip

joint (Fig. 2.1b) and the corresponding articular cartilage tissue. Flexibly custom-

izable fiber and textile technology offers an ideal foundation for the emulation of

biological solutions in all their complexity and range.

The spectrum and depth of the required textile materials and processes are

immense and highly complex. Therefore, this book concentrates on the portrayal

and description of the textile process chain from fiber material to different yarn

construction and 2D or 3D textile semi-finished products, preforming, interface and

interface layer design, their testing according to current norms as well as newly

developed testing methods for lightweight construction. This includes the fields of

fiber-reinforced plastic composites (FRPC), textile-reinforced concrete and textile

membranes. Altogether, this chapter conveys basic knowledge on the representa-

tion of the textile process chain, its links and relations, and the correct classification

of textile materials and semi-finished products.

Fig 2.1 Lily pad (a) and bone structure (b)
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2.2 Textile Process Chain

2.2.1 Representation

In order to give a clear representation of the enormous range of textile processes and

establish an overview of the versatility of the possible combinations, it is necessary

to abstract the textile processes and limit their depiction to most important process

steps. Incidentally, it has to be noted that textile materials and processes are

virtually unlimited in their combination possibilities. This distinguishes fiber and

textile technology with regard to the design of variable, anisotropic structural

properties of fiber or textile compound components.

Figure 2.2 gives a general overview of the most important steps of the textile

process chain: primary and secondary spinning, winding, twisting, warp yarn

preparation, the processes for creating plane and three-dimensional textile con-

struction, finishing and ready-made manufacturing.
Primary spinning includes the production of continuous man-made fiber mate-

rials from natural and synthetic polymers as well as non-polymer raw materials. For

high-performance applications, these materials are often processed from their

unaltered state into textile semi-finished products and finished products. To

improve processing conditions, the man-made fibers are finished with sizing and

Fig. 2.2 Overview of the stages of the textile process chain
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finishing materials during spinning. This allows a low-damage, unimpeded further

processing of often shear-force sensitive fiber materials and prevents electrostatic

charging.

Natural and synthetically manufactured (man-made) fibers of non-continuous

lengths (cut or stretch broken) are spun into staple fiber yarns during secondary
spinning processes. Often, cut or continuous man-made fibers are mixed with

natural fibers and processed into hybrid yarns or fabrics. The use of the term

secondary spinning is limited to fields in which natural fibers and cut or stretch

broken (i.e. non-continuous) man-made fibers are processed. It serves to differen-

tiate between the actual fiber production (primary spinning for the manufacture of

continuous fibers) and the subsequent process steps required for spun yarn

production.

Winding, twisting and warp yarn preparation all serve to convert yarns into

suitable forms for the subsequent process steps. This includes fabric manufacturing,

finishing and assembly techniques. The processes and their combinations portrayed

in Fig. 2.2 can be expanded and customized arbitrarily for the corresponding

applications and products.

2.2.2 Definition

In order to bring important basic concepts to the readers’ minds and ease them into

the subject of fiber and textile technology, the following sections will clarify the

most important terms and notions. This will provide readers with a basis to

understanding and more profoundly engaging themselves in the textile materials,

constructions and technologies described below. The focus is on the portrayal and

interpretation of definitions based on the current national and international stan-

dards and on the unambiguous distinction of textile materials, semi-finished prod-

ucts, finished products and necessary production methods. This will help prevent

misinterpretations and fully tap the potential of Textile and ready-made

technology’s near-unlimited possibilities in energy-efficient lightweight construc-

tion designs and composite materials. The latest expert knowledge, with respect to

exact textile terminology, and the relations and interconnections of the various

textile process steps, will be imparted to the reader. The standards and norms

associated with the most important textile structures will be included in the respec-

tive sections.

2.2.2.1 Textile Fiber Materials

Textile Fiber Materials can be classified into natural and man-made fibers. Because

of the extremely high industrial demand for tailor-made fiber-based materials in a

number of applications, and of the continuously growing world population, the

global consumption of fibers is largely met with man-made fibers, which will be
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used more and more frequently in the future. The various textile fiber materials are

shown in Fig. 2.3. The overview illustrate the range of textile fiber raw materials

and their classification. Details of the inner and outer fiber structures and the

resulting properties will be clarified in Chap. 3.

Natural fibers is the umbrella term for all textile fibers and fiber materials

processed from plant or animal origin. They have to be differentiated from

man-made fibers, which are produced synthetically. Regenerated fibers, such as

bamboo viscose or Lyocell are not classed with natural fibers.

Natural fibers are classified into two main groups: organic and inorganic fibers.

Organic fibers are subdivided into plant (or cellulosic) fibers, such as cotton, jute,

hemp, sisal and kapok, and animal fibers, such as wool or silk. Mineral asbestos

fibers are one example of inorganic natural fibers. Natural fibers are often limited in

their length, with silk fibers being an exception at lengths often exceeding several

hundreds of meters.

Man-made fibers are industrially produced textile fiber material and can be

produced synthetically in infinite lengths. Fiber-forming polymers are macromol-

ecules with a relative molecular weight of at least 10,000. More than 1,000 atoms

are involved in the formation of a macromolecule. Usually, these polymers origi-

nate from the covalent bond of monomers resulting from polyaddition, polycon-

densation and polymerization reactions [6, 7]. Man-made fibers are classified into

three categories:

– Man-made fibers from natural polymers: these textile fiber materials can origi-

nate from plants (e.g. viscose, acetate), animals (e.g. chitin, bitumen as a

precursor for carbon fiber production, and alginate) or from inorganic sources.

Fiber materials made from natural polymers or inorganic origin play a crucial

Fig. 2.3 Classification of textile fibers
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part in lightweight construction applications. Some examples are different types

of glass fibers, silica glass, basalt and ceramics.

– Man-made fibers from synthetic polymers: the macromolecules of synthetic

fiber materials result from stringing together monomers based on single atoms

or molecules. The formation mechanisms of macromolecules will be explained

in detail in Chap. 3. This group of fibers contains the largest number of fiber

types, which are also the most common in practical applications. Some of the

most important synthetic fibers are polyester, polyamide, aramid, polyimide,

polyurethane, polyethylene, polypropylene and fiber materials of the polyvinyl

group. Some of these synthetically produced fibers are used, for instance, as

reinforcement components, thermoplastic matrixes for fiber-reinforced plastic

composites or for the stabilization of non-rigid textile structures or crack min-

imization in concrete applications

– Man-made fibers from non-polymer materials: this includes monocrystalline and

polycrystalline fibers, as well as metal fibers, for examples those based on steel,

aluminum and tungsten.

The chemical fibers can be found in different forms in practice (see Chap. 3).

Their properties can be purposefully adjusted during production. In addition, their

application range can be broadened systematically by chemically or physically

modifying or functionalizing the fiber surface (surface or interface design), for

example increasing temperature resistance or adapting composite properties to the

matrix.

2.2.2.2 Fibers, Filaments and Staple Fibers

According to DIN 60000, textile fiber materials are textile-technologically process-

able, linear structures. They are very slim and flexible, and display sufficient

strength for both textile processing and use. Textile fiber materials are the elemen-

tary construct for the formation of yarns, non-woven and other fabrics. They are

mainly loadable by tension.

Textile fibers can be classified into staple fibers and continuous fibers.
Staple fibers are limited in their length. Sometimes called spun fibers, they bear

this name, even though are they are not necessarily spun in every case. They can

also be processed into non-woven fabrics for the production of mats and felt. Staple

fibers include natural fibers as well as continuous fibers cut or stretch-broken to the

desired staple length. Non-spinnable, very short fibers are called flock fibers or

linters. Fibers of great, practically unlimited length are called filaments or capil-
laries. In practice, filaments are also defined as fibers with a length of at least

1,000 mm. However, this limit is not fixed absolutely and depends on a number of

conditions and circumstances, such as the size of the intended component. Fila-

ments include:

– All synthetically produced man-made fibers, except for products which are cut

or stretch broken to a staple length or a staple length distribution, and

– Natural silk, although not being labeled as a filament in common usage
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2.2.2.3 Fiber and Yarn Fineness as Textile Physical Reference Values

Textile fiber materials are extremely versatile and the cross-section varies

depending on fiber type. Natural fibers are of course subject to natural variation

in their geometric dimensions. Their length is naturally limited and they are highly

inhomogeneous. The fiber cross-sections are mostly unevenly round and irregular,

sometimes even vary throughout fiber length. Some of them display undefined

cavities. Among natural fibers of the same type, fiber lengths may also vary. As a

result, it is extremely complex and impractical to use the fiber cross-section as a

reference value for the establishment of fiber and yarn fineness. Therefore, weight

and length are used as reference values for the establishment of fiber and yarn
fineness in all linear textile structures. In this context, various fineness systems

(numbering systems), which are often country- or material-specific, have been used

in the past. Measuring the fineness in “tex” (mass numbering) has become one of the

most prevalent systems. This fineness (symbolic abbreviation: Tt) is a textile-

specific term and designates the ratio of mass to length. It is expressed in “tex”
(1 tex¼ 1 g/1,000 m). Both geometrical variables (mass and length) can be mea-

sured precisely. Apart from mass numbering, there are other fineness definitions in
use. They include length numbering [Metric number Nm (m/g)], the (Titre-) Denier
system (den: 1 g/9,000 m), and the English cotton yarn number (Ne: 840 yards/

1 lb). In the designation of fiber materials on carbon basis, the number of filaments

in the yarn cross-section is commonly used. 50 K signifies a number of 50,000

individual filaments within the roving or the heavy tow. The carbon filaments have

round cross-sections with diameters of typically 7 μm.

Table 2.1 gives an overview of the conversions between the different fineness

systems.

To determine the fiber and yarn fineness, the quotient of breaking load and fiber

or yarn fineness is calculated. This fineness-related force (N/tex) for linear fiber

materials is used as a substitute for stress (force/area), which is used for non-fiber-

based materials, such as metals and plastics. In order to illustrate the lightweight

construction potential of textile high-performance fiber materials, specific strength

or rigidity are commonly used, as they represent the relation between fiber strength

or elastic modulus and fiber density.

Table 2.1 Conversion between the fineness systems

tex Nm NeB Td

tex – 1,000/tex 590.541/tex 9 tex

Nm 1,000/Nm – 0.590 Nm 9,000/Nm

Ne 590.541/NeB 1.693 NeB – 5,341.87/NeB
den 0.111 Td 9,000/Td 5,314.87/Td –
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2.2.2.4 Yarns, Rovings, Heavy Tows and Plied Yarns

According to DIN 60900-1, yarns include all linear textile structures consisting of

textile fibers. Single yarns are an elementary component for further yarn construc-

tions like ply yarns, twisted yarns, or even textile surface structures. Yarns are made

of textile fibers (spun fibers, filaments or tapes), which are usually form-fitted by

twisting or bonded with special auxiliary materials. Yarns are often called threads
in the context of a certain application or a technological explanation, e.g. weft

thread or sewing thread. Yarns are categorized into spun yarns and filament yarns

(Fig. 2.4).

A spun fiber yarn consists of spun fibers and is formed by continuous elongation

of the particular fiber material and twisting of all or part of the fibers among

themselves by means of various operating principles (mechanical or pneumatic).

The twisting of the yarn is ideally performed by real twisting of all fibers around the

yarn’s longitudinal axis. These twistings ensure a stabilization of the yarn and thus

allow full utilization of the fibers’ substantial strength by form-fit or force-fit

transfer of forces between the fibers. Additionally, twistings enable the purposeful

attainment of effects and properties.

The most important spinning methods are ring spinning, open end (OE) rotor
spinning, air jet spinning, and OE friction spinning. These methods are (machine-)

technologically designed according to purpose, material and fiber length. The

Fig. 2.4 Technological classification of yarns (single ply and multi ply yarns)
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corresponding spun yarns from organic (jute, hemp) and inorganic natural fibers

(e.g. basalt), or cut man-made fibers, are also interesting for fiber composite

applications.

In special and modified spinning procedures (e.g. OE friction spinning, OE rotor

spinning and ring spinning), filament yarns constitute the core component which is

wrapped with spun fibers acting as the sheath component. Alternatively,

parallelized spun fibers or spun yarns are wrapped with a filament yarn. The

characteristic of this yarn construction is the distinctive core-sheath-structure,

often called core-spun yarn, co-wrapped yarn or hybrid yarn.
Spun fiber yarns can also be produced in non-twist processes like adhesive

bonding.

The properties of spun fiber yarns depend strongly on the fiber material’s
characteristics, the yarn structure and spinning method. The orientation, level of

bonding, arrangement, length, number of fibers in the yarn cross section, and twist

rate (number of twists per meter) of the fibers are decisive process and fiber

parameters. Textile physical properties of single spun yarns are relatively low

compared to those of filament yarns with stretched fiber alignment. Spun yarns
are often designated according to production methods. Because of the variety of

yarn construction types, an in-depth description will be foregone in favor of a

reference to DIN 60900-1.

Filament yarns are classified into monofil and multifilament yarns. Monofils
consist of a single filament with a diameter of >0.1 mm and are used for technical

applications. In conventional textiles, e.g. in clothing, diameters of monofils on the

scale of 20 μm are feasible. In contrast to the monofils, a multifilament yarn
contains a number of individual filaments with or without twist. The term filament

yarn is clearly defined in DIN 60900-1. Multifilament yarns is a generic term for

derived notions used in practice and covers the entire fineness and material range.

For textile lightweight construction applications based on high-performance fiber

materials, the term roving has gained acceptance. Multifilament yarns made from

carbon and displaying extremely high yarn fineness above 2,400 tex are usually

called Heavy Tows. Since the term is specific to the use of carbon, a roving with a

fineness ranging from 300 tex to 2,400 tex is commonly called a Low Tow,

although the fineness range is not defined universally. Details for the various yarn

constructions are given in Chap. 4.

2.2.2.5 Textile Fabrics and Three-Dimensional Textile Constructions

In fiber composite components, tensile forces are primarily absorbed by the rovings

embedded in the matrix. Therefore, the fiber material has to be aligned in load

direction. Apart from the direct use of cut or continuous reinforcement fibers, textile

fabrics with filament yarns are used as reinforcements for complex components.

This allows not only the realization of customized fiber arrangements, but also an

efficient component manufacture. The application potential and acceptance of

reinforcement semi-finished products depend mainly on the state of textile
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processing technology. The term textile fabrics, which is used for a number of

constructions differing from each other with regard to the connection of individual

basic elements (unit cell) and in terms of the type of arrangement of reinforcement

yarn systems. On a more basic level, textile semi-finished products can be differ-

entiated into planar and three-dimensional textiles.

Figure 2.5 gives an overview of the variety of feasible geometries and the

versatility of planar and three-dimensional textile structures with different degrees

of complexity inherent in the respective technology. Some of the most common

textile fabric structures are woven, warp-knitted or weft-knitted non-wovens and

braids. From these base structures, a large number of special designs have been

derived by means of suitable enhancements or combinations of different textile

technologies which have become state of the art in the meantime. This includes

multiaxial non-crimped fabrics and semi-finished products manufactured using the

Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP) method. These production methods are very

advanced and have seen use in various areas of applications.

Apart from textile geometry, other distinctions can be made based on the

arrangement of reinforcement yarns. Fundamentally, the current stage of develop-

ment of textile fabric formation methods allows three-dimensional reinforcement

yarn arrangements with open or closed fabrics. Following DIN 60000, the most

important textile manufacturing methods will be presented in short as source

technologies for the development of complex textile constructions. This norms

and chapters of this book associated with the respective segments will be given in

brackets.

Woven fabrics (DIN ISO 9354, DIN 61100-1, DIN 61100-2, see Chap. 5):

woven fabrics are the oldest man-made textile surface structures. The oldest

woven fabric fragments, manufactured on so-called weight looms, date from

7,000 years ago. Today, high-end, computer-controlled weaving machines are

Fig. 2.5 Classification of interlooping textile structures
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used to produce load-adapted woven fabrics with high strength, rigidity and energy

absorption capability. Conventional 2D weaves consist of at least two yarn systems

crossing each other perpendicularly. The yarns running lengthwise (longitudinal or

manufacturing direction) are called warp yarns, while the yarns running crosswise

(lateral) are referred to as weft yarns. The type of interlacing of warp yarns with

weft yarns, i.e. the alternating underpass and overpass, is referred to as a weave. It

has an influence on the product’s appearance, mechanical properties and drapabil-

ity. Each of the two yarn systems can consist of several warp or weft yarns.

Weaving with several yarn systems, i.e. ground and stuffer yarns in warp and

weft direction and additional weft yarns as pile or binding yarns, enables the

manufacture of multilayer and three-dimensional structures.

Weft-knitted and warp-knitted fabrics (DIN 4921, ISO 7839, DIN 62050, DIN

8388, DIN 8640, DIN 61211, see Chaps. 6 and 7): In contrast to woven structures,

textile fabrics in weft-knitting and warp-knitting are created by forming yarns into

stitch loops which are then connected with each other. Warp-knitting has the special

distinction of simultaneously forming one or several yarn sheets, which are also

called knitting yarn systems, into stitches. A warp-knitting yarn system, therefore,

is a multitude of parallel running yarns sharing the same function in the formation

of the warp-knitted fabric [8]. In weft-knitted fabrics, the stitches are formed

successively across the production direction (single-yarn knitted fabric) [9]. Knitted

fabrics are used in the creation of complex geometries, as these textile semi-finished

products are distinguished in terms of high stretchability and drapability, and are

highly versatile for a variety of applications due to the combination of various types

of interlacement. Thus, they allow for complex near-net shape geometries. How-

ever, the stitch-like arrangement of yarns in knitted fabric makes it highly elastic,

which is a disadvantage in highly-strained composite components. To fully exploit

the potential of knitted structures in composite applications, stretched yarn systems,

which are responsible for force transmission, are integrated into the stitch system to

realize non-crimp semi-finished products.

Stitch-bonded fabrics (DIN 61211, see Chap. 7): Stitch-bonding, as a variation

of warp-knitting, is a method for the manufacture of textile fabric structures. It is

based on the principle of connecting yarn sheets or fabric structures, using the

stitches of one or more warp-knitting yarn systems. In stitch-bonding, yarn sheets

are inserted into two parallel transport devices at one or more consecutive lay-up

stations. The stacked yarn sheets are then guided to the warp-knitting unit, and

connected by the stitches of the knitting yarn system to form a stable bi- or

multiaxial non-crimp fabric [10].

Braids (DIN 60000, see Chap. 8): Braids are formed by the continuous crossing

of at least three yarns, usually running diagonally to the direction of production.

Additional axial yarns, so-called 0�-yarns or pillar yarns can be integrated into the

braid for axial reinforcement. Braids can be realized as plane or three-dimensional

structures.

Nonwoven fabrics (DIN EN 29092, see Chap. 9): Nonwoven fabrics are fabric

structures in the form of mats or webs from directionally or randomly orientated

fibers, with form-fit, force-fit or bonding connections. In contrast to woven and
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knitted fabrics, nonwoven fabric formation is performed without the process step of

yarn production. All fibers can be processed into nonwoven fabrics, which are

sometimes referred to as fiber mats and are frequently used for lightly loaded

components without or in combination with a plastic matrix, as in spun-laid non-

wovens and glass mats, and SMC or GMT semi-finished products.

Embroidered fabrics (DIN 60000, see Chap. 10): These surface structures are

characterized by embroidery yarns being drawn through embroidery grounds such

as woven or warp-knitted fabrics. In some procedures, the embroidery ground can

later be removed entirely or partially. One technology derived from embroidery is

Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP), which offers the possibility of realizing various

textile structures with fiber orientation and locally adjustable fiber count adapted to

the direction of load [11].

Three-dimensional textile constructions: In practice, complex component geom-

etries requiring the development of suitable textile 3D-semi-finished products (pre-
forms) are often indispensable. A number of innovative textile production methods

for the manufacture of 3D-textiles rely largely on the further development of

existing technologies for textile fabric structures. One method often used in practice

is based on the combination of different individual structures into complex pre-

forms by means of textile joining methods (see Chap. 12). This approach is referred

to as differential construction. Integral construction, on the other hand, is charac-

terized by the manufacture of as many structural elements of a complete preform in

a single step as possible. The number of individual elements and the resulting

number of joinings are considerably reduced by this construction. However, the

degree of complexity of such integral 3D-structures and geometries is limited.

Special textile structures and the required technologies as well as development

directions and possibilities will be treated in detail in Chaps. 5–10 and 12.

2.2.2.6 Finishing

Materials with customized surface properties are of great interest for a large number

of applications in lightweight construction and in connection with the realization of

integrated sensor networks. In the interdisciplinary field of nanotechnological

material synthesis, it has been observed that surfaces and interfaces in nature are

often nanostructured systems with several components consisting of polymers and

inorganic constituents and display technically relevant and desirable properties

[12–16]. In this context, much of the current development work in modern material

science is aimed at hybrid systems of reinforcement materials, matrices and

nanostructures to attain customized surface characteristics and functionalities.

Apart from the influence of the properties of reinforcement fibers and matrix, the

character of the interaction of these two components is a decisive factor in the

performance of composite materials. In addition to mechanical characteristics of

the individual components, it is their adhesion that determines load transmission

between the components and crack propagation. Strength and toughness of a fiber

composite material can be altered significantly by the interface of fiber and matrix.
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The design of interface and surface modification defines how tensions are trans-

mitted from the matrix to the fibers, and as a result, the chemical, thermal and/or

mechanical properties of the FRPC itself [17]. Finishing of the surfaces and

interfaces allows the integration of sensory and actuator functions into the com-

posite components for purposes of structural monitoring, self-diagnosis and self-

regulation.

Enhancing adhesion quality by means of surface modification is highly relevant,

as it ensures industrial usability and development of suitable textile structures. The

bonding between fiber and matrix is the decisive criterion for the quality assessment

of textile-reinforced composite materials. While a mechanical fixation is usually

sufficient for lightly loaded composite components, dynamically and mechanically

heavily loaded components definitely require a chemical bonding of the fibers to the

matrix. Adhesion in the fiber-matrix interface is important for load transfer and

force transmission. To guarantee reliable composites with high mechanical char-

acteristics, the interaction between matrix and reinforcement component has to be

adjusted purposefully with customized interface design.
For the processing of the materials, all process steps from the fiber, the roving,

and the fabric structure to the ready-made 3D-reinforcement semi-finished products

in fixed form (Preform) have to be employed. The finishing of fiber and yarn

materials allows an extraordinary combination of diversely functionalized fibers

and yarns for the manufacturing of textile structures. Wet chemical processes,

plasma treatments, sol-gel procedures and functional coatings are available

methods for the finishing of textile materials. Intelligent functional coatings enable

the realization of innovative functional systems. Combined use of novel methods of

physical self-organization, surface chemistry and surface structuring makes specific

multi-scale interface architectures feasible, which fully exploit the performance

potential of the individual composite components and achieve their full functiona-

lization [17]. Details on the finishing of textile structures can be found in Chap. 13.

2.2.2.7 Assembly and Preforming

In assembling technological processes, textile semi-finished products

(e.g. non-crimp fabrics, woven fabrics, braids) are converted into near-net shape

preforms and assembled either individually or in combination. The assembly

process begins with the construction of individual parts of the preform, where the

correct choice of semi-finished products and their directional integration into the

preform structure have to be considered to ensure mechanical functionality of the

textile-reinforced composite component to be produced. Moreover, it should be

noted that, in the process of preform production, the shaping of individual parts is

performed without creasing and with a defined alteration of the originally created

yarn orientation during draping.

Using textile-adapted cutting methods, the specific individual parts, commonly

provided meter-wise, are cut out from the semi-finished products. Before, during, or
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after the process, protection of the cutting edge has to be ensured to prevent the loss

of peripheral yarns.

Familiar sewing technology is suited for the assembly of the individual parts into

a near-net shape preform, while large-format and complex preforms are more easily

accessible by using the novel principle of unilateral sewing. Any kind of sewing

technique requires sewing yarns by virtue of their fiber material composition, yarn

structure, and preparation able to withstand the sewing process, hold together the

preform in its textile form, and, if applicable, contribute to the reinforcement in out-
of-plane direction as so-called z-reinforcements in the finished textile-reinforced

component. Sewing, in any case, also causes punctures and perforations, which

reduce in-plane properties when applied during preform construction.

Alternative connection technologies for textiles are offered by welding, adhesive

bonding and the use of binders. Welding requires thermoplastic fiber materials,

although fiber material mixtures with a proportion of thermoplastic behavior can

also be used. Adhesive bonding in preform production requires compatibility with

the matrix material. Thermally activated adhesives, often called binders, can be

used in preform assembly to ensure the shaping of the preform parts well into

composite component manufacturing process. This does not constitute a load-

bearing function within the composite component. A local application of binder

or adhesive allows a defined manipulation of the draping behavior of individual

parts before or immediately after cutting.

The handling of individual textile parts is closely connected to the assembly

process, beginning with the removal from the cutting table, followed by the defined

conveyance to the assembly workstations, up to the delivery of the textile preform

to the component manufacturing process. For reasons of reproducibility,

CNC-controlled machines are preferred for cutting and various assembly steps.

While cross table systems are state of the art for any work on the plane, robot-

guided joining techniques are used most commonly for three-dimensional assembly

work. Details on the assembly of textile preforms will be given in Chap. 12.

2.2.2.8 Universal Textile-Physical Parameters for the Characterization

of Textile Fiber Materials, Yarns, Textile Surface Structures

and Components

The assessment of quality and usability of textile structures depends on their textile-

physical parameters. For the determination of these parameters, regulations have

been devised, which are usually set down in test standards. These standards are

internationally authoritative and applied in particular in international commercial

movement of goods. The use of test standards includes the strict compliance of

testing conditions like testing speed, testing climate, sample assembly and test

procedure, and guarantees the comparability of the specific values detected by

different test centers. This procedure is necessary, since textile-physical parameters

of textile structures depend on the testing conditions and methods.
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Instruments for the testing of textile materials and structures require a mechan-

ical layout suited to the dimensions of the fiber materials and the textile structure.

Therefore, four distinctions are often made in overviews of the field of textile

testing. They are:

– Fiber/Filament Testing

– Yarn Testing

– Fabric Testing

– Component Testing

Within each of these areas, respective typical textile-physical parameters are

established, which are often formally identical but require highly specific testing

conditions and measuring principles. The characterization is generally performed

according to the following principles, for which some examples are given in

brackets:

– Material (type, composition, fiber fineness, humidity/sizing/matrix ratio)

– Material properties (thermal expansion coefficient, dielectric number, thermal

conductivity)

– Geometrical properties (diameter, length, regularity, homogeneity)

– Constructional properties (weave type, yarn twists, yarn density of textile fab-

rics, layer buildup of composite components)

– Mass (linear mass of filaments and yarns, areic mass of textile semi-finished

products)

– Dimensional change at low speeds (Young’s modulus, ultimate stress and

ultimate strain, flexural rigidity, shear stiffness, torsional stiffness, creep, crack

formation and delamination in composites)

– Dimensional change at high speeds (ultimate stress and ultimate strain, impact

resistance, fatigue endurance limits)

– Crash behavior (crash energies, residual strength after impact, crack formation,

delamination)

– Interactions with partners (friction, abrasion, air permeability)

– Characterization of surface and interface properties (surface energy, wettability)

The possibilities of a metrological characterization of textile structures are

extensive, which makes a comprehensive overview in this book impossible. This

is due to the variety of materials, the geometrical dimensions ranging from macro-

molecule to finished component, the distinct measuring principles and application

possibilities. The textile-physical and chemical parameters noted in brackets are

typical values. However, the listing is not complete. The development of complex

tailor-made textile structures for special applications sometimes requires the con-

ception of new measuring technologies. A selection of relevant testing methods

used in the characterization of textile structures and the composite components

manufactured from them in technical applications is included in Chap. 14.
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2.3 Textile Semi-finished Products and Preforms

for Lightweight Construction

2.3.1 Classification, Distinction, and Definitions

For a better representation of textile semi-finished products and preforms for

lightweight construction and to ensure a better understanding of the selection of

suitable technologies, structures and geometries, important terminology and their

distinctions have to be discussed first. Figures 2.6 and 2.7 give relevant character-

istics for the differentiation of geometries and reinforcement structures in textile

semi-finished products.

2.3.1.1 Geometry Versus Structure

When assessing existing textile fabric formation methods with regard to their

suitability for the realization of contour-close 2D and 3D reinforcement textiles,

the construction of the textile is the first priority. The array arrangement of the yarn

and the appearance of the fabric are important for both the specification of textile

reinforcement semi-finished products and for the structure-mechanical properties of

the composite components manufactured from them. In the context of textile

products, the terms one-/two-/2.5-/three-dimensional are used on the one hand for

characterizations of reinforcement yarn positions and on the other hand for the

determination of semi-finished product geometry. For an unambiguous classifica-

tion of terminology, a distinction will be made hereafter, between the structure and

Fig. 2.6 Shape of textiles-geometry
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the geometry. The structure itself can be subdivided into reinforcement structure
and weave-related structure.

2.3.1.2 Geometry of a Textile Semi-finished Product

Geometry denotes the linear, flat or three-dimensional appearance of the textile

semi-finished product with and without influence of additional processes for the

production of the net shape, where the type of arrangement of the reinforcement

yarn systems plays only a minor role (Fig. 2.6).

One-dimensional geometry: This includes linear structures with a high slender-

ness ratio (length to cross-section ratio), for example in the form of monofiles, spun

fiber yarns, rovings or twisted yarns.

Two-dimensional geometry: A two-dimensional geometry of a textile signifies a

plane textile fabric with a thickness that is negligible in comparison to its

surface area.

2.5-D geometry: Textile fabrics with a “two-and-a-half-dimensional” geometry

are defined as having a thickness that is negligible in comparison to their surface

area and they can be shaped into three-dimensional constructs or net shapes by

means of forming, draping or assembly processes.

Three-dimensional geometry: This includes volume-forming or thin, spatially

designed, shell-like textile architectures manufactured within in a single process

step without additional influence from subsequent steps. Volume-forming textiles

Fig. 2.7 Shape of textiles-reinforcement structure
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subjected to retroactive forming processes are therefore also included in constructs

with three-dimensional geometry.

2.3.1.3 Reinforcement Structure of a Textile Semi-finished Product

In contrast to the geometry of a textile semi-finished product, a design of the

reinforcement structure focuses on the orientation of the yarn systems for rein-

forcement, which is the main task of textile semi-finished products in mechanically

strained fiber composite components.

One-dimensional reinforcement structure: the reinforcement of the textile semi-

finished products is oriented primarily in one preferential direction (unidirectional,
UD). This concerns stretched yarns and unidirectionally reinforced textile fabrics.

Any UD-reinforced fabric is a one-dimensional structure with 2D geometry.

Two-dimensional reinforcement structure: A textile construction features a

two-dimensional reinforcement structure, if the reinforcement components are

primarily planar and oriented in at least two different directions. Bi-, tri- and

multi-axial planar reinforced structures (2D geometries) are also considered

among the two-dimensional reinforcement structures. Thin-walled 3D geometries

which can be produced in a single textile-technical process step without additional

effect from subsequent steps, and which contain at least two preferred directions of

the reinforcement components in the plane, are 2D reinforcement structures, as they

do not contain reinforcements in thickness direction. This becomes clear from the

phaseout of the shell-shaped 3D geometry. Thick-walled multilayered reinforce-

ment structures without reinforcement system in thickness direction are 2D rein-

forcement structures with a 3D geometry.

Three-dimensional reinforcement structure: A three-dimensional reinforcement

structure features reinforcement yarn systems oriented in all three spatial directions

and thus ensures the corresponding reinforcement effect within the composite. In

general, 3D structures require a 3D geometry based on volume-forming textile

architecture. The advantages of this integral 3D structure include the significant

improvement in mechanical properties of the component in z-direction and impact

behavior as well as in the reduction of delamination risk.

2.3.1.4 Weave-Related Structure of a Textile Semi-finished Product

In contrast to the reinforcement structure, which takes into account the orientation

of the reinforcement yarns, the weave-related structure describes the local or global
orientation of the various reinforcement yarn systems to each other. This reflects the

type of yarn crossing or interlacing within the textile semi-finished product. In the

specific case, it concerns the type of weave.
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2.3.1.5 Textile Semi-finished Products with Open and Closed

Appearance

Apart from the type of the textile structure based on various reinforcement yarn

systems, the appearance of the textile semi-finished products plays a decisive part in

the application in composite components. According to the matrix system to be

used (plastic, coating or mineral basis) and the component’s degree of strain,

reinforcement structures are classified into those with compact (high fiber volume

content) and lattice-like reinforcement structures. Textiles with an open appearance

are used for the reinforcement of matrices with solid aggregates (e.g. concrete) or

for the strengthening of non-highly loaded fiber-reinforced plastic composite com-

ponents. Highly loaded composite component can only be realized with closed

structures with high fiber volume content.

2.3.2 Preform and Preforming

Preform is the term used for a single- or multi-layered dry textile structure which is

impregnated with a suitable matrix system in an individual, subsequent process.

The geometry of the textile reinforcement structure (preform) is largely congruent

with the eventual component geometry and ensures a suitable yarn orientation

according to the load direction. The methods for manufacturing preforms can be

categorized into direct and sequential preforming (Fig. 2.8).

Direct preforming denotes manufacturing processes in which a usually three-

dimensional, integral preform is produced in a single step. Its geometric complexity

Fig. 2.8 Method of preform production
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and the attainable fiber volume content depend on the manufacturing method.

While short fibers (secondary structures) are used for conventional methods, direct

processes of textile 2D and 3D preform manufacture use continuous fibers. For the

production of complex high-performance components (primary structures), the

existing standard methods are further developed. This makes the desired light-

weight construction effect with spatial stiffnesses and strengths feasible at

smaller mass.

Sequential methods for the manufacture of preforms in differential design are

classified into two classes. Binder forming technology uses binders to fix the

filament yarn layers of the preform relative to one another in the net shape to be

modeled. Beyond that, the binder can be used for structural fixation. It is crucial to

select a binder that is compatible with the respective polymer matrix and thus

allows fixation outside of the machine at low curing temperatures. Binders can be

applied in their solid or liquid form but must not cause limitations to the required

forming behavior and permeability. Furthermore, binders can be inserted as yarns

during the manufacture of the textile fabric. A suitable binder design is a prereq-

uisite for the increase in efficiency of composite forming technologies.

The production of preforms by means of conventional methods of textile assem-

bly technology has been popular since the 1980s. Here, the cut-and-sew technique
is used primarily for the assembly of simple preforms. To produce complex

geometries from textile reinforcement structures, several technological develop-

ments in stitching and sewing technology have resulted, among others, in a range of

unilateral sewing methods, most of which are robot-guided [18–20]. Their use for

the insertion of fixing seams can be accompanied by fiber damage resulting in the

degradation of mechanical in-plane properties of the component. The advantages

of these textile joining techniques include the improvement of the components

mechanical properties in z-direction by sewing and stitching yarns, which in turn

lowers the risk of delamination and improves impact behavior. Details are given in

Chap. 12.

2.3.3 Advantages of the Integration of the Matrix
as Continuous Fiber

For thermoplastic fiber composite materials, more and more applications are being

opened up. One crucial advantage over composite materials with thermoset matri-

ces is the shorter attainable processing times of the original materials during

component manufacture. Thus, thermoplastic components can be produced cost-

effectively and efficiently in highly productive processes, such as injection mold-

ing, deep-drawing and pressing. Further advantages of thermoplastics are their

thermal ductility, the possibility of repeated melting and re-shaping, their superior

impact resistance and damage tolerance, as well as their greater repair-friendliness.
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While initially short-fiber-reinforced fiber composite materials were realized

principally, the recent focus of research has been shifted to the development of

long-fiber-reinforced thermoplastics (LFT), including the use of continuous-fiber-

reinforcements [21–24]. In order to advance into the field of highly loaded fiber

composite materials, continuous-fiber-reinforcements with a fiber length matching

the component dimensions are necessary. The challenge in the application of

thermoplastic matrix materials is posed by their high melting viscosity, as the

injection of highly viscous thermoplastic material at high processing pressures

causes structural distortions of the preforms in the machine cavity. Therefore, the

flow paths of the molten thermoplastic during component impregnation have to be

minimized. One approach to a solution is the previous impregnation or hybridiza-

tion of textile materials and semi-finished products. The fiber volume ratio of the

matrix and reinforcement components required for the respective component can be

customized and preadjusted by means of the mixing ratio.

One possible approach to manufacture hybrid textile semi-finished products is

the combined processing of reinforcement yarns and thermoplastic yarns. A much

improved mixing of the reinforcement and matrix components can be attained by

the use of hybrid yarns in the textile manufacturing process. A preferably homo-

geneous mixing of both components allows short flow paths for the highly viscous

molten matrix during composite consolidation and it is a basic prerequisite for high

composite quality. Hybrid yarns with continuous reinforcement filaments can be

produced by winding, wrapping, twisting or impregnating reinforcement yarns with

matrix powders, in which both components are aligned side-by-side or in a core/

sheath structure in the yarn cross-section. Hybrid yarns with a substantially homo-

geneous fiber/matrix distribution and a low bending stiffness suitable for textile

processing can be produced by integrating thermoplastic filaments like polypropyl-

ene, in glass rovings (Twintex®) during glass filament production or by a

commingling process [25]. In practice, numerous hybrid yarn constructions are

available, which can be differentiated regarding the forms of individual compo-

nents, hybrid yarn type and structure. The most important hybrid yarn constructions

are given in Fig. 2.9.

Other methods for preliminary impregnation of the reinforcement component

with matrix material in non-textile form include different approaches, such as Film-
Stacking, powder impregnation, hot melt extrusion and wetting in polymer solu-

tions [27]. With the use of one of these methods, yarn-like prepregs with widely

varying properties can be produced. The resulting pre-impregnated yarns exhibit

high bending stiffness and their usability for further textile processing, in particular

for the manufacture of complex reinforcement semi-finished products, is limited

[28]. These problems and possibilities are dealt in detail in Chap. 11.
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2.4 Application and Performance Potential of Textile

Semi-finished Products and Preforms in Lightweight

Construction

In the development of material- and cost-efficient structural components, light-

weight construction with textile-reinforced composite materials has many advan-

tages over conventional constructions. Here, functionally integrated lightweight

design in mixed textile construction forms plays an important role. In particular

their high strength and stiffness in combination with their small weight, the

adjustable short-time-dynamic properties (Impact), the great variety of textile

methods and structures as well as the economic manufacture with high reproduc-

ibility, suitability for series production and recyclability make the young

continuous-fiber-reinforced composite group of materials in fiber-reinforced plastic

composites, textile concrete and textile membrane technology interesting and

promising for future lightweight construction applications in various industries.

Textile-reinforced composite materials have the highest flexibility in comparison to

other material groups, and can be considered almost predestinated for the use in

optimal material mixtures for the combined design approach necessary for complex

requirements in lightweight construction [29].

Textile materials and semi-finished products as innovative materials display an

extremely versatile property potential and are one of the most important high-tech

material groups for the present and the future. They are a basic prerequisite for the

creation of innovative products with new scalable properties. Continuous-fiber-

reinforced composite materials have an especially high potential for the series use

in complex highly loaded lightweight components in vehicle and machine engi-

neering, for the reinforcement of slender, filigree concrete parts, and for the

Fig. 2.9 Hybrid yarn construction from filament or spun yarns according to [26]
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redevelopment and maintenance of existing structures. They contribute to the

significant reduction of masses and to energy conservation. They are distinguished

by their flexible customizability to material structure and the resulting adjustability

of material properties and property anisotropy to the existing processing and

component requirements.

The versatile textile processes and their combinations for the manufacture of 2D

and 3D structures and preforms offer various possibilities and parameters, the

variations of which allow a far-reaching manipulation and suitable adjustment of

the characteristics of the products to be manufactured. The following textile

constructions for lightweight structures with customized properties can be realized

by actively and purposefully forming the textile material:

– any spatial alignment of the load-bearing yarn systems (1D, 2D, and 3D

structures),

– force fit orientation of the yarns and quantitative determination of load-bearing

yarn systems by load case, e.g. biaxial, multiaxial or polar,

– matching to the component geometry and design, for instance in freeform

surfaces, complex profiles, tubular and spacer structures, and
– hybridization and functional integration.

The wide range of existing and available textile materials, structures and

methods, economic manufacture and suitability for series production give this

group of materials a promising future [30]. The increased use and growing impor-

tance of textile-reinforced composite materials for mass markets also raises perfor-

mance requirements of textile semi-finished products for structural components.

The suitable choice of materials and proper manufacture of textile semi-finished

products offers numerous advantages over conventional materials, such as an

improved performance to weight ratio by anisotropic fiber alignment for greater

lightweight construction benefit. Contrary to the expensive prepreg technology, dry

reinforcement structures and preforms are particularly advantageous for the eco-

nomic production of lightweight construction components in large series

applications.

The potential of textile semi-finished products as an innovative lightweight

construction material, the purposeful selection and combination of textile materials

and processes, and the customized, force-fit-suitable alignment of rovings in the

textile structures, results in a nearly unlimited variety of property profiles and

design possibilities, up to function-integrated near-net shape components. Assem-

bly technology offers a maximum of flexibility regarding the connection of textile

fabrics to form suitable preforms. The assembly of the individual, load-adapted

reinforcement textiles into integral preforms is performed by means of modern

joining technologies, such as sewing, welding or adhesive bonding. This approach

has proven its effectiveness, as assembly and reinforcement seams can be inserted

variably into the preform. The use of assembly technology has made it possible to

produce “spacer preforms” of larger sizes and more complex geometry as well as

with integrated functions.
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In general, it can be stated that fiber-based semi-finished products and preforms

for lightweight construction applications are not only relevant economically in

aeronautics, but that they are also viable on mass markets in automotive and

transport engineering, mechanical engineering, the building industry, and in textile

membrane technology. A paradigm shift is to be expected, in which the material

industry will increasingly substitute traditional, monolithic materials like aluminum

and titanium by fiber composite materials [31]. This development process is already

well advanced and will revolutionize material science through the extreme flexi-

bility of the textile materials and their processing into nearly unlimitedly complex

constructions with scalable properties. Textile materials and semi-finished products

offer a broad range of variation and an enormous diversity of possibilities, includ-

ing the suitable customization of load-bearing structures with regard to strength,

stiffness, impact behavior and energy absorption capabilities.
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Chapter 3

Textile Fiber Materials

Christiane Freudenberg

Textile fiber materials are the basic element for textile semi-finished products and

the products manufactured from them. Thus, they are crucial for the product

properties. Based on molecular and supramolecular structures, and ensuring opti-

mum synthesis and fiber formation processes, high-quality fiber materials with

tailor-made characteristics with the ability to function as reinforcement fibers or

thermoplastic matrix fibers are created. The following chapter explains the general,

complex relationships between initial materials, production, structure and proper-

ties. Detailed attention will be paid to the common commercially available rein-

forcement fiber materials, such as glass, carbon, and aramid fiber materials.

Examples of other types of reinforcement fiber materials and thermoplastic fiber

materials acting as matrix fibers will be given. A short introduction will be provided

for the property optimization by means of surface modifications and material

combinations.

3.1 Introduction

Textile fiber materials are classified into natural and man-made fibers, according to

their origin. The group of organic man-made fibers made from synthetic polymers

is the most extensive. Further details regarding the classification of textile fiber

materials are given in Sect. 2.3.2.

Textile fiber materials are the basic element of textile semi-finished products and

the products manufactured from them. The specific fiber material characteristics

have a significant influence on the product characteristics. Building on the structure
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and characteristics of the natural fiber material, bionics are employed to modify

man-made fiber materials and develop new fiber materials with tailor-made prop-

erties, for instance for technical purposes. The steadily increasing number of

applications, as well as the demand for processability on high-performance

machines along the entire textile value-added chain and adapted to optimized

practical use characteristics, in combination with the growing respective market,

the development and modification requirements of man-made fiber materials are

complex. Equally, knowledge regarding the characteristics stemming from produc-

tion, fiber geometry and topography (which can be influenced by surface modifi-

cations), and supramolecular and molecular structure and their interaction are

required for a targeted and requirement-adapted fiber material selection, due to

the large variety of fiber materials. These complex relations are illustrated in

Fig. 3.1 The individual aspects will be treated generally in this chapter, with

selected fiber materials serving to exemplify certain aspects.

The remarks regarding the fiber production of man-made fibers are concerned

with the significant methods: melt spinning and wet spinning. Both processes create

filaments with adjustable fiber material parameters and the ability to be directly

provided for further steps in the textile process chain as monofil and multi-filament

yarns. Filament yarns, therefore, can be crimped, surface-modified/surface-

functionalized or combined with one another, depending on the product require-

ments. Cutting or converting the continuous fibers to requirement-adjusted lengths

creates staple fibers, which are specifically post-treated before their processing in

further process steps, e.g. in yarn production. Details concerning yarn production

can be found in Chap. 4.

Fig. 3.1 Relation between structure, fiber formation method, and properties of textile fiber

materials (according to [1])
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The representation of molecular and supramolecular structures contributes to a

basic chemical understanding, which helps comprehend the abovementioned rela-

tions and use them specifically.

After an introduction to the basics, details will be given concerning reinforce-

ment fibers. Reinforcement fibers are characterized by their high tensile strengths

and Young’s modulus at low densities and low maximum elongations at break. Due

to targeted structural influencing, different fiber materials offer various fiber mate-

rial types with special characteristics for different applications (Table 3.1).

Reinforcement fibers in the composite component act as force-absorbing and

therefore load-bearing parts. In contrast, the tasks of the matrix primarily include

fiber fixation, force introduction and distribution, and the absorption of compres-

sion loads. Due to the manifold types and the possibility to specifically generate

fiber material properties, thermoplastic fiber materials can serve as matrix systems

under certain conditions and for special applications. The reinforcement and matrix

materials made from thermoplastic polymers will be introduced briefly below.

3.2 Technological Basics of Synthetic-Fiber Production

3.2.1 Principles of Synthetic-Fiber Production

The production of man-made fibers based on polymer materials includes the

physical or physical and chemical conversion of linear polymers of high molecular

weight into thin, continuous fibers or filaments. The base material is made fluid

Table 3.1 Reinforcement and matrix fiber materials

Reinforcement fibers

Glass fiber (GF) Ceramic fibers

Carbon fiber (CF) -Aluminum oxide Al2O3

Aramid fiber (AR) -Silicon carbide SiC

Ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene UHMWPE Basalt fibers Basalt

Liquid crystal polymers LCP Metal fibers

High-tenacity polyester PES, ht -Steel (Steel)

High-tenacity polyamide PA, ht -Aluminum (Al)

High-tenacity polypropylene PP, ht Flax LI

Sisal SI

Matrix fibers

Polypropylene PP Polyetherimide PEI

Polyamide PA Polyether ether ketone PEEK

Polyester PES Polybenzimidazole PBIM

Polyethersulfone PSU Polybenzoxazole PBOM

Polyphenylenesulfide PPS Polytetrafluorethylene PTFE
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during the spinning of the synthetic fibers, and pressed through small openings into

a medium, where the fibers solidify. The randomly arranged macromolecules in the

filaments then have to be aligned in the direction of the fiber axis (orientation,

e.g. by drawing/stretching). Finally, a thermal post-processing (heatsetting) is

necessary to lower internal tension. The three most important steps of synthetic

fiber production are spinning, drawing, and subsequent post-treatment. The follow-

ing sections will provide details regarding these steps, mainly based on [1, 2].

3.2.1.1 Spinning/Synthetic Fiber Production

The viscous flow condition of the base materials required for spinning, depending
on the polymer properties, is usually achieved by melting or solution. By means of

spinning pumps, the highly viscous spinning dope is transferred through pipes to the

nozzle holes, which serve as shaping elements. The material is pressed through the

holes and relieved by taking off while still fluid. During this step, a pre-alignment of

the chain molecules can be achieved. Crucial fiber parameters (e.g. fiber fineness)

and the supramolecular structure are created during the solidification of the spun

filament by cooling or solvent removal by chemical reaction or coagulation.

Coagulation refers to the transition from the fluid into a gelular state. For the

manufacture of most established synthetic fiber materials from high-molecular-

weight linear polymers, the following production principles are available (Fig. 3.2):

• Spinning from the melt: melt spinning, or
• Spinning from the solution: solvent spinning (wet and dry spinning methods)

Other specialized spinning methods include gel spinning, reactive spinning,

matrix spinning, and electro-spinning.

Spinning from the melt is used for polymers which can be melted into highly

viscous fluids in extruders, and whose properties ensure a homogeneous melt for a

sufficient duration. Melt spinning has the advantage over solvent spinning by not

requiring the production, use, and recycling of a solvent. Furthermore, cleaning

sub-processes, such as filtering and ventilation are redundant. Filaments made from

polyester (PES), polyamide (PA), polypropylene (PP), and polyethylene (PE) are

produced in melt spinning processes.

Spinning from the solution (solvent spinning) is used for polymers with a

melting temperature above their decomposition range and requires the preparation

of a high-quality spinning solution by providing suitable solvents. The solvents are

required to meet certain general standards like low toxicity, eco-friendliness,

non-flammability, and explosion safety, as well as low costs. Furthermore, solvent

recovery is subject to high ecological and economical requirements. The charac-

teristics of the spinning solution are defined by the parameters viscosity, polymer

concentration, and solution stability. After shaping, which is preceded by the

cleaning of the spinning solution by filtering (ensuring purity) and degassing

(removal of air and gas bubbles), the solvent has to be removed to solidify the

polymer. For this, the spun filaments are sent through a hot air chamber in the dry
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spinning process. Utilizing concurrent or countercurrent principles, the conditioned

air causes the solvent to diffuse from the solidifying polymer, in relation to the

filament orientation direction and at adjusted flow rates. Due to the volume

decrease, a negative pressure is created within the fiber material structure, leading

to a deformation of the cross-section. The flow rate of the hot air depends on the

delivery speed and the physical properties of the solvent, such as explosion limit or

evaporation relation. In wet spinning, the filaments pressed from the spinning

nozzle coagulate in a chemical or precipitation bath. The diffusion of the solvent,

accompanied by osmotic processes, is typical of this process. The diffusion of the

solvent in the precipitating agent increases the polymer concentration and, by

extension, causes the coagulation and solidification of the filament. On the other

hand, some of the solvent is displaced by the precipitating agent. Especially in the

interphases a boundary structure is created, which strives to achieve a round cross-

sectional form. The targeted variation of the spinning solution composition allows

the design of a variety of different fiber cross-sections. Repeated washing and

drying are necessary post-treatments in wet spinning to remove any solvent

remaining in the filament.

Dry spinning is primarily used to produce filaments from polyacrylonitrile

(PAN), acetate (CA), and polyvinyl chloride (CLF). Wet spinning processes are

utilized to manufacture filaments from viscose (CV), cupro (CUP), but also poly-

acrylonitrile (PAN) and polyvinyl chloride (CLF).

Fig. 3.2 Production principles of synthetic fiber production
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3.2.1.2 Drawing/Stretching

In the un-drawn state, the low orientation of the macromolecules gives the spun

filament a high deformability and low strength. The alignment of the chain mole-

cules in the longitudinal direction of the fiber begins during the drafting part of the

spinning process. A specific orientation of the macromolecules in relation to the

fiber axis contributes to achieving the required properties. This structural influenc-

ing is realized by drawing and stretching processes. Figure 3.3 shows the basic plot
of the yarn count-related stress and strain in dependence on the draw ratio, exem-

plified by PA filaments.

The draw ratio, also referred to as degree of stretching, is determined by the

speed ratio of take-up and delivery devices. In contrast, the preceding spinning draft

is defined as the relation of take-up speed and the average filament speed upon

leaving the nozzle. Drawing, which usually takes place above the glass temperature,

consists of the following processes:

• Fiber length increase at simultaneous fiber cross-section decrease,

• Alignment of the structural fiber elements in the direction of the force,

• increase of the number of crystalline areas by means of post-crystallization,

• unwinding of polymer chain loops and decrease of distance between structural

fiber elements,

• reduction of inhomogeneities, and

• increase of interfibrillar, amorphous polymer chains (according to model by

Prevorsek, Fig. 3.7 in Sect. 3.2.3.2).

During these processes, a bottleneck effect, similar to tensile testing, can occur

(Fig. 3.4).

The increasing demand for higher productivity and high quality of filament yarns

inspired the process-stage integration of drawing into the melt spinning process.

Depending on the draw ratio, the macromolecules display various degrees of

orientation, from which a classification of filament yarns can be derived, as in

Table 3.2. In low oriented yarns (LOY) and partially oriented yarns (POY), the

desired remaining orientation is achieved in subsequent processes. In LOY yarns,
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drawing is followed by plying or texturizing, while POY yarns are treated with

combined processes, such as drawn plying, drawn spooling, drawn texturizing, and

warp-yarn drawing. Beyond these, other material-specific combinations are

possible.

3.2.1.3 Post-treatment

To create requirement-adapted properties, the spun filaments can be subjected to

various post-treatment processes. This creates a desire fiber length or crimp, which

is stabilized, for instance, by heatsetting. For these processes, various methods are

available, which are particularly relevant for the manufacture of spun yarns. Here,

only post-treatment methods relevant for the production of fiber-reinforced plastic

composite semi-finished products are discussed.

Fig. 3.4 Stretching sequence with neckings

Table 3.2 Classification of melt-spun filament yarns by their degrees of orientation [3, 4]

Designation Yarn take-up speeds (m/min) Yarn elongation (%)

LOY low oriented yarn Up to 1,800 200–300

MOY medium oriented yarn 1,800–2,800 200–300

POY pre(partially) oriented yarn 2,800–4,200 70–220

HOY high oriented yarn 4,000–6,000 50–70

FOY full oriented yarn >6,000 20–50
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To achieve optimal operation characteristics of filament yarns made of synthetic

fibers during production and unimpeded processing on textile machines, certain

auxiliary agents from aqueous solution or emulsions are applied to the filament

yarns. If the agents are applied to un-drawn filaments, they are referred to as sizings
or spinning preparations, while avivages (post-sizings) are applied after drawing.

The filaments touch a roller covered with a sizing coating, or a finger furnished

with a sizing agent coat. There, they take the spinning preparation, which has to

meet requirements regarding the realization of yarn cohesion, near-temperature-

independent and consistent friction behavior during drawing and, if applicable,

texturizing, resistance to corrosion and depositions on the yarn guides, anti-static

effects, possibility of thorough washing, and chemical neutrality. Another method

used for high-speed spinning due to the homogeneous sizing application is to

prepare individual filaments using a fine dosage pump. To improve homogeneity,

the sizing agent can be foamed up for multi-yarn systems.

The requirements to be fulfilled by the avivage are similar to those of sizing

agents. Avivages are supposed to smoothen the fiber surface, realize a certain fiber-

fiber adhesion, prevent electrostatic charging, and ensure an adjustable adhesion

with the matrix in the case of fiber-reinforced composites. For avivage application,

a number of methods are available, roller and revolving-screen application, dipping

application, or spraying among them.

The use of filament yarns with a more or less strongly crimped structure is

of secondary importance for the manufacture of semi-finished products for fiber-

reinforced composite materials. Hybrid-yarn production by air texturization

is a special case. Here, the aim is to homogeneously intermingle two or more

fiber material components, one of which, as a thermoplastic component, assumes

the matrix function in the finished composite material. In contrast, texturization
in general serves to create a permanent crimping and impart a voluminous

character similar to that of wool on the originally straight and smooth filaments

of a filament yarn. Usually, this involves mechanical/thermal processes (e.g. false-

twist, torsion, stuffing-box crimping procedures) or chemical/thermal processes

(e.g. bi-component processes).

3.2.2 Fiber Parameters

The characterization of textile fiber materials relies on geometrical parameters as

well as properties closely related to fiber geometry and of crucial importance

regarding processing and application characteristics of these materials. The use of

parameters like fiber length, fiber cross-section, fiber fineness (yarn count, see Sect.

2.2.2.3), fiber crimp or twist, and topography or surface design, allow a compre-

hensive description of fiber geometries, which are random in natural fibers, but

specifically adjustable in synthetic fibers.

To determine the geometric parameters, a number of methods are available and

the most significant and relevant ones are mentioned in this section and, in more

detail, in Sect. 14.3.
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3.2.2.1 Fiber Length

The extension of an individual textile fiber in a fully stretched position without

strain loading represents the fiber length. As changes in humidity cause changes in

length in some fiber materials (e.g. wool, PA), this parameter always has to be

determined in experiments under atmospheric conditions. Furthermore, previous

mechanical strains (e.g. tearing, pressing) can release latent, time-dependent ten-

sions in connection with moisture effects, causing changes in length. For further

processing, especially in secondary spinning, knowledge of fiber length distribution

is crucial to achieve high-quality fiber cohesion in the spun yarn [5].

Natural fibers have a finite length for natural growth reasons, with a classifi-

cation being necessary between short fibers (especially cotton) and long fibers (stem

fibers, leaf fibers, fruit fibers, e.g. flax, jute, coconut, sisal). Most long fibers are

“technical fibers” distinguished by fiber bundles formed from several elementary

fibers by pectins.

As mentioned in Sect. 2.2, silk (e.g. made by the Bombyx mori silkworm moth)

holds a special rank regarding fiber length. The entire fiber length of a single silk

cocoon can be up 4,000 m, of which 1,500 m can be fiber material fit to be reeled for

processing in reel silk spinning. In natural fibers, the crucial factors influencing

fiber length are, for instance, the kind of plant (including genus, type, species,

provenance), climatic growth conditions, and the manner of harvesting and prepar-

ation, are also the reasons for great inhomogeneities and differences in quality.

Due to the technologies used in their production, synthetic fibers are theoreti-

cally of unlimited length. The filaments produced in a range of spinning processes

are shortened to the lengths and length distributions required by their respective

applications, using various means of cutting or converting. The fiber length to be

produced, including the fiber length distribution of the spun fibers conform to the

required combination with natural fibers or other types of synthetic fibers, the

respective yarn production technology, or other processing methods used during

composite component production, e.g. fiber-reinforced concrete, fiber-sprayed

concrete.

The basic separation principles listed in Table 3.3 are the groundwork for

various technologies to produce fibers of requirement-adapted length (spun fibers).

Table 3.3 Separation principles for spun-fiber production [5]

Separation principle Method Technology

Fiber

lengths

Force effects in fiber cross-

section direction (radial)

Cutting

method

Knife or spiral cutting drum in a

cutting converter

defined

Force effect in longitudinal

fiber direction (axial)

Stretch-

breaking

method

Difference of radial speed between

delivery and take-up roller pairs in

the stretch-breaking machine

Broad

random

distribution

Radial and axial force

effects

Air-blowing

process

Flowing medium inclined toward

the fiber axis

randomly

distributed
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3.2.2.2 Fiber Cross-Section

The cross-section created by a perpendicular cut through the fiber in cross-wise

direction represents the fiber cross-section and illustrates structural traits of the fiber

interior and surface. Fiber cross-sections are preferably created with a microtome

and viewed microscopically under polarized light. The cross-section shapes of

textile fibers are extremely varied and influence the processing behavior (primarily

in secondary spinning) and application characteristics [2, 5].

Natural fibers, with the distinctive cross-sections, which are characteristic for the

respective fiber material and which, like fiber length, depend on a number of

conditions, are easily identified by their fiber cross-section and other special traits.

Cotton fibers, for instance, display kidney-shapes cross-sections, while those of the

elementary flax fibers are polygonal in cross-section, with central lumina (cavities).

Sheep’s wool has an oval to round cross-section with an external scale structure,

clearly visible in a longitudinal view. Boiled silk, as an elementary rope (hank), has

irregular, rounded, triangular or multiangular cross-sections.

The cross-sections of synthetic fibers are adjustable to the respective require-

ments and applications. Usually, melt-spun fibers from PA, PES, PE, PP, and other

polymers, as well as fibers made from glass, quartz and metal, have round cross-

sections. The realization of special fiber cross-sections (e.g. star-shape, ribbon-

shape, corner-shape profiles) as solid or hollow profiles is achieved by using

specially-shape nozzle holes in the spinning nozzles. Special attention has to be

paid to wear effects on the nozzle holes, as these can cause cross-section defor-

mations, resulting in significant quality losses. Synthetic fibers produced with

solvent spinning processes change their shape after exiting the round spinning

nozzle. Fibers created by dry spinning usually form dumbbell-, kidney-, x-, or

y-shapes cross-sections, with a less pronounced corrugation or overlap

distinguishing them from wet-spun fibers. In the latter, the selected composition

of the spinning bath and the timing of the individual sub-processes (coagulation and

regeneration) allow an objective influence on the fiber cross-sections. If the two

sub-processes are running parallelly, filaments with a core-sheath structure are

created, as the regeneration in the sheath section takes place at a point when the

coagulation in the core is not yet completed. This is especially true for viscose

production with strongly overlapped fiber cross-sections. If the regeneration is

performed after coagulation, more rounded and less overlapped fiber cross-sections,

as well as fibers (e.g. modal fibers) with a relatively homogeneous supramolecular

structure across the fiber cross-section are created [5].

In some individual production methods of solvent spinning, the round cross-

section is retained after coagulation. In a few rare cases, profile nozzles are used [2].

Apart from requirement- and process-related microcavities (gas volume

completely surrounded by fiber substance) and pores (gas-filled indentations in

the fiber surface), as well as the purposeful creation of air-filled channels running

axially through the fiber (accessible from outside on one or both sides), synthetic

fibers usually are compactly structured on the inside [6].
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Multi-component spinning methods allow the production of synthetic fibers

consisting of several components. The polymers are provided in side-by-side,
core/sheath, or islands-in-a-sea, separation-type, or multilayer-type arrangements,

and can generate special fiber material properties and, by extension, special fiber

types, e.g. fiber crimping and material combination for reinforcement and matrix

fiber [2]. Multi-component fibers in a separation-type matrix/fibril arrangement

offer a possibility to produce microfibers with yarn counts smaller than a decitex.

This is equivalent to fibers whose cross-section dimension is smaller than 10 μm.

For this, a component is either dissolved in a solvent, or a splitting after a targeted

force effect is induced by cooling after the spinning process, or by the introduction

of tensile forces, tearing the adhesive points.

3.2.2.3 Fiber Yarn Count

Apart from the cross-sectional form, the diameter is also used for the character-

ization of textiles fibers with round cross-sections, e.g. for glass filaments. For

further characterization of textile fiber materials, the textile-physical variable of

yarn count is used. Yarn count, according to the standard Tex system, is the quotient

of mass and length. Due to the small cross-section dimensions of fibers and

filaments, the mass is usually related to a fiber length of 10,000 m. From this, the

statement of fiber yarn count in decitex (1 dtex¼ 1 g/10,000 m) is derived. In Sect.

2.2.2, the reasons for introducing this textile-specific variable depending on length

and mass, influenced by cross-section area and density, as the various yarn count

systems are detailed.

3.2.2.4 Fiber Crimp/Torsion

Fiber crimp refers to the in-plane or spatial course of the fiber [7]. To assess the

crimp, quantitative descriptions of the crimping form (e.g. crimping arch count per

unit of length, arch length, arch height, degree of curl, crimp) and statements

regarding the stability under mechanical and thermal loads (e.g. crimp rigidity)

are made. Torsions are rotations around the fiber axis in Z or S direction occurring

naturally in cotton fibers. Crimp and torsion are important for the processing of

fibers into yarns, as well as for the application characteristics like strength, han-

dling, and bulkiness. Therefore, a specific texturization of the fibers or filaments is

necessary [6, 8].

Without specific efforts before or during production, synthetic fibers do not

exhibit crimp. The basic principles for deflecting the fiber axis described below

allow the purposeful setting of desired crimp effects (Texturizing) of a fiber [9]:
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1. Stress build-up within the previously balanced fiber by means of external force

effects, usually under higher temperature effects, followed by positional

stabilization

• by means of stress relief (heatsetting), or

• by maintaining the deflection by means of additional force effects,

2. Relief of existing internal stresses

• within one fiber or filament with different structural units due to

molecular mobility and positional stabilization by establishing balance

(e.g. bicomponent method), or

• between fibers or filaments with different structural properties, caused by

external force effects due to the shrinkage of a component, and subsequent

positional stabilization by force effects (e.g. differential shrinkage process).

Regarding (1) The basic principle of mechanical/thermal processes is the

sequence of deformation, fixation, and reforming, with a possible inclusion of a

previous heating step. Depending on the manner of mechanical deformation, a

classification is made into twist-, stuffing-, blade-, gear-, and knit-fixing processes.

False twisting is the most common method in practical application.

Regarding (2) Due to inhomogeneous stresses caused by molecular and supra-

molecular structures in the cross-section, sheep’s wool fibers, as well as bicompo-

nent fibers specifically synthesized during production, and viscose fibers with

differently pronounced core-sheath structures exhibit structure-inherent crimp.

3.2.2.5 Topography

Topography describes the surface design (micro-morphological structure) of the

fiber materials, which can be characterized by the form of the indentations due to

pores, breaks, tears and fibrils. Topography analyses are based on microscopic and

physical-chemical examinations aiming for qualitative or quantitative statements

[10]. The topography of textile fiber materials influences the properties of the textile

semi-finished product with regard to gloss, handling, and especially to the inter-

actions with preparation agents and matrix systems.

The topography of textile fiber materials is very diverse. In natural fibers, it

varies primarily because of respective growth conditions and preparation methods.

Their topography can be modified specifically by special finishing measures. Before

drying, cotton has a round fiber cross-section and an almost smooth and structure-

less surface. Drying processes change these fiber parameters into a kidney-shaped

cross-section and a surface showing pronounced grooves. A treatment with sodium

hydroxide solution (mercerization) causes the fiber to swell, creating a round cross-

section and a smooth surface. Wool has a distinct flake structure, with imbricately

arranged flakes pointing at the tip of the hair. This surface can also be modified in

order to reduce felting.
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For solvent-spun fiber materials, electron-microscopic examinations show

noticeable grooves and micropores in the fiber surface. Furthermore, PAN, for

instance, displays a fibril structure consisting of rough fibrils (fibril bundles) with

cross-section sizes of ca. 1 μm, and capillary fibrils (cross-section dimensions of

ca. 10 nm) integrated into them, leading to a very distinctive topography. This is

caused by coagulation, solvent discharge, and drawing processes [6].

Melt-spun fiber materials are mostly smooth and barely structured, unless

non-identical substances like delustring agents are integrated. Electron-

microscopically, fine fibril-like longitudinal stripes are visible on the surface of

PA. As in solvent-spinning, drawing influences the formation of such fibril-like

structures [6].

Changing the topography of organic and inorganic synthetic fibers can be done

by means of a variety of methods. Especially for the utilization of textile fiber

materials in composites, research and development offer a wide field of activity,

with priority on the prevention of fiber damages, the adjustable fiber/matrix adhe-

sion (see Chap. 13), and the economy of the processes.

3.2.3 Molecular and Supramolecular Structure of Textile
Fiber Materials

The quality and properties of textile fibers result from the chemical composition

and the formation/production process, which is followed by voluntary or involun-

tary modifications and specific finishing treatments. The primary initial materials

for textile fibers are natural or synthetic organic polymers, but also inorganic

substances like glass, rocks, or metal. Natural organic polymers (biopolymers)

consist of the main components polysaccharides, polypeptides, or polyisoprenes,

and are “pre-synthesized”. Based on plant cellulose or plant/animal proteins,

synthetic fiber materials are created from natural organic polymers by solution

and subsequent regeneration of the biopolymers. Synthetic organic polymers are

created by methods of organic chemistry, which are used to connect individual

components. Fiber-forming synthetic polymers for the production of textile fiber

materials are distinguished by the following characteristic traits [1]:

• optimal (usually high) molecular weight at narrow molecular weight

distribution,

• linear macromolecule shape, preferably without branching or cross-linking

• bonding types of varying energy:

– homopolar: covalent bonds in chain direction of the macromolecules,

– inter- and intramolecular interactions,

– partially crystalline structure: all states between “non-oriented” (amorphous)

and “highest state of orientation” (crystalline) are possible,
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• possibility to create concentrated solutions or resistant melts as fiber spinning

base materials, and

• dyeability and finishing ability

The formation of natural fibers is more or less strongly influenced by growth

conditions, which interact with environmental conditions, impacting supramolecu-

lar (physical) structure and fiber geometry. The production processes of synthetic

fibers, on the other hand, are based on the specific transfer of a polymer solution or

melt into a fiber form, followed by drawing and fixation. The design of these

processes offers the possibility to achieve required properties with regard to supra-

molecular structure, yarn count, and topography, as well as adjustable mechanical

fiber parameters.

Building on the knowledge of molecular and supramolecular structure, fiber

materials with tailor-made properties can be produced, especially for technical

purposes. To correctly interpret these properties and utilize them optimally, suffi-

cient knowledge of the structural design is indispensable.

3.2.3.1 Molecular Structure

More than 1,000 atoms contribute to the structure of fiber-forming polymers. The

macromolecules resulting from the covalent bonding of the monomers as a result of

the three reaction mechanisms have a relative molecular weight of at least 10,000.

The reaction mechanisms are given in simplified form in Fig. 3.5 and explained

below.

• In polymerization, monomers containing double bonds are turned into long

polymer chains in a chain reaction without discernible stages. This happens

without rearrangements or elimination of molecular constituents. Fiber materials

Monomer A

Monomer A

Monomer A

Polymerization

Polycondensation

Polyaddition

B B B B
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A + + +

+

+ + +

+ + +
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Polymer

Polymer By-product

Polymer

Fig. 3.5 Principle illustration of reaction mechanisms
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made from PAN, CLF, polytetrafluorethylene, PE, and PP are synthesized by

polymerization.

• Polycondensation progressively connects hetero- and homogeneous molecules

into a polycondensate, while dissociating side products (e.g. water, short-chain

alcohols). This requires at least two reactive groups per monomer.

Polycondensates are primarily produced by ester formation (e.g. PES) and

carboxylic acid amide formation [PA, Aramid (AR)].

• Polyaddition, which works progressively and without dissociations, first creates

short molecule chains of a few monomers (oligomeres), which can react with

one another or with longer chains. The monomers have at least two reactive

groups each and react by shifting atoms and electron pairs. This reaction

mechanism is used to produce fiber materials from polyurethane elastomere

(EL).

Themolecular structure describes the chemical structure of macromolecules and

is characterized by the parameters constitution, configuration, and conformation. A

comprehensive representation from [1, 6] will give an overview for the sake of

basic chemical understanding.

The constitution describes type and arrangement of chain-atoms (of the mono-

mer units) as well as the type of bond connecting them, the type, position, and

polarity of the functional groups, and the molecular weight or degree of polymer-

ization as well as the molecular weight distribution.

The monomers introduce “repeating units” or monomer units into the macro-

molecules. The smallest, ever-repeating unit is referred to as “structural element”.

The structural element can be larger, smaller or of equal size as the repeating unit. If

the polymer is formed from a single type of monomer, a homopolymer is created. If

several different monomers are used, heteropolymers (copolymers) are formed. If

the build-up reaction involves bifunctional monomers, the primary valence linkage

is made to a linear, chain macromolecule. Branched or crosslinked polymers are

created by using tri- or polyfunctional monomers, which usually are unsuitable for

fiber formation. Depending on the initial monomers and the build-up reaction,

specific binding links are created in the macromolecules, influencing the supramo-

lecular structure (intermolecular interactions) and fiber material properties like

hydrolytic stability and strength. Functional groups and their accessibility in the

binding links and on the side groups of the polymer backbone, as well as on the end

groups on main and side groups are of crucial importance for chemical reactivity.

These are acid carboxyl groups (�COOH), basic amino groups (�NH2), and

chemically relatively inert but polar hydroxyl (�OH) and nitrile (�CN) groups.

The length of the macromolecules is an important parameter of the fiber-forming

polymers for the processing and application properties and is designated with the

molecular weight or the degree of polymerizations (Eq. 3.1).

P ¼ M

M0

ð3:1Þ
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P (–) Degree of polymerization

M (g/mol) Polymer molecular weight

M0 (g/mol) Monomer molecular weight

Due to different molecular weights and lengths of the macromolecules, resulting

from the formation processes, detailed examinations regarding the spinnability

usually rely not only on the most frequently used parameter of average degree of

polymerization, but also on molecular weight and the distribution of polymerization

degrees. The various measuring methods result in different average values

(e.g. averages of number and weight). The number average is determined by

Eq. 3.2, and the weight average by Eq. 3.3 [11]:

Mn ¼
X

ni �MiX
ni

ð3:2Þ

Mw ¼
X

mi �MiX
mi

¼
X

ni �M2
iX

ni �Mi

ð3:3Þmi ¼ ni �Mi

Mn (g/mol) Number average of molecular weight average values

Mw (g/mol) Weight average of molecular weight average values

Mi (g/mol) Relative molecular mass of a narrow molecular fraction

ni (mol) Number of molecules of the molecular fraction

mi (g) Total mass of all molecules of the molecular fraction

In practice, molecular inconsistency is crucial for all statements regarding the

length of the chain molecules and their length distribution (Eq. 3.4) [11]:

U ¼ Mw

Mn
� 1 ð3:4Þ

U (�) Molecular inconsistency

Configuration (tacticity or stereoregularity) refers to the spatial orientation of

substituents around a certain atom. The linkage of the monomers during the

synthesis reaction defines the spatial structure, without considering rotations of

single bonds. A transformation of different configurations is therefore only possible

by breaking and re-forming chemical bonds. If the substituents are statistically

distributed spatially, polymers are referred to as atactic and in the presence of an

ordered structure, they are termed tactic or stereoregular. If the substituents are

regularly present on the same side of the plane defined by the C–C skeleton,

isotactic polymers are created. A regular change of the spatial direction of the

substituents leads to syndiotactic polymers (Fig. 3.6a).

Conformation describes the preferred spatial position of the groups of atoms

possible due to the free rotation of C–C bonds, e.g. in helical conformation
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(Fig. 3.6b). The spatial position is expressed by the angle of rotation and the energy

level depending on it. Different conformations of a certain energy level can be

transferred into one another without dissociating chemical bonds. An easy transfer

is realizable if small potential barriers (difference between the highest maximum

and the lowest minimum) exist. This facilitates mobile and flexible macro-

molecules, great bond lengths between the chain-atoms, a high number of compe-

ting layers at identical substituents, as well as low or small substituents.

The flexibility of the polymers and the mobility of the chain segments influence

melting temperature, melting viscosity and crystallization behavior, and therefore,

indirectly, all properties (e.g. strength, rigidity) related to the crystalline states.

3.2.3.2 Supramolecular Structure

The supramolecular structure of fiber-forming polymers is a term for the organi-

zation and spatial position of the individual molecules to each other, which are

influenced by the conditions during fiber formation processes and subsequent

processing (e.g. drawing). Only the combined effects of several macromolecules

lead to the specific polymer properties of the textile fiber materials.

Entropy, which causes the entanglement tendency of the macromolecules and

strives to achieve maximum disorder, and the energy caused by the interactions

between the molecule chains are equally responsible for the formation of macro-

molecular solid bodies. Higher energy leads to the formation of strong

intermolecular interactions, resulting in the creation of polymers with high degrees

of orientation, which are usually suitable for fiber formation. The supramolecular

structure is influenced by the intermolecular interaction, the packing of the macro-

molecules, the degree of orientation of the crystalline domains and molecular

segments, individual chains and aggregates (loose, weakly bonded connection of

ions, molecules and other particles) in the non-crystalline areas.

Fig. 3.6 Possibilities of configuration and conformation in fiber materials (according to [1])
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The supramolecular states of orientation of fiber-forming polymers, therefore,

contain the crystalline and amorphous fraction as well as the colloidal structure.

The crystalline fraction is determined not only by the packing of the chain structure,

but also by crystallite quantity (depending on the crystallize dimensions, lattice

structure, and thermal stability), crystal system, and degree of crystallinity. The

glass temperature characterizes the amorphous fraction as much as density and

orientation or stretched position, as well as the related chain refolding and concen-

tration of the amorphous molecules. The colloidal structure, which is created by the

spatial arrangement of crystalline and amorphous section, is characterized by fibrils

or paracrystalline layer lattices, the interphases between amorphous and crystalline

areas, and by the creation of microvacuoles and cavities [1, 6].

The following explanation of the parameters aims to help the understanding of

the structure/property relation of fiber materials [1, 6].

Intermolecular interactions are effective forces of attraction and repulsion,

created by the reciprocal approximation of macromolecules. Depending on the

mobility and possibly extant side groups, as well as on external conditions like

temperature and shear forces, the macromolecules strive to achieve a position

characterized by the energy minimum, preferably the crystalline state. The deter-

mining intermolecular interactions for the structure and properties of textile fiber

materials include dispersion forces (PES, PE, PP), directional forces (PES, PAN),

π-electron interactions (PES), and hydrogen bonds (CO, CV, SE, PA, EL). The

intensity of the interactive forces between the molecules is responsible for their

cohesion and, thus, for fiber-material-dependent mechanical parameters like

strength and rigidity.

Fiber density is the quotient of mass in a certain volume and depends largely on

the conformation, the volume of extant side groups, and the degree of orientation.

Furthermore, it is influenced by the process conditions, as these affect the distances

between the macromolecules. Macromolecules without side groups and in all-trans

conformation are packed more densely than α-helix and macromolecules with large

substituents or with atactic configuration. The fiber density increases within a

chemically defined (equal) polymer with increasing degree of crystallinity. Due

to structural differences, average and extreme values for crystalline and amorphous

sections are usually mentioned in relevant tables. The fiber density affects proper-

ties like mechanical parameters (e.g. strength), swelling capability, or moisture and

dye absorption, but also fiber volume count in fiber composites for lightweight

construction purposes.

The crystalline structure, which is important for the degree of crystallinity
(fraction of crystalline sections), is the strict spatial orientation of chain-atoms or

chain links of several linearly stretched or parallelly folded macromolecules at

maximum effective inter- and intramolecular interactions and formation of the

highest-possible degree or orientation. Here, the prerequisites for the formation of

stable crystalline sections are a densely packed, three-dimensional orientation of

the chains as well as a change of the internal energy to an energy minimum. The

smallest, periodically repeating crystal unit is the elementary cell, which is defined

by its limiting surfaces and their angles to each other.
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The temperature and orientation conditions during the manufacturing influence

the usually imperfect and two-phase process of crystallization of fiber-forming poly-

mers. In general, thermodynamic balance is not achieved during crystallization, and

kinetic inhibitions occur, which prevent a complete crystallization, as does the

presence of different chain lengths and chain loopings. The crystallization can be

separated into the phases of primary crystallization (nucleation growth into morpho-

logical structures) and secondary crystallization (increase of the degree of order).

Due to the complexity of the crystallization process and the resulting supramo-

lecular structures, various authors have developed structural models contributing to

better understanding of the structure and derived properties. The three-phase model

for synthetic fiber materials by Prevorsek [12] (Fig. 3.7) is based on elements of

previous models and describes not only a crystalline and an amorphous phase which

represents molecules primarily connecting crystalline sections, but also a second

amorphous phase. This phase consists of stretched, unoriented chains in the

interfibrillary space.

In summary, it can be said that the crystalline state of fiber-forming polymers in

dependence on the molecular (chemical) structure and the crystallization conditions

Fig. 3.7 Structural model

for synthetic fiber materials,

exemplified by PA

6, according to Prevorsek

(cited in [1] based on [12])
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(temperature, orientation) is greatly influenceable and adjustable to product require-

ments. The degree of crystallinity, which can be characterized by various means

and can reach more than 90 %, determines the mechanical properties, like strength,

resistance, deformation behavior, and sorption behavior.

The orientation is the alignment of macromolecules or macromolecule segments

in non-crystalline (amorphous) sections, of crystallites or crystalline sections, and

of fibrils in a preferred direction, i.e. in the direction of the acting forces (here, this

is the fiber axis direction). To determine the degree of orientation, methods are

available which state the degree of alignment of the fiber construction elements in

fiber axis direction as average value. In practice, statements are made regarding the

degree of drawing or the draw ratio.

In non-crystallizing polymers, the orientation is continuous and incomplete, in

which stabilization is ensured by external stresses, cooling under glass transition

temperature, interlinking, or the removal of solvent. In crystallizing polymers, the

orientation effect is largely fixated by the crystallites, and orientation is realized

suddenly and completely. As fiber-forming polymers feature amorphous and crys-

talline sections, the following effects are assumed during orientation: the ratio of

crystalline and amorphous sections in the micro-fibrils decreases in favor of

non-crystalline macromolecules filling the interfibrillary space (amorphous sections

B in Fig. 3.7). The growth of the interfibrillary space in width primarily increases

strength properties.

The reasons for the monaxial orientation of the macromolecules during fiber

production are:

• primarily elastic stretching deformation of the polymer melt or solution in the

entry area of the nozzle

• shear deformation during passage through the nozzle channel in spinning,

resulting in a partial neutralization due to relaxation processes,

• stretch deformation as a result of the drawing during solidification

• monaxial stretching in the solidified state during the post-spinning processes

The specifically adjustable process of monaxial stretching can be used to modify

fibers as required by the applications allowing the tailor-made realization of

component-related fiber properties.

3.2.4 Surface Preparation for Textile Processing

At the surface between the textile fibers and the substances coming into contact

with them, interactions take place which depend on the respective materials and the

distance between them. The occurring interactions, e.g. covalent bonds, coulombic

interaction, dispersion forces, and hydrogen bonds are varied and of different

strength. The forces and interaction energies related to an area unit result from

multiplying the forces or energies occurring between the individual molecule

groups by the number of the interacting molecule groups present in the area unit.
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To determine these, a number of methods for the characterization of the individual

force components are used, e.g. by making statements regarding the type and

surface density of functional groups by means of the Fourier transform infrared

spectroscopy (FTIR), photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA, XPS), or zeta potential

measurements. The free surface energy determined by contact angle measurement,

as well as the zeta potential (fiber charge) are considerably influenced by surface

modifications of the fiber materials, e.g. by introducing functional groups or

applying preparation agents and textile auxiliaries [10].

The application of spinning preparations or avivages during or after fiber

production is absolutely necessary for the further textile processing (see

Sect. 3.2.1.3). The absorption of these textile auxiliaries dissolved or dispersed in

water is determined by the zeta potential of the fiber material. Knowledge of the

fiber charge allows an optimized selection and addition of the textile auxiliaries.

The usually negatively charged fibers adsorb the cation-active additives much

better than anion-active additives.

The application-adjusted use of textile fiber materials in the form of filaments,

yarns or fabrics, as reinforcement fiber in fiber-reinforced composites requires

knowledge of the properties and behavior of the matrix systems in relation with

the fiber materials. On the other hand, knowledge regarding the interface created

between fiber surface and matrix is indispensible. The mechanical strength of a

component is defined by the adhesion between reinforcement fiber and matrix. In a

large number of applications (e.g. in heavy-duty components), a strong bonding of

the reinforcement fibers to the matrix is absolutely vital. For other applications

(e.g. crash and ballistics protection), a less strong adhesion is advantageous, as a

greater energy conversion is achieved by a detaching interface than by “too

excellent adhesion” [13]. The targeted modification of the fiber surface helps

realize chemically utilizable anchoring points.

The following approaches to surface modification for high-performance fiber

material are the current state of the art and research (see Chap. 13):

• functionalization during spinning:

– coating with special sizing consisting of film formers to protect against

mechanical damages, adhesion agents to specifically encourage fiber/matrix

adhesion, and processing agents (e.g. wetting agents, softening agents, static

inhibitors) in aqueous solution or more rarely in organic solvents [13–15],

and

– surface oxidation on carbon fiber materials (wet, dry, and anodic oxidation)

followed immediately by coating with special sizing [16]

• functionalization by chemical processes after spinning:

– impregnation with aqueous resin systems, and

– impregnation with bifunctional adhesive solutions
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• chemical/physical methods after spinning, primarily for synthetic fibers:

– plasma treatment,

– fluorination and oxyfluorination (also relevant for carbon fibers), and

– electron beam treatment

Apart from high-performance fiber materials, natural fibers are also used in the

fiber-reinforced composite industry. Here, too, interface issues play an important

role, as the natural plant fibers are strongly hygroscopic. Possibilities to design the

interface include, for instance, the finishing with silanes and the coating with

functionalized polypropylenes [15].

3.3 Reinforcement Fibers

3.3.1 Introduction

In composite materials, at least two components with various functions are com-

bined. By selecting the material combinations, the advantageous properties are

combined with each other. The fiber materials, which display better tensile

strengths, higher Young’s moduli and lower strains than the matrix materials, are

the reinforcing, load-bearing components in the composite, determining to a large

extent, the mechanical properties of the composite.

A number of textile fiber materials is available for the use as reinforcement fiber.

Reinforcement fibers display not only good mechanical properties at low density

(usually <3 g/cm3), they also offer great functional characteristics and can be

classified into high-performance fibers and high-strength fiber. High-performance

fibers are fibers with extremely high levels of physical and chemical properties.

High-performance fibers include glass fibers (GF), carbon fibers (CF), and aramid

(AR) fibers. For applications with moderate mechanical requirements, as in mem-

branes, high-strength polymer fiber materials like PES and PA can be used. These

serve as coating substrates, for example for Teflon coatings. In sections with

relatively low mechanical requirements, synthetic and natural standard fibers can

be used for reinforcement. Flax and sisal are used to exemplify this. Here, it has to

be noted that the mentioned synthetic fibers (e.g. PES, PA) in fiber-reinforced

composites in which the high performance fibers preferentially make up the rein-

forcement component can also be used as thermoplastic matrix system. This is

explained in detail in Sect. 3.4.

The most important reinforcement fibers in composite production are glass

(especially E-glass), carbon, and aramid fibers. Therefore, the focus of the follow-

ing remarks will be on the production, structure, and functional properties of these

fiber materials. The details concerning other reinforcement fibers not yet used

widely in practice will finish this section. As the further textile processing of very
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stiff and sometimes extremely brittle fiber materials is a special challenge, exem-

plary technological properties are highlighted.

The gathered specific values are from various sources. Research has shown that

there are no clear boundaries for the classification between carbon and aramid fiber

materials. Therefore, deviations within the sources and from other sources can

occur, despite diligent selection.

3.3.2 Glass Fiber Materials

Glass is a member of the group of inorganic-non-metal materials. It consists

primarily of finely powdered, iron-free, and highly pure quartz sand and soda

(sodium carbonate) and/or potassium carbonate as flow agent, and other additives

depending on the type of glass and the respective application. Fiberglass is a group

of technical glasses with tailor-made chemical and physical properties, consisting

of the raw materials such as quartz powder (silicon dioxide), limestone (calcium

carbonate), colemantite (borate mineral), kaolin (kaolinite), and other finely dosed

oxides (e.g. boron and aluminum oxides, calcium and magnesium oxides). It

optimally matches requirements for the processing into glass fibers. Glass fibers,

whose melt composition differs significantly from the melts of solid glasses, are the

general term for glass fibers, micro-glass fibers, insulating glass fibers, silica fibers,

and hollow glass fibers, with the focus here being on glass fibers producible as

filaments or spun fibers [17].

3.3.2.1 Production of Glass Filaments and Fibers

A large number of special melt spinning methods for the production of textile glass

fibers is available. The classification of the production can be based on the initial

materials or with regard to the technology used in fiber formation.

In 90 % of all production cases (97 % for E-glass) glass filaments are produced

by nozzle drawing (Fig. 3.8), which is a direct spinning procedure. One exception is
the production of glass filaments with diameters of 7 μm (maximum). Here, the

two-stage process is used, in which the melt is produced from pre-produced glass

pellets. In direct spinning, the initial materials are dosed and mixed depending on

the respective glass fiber type. The blend is melted in a special melting system

(e.g. a unit melter) at ca. 1,400 �C and kept at temperature range of 1,250–1,350 �C
for further processing. A feeding system allows the melt to flow to the drawing

nozzles, which work at temperatures of 1,200 �C. The melt exits the bores in the

nozzle bottom, which consists of platinum/rhodium alloys. Depending on the

desired filament diameter and the realizable take-up speed, the diameters of the

nozzle bores vary between 1 and 2 mm. Drawing nozzles with 400–2,400 bores are

used, test runs have been made with 4,800 bores. After leaving the nozzle, the

filaments are mechanically taken up continuously at high speeds, e.g. by means of
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quickly rotating spools. The take-up speed for filament diameters >14 μm is about

1,200–1,500 m/min. At smaller diameters (<10 μm), 3,000–3,600 m/min are feasi-

ble. By setting the take-up speed, the desired filaments are tapered to the desired

diameter (5–24 μm). To prevent broken filaments due to active take-up forces, the

filaments also pass through a cooling unit (cooling fins made from copper or silver).

To ensure a safe further processing, the filaments solidified in the short cooling face

are coated with a sizing by a roller system (sizing rollers). The sizing material has to

be selected with regard to the further processing steps or the projected application of

the textile semi-finished product. Textile auxiliaries are available for the processing

of glass fiber materials and their later use in textile applications, for instance in

protective gear against heat and fire, for filters or home textiles. This includes

adhesive-free textile sizing, e.g. based on starch, plant oils or cationic wetting agents,

lowering fiber-fiber friction by ensuring good yarn cohesion or improving the sliding

properties between fiber and yarn guide during textile processing. For the use of

textile semi-finished products on the basis of glass fibers in fiber-reinforced compo-

site applications, the applied textile sizing has to be removed, usually by heat

treatment, as it would otherwise negatively impact the fiber/matrix composite for-

mation. As a rule, adhesive-containing layers are used for composite materials, since

these meet the process-engineering requirements and ensure optimal fiber/matrix

adhesion. The adhesion promoter selection (e.g. organosilane compounds) consider-

ably influences fiber/matrix adhesion and must therefore be adjusted to the respective

matrix system. Before winding on suitable bobbins, the filaments are gathered and

may be provided with a low twist. Roving production immediately after spinning is

an exception in this case [15, 17–19].

95 % of all glass staple fibers are produced using the drum drawing process
(Fig. 3.9), which is a two-step process, the first step of which consists of processing

the blend of initial materials into pellets. These are the base material for the second

Fig. 3.8 Schematic

representation of the nozzle

drawing process
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phase, which contains the actual spun glass fiber production. In the spinning

nozzles, the pellets are melted, using an electrical resistance heating operating at

temperatures between 1,000 and 1,200 �C. The melt escapes the openings of the

platinum nozzle bar, which can have between 250 and 1,000 bores per bar

depending on the requirement. A rotating drum draws the glass droplets created

at the openings into filaments of 8–11 μm, at variable speeds of up 3,500 m/min.

The sizings, which are adapted to the later application, can be applied immediately

after the nozzle or by means of the take-up drum. For the continuous production of

spun fibers, cooled-down glass filaments (the produced fibers have a length of

2 cm–1 m) are removed mechanically from the drum by means of scrapers or

knifes. The fibers are gathered by a longitudinal opening in the fixed-position

spinning funnel, where they are vortexed by a rotating closed tube. Afterwards,

they are processed into a fiber yarn by a yarn production process. The mechanical

and pneumatic protective twisting is followed by the winding of the spun glass fiber

roving onto cylindrical cross-wound packages, which is then delivered to the

subsequent processing stages [17, 18, 20, 21].

The drawn-rod method, in which precisely calibrated glass rods are the base

material, allows the production of glass filaments and spun glass fibers.

In the manufacture of glass fiber materials, especially of glass filament yarns for

use in composite applications, the selected sizing plays a special part. To influence

the properties of the interface between fiber and matrix in accordance with the

product requirements, established sizing systems are modified, tailor-made systems

are newly developed, and possibilities are created to integrate additional functions

into the sizing, e.g. by means of carbon nanotubes [22–24].

Fig. 3.9 Schematic representation of drum drawing
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3.3.2.2 Structure of Glass Fiber Materials

Since the quick cooling of the melt during glass filament production prevents

crystallization, the fiber-forming components cannot form regular crystal lattices,

resulting in an isotropy, i.e. a directional independency with regard to the arrange-

ment of the molecules (Fig. 3.10a) and the properties. The formation of the

amorphous state is essentially dependent on the cooling speed and the temperature

range of the melt, and influences the properties of the glass fiber types as much as

the chemical composition does.

With regard to the textile glass fibers for use in fiber composites, only silicate

glasses will be discussed in detail. These glasses consist of the two components

silicone dioxide (SiO2) as network former and the network-filling silicates or

borates. The basic building element of the network, the SiO4 tetrahedron, is

shown in Fig. 3.10c. Due to the lack of oxygen atoms, the formation of Si–O–Si

bridges causes polymerization resulting in the formation of high-molecular sili-

cates, in which several SiO4 tetrahedrons share a single oxygen atom. In multi-

component glasses, such as textile glass fibers, the quartz glass network is modified.

The suitable cations to be integrated according to glass fiber type, have to change

the network by cleaving the Si–O–Si bridges. The resulting structure is given

schematically in Fig. 3.10b and is determined by the metallic oxides used as

network modifiers. A distinctive characteristic and the reason for the high strength

and elasticity module values are the three-dimensional covalent bonds between

silicon and oxygen. The network modifiers (e.g. Na2O, K2O, CaO, BaO, PbO) are

not glass-forming, but property-affecting oxides [15, 17].

Due to the versatility of the textile glass fibers, chemical compositions based on

the DIN 1259 (page 1) and ISR R 2078 standards have been summarized in the

literature. These compositions are given in Table 3.4 for selected reinforcement

fibers.

Fig. 3.10 Structural models of glass fibers (according to [17]). (a) Isotropic structure.

(b) Two-dimensional structure model. (c) Three-dimensional depiction of the SiO4 tetrahedron
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The following overview primarily contains main components present in the

individual glass fiber types besides SiO2, and the outstanding derived applications

[13, 18, 27]:

E-glass Aluminum borosilicate glass with less than 2 % alkali oxides for

general plastic reinforcement and electrical applications, most common

glass fiber type

AR glass Alkali-containing glass with an increased level of zirconium oxide,

alkali resistance for use in concrete reinforcement

R glass Aluminosilicate glass with added calcium and magnesium oxide, high

mechanical requirements even at high temperatures

S glass Aluminosilicate glass with added magnesium oxide, high mechanical

requirements even at high temperatures

Silicate High SiO2 mass content ratio (>99.9), very high temperature resistance

M glass Beryllium—containing glass, high Young’s modulus, used for the

highest mechanical requirements

3.3.2.3 Functional Properties of Glass Filaments

Textile glass fibers for composite applications are characterized by excellent

mechanical properties, such as high tensile strength at low elongation and low

Table 3.4 Chemical composition of selected glass fiber types [12, 17, 18, 25, 26]

Components

(mass %) Type E Type AR Type R Type S Silica Type M

SiO2 50.0 . . . 56.0 60.9 . . . 62.0 60 62.0 . . . 65.0 99.9 53.5

Al2O3 12.0 . . . 16.0 – 24.0 . . . 25.0 20.0 . . . 26.0 – –

CaO 16.0 . . . 25.0 4.8 6.0 . . . 9.0 – – 13.0

MgO �6.0 0.1 6.0 . . . 9.0 10.0 . . . 15.0 – 9.0

B2O3 6.0 . . . 13.0 – – �1.2 – –

F �0.7 – – – – –

Na2O 0.3 . . . 2.0 14.3 0.4 �1.1 – –

ZrO2 – 10.2 – – – 2.0

K2O 0.2 . . . 0.5 2.7 0.1 – – –

Fe2O3 0.3 – 0.3 – – 0.5

TiO2 – 6.5 0.2 – – 8.0

ZnO – – – – – –

CaF2 – – – – – –

LiO2 – – – – – 3.0

SO3 – 0.2 – – – –

BeO – – – – – 8.0

CeO – – – – – 3.0
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density, which are almost identical in both transverse and longitudinal direction of

the fibers due to isotropy. It is noteworthy that the strength of textile glass is higher

than that of a monolith. In addition, the strength of the textile glass increases with

decreasing fiber diameter. The reason is suspected to be the type of fracture

initiation. Occurring mechanical damages (e.g. cracks, notches, splittings, stages)

create defects inside and on the surface of the fiber. With reduced fiber diameter, the

occurrence of continuity disturbances is lessened, resulting in a strength increase

[15, 28, 29].

If the tensile strength of a glass filament is determined immediately after

solidification, it can be observed that it will be ca. 20 % above the tensile strength

of filaments taken off a bobbin. The elongation is fully elastic, and the stress-strain

behavior to failure is linear. In comparison to other high-performance fibers,

especially carbon fibers, glass fiber have a lower Young’s modulus (ca. 70–

90 GPa). For the use in composite materials, which require extremely high rigid-

ities, conventional glass fiber types are unsuitable. For this special area of applica-

tions, a high-modulus fiber (M glass) was developed, particularly for military

utilizations [15].

For the application of glass filament yarns, it has to be kept in mind that the high

strength of the individual filaments does not directly equal the strength of yarns or

rovings. The experimentally determined tensile strength of a yarn or roving is

smaller than the calculated strength of the sum of the included individual filaments,

as these are not loaded simultaneously and evenly during testing, which causes a

premature damage of single filaments. This behavior is usually countered by the

targeted utilization of preparation agents. Therefore, the strength in the composite

can be approximated to the summary strength of the individual filaments, provided

that the processing does not excessively damage the fibers.

Apart from the parameters given in Table 3.5 for many technical applications of

lightweight construction, knowledge of the long-term behavior under stresses and

loads matching the life time of the component is essential. This is required to

estimate relaxation effects and creep behavior over a multi-year life time of the

fiber composite materials. In tests on glass filament yarns under endurance stresses,

Table 3.5 Ranges of mechanical properties of glass filaments made from selected glass types

[17, 27, 30]

Parameter Type E Type AR Type R

Density (g/cm3) 2.52 . . . 2.60 2.70 2.50 . . . 2.53

Young’s modulus (GPa) 72 . . . 77 76 83 . . . 87

Tensile strength (MPa) 3,400 . . . 3,700 2,000 4,400 . . . 4,750

Elongation at break (%) 3.3 . . . 4.8 2.6 4.1 . . . 5.4

Parameter Type S Silica Type M

Density (g/cm3) 2.45 . . . 2.55 2.00 2.89

Young’s modulus (GPa) 75 . . . 88 56 . . . 66 87 . . . 115

Tensile strength (MPa) 4,300 . . . 4,900 800 4,750 . . . 4,900

Elongation at break (%) 4.2 . . . 5.4 1.5 4.0
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hour- and day-long observations revealed relaxation occurrences under constant

tensile forces as well as retardation appearances under constant elongations [31].

Based on these findings, recent research efforts include extensive fundamental

experiments over the course of months to examine the long-term behavior of AR

glass filaments for use in textile concrete. During the pre-stressing phase, an

irreversible length increase of the filament yarn takes place. The reasons are to be

found in the orientation of the individual filaments along the tensile force direction,

and in the resulting local stress peaks, which can cause the local failure of

individual filaments by exceeding the tensile strength. The ensuing creep of the

filament yarn leads to changes in length. These elongation growths occur in

addition to the generally occurring elongations and come to circa 0.3‰ during

the examination period of several months at permanent loads of ca. 50 % of the

maximum tensile strength. In relation to the occurring elastic short-time elongation

from the loading, this is equal to a temporal increase (εcreep) of the order of 3–5 %.

This time-dependence of the elongation of AR glass filaments of 640 tex is shown

exemplarily in Fig. 3.11 [32].

The mechanical properties of glass fibers change under environmental and

chemical influence. Storing R and S glass under standard conditions and in distilled

water, for instance, decreases their tensile strength by 10–25 %, in E glass by 20–

35 % [15, 17, 25]. The influence of the duration of exposure to water or humid air on

tensile strength is shown in Fig. 3.12. Alkali-free glass fibers or glass fibers with

low alkali content, i.e. glass fibers without or with low content of alkali oxides, are

more resistant to water. The effect of water damages the fiber surface. The existing

Si–O and Si–O–Si bonds are polar and as a result capable to form secondary and,

possibly primary valence bonds, which derives from the bonding of water and

cationic compounds to glass surface. Here, not only molecular water, but also free

or bonded OH groups can be integrated into the glass structure. These reactive

hydroxyl groups can react with the water on the fiber surface, and leads to a further
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decrease in strength. However, they can also be used for the chemical bonding of

adhesives, to improve composite properties [15].

The influence of acidic (e.g. sulphuric acid, hydrochloric acid) or basic media

(e.g. sodium hydroxide solution) can also reduce strength dramatically (by up to

30 %), depending on the glass fiber type. This applies especially to alkali-free and

low-alkali types. Under long-term exposure to basic media, the fiber substance is

ablated until it dissolves [15, 17, 33–35].

High requirements with regard to thermal properties and combustibility are set

for the use of textile glass fibers in the fiber composite field. Glass fibers have the

following relevant parameters: linear coefficient of thermal expansion α
(α¼ 5� 10�6 K�1), specific heat capacity c [c¼ 840 J/(kg K)], and thermal con-

ductivity λ [λ¼ 0.85 to 1.0 W/(m/k)] [17].

Other significant factors are the changes of strength under extreme short-term

temperature loads, and the permanent load limit. Depending on the glass type, glass

fibers do not lose strength under temperatures up to 200 �C (E glass) or above

(250 �C for R and S glasses). At higher temperatures, strength will deteriorate even

at short exposure durations, due to the occurring structural changes. This goes hand

in hand with significantly decreased loading capacity in later applications [36–

38]. This is shown in an example in Fig. 3.13, left-hand side. Silica fiber materials

are an exception to this, as they are thermally loadable to 1,000 �C without

considerable strength deterioration. The influence of temperature on the Young’s
modulus is given exemplarily in Fig. 3.13, right-hand side.

The strength losses and Young’s modulus deteriorations originate from the high

temperatures causing a desizing, which leads to water absorption and hydrolytic

degradation in glass fibers [15]. On the other hand, the “frozen” (solidified)

structure approaches that of compact glass, which also results in strength losses.

Due to consolidation of the individual filament in the yarn, coating the glass

filament yarns demonstrably improves the mechanical properties. Coated yarns

have a significantly higher strength than uncoated yarns, while their Young’s
moduli are almost identical. Research efforts [39] aim to specify the material
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behavior resulting from coating under various conditions. Among other things, the

behavior under thermal stress is analyzed, in order to investigate the effects

resulting from the used coating systems and to develop further suitable coating

recipes. The effects on the mechanical and thermal characteristics were extensively

examined on AR glass filament yarns with an organic coating from carboxylated

styrene-butadiene copolymers (SBR) and compared to the uncoated reference

material. In the uncoated material, the strength remains nearly constant up to

500 �C. At a further temperature increase, continuous strength deterioration occurs,

caused by the beginning phase transition of the glass into the fusion state. The

SBR-coated yarns show much higher strengths up to a temperature of ca. 300 �C,
after which the thermal degradation of the applied coating begins. Due to the

resulting heat release, further exposure to temperature accelerates the strength

decrease, which is still on a higher level than in the uncoated yarns. Only at a

temperature above 700 �C, the yarn is almost completely damaged. In all cases, the

yarns exhibit a near-constant modulus of elasticity at temperatures under

ca. 500 �C. This modulus only starts to decrease slowly at further temperature

increases. This is due to the phase transition of the material, and is an indirect

measurement for the damage to the yarn cross-section area [40].

The electrical properties of glass fibers are characterized by a high specific

electrical resistance ρ in dependence of the temperature [ρ¼ 1015Ω cm (T¼ 20 �C),
ρ¼ 1013 Ω cm (T¼ 250 �C), ρ¼ 1011 Ω cm (T¼ 450 �C), ρ¼ 107 Ω cm

(T¼ 700 �C), low permittivity ε (ε¼ 5.8 to 6.7 (at 106 Hz)], and a dissipation

factor tan δ at 106 Hz with (20–35)� 10�4 [17].

3.3.2.4 Textile Glass Products and Applications

Glass fiber materials in the form of glass filament or spun glass fiber yarns offer a

wide range of economic applications. Far more than 80 % of glass filament or spun

glass fiber yarns are used to reinforce plastics. In Europe, the production amount of

glass-fiber-reinforced plastic in 2010 was ca. one million tons [41]. Due to the

advantageous cost-benefit ratio, E-glass filament yarns are the primary
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reinforcement material, which makes them the most common high-performance

reinforcement fibers.

In the following, only a few application examples for textile glass will be given.

Different glass filaments in combination with textile production methods, type and

geometry of fiber reinforcement, and selection and modification of the matrix

systems offers a multitude of possibilities to optimize the functional value of

glass-fiber-reinforced composite materials (such as glass-fiber-reinforced plastics),

for instance for force-absorbing components in machine and plant engineering or in

textile concrete.

Apart from the application in high-performance composite materials, textile

glass fibers are used as reinforcements for industrial functional parts

(e.g. grinding wheels, belts, clutch linings), as filters in dust removal technology,

as insulation for thermal and electrical protection, as textile membranes, imperme-

able membranes and plaster reinforcement in construction, and as decoration and

wallpaper material.

3.3.3 Carbon Fiber Materials

Fibrous carbon materials are pyrolytically produced from organic carbon com-

pounds in the form of whiskers (monocrystals) or fibers. Based on the fiber structure

and orientation of the crystallites, a distinction is made between isotropic fibers

without identifiable preferred orientation, and anisotropic fibers with distinctive

layer planes oriented parallel to the fiber axis. The strength of isotropic carbon fiber

materials is relatively low, which makes them suitable for fillers, strings, and

packings for thermal insulations, instead of composite materials. All further

remarks below apply to anisotropic fibers consisting of at least 90 % carbon.

3.3.3.1 Production of Carbon Filaments

The production of carbon fibers by controlled pyrolysis requires initial materials

that meet high requirements regarding spinnability, infusibility, low carbon loss

during thermal degradation, and easy restructuring of the carbon skeleton into a

graphite structure, as well as retention of the fiber form. Therefore, PAN, pitches,

and, to a lesser degree, viscose are available as resources [15, 18]. The production

of carbon fibers is based mainly on two methods, which rely on similar processes

for the thermal degradation of the initial materials, which are referred to as pre-

cursors, to realize a very high carbon content (Fig. 3.14).

The spinning of the precursor is followed by the process stages drawing,

stabilization (oxidation), carbonization, and graphitization, all of which influence

the properties and aim to achieve maximum alignment of the synthesized graphite

layers in longitudinal direction of the fibers to ensure extremely high mechanical

characteristics. Here, the quality of the precursor materials and the selected process
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temperatures considerably influence the extremely high strengths or extremely high

Young’s modulus. For the further processing and the successful application, surface

treatment is indispensible.

To produce carbon fiber materials based on mesophase pitch (MPP), residues

from petroleum refining, as they accrue in the primary distillation of coal tar, are

used. The useable pitch has to be thoroughly refined before being processed into

MPP, to comply with the extremely high purity requirements. During thermal

treatments at 300–500 �C, their density makes mesophase spherulites sink and

allows their separation from the isotropic matters and other solid material particles.

The pitch forms liquid crystals and begins to polymerize. This state is referred to as

mesophase pitch, which is melted by a spinning extruder and pushed through the

spinning nozzles for fiber production. The stretching aligns the macromolecules

along the fiber axis and adjusts the required filament diameters and yarn count. To

ensure the retention of the fiber structure, the anisotropic pitch fiber is stabilized by

air oxidation at 200–350 �C, making it incombustible. Depending on the respective

process parameters, carbonization and graphitization are performed under a pro-

tective gas atmosphere (nitrogen or argon, for instance) at temperatures ranging

from 1,000 to 2,000 �C, or up to 3,000 �C. The objective selection of process

temperatures allows the realization of tailor-made mechanical properties. Thus,

fibers can be produced specifically with high strength or extremely high Young’s
moduli. As MPP-based carbon fibers only lose a small part of their weight and

Fig. 3.14 Carbon fiber production (according to [42], cited in [43])
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retain ca. 80 % of their substance, the process stages can be shorter than in the

carbon fiber manufacture on the basis of PAN. However, MPP-based carbon fibers

are particularly sensitive to compression forces [15, 18, 43].

For the production of carbon fiber materials on a PAN basis, a polymerization

reaction is used to synthesize the precursor polyacrylonitrile (Fig. 3.15, left-hand

side) from acrylonitrile and up to 15 % comonomer. The use of comonomers is

required due to the strong exothermic reaction, although they contaminate the fiber

material by impacting the structure negatively. Therefore, the aim is the utilization

of pure PAN (Fig. 3.15, right-hand side) as a precursor fiber. The following factors

are the dominant influences on quality: the spinning solution, regarding homo-

geneity, purity, and used solvent, the coagulation conditions as well as the degree of

stretching, and the stretching temperature of the PAN precursor fibers. Their

settings define the molecular orientation of the polymer chains and are responsible

for possible defects in the filament, which are transferred on to the carbon fibers to

be produced. Highly stretched and therefore highly oriented PAN without defects is

most suitable for the production of carbon fibers. These PAN precursor fibers are

the initial material for further process stages, whose sequential scheme is illustrated

in Fig. 3.16 [15, 18, 43].

The first process step is the thermal stabilization under tension of the PAN

precursor fibers by an oxidation process, which can be performed in several

Fig. 3.15 Chemical structure of PAN (left: PAN with comonomers, right: pure PAN as precursor

fibers)

Fig. 3.16 Production sequence of PAN-based carbon filaments (according to [15, 18])
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multi-stage furnaces at temperature from 200 to 300 �C. Color changes from white

to black and density increases caused by the formation of volatile by-products

characterize the highly exothermic process. By cyclization of the nitrile groups and

dehydrogenation of the C/C chain by oxygen, the linear polymer chains are

transformed into more thermally stable hexagonal ring structures (Fig. 3.17). Dur-

ing the second processing stage, carbonization, which is also realized in several

carbonization furnaces, the carbon content ratio is increased from ca. 60 % to more

than 90 or even 95 %. The exact composition depending on the pre-treatment,

reaction time, and carbonization temperature can range from 1,200 to 2,000 �C. The
thermal degradation, performed under an inert gas atmosphere (e.g. nitrogen), is

virtually finished at 1,700 �C and leads to the elimination of HCN, NH3, H2O, and

CO2, loss of additional mass, increase in density, and decrease in fiber cross-

section. For the production of high-modulus fibers, the carbonized fibers are

subjected to a third processing stage, referred to as graphitization. The thermal

treatment of the fibers at temperatures of 2,400 to 3,000 �C under protective gas

atmosphere (e.g. argon), increases the degree of orientation of the graphite layers

created during carbonization (Figs. 3.17 and 3.19). An additional stretching of the

carbon fibers in the plastic range of the carbon above 2,400 �C, the so-called stretch
graphitization, contributes positively to the mechanical properties [18, 43–45].

To realize a low-fiber-damage textile processing, the very brittle and flexurally

sensitive carbon fiber materials are provided with a surface functionalization and

preparation (avivage). For the utilization of the outstanding mechanical properties

Fig. 3.17 Schematic representation of stabilization and carbonization (according to [15, 18])
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of carbon fibers in composite materials, an adjusted fiber-matrix adhesion is

required. As carbon/plastic composite use mainly epoxy resin as matrix systems,

textile auxiliaries based on epoxy resin blends are common, which also serve as

protection during textile processing and as adhesion promoters between fiber and

epoxy resin [13]. Other methods to realize the bonding possibilities for a matrix

include the oxidative surface treatment in wet, dry, and anodic oxidation

processes [43].

Corresponding to the properties of the precursor materials and process para-

meters during the production of carbon fibers, the specific material values of carbon

fibers are set specifically, from which the individual developments in several groups

of carbon fiber types are derived:

• High-tensile (HT) carbon fibers

• High-modulus (HM) carbon fibers

• Intermediate modulus (IM) carbon fibers

• High-modulus/High strength (HMS) carbon fibers

• High strain and tenacity (HST) carbon fibers

• Ultrahigh-modulus (UHM) carbon fibers

For the commercially common carbon fiber types, the groups are represented in

Fig. 3.18 with the parameters Young’s modulus and strength.

The production of carbon fibers is usually realized in filament form with

diameters of 5–10 μm, with the filament number selected according to the final

packaging form (roving, heavy tow). In rare cases, plied yarns are produced (see

Sect. 4.3).

3.3.3.2 Structure of Carbon Fiber Materials

Graphite layers are the elementary structural elements of carbon fibers and are

oriented in the direction of the fiber axis. The carbon atoms within these layers are

Fig. 3.18 Different types of carbon fibers (according to [13])
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connected by strong covalent bonds. The perpendicularly acting, weak van der

Waals bonding forces realize the cohesion of the individual graphite layers. These

chemical bonds result in extreme tensile strengths and low transverse strength,

while the orientation of the layers is decisive for the value of the Young’s modulus.

The great variety of carbon fiber types is related to the present carbon content

ratio and the residual contents of nitrogen and hydrogen, and at the same time on the

more or less pronounced structural deviations from the ideal graphite lattice

(Fig. 3.19a). The 100 % paracrystalline structure of the carbon fibers is character-

ized by increased layer plane distances, in which lattice defects (e.g. stacking faults

or imperfections) can occur (Fig. 3.19b, c). This increase in layer plane distances is

caused by the torsion of the parallel layers around the crystalline C-axis. The result

is a turbostratic structure, i.e. layers on top of each other are parallel, but do not

assume a preferred direction to each other [43, 44].

3.3.3.3 Functional Properties of Carbon Filaments

Due to their high anisotropic structure, carbon fibers are characterized by outstand-

ing mechanical properties at low density as well as very high stiffness and strength

in fiber axis direction. An overview is provided in Tables 3.6 and 3.7. The low

transverse strength and the related compression sensitivity perpendicular to the

fiber axis are caused by the low van der Waals forces between the graphite layers.

The relation between process temperature at carbonization or graphitization and

the mechanical properties tensile strength and Young’s modulus is sketched in

Fig. 3.20. Higher Young’s moduli are achievable at higher process temperatures,

while high tensile strengths are realized at temperature of ca. 1,300 �C. This means

that the development of new carbon fiber types is made with the focus on one of the

parameters, always with regard to the planned application and aim. Furthermore, it

Fig. 3.19 (a) Structure of the hexagonal graphite (according to [43]), (b and c) lattice defects in

the graphite structure (according to [42], cited in [43])
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becomes clear that higher Young’s moduli are achievable with MPP-based carbon

fibers at lower process temperatures than with PAN-based carbon fibers. Beyond

that, a correlation exists between the tensile modulus of the fiber and the compres-

sive strength of the fiber, as shown in Fig. 3.21.

The filament diameter is an important variable for the formation of mechanical

properties. A greater filament diameter improves the compressive strength of the

carbon-based composite materials. In contrast, the number of surface defects is

reduced, which improves strength and elongation at break in filaments of small

diameters. Small bending radii are easier formed with filaments of small diameters,

which is an advantage in the realization of complex-shape components [15].

As in the application of glass filament yarns, knowledge of the long-term

behavior of carbon fibers under practical conditions is required to use them in

composite applications. Research has shown that an initial elongation of 2‰ is not

followed by further changes in length under loading with 50 % of the maximum

tensile strength (Fig. 3.22).

Table 3.7 Ranges of mechanical filament properties of extremely high-modulus carbon fiber

types [15, 19, 43]

Parameter PAN-HMS PAN-UHM MPP-HM

Density (g/cm3) 1.85 2.00 2.15

Young’s modulus (GPa) 550 560 900

Tensile strength (MPa) 3,600 1,850 3,500

Elongation at break (%) 0.65 0.40 0.40

Fig. 3.20 Dependence of the tensile strength and Young’s modulus on the process temperature

(according to [47], cited in [15])

Table 3.6 Ranges of mechanical filament properties of selected PAN-based carbon fiber types

[15, 16, 19, 43, 46]

Parameter HT IM HM HST

Density (g/cm3) 1.74 . . . 1.80 1.73 . . . 1.80 1.76 . . . 1.96 1.78 . . . 1.83

Young’s modulus (GPa) 200 . . . 250 250 . . . 400 300 . . . 500 230 . . . 270

Tensile strength (MPa) 2,700 . . . 3,750 3,400 . . . 5,900 1,750 . . . 3,200 3,900 . . . 7,000

Elongation at break (%) 1.20 . . . 1.60 1.10 . . . 1.93 0.35 . . . 1.00 1.70 . . . 2.40
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Carbon fiber materials are corrosion-resistant and more stable under media

influence than other fiber materials. They possess good chemical resistance to

most acids, alkalis, and solvents.

The thermal properties of carbon fibers depend on the fiber type and are

direction-dependent due to the high anisotropy of the fiber structure. The linear

coefficient of thermal expansion α is very low, lies in the negative range and has a

value of ca. 1.6� 10�6 K�1 for types with a higher Young’s modulus up to

700 GPa. Other parameters are the specific heat capacity c [c¼ 710 J/(kg K)] and

a high, fiber-type-related thermal conductivity λ [Normal type: λ¼ 5 W/(m/K),

High-modulus type: λ¼ 115 W/(m/K)] [43].

For the application, knowledge of the strength and Young’s modulus behaviors

under temperature exposure is essential. Under ambient conditions, carbon filament

yarns do not experience noteworthy strength losses at temperatures below 400 �C
[49, 50]. Oxidation effects occurring at temperatures from 300 �C upward create

carbon dioxides and monoxides, which change the yarn structure and cause strength

losses. In an inert atmosphere, the strength of carbon filament yarns will only

gradually decrease at temperatures from ca. 1,000 �C upward [51, 52].

As in glass filament yarns, carbon filament yarns benefit greatly from a coating,

especially with regard to the mechanical properties of yarn and composite (see

Fig. 3.21 Relation of the

compressive strength of the

fiber and tensile modulus

for various carbon fibers

(according to [48], cited in

[15])
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Sect. 3.3.2.3). In a standard atmosphere, uncoated carbon filament yarns of an

800 tex yarn count display tensile strengths of ca. 1,500 MPa. An applied organic

SBR coating creates an adhesive connection, which allows it to transfer loads

homogeneously, increasing tensile strength to ca. 2,500 MPa. To determine the

influence of coating on the behavior of carbon filament yarns under effects of high

temperatures, experiments were performed, similar to the tests on AR glass filament

yarns. Due to the present organically-based coating which oxidizes at temperatures

of ca. 300 �C and releases energy, carbon fiber materials exhibit structure-changing

and strength-reducing processes at temperatures as low as 300–400 �C [53].

Temperature-resistant coating recipes are needed to prevent the oxidation of the

glass fibers by means of creating a film around the fibers.

The electrical properties of carbon fibers are distinguished by a low specific

electrical resistance, which ranges from 10�3 to 10�5Ω cm depending on fiber type,

and by the related electrical conductivity [43, 46].

3.3.3.4 Products from Carbon Fiber Materials and Applications

Carbon fibers are “young” fibers, which have been produced on an industrial scale

since 1971. Due to their property range and the existing potential for various

industries, their production has increased steadily, but is still marginal in compar-

ison to conventional materials. The global production capacity in 2008 was

ca. 65,000 tons. Due to the development of new carbon-fiber-reinforced composite

materials, the global use of carbon fibers increased from 26,000 tons in 2006 to

ca. 44,000 tons in 2010. Applications in industrial areas and aeronautics have

played considerable parts in this increase. In these industries, the use of carbon

fibers has increased by ca. 80 % from 2006 to 2010. The demand is predicted to

reach 50,000 tons in 2012 [54, 55].

Due to the excellent mechanical properties at low density, carbon fiber materials

are primarily used in composite material industries. The most important examples

include heavy-duty components in aircraft, container, and mechanical engineering,

as well as elements in automobile and sports equipment construction. Textile

concrete is emerging as another application area of carbon fiber materials. Due to

the electrical conductivity, carbon fibers are also used as conductive elements in

components or protective garments with monitoring functions.

Carbon fibers in the form of felts can be used as thermal insulation material for

high operating temperatures or as packing strings for temperature-resistant and

corrosion-resistant shaft packings, or as nonwoven fabrics for fuel cells.

3.3.4 Aramid Fiber Materials

The term aramid refers to all aromatic polyamides. Aramids are synthetic fibers

made from synthetic polymers, constructed from aromatic long-chain polyamide, in
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which at least 85 % of the mass is linked directly with two aromatic rings, where up

to 60 % of the amide bonds can be replaced by imide bonds. To produce aramid

fiber materials, three basic polymers are currently available, all of which are

produced in polycondensation processes:

• poly-m-phenylene isophtalamide (MPIA) for the production of meta-type fibers

(m-AR)

• poly-m-phenylene terephthalamide (PPTA) for the production of para-type

fibers (p-AR)

• poly-p-phenylene 3,4-diphenylene terephthalamide for the production of p-type

copolymer fibers

As the production of composite materials uses para-aramid fibers, the following

remarks will focus on this type of fibers.

3.3.4.1 Production of Aramid Filament Fibers

From the monomers p-phenylenediamine (PPD) and terephthaloyl dichloride

(TDC), the poly-p-phenylene terephthalamide (PPTA) is synthesized after solvent

condensation (Fig. 3.23). Organic solvents are used, such as N-methylpyrrolidone

(NMP) and Hexamethyl phosphoramide with added calcium chloride, which does

not contribute to the chemical reaction. The resulting polymer is washed with a

sodium hydroxide solution, and the formed hydrochloric acid is neutralized.

As the melting temperature of PPTA is above the decomposition temperature,

filaments are formed in solvent spinning processes, with the wet spinning method

established for para-aramid fibers. The process sequence is schematically illustrated

in Fig. 3.24.

PPTS is dissolved in concentrated sulfuric acid at temperature from 80 to

100 �C, to achieve low viscosities and an anisotropic character of the spinning

solution. To realize high fiber strengths, the production of the spinning solution has

to include due regard to high molecular masses of the polymer and a high concen-

tration of the spinning solution. The fluid-crystalline spinning solution is heated

above the melting point of 80 �C, pressed through the spinning nozzles, guided

Fig. 3.23 Synthesis of poly-p-phenylene terephthalamide (according to [56])
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through an air gap and spun at 0–20 �C in an aqueous sulfuric acid spinning bath,

which is funneled downward from the surrounding container. This solvent-“dry-jet-

wet” spinning process pulls down the spun filaments by the downward stream of the

spinning bath, with the usual take-up speeds ranging between 100 and 200 m/min

and possibly up to 600 m/min with additives. The non-oriented crystalline fractions

of the spinning solution are given a pre-orientation by shear forces in the spinning

nozzle, which is removed immediately below the nozzles, before they are oriented

again by drawing in the air gap due to high take-up speeds. This orientation of the

macromolecules is frozen during coagulation in the spinning bath [15, 56–58].

The actual spinning is followed by the post-treatment processes of neutral-

ization, washing, drawing, and drying. To modify the properties, especially to

increase crystallinity and Young’s modulus, para-aramid fibers can be subjected

to a one- or two-stage hot stretching at temperatures of 300–600 �C [56, 57]. The

filament diameter tapers from ca. 25.0 μm to ca. 12.5 μm [15]. Another modification

of the filament structure and properties is offered by fixation on rollers with

temperatures from 400 to 420 �C [57]. For subsequent processing of the filament

yarns, an avivage has to be applied.

3.3.4.2 Structure of Aramid Fiber Materials

The structure of para-aramid fibers (Fig. 3.25) in longitudinal fiber direction is

characterized by rigid macromolecules consisting of amide bridges and aromatic

rings and affected by strong one-dimensional, covalent bonding forces. These

Fig. 3.24 Production of aramid fibers
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stretched molecule chains are connected laterally by weaker hydrogen bonds and

form layers which are regularly folded in longitudinal fiber direction. These axially

arranged layers are connected by the even weaker van der Waals bonds [15, 56].

The anisotropic, fibrillar, highly crystalline structure with highly oriented and

strong macromolecules in longitudinal fiber direction can be influenced specifically

by spinning conditions, in order to create desired property profiles of the fiber types.

For instance, drawing further increases crystallinity and results in the synthesis of

high-modulus fibers.

3.3.4.3 Functional Properties of Aramid Filaments

The strongly pronounced structure of para-aramid fibers results in characteristic

mechanical properties like high strength and high rigidity at low density (Table 3.8),

which are optimized corresponding to product requirements. In comparison to

brittle reinforcement fibers like glass and carbon, aramid fibers are highly tena-

cious, i.e. energy absorption will cause plastic deformation until failure. The

rotatability around the longitudinal axis is limited by the fibrillar and layered

structure. Apart from high ductility or tenacity, the high energy absorption capacity

and outstanding impact load resistance have to be emphasized. Their structure

makes aramid fibers sensitive to compressive loads in axial direction. This becomes

apparent in filament knot tests, which reveal damages of the compression-loaded

fiber side from the inside of the knot by bulging and buckling. This is primarily

caused by the fibrillation of the fiber [15, 16, 56].

The stress-strain behavior and the creep behavior for various para-aramid fibers

in are shown Fig. 3.26. Para-aramid fibers, depending on the respective type, are

dimensionally stable under tensile loads. The elongation over a period of 1 year at a

Fig. 3.25 Structure of para-aramid fibers (according to [56, 59], cited in [15])
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load of 50 % of the maximum tensile strength is 0.13 % for high-modulus fibers, at

10 % of the maximum tensile strength it is 0.04 % [60].

Aramid fiber materials are stable under media influences. They display good

chemical resistance to most acids, alkalis, and solvents, except very strong acids

and alkalis (Table 3.9).

In comparison to glass and carbon fibers, aramid fibers exhibit hygroscopic

behavior. Under standard atmosphere (temperature: 20 �C, relative humidity:

65 %), aramid fibers, depending on the fiber type, absorb 5–7 % of moisture [13,

58]. As this moisture absorption does not significantly reduce the maximum tensile

strength of para-aramid fibers, an adsorption of the moisture in the micropores of

the interfibrillar areas of the fiber is assumed [15, 56].

Aramid fibers, just like other organic fibers, suffer from macromolecule degra-

dation under UV radiation. The resulting loss of tensile strength depends on the

Table 3.8 Ranges of mechanical properties of selected para-aramid filaments [15, 16, 19, 46, 56]

Parameter

Density (g/cm3) 1.39 . . . 1.44 1.44 1.45 . . . 1.47 1.45 1.45

Young’s modulus (GPa) 58 . . . 80 100 120 . . . 135 186 80.3

Tensile strength (MPa) 2,760 . . . 3,000 3,150 2,800 . . . 3,620 3,400 3,600

Elongation at break (%) 3.3 . . . 4.4 2.0 1.9 . . . 2.9 2.0 4.0

Fig. 3.26 Left: stress-strain curves [according to [46]), right: creep behavior at loading with

10 and 50 % of the maximum tensile strength of para-aramid fibers (according to [60])

Table 3.9 Residual tensile strength (in %) of para-aramid after storage in aggressive media [15]

Exposure duration

Media 12 days 40 days 120 days

Nitric acid 10 % 28.8 23.1 16.9

Hydrochloric acid 10 % 33.6 25.3 16.8

Sulfuric acid 10 % 87.7 85.0 49.7

Sodium hydroxide solution 10 % 59.6 38.4 27.8
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duration of the exposure. The residual strength after 16 weeks is only 65–80 % of

the original tensile strength, and only ca. 30 % after 120 weeks [56]. The strength

losses occur under direct sun light or in tests under normal glass [15]. Therefore,

UV protection should be included in the processing. The light resistance can be

increased by the inclusion of pigments or UV absorption agents, which are applied

to the fiber surface by means of resins [58].

The thermal properties of aramid fibers depend on the fiber type, and are

direction-dependent due to the high anisotropy of the fiber structure. The linear

coefficient of thermal expansion is very low and it is in the range from �2 to

�6� 10�6 K�1, with the pronounced reduction in length at higher temperatures due

to shrinkage behavior. The maximum radial coefficient of thermal expansion is

70� 10�6 K�1, which is high compared to glass and carbon fibers (Table 3.16).

Further parameters include the specific heat capacity c [c¼ 1.4 J/(g K)] and thermal

conductivity λ [λ¼ 0.05 W/(m/k)] [45, 46].

Up to a temperature load of 160 �C, the mechanical properties like tensile

strength and Young’s modulus decrease by less than 10 % compared to the values

registered under standard atmosphere. At higher temperatures, the fibers experience

loss of strength (Fig. 3.27), and decrease in the Young’s modulus. At 200 �C, the
Young’s modulus decreases by ca. 20 %, and tensile strength drops by up to 40 %.

The decomposition temperature of para-aramid is 500 �C. In the low-temperature

range, they retain their properties up to �70 �C [15, 56].

The electrical properties of para-aramid fibers are characterized by a low

permittivity ε (ε¼ 2.5–4.1 at 106 Hz) and a high specific electrical resistance of

1015 Ω cm [46, 56].

3.3.4.4 Product Examples for the Application of Aramid Fiber

Materials

The use range of para-aramid fibers is very versatile. In the field of protective

garments, para-aramid fibers are used as protective textiles or embedded in

Fig. 3.27 Residual tensile

strength ratio of para-

aramid fibers under thermal

load (according to [60])
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thermoplastic elastomers, primarily to prevent ballistic injuries. Apart from that,

fiber composite materials with aramid reinforcement fibers are used for components

designed to withstand impact loads. This utilizes the high energy absorption

provided by the fibrillation. Further applications are in object and personal protec-

tion, especially in cutting and stabbing protection. This includes cut-resistant and

tear-propagation-protective membranes, e.g. for truck tarpaulins. Apart from ther-

mally more stable meta-aramid fibers, para-aramids can also be used as asbestos

replacement for heat-protective work wear. Other applications are: clutch and

friction linings, seals, cables, nets, or flame-retardant system for airplane seats.

Para-aramid fibers have very good mechanical properties, which are utilized in

the application as reinforcement fibers for elastomers, for instance in tires, belt, and

transport belt reinforcement. Analogous to meta-aramids, these properties are used

as coating substrate for the production of membranes (e.g. foldable containers,

roofing tarpaulins, and rubber boats) [56, 61].

Due to the low density, aramid fibers can be used to produce extremely light-

weight FRPCs, with strengths comparable to carbon-fiber-reinforced FRPCs. Due

to the significantly lower compressive strength in fiber direction compared to the

tensile strength of aramid fibers, this compression sensitivity in fiber direction has

to be kept in mind for all applications. This makes AR-reinforced components

suitable as reinforcement for tensile-loaded components, while they are unsuitable

for applications designed for flexural and compression loads [46]. Due to their

tenaciousness, para-aramid fibers are also suitable for components which have to be

lightweight and are subjected to dynamic and shock-like loads [16].

3.3.5 Other High-Strength Synthetic Fibers made from
Organic-Origin Synthetic Polymers

3.3.5.1 Polyethylene Fiber Material

Polyethylene fibers are organic synthetic fibers polymerized from ethylene (C2H4)

and classified into standard and highly-stretched/high-molecular fibers. “Extended

Chain” polyethylene fibers (ECPE) or “Ultra HighMolecular Weight” polyethylene

fibers (UHMWPE) are used as reinforcement fibers. ECPE and UHMWPE are

produced in a gel spinning process, which is an adapted solvent spinning method

(wet technology), with the polymer being dissolved at increased temperatures. The

first step of the high stretching is performed at ca. 120 �C. This dissolves the

microcrystallites formed in the spinning bath (water bath), allowing the solvent to

vanish. The macromolecules are further oriented along the fiber axis by post-

stretching the solvent-free filaments at temperatures of ca. 140 �C, where they are

stretched up to the 100-fold of their original length.

Polyethylene has a one-dimensional, highly anisotropic structure, which is

characterized by a high degree of polymerization and a very high orientation of

the macromolecules at small chain folding.
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Characteristic properties of the high-molecular polyethylene fibers include their

density of ρ¼ 0.97 g/cm3, which is very low for textile fabric materials, and their

very high strength and rigidity, which is very high compared to other thermoplastic

fiber materials (Table 3.10). The disadvantages of these fibers are their low tempe-

rature resistance and the low axial compression strength, which is similar to that of

aramid fibers. Under standard atmosphere conditions, polyethylene fiber materials

are resistant to aggressive media and to acids and alkalis (as long as temperatures

are below 80 �C) [15].
Due to the high specific work at impact, ballistic protection systems are main

application areas of these fibers. The combination of different reinforcement mate-

rials, e.g. hybrid yarns made from carbon and UHMWPE fibers can purposefully

broaden the property profile of the components. With regard to the required fiber-

matrix adhesion in composite applications, the surface of high-molecular poly-

ethylene fibers have to be functionalized.

3.3.5.2 Technical Thermoplastic Fiber Materials

As shown in Sect. 3.2.3, the molecular and supramolecular structure of synthetic

fiber materials made from synthetic polymers can be modified according to the

requirements. Increasing the degrees of polymerization and crystallinity as well as

orienting the macromolecules increases the Young’s modulus and strength. This

allows the synthesis of high-strength fiber materials, which are also used in tech-

nical areas, e.g. in composite materials and as membranes. The integration of

ductile technical filaments (e.g. PA, PES, PP) in carbon- or glass-reinforced compo-

sites improves the technical properties, such as impact characteristics, fatigue

resistance, splintering behavior, weight, and cost effectiveness.

Further developments in the field of synthetic fiber materials, include meltable

liquid crystal polymers. Important fibers for this material are aromatic polyester

fibers. These liquid crystalline polymers (LCP) have certain advantages, such as

very low water absorption, excellent fire behavior, and high thermal stability.

Examples of the mechanical properties of high-strength filaments made from

UHMWPE, PA, PES, PP, and LCP are given in Table 3.10.

Table 3.10 Ranges of mechanical properties of selected filaments made from high-strength

synthetic fiber materials [15, 27]

Parameter UHMWPE PA, hf PES, hf PP, hf LCP

Density (g/cm3) 0.97 1.13 . . . 1.16 1.10 . . . 1.39 0.90 1.41

Young’s modulus

(GPa)

87 . . . 170 4.0 . . . 8.3 10 . . . 15 0.5 . . . 5.0 100

Tensile strength (MPa) 2,800 . . . 3,100 780 . . . 930 820 . . . 1,200 455 . . . 670 2,700

Elongation at break (%) 2.7 . . . 3.5 14.0 . . . 22.0 8.0 . . . 22.0 8.0 . . . 10.0 3.0
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3.3.6 Other High-Strength Synthetic Fibers Made from
Natural Polymers of Inorganic Origin

3.3.6.1 Ceramic Fibers

Ceramic fibers, like glass fibers, are inorganic, non-metallic materials, produced

from ceramic base materials like quartz, zircon, kaolin, or aluminum oxide. Apart

from oxidic (e.g. aluminum oxide) and non-oxidic (e.g. silicon carbide) ceramic

fiber types, silicon carbide fibers with a core yarn made from wolfram or carbon are

available. The single-component ceramic fibers allow a broader application range

than multi-component ceramic fibers, due to their small fiber diameter (3–20 μm).

Therefore, these fiber groups will be in the focus of the following remarks.

Oxidic ceramic fibers—aluminum oxide fibers—can be produced in dispersion

spinning and solvent spinning processes. In dispersion spinning, an aqueous sus-

pension is made from the fiber-forming components (main ingredient Al2O3, with a

fraction of SiO2), the spinning agent, and, if necessary, from other additives needed

for compact sintering. The fiber is formed using different methods by pneumatically

stowing, drying, and burning the suspension at low temperatures. The so-called

green fiber is then flame-burned in a sintering process stage. In solvent spinning, a

viscous, concentrated solution of aluminum compounds (e.g. basic aluminum

compounds) with the added auxiliary materials (e.g. water-soluble polymers and

SiO2) is used for spinning. The spinning solution is extruded into dry air through the

spinning nozzle. The created hydrochloric acid evaporates from the spun filaments

under the influence of increasing temperatures. After that, sintering is performed,

creating a microscopically roughened surface resulting in a good mechanical

connection to the matrix [1, 15].

Aluminum oxide fibers are polycrystalline and contain three-dimensional co-

valent bonds. The extreme brittleness of the fibers can be improved regarding

elongation at break by adding small amounts of silicone oxide (SiO2). This,

however, also reduces temperature resistance. The melting temperature is

2,045 �C. The addition of SiO2 leads to creep of the fiber at temperatures over

1,000 �C, and to a loss of strength and reduction of the Young’s modulus at

temperatures from 1,100 �C to 1,500 �C [15].

Non-oxidic ceramic fibers—silicon carbide fibers (of various types)—are melt-

spun from an initial polymer called polycarbosilane, which is created by a multi-

stage process. The air-solidified filaments are incombustible and are integrated into

the silicon carbide fiber by a heat treatment under inert atmosphere at temperatures

from 1,200 to 1,400 �C. As the fiber consists of very small, cohesively connected

particles, it has an almost isotropic structure and a smooth surface [15]. Silicon

carbide fibers, which also contain high amounts of nitrogen and boron, are referred

to SiCN or SiBCN fibers [62] respectively.

Ceramic fibers have a high tensile strength and high Young’s modulus, high

chemical resistance and very high temperature resistance. The specific electrical

resistance varies, depending on the temperature and fiber type, and ranges between
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102 and 104 Ω cm, which places it in the range of semi-conductors [15]. Selected

properties are given in Table 3.11.

3.3.6.2 Basalt Fibers

Basalt is a lava rock with glassy characteristics and consists primarily of the oxides

of silicon, aluminum, iron, calcium and magnesium. Only basalt rocks with a

silicon dioxide content above 46 % are suitable for the production of filaments

[63]. The requirements on a reproducible melt spinning process regarding viscosity,

crystallization, surface tension, and chemical and thermal homogeneity of the melt

are very high. In addition, constant process parameters (e.g. temperature) are vital.

Ensuring a homogeneous melt is complicated due to the natural variations of basalt

rocks, which makes the abovementioned parameters unstable [64–66].

The realizable filament diameters range from 9 to 12 μm, depending on the

working temperature of the nozzles, the size of the bore in the nozzle bottom, and

the speed of the winding process [67]. The basalt filaments exhibit very good

physical, chemical, and mechanical properties (Table 3.11), which are comparable

to those of glass filaments. Furthermore, basalt fiber materials display high thermal

stability [65].

3.3.7 Metal Fibers

Metal fibers include fiber produced from pure metals, alloys, and metalloids using

various mechanical or thermal methods. Furthermore, synthetic fiber materials and

metal fibers can be specifically metalized to improve properties. The production of

the metals, the manufacture of alloys, and metallization will not be included in the

following.

The mechanical wire or metal fiber production is based on the conventional wire

drawing and nozzle drawing process, and the subsequent bundle wire drawing

method. In wire drawing, the wire is subjected to multiple drawing stages reducing

Table 3.11 Ranges of the mechanical properties of selected ceramic, basalt, and metal fibers [15,

18, 27, 46, 62, 68]

Parameter Al2O3 SiC Basalt MTF (steel) MTF (Al)

Density (g/cm3) 2.7 . . . 4.1 2.35 . . . 3.14 2.75 7.8 . . . 7.9 2.8

Young’s modulus

(GPa)

150 . . . 380 170 . . . 420 89 210 72

Tensile strength

(MPa)

1,700 . . . 2,930 1,500 . . . 3,600 2,000 . . .
4,840

200 . . .
2,500

460

Elongation at

break (%)

0.4 . . . 1.1 0.4 . . . 1.1 3.15 1.0 . . . 2.0 Not

available
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the diameter (depending on the material) from 8 to 2 mm. Steel wire is then

annealed at 600–900 �C before being quenched. To achieve small filament diam-

eters, conventionally drawn thin wires are embedded in a ductile and chemically

more instable matrix (e.g. copper). This composite is subjected to a drawing

process, tapering the total diameter. After chemically removing the matrix, metal

multifilaments with very small diameters of 4–25 μm are left. By breaking these

filaments into staple fibers of 50–150 mm in length and subsequent spinning, metal

spun fiber yarns are produced. Other variations of mechanical metal fiber produc-

tion are based on cutting, e.g. by so-called chasing or by vibrating cutter heads,

resulting in fiber dimensions of 10–250 μm. However, these mechanical methods

can only process certain, e.g. some iron- and copper-based materials [69].

Thermal methods (rapid solidification processes) are based on producing the

metal fibers and wires by direction extrusion from the hotmelt phase, with a

subsequent quenching process. The Taylor method achieves fiber diameters of

50 μm, melt spinning in rotating fluids creates fiber diameters of 50–500 μm.

Especially brittle fibers like aluminum, copper, and zinc, or fibers made from

aluminum and copper alloys, are produced by melt extraction [18, 69, 70].

Depending on the production method, fiber cross-sections and surfaces differ.

Fibers produced by cutting methods have a rough surface and a lower fineness-

related maximum tensile force, due to the notch effect. Crucial properties of metal

fibers are summarized in Table 3.11. It is to be noted that the melting point,

depending on the material, is ca. 1,400 �C for high-grade steel fibers [69].

The combination of certain metals exhibits the shape memory effect (SME) in

their alloys. Metals with this property are referred to as shape memory alloys
(SMA). These include nickel/titanium alloys, alloys made from copper, zinc,

aluminum, or tin, as well as alloys made from copper, aluminum, and nickel.

Regarding the memory effect, a distinction is made between thermal and mecha-

nical shape memory. Applications of these materials in the composite field are

promising [69, 71].

3.3.8 Natural Fibers

As stated in Chap. 2, a wide range of natural fibers is available. For composite

applications, plant fibers from stems (e.g. flax) or leaves (e.g. sisal) are relevant.

The structure of plant fibers is hierarchical and very complex. The geometrical and

mechanical properties of plant fibers differ due to growth conditions and between

species of plants. Significant properties are summarized in Table 3.12.

The technical flax fiber, which is a fiber bundle, is embedded in the bark layer

between cambium and epidermis. The fiber bundle consists of several elementary

fibers (length: 20–40 mm) connected by pectins, a vegetable glue. The bundle has a

length between 200 and 1,400 mm, and a fineness of 1–4 tex. This technical fiber is

extracted by means of a number of subsequent process steps removing vegetable
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glue, ligneous components, short fibers, and the marrow from inside the stem [1, 3,

5, 7, 57, 72].

Sisal fibers, whose elementary fibers have a length of 3 mm, form fiber strands in

the long (1–2 m) leaves of the Agava sisilana. The fibers are extracted by squashing

and scraping the leaf tissue [1, 3, 7, 57].

Apart from flax and sisal, other technical fibers like jute and hemp are used in

fiber-reinforced composite material applications. They are applied with thermo-

plastic and thermoset matrices at low mechanical loads of the components. As plant

fibers absorb moisture, measures have to be taken to ensure fiber-matrix adhesion

and to limit the resulting tensions in the composite [15, 19, 73, 74].

3.3.9 Technological Properties of High-Performance Fibers

Due to the excellent mechanical properties of high-performance fibers, e.g. glass,

carbon, and aramid, like high strength and high Young’s modulus, knowledge

regarding the significant technological properties are required for their optimized

application. Apart from that, the brittleness of glass and carbon fiber materials, and

the UV sensitivity of aramid fiber materials as well as the electrical conductivity of

carbon have to be included in processing decisions. To do this, measures regarding

UV protection of the aramid fiber materials have to be taken, and on the other hand

regarding enclosures and seals to prevent short circuits in the control and drive units

of the machinery used for the processing of carbon fibers. In addition, functional

units based on electrical contacting have to be replaced with units relying on other

effective mechanisms (e.g. optical warp-stop motions on weaving machines).

The further processing of the high-performance fiber materials, especially of

carbon and glass filament yarns, causes damages to these materials to some degree

and can (significantly) decrease the excellent strength values [16]. Extensive

research proves the efforts to optimize a low-fiber-damage processing of such

yarns on textile machines. Summarized remarks are included below regarding the

friction and bending behavior in the processing of these brittle fiber materials, as

they are distinguished by their very high strengths and rigidities.

The friction behavior between the filament yarns and the yarn-guiding elements

is determined by yarn-related factors like yarn materials (fineness, twist, structure),

degree of stretching, dynamometric properties, surface structure and preparation,

Table 3.12 Ranges of mechanical properties of fiber bundles (of technical fibers) of selected plant

fibers [15]

Parameter Flax Sisal

Density (g/cm3) 1.50 1.30 . . . 1.45

Young’s modulus (GPa) 80 . . . 100 9.4 . . . 38

Tensile strength (MPa) 1,100 568 . . . 850

Elongation at break (%) 2.0 . . . 3.0 2.2
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and by indenter-related factors like material, surface design, and diameter alike. In

addition, process-related parameters like yarn speed, wrap-around angle, and atmo-

spheric conditions also influence the friction behavior. The optimization of all

possible parameters reduces friction and benefits processing with low yarn dam-

ages. Research has shown exemplarily that the roughness depth of the indenter,

i.e. the yarn guides in the processing sequence, are the dominating influence on the

friction coefficient (Fig. 3.28). Skillful material selection and combination, as well

as surface treatment of the filament yarns contribute to a minimization of friction,

and to a damage-free processing of the high-performance fibers [28].

The bending behavior of textile fiber materials is described by various textile-

physical tests, and partly determines the processing properties of yarns and textile

semi-finished products. Loop strength and filament knot tests are complex strain

tests providing qualitative insights into the brittleness and processing behavior. The

percental loop strength of glass fibers in relation to strength (1.2 %) is much lower

than in conventional high-strength materials (e.g. high-strength PA: 70 %). The

filament knot tests on 9 μm-diameter EC glass filaments reveal a specific radius of

curvature of 23. The specific radius of curvature reflects the smallest possible radius

of curvature at the moment of knot rupture, in relation to the filament diameter.

With increasing filament diameters, the specific radius of curvature decreases

(specific radius of curvature of ca. 18, at filament diameters of 13 μm) [17,

28]. This shows that loop strength and filament knot tests are generally feasible.

However, the results show that filament and fiber yarns made from textile glass

cannot be formed into knot for all practical intents and purposes [18]. The high

brittleness of the carbon filament yarns is reflected by the greater specific radius of

curvature, which, depending on fiber type, ranges from 25 to 60. The fracture

behavior is assessed by means of scanning electron microscopic fracture tests and

shows characteristic differences between axial and combined fractures [28].

The minimization of yarn strains during processing aims to prevent filament

fractures. Guiding and deflection that do not damage the yarns can be achieved by

reducing the number of guiding and deflection points, realizing smaller looping

Fig. 3.28 Influence of roughness depth of the indenter surface on the friction coefficient in various

yarn-indenter pairings (according to [28])
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angles and higher curvature radii, and using suitable yarn preparations. Selecting

the optimal processing speed is another crucial measure. Reducing the processing

speed results in decreased tensile and friction loading, but an insufficient number of

revolutions in the machine can cause an unstable running of the yarn and an uneven

fabric appearance. Furthermore, the textile machines have to be adapted construc-

tively to the technological conditions, which result in part from the technological

and functional, but primarily from the mechanical properties of the fiber materials.

Details are included in Chaps. 5, 6, 7, and 10.

3.3.10 Overview of Reinforcement Fibers

The properties of reinforcement fibers are defined considerably by their molecular

and supramolecular structure, which depends on the molecular structure itself and

on the production conditions (growth conditions in natural fibers).

Structural parameters like chemical bonding or orientation of the fiber construc-

tion elements are crucial for the formation of tensile strength and Young’s modulus.

For instance, three-dimensional covalent bonds, as they occur in glass fiber mate-

rials, are the cause of highly direction-independent tensile strengths. The

two-dimensional bond in carbon fiber materials, and the distinct orientation of

their macromolecules, as well as a degree of crystallinity of almost 100 % are the

cause of their extremely high tensile strengths and Young’s moduli, but also for

their transverse compression sensitivity. In contrast to the brittle carbon and glass

fiber materials, tenacious synthetic fiber materials like para-aramid or high-

molecular polyethylenes have covalent bonds only in fiber direction, which

makes them extremely durable under loads in fiber direction. However, they display

a high degree of crystallinity and a strict spatial orientation of the macromolecules,

giving them, too, a near 100 % crystalline lattice structure. Like aramid, plant and

high-strength synthetic fibers are characterized by a 1d structure, but have a low

degree of crystallinity and low orientation. An overview for the production and

structure of high-performance fiber materials is given in Table 3.13.

Ceramic and basalt fibers are comparable to glass fibers, regarding their struc-

ture, although ceramics are a poly-crystalline material, instead of an

amorphous one.

When comparing the individual fiber materials, not only the individual mecha-

nical parameters should be considered, but also the anisotropy of the properties

(except for glass fiber and ceramic materials). The lightweight construction poten-

tial of the textile reinforcement fibers, especially of high-performance fibers

becomes apparent when the mechanical parameters are related to the density or

fineness, creating comparable parameters like specific strength or specific Young’s
modulus.

In Tables 3.14, 3.15, 3.16 and 3.17, an overview is provided of selected rein-

forcement fibers and the significant, composite-relevant specific values. This
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overview has an orientation character and should help any pre-selection of the fiber

materials.

Special relevance for high-performance products is attributed to high-

performance filament yarns made from glass, carbon, and aramid fiber materials.

Table 3.13 Overview regarding the production and structure of high-performance fiber materials

Parameter Glass Carbon Aramid

Raw

materials

Quartz sand, additives Precursor: PAN or

pitch

Monomers: PPD and

TDC, solvents

Process Melt from mixture or pellets,

melt spinning including sizing

application

GF filament

Stabilization

Carbonization

Graphitization

Surface treatment

CF filament

Polymerization

Solving

Extrusion

Solvent spinning

Stretching

Avivage

AR filament

Structure Three-dimensional, isotropic

Amorphous

Two-dimensional,

layer-shaped,

anisotropic

Crystalline

One-dimensional, fiber-

shaped/fibrillar, highly

anisotropic

Crystalline

Bonding 3d-covalent 2d-covalent

van der Waals

bond

1d-covalent

van der Waals bond

Hydrogen bonds

Crystallinity None ~100 % (para-

crystalline)

~100 % (para-

crystalline)

Orientation None High Very high

Table 3.14 Overview of the specific values of high-performance fiber materials: glass fibers

Parameter Type E Type AR Type R/S

Filament diameter (μm) 3 . . . 25 3 . . . 25 3 . . . 15

Density (g/cm3) 2.52 . . . 2.60 2.70 2.45 . . . 2.55

Tensile strength, axial (MPa) 3,400 . . . 3,700 3,000 4,300 . . . 4,900

Spec. tensile strength, axial (MPa cm3/g) 1,300 . . . 1,470 1,110 1,690 . . . 2,000

Young’s modulus, axial (GPa) 72 . . . 77 73 75 . . . 88

Spec. Young’s modulus (GPa cm3/g) 27.7 . . . 30.6 27.1 29.4 . . . 35.9

Young’s modulus, radial (GPa) 72 . . . 77 73 75 . . . 88

Elongation at break (%) 3.3 . . . 4.8 4.3 4.2 . . . 5.4

Thermal expansion coefficient

Axial (10�6/K) 5.0 Not available 4.0

Radial (10�6/K) 5.0 Not available 4.0

Melting temperature (�C) 840 . . . 1,500 1,300 . . . 1,500 1,000

Decomposition temperature (�C) Not available Not available Not available

Permanent temperature range (�C) 250 . . . 350 400 300

Moisture absorption under standard

atmosphere (%)

�0.1 �0.1 �0.1
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Table 3.15 Overview of the specific values of high-performance fiber materials: carbon fiber

materials

Parameter HTi HSTi IMi

Filament diameter (μm) 7 . . . 8 5 . . . 7 5 . . . 7

Density (g/cm3) 1.74 . . . 1.80 1.78 . . . 1.83 1.73 . . . 1.80

Tensile strength, axial (MPa) 2,700 . . . 3,750 3,900 . . . 7,000 3,400 . . . 5,900

Spec. tensile strength, axial

(MPa cm3/g)

1,500 . . . 2,160 2,140 . . . 3,930 1,970 . . . 3,410

Young’s modulus, axial (GPa) 200 . . . 250 230 . . . 270 250 . . . 400

Spec. Young’s modulus

(GPa cm3/g)

111.1 . . . 144.0 126.0 . . . 152.0 138.9 . . . 231.2

Young’s modulus, radial (GPa) 15 Not available Not available

Elongation at break (%) 1.2 . . . 1.6 1.7 . . . 2.4 1.1 . . . 1.93

Thermal expansion coefficient

Axial (10�6/K) �0.1 . . . �0.7 �1.0 �1.2

Radial (10�6/K) 10 10 12

Melting temperature (�C)
Decomposition temperature (�C) 3,650* 3,650* 3,650*

Permanent temperature range (�C) 400 . . . 500 500

Moisture absorption under standard

atmosphere (%)

�0.1 �0.1 �0.1

Parameter HMi HMSi MPP-HMii

Filament diameter (μm) 4 . . . 8 5 . . . 7 Not available

Density (g/cm3) 1.76 . . . 1.96 1.85 2.15

Tensile strength, axial (MPa) 1,750 . . . 3,200 3,600 3,500

Spec. tensile strength, axial

(MPa cm3/g)

890 . . . 1,820 1,950 1,630

Young’s modulus, axial (GPa) 300 . . . 500 550 900

Spec. Young’s modulus

(GPa cm3/g)

153 . . . 284 297.30 481.60

Young’s modulus, radial (GPa) 5.7 Not available Not available

Elongation at break (%) 0.35 . . . 1.0 0.65 0.4

Thermal expansion coefficient

Axial (10�6/K) �0.1 �1.3 Not available

Radial (10�6/K) Up to 30 Up to 30 Not available

Melting temperature (�C)
Decomposition temperature (�C) 3,650* 3,650* 3,650*

Permanent temperature range (�C) 500 . . . 600 500 600

Moisture absorption under standard

atmosphere (%)

�0.1 �0.1 �0.1

iPAN-based
iiMPP-based
*General specification for CF
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Table 3.16 Overview of specific values of high-performance fiber materials: synthetic high-

performance fiber materials

Parameter

Para-aramid

N-type HM-type UHMWPE

Filament diameter (μm) 12 12 27 . . . 38

Density (g/cm3) 1.39 . . . 1.44 1.45 . . . 1.47 0.97

Tensile strength, axial (MPa) 2,760 . . . 3,000 2,800 . . . 3,620 2,800 . . . 3,100

Spec. tensile strength, axial (MPa cm3/g) 1,920 . . . 2,160 1,900 . . . 2,500 2,890 . . . 3,200

Young’s modulus, axial (GPa) 58 . . . 80 120 . . . 186 87 . . . 170

Spec. Young’s modulus (GPa cm3/g) 40 . . . 58 82 . . . 128 80 . . . 175

Young’s modulus, radial (GPa) Not available Not available Not available

Elongation at break (%) 3.3 . . . 4.4 1.9 . . . 2.9 2.7 . . . 3.5

Thermal expansion coefficient

Axial (10�6/K) �2.0 . . . �6.6 �2.0 . . . �6.6 Not available

Radial (10�6/K) 40 52 Not available

Melting temperature (�C) >500 >500 140

Decomposition temperature (�C) �550 �550 Not available

Permanent temperature range (�C) 180 180 . . . 250 60 . . . 121

Moisture absorption under standard

atmosphere (%)

�7.0 �3.5 Not available

Table 3.17 Overview of specific values of high-performance fiber materials: ceramic and metal

fiber materials

Parameter

Ceramic

Al2O3 SiC

Metal

Steel

Filament diameter (μm) 15 . . . 20 10 . . . 15 1 . . . 100

Density (g/cm3) 2.7 . . . 4.1 2.35 . . . 3.14 7.8 . . . 7.9

Tensile strength, axial (MPa) 1,700 . . . 2,930 1,500 . . . 3,600 200 . . . 1,600

Spec. tensile strength, axial (MPa cm3/g) 410 . . . 1,090 480 . . . 1,530 30 . . . 210

Young’s modulus, axial (GPa) 150 . . . 380 170 . . . 420 210

Spec. Young’s modulus (GPa cm3/g) 14 . . . 93 54 . . . 179 25.5 . . . 27

Young’s modulus, radial (GPa) Not available Not available Not available

Elongation at break (%) 0.4 . . . 1.1 0.4 . . . 1.1 1.0 . . . 2.0

Thermal expansion coefficient

Axial (10�6/K) 6.5 . . . 8.9 3.1 11 . . . 25

Radial (10�6/K) 6.5 . . . 8.9 Not available Not available

Melting temperature (�C) 1,815 (2,045) 1,815a 1,400

Decomposition temperature (�C) Not available Not available Not available

Permanent temperature range (�C) Up to 1,430 Up to 1,430 Up to 1,370

Moisture absorption under standard

atmosphere (%)

0 0 0

aGeneral specification for ceramic fiber
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Due to their characteristic molecular and supramolecular structure, these high-

performance materials are distinguished by their extremely high tensile strengths

and Young’s moduli. The specific Young’s modulus of glass fiber materials is in the

range of 27–36 GPa cm3/g, and reaches 110–480 GPa cm3/g for carbon fiber

materials. The specific tensile strength in axial direction reaches 1.1–2.0 GPa

cm3/g for glass fiber materials, and 1.5–3.9 GPa cm3/g for carbon fiber materials.

In comparison, steel fibers have a specific Young’s modulus of ca. 26 GPa cm3/g,

and a specific tensile strengths of 0.03–0.2 GPa cm3/g.

The lightweight construction potential becomes most apparent for fiber-

reinforced plastic component applications in which large masses are moved or

quickly accelerated, e.g. in aeronautics and aerospace industries as well as in

mechanical and plant engineering and construction. On the other hands, textile

reinforcements made from carbon and glass are used in textile-reinforced concrete.

The use of high-performance fiber materials saves resources and materials during

production as well as energy during active use. Apart from the abovementioned

high-performance fiber materials, fiber materials made from synthetic materials or

natural fibers can be used to reinforce lightweight construction components, for

instance for natural-fiber-reinforced plastics and as reinforcement of wooden

constructions.

The development of new and improved textile semi-finished products and their

more widespread application in lightweight construction require the provision of

efficient high-quality reinforcement fibers at sufficient amount. From this, the

following future development trends can be derived:

• eco-friendly technology and plant development to optimize the individual pro-

duction methods, aiming to increase energy, material, and cost efficiency

• development of requirement-adapted and cost-effective carbon fiber material

types with small numbers of defects (increase of strength and Young’s modulus),

and

• development/optimization of cost-effective synthetic fiber materials for use as

reinforcement or matrix fibers

In the future, systematic lightweight construction in multi-material design with

high material and energy efficiency will be focused on. High-performance fibers

like glass or carbon, and synthetic fiber materials like para-aramid and UHMWPE

contribute greatly to this development. In particular, the anisotropy of the textile

reinforcement materials and their advantageous mass-performance ratio, as well as

the possibility to design complex and heavy-duty components allow the flexible

adjustability of the material structure, and a targeted adjustability of tailor-made,

anisotropic component properties.
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3.4 Matrix Fibers from Thermoplastic Polymers

3.4.1 Tasks and General Characteristics of Matrix Fibers

The matrix is the second component of any fiber-reinforced composite material.

The materials surrounding the reinforcement fibers are supposed to realize an

effective composite and assume the following tasks [13]:

• fixation of the reinforcement fibers in the desired geometric arrangement, and

protection of the external shape

• introduction of forces into the reinforcement fibers, and force distribution

• support of the reinforcement fiber under compression loads, and

• protection of the reinforcement fiber against external influences

Polymer matrix materials are high-molecular organic compounds created by

different bonding mechanisms (see Sect. 3.2.3.1). In general, all known thermosets

and thermoplastics are suitable matrix systems for fiber-reinforced plastics. In

comparison to thermosets, thermoplastics have advantages like higher ductility,

higher elongation at break, unlimited storage time, and better ecological process-

ability, making them a more attractive option. To improve impregnation by reduc-

ing the flow paths, thermoplastic materials are available as fibers or filament, whose

specific use opens new application possibilities.

3.4.2 Major Matrix Fibers

The stress-strain behavior of the matrix, and the adhesion between matrix and

reinforcement fiber, with due regard to the fiber surface modifications, determine

composite properties to a large extent. Thermoplastic fiber materials contain amor-

phous and crystalline section within the supramolecular structure. A high degree of

crystallinity increases properties like melting range, tensile strength, Young’s
modulus, toughness and solvent resistance. Impact resistance and resistance to

tear formation, however, decrease. Thermoplastic materials exhibit a visco-elastic

behavior, i.e. the specific values have to be regarded in relation to temperature,

loading speed and loading time. One special trait of partially crystalline polymers is

the viscoplastic range occurring during heating, followed by the melting range at

continued heating. The temperature dependence of the viscosity of various polymer

melts is given in Fig. 3.29. In the molten state, thermoplastics are moldable and

formable, and can be transferred from the respective fiber form into a space-filling

form, which secures the composite [15].

Apart from the abovementioned aspects, surface energy has to be taken into

account in the selection of the thermoplastic fibers to be used as matrix fibers

[75]. Table 3.18 gives an overview of the synthetic fiber materials utilizable as

matrix fibers, including relevant properties.
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Polypropylene (PP) has been established as matrix system for GMTs over the

past years, and is also an important bulk plastic material of Europe-wide impor-

tance. The fiber material polypropylene makes up 25 % of the European synthetic

fiber production, with the numbers steadily rising. Due to the increased use of fiber-

form polypropylene as matrix material, the application potential can be improved

significantly.

Fig. 3.29 Viscosity

behavior in thermoplastic

polymers in comparison to a

thermoset (according to

[15]

Table 3.18 Standard values of selected thermoplastic fiber materials (according to [27, 36, 57,

61, 75])

Parameter PP PA 6.6 PES PPS

Density (g/cm3) 0.91 1.14 1.39 1.24

Young’s modulus (GPa) 0.5 . . . 5.0 1.1 . . . 3.0 3 . . . 15 2.48 . . . 6.2

Tensile strength (MPa) 210 . . . 660 360 . . . 720 350 . . . 830 322 . . . 496

Elongation at break (%) 15 . . . 90 26 . . . 75 30 . . . 44 20 . . . 30

Melting temperature (�C) 175 255 . . . 260 250 . . . 260 285

Softening range (�C) 150 . . . 155 220 . . . 235 230 . . . 250 Not

available

Permanent temperature range

(�C)
Not

available

75 . . . 85 140 . . . 160 190

Freezing temperature (�C) �12 . . . �20 45 . . . 65 70 . . . 80 Not

available

Decomposition temperature (�C) 328 . . . 410 310 . . . 380 283 . . . 306 Not

available

Surface energy (10�3 j/m2) 26 37 Not

available

Parameter PEI PEEK PTFE

Density (g/cm3) 1.28 1.3 2.1 . . . 2.3

Young’s modulus (GPa) Not available 3.8 Not available

Tensile strength (MPa) 243 . . . 346 80 . . . 90 176 . . . 308

Elongation at break (%) 38 . . . 80 16 . . . 80 19

Melting temperature (�C) 225 355 Not available

Softening range (�C) Not available Not available 327

Permanent temperature range (�C) 170 220 . . . 260 280

Freezing temperature (�C) Not available 144 Not available

Decomposition temperature (�C) Not available Not available Not available

Surface energy (10�3 j/m2) Not available Not available 22
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Polyamides (PA), in comparison to PP, are distinguished by their higher

strength, rigidity, toughness, form stability under thermal influences, and higher

abrasion resistance. However, they display higher viscosity at higher temperatures.

Depending on the requirements, matrix materials produced from PA 6, PA 6.6, PA

11, or PA 12 can be used. The modification of the molecular structure, e.g. by

inserting aromatic groups, improves properties and extends the application of PA

fibers as matrix systems in FRPCs [15, 57].

Polyester (PES) possesses interesting potential for automobile construction

applications due to the higher permanent temperature resistance in comparison to

standard polymers and polypropylene. So far, no noteworthy applications in prac-

tice are known [15, 57].

Newly developed polymers with improved properties, which are distinguished

by the integration of sulfur in the backbone in the form of sulfide or sulfone, can

also be used as matrix fibers in FRPCs. Materials like polyethersulfone (PSU) and
polyphenylene sulfide (PPS) are characterized by high form stability under heat

(distinguished by the shear modulus in dependence of the temperature), and high

flame retardance, especially in comparison to abovementioned polymers. Their UV

resistance, however, is low [15, 57, 61].

Because of the imide and aromatic groups, polyetherimide (PEI) is characterized
by its high long-term heat resistance in comparison to PA and PES, high flame

retardance and minimal flue gas development . Despite a high chemical resistance,

PEI is soluble in different solvents (e.g. Methyl ethyl ketone) [15, 57, 61].

Poly ether ether ketone (PEEK) is distinguished by apart from their excellent

mechanical and good electrical properties, by a high continuous operating temper-

ature, high flame retardance at low gas emission as well as a good friction and

abrasion resistance even at high temperatures. These properties are the benchmark

for the use of thermoplastic polymers in the fiber composite material [15, 57, 61].

Other thermoplastic fiber materials can be used as matrix systems in composite

materials, for instance fiber materials based on polybenzimidazolene (PBIM) and
polybenzoxazolene (PBOM).

Polytetrafluorethylene fibers (PTFE) are either spun directly, using suspension

or matrix wet spinning, or indirectly by fibrillation of a PTFE foil. High-quality

PTFE fibers are transferred into a gel-like state at 327 �C, which enables them to

work as a matrix system with effective properties [57, 61].

3.5 Requirement-Adapted Further Processing

in the Textile Process Chain

3.5.1 Hybrid Filament Yarns

Depending on the respective application, the packaging of textile fiber materials

differs. Usually, the reinforcement fibers are used as continuous fibers/filaments in a
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yarn or roving/heavy tow. To improve, for instance, the mechanical properties of

the semi-finished product or component, filaments of different fiber materials can

be combined. This results in the combination of the advantageous properties of

different reinforcement fibers. Thus, for example, the energy-absorbing properties

of aramid fibers can be specifically combined with the high-modulus characteristics

of carbon fibers, resulting in tailor-made component properties. Additionally, fiber

material combinations allow the homogeneous blending of reinforcement and

matrix fibers at adjustable ratios in the filament yarn. Such hybrid yarns can be

processed by textile technology into 2D and 3D geometries and structures. By local

partial melting, it is possible to fix the flexible textile semi-finished product.

Furthermore, the use of hybrid filament yarns consisting of reinforcement and

matrix fibers is an advantage for the composite properties, as the short flow paths

of the molten matrix allow the realization of an even and nearly complete impreg-

nation of the reinforcement filaments. Details regarding hybrid yarns are given in

Sect. 4.3.

3.5.2 Finishing of Fibers

To improve the properties of textile fiber materials corresponding to the require-

ments, or to generate new, additional functionalities in the fiber materials, textile

materials are subjected to finishing processes. These finishings have various pur-

poses and the types can be of mechanical, physical, or chemical nature. Conven-

tional textile finishing include roughening for a bulky surface, mercerizing to

improve the properties of cotton (e.g. dyeing behavior), the anti-felt and moth-

resistance finishing to improve the performance of wool, dyeing/printing, impreg-

nation, and laminating. The finishing can be performed on the fiber or the filament,

the yarn, the textile fabric, or the assembled product, depending on the respective

method.

In technical applications of textile fibers, the focus is placed on the creation of

extended functionalities by fiber finishing. This goes far beyond the requirement of

processability without fiber damage, which is realized by spinning preparation and

avivage. The additional surface modification (see Sect. 3.2.4) of reinforcement

fibers in the form of fibers, yarns, or fabrics, for instance, creates a tailor-made

fiber-matrix adhesion in fiber-reinforced composite materials and realizes highly

dense structures in membranes. A pioneering approach is the realization of sensor

and actuator networks by permanent or temporary functional integration into the

fiber materials or their surface (e.g. integration of additional function in the sizing

by means of carbon nanotubes), and by the increase of fracture energy by nano-

structured surfaces via the use of carbon nanotubes. Details regarding the finishing

of textile fiber materials and the structures produced from them are given in

Chap. 13.
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Chapter 4

Yarn Constructions and Yarn Formation

Techniques

Beata Lehmann and Claudia Herzberg*

Yarns are an important basic element for both the production and the assembly of

textile reinforcement structures. They consist of either a 100% reinforcement fibers or

a blend of reinforcement andmatrix fibers. They aremade fromfilaments and/or staple

fibers by means of different technologies, which allow the customization of structure

and properties of the yarns according to the respective functional requirements. These

chapters give an overview of the yarns currently used in lightweight construction and

shows that their design has considerably influence of further processing and on the

characteristics of composite materials. During textile processing, the yarns have to be

processed easily at high speeds and must be formable force- or form-fit. Defined,

anisotropic characteristics are achieved by the preferred orientation of the fibers in the

yarn and the 2D or 3D yarn orientation during the production of textile semi-finished

products. In the composite material itself, the yarn structures offer mechanic fixations.

4.1 Introduction and Overview

4.1.1 Introduction

The production of textile semi-finished products (see Chaps. 5–8) is based on the

processing of single and/or multifold yarns (see Sects. 4.2 and 4.3) into textile
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fabrics, and their subsequent local reinforcement and/or insert and functional

integration (see Chap. 10) or their use in the assembly of the textile fabrics into

complex preforms (see Chap. 12). The latter includes the use of special yarn

constructions as sewing yarn (see Sect. 4.5). Furthermore, yarns can be processed

directly by winding, pultrusion (see Chap. 11) or by nonwoven reinforcement with

yarns (see Chap. 9).

The mechanical properties (e.g. strength, elasticity, stiffness) of the, preferably

non-rigid, easily drapeable, and homogenous yarns are highly anisotropic due to the

preferentially stretched position of the fibers in the yarn, and the yarn orientation at

a high length/diameter ratio. The course of the yarn within the textile semi-finished

product has to be adapted to the expected loads to fully exploit the potential offered

by their properties. In general, textile semi-finished products made from yarns show

better mechanical properties compared with semi-finished products made from

non-woven materials (e.g. higher strengths and stiffnesses, higher energy absorp-

tion capacity).

Depending on the requirements (weaving, knitting, sewing, and technical yarns)

and the precursor fiber materials, yarns are produced with different technologies.

Single yarns can contain one or multiple filaments, consist of staple fibers or be

constructed from a blend of filaments and staple fibers. Depending on the mechan-

ical or processing requirements, single yarns are processed into plied yarns, a

process usually requiring additional process steps after mechanical yarn processing.

The following requirements are put on yarn production technologies:

• Low fiber damage during production processes,

• Use of suitable yarn carriers (e.g. paper, plastic, or metal sleeves) or packagings

without assistive equipment (e.g. bumps—compressed and bound contents of a

sliver can) for the storage of yarns or intermediate products, especially of slivers

(e.g. packaging without assistive equipment, sliver cans),

• Securing of an economic production.

4.1.2 Yarn Parameters and Yarn Structure

Apart from the common macroscopic parameters (yarn testing parameters, see Sect.

2.2.2.8) quantified by testing (see Chap. 14), the yarn structure, i.e. the orientation
of the fibers within the yarn itself, has to be described. This structure depends on the

respective yarn construction. Knowledge of the yarn structure allows an assessment

of the yarn parameters, as well as their modification during further textile

processing, and of the delamination behavior in the final composite material.

The yarn structure results from fiber geometry (length, fineness, cross-section),

straightness (plain, undulated), arrangement (degree of parallelism), orientation

(in yarn axis direction or at a gradient angle with the yarn axis), and the degree of

homogeneity of the fiber distribution across the yarn cross-section and length. Here,

the similarity of the yarn cross-section to a circle increases with improved twisting
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or wrapping of the fibers. Otherwise, the yarn cross-section is either oval or

rectangular.

The degree of dimensional stability under mechanical loads depends on yarn

construction-related compressive forces between the fibers and a finishing or sizing

agent (see Sect. 3.2.4) possibly interacting with the fibers. If there are no physical

(no twisting or wrapping of the fibers) and/or chemical forces at interplay between

the fibers within a yarn, the yarn cross-section can be formed as desired by small

tensile and/or compressive forces, which makes porosity adjustable. In absence of

compressive forces between the fibers, as they are created by, for instance, twisting-

together of the fibers, an impregnation of the yarn in polymer solution is often

required to enhance yarn cohesion.

Under mechanical loads, relative displacement between the fibers occurs,

because the fiber bundle transfers from static friction to dynamic friction under

increasing loads, such as high yarn tensile loads during textile semi-finished

product manufacture. When exceeding a critical tensile load value, different fiber

elongations (caused by disparate fiber orientation or dissimilar mechanical proper-

ties) can cause individual fibers to break, and/or result in relative movements

between the fibers (fiber migration). This can be facilitated by interior yarn faults

(inhomogeneous pore size distribution).

A distinction has to be made between internal and external yarn structure. Both

are described in an unloaded state in which they are connected elastically.

Internal yarn structure (Fig. 4.1, Table 4.1): This structure is defined by the

porosity of the yarn. Porosity describes the proportion of cavities (pores) present in

the yarn volume APore, determined by packing density of the fibers within the yarn

ρYarn. At an ideal hexagonal orientation of circular fibers the minimum percentage

of porosity in the yarn is 93 %, independent of the individual fiber diameter:

APore ¼ 1� ρYarn ¼ 1� π

2
ffiffiffi
3

p ¼ 0:93 ð4:1Þ

The real percentage of porosity is usually much higher and depends on the yarn

construction. Various pore geometries can occur. The pores can be closed (without

connection to other pores) or open (connected to other pores, forming a pore

labyrinth). Open pores can be connected to the external yarn structure. This outward

opening of the internal yarn structure increases the interface of the yarn, which is

Fig. 4.1 Schematic of the

internal and external yarn

structure
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crucial for its permeability, e.g. for the impregnation with a thermoset matrix

system. Especially at low packing densities, the yarn porosity can decrease out-

wardly, creating a core-sheath pore structure. The roughness of the fiber surface and

the porosity determine the contact area between the fibers and thus the fiber-fiber

friction.

External yarn structure (Fig. 4.1): It is determined by the exterior fibers in the

yarn surface. They define the yarn cross-section and its homogeneity along the

length of the yarn (fluctuations of the yarn cross-section cause optical thick and thin

places, neps) and the microporous roughness of the yarn surface. The external yarn

structure is of special importance for the yarn test parameters given in Table 4.2.

The microporous roughness, in combination with the sizing or a suitable yarn

finishing, determines the wetting behavior of the reinforcement fibers by the matrix

and the resulting adhesion characteristics. The connection to the internal yarn

structure is established via open pores. The higher the ratio of matrix contact area

and cross-section area in the yarn, the more beneficent the more favorable will the

effects on matrix permeability be, considering that the capillary forces stemming

from the yarn pore sizes enable the permeation of matrix particles.

Targeted adaptations of the internal and external yarn structure allow adjust-

ments to the yarn behavior during yarn production by way of the process

parameters.

Table 4.1 Important yarn test parameters of the internal yarn structure and their significance in

the process chain

Yarn Test Parameter Significant for

Stress-strain curve with maximum tensile

force, maximum tensile elongation, tensile

modulus of elasticity

Textile processing and assembly, e.g. in

weaving and sewing

Flexural modulus of elasticity Forming (behavior under tensile and bending

load), especially during stitch formation pro-

cesses and draping

Compressive strength proportion and size of

pores opening to the external yarn structure

Depth of impregnation during composite pro-

duction and composite strength

Table 4.2 Important yarn test parameters for the external yarn structure, and their significance for

the process chain

Yarn test parameter Significant for

Coefficient of friction against other materialsa Textile processing and assembly (smooth

running over or through the yarn guiding

elements)

Contact angle for the assessment of the wetting

behavoura, b
Mechanical/chemical interface design

Reinforcement/matrix and mechanical

composite properties
aIn connection with sizing/finishing agents (see Sect. 13.5.1)
bNecessary, but insufficient requirement for optimum fiber-matrix adhesion
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4.1.3 Yarns Made from Fiber Material Blends (Hybrid Yarn)

Yarns can be made up of one or several fiber materials. If the yarn contains only one

fiber material, it is a reinforcement fiber yarn. Yarns consisting of two or more fiber

materials are classified as hybrid yarns. The combination of reinforcement fibers

with thermoplastic fibers is on common example of this.

Furthermore, yarns can be combined with non-textile thermoplastic components

in the form of solutions, molten masses, powders or foil coating during finishing

processes. The typical textile properties (good draping behavior, flexibility) are

largely lost during these processes.

All textile reinforcement fibers and most spinnable polymer fibers can be

blended with each other [1].

The following essential fiber material combinations for an optimization of yarn

properties are possible:

1. Different reinforcement fibers for:

• Achieving a greater variety of physical (including mechanical) properties,

such as balanced relations of stiffness, strength, tensile elongation at break,

higher impact resistance, improved damping characteristics and

• Cost reduction,

2. Reinforcement fibers and thermoplastic fibers for:

• The creation of dried, textile semi-finished products for thermoplastic com-

posites with preferably stretched reinforcement fibers and adjustable rein-

forcement fiber volume content as well as easy handling and storage,

• An ensured textile processability of the yarns with nearly all known textile

technologies for the production of textile 2D and 3D semi-finished products,

and

• Solidification of textile semi-finished products, especially of nonwovens, by

melting of the thermoplastic component, or their fixation of further

processing,

3. Combination of 1 and 2,

4. Combination of 1 (and 2) with functional yarns (see Sect. 4.6), or

5. Combination of, for instance, 1 with auxiliary fibers, such as PVA fibers, which

can later be removed from the yarn, for example for improvements to

porosity [2].

The blending itself can be integrated into chemical fiber production for econom-

ical improvements, but is usually performed in a separate process step. As there is

no standard chemical fiber production method, the topic is included in this chapter

for the sake of a consistent overview of fiber blends in yarns.

The composition and homogeneity of the fiber blend (Fig. 4.2) can be adjusted

technologically according to the requirements by the selection of yarn finenesses to

be used and of suitable yarn construction methods:
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(a) The arrangement of the components along the length of the yarn can, for

instance, be effected by twisting one or multiple yarns.

(b) The yarn surface can contain one or more components, either homogeneously

distributed or segmented along the yarn length.

(c1/c2) A component can also serve as a placeholder. It is removed by the

addition of a suitable matrix, thus increasing porosity.

Here, the individual components (filaments and/or staple fibers) and their

arrangement (fiber orientation in yarn axis direction or at angles to it) can be

modified in a variety of ways. This allows the production of hybrid yarns varying

greatly with regard to their mechanical and function properties.

The homogeneity of blending in longitudinal and transverse direction depends

on both the choice of textile method and on the geometrical yarn parameters (fiber

cross-section, fineness, and number) as well as expansion coefficient) has to be

considered.

The blend of reinforcement and thermoplastic fibers will be considered here

mainly in its relation to the composite manufacturing process.

Due to the high viscosity of thermoplastics (100–5,000 Pas) in comparison to

thermoset materials (usually <1 Pas), any impregnation of the reinforcement fibers

during the manufacturing process is generally complicated [3]. This is to be

alleviated by means of optimized homogeneity of the fiber blend in the yarn and

the resulting short flow paths of the matrix, which also shortens the required process

times in composite production. After the solidification of the melt, the components

Fig. 4.2 Basic possibilities of blending two fiber materials
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adhere to one another. When the resulting composite is exposed to loads, the matrix,

which fixates the reinforcement fibers in the defined position, transfers the forces

into the reinforcement fibers via the interface, which is the third component of

every composite material.

Alternatively, the fiber materials can be mixed in the textile semi-finished fabric,

for example by blending the yarns in one or several yarn systems, by using different

yarns in the yarn systems or by stacking textile fabrics made from different fiber

materials. All of these possibilities result in decreased homogeneity of the blend,

making the hybridization of yarns a crucial topic.

In blends of reinforcement and thermoplastic fibers in a hybrid yarn, the fiber
mass percentage and the fiber volume percentage are stated. The fiber mass

percentage Γ is calculated from the relation of reinforcement fiber mass mFiber

and total mass mComposite (including matrix fiber mass mMatrix):

Γ ¼ mFiber

mComposite

� 100% ¼ mFiber

mFiber þ mMatrix

� 100%

Γ ¼ nFiber � TtFiber
nFiber � TtFiber þ nMatrix � TtMatrix

� 100%
ð4:2Þ

nFiber, nMatrix (–) Number of filaments

Tt Fiber, TtMatrix (tex) Filament fineness.

This is important for the calculation of blend prices.

In the composite, the fiber volume percentage ϕ is calculated from the relation of

reinforcement fiber volume VFiber and total volume VComposite (including VMatrix:

matrix fiber volume), neglecting pores:

φ ¼ VFiber

VComposite

� 100%

φ ¼ VFiber

VFiber þ VMatrix

� 100%
ð4:3Þ

considering

V ¼ m

ρ
ð4:4Þ

V (m3) volume

M (kg) mass

Ρ (kg/m3) density.

The following is valid after applying Eqs. 4.3 and 4.4 after rearranging and

including Eq. 4.2:
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φ ¼ mFiber

ρFiber mFiber

ρFiber
þ mMatrix

ρMatrix

� �� 100% ð4:5Þ

φ ¼ nFiber � TtFiber � ρMatrix

nFiber � TtFiber � ρMatrix þ nMatrix � TtMatrix � ρFiber
ð4:6Þ

Fiber volume percentage is an important parameter for the composite material

and its mechanical design.

For a homogenous distribution of both components, hybridization and filament

diameter are important. Here, the components are supposed to show equal or nearly

equal filament diameter [4, 5]. The use of thermoplastic filaments with small

diameters as reinforcement fibers is recommended for a more homogeneous

impregnation [6].

This recommendation does not apply to the production of staple fiber blends. It is

a challenge to retain the homogenous blend of staple fibers. For example, fine, long,

and even fibers are preferably located in the yarn core, while coarse, short, and

crimped fibers are present primarily in the yarn surface. It is even more complicated

to retain the blend across all process steps to the formation of the yarn. This results

from the different fiber properties, such as different surface structure of the fibers or

their varying energy of deformation, both of which cause different static and

dynamic coefficient of friction. Under tensile loads, for instance, this can cause

different fiber movements resulting in changes of the fiber arrangement and even-

tually in separation of the different fiber types.

Beyond that, depending on the yarn structure (especially in filament yarns),

mechanical loads during further textile processing can cause fiber migration

resulting in a separation of reinforcement and thermoplastic fibers. Ye

et al. attribute this to the different fiber stiffnesses [7]. Long et al. confirm this

assessment in the example of weaving, by determining that the compressive and

tensile forces affecting the yarn are higher on the top and bottom sides of the yarn,

causing a migration of the stiffer reinforcement fibers [1].

An overview of hybrid yarn production is offered by [3, 8].

4.2 Single Yarn for Semi-finished Yarn Products

4.2.1 Classification

Single yarns are manufactured from natural staple fibers or from flat filament yarns/

direct rovings and the staple fibers cut or stretch-broken from them in synthetic fiber

production, as described in Chap. 3 (Fig. 4.3). Depending on the length of the fibers

contained in the yarn, the following yarn formation and processing methods are

available.
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Apart from that, the following simple yarns can be used in textile semi-finished

products:

• Flat tape yarns: flat foil strips cut from a foil without surface structure

• Fibrillated flat tape yarns: reticular structure made from a flat foil tape, mechan-

ically fibrillated

4.2.2 Filament Yarn

4.2.2.1 Introduction

The synthetic fibers of theoretically infinite length produced in chemical fiber

production consist either of a single filament (monofilament length: >0.1 mm) or

of many stretched, parallel filaments (flat multi-filament yarn: mostly <300 tex,

direct roving (continuous filament strand): mostly 300 tex and more). As the

individual filaments in the yarn are initially flat, parallel, and twistless, and do not

have any filament cohesion, the exclusively mechanical yarn processing aims to

alter yarn geometry and/or fiber material composition in order to achieve an

improved textile processability (Fig. 4.4).

The filaments of various fiber materials can be blended either during chemical

fiber production or in an additional process step, where the geometrical yarn

parameters are changed simultaneously.

The following specific details supplement the generally applicable yarn param-

eters (see Sect. 2.2.2.8) for the specific characterization of filament yarns:

• Filament fineness, filament cross-section,

• Number of filaments,

• Filament course (flat, wavy, loops),

• Filament orientation (parallel, random), and

• Possibly number of twists and twist direction (compact yarns)

Fig. 4.3 Classification of single yarns according to length of the fibers contained in the yarn
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The mechanically processed filament yarns are post-treated, with the sizing/

finishing agents and heat treatment (see Sect. 3.2.4) near-universally being inte-

grated in the yarn processing machines.

4.2.2.2 Flat Filament Yarn and Filament Yarn Twisted Around

the Central Axis

By means of twisting around the central yarn axis, the yarn geometry is changed.

The yarn is given a round cross-section, while the packing density is increased,

resulting in a reduction of the cross-sectional area of the yarn. Twisting around the

central axis facilitates the improved filament cohesion of the brittle reinforcement

filaments (preventing the spreading-out of filaments by electrostatic charging,

reduction of breaking individual filaments and lint formation). At the same time,

spools connected by twisting around the central axis allow the elimination of yarn

faults caused by broken filaments.

Flat filament yarn (usually <300 tex): The number of filaments in the yarn

follows the definition of yarn fineness, e.g. 14 tex f 40.

Filament yarn twisted around the central axis (usually from 300 tex upward): A

single filament yarn is twisted around its axis in S or Z direction, the number of

twists in the yarn is given as follows: 40 Z 250. Twisting machines can be used for

this purpose (see Sect. 4.3).

Fig. 4.4 Classification of filament yarns by manner of modification
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4.2.2.3 Roving and Heavy Tow

From 100 % Reinforcement Fibers

Direct roving or single-end roving are filament yarns produced in a single step in

synthetic fiber production, usually with finenesses from 300 tex upward, containing

flat reinforcement filaments without twist, and formed immediately after the appli-

cation of a sizing material adjusted to further processing. Therefore, direct rovings

are also known as parallel rovings. They feature a ribbon-shaped, i.e. elliptical to

rectangular cross-section, and are generally deformable by mechanical forces.

Direct rovings are available as packages without supporting element (internal

doffing) or on spools (external doffing) (Fig. 4.5).

Assembled Roving or multi-end roving: Assembling means the folding of rein-

forcement fibers. The assembled roving is delivered from a defined number of

rovings of equal tension (feed package with multi-filament yarn or direct rovings)

treated with a sizing adapted to further processing. It is available on roving spools

with external doffing or as package without supporting element with internal

doffing. The assembled roving usually does not feature producer twists, but can

contain a small number (no more than 15 producer twists/m) of them. During

production, the tensioned individual roving should always be of equal length to

avoid a spreading-out of filaments between individual rovings of the assembled

roving.

Rovings are usually designated by the statement of their number of individual

filaments and/or the statement of yarn fineness. For historical reasons the designa-

tion depends on the fiber material. The following applies as a general rule:

Fig. 4.5 Direct roving as (a) package without supporting element and (b) spool, as well as (c)

detailed view
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• CF: Number of individual filaments (number) in steps of 1,000 filaments

(K) (1 K . . . 24 K),

• GF: Fineness in tex �300 tex, and

• AR: Fineness in tex �300 tex, or denier �2,700 denier

(The non-SI unit denier is usually used for AR fibers in business)

Heavy Tow: A very robust assembled roving with a high number of filaments and

the resulting larger cross-sectional area is called heavy tow. Currently, they are

exclusively produced from CF, and the following rule applies:

• CF: >24 K (customary finenesses, e.g.: 48 K, 50 K, 100 K).

Heavy tows are significantly lower priced than rovings [9]. Before further

processing in a textile process, they have to be spread out as evenly as possible to

reduce the distance between individual filaments of the inner yarn structure. This

enables the creation of homogeneous masses per unit area in the textile semi-

finished product, a good impregnation of the reinforcement fibers by the matrix,

resulting in the ability to manufacture homogenous and cost-effective composites.

To fully utilize these economic advantages, a compacting during further textile

processing has to be preempted, for instance by modifying the knitting yarn tension

settings.

From Several Fiber Material Components

Hybrid roving/Hybrid heavy tow: These types contain filaments or flat tape yarns

made from various fiber materials, which can be arranged as follows:

• Parallel to one another: Parallel-hybrid (SBS: side-by-side) roving or heavy

town (see Fig. 4.2a), or

• Nearly ideally blended: In-situ hybrid (COM in-situ commingled) roving or

heavy tow (see Fig. 4.2c1)

Rovings are either directly processed further by pultrusion or filament winding,

or they are used for the manufacture of textile semi-finished products. Apart from

these, chopped rovings are available, for example for the production of GMTs

(glass mat-reinforced thermoplastics) and SMCs (sheet-molded compound).

Production in a Separate Process

Folding/assembling and winding are performed with customary machines adapted

to the respective reinforcement fibers (GF, CF, AR, or basalt fibers).

During folding, the tension of the individual hanks has to be monitored. Because

deviations from the rectilinear orientation and the related different filament lengths

cause lower maximum tensile forces of the rovings at slightly increased strain at

maximum load.
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Spreading-out (one fiber material component): This is primarily used for heavy

tows and can be realized with the same processes as the spreading-out of multiple

fiber material components.

Spreading-out (two or more fiber material components): The usually uncoated

fiber components to be mixed are spread-out to a defined width my means of

various methods: electrostatically [10–12], mechanically with spreader bars,

spreader rollers, spreader combs or knives [13–16], pneumatically by means of

jets operated with pressurized air, e.g. fan nozzles or slot nozzles [17–19]; other

possibilities are spreading by means of a jet of liquid [13, 20] or acoustic spreading

[21]. The components are then joined via rollers or rods and either fixed in their

structure (with sizing materials [20] or by wrapping with matrix filaments [22]).

The filaments in a hybrid roving are mostly aligned parallel to the yarn axis.

Due to the spread-out width, both the yarn structure and the yarn properties are

influenced significantly, where the filaments are homogenously blended, resulting

in higher adhesive and frictional forces [23]. Spreading-out can also be employed in

combination with the insertion of yarns in fabric formation processes.

Spread-blended hybrid yarn: In this application example [24, 25], the reinforce-

ment filaments are spread out mechanically by means of a spreading wheel

consisting of disks frontally fitted with needles embedded in a fan shape on a

central axis. The needles penetrate between the filaments of the reinforcement

yarn and distribute the filaments on a larger width, as the needle distance increases

in take-up direction. With special modules (fold rollers with corresponding web

roller), a wider spreading of the reinforcement filaments becomes possible. Subse-

quently, the reinforcement filaments are mixed with the matrix filaments pneumat-

ically inserted with advancement from a warp beam, and the state of blending is

fixated before winding by a coating based on aqueous polymer dispersions.

CF/PA and CF/PEEK rovings are offered by Cytec Industries Inc. [26].

Production During Yarn Formation in Chemical Fiber Production Processes

Online hybrid yarn spinning: This process was developed my Vetrotex and adopted

by OCV™ Reinforcement [27]. The hybrid rovings consisting of blends of E-Glass

and thermoplastic filaments [e.g. PP or copolyester (co-PBT)] are commercially

available under the Twintex® label.

The Dresden-based Leibniz Institute of Polymer Research Dresden integrates

the melt spinning plant into the glass fiber drawing (Fig. 4.6), and focuses its

research on the development of glass fiber blends with other technical thermoplas-

tics, such as PA and PET, while specifically adjusting fiber volume content ratios

and filament finenesses. Wind-up speed and flow-rate determine the filament

finenesses. For the thermoplastic component, e.g. PP, several nozzle plates with

varying number of bores and geometries are in place, so that the number of PP

filaments can by within the hybrid roving as well as the diameter/surface rations of

PP can be variegated. The process parameters are being optimized [28–30]. How-

ever, the available machinery can only be used for the manufacture of small
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amounts, and research potential remains with regard to the full utilization of

hybridization.

In comparison to hybridization during air texturization (Sect. 4.2.2.4), the

following advantages result at smaller variability of the possible fiber materials

and filament numbers:

• Minimization of glass filament damage during processing, and thus improved

mechanical yarn properties,

• More homogeneous blending of both filament components,

• No thermal shrinkage, and

• Increased economic efficiency owing to a reduction of process steps

A blend of, for instance, 52 % GF with 48 % PP results in the most favorable

mechanical properties and is most suited for further textile processing [31].

4.2.2.4 Air-Texturized and Intermingled Filament Yarn

Air-texturized and intermingled filament yarns are manufactured by blow pro-

cesses. These are mechanical processes in which a texture is imparted on the

filament yarns by running them through a cold, gaseous, streaming medium (air)

under overfeed [32]. This method increases the total volume, elastic elongation, and

the porosity of the filament yarns/rovings.

The input yarns are usually fine to coarse POY (partially oriented yarns) (see

Sect. 3.2.1) from synthetic fiber production, whose polymer chains have been fully

oriented by heating and drawing. In contrast to other texturing methods,

non-thermoplastic fiber materials and reinforcement fibers, e.g. glass filament

Fig. 4.6 Online hybrid

yarn spinning (Source:
Leibniz Institute of Polymer

Research Dresden)
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yarns, can be processed. The process is very flexible with regard to suitable fiber

materials and blends.

The air is applied via an air-texturizing nozzle, whose air canal can run at

different angles to the yarn canal. Figure 4.7 shows the respective nozzle construc-

tions for this area of application and the resulting yarn structures.

Intermingling

The yarn is mingled with itself, which is also known as intermingling.

Air-texturized filament yarn: The pressurized air flow (Fig. 4.7a) meets the

filament yarn in the nozzle at a sharp angle. It is slowed by the widening of the

yarn canal, which spreads the filaments of the inserted filament yarn. As the

filament yarn is inserted at up to 80 % overfeeding ratio (¼ratio of initial speed

of the untexturized yarn and take-up speed of the texturized yarn), individual

filaments in the yarn may be displaced lengthwise to the yarn axis. This creates

loops, which interconnect or progress beyond the yarn surface, which can swell out

the yarn. Thus, air-texturized yarns have a strong core and a yarn sheath containing

outward-pointing loops of various sizes. The characteristics can be similar to those

of staple fiber yarns, but another possibility lies in the production of compact yarns

by a suitable selection of machine parameters.

Fig. 4.7 Air nozzle for texturization purposes (a) and for intermingling (b) (Source: Oerlikon
Heberlein Temco Wattwil AG)
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Behind the exit of the air nozzle, a impact element can be inserted to deflect the

flow. Strong turbulences can result between impact element and nozzle surface,

increasing the stability of the yarn structure. However, impact elements are rarely

used for reinforcement filaments, as they are easily damaged by impacts caused by

the turbulences [33].

Intermingled filament yarn: The intermingling air jet (Fig. 4.7b) meets the

filament yarn at a right angle in the nozzle, where the filament yarn is intermingled

by the pressurized air rushing in from the air duct.

The yarn structure (Fig. 4.8) is formed in two phases (Oerlikon Heberlein Temco

Wattwil AG):

1. Formation of nips (Fig. 4.8a): The individual filaments are separated by the air

flow and set into a rotating motion upon entry into the intermingling nozzle. This

creates an accumulation of false twist at the entry and exit points of the nozzle.

This accumulation is referred to as a nip.

2. Termination of nip formation (Fig. 4.8b): The yarn moves through the nozzle at

delivery speed. Thus, the nip formed in phase 1 approached the air flow, stopping

the twist of the individual filaments.

During intermingling, isolated intertwinings of the filaments are created at

defined distances, taking the shape of a relatively high number of small loops,

so-called interlaces. Between the intermingling points are yarn lengths containing

primarily non-intermingled, i.e. open yarn points. The yarn is characterized by the

following parameters:

1. Number of nips per meter, or intermingling density

2. Average length of nips

3. Degree of intermingling: indicates the ratio of mingling section length to yarn

length in % [34]

The intermingling uniformity (i.e. the alternation of opened sections and nips),

and the intermingling stability (loss of nips under certain loads the yarn is exposed

to) are additional parameters for yarn characterization. The Oerlikon Heberlein

Temco Wattwil AG tests for intermingling density, homogeneity, and stability.

Fig. 4.8 Intermingling in two phases (Source: Oerlikon Heberlein TemcoWattwil AG). (a) Phase

1: Formation of nips; (b) Phase 2: Termination of nip formation
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During processing, the risk of filament damage by excessive air pressure is high [35].

The characteristics of the input yarns (number of filaments, fineness, cross-

section, yarn fineness, stiffness in bending) and important process parameters like

nozzle geometry (angle between inlet hole and yarn channel, yarn and air duct

diameter, air canal profiles), yarn arrangement in front of the nozzle, air pressure,

yarn overfeeding (air texturizing) or yarn tension (Intermingling), humidification,

pre-heating temperature, take-up speed, and yarn tension at winding all contribute

significantly to the characteristics of processing and finished yarn (yarn structure).

Texturization or intermingling can increase yarn cohesion as much as rotation

around the central axis or twisting. This reduces the danger of broken filaments

locking or building up fluff during further processing, which would cause produc-

tion disruptions.

Commingling

The process of texturizing or mingling two or more yarns with one another is called

commingling. The yarns produced in this manner are known as commingling yarns.

Air-texturized commingling yarn: The production is performed on modified

air-texturizing machines using special nozzles, e.g. Heberlein® HemaJet-LB04

(Oerlikon Heberlein Temco Wattwil AG). The components to be mixed,

e.g. reinforcement and thermoplastic filaments are inserted by separate, individu-

ally adjustable delivery mechanisms (Fig. 4.9) of the nozzle at different

Fig. 4.9 Commingling yarn production. (a) Schematic representation of commingling yarn

production (two components in the yarn). (b) Air-texturization machine by Stähle (three compo-

nents in the yarn)
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overfeeding. Afterwards, the components are thoroughly opened with cold or hot

pressurized air, and then intermingled with one another in the air flow, aiming at a

highly cohesive, homogeneously mixed yarn. These steps are performed in a core-

effect process, i.e. the thermoplastic filament yarns have a greater overfeeding.

Thus, the reinforcement filaments are kept stretched and arranged in the yarn core

(protection against damages). Loops are created primarily by the matrix filaments

(effects), which also provide a mechanical binding between both fiber components.

For an optimum delivery behavior at high speeds, the following rule applies to yarn

overfeeding: the sum of core and effect is not to exceed 45 % [36].

By heating the matrix yarn on the heated godets without drawing, the matrix

filaments can be thermally fixed. This can prevent shrinking of the matrix filaments

during consolidation, which helps avoid stress cracks in the composite [37].

The influence of yarn and process parameters on the yarn structure and the

resulting yarn properties have been researched extensively [38]. To increase the

blending homogeneity of the components and ensure lower filament damages, [6]

recommends the selection of a smaller diameter of thermoplastic fibers than of the

reinforcement fibers, while retaining the blending ratio. This also applies to online

hybrid yarn spinning.

Air-texturized commingling yarn: These are manufactured on modified air tex-

turizing machines fitted with special nozzles, e.g. SlideJet™-HFP15-2 (Oerlikon

Heberlein Temco Wattwil AG), with which several yarns can be intermingled with

one another. Apart from that, these nozzles can be used for the intermingling of

filaments with elastane or staple fiber yarn, or of filaments with elastane and staple

fiber yarn, if the filament component predominates.

Various intermingled commingling yarn structures (GF/PP, GF/PA, GF/PET)

are characterized by Alagirusamy et al. [39]. They determine that the GF/PP yarns

display the smallest number of nips/m and the lowest degree of intermingling at

identical process parameters, making them the greatest challenge for intermingling,

and placing them in the focus of later examinations [40, 41].

Hybrid yarns from GF or CF, in combination with various thermoplastic fibers,

are commercially available under the brand names Comfil®-G and Comfil®-C

(Comfil ApS) [42].

4.2.3 Slivers and Spun Yarn

4.2.3.1 Introduction

Spun yarns from carbon fiber rovings were first produced around the middle or late

1980s (among others, by Courtaulds’s Heltra Division, ICI Fiberite (Tempe, Ari-

zona), DuPont (Wilmington, Delaware). Over the past years, these yarns and their

intermediate products in the form of fiber tapes made from oriented,

non-continuous reinforcement fibers have made a comeback. This is caused by

demands from the industry, aiming to replace manual laminating processes with
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faster and automated technologies like automated vacuum forming or diaphragm

forming. Dry textile semi-finished products containing oriented staple fibers in

yarns are well-suited to this task. In contrast to continuous fibers, they display

superior drapability and formability without risk of losing their favorable mechan-

ical characteristics, since the fibers in the yarn can be moved along one another

relatively well (so-called intralaminary sliding occurring at local overelongation of

the yarn during forming), allowing the creation of curved component parts. Owing

to this, simple semi-finished product geometries can be processed into very com-

plex components, thus reducing production costs and widening the available range

of producible composite components. Furthermore, staple fiber tapes or spun yarns

can be processed in a continuous direct extraction process.

Direct rovings produced in synthetic fiber production are processed into non-

continuous-fiber slivers of cut or stretch-broken fibers. Natural fibers of plantal

origin are delivered as fiber bales (pressed fiber tufts). They are processed in a

multi-step secondary spinning process. Figure 4.10 shows that in fibers of finite

length arise new possibilities for the composition of the yarn by blending fiber

flocks (natural fibers) or slivers (natural fibers, synthetic fibers), in which a more

homogeneous blending especially in longitudinal direction can be achieved in

comparison to filament blending. The resulting yarn geometry of the spun yarns

is created by mechanical processing of the sliver (in particular by drafting and

doubling) and finally stabilized by twisting all or a fraction of the fibers around the

longitudinal axis of the yarn, for which a number of final spinning processes are

available. For the processing of reinforcement fibers, ring spinning and friction

spinning are particularly important, as these processes also allow the processing of

Fig. 4.10 Classification of the most important staple fiber yarns according to manner of

modification
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longer staple fibers (>65 mm). Therefore, synthetic reinforcement fibers are usually

spun on machine trains used in long fiber spinning. Yarns containing plantal natural

fibers can be produced with processes used in long and short fiber spinning,

especially by OE rotor spinning.

The following parameters are used to supplement the general yarn parameters

(see Sect. 2.2.2.8) in the specific characterization of spun yarns:

• Number of twists T and direction of twists, and

• Twist factor αtex

αtex is a tabulated value [43] and describes the number of twists of a yarn with a

fineness of 1,000 tex. With T (number of twists in twists/m) and Tt (fineness in tex),

the following applies:

α tex ¼ T �
ffiffiffiffiffi
Tt

p
ð4:7Þ

By plugging in the tabulated value αtex into 4.7, the required number of twists for

a yarn of defined fineness and equal strength as the 1,000 tex yarn can be

determined.

A typical exterior structure of spun yarns is given in Fig. 4.11. The fibers are

oriented at an average gradient angle γ to the yarn axis; a portion of the fiber ends is
not incorporated and gives the yarn protruding fiber ends and fiber loops, which

constitute the so-called hairiness. This creates a coarser and more voluminous

surface, improving the incorporation of the reinforcement fibers into the matrix

by positive locking, making it effectively an adhesion agent to the matrix. The

hairiness depends particularly on the relation of fiber length and fiber fineness, on

the spinning method, and the selected process parameters.

The fibers have to be fitted with a suitable finishing agent to enable an improved

processing in later process steps.

Fig. 4.11 Basic yarn structure of a spun yarn
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4.2.3.2 Staple Fiber Sliver

A staple fiber sliver is a linear, nearly untwisted coarse structure, e.g. with a typical

fineness of 5 ktex, with a high number of largely parallel, non-continuous fibers

oriented in longitudinal direction. It has only a small strength, as the cohesion of the

fibers by adhesion and force influences is determined by the dynamic friction

between the fibers. It can be drawn easily and is equally suitable for the production

of homogenous fiber blends from reinforcement (including natural) and thermo-

plastic synthetic fibers. The staple fiber slivers are usually stored in delivery cans

(Fig. 4.12). They are referred to as continuous discontinuous tow or CD tow, and

can be processed directly into pre-consolidated tapes [44], where the extrusion can

be performed with or without imparting a twist.

In comparison to yarns and rovings, the following advantages result:

• Better draping behavior and thus improved suitability for deep-drawing

• Shorter process times during further processing, as well as

• Lower production costs of selected component parts

On the other hand, diminished mechanical characteristics are to be expected due

to the finite fiber length.

Production by Stretch-Breaking (Stretch-Broken Sliver)

Hexcel (Dublin, California), Schappé Techniques (Charnoz, France) and Pharr

Yarns have a variety of technologies available for the manufacture of slivers

made from reinforcement filaments created by breaking fibers by stretching.

These technologies will be explained in the following. Fundamentally, the filaments

are always incrementally stretch-broken between the drafting roller pairs at the

points of lowest local maximum load [45].

Hexcel: Stretch Broken Carbon Fiber (SBCF) in the form of 6 K or 12 K CF

rovings consisting of unsized AS4 fibers (7 μmfiber diameter) or IM7 fibers (5.4 μm
fiber diameter): The method is patent-protected [46] and discussed in detail in

[47]. It is based on the drawing of a roving run through drafting roller pairs rotating

Fig. 4.12 (a) Delivery cans

for sliver storage, (b) top
view of a staple fiber sliver

stored in cycloid shape
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at increasing speed in the take-up direction, which are stretch-broken randomly at

the weakest spots of the filaments at circa 10 % elongation. The main characteristics

of the stretch-broken slivers are (see [48], with regard to [49]):

• The filament breaks are distributed randomly along the length of the sliver.

• The average fiber length (at normal distribution) is 10.2 cm (first generation) or

7.1 cm (first generation), while the fiber length distribution is less wide in the

second generation.

• The sliver is sprayed with a water-soluble epoxy bath serving as an adhesion

agent, then dried and wound up.

By means of a heat treatment, the bath can be solvated to minimize friction

between the fibers.

Unidirectional prepreg tapes or textile semi-finished products can be produced

from these slivers consisting of stretch-broken fibers. They have been stated to achieve

95 % of the strength of comparable continuous-fiber rovings at 2 % stretch [50].

Schappe techniques stretch-broken slivers from 12 to 24 K CF or AR, and hybrid

stretch-broken fiber slivers (blends with PA, PPS, PEEK, LCP): the Schappe

method [51] is applied on an in-house-developed machine and is also based on

the drafting of the rovings to the tearing of the filaments at the points of lowest

maximum load. The average fiber length is 80 mm, with the lengths of the

individual fibers ranging from 40 to 200 mm.

The rovings are first spread and then stretch-broken in two steps [52]:

• 1st step: The continuous-fiber strand is elongated by 11 %, causing a random

stretch-breaking of the fibers, whose maximum elongation is only circa 2 %

• 2nd step: The fiber strand is elongated by an additional 4 %, randomly stretch-

breaking the remaining filaments

The stretch-broken fiber sliver is sprayed with a water-soluble epoxy bath, dried

and wound up on a spool.

CF (or AR) stretch-broken slivers are processed into unidirectional prepreg

slivers or into textile semi-finished products, e.g. multiaxial non-crimp fabrics.

During pricking with the needles, part of the torn fiber ends are pulled out in

z-direction, during which the fibers are entangled with one another, creating a 3D

reinforcement structure during fabric formation [49].

The stretch-broken fiber slivers can also be mixed with slivers made from

thermoplastic fibers. These blends are processed into hybrid core-spun yarns (see

Sect. 4.2.3) or prepregs, known by their trade name TPFL® [53].

Pharr Yarns LLC (Mills Inc. of McAdenville, North Carolina, USA): CF stretch-

broken fiber sliver made from 24 to 80 K heavy tows, or AR (Du-Pont’s Kevler)
stretch-broken fiber sliver of 2.78–55.56 ktex (25,000–500,000 denier): The rov-

ings or heavy tows are stretched by means of several roller pairs and stretch-broken

[54]. The draft is low (usually 2.0). As heavy tows are preferred for processing,

delivery speeds are usually high (0.51–2.54 m/s). The manufactured stretch-broken

slivers contain staple fibers of lengths ranging from a few millimeters to 180 mm,

with the average fiber length between 127.0 and 152.4 mm. The slivers are stored in
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sliver cans and serve as input material on the spinning machine. The company aims

to produce finer rovings in the future (6.0 K, 3.0 K, 1.0 K, 0.8 K, and finer) [49].

Conventional ring spinning or friction spinning (see Sect. 4.2.3.3) are viable

spinning methods.

Manufacture by Cutting (Cut Fiber Sliver)

Slice-broken fiber slivers are offered by Pepin Associates Inc. (Greenville, Maine)

[55]. In the production of slivers from cut fibers, continuous-fiber strands are

processed into staple fibers of defined length by cutting rollers, nip rollers or

reciprocating cutting rolls by means of oblique trapezoidal cut. To ensure cohesion

of the Sliver, the cut fiber slivers by Pepin are supplemented with additional

thermoplastic filament yarns immediately after cutting, e.g. as a core between two

cut rovings, and for wrapping of the cut fibers, relying on the same principle as

wrap-spinning (Fig. 4.23). These yarns (trade name: DiscoTex™) made from CF,

GF, or ceramic fibers are processed into textile semi-finished products [56].

Long-Staple Card Slivers

These are produced on cards from (preferably natural) fiber length above 65 mm

(Fig. 4.13). In comparison to the flat card, the fiber treatment is gentler.

The carding machine, originally used in long-staple spinning, is also used for the

manufacture of nonwoven fabrics (see Chap. 9). Before the card, the bales

Fig. 4.13 Basic Principle of card sliver production
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compacted into flock have to be opened thoroughly and cleaned. If necessary, they

can be mixed with type-similar thermoplastic fibers (flock blend). The dissolution

of the flocks into individual fibers is performed in the linear processing area

between the rotating tambour, worker, and stripper rollers. Here, the fibers are

also mixed in longitudinal direction, as they are only partially returned to the

cylinder and therefore circulate multiple times. The resulting lap, which consists

of largely parallel individual fibers, is transferred to the doffer and combined into to

a sliver in the take-up mechanism, after which it is stored in a sliver can.

The card sliver is then processed on gills, where the blending with thermoplastic

fibers (sliver blend) can alternatively be performed. The drafting between the

drafting roller pairs is controlled by means of gills running along with the sliver

and ensuring the guiding of the relatively long staple fibers (>65 mm).

Short-Staple Card Slivers

Short-staple card slivers are produced on flat cards from fibers shorter than 65 mm

(Fig. 4.14). In comparison to the long-staple carding machine, the processing of the

fibers on the flat card (which originates from short fiber spinning) is more intense.

Before the flat card, the fiber bales of compressed flocks have to be opened and

cleaned, similar to the long-staple carding machine. If necessary, they can also be

mixed with type-similar thermoplastic fibers (flock blend) after cleaning. The

dissolution of the flocks into single fibers is primarily performed in the planar

processing area between moving flat and cylinder. Simultaneously, the fibers are

mixed in longitudinal direction, as they are only transferred partially to the doffer.

Afterwards, it is combined into a sliver and stored in a sliver can.

The short-staple card sliver is further processed on drawing frames, which offer

an alternative option to perform the sliver blend.

Fig. 4.14 Basic principle of short-staple card slivers
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Pre-treatment of Natural Fibers for the Manufacture of Slivers

Steam Explosion Technology for the preparation of natural fibers before processing
on short fiber spinning machines: To utilize natural fibers cost-effectively and

economically, the fiber production chain in agriculture (retting, decortication) can

be combined with its textile counterpart. The steam explosion technology can serve

as the connecting process step in this combination. Here, the slivers are prepared for

spinning after decortication by breaking them down into elementary fibers. For this,

the fibers, e.g. hemp fibers, are treated in saturated water vapor for 10 min at 180 �C
and a pressure between 1.0 and 1.2 MPa in a reaction vessel, and then blown out

into a cyclone, which separates the sliver into elementary fibers of circa 50 mm in

length. The prepared fibers can be processed (after mixing with similar type of

fibers, if desired) on short fiber spinning machines (flat card) [57].

Slivers from Multiple Fiber Material Components

Sliver blend for the production of hybrid staple fiber tapes: The blend of reinforce-
ment and thermoplastic fibers is usually performed in tape form on the drawing

frames following the long-staple carding machine or short-staple carding machine.

The blend ratio can be adjusted easily by varying the number of inserted tapes, with

due regard to the tape fineness. The fiber tapes are combined, which is referred to as

doubling. During Drafting, which then follows, the fiber tapes pass roller pairs of

increasing peripheral speed rotating in production direction. There, the sliver is

again refined, and the fibers are oriented in the direction of the sliver axis. As the

blend across the sliver cross-section still retains considerable heterogeneity, the

combining and drafting has to be repeated in additional drawing runs. Due to the

relative movement of the fibers during drafting, the homogeneity of the fiber blend

steadily increases. To blend and retain the homogeneity of the blend, the fibers to be

blended should have similar properties regarding fiber length, finenesses, surfaces,

and working capacity.

4.2.3.3 Spun Yarn

The slivers produced with the methods described above are the input product for the

manufacture of spun yarns. The slivers are refined, drawn, and potentially blended

with thermoplastic fibers by additional mechanical processes on short or long fiber

spinning machinery.

The slivers can be introduced to the spinning machines directly (as in OE rotor

and OE friction spinning machines). Alternatively, rovings have to be

manufactured in an additional process step (flyer or finisher rubbing frame) (ring

spinning machine). This additional process step is necessary because ring spinning

is a top-down method, which complicates storage in the sliver cans.
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As ring spinning remains the most commonly used method and is most suitable

for the processing of reinforcement fibers such as aramid, it will be covered in detail

below.

The spun yarns are generally stabilized by the insertion of twist. The permanent
twist remain in the yarn after yarn production, the false twist is temporary and

partially process-inherent. After a fashion, it is a supporting twist that grants the

thin sliver made from parallel fibers stability during manufacture. Figure 4.15

[letters A and C designate the nips, letter B indicates the twisting element, which

can simultaneously be a nip (Fig. 4.15a)] shows the schematics of creating perma-

nent or false twists. When creating false twists, the fiber tape is given Z-twists

above the twisting element or S-twists below the twisting element. This way, any

Z-twist imparted before the twisting element is reversed by the S-twist created after

the twisting element during vertical yarn take-up. By modifying the system

(Fig. 4.15b), e.g. l1 6¼ l2 or broadly fed fibers in l1, which allow part of the fibers

to avoid twist insertion, false twists can be used to stabilize.

The portion of fibers imparted with a twist, the number of twists, and their

distribution across the cross-section of the yarn depend on the spinning method.

The more twists are imparted on the fiber tape, the higher will be the initial

maximum load. The fibers are held together by the increasing static friction caused

by the compaction of the fibers. With an increasing number of twists in the yarn, the

fibers will be extended beyond the elastic elongation range until they finally break.

Thus, yarn strength is reduced again. Therefore, the number of twists should be

selected to not exceed the maximum set by yarn strength.

Fig. 4.15 Fundamental possibilities of twist insertion
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Ring-Spun Yarn

Ring spinning is the oldest spinning method and remains the only process with

universal versatility. Finest and coarsest yarns can be produced from short or long

fibers. Furthermore, machine modifications have made the technology available for

the manufacture of core ring-spun yarns (see Sect. 4.2.4) or for ring twisting (see

Sect. 4.3.2).

The ring-spun yarn is produced in a multi-step process (Fig. 4.16). On the roving

machine, the sliver is processed into the roving by reducing the fineness of the sliver

by means of drawing and equipping it with a small number of twists to ensure the

strength required for further processing.

Afterwards, the ring spinning machine (Fig. 4.17, ref. Fig. 4.15a) is used to draft

the roving to its final fineness. The fiber tape is imparted with twists by means of a

traveller (twisting element B) driven via the piece of yarn between bobbin and

traveller by the rotating spindle. These twists travel through the fiber tape, which is

exposed to high yarn tensions (creation of a yarn balloon), to the nip A of the last

pair of drawing rollers. The number of yarn rotations T results from the quotient of

rotational speed of the spindle nspi and delivery speed vL:

T ¼ ns pi
vL

ð4:8Þ

The winding-up of the yarn on the bobbin results from the rotational speed of the

traveller being lower than that of the spindle. This is caused by the frictions between

the spin ring and the traveller, the yarn tension, air resistance, et cetera. The

winding-up is performed in conical layers from bottom to top, with the ring rail

being switched up by one denier after every upward and downward motion.

Fig. 4.16 Process steps for the manufacture of ring-spun yarn
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During the processing of plantal natural fibers (especially long fibers from flax,

ramie, jute), the roving is guided through a water bath before the drawing rollers in

order to dissolve any pectins, making the fibers much easier to draft relative to one

another.

The layered makeup of the ring-spun yarn twist structures (Fig. 4.18) results

from the twist insertion, which works inward from outside. It gives the fibers of the

exterior yarn structure the greatest gradient angle γ, while the gradient angle of the
fiber layers decreases toward the yarn center. Especially in the outer layers of fibers

wound around the yarn center, the fibers are elongated heavily. They seek to return

to their original state, creating a high compacting pressure directed at the core. If
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Fig. 4.17 Working elements of a ring spinning machine
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Fig. 4.18 Twist structure of the ring-spun yarn
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fibers of the external yarn structure are loaded, e.g. by abrasion, the cohesion of the

entire fiber compound is impaired. Due to their superior orientation in axis direc-

tion, the fibers in the yarn core primarily absorb tensile loads.

OE Friction-Spun Yarn Made from 100 % Staple Fibers

In contrast to ring-spun yarns, OE friction-spun Yarns are centrical core-sheath

multi-component structures in which a variety of fibers can be used for core and

sheath, while additional fibers (including short fibers >10 mm) can be mixed and

specifically oriented in the yarn sheath. Usually, friction-spun yarns are produced as

hybrid yarns.

The working area of the DREF 3000 is shown in Fig. 4.19 (ref. Fig. 4.15a, b).

Optionally, a filament core can be added to the core (ref. Sect. 4.2.3). Several sheath

slivers are opened into individual fibers by an opening roller, transported into the

drum gap of the two perforated spinning drums rotating in the same direction by

means of negative pressure, decelerated, and twisted into the open yarn end by a

mechanical process in which the yarn rotates in the drum gap, where newly arriving

fibers come into contact with it and are twisted in (friction). The yarn sheath is built

Fig. 4.19 Working area and functional principle of the OE friction spinning machine (DREF

3000) for the production of core-sheath structures made from 100 % staple fibers, and yarn

structure (schematic, see inset in top picture)
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up from the inside out in layer, i.e. by a specific introduction of various slivers a

fiber blend in the sheath can be achieved. The lateral drawing rollers allow the

drafting of a core sliver, preferably made from reinforcement fibers, to the desired

fiber mass fraction in the yarn and its axial insertion into the spinning drums. The

core fibers are given false twists by the spinning drums B in the area of the nip line

of the final pair of drawing rollers A and the twisting element. This means that after

passing the spinning drums, the fibers are again oriented largely parallel to the yarn

axis. Therefore, the yarn strength results from the yarn twists of the sheath fibers,

which compact the core fibers oriented in longitudinal direction. The imparting of

twists to the sheath fibers is performed force-fit and depends on the pressure caused

by the suction inside the spinning drums and the coefficient of friction between

fibers and metal (spinning drum surface) or between the different fibers. The

number of revolutions and the extraction of the spinning drums as well as the

take-up speed have significant influence on the yarn structure in the yarn sheath.

In comparison to a ring-spun yarn, these yarns have a coarser and more volu-

minous surface, and a lower hairiness. If necessary, it can be spun into yarns of

relatively high fineness, which will still be lower than that of a ring-spun yarn. An

interruption of the fiber flow and the corresponding separation of twist insertion and

winding, however, allow a significantly higher (up to tenfold) spinning speed than

in ring spinning.

OE Rotor Yarn

Figure 4.20 (ref. Fig. 4.15 a, b) demonstrates the working area of the OE rotor

spinning machine. In the rotor groove, a conical sliver is continuously formed from

Fig. 4.20 Working area

and functional principle of

the OE rotor spinning

machine
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staple fibers opened in the opening roller, and oriented by means of air flow as well

as centrifugal forces. The produced conical sliver displays a relatively constant fiber

tension. At the thickest point of the sliver, fibers are twisted into the open yarn end

rotating in the rotor B, with the twists spreading to the delivery rollers C.

The twist structure of the OE rotor yarn (Fig. 4.21) results from the imparting of

the twists, which is performed from the inside out. The fibers located in the yarn

core cannot evade the imparting of twists, which results in higher yarn twist and the

corresponding higher packing density in the yarn core. Towards the outer yarn

structure, the fibers can evade the imparting of twists increasingly well, making the

yarn more voluminous. The most outer fibers, so-called wrapping fibers, are wound

around the yarn core in the form of a band, with any orientation being possible. For

process-inherent reasons, they are applied to the finished yarn rotating in the rotor.

Underneath this is a thin fiber layer with few or partially opposing twists. The latter

result from the superposition of permanent and false twists between the trumpet-

shaped mouthpiece C (which often features a special notch design) for the

imparting of false twists) and the rotating yarn take-up point in the rotor groove

of the rotor B. If the fibers being applied to well-twisted yarn feature fewer

permanent than false twists, the fibers are twisted in the opposite direction of the

yarn twisting direction after the trumpet-shaped mouthpiece. As the outer fibers can

therefore not contribute to yarn strength, the yarn has a lower maximum tensile load

than a ring-spun yarn. OE rotor yarn is more abrasion-resistant because the inner,

load-absorbing yarn structure is protected.

4.2.4 Filament Spun Yarn

Monofilament or multifilament yarns are combined with staple fibers in filament
spun yarns. The basic classifications are as follows:

Fig. 4.21 Twist structure of an OE rotor yarn across the yarn cross-section
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• Parallel staple fibers oriented in axis direction are wrapped with a monofilament

or multifilament yarn: core-spun yarn,

• Parallel filaments oriented in axis direction are wound around with staple

fibers—co-wrapped yarns: core ring-spun yarn, OE friction-spun Yarn with

filament core, core OE rotor yarn, online hybrid co-wrapped yarn,

• Filament spun yarns without core-sheath structure as well as twist, and

• Intermingled filament spun yarns with or without elastomer.

Core ring-spun yarns in particular are often used as sewing yarns. In most yarns

wrapped around with staple fibers, the resistance of the sheath fibers against

abrasion between the filament core and the staple fiber sheath is small. This can

cause problems in further processing, when the yarn is guided through yarn guides,

needles and similar parts (which are also often mobile) at high speeds. The core of

the yarn is partially uncovered, while the fibers are pushed together at one end of the

exposed core, which can cause broken yarns during further processing [58, 59].

4.2.4.1 Core-Spun Yarn (Schappe Techniques, Charnoz, France)

Slivers or hybrid slivers made from parallel, homogeneously mixed reinforcement

and thermoplastic fibers are stretched and wrapped around with a very fine filament

yarn, e.g. made from the same thermoplastic polymer as the thermoplastic fibers,

for example at 20–300 twists/m. The filament yarn makes up only a small percent-

age of the material composition of the yarn. It holds the fibers together by means of

the applied outside pressure, thus ensuring yarn strength, which is commonly lower

than that of ring-spun yarns. These yarns have a low packing density. Carpenter

et al. (for natural fibers) [60] and Zhang et al. (for natural fiber/thermoplastic hybrid

slivers) [61] have shown that, these yarns are more suitable for the use in composite

materials than ring-spun yarns or similarly twisted structures.

The yarn finenesses are currently, for instance, 6 K, 3 K, or 1 K for

CF. Figure 4.22 shows a typical core-spun yarn structure.

The production is more cost-effective that in Ring spinning and is usually

performed on hollow spindle wrap spinning machines (Fig. 4.23, ref. Fig. 4.15a).

After drafting by means of drawing rollers (nip A), the sliver is guided through a

hollow spindle B, which is equipped with a spool holding the core-spun yarn. The

spindle rotates and the filament yarn is wrapped around the sliver, which does not

feature any twist after running through the delivery rollers (nip C).

Fig. 4.22 Typical structure of a hybrid core-spun yarn (schematics)
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Thomanny et al. examine the influence of the yarn structure parameters (rein-

forcement fiber content ratio, fiber fineness, fiber length distribution, yarn fineness)

on the characteristics of the fiber-reinforced plastic composite [62].

4.2.4.2 Core Ring-Spun Yarn

In the field of sewing yarn industry, a modified ring spinning process is common for

the production of core yarns. At the final pair of the drawing rollers, the core yarn,

e.g. an EL yarn or a CF filament yarn of defined stretching, which acts as the yarn

core, is inserted separately and centrically [63].

To improve the resistance of the sheath fibers against abrasion it is

recommended to set the pretension for filament yarn feeding relatively high and

keep the twist in the filament yarn in the opposite direction of the rotational

direction of the spindle [58].

4.2.4.3 Clustered Core Ring-Spun Yarn

The basic idea of this technology is based on the Solospun Technology developed

in 1996 [64], which includes a modified filament feeding in which the delivery

roller for filament insertion is furnished with fine grooves. The delivery roller

separates the untwisted filament yarn into two to four filament groups called

clusters. After the last pair of drawing rollers, these filament groups are merged

again at different angles to the yarn axis, simultaneously forming several spinning

A

B

C

Sliver

Spool with  
core-sheath yarns

Drawing roller

Hollow spindle

Take-up rolls

Core-sheath yarn

Fig. 4.23 Working area of

a hollow spindle wrap

spinning machine
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triangles. The migration of staple fibers from the spinning triangle into a filament

group or between the filament groups causes a good integration of the filaments into

the yarn. The clustered core ring-spun yarn (Fig. 4.24) improves the mechanical

yarn properties (maximum tensile load, maximum longitudinal elongation) [65].

4.2.4.4 OE Friction-Spun Yarn with Filament Core

The working area of the DREF 2000 is similar to that of the DREF 3000 (Fig. 4.19),

but does not feature drawing rollers. The insertion of a core component is obliga-

tory, while the DREF 3000 (see Sect. 4.2.3.3) offers the option of adding compo-

nents such as monofilament, multifilament or spinning fiber yarns to the yarn core.

These additional core components allow:

• Increased yarn tensile strength,

• A mechanical protection of the core component(s) by the staple fiber coating

(usually from thermoplastic fibers), and

• The integration of functional components (see Sect. 4.6).

The components inserted into the core (Fig. 4.25) are imparted with false twists

during their insertion between the yarn brake and the top of the perforated drums.

These have to be set high enough to wrap the core component homogeneously and

tightly, but have to be low enough to avoid filament breaks in the core component.

Here, the pretension applied to the core yarn has significant influence on the false

twist remaining in the core. It is highest in core yarns inserted without pretension

[66]. Miao et al. recommend the following for higher resistance of the sheath fibers

against abrasion:

• Application of slight pretension to the core yarn,

• Selection of identical twists direction for core yarn pre-twists and sheath fiber

twists, and

• Inserting as many twists to the sheath fibers as possible.

Fig. 4.24 Schematic yarn

cross-section: (a) clustered

core ring-spun yarn, (b)

conventional core ring-spun

yarn (based on [65])
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Customary OE friction-spun yarns are offered by Schoeller Spinning Group

Schoeller GmbH Co. KG and by Fischer Tech Garn GmbH.

4.2.4.5 Core OE Rotor Yarn

Core-sheath yarn in which a filament yarn, e.g. EL yarn is fed into the rotating rotor

from behind through a hollow shaft during spinning, settling into the rotor groove in

loop shapes. The staple fibers added during spinning are wrapped around this yarn

core as usual. Fundamental researches are documented in [67].

In the comparison of core ring yarns and core OE rotor yarns, Yang

et al. determine that the latter display a smoother surface, lower hairiness and

high abrasion resistance, while the breaking load at lower coefficient of variation

is smaller [68].

4.2.4.6 Online Hybrid Co-wrapped Yarns

Instead of the thermoplastic filament yarn as in online hybrid yarn spinning (see

Sect. 4.2.2.3), the thermoplastic component is added in the form of staple fibers via

a spinning vessel, and combined with the glass filament inside the spinning

plant [69].

Fig. 4.25 Device for feeding a core component on the DREF OE friction spinning machine: (a)

detail of the feeding device, (b) total view of spinning unit
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4.3 Plied Yarns for Semi-finished Yarn Products

4.3.1 Classification

Plied yarns are produced from two or more single yarns, with the yarns being

twisted together or around each other. During this process, the fiber strand is

geometrically modified. Cross-section, density, fiber orientation and surface rough-

ness are changed, with the respective method resulting in different structures

(Fig. 4.26). Thus, new yarn characteristics are created or properties of the single

yarns are improved.

The fibers can be blended by combining single-component and/or multi-

component yarns. The homogeneity of the blend across the yarn cross-section is

lower than in single yarns, but linear functional components can be integrated

easily, making unique multifunctional yarns in a great diversity of variants possible.

4.3.2 Flat Twisted Yarn

In comparison to single yarns, flat twisted yarns have the following advantages:

• Higher mass consistency/fewer yarn faults,

• Higher strength and elasticity,

• Higher volume and density,

• Rotational calming (removal of the snarling tendency), and

• Improved processability, e.g. lower sensitivity to abrasion, caused by good fiber

incorporation, optimized spool format, no fabric distortion and no shifting of

loops.

Fig. 4.26 Schematics of principal twisted yarn structures
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Twisted yarns are often used as warp yarns in weaving, or as sewing threads,

i.e. they are exposed to great strains during further textile processing and/or have to

meet significant requirements in the composite material.

The surface of a twisted yarn is comparatively smooth. The yarns are twisted

symmetrically with one another (Fig. 4.26a), usually using yarns of identical twist

direction and fineness. A helical change of the yarns is performed on the respec-

tively observed twisted yarn side. The frequency of the change depends on the

construction of the twisted yarn. Construction variables include:

• Structure of the provided yarns (type, fiber material/blend, fineness),

• Folding (Number of merged yarns),

• Number and direction of twist of the yarns and of the twisted yarn, and

• Number of twisting processes (single-stage: from single yarns, multi-stage: from

twisting, in combination with yarns, if applicable).

Table 4.3 contains examples for the classification of twisted yarns. The labeling

of multi-stage twisted yarn will serve as a sample. The classification includes the

first step of twisting three single yarns of 20 tex fineness and 1,055 twists/m in

Z-direction at 420 twists per meter in S-direction. In the second step, two of these

single twisted yarns are twisted in Z-direction at 280 twists per meter.

The most common twisted yarns are single-step two-ply and three-ply twisted

yarns. The production of sewing thread is usually organized in two steps:

• 1st step: manufacture of the pre-twisted yarn, generally from single yarns made

from identical or different fiber materials but identical yarn construction

• 2nd step: manufacture of the final twisted yarn from the initial twisted yarns,

using single yarns where applicable

The twist imparted during twisting results in a change of length referred to as

shortening by twisting e, arising from:

e ¼ lo � l

lo
� 100% ð4:9Þ

L (m) twisted yarn length

L0 (m) Yarn length of the input yarns to be used (single yarn, pre-twisted yarn)

Information on the shortening caused by twisting is required for both twisting

(to ensure a controlled yarn tension during winding) and planning the required

twisted yarn length in further processing.

Table 4.3 Examples of typical twisted yarn labeling (tex system) [70]

Number of twisting processes Abbreviated designation Full designation

Single-stage 2 tex� 2 2 tex Z 600� 2 S 400

Multi-stage, identical yarns 20 tex Z 1055� 3 S 420� 2 Z 280
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In particular, the length reduction caused by twisting depends on the twist

direction in the yarn and in the twisted yarn, with a distinction to be made between

the “normal” twisted yarn and the hard-twisted yarn.

“Normal” twisted yarn (or counter-wire twisted yarn, as it is sometimes called)

(Fig. 4.27a): The twist direction during twisting is opposed the yarn rotation

direction. During the initial stages of the twisting process, the yarn (i.e. the

pre-twisted yarn) is lengthened in the twisted yarn, and shortened again with

increasing number of twists. When the twist torsion approximately matches the

twist of the single yarn, the fibers are parallel to the twisted yarn axis after twisting.

The reduced yarn twist of the single yarns in the twisted yarn results in:

• An increased volume of the twisted yarn,

• A softer handle in comparison to the single yarn,

• A rotational calming, and

• Prevention of product drawing and shifting of loops during fabric formation.

Stretch-broken slivers produced by Pharr (see Sect. 4.2.3.2) are processed into

spun yarns (especially ring-spun yarns), which are then made into two-ply-“nor-

mal” twisted yarns. These are rotationally calmed and display up to 30 % increased

in-plane shear properties (and thus improved impact strength), while tear strength

and Young’s modulus are circa 10–15 % lower than in filament yarns [49].

Hard-twisted yarn (Fig. 4.27b): The twists directions during yarn and twisted

yarn production are identical. With increasing number of twists, the twisted yarn

becomes shorter, and the yarn gradient angle increases, resulting in strong and hard

twisted yarn. The fibers can be arranged almost perpendicular to the yarn axis after

twisting. This creates a high tension of the fibers in the twisted yarn, with the

ensuing counterforce causing a reverse torque upon unloading of the twisted yarn,

which is referred to as snarling tendency. This snarling tendency increases with

higher number of twists and impedes further processing (for example by causing a

clinging between parallel-running yarns in the weaving process). Because of this

snarling tendency, no such high twist as in “normal” twisted yarns is possible.

Apart from the twists number and twists direction, fineness of the used materials,

the folding, yarn tension during twisting, the yarn type, and the fiber material

Fig. 4.27 Schematics of “normal” and hard-twisted yarns
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characteristics (texturing, elongation, surface properties) all influence the shorten-

ing of the yarn by twisting.

Flat hybrid-twisted yarns: Twisted yarns produced by combining at least two

yarns of different fiber material compositions, i.e.:

• Twisting of two yarns, where one yarn is preferably made from reinforcement

filaments and the other of thermoplastic or staple fibers. In the twisted yarn

cross-section, the reinforcement fibers and the thermoplastic fibers are alter-

nately placed at the outside of the twisted yarn.

• Twisting of two hybrid single yarns.

Flat twisted yarns are produced by means of ring twisting, two-for-one or three-

for-one twisting. With the exception of ring twisting, all of these are up-twisting

processes, i.e. the twisted yarn is wound up on a cross-wound package. Usually, the

yarns are folded in a separate process before twisting. For threefold and multifold

twisted yarns, as well as in the processing of spun yarns, folding is always

performed as a separate process. For instance, two to six yarns are wound up

parallel on a spool as a hank and imparted with a small permanent twist (15–

20 m�1) or with false twist by means of an intermittent air flow. This has the

following advantages:

• Ensuring identical yarn tension of the yarns to be twisted,

• Additional possibilities to eliminate yarn faults,

• Removal of twist faults caused by unwanted continued twisting after yarn break

of a single yarn or after a feed spool runs empty, and

• Higher productivity of the twisting machine.

Ring twisting: A ring twisting machine is similar to a ring spinning machine in

structure and working principle (Fig. 4.17). Instead of the flyer spools, cross-wound

packages, carrying single yarns, folded yarns or twisted yarns are used. The

drawing rollers are replaced by a delivery arrangement. The winding of the twisted

yarn on the twine bobbin is performed either as on a ring spinning machine or

simultaneously along the entire bobbin length. To achieve a smooth, radiant and

closed surface, an integrated humidifier is used to apply a wetting agent to the yarns

before the delivery arrangement.

Two-for-one twisting (Fig. 4.28, ref. Fig. 4.15a): The folded yarn is drawn off

overhead from a stationary cross-wound package (up to six single yarns on one

spool) held in place on the rotating spindle by means of magnets. Alternatively,

single yarns placed on special spools can be used. The yarns run through a yarn

brake and a hollow axle before reaching the protection pot through the opening in

the storage disk and via the rotor. The yarn is deflected by 180� and rotates around

the protection pot as a yarn balloon. In the twisted yarn, two twists are created in

one spindle revolution: the first twist between yarn brake A1 and spindle rotor B,

the second between spindle rotor and balloon yarn guide A2. The height of the yarn

balloon is limited by the balloon yarn guide.

Three-for-one twisting (Tritec method, Fig. 4.29, ref. Fig. 4.15a): In contrast to

two-for-one twisting, two pivoted spindle systems with cylindrical yarn guiding
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elements are used. The outer and the inner system rotate in opposite directions have

identical rotational speed. The folded yarn is thrown off the spool by the twist of the

inner system and forms a self-adjusting storage on the inner yarn guiding element. It

reaches the hollow shaft of the spindle and is imparted with two twists by the

Fig. 4.28 Working area and functional principle of a two-for-one twisting machine (Source:
Oerlikon Saurer Allma und Volkmann product lines), (b) basic principle of twist insertion

Fig. 4.29 Working area and functional principle of a three-for-one twisting machine (Source:
Oerlikon Saurer Allma und Volkmann product lines), (b) basic principle of twist insertion
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spindles B1 and B2 rotating in opposite directions. The outer yarn guiding element

forms a second storage for the twisted yarn, which creates a third rotation of the

twisted yarn between the outer spindle system B2 and the delivery rollers A.

Twisting methods for process shortening: Sirospun process (for staple fiber

yarns): Spinning and twisting are performed in one process step. The rovings are

separated and guided parallel through the drawing rollers on the ring spinning

machine (ref. Fig. 4.17), and are thus drawn separately. The twists imparted by

the ring spindle spread through both slivers to the nip of the last pair of rollers,

while both slivers are simultaneously twisted with one another in yarn rotation

direction, creating the twisted Siro yarn.

4.3.3 Cabled Yarn

Cabled yarn is often referred to as cordonnet or tire cord. The yarns, which are

usually filament yarns of identical fineness, are twisted around one another, without

a twist being imparted on the individual yarns (ref. Fig. 4.26b). This results in a

twisted yarn of level tension, in which the fibers in the yarn are oriented in the axis

direction of the twisted yarn. This results in the following advantages over conven-

tional twisted yarns:

• Ensured parallel fiber orientation in yarn axis direction and resulting excellent

utilization of substantial strength,

• Volume retention,

• Minimized risk of fiber damages during yarn processing, and

• More economic process management.

Direct cabling (Fig. 4.30, ref. Fig. 4.15): Cabling is a special wrapping process.

The first yarn (outer yarn feed and nip A) is taken up from an external creel. By

means of a drive, it rotates around the second yarn (inner yarn feed and nip C) above

the spindle motor B. The second yarn is placed stationary on a spool and is taken up

overhead. The outer yarn forms a yarn balloon after it leaves the deflection part of

the motor spindle. In the clamping point, both yarns are cabled, i.e. wound around

one another at identical yarn tension without changing the number of twists in the

single yarn.

To ensure a symmetrical wrapping the yarn tensions of inner and outer yarn have

to be identical. If this is not the case, cabling can also be used to produce

co-wrapping ply yarns (ref. Sect. 4.3.4).

On the CC3 (Fig. 4.30b), cabling as well as the abovementioned processes of

twisting around the central axis and two-for-one twisting can be performed without

modifications of the machine.
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4.3.4 Co-wrapping Ply Yarns

The term co-wrapping ply yarn is consciously selected in deviation from DIN

60900-1 (July 1988) for reasons of the systematic classification of twisted yarns,

as the standard classifies such yarns as core-spun yarns. The yarns are not symmet-

rically twisted with one another. A non-elastic or elastic yarn—the so-called filler

thread—is located in stretched form in the center of the twisted yarn, helically

twined around with one or several yarn or twisted yarn turns, which cover it more or

less thoroughly. This results in yarns with heavily ribbed surface structure and

larger surface (external yarn structure). An additional compression of the inner yarn

structure can be achieved by the suitable selection of process parameters.

In a single-step co-wrapping ply yarn, the coating of the filler thread is

performed with one winding layer in Z or S direction (helical rib structure), for a

two-stage co-wrapping ply yarn, two stacked winding layers with opposite winding

direction are used (ref. Fig. 4.26c).

The relevant constructive variables include:

• Yarn and twisted yarn construction of core and sheath yarn(s) (type, fiber

material/blend, fineness),

• Number of sheath yarn/number of core yarns,

• Number of windings and twist direction of the sheath yarn(s), and

• Number of twisting processes (single-stage, two-stage or multi-stage).

Fig. 4.30 (a) Basic principle of cabling, (b) machine cross-section of the Allma CC3 (Source:
Oerlikon Saurer Allma und Volkmann product lines)
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Labeling: The number of twists is given by the letter W, the twists direction (S or

Z), and the following number of twists per meter (nominal number of twists), e.g. W

Z 400.

A composite twisted yarn has a filament yarn for a core (e.g. from 100 %

reinforcement fibers), sheathed by a spun yarn made from 100 % natural fibers.

Co-wrapping ply yarns are usually produced on hollow spindle effect twisting

machines (ref. Fig. 4.23), with a delivery arrangement replacing the drawing rollers.

The filler yarn is guided through a hollow spindle and covered with the sheath yarn

placed on a flanged bobbin at a defined number of twists per meter.

Alternatively, ring/two-for-one twisting and Tritec methods as well as cabling

are possible options.

To achieve an asymmetric structure in ring/two-for-one twisting and Tritec

methods, the following prerequisites have to be met:

1. Of the equal-length yarns to be used, one has an S-twist, the other a Z-twist. The

yarn sharing a twist direction with the twisted yarn is shortened and forms the

filler thread, while the other yarn und is wound helically around the filler thread.

2. The yarns are fed into the twist-creating device at different speeds. The slower

yarn forms the filler thread and is thus covered by the faster yarn.

3. Of the equal-length yarns to be used, one yarn is of lower fineness. This yarn is

wound helically around the finer yarn.

In cabling processes [71], the yarn tensions of both yarns are set to make the

sheath yarn helically wrapped the yarn oriented stretched in the core. The gradient

of the sheath yarn can be varied by means of the machine parameters of the

rotational speed of the spindles and take-up speed.

Combination of all twisting methods in one machine (laboratory machine): On

the DirecTwister 2B developed by AGTEKS [72], two independently operating

working areas can be used to perform five different processes: Twisting around the

central axis, ring twisting, two-for-one twisting, hollow spindle processes, and

cabling. Up to eight yarns, including elastic material can be processed

simultaneously.

4.4 Recommendations for the Processing into

Semi-finished Yarn Products

Every yarn has a “biography” stored within it. In all processes, they are subjected to

mechanical loads (e.g. by yarn tensions, friction, air resistance, flexural and com-

pressive forces in the coil form), and the yarn structure is altered by the resulting

fiber migration. This can irreversibly change the properties of the yarn (e.g. a

change of molecular structure or macroscopic breaking of individual fibers by

local overelongation of individual fibers and/or yarn sections). The consequences

often only become apparent in later processing steps. If required (especially in case
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of existent snarling tendency), the yarns should be treated thermally to relax them.

Rewinding improves the flow and economy of later process steps, as the yarn is:

• de-dusted,

• cleaned (removal of thick places, thin places and neps),

• paraffin-waxed (antistatic finishing, and decrease of friction, e.g. for a further

processing in knitting), and

• given the required packaging.

The following steps are recommended for a gentle processing of the reinforce-

ment fibers, to counter their low yarn elongation, the high coefficient of friction,

high brittleness and stiffness in bending, and their sensitivity to transverse

compression:

• To prevent demixing or the destruction of yarn morphology under mechanical

loads, a high yarn cohesion in the yarn has to be ensured (e.g. by rotating or

intermingling). Furthermore, yarn tension peaks must occur during yarn trans-

port or yarn shaping.

• To avoid irreversible yarn damages, the following measures can be taken:

– Minimization of the number of process steps,

– Yarn tension reduction, e.g. by using positive storage feeders in knitting and

weaving weft yarns, and stabilization of yarn tension in the process,

– Yarn friction reduction, e.g. by modification of yarn guide elements (number,

geometry, surface) and/or by finishing yarns with appropriate sizings (ref.

Sect. 3.2.4),

– Adjustment of machine speeds, and

– Optimization of ambient conditions (temperature, humidity, lighting), includ-

ing the thorough covering of UV-sensitive fibers (AR) on the machine,

e.g. with black foil.

If electrically conductive fiber fragments (e.g. from CF and functional yarns)

occur, the controls of the machine have to be encapsulated.

4.5 Sewing Thread for the Assembly of Textile

Semi-finished Products

4.5.1 Introduction

A tendency to delaminate is a problem in all thermosetting and thermoplastic

composites. One interesting option to minimize this tendency is the sewing of the

multilayered textile reinforcement fabrics, providing reinforcement yarns in z

direction, in addition to those reinforcement yarns present in the fabric. These

additional reinforcement yarns counter the progress of the delamination.
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Sewing (ref. Sect. 12.6) and embroidery (ref. Chap. 10) are proven textile joining

methods for the positioning and assembly of textile reinforcement fabrics.

Sewing in order to insert reinforcement yarns in z direction is therefore a

universal alternative to textile fabric formation methods producing spatial struc-

tures by means of braiding, multilayered weaving, 3D weaving or biaxial

knitting [73].

Furthermore, sewing can be used to form any three-dimensional structures from

textile fabrics in one or more layers, or to assemble them from several individual

components.

Special sewing threads are used, as the sewing thread is exposed to extreme

loads in the sewing machine. Stitch formation (ref. Sect. 12.6.2) is ensured by

cyclically and actively moving a relatively long length of thread at only minimal

thread consumption. Abrasion, thread flexions in the yarn guide elements with

minimal transitional radii, and cyclical tensile loads in connection with reversals

of direction affect the sewing thread before it assumes its connecting and bearing

function in the seam. As processing conditions are critical in the formation of the

double lock stitch used in sewing and embroidery techniques, the stability of the

developed sewing threads for the double lock stitch is important. The double lock

stitch is characterized by a great active thread length of the upper thread during

stitch formation. An appropriately-sized needle thread loop has to be laid around

the bottom thread spool and afterwards returned to the original position by means of

the thread take-up lever. The strains during sewing can result in a significant

deterioration of the sewing thread strength in comparison to the original strengths

after thread production.

An urgent task is presented by the use of suitable sewing thread made from CF

and GF with or without thermoplastic components (hybrid yarn). Only undisturbed

and low-damage sewing and embroidery processes ensure a positive and reproduc-

ibly z-reinforcing effect of the reinforcement textiles on the delamination behavior

of the composite component.

4.5.2 Sewing Thread Construction

4.5.2.1 Sewing Process

By means of the versatile parameter variation of stitch type, sewing needle geom-

etry, sewing thread type, sewing thread fineness, stitch length, seam distance and

seam direction can be set load-appropriate property characteristics of the textile

seams during the sewing process.

Using reinforcement threads and fabrics, sewing process experiments render

experiences and knowledge used for more complex material tests of the z rein-

forcements and pre-fabricated textile structures. These researched components can

then be used in consolidated textile structures at optimized process parameters.
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Here, packages of multilayered textile reinforcement semi-finished products with a

total thickness of up to 20 mm are processed [74–77].

Stitch type selection: To sew textile reinforcement semi-finished products, the

double lock stitch is the most suitable choice from a range of stitch types. The

double lock stitch inherently features a yarn loop, which is usually located in the

center of the work-piece and significantly reduces the strength of sewing threads

made from brittle materials such as glass and carbon. The center of the composite is

also the point of maximum interlaminary shear stresses in flexurally loaded fiber-

reinforced plastic composites and of maximum principal stresses in z direction in

joined textile-reinforced structural components (such as overlapping joints). By

varying the tensions of upper and bottom thread, the loop can be displaced on the

work piece in direction of top or bottom side, so that sewing threads are stretched in

the critical section, thus avoiding this type of weakness.

Thread tension/thread brake settings: Apart from the position of the interlooping

point, thread tension also influences the orientation of the seam in the consolidated

fiber-reinforced plastic composite. The multilayered and sewn textile reinforce-

ments are compressed to a fraction of the thickness during composite consolidation,

creating a compact composite structure from an originally loose package of mate-

rial layers. At low thread tension, however, the sewing thread in the needle hole has

no chance to retain the stretched orientation created during sewing and will

transition into a clinched random orientation after the reduction of composite

thickness. This creates special requirements for the sewing process and selection

of seam parameters.

Increasing the tension of upper and bottom thread and operating at a high sewing

foot pressure can achieve a tendency of the multilayered reinforcement textiles to

be compressed to the thickness resulting from consolidation.

Perforation effects on the textile reinforcement fabrics: The pricking of the

layered stack of reinforcement textiles by the sewing needle is inevitably accom-

panied by a certain perforation effect. Apart from needle geometry, the crucial

influence variable is stitch length or stitch density. Tensile tests of the reinforce-

ment textile layers partially perforated transversely to the load direction by sewing

should be used to minimize the degree of strength reduction caused by perforation.

Sewing thread strength reductions by strains of the sewing process: For the

needle thread in particular, the sewing process is associated with abrasive and

friction strains on active pair elements. Stronger (and thus, thicker) sewing threads

can improve the safety of the sewing process, but they also require stronger needles,

which increase perforation of the textile fabric, decreasing the strength of the textile

composite. Assessing the loss of strength caused by processing strains is difficult, as

the sewn thread has to be removed from the seam carefully. This is done, for

instance, by cutting the bottom thread by means of severing every single stitch in

order to be able to remove the needle thread from the seam without considerably

further strains. A comparison of the maximum tensile load measurements (ref Sect.

14.4) of the sewed and unsewed thread with a tensile tester yields the desired

statement, given a sufficient sample size.
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If the seam is exposed to loads, the sewing thread in the stitch interlooping is

strained in such a manner that makes an additional assessment of the interlooping

strength of the sewing thread necessary.

4.5.2.2 Sewing Thread Construction

With regard to heat resistance, CF and GF filaments are suitable for sewing threads.

Their suitability for a mechanical sewing process is limited by their brittleness.

However, they have to function as reinforcement for seam joinings under

corresponding thermal influence.

To counter mechanical strains during sewing and embroidering, the reinforce-

ment threads are completed with PEEK thermoplastic matrix material.

With respect to the methods explained in Sects. 4.2 and 4.3, the following

sewing thread constructions are suitable for the ready-made processing of textile

semi-finished products:

Core ring thread: Core-sheath thread production uses the core ring yarn method.

The aim is an optimized sheathing of the CF filament yarn with PEEK fibers

(Fig. 4.31). By sheathing the filament thread with PEEK fibers, the yarn gains a

certain flexibility which improves the sewing process.

OE friction-spun thread: OE friction spinning relies on the sheathing of filament

threads with staple fibers (Fig. 4.32). The result is a hybrid thread with a core-sheath

structure. The advantages of this sheathing method are primarily in the centric and

twistless position of the filament core. In addition, the complete encasement of the

core offers protection for the sensitive reinforcement filaments.

Co-wrapping ply thread: Co-wrapping ply threads (Fig. 4.33) are produced by

inserting a ground thread (CF filament yarn) and an effect thread (PEEK filament

Fig. 4.33 Co-wrapping ply thread, 116 tex fineness, CF filament thread (T300, 67 tex core),

wound about with PEEK filament thread (49 tex)

Fig. 4.32 OE friction-spun thread with filament core, 150 tex fineness, CF filament yarn (T300,

67 tex) core, wound about with PEEK fibers (83 tex)

Fig. 4.31 Core ring thread, 152 tex fineness, CF filament yarn (T300, 67 tex) core, co-wrapped

with PEEK fibers (85 tex)
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yarn) into the hollow spindle of the twisting machine. To ensure a gentle enwinding

of the CF filament yarn with the PEEK filament thread, the twisting element is

removed. According to the selected machine parameters, the rotational speed of the

spindles, and the delivery, the number of twists per meter can be varied.

Multifold twisted thread: The twisted thread is produced directly from the

original spool, as the material is exposed to high mechanical strains during the

folding process. During twisting, the CF and PEEK filament threads are processed

into a two-step twisted thread (Fig. 4.34). The pre-twisted thread consists of

different combinations of CF and PEEK filament thread. The gradient angle of

α< 80� is deliberately kept small to prevent damages to the filaments. Despite

gentle processing, damages of the CF filaments are occurred.

4.5.3 Sewing Thread Function

For the sewing of multiple textile layers for composite applications, the required

seam functions are redefined:

Safety seam for cut edges: The cutting process involves a protection of the cut

edges to prevent thread loss there. Overlock seams of stitch types 501–504

according to DIN 61400 are exceptionally suitable for this purpose, as well is the

use of a double chain stitch seam of stitch type 401 (Safety Stitch). The overlock

seams can be applied circumferentially to the cut contour on every individual cut

part or directly on the stack arranged congruently with the component. After the

plastic impregnation process, the yarn orientation is fixed by the matrix material,

which makes the function of the cut edges safety seam a temporary requirement.

Positioning seam: To prevent displacements of the individual layers, they have

to be positioned. The function of the positioning seam becomes obsolete after

completion of the consolidation process.

Forming seam: Folding or other spatial deformations of the textile fabrics create

geometrical reinforcement textile arrangements fixated by shaping seams. After the

plastics process, the function of the forming seam becomes obsolete.

Reinforcing seam: The delamination tendency is countered by reinforcing

seams, which can be distributed across the entire surface or limited to critical

areas of the reinforcement textile layers. The reinforcing seam only serves its

purpose in the consolidated composite, but also helps position the material during

textile assembly. Forming seams also act as reinforcing seams in the consolidated

composite.

Fig. 4.34 Multifold twisted thread, 232 tex fineness, initial thread made from CF filament thread

(T300, 67 tex) and PEEK filament thread (49 tex), pre-twisted thread made from two initial twisted

thread
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Assembling seam: More complicated component geometries often require more

than one process step. Here, one or more steps are necessary to manufacture a

textile preform from several individual textile parts, which can contain other types

of seams. The seams used in these processes are called assembly seams, and they

fulfill their purpose primarily in the textile preform. Depending on component

geometry, they can also act as reinforcement in the consolidated component.

Assembly seams are not limited to use in the surface normal. Using special sewing

technology, they can also be applied for shaping and reinforcement purposes at

variably adjustable angles to the surface normal.

4.6 Functional Integration

Functional integration is achieved by fiber and/or yarn blending. Exemplarily, three

instances will be considered in detail:

• The functional components, e.g. electrically conductive fibers, are inserted as

monofilament or filament thread during air texturizing or as core components

during friction, ring, or rotor spinning.

• Threads contain hollow glass filaments serving as reinforcement and containing

agents for self-repair, for which the principal possibilities are given in [78].

• Special fibers made from shape-memory alloys are used for the vibration

damping of FRPC components [79].

4.7 Thread Finishing

The after-treatment and surface preparation of filaments for improved processabil-

ity by means of textile auxiliaries, such as finishing agents, are described in Sects.

3.2.4 and 13.5. Finishing processes can be integrated into yarn formation machines.

4.8 Significance of Threads for Fiber-Reinforced Plastic

Composites

This section gives an overview of the Threads currently used primarily in light-

weight construction, serving as basic elements for the production of textile semi-

finished products and their assembly.

The Threads consist entirely of reinforcement fibers or a blend of reinforcement

and matrix fibers (thermoplastic FRPCs) and can contain other functional fibers.

They produced from filaments and/or staple fibers by means of various technolo-

gies, so that thread structure and yarn properties can be customized according to the
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respective functional requirements. With due regard to the criteria detailed in

Fig. 4.35, the yarn formation and hybridization methods can be preselected. After-

wards, the suitable process parameters have to be determined. Single threads can be

processed into multiple yarns by further process steps of mechanical yarn

processing in order to improve the mechanical characteristics.

During textile processing, composite manufacture and an in the final composite,

the thread has to fulfill sometimes contrary requirements, which is determined by

the thread structure. These are shown by the following examples:

• If the thread consists of filaments with twist and the resulting excellent thread

cohesion, it is well-suited for textile processing. The impregnation with matrix

material is complicated by the thread twist during composite production. In the

composite, stiffness is limited, as the thread is characterized by a structural

elongation. This improves drapeability, making single and even complex 3D

geometries possible.

• If the thread consists of filaments without twist or chemical adhesion, they are

much harder to process by textile means, but can be impregnated far more easily

during composite manufacture. In the FRPC, the stretched orientation of the

filaments results in excellent stiffness, but also signifies the lack of structural

elongation for draping. Therefore, these structures are primarily suited for use in

2D geometries.

These two examples alone illustrate that textile engineers, FRPC manufacturers

and users alike have to be involved in component development. All of them require

Fig. 4.35 Criteria for the selection of thread formation and hybridization methods, according to

manner of modification (thread geometry, fiber material composition)
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basic knowledge of the thread construction parameters and the possibilities to

adjust them by means of thread formation.

The ideal thread structure for the manufacture of semi-finished products is likely

unachievable. The current thread formation technologies with their modification

options offer numerous innovative possibilities to adapt yarns to the matrix-specific

and functional requirements in the composite material, always with due regard to

excellent textile processability. This enlarges the commercially available range of

threads. Machine engineering will offer more flexible yarn formation solutions and

machines, which will allow the utilization of various technologies. A tendency

towards increasingly fine fibers is obvious, which will result in better properties in

the composite at lower material consumption as well as a more homogeneous

blending of different fiber materials in the hybrid threads.
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Chapter 5

Woven Semi-finished Products and Weaving

Techniques

Cornelia Sennewald, Gerald Hoffmann, and Roland Kleicke

This chapter introduces the structural description, weaving-technical manufacture

and possibilities of woven fabric structure modifications for the development of

practically suitable woven fabrics for application in lightweight construction. The

basic structural set-up, methods for its description and the properties resulting from

the structure of the woven fabrics will be clarified. An overview of basic methods of

woven fabric manufacture and the corresponding weaving machines will demon-

strate the diversity of technical solutions for a gentle and damage-free processing of

special and high-performance fiber materials into a variety of woven structures. The

focus of the chapter will be on an extensive introduction to woven structures and the

respective structural modifications. This includes 2D structures as flat, grid,

multiaxial, and polar woven fabrics, 3D structures as multilayered woven fabrics

and spacer fabrics as well as shell-shaped 3D geometries. As early as during the

production of the woven fabrics or the preforms, the inclusion of special fibers or

external materials, such as electronic devices and inserts for mechanical connec-

tions, additional functions can be integrated.
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5.1 Introduction and Overview

Textile fabrics, which, beyond woven fabrics, include weft-knitted fabrics (see

Chap. 6), warp-knitted fabrics (Chap. 7), braided fabrics (Chap. 8), and nonwovens

(Chap. 9), are created by the interlacement (woven, braided fabrics) of several

yarns, the formation of intertwined yarn loops (weft-/warp-knitted fabrics), or the

mechanical, chemical or thermal connection of fibers (nonwovens). A fabric is only

called a woven fabric if it consists of usually two interlacing yarns (warp and weft

yarns). For the development of technical products with practically utilizable textile

semi-finished products, a clear distinction has to be made between woven fabrics

and other textile fabrics.

The manufacture of fabrics has been known to mankind for more than

7,000 years, making it the oldest textile fabric production technique. Particularly

over the past 200 years with their new solutions in mechanical engineering, new

materials and the development of control engineering and electronics, the produc-

tion of woven fabrics has been evolving continuously from the handloom to the

flexible high-performance weaving machines of today. In the past 50 years alone,

performance was increased sevenfold. One weaver today controls up to

20 machines. Electronic control systems and mechatronic solutions significantly

increased the flexibility of weaving machines and reduced machine set-up times. By

relying on preparatory facilities, a machine operator can switch between products to

be produced on a machine within 25 min. This allows manufacturers of woven

fabrics to offer woven fabrics fit-for-use in small amounts (a few 100 m) or in large

batch sizes at attractive prices. The standards working widths of the weaving

machines range from a few millimeters (for so-called narrow woven fabrics) to

5.4 m (for so-called broad woven fabrics), or more than 30 m in special mechanical

engineering.

Structure and properties of a woven fabric depend on the yarns used for their

production and the manner of their interlacing. All filamentary materials with

sufficient tensile strength and sufficiently low bending stiffness can be used as

warp and weft yarns, e.g. finest silk or steel wire with a diameter of 2 mm. Colored

warp and weft yarns allow the weaving of color-patterned fabrics. There are no

weaving-technological boundaries to the size of the color patterns or the manner of

the images on the product. The maximum structural density and planar character of

the woven fabrics are very high in comparison to other textile fabrics. The densest

plain-weave woven fabrics, e.g. for ink jet print heads, have a warp and weft yarn

density of up to 1,200 yarns/cm. Weaving technology enables the production of

light and strong fabrics with small air permeability, as well as the manufacture of

open grid structures. Sieves from filamentary materials, with a defined mesh size,

are preferably produced by weaving. By orienting additional yarns and technical

modifications, woven fabrics with a three-dimensional structure and three-

dimensional geometry are feasible. One well-known example of three-dimensional

structures is looped woven fabrics for terry products (towels). By using several

warp and weft yarn systems, compact woven fabrics are realizable. Spacer fabrics

consisting of two woven fabric layers connected by yarns (pile yarns), can be

manufactured with spacings of up to 10 cm. Spacings of several meters and more
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between the woven fabric layers are possible with auxiliary weft yarns. The

required double rapier weaving machines are primarily used for the production of

carpets by cutting the interior pile. Its flexibility regarding material selection,

structural variety and product change make weaving the most commonly used

fabric manufacturing process. Woven fabrics are extensively used for technical

textiles and feature prominently in the fields of textiles in lightweight construction,

semi-finished products for fiber material composites, and textile membranes.

5.2 Woven Fabric Structure

5.2.1 Definition

Conventional 2D woven fabrics consist of at least two yarn systems, which cross at

a right angle. The yarn systems running in the direction of production are called

warp yarns, the ones running transversely are the weft yarns. The interlacing of the

warp yarns with the weft yarns interconnects the two yarn systems, resulting in the

formation of the textile fabric.

The order of the interlacing of a fabric is referred to as the weave pattern. It

significantly influences the appearance and properties of the woven fabric, such as

its strength and drapeability.

5.2.2 Schematic Representation

The weave pattern of a woven fabric is usually not represented by drawn depictions

of the appearance (Fig. 5.1a), but as simplified colored fields in a grid of squares

Fig. 5.1 Schematic representation of a woven fabric with (a) a cross-section in warp and weft

direction and (b) weave diagram (9 repeats)
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(Fig. 5.1b). The individual squares represent the interlacing points of the warp and

weft yarns. A filled-in square denotes the warp yarn being positioned on top of the

weft yarn at this position (referred to as warp lift). Empty squares designate a warp

yarn going underneath the weft yarn in this place (referred to as warp lowering).

Any representation of a weave pattern starts in the bottom left corner of the grid of

squares, corresponding to the first weft and the first warp yarn. The warp yarns are

therefore numbered from left to right, the weft yarn from bottom to top. A weave

patterns is represented schematically by a weave diagram (Fig. 5.1b). As the

majority of weave patterns are systematically repeated in warp and weft direction,

the repeat unit (Fig. 5.1b, marked black) is sufficient for the unambiguous repre-

sentation of a weave pattern. The repeat unit is the smallest unit of differently

interlacing warp and weft yarns to the point of repetition of a weave diagram. A

representation of the weave pattern can be supplemented by a cross-section view in

warp and weft direction (Fig. 5.1a).

The schematic representation of the weave pattern is very clear and universally

applicable. It can be complemented by representations, such as in matrix format or in

views according with DIN ISO 9354, which are electronically processable [1]. Fun-

damentally, it has to be remembered that identically interlacing warp yarns can be

lifted and lowered together in a warp yarn group, while differently interlacing warp

yarns have to be lifted and lowered in different warp yarn groups. The maximum

number of individually controllable warp yarn groups determines the maximum size

of the repeat unit and depends on the equipment of the respective weaving machine.

Special retractions of the warp yarns into the heald frames allow an extension of the

repeat unit. By means of the Jacquard technology, each warp yarn can be lifted and

lowered individually, which removes any limitations of repeat size.

5.2.3 Basic Weave Patterns

5.2.3.1 Introduction

The three basic weave patterns are plain weave, twill weave (warp and weft faced

twill) and satin weave (warp and weft faced satin). All basic weave patterns are

characterized by their repeat unit, which is constituted by the same number of yarns

in warp and weft direction. The repeat unit indicates the number of warp and weft

yarns necessary to repeat the weave pattern. Each warp yarn (end) interlaces with

the weft (pick) in the same manner whereas the next corresponding adjacent warp

yarn, starts interlacing by stepping up (or down) by one or more squares in the

graph. These basic weave patterns are sufficient for most applications of woven

fabrics in lightweight construction. Complex patterns can be derived from the basic

weave patterns by means of expanding or derivation for special fields of

application.

Plain weave is the simplest form of interlacing and the most common basic

weave pattern (Fig. 5.2). It has a repeat unit of two warp and two weft yarns. The

first warp yarn is raised over the first weft and then lowered under the second weft
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whereas the second warp yarn is lowered under the first weft and raised over the

second weft. The plain weave is the most closely interlaced weave pattern with the

highest crimp. This results in a high shear resistance and good handling character-

istics, but also causes a loss of strength and stiffness. The high crimp of plain

weaves causes a significant difference between fiber orientation and angle of

maximum stress and significantly reduces the load-carrying capacity.

5.2.3.2 Twill Weave

The twill weave (Figs. 5.3 and 5.4) is characterized by distinct diagonal lines. Its

minimal repeat unit consists of three warp and three weft yarns. The simplest twill

weave is the weft faced twill shown in Fig. 5.3a. One warp yarn is raised over one

weft and then lowered under two wefts. The diagonal line runs from the bottom left

to the top right side. Three additional basic twill weaves can be derived from the

first one by negotiation and reflection:

– Weft faced twill with diagonal line going down,

– Warp faced twill with diagonal line going up,

– Warp faced twill with diagonal line going down

Twills with more weft yarns than warp yarns floating on the fabric surface are

called weft faced (Fig. 5.3) and twills with more warp yarns than weft yarns floating

on the fabric surface are called warp faced (Fig. 5.4), with the fabric back of a weft

faced twill looking like a warp faced twill and vice versa.

5.2.3.3 Satin Weave

The third basic weave pattern is the satin weave (Fig. 5.5). Satin weaves are

characterized by a smooth surface and a minimum amount of interlacing. Com-

pared to plain weave and twill weave, the satin weaves enable higher warp and weft

densities (see Sect. 5.3.1). The smallest repeat unit for satin weaves consists of five

warp and five weft yarns. One warp yarn is raised over one weft yarn and lowered

under four weft yarns. The interlacing points in satin weaves are scattered as far as

Fig. 5.2 (a) Plain weave diagram with 4 repeat units, (b) schematic diagram
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Fig. 5.3 (a) Weft faced twill with diagonal line going up, (b) weft faced twill with diagonal line

going down (4 repeat units), and (c) schematic diagram

Fig. 5.4 (a) Warp faced twill with diagonal line going up and (b) warp faced with diagonal line

going down (4 repeat units)

Fig. 5.5 (a) Weft faced satin, (b) warp faced satin (4 repeat units), and (c) schematic diagram
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possible, e.g. the points of interlacing must touch neither side by side nor diagonal.

Satins with more weft yarns than warp yarns floating on the fabric surface are called

weft faced and satins with more warp yarns than weft yarns floating on the fabric

surface are called warp faced, where the fabric back of a weft faced satin looks like

a warp faced satin and vice versa. The relatively small number of interlacing points

results in a lower crimp and causes a lower shear resistance, in comparison to plain

weave (assuming same material and warp and weft density). This results in an

outstanding draping behavior but also creates poor handling characteristics.

5.2.4 Extended and Derived Basic Weave Patterns

5.2.4.1 Extended Basic Weave Patterns

The three basic weave patterns can be extended into a multitude of other weave

pattern as desired and required. Extended basic weave patterns are created by

inserting or removing warp lifts in any direction. However, within each weave

pattern, only one variant may be applied. For the plain weave, no extension exists.

In contrast to the basic satin weave, an extended satin weave allows direct contact

between the interlacing points. Examples for extended twill and satin weaves are

given in Figs. 5.6 and 5.7.

5.2.4.2 Derived Basic Weave Patterns

Derived basic weave patterns are created by the enhancement of basic weave

patterns or extended basic weave patterns. This can be achieved by orienting

additional warp lifting and/or warp lowering, or by using offset numbers, which

are not valid in basic weave patterns or extended basic weave patterns. Derived

Fig. 5.6 Extended twill weaves—4/2 twill weave and equilateral stitched twill (4 repeats)
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basic weave patterns are also created by the joining, doubling, omission, mirroring

or turning of weave patterns and parts of weave patterns. In derived basic weave

patterns, the repeat size can be changed, and the weave pattern characteristics of the

initial weave pattern can be lost.

• Derived plain weave patterns

Derived plain weave patterns originate from the addition of extra warp lifts. The

principal set-up of the weave pattern structure remains, while the repeat of the

weave diagram is enlarged. If the existing interlacing points are extended by a

warp lift in warp direction, a warp rib (Fig. 5.8a) is created. Extending the

existing interlacing points by a warp lift in weft direction results in a weft rib

(Fig. 5.8b). A panama weave pattern (Fig. 5.8c) is the result of adding a warp lift

at existing interlacing points in both warp and weft direction.

Fig. 5.7 Extended satin weave (4 repeats)

Fig. 5.8 Derivations of the plain weave—(a) warp rib weave pattern, (b) weft rib (8 repeats each),

and (c) panama weave pattern (4 repeats)
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• Derived twill weaves

Derived twill weaves are realized by inserting additional warp lifts or changes in

offset or ridge direction by turning or mirroring the weave diagram. Steep twill

and reclining twill (Fig. 5.9a) are examples for changes in offset, in which the

typical angle of inclination of the twill ridge is altered. Pointed and zigzag twill

weaves (Fig. 5.9b) are the result of an alternating use of Z ridge and S ridge.

Here, the twill ridges are converging at the reversal points. One example for a

mirroring of the one repeat half is the cross twill (Fig. 5.9c).

• Derived satin weaves

Derived satin weaves result from the application of a steadily changing offset.

This aims to prevent false twill lines. The number of possible derivations of the

satin weave is much smaller than for the twill weaves. Detailed descriptions can

be found in [2].

• Special forms

In addition to the derived basic weave patterns, weave patterns beyond the

named classifications can be developed. These weave patterns, referred to as

special forms, allow the realization of design or functional effects.

By means of this large number of weave pattern possibilities, a practicable

woven fabric with locally adjustable mechanical properties and drapability

characteristics can be constructed. Since these weave patterns are usually cre-

ated on dobbies (with a maximum of 28 heald frames), the pattern possibilities

are limited to a weft repeat corresponding to the maximum number of heald

frames.

5.2.5 Jacquard Weave Patterns

As opposed to the basic weave patterns, in which several warp yarns are lifted and

lowered simultaneously in groups, jacquard-patterned woven fabrics allow the

lifting and lowering of each individual warp yarn. The result is an unlimited variety

of pattern possibilities with infinite repeat size. A repeat can therefore cross the

Fig. 5.9 Derivations of the twill weave—(a) steep twill, (b) transverse pointed twill, and (c) cross

twill
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entire width of the woven fabric. The use of various weave pattern variations on the

same fabric and/or the patterned change from single-layer to multilayer woven

fabrics enable the production of semi-finished stringer rib-reinforced shells,

branched hollow profiles, and preforms with different properties within the

woven fabric.

5.3 Woven Fabric Parameters and Properties

5.3.1 Woven Fabric Parameters

The following parameters have significant influence on the properties of the woven

fabric:

5.3.1.1 Yarn Material

The properties of the yarn used for the woven fabric influence the properties of the

woven fabric, according to the type of material, fineness, inner or outer yarn

structure, and additional finishing. A more detailed explanation of the individual

yarn parameters is given in Chap. 4.

5.3.1.2 Crimp

Crimp refers to the relation of the length of a representative strip of a woven fabric

and the length of the yarn used to weave this strip. The crimp exists both in warp

and weft direction, and they influence one another (Fig. 5.10). In general, crimp is a

gage of how the yarn deviates from the straight orientation within the woven fabric.

The smaller the crimp, the more stretched the yarns of the woven fabric are. By

using the adjustment possibilities (warp and weft yarn tension) offered by the

weaving machine, the crimp can be varied depending on the direction. Generally,

the relation of warp yarn and weft yarn crimp is balanced (Fig. 5.10b).

5.3.1.3 Weave Pattern

The realized weave pattern of the woven fabric crucially influences crimp, making

it a factor in the orientation of the individual yarns within the woven fabric. A

higher interlacing point density generally means a higher crimp of the individual

yarn systems. Woven fabrics with high crimp (e.g. plain-woven fabrics), display a

much higher structural elongation than woven fabrics with low interlacing point

density (e.g. satin-woven fabrics) (Fig. 5.11) [3]. Woven fabrics with a high
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interlacing point density (e.g. plain weaves) have a high slippage resistance, but the

high crimp detrimentally affects mechanical parameters in the composite.

5.3.1.4 Woven Fabric Density

Generally, both warp and weft yarn density is given in yarns per centimeter. The

higher these values are, the higher the slippage resistance of the woven fabric will

be. The relative woven fabric density can be calculated with Eq. 5.1 by Walz and

Luibrand [4, 5].

Fig. 5.10 Sectional views of plain-woven fabrics with (a) low crimp, (b) balanced crimp relation,

and (c) high crimp
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Fig. 5.11 Qualitative relation of achievable maximum breaking strength and crimp
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DG ¼ 1

nkns
dsþ dkð Þ2 p � 100% ð5:1Þ

In which,

DG (%) Woven fabric density

n (mm) Yarn distance (k . . . warp, s . . . weft)
d (mm) Diameter (k . . . warp, s . . . weft)
p (�) Weave factor (weave pattern-dependent, tabled in [4])

The weave factor p denotes the number of warp and weft changes in relation to

the plain weave. For the plain weave, the weave factor is p¼ 1. For basic twill

weaves, it is 0.67, and 0.33 for satin weaves.

5.3.2 Woven Fabric Properties

Chapter 14 details the determination of the properties of textile materials. In the

following, woven fabric properties relevant for composite materials and technical

textiles will be considered in particular.

Table 5.1 compares the relationships of woven fabric weave patterns and

properties at identical warp and weft density and identical yarn material. Depending

on the realized weave pattern, the maximum achievable mass per unit area increases

from plain to twill to satin weave patterns.

5.3.2.1 Characteristics of the Stress-Strain Behavior

The stress-strain behavior (Fig. 5.12) of woven fabrics is marked by two distinct

regions: the region of structural deformation and the range of yarn deformation.

Structural deformation in the initial part of the stress-strain behavior is distin-

guished by a high elongation at comparably small force. Here, yarns are oriented

in load direction, without their material properties coming into effect. The elonga-

tion is effected exclusively by the structural elongation reserves of the woven

fabric. The structural elongation depends on the weave pattern. For example, it is

only ca. 2–3 % for plain-woven fabrics made from glass fibers, and only ca. 1 % for

satin-woven fabrics made from identical material. Structural deformation seam-

lessly changes into yarn deformation. When the yarns are stretched the structural

deformation ends and the material properties of the respective yarn can take effect.
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5.3.2.2 Slippage Resistance/Single Yarn Pull-out Force

Besides shear (see Sect. 15.2.4) slippage resistance or single yarn pull-out force are

suitable parameters to determine the drapability of woven fabrics. The force

required to shift a yarn perpendicular to its longitudinal axis within the fabric

plane is a measure for the slippage resistance (Fig. 5.13a) of a woven fabric. The

single yarn pull-out force indicates how much force is required to draw a yarn from

Table 5.1 Overview of structural properties

Plain Twill Satin

Structural deformation ++ + 0

Slippage resistance ++ + 0

Single yarn pull-out strength ++ + 0

Bending strength ++ + 0

Permeability 0 + ++

Drapability 0 + ++

Handling ++ + 0

Mechanical properties in the composite 0 + ++

Note: 0¼low; +¼average; ++¼high
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Fig. 5.12 Principal stress-strain behavior of yarns and woven fabrics of different weave patterns
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the woven fabric parallel to its longitudinal axis (Fig. 5.13b). These two parameters

are mutually dependent. However, a direct comparison is not readily possible as it

requires further woven fabric parameters (e.g. crimp, weave pattern) to be regarded.

Based on the basic experiments for the characterization of the handling of textile

reinforcement structures for composite materials by determining the slipping of

individual yarns, a new test method was developed and patented [6, 7]. This

patented test method is based on a defined rotation of a force-introducing area

compared to a fixed-positioned textile structure (Fig. 5.14). This test method offers

a possibility to determine a characteristic structural parameter for the handling of

textile structures.

In general, the higher the slippage resistance and single yarn pull-out force are,

the more alterations exist between lifting and lowering of the warp and weft yarn

systems.

These two properties of the woven fabric are particular parameters for the

handling. They are also important for drapability. The higher these two parameters

are, the harder the woven fabric will be to drape.

5.3.2.3 Bending Stiffness

The bending stiffness of textile fabrics also offers indications of their drapability.

Therefore, it can be used to assess the usability of the woven fabric for the

manufacture of 3D geometries. The bending behavior of woven fabrics is primarily

defined by the textile fiber material (yarn material, yarn construction, and fineness),

by the construction (weave pattern and yarn density), and by the resulting adhesion

and friction influences between the individual filaments or yarns. Generally, it is

characterized as the relation of bending angle, bending length, and exerted force.

Fig. 5.13 Schematic principle for the determination of (a) slippage resistance and (b) single yarn

pull-out force
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There are two well-established test methods. The cantilever method (see Sect.

14.5.4), and the patent-protected method [7] differ with regard to the sample

orientation (horizontal for the cantilever method, vertical for the patented method),

the related external influences (such as gravity) and the testable textiles (flexible in

the cantilever method, bend-proof in the patent-protected method). Principally, the

following rule applies: the more bend-proof the yarn used, the denser the woven

fabric, and the more alterations between lifting and lowering of warp and weft yarn

systems there are, the higher the bending stiffness will be.

A high bending stiffness in a woven fabric translates to a larger required exertion

of force for draping. The restoring forces occurring in draping negatively affect the

manufacturing process, the reproducibility and the quality of the components.

These forces cause a relaxation of the textile structure, making complex geometries

extremely difficult to model permanently.

5.3.2.4 Permeability

The permeability is a gage for the penetrability of fabrics by fluids. This parameter

is particularly important for infusion and barrier processes. A general rule applies:

The lower the woven fabric density, the higher its permeability and the less difficult

will be the impregnation of the woven fabric during composite formation.

Fig. 5.14 Slipping test:

before (top) and after the

test (bottom)
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5.3.2.5 Mass per Unit Area

The mass per unit area of any textile fabric is stated in grams per square meter (see

Sect. 14.5.2). The mass per unit area of a woven fabric can be increased by using

coarser yarns, selecting a weave pattern with a small weave factor, increasing the

warp and weft densities, and producing multilayered fabrics. An increasing mass

per unit area usually results in increased thickness of the woven fabric, as the yarns

generally evade in thickness direction during fabric formation. This can be

prevented by means of the weave pattern, but will cause a greater limitation of

the thickness of the woven fabric.

5.3.2.6 Woven Fabric Thickness

The thickness refers to the vertical distance between the top and bottom sides of a

fabric. Any fabric usually has a distinctive surface profile, which makes normative

definitions necessary for an accurate determination of the thickness of a woven

fabric (see Sect. 14.5.1). The thickness of the woven fabric is significantly

influenced by the respective fiber material and the construction of the woven fabric,

and it is closely connected with the areic mass. Special woven fabrics, such as pile

and spacer fabrics, can be used to increase the thickness of woven structures while

decreasing the density.

5.3.2.7 Resistance to Tear Propagation and Cut Resistance

The resistance to tear propagation and cut resistance quantifies the resilience and

damage tolerance of woven fabrics to random and directed damages of membrane

materials. In woven fabrics, initial tears continue to grow rapidly. Using specific

materials, modified weave patterns and special coatings can significantly increase

the resistance of woven fabrics to tear propagation. To increase the cut resistance,

which denotes the resilience of a woven fabric to damages caused by sharp-edged

objects, special high-strength fiber materials have to be integrated into the structure

of the woven fabric in a suitable manner.

5.4 Manufacture of Woven Fabrics

5.4.1 Weaving Methods

To produce woven fabrics, rectangularly running warp and weft yarns have to be

interlaced. The warp yarns, which are oriented parallel to the production direction,

are separated into at least two groups. This separation is necessary to allow one
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group of warp yarns to be moved upwards and the other downwards, contributing to

the weave pattern-related formation of the weave structure of the woven fabric. The

space created by moving the separate groups of warp yarns is referred to as the shed.

The shed provides the required space for the subsequent weft insertion and is to be

kept as small as possible to reduce tensile forces on the warp yarns. After the weft

yarn is inserted (weft insertion) at a right angle to the warp yarns, it is beaten up to

the woven fabric edge, parallel to the previous weft yarn (weft beat-up). To

manufacture highly dense woven fabrics, a high beat-up force is required, which

can cause fiber damages when brittle high-performance fiber materials are used. In

order to interlace the warp and weft yarns (see Sect. 5.2), the corresponding warp

yarns change position in the weaving shed (changing of shed) and open the shed for

the next weft insertion. Weft beat-up and shed change takes place almost simulta-

neously. The shed is usually already slightly open at the moment of the weft beat-

up. This prevents recoiling of the yarn. By means of the take-up device, the finished

piece of woven fabric is then taken up.

5.4.2 Basic Set-up of the Weaving Machine

Figure 5.15 shows the course of the warp yarn system from a warp beam over the

back rail, the heald frames with the healds, through the reed and the fabric take-off

to the fabric storage. The warp beam (1) stores the warp yarns and delivers them as

needed. The warp yarns, especially if they are carbon or glass yarns, can also be

guided to the weaving machine directly from a bobbin creel (Fig. 5.16). The back

rail (2) and the fabric take-off (8) deflect the warp yarns to the weaving plane. The

back rail (2) is usually mounted flexibly and compensates variations in warp yarn

consumption by opening and closing the shed, which is particularly important when

working with stiffer yarns or yarns with low tensile strength. The warp yarns are

mostly guided to a heald (3) individually. The healds can be assigned to the heald

frames (4) in groups, or individually to the harness cords of a Jacquard machine (see

Sect. 5.4.4.4). The movements of the heald frames or the Jacquard healds cause the

opening and changing of the shed. Different available weft insertion systems

(5) transport the weft yarn through the shed. The reed (6), which is integrated

into the sley, arranges the warp yarn and sets the theoretical warp yarn density of the

woven fabric. By the movement of the reed (6) with the sley (7), the last weft yarn is

beat-up to the fabric edge. The fabric take-off device (8) provides the take-off of the

woven fabric at a preset speed and adjusts its weft density. In the fabric storage (9),

the woven fabric is then stored temporarily before the next process steps. In the

processing of high-performance fiber materials, the use of warp stop motions is

usually omitted.
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5.4.3 Weft Yarn Feeding

The warp yarn system is usually stored on a warp beam and can consist of a few

hundred or even several thousand of parallel-running yarns. During warping of the

warp yarn in a warp beam, special attention has to be paid to ensuring that all warp

yarns are processed in the woven fabric at the same length, i.e. that the number of

warp changes (weave structure-related) is, on average, the same for all warp yarns.

Small differences in warp yarn consumption are only permissible for ductile yarns.

If this requirement cannot be met, several warp beams (up to six) have to be used, or

the yarns have to be fed from a bobbin creel.

Using warp beams reduces the bulk of the weaving plant. Producing warp beams

requires a number of additional technological process steps, which will be omitted

for the sake of brevity. The warp yarns are fed to the weaving machine at a constant

tension by a controlled warp let-off drive. The tension measurement required for

(1) Warp beam, (2) back rail, (3) heald, (4) heald frames,
(5) we� inser�on system, (6) reed, (7) sley, (8) fabric
take-off, (9) fabric storage 

Fig. 5.15 Basic set-up of a

weaving machine. (1) Warp

beam, (2) back rail,

(3) heald, (4) heald frames,

(5) weft insertion system,

(6) reed, (7) sley, (8) fabric

take-off, (9) fabric storage

(1) Bobbin creel, (2) double warp beam, (3) Jacquard
machine, (4) ascending batch winder

Fig. 5.16 Cross-section

view of a weaving machine,

including optional

components. (1) Bobbin

creel, (2) double warp

beam, (3) Jacquard

machine, (4) ascending

batch winder
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controlling the process can be measured indirectly using the position of a flexibly

mounted back rail, by using pressure sensors in the back rail or the fabric take-off

area, or with yarn tension measuring heads in the warp yarn group.

Using a bobbin creel is a sensible course for small numbers of warp yarns,

sensitive yarns and for varying warp yarn consumption. Carbon filament yarns as

well as carbon and glass rovings are categorically fed from the creel, as the

additional process step of constructing a warp beam would lead to intolerable

yarn damages of these shear force-sensitive yarns. The design and construction of

the bobbin creel is adapted to the spatial conditions and the bobbin shape. The yarns

are taken off in direction of the bobbin axis (“overend unwinding”) if the bobbin is

stationary, or tangentially if the bobbin is rotating. As an overend unwinding adds

some twist to the yarn and would thus reduce the strength of the fiber-reinforced

plastic composite, the production of woven semi-finished products for composite

materials requires a twist-free processing of the yarns, using special creel with

tangential take-off. From the creel, the yarns are fed to the weaving machine via

yarn guiding systems. Instead of a warp beam, a delivery roller with friction lining

can be used for the suitably tension-controlled warp yarn feeding from the creel.

The monitoring of the yarns integrated into their course switches off the weaving

machine in case of warp yarn breakage. On classic weaving machines and in the

processing of spun fiber yarns, drop wires can be used. They can be installed

between the back rail and the heald frames and are based on the short circuit

principle. On weaving machines for technical textiles or filament yarns processing,

optical systems are used to monitor the rear and front side of the shed. In case of

sticking yarns or yarn breakage, the weaving machine is shut down.

5.4.4 Shed Formation Systems

5.4.4.1 Overview of Shed Formation Systems

The warp yarns are guided in the healds, which are arranged in the heald frames or

coupled with the harness cords of the Jacquard machine. The healds are usually

manufactured from flat-bar steel. To reduce strains on the warp yarns in the heald

eyes (opening for guiding the warp yarn), round wire strands are available, which

can be fitted with a ceramic heald eye. For ribbon-shaped yarns, especially for a

twist-free processing of carbon rovings or splayed yarns, special healds with a

rectangular yarn eye are used. The healds are lined up on the heald frames or

connected to the harness cords of the Jacquard machine, corresponding to the warp

density and the number of warp yarn groups. Since the maximum density of the

healds in the heald frames (healds per cm) is limited, plain-woven fabrics requiring

at least two heald frames are usually woven with four to six heald frames.

Cam machines, dobbies, and Jacquard machines are used for shed formation

(Fig. 5.17). Depending on the respective shed formation system, differently-sized

repeat units are feasible. Cam machines and dobbies are connected to the heald
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frames by a coupler. In Jacquard machines, the healds are individually coupled with

the machine by harness cords. Dobbies are prevalent to produce woven fabrics for

composite materials although Jacquard machines are seeing increasing use, espe-

cially in industrial applications.

Shed formation subjects the warp yarns to a strong alternating tensile stress, and

to flex abrasion stress in the healds. To reduce yarn damage and stabilize the

weaving process, warp yarns can be sized. The sizing agent increases the yarn

compaction by gluing the fibers or filaments in the yarn together. It strengthens the

yarn, enhances elasticity and makes it more resistant to abrasion. Special sizing

agents have been developed for weaving yarns from glass or carbon filaments,

meeting both the weaving technological requirements and ensuring adhesion

between fiber and matrix in the composite. Due to the high brittleness and low

transverse strength of glass and carbon yarns, the machine speed (number of

revolutions) of the weaving machines is often reduced by up to 75 % when

processing these materials.

5.4.4.2 Cam Machines

Cam machines with cam disks (Fig. 5.18a) present themselves as a cost-effective

solution to drive the heald frames. The length of the weft repeat is limited to a

maximum of six differently binding weft yarns through the number of heald liftings

and lowerings on the cam disk. In a weft repeat of six yarns, the seventh weft yarn is

crossed with the warp yarn in the same manner as the first weft yarn. Technolog-

ically, the selection of a maximum of eight heald frames is sensible due to the small

weft repeat. This means that a maximum of eight warp yarns bind differently in the

woven fabric and that the warp repeat at an even threading is a maximum of eight

warp yarns. For a change of the weave pattern, the cam disks have to be replaced

and the transmission between weaving machine and cam mechanism machine has

to be altered for changes to the weft repeat length.

5.4.4.3 Dobbies

Dobbies (Fig. 5.18b), usually rotary dobbies, are used to control the heald frames

electronically and lower or lift them according to the selected weave diagram. The

drive of the each heald frame is either electromechanically coupled to the drivetrain

of the weaving machine or equipped with its own motor. Through the individual

Tappet weaving
machine

Jacquard weaving
machine

Dobby weaving
machine
Weft repeat: ∞ Weft repeat: ∞
Warp repeat: 28 Warp repeat: > 20,000Warp repeat: 10

Weft repeat: 6

Fig. 5.17 Classification of shed formation systems
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driving of the heald frames by means of a servomotor, the shed formation for each

heald frame can be customized for each weft insertion. The variable shed geometry

allows easier production of complex weave patterns or woven fabric structures, and

allows a more efficient processing of yarns with low tension and elongation. The

preparation and change of patterns are performed electronically. The maximum

weft repeat depends on the size of the electronic pattern memory. With a maximum

of 28 deployable heald frames, the warp repeat is limited to a maximum of 28 warp

yarns.

5.4.4.4 Jacquard Machines

Unlimited patterning and structuring possibilities are offered by Jacquard

machines, which are usually arrayed above the weaving machines (Fig. 5.19).

The use of heald frames is thus avoided. Each individual heald is connected upward

to the Jacquard machine by a harness cord and tensioned downward with a

readjusting spring. By installing the Jacquard machine below the warp yarns in

the weaving machine, harness cords and springs could be omitted. The mechanical

complexity and high operating effort required for this type of set-up have hindered

its establishment. The control boards of the Jacquard machine are driven either by

electromechanical couplings from the main drivetrain of the weaving machine, an

individual drive of the Jacquard machine itself, or an individual drive for each

control board. The coupling with the main drive of the weaving machine is

conventional, although an individual drive of the control boards allows the adjust-

ment of the heald motion to the requirements of the weaving process and yarn

material for each weft insertion and each warp yarn.

Through the modular set-up of the Jacquard machines, the number of individu-

ally selectable warp yarns can be increased nearly at will. Weaving machines

equipped with Jacquard machines offer the greatest variety in terms of patterns,

weave patterns, and structures. If a visual theme is repeated across the width of the

woven fabric, the harness cords of identically binding warp yarns can be driven by

the same control element of the Jacquard machine, reducing the overall dimensions

Fig. 5.18 Shed formation systems: (left) cam machine, (right) dobby (Source: Stäubli GmbH)
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of the machine. The ability to change the warp density without replacing the

harness system or the Jacquard machine is restricted in weaving machines fitted

with a Jacquard unit.

5.4.5 Weft Insertion Principles

5.4.5.1 Overview of Weft Insertion Principles

According to the respective principle of weft insertion, weaving machines are

classified into the following types:

1. Shuttle weaving machines

2. Projectile weaving machines

3. Jet weaving machines

4. Rapier weaving machines

5. Ribbon needle weaving machines

6. Circular weaving machines

7. Wave-shed weaving machines, and

8. Shed course weaving machines

Circular weaving machines are sometimes used on a small scale to produce

tubular fabrics for technical textiles. The production and development of wave-shed

and shed-course weaving machines have been stopped due to insufficient flexibility.

Therefore, these three machine types will not be included in the following pages.

Fig. 5.19 Jacquard weaving machine, operating principle and view (Source: Lindauer Dornier
GmbH)
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The corresponding details for these weaving machines can be found in textbooks [8,

9]. Machine types 1–5 will be at the focus of the next sections.

5.4.5.2 Weft Insertion by Shuttles

Until the mid-1960s, shuttle weaving machines were used near-exclusively. The

shuttle, also called weaver’s shuttle, picks up the weft bobbin. By means of a

beating device, the shuttle is shot through the open shed from one side of the

machine to the other (Fig. 5.20). After a changing of the shed and reed beat-up, the

shuttle is shot back to the original side. By reversing the uncut weft yarns at the

border of the woven fabric, a firmly defined edge is formed on the fabric. Beyond

that, shuttle weaving machines can be used to produce tubular woven fabrics by

means of selected weave patterns and the weft reversal at the fabric edge, with the

working width being one half or a quarter of the tube circumference. Shuttle

weaving machines are well-suited to the weaving of fiber-reinforced plastic profiles

(see Sect. 5.6.1). For these special applications, special machines capable of

processing a maximum of 360 m of weft yarn per minute are built as shuttle

weaving machines. Warp yarns are highly strained because of the necessary size

of the shed, while the weft yarn strain is very small.

5.4.5.3 Weft Insertion by Projectile

In a projectile weaving machine, the weft yarn is located on a bobbin outside of the

shed. The weft yarn is fixed to the clamp of a metal projectile, which is then shot

through the shed by means of an acceleration system. The projectile is guided

through the shed by guide blades and intercepted on the opposite side of the shed,

where it releases the weft yarn (Fig. 5.21). It is then transported back to the machine

side with the projectile thrower underneath the shed. Therefore, there are always

Fig. 5.20 Weft insertion by

shuttle
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several projectiles in motion at the same time. The weft yarn is greatly accelerated

during the launch of the projectile, exposing it to a tensile force. To ensure the

laying of the next weft yarn, the current weft yarn has to be cut on the weft insertion

side. Fabric edges are formed by means of a variety of methods for selvedge

formation (see Sect. 5.4.6). Projectile weaving machines are especially effective

in the production of woven fabrics wider than 6 m, e.g. for membrane materials.

They can process up to 1,500 m of weft yarn per minute.

5.4.5.4 Weft Insertion by Jets

Jet weaving machines transport the weft yarn through the shed by air or water. The

weft yarn is accelerated in one or several subsequent main nozzle tubes. To

concentrate the air jet in the shed, the blades of the reed form a locating channel

on three sides. Several relay nozzles are arrayed along the width of the weaving

machine, projecting into the shed and controlled in such fashion as to ensure that the

air jet is always at its highest speed at the yarn tip (Fig. 5.22).

Thus, the weft yarn is pulled through the shed. As soon as the preset weft

insertion length is achieved, the weft yarn is stopped on the weft insertion side.

This creates very high tension on weft yarn. In this method too, the weft yarn is cut

after insertion. This makes additional processes for selvedge formation necessary.

Monofilaments and highly opened weft yarns, such as rovings, cannot be processed.

On the other hand, lightweight glass and carbon filaments are easily woven with this

method. Despite their high energy consumption, jet weaving machines are most

commonly used among the types of weaving machines because they are capable of

processing up to 2,500 m of weft yarn per minute, even at a working width of more

than 5 m.

Fig. 5.21 Weft insertion by

projectile (Source: ITEMA)
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5.4.5.5 Weft Insertion by Rapier

The great advantage of weft insertion by rapier over other weft insertion methods is

that the weft yarn is always connected non-positively to the weft insertion elements

of the weaving machine and thus with the drive elements of the weaving machine.

This way, the greatest process stability, flexibility regarding the processable weft

materials, and a low strain on the weft yarn can be achieved. According to number

and arrangement, various machine configurations are distinguished:

• Single-rapier weaving machine

• Double-rapier weaving machine

• Multi-rapier weaving machine

According to the number of rapier systems, the corresponding number of weft

yarns can be inserted simultaneously. Single-rapier weaving machines are most

common, especially in the double-rapier configuration (one carrying rapier and one

taker rapier). The weft yarn is taken up by the carrying rapier on the weaving

machine side and separated from the previously inserted weft yarn with scissors.

The rapier transports the weft yarns to the center of the woven fabric. Simulta-

neously, the taker rapier is pushed into the shed from the other side. In the center,

the taker rapier takes over the weft yarn. Both rapiers are removed from the shed,

the clamp of the taker rapier is opened and releases the inserted weft yarn.

Figure 5.23 shows this basic principle.

The use of rapier rods (Fig. 5.23) offers the advantage of giving the ability to

safely process of very fine as well as very coarse weft materials, e.g. monofiles,

rovings, heavy tows, and wires. As the rapier rods have to be removed from the shed

Fig. 5.22 Weft insertion by air jets (Source: Lindauer Dornier GmbH)
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in a straight line, the width of the rapier rod weaving machines is twice that of the

working width. In tape rapier weaving machines, the flexible rapier tape carrying

the rapier head is deflected outside of the shed under the weaving plane.

This is why tape rapier weaving machines are far less wide than rapier rod

weaving machines. The flexible rapier tape, however, requires additional tape

guiding elements in the shed. While the clamps of the rapiers are always operated

actively at the edge of the woven fabric, the central transfer can be performed with

either active or passive clamps. Active clamps are operated by additional opening

levers reaching into the shed. Rapiers with active transfer achieve a considerably

higher stability in the weft yarn transfer and can be used for open weft yarns,

untwisted filament yarns and especially glass or carbon rovings. They are also

absolutely necessary for the processing of coarser high-performance yarn. With

passive rapiers, the weft yarn is taken up from the carrying rapier by the hook-

shaped yarn clamp of the taker rapier and pulled out of the yarn clamp of the

Fig. 5.23 Weft insertion with single-rapier system and active weft transfer (Source: Lindauer
Dornier GmbH)
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carrying rapier. Rapiers with a passive transfer are smaller, resulting in a smaller

shed, a gentler warp yarn processing, and a more efficient weaving performance.

The processing of open yarns, particularly of rovings and heavy tows, is compli-

cated by the passive central transfer. Rapier weaving machines process up to

1,400 m of weft yarn per minute.

5.4.5.6 Weft Insertion by Weft Needle

The weft yarn is inserted as a weft loop by means of a weft needle on ribbon needle

looms for narrow woven fabrics, straps, and profiles (Fig. 5.24). Therefore, the

insertion is always a double weft insertion. The weft yarn is not cut, which creates a

solid edge on the insertion side. On the other side, the weft loops are transformed

into a wale with a knitting needle, which solidifies the edge (see Sect. 6.2.2). When

processing coarse weft yarns, an auxiliary yarn is transformed into stitches, and the

weft yarn loop is incorporated into the wales. Ribbon needle looms can achieve up

to 4,000 weft insertions per minute, depending on the width of the narrow woven

fabrics and the yarn material.

5.4.5.7 Weft Change Device and Weft Feeder

All weft insertion systems can be combined with weft change devices, which allow

the pattern-suited use of weft yarns of different colors, or of different types of yarn.

On rapier weaving machines, up to 16 different weft yarns can be processed in

accordance to the structure. By means of the weft change devices, membrane

materials can be reinforced with grid-like assemblies of high-performance fiber

materials, e.g. for an increased resistance to tear propagation. Furthermore, the weft

change devices can be used to suitably integrate functional yarns (e.g. for sensor

networks) into woven semi-finished products for fiber-reinforced plastic compos-

ites. Monitoring devices control the weft insertion. Weft yarn breakages are

repaired manually and do no cause flaws in the woven fabric. Weft feeders are

imperative for a secure and gentle weft insertion, which cache the weft yarn and

reduce the yarn tension resulting from the high accelerations during weft insertion.

For a non-damaging and twist-free processing of glass and carbon yarns, special

feeders are necessary, which roll off the weft yarn actively and tangentially from

the bobbin. To achieve an even yarn tension, a highly dynamic cache is installed

between the unwinding and the weft insertion system. The unwinding system

delivers the weft yarn to the weaving machine at a constant speed.
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5.4.6 Weft Beat-up

After the insertion of the weft yarn into the shed is completed by the weft insertion

system, the weft yarn is beat-up to the fabric edge by means of the reed. The

segmentation of the reed and the passing of the warp yarns into the reed determine

the distance between the individual warp yarns or the warp yarn density within the

woven fabric. When the reed beats the weft yarn up to the fabric edge, the heald

frames (or the healds of the Jacquard machine) change their position according to

the weave pattern. When the sley with the reed reaches the weft beat-up point, the

heald frames already begin to open the next shed. This creates a warp yarn

interlacing behind the weft yarn, which prevents the recoil of the weft yarn into

the shed. The phase assignment of the heald frames on the weaving machine can be

adjusted according to the yarn material and product requirements. For highly dense

fabrics, the weft yarn has to be pressed into the woven fabric of the yarn interlace-

ment with considerable force. For the high required weft beat-up force, a corre-

spondingly high warp yarn tension is required as counterforce. For a gentle

processing of glass and carbon yarns, high beat-up forces (shear stress) have to be

avoided. Therefore, only woven fabrics with low to medium densities can be

produced (see Sect. 5.3.2).

The weft yarn is always inserted into the shed in a stretched state. The stretched

weft yarn is pressed into the weave pattern by weft beat-up. The relation between

warp yarn and weft yarn tension determines the crimp of the weft yarn in the woven

fabric (see Sect. 5.3.1). The yarn tension resulting from the difference in length

between stretched feed and weft yarn crimp causes a contraction of the woven

fabric over its width. For a secure weaving process, this contraction has to be

prevented in the fabric formation zone by means of temple systems, which stretch

the woven fabric at the edges or across its entire width in weft direction. The temple

does not damage the woven fabric. The contraction of the woven fabric is thus

delayed until after the fabric leaves the temple. The extent of the contraction

Fig. 5.24 Weft insertion by

weft needle
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depends on the yarn properties, the weave pattern, the density of the woven fabric,

and the tension of the warp yarn.

In all modern weft insertion methods, the weft yarn is cut at the edge, creating an

open fabric selvedge, which is likely to cause fraying of the edge warp yarns. For

this reason, special selvedge devices are used to fix the edge warp yarns. In woven

fabrics for garments and home textiles, the end of the final weft yarn (ca. 1–2 cm) is

therefore inserted into the following shed and incorporated there (foundation lath).

In this manner, a solid selvedge can be realized. The leno selvedge, in which two or

more warp yarns changes their lateral position at the fabric edge at each weft

insertion and thus clamp the weft yarn, is utilized for technical textiles. The

principle of the leno weave pattern is detailed in Sect. 5.5.4. For the selvedge

formation, a variety of leno designs and different technical solutions are used [9].

5.4.7 Woven Fabric Take-off and Storage

Woven fabrics are usually taken off by means of a three-roller-take-off (take-off

roller with two deflection and clamping rollers). By controlling the take-off rollers,

the weft density of the woven fabric is adjusted. The maximum theoretical weft

density is determined by the used yarn, the warp yarn density, and the weave pattern

(see Sect. 5.3.1). When the weft density, which is set at the take-off of the woven

fabric, approaches the theoretical maximum, the strain on the warp yarns increases

considerably. Highly dense woven fabrics with barrier effects make high demands

on warp yarn materials and require optimum settings of all weaving machine

parameters. In the production of glass and carbon woven fabrics, low to medium

fabric densities achieve a gentle yarn processing.

The take-off rollers are equipped with different friction linings (silicone, sand-

paper, metal surface irregularities, and needles) for a safe take-off of the woven

fabric. The woven fabric is stored on a winder on the weaving machine for small lot

sizes. For large lot sizes, separate ascending batch winders are used. These winders

have either an internal or an external drive. The latter consists of two driven rolls on

which the wound core or the wound-up woven fabric are situated. With special

winders, which guarantee a constant rolling pressure by means of a controlled

pressure roller, glass and carbon woven fabrics can be stored with little to no

damage.
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5.5 2D Woven Fabric Structures

5.5.1 Conventional 2D Woven Fabrics

Conventional 2D woven fabrics consist of two interlacing orthogonal yarn systems

(see Sect. 5.2). Typical 2D woven fabrics for lightweight construction applications

are:

(a) Plain weaves

(b) Twill weaves

(c) Satin weaves

(d) Woven fabrics in extended or derived basic weave patterns, and

(e) Jacquard-woven fabrics

Types of woven fabrics used for lightweight construction applications are

described with regard to the woven fabric parameters (see Sect. 5.3.1). Particularly

in aeronautics, the woven fabrics are standardized and defined with regard to

material, appearance, weave pattern, and condition on delivery.

5.5.2 Two-Layer and Profiled Woven Fabrics

By using at least two warp and two weft yarn systems on one weaving machine, at

least two woven fabrics can be produced on top of one another (Fig. 5.25). The

systematic interlacing of selected warp and/or weft yarns of the one woven fabric

with the warp and/or weft yarns of the other woven fabric (connection, Fig. 5.25a)

allows the connection the two woven fabrics in parts or in their entirety. Substitut-

ing all warp and weft a yarn of the upper fabric for those of the bottom fabric

(change of fabric, Fig. 5.25b) is another option to create a connection between the

two fabrics.

The areas containing two fabric layers, connected fabric layers or a change of

fabric can be selected freely from the entire area of the woven fabric by using a

Jacquard technology. Subsequent process steps like cutting or molding enable the

manufacture of woven semi-finished products with 3D geometries. Figure 5.26

shows the hollow profiles producible with this technique [10]. For instance, side

airbags in vehicles are produced seamlessly with this technology [11]. The ready-

made technological processing of two-layer woven fabrics makes 2.5D geometries

for profiles feasible.
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5.5.3 Two-Dimensional Multilayered Woven Fabric
Structures

Multilayered woven fabrics consist of several stacked warp and weft yarn systems

in the fabric thickness direction. Classification of the multilayered woven fabrics as

2D or 3D structures is handled variably in the literature. Planar multilayered woven

fabrics and woven fabrics with 3D geometry without reinforcement yarns in Z

direction are classified as 2D woven fabric structures in accordance with the

definition in Sect. 2.3.1, while those 3D woven fabrics containing reinforcement

yarns in Z direction are counted among the 3D woven fabric structures (see

Sect. 5.6.1).

In textile technology, multilayered fabrics are classified according to the number

of fabric layers. Each fabric layer consists of at least one warp and one weft layer.

Thus, a two-layer woven fabric contains at least two warp and two weft layers.

From the perspective of composite materials, a composite made from a two-layer

Fig. 5.25 Two woven fabric layers with connecting area: (a) connection, (b) change of fabric

Fig. 5.26 Profiles producible with weaving technology: (a) tube joint profile, (b) carrier profiles
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woven fabric displays at least a four-layer structure (two reinforcement layers in X

direction, and two reinforcement layers in Y direction).

The warp and weft systems of the multilayered woven fabrics are weave-

technically interlaced to form a 2D woven fabric structure. While the warp and

weft yarns in single-layer standard woven fabrics are always arranged side-by-side

respectively, the warp and weft yarns of different layers of multilayered woven

fabrics are also placed on top of each other. Multilayered woven fabrics are

differentiated by the number of layers and the type of interlacement between

them. Figure 5.27 shows two different typical structures.

The number of warp and weft yarns processable on weaving machines is limited,

depending on the machine equipment and yarn properties. Multilayered woven

fabrics from glass yarns with thicknesses of up to 18 mm can be produced by

weaving technology [12]. For thicker woven fabrics, special technological mea-

sures have to be taken, which in turn will limit the width of the woven fabric. These

measures are described in Sect. 5.6.4 (3D orthogonal woven fabric).

Multilayered woven fabrics offer the possibility to orient warp and weft yarns

completely stretched in the structure. These structures are very similar to non-crimp

fabrics. For this reason, they are also referred to as Non-Crimp Weaves. As the warp
and weft yarns of the individual layers of these 2D woven fabric structures do not

cross one another, an auxiliary yarn system (binding warp) (Fig. 5.27) is required.

The stretched orientation of the warp and weft yarns gives the fiber-reinforced

plastic composites produced from these woven fabrics higher stiffness and strength

comparable to fiber-reinforced plastic composites manufactured from biaxial

non-crimp fabrics. Using multilayered woven fabrics as reinforcement semi-

finished products considerably reduces the cost-intensive handling of the layering

as well as the expense of composite formation. However, an increased number of

warp and weft layers will decrease the drapability of the 2D multilayered woven

fabric structures.

Fig. 5.27 Structural examples of multilayered woven fabrics (warp view)
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5.5.4 Leno-Woven Fabric

In comparison to the conventional woven fabrics described in Sect. 5.2, leno-woven
fabrics consist of at least two warp yarn systems and one weft yarn system. The two

warp yarn systems (stationary yarns and binding yarn systems) are entwined after

each weft insertion. For process-immanent reasons, these entwinements are realiz-

able only in the warp yarn system. Leno-woven fabrics are defined differently

depending on the manner of entwinement, the number of involved warp yarns,

and the amount of incorporated weft yarns. The most common weave pattern in

technical applications is the so-called single-weft two yarn standard leno (shortly,

standard leno) [13]. It consists of two alternately entwined warp yarns with one

incorporated weft yarn each (Fig. 5.28a) [8].

Leno-woven fabrics are usually described as healds or needle bar lenos. Struc-

turally, the two variations do not differ. Heald twists can be realized on any kind of

weaving machine, while needle bar lenos require special machines. Heald twists are

not suitable for technical yarns and productive manufacturing technologies, since

the yarns are subjected to high strains between the healds, which can damage the

filaments and are likely to reduce productivity. Needle bar lenos are suitable for

mass production. The yarns are not guided through healds, but through guide

needles, which considerably minimizes the mechanical strain during the weaving

process.

In contrast to conventional woven fabrics, the fabric density of leno-woven

fabrics cannot be determined by means of the equations by WALZ and

LUIBRANDT given in Sect. 5.3.1. It is necessary to calculate the fabric density

as the relation of total area to overlapped area for a typical surface element

(Eq. 5.2).

Fig. 5.28 (a) Conventional leno-woven fabric, (b) NCF leno-woven fabric
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As the binding yarn system has to be guided through the layers of stationary

yarns and weft yarn system, the maximum fabric density is lower than in standard

woven fabrics. Conventional leno-woven fabrics display a much higher slippage

resistance than conventional 2D woven fabrics due to the additional entwinement in

warp direction. A different crimp of stationary yarn system and binding yarn system

can be realized by using separate warp beams, resulting in a variation of the leno

interlacing point position within the textile reinforcement structure (Fig. 5.28). This

allows the production of woven fabrics with both very high and very low structural

elongation in warp direction. Particularly woven fabrics with almost stretched

oriented stationary yarns are well-suited for use as semi-finished products in

fiber-reinforced composite materials, because their properties are similar to those

of non-crimp fabrics (Figs. 5.28b and 5.29). Non-crimp fabrics are structures with

stretched yarn positions, and are usually manufactured as UD tape (1D structure) or

biaxial stitch-bonded fabrics (2D structure).

According to [14], woven fabrics in leno weave pattern are suitable for an even

impregnation and deaeration in injection and infusion methods. Due to the asym-

metric structure of single-layer laminates made from leno-woven fabrics with low

structural elongation, preferred flow directions will occur along channels formed by

the yarns. In contrast to conventional non-crimp fabrics, leno-woven fabrics do not

experience broaching of the reinforcement yarns by the binding yarn system. This

greatly reduces yarn damage. Beyond that, the drapability of the woven fabric and

the yarn pull-out capacity in the composite are vastly improved. Today, leno-woven

fabrics are primarily used in selected technical applications. For example, technical

leno-woven fabrics with high structural elongation are used as reinforcing mate-

rials, in crack bridging of plastering mortar, or as textile membranes, while woven

fabric with low structural elongation are utilized as coated (and thus stabilized) grid

structures for the reinforcement of mineral matrices [15], and for injection molding

reinforcement.

5.5.5 Multiaxial Woven Fabric

Multiaxial woven fabrics as 2D structures with at least three yarn systems arranged

at non-right angles to one another were originally patented in 1974 (Fig. 5.30)
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[16]. In contrast to orthogonal woven fabrics, they contain yarn systems in at least

three directions within the plane. By increasing the number of axes in the plane, the

slippage resistance is enhanced significantly, because each individual interlacing

unit acts as a fully defined three-hinged arch, instead of a four-hinged arch. Triaxial

woven fabrics with one weft yarn system and two warp yarn systems are typical.

Each of the yarn systems encloses an angle of, for instance, 60� between two fiber

Fig. 5.29 Fundamental

stress-strain behavior,

depending on the structure

Fig. 5.30 Manufacturing

process for the production

of multiaxial woven fabrics,

according to Norris
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axes. This angle depends partly on the weft density and the rotational speed of the

warp beams. Furthermore, multiaxial woven fabrics with more than three axes

(tetraxial, pentaxial) can be produced. A higher number of axes results in increased

isotropy of the multiaxial woven fabrics.

Multiaxial woven fabrics are produced on special weaving machines in which

the warp yarns are fed by segmented, rotationally arranged warp beams or single

spools. The reversal points of the diagonal warp yarns are situated at the edge of the

fabric. The underlying machine technology is very complex, its operation requires a

lot of effort, and its productivity is very limited. Shed formation of the diagonal

yarns is not performed by healds, but by open yarn guides arrayed perpendicular to

the warp yarn plane [17].

The weave patterns are classified analogously to the orthogonal woven fabrics.

The plain weave pattern is defined as the basic weave pattern, i.e. the yarns of two

axis directions alternately interlace below or above one another (Fig. 5.31a). Tri-

axial plain-woven fabrics are distinguished by their high dimensional stability and

permeability. The created hexagonal opening are nearly twice the size of the

effective diameter of the yarns used [18]. This is caused by the interlacing point

between two systems preventing a telescoping of the yarns of the third system. The

woven fabric densities of triaxial fabrics in plain weave are circa 67 % and

decreases successively with increasing number of axes (tetraxial: ca. 55 %,

pentaxial: ca. 20 %) [19]. More complex weave patterns, such as the triaxial

woven fabric in twill weave can be manufactured analogously and may feature a

closed surface. The fabric density of the depicted structure is 100 %. With an

increased number of axes, the yarn density in axis direction will decrease, although

dense structures remain feasible.

According to [20], triaxial woven fabrics can be draped much easier than

orthogonal woven fabrics. Moreover, their use simplifies a layered structuring of

multidirectionally reinforced composites. Especially for layers with an axis orien-

tation other than 0� or 90�, the cutting waste is significantly reduced, which makes

them particularly interesting for cost-intensive high-performance fiber materials.

Fig. 5.31 (a) Triaxial plain-woven fabric, (b) triaxial twill-woven fabric
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For example, ultra-lightweight, open-cell, foldable parabolic aerials are being made

from coated triaxial woven fabrics in plain weave (0�, 60�, and 120�).
The manufacturing costs and production effort of multiaxial woven fabrics

increase with the growing number of axes. Since triaxial woven fabrics are com-

plicated and cost-intensive to produce, their applications are limited to niche and

decorative uses.

5.5.6 Open Reed Woven Fabrics

To integrate additional warp yarn systems variably incorporated across the width

into the weaving process, it is necessary to open the reed upwards. By means of

special yarn guiding elements, this allows the insertion of additional yarns between

the open reed and the heald frames, which are comparably more stable than

standard reeds. The additional yarns are fed to the machine through a bypass

(additional warp stop motions, deflection systems, yarn guiding elements)

(Fig. 5.32). The yarn guiding elements are slidably mounted on a rail within a

conventional heald frame, perpendicular to the direction of production. Thus, the

heald frame drives of the weaving machine allow vertical travel, while additional

linear drives provide lateral offset [21]. For dipping the additional yarns into the

ground warp yarns, the following methods exist.

5.5.6.1 Open Reed Weaving

Due to positive locking effects the dimensions of the yarn guiding elements in open

reed weaving create wider gaps between the warp yarns in the upper shed. Due to

the warp yarn tension, corresponding gaps are opened in the reed, through which the

additional yarns can change their position through the upper shed to the bottom

shed without interlacing with the ground warp. The width of the yarn guiding

elements is dimensioned to create a wide enough gap in the reed to allow the

additional yarns to be positioned securely between the selvedge and the reed despite

an angular yarn inlet. After dipping, weft insertion takes place, and the additional

yarns are bound off. In the following weaving cycle, the yarn guiding elements are

lifted back out of the shed and can be laterally displaced before the next lowering.

This way, nearly unlimited varieties of patterning effects can be realized

(Fig. 5.33).

The open reed weaving devices can be installed as a module in the weaving

machine and does not limit the performance potential and application spectrum of

the machine. Jacquard-like weave patterns can be realized (Fig. 5.33), obviating

subsequent stitching processes of pattern-adapted yarns.
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5.5.6.2 Open Reed Multiaxial Weaving

In open reed multiaxial weaving, the yarn guiding elements are dipped into the

ground warps in a positively locking manner (Fig. 5.34). The remaining reed gaps

are covered segment-by-segment by means of a specifically formed open reed with

angled tips, and a funnel is formed to receive the additional yarns in the designated

gap. Analogous to open reed weaving, the additional yarns are bound off by the

weft yarns, and the yarn systems are separated and subsequently offset laterally by

linear drives.

The additional systems are also integrated in the weaving machine as modules

and do not affect the performance potential and application spectrum. The capabil-

ity to laterally offset the additional yarns allows the manufacture of leno-woven

fabrics in different types of weave pattern (standard leno, selvedge motion, and

combined leno weave pattern). This method makes complex weave patterns feasi-

ble, significantly extending the weave pattern variety of wide woven fabrics. The

economic manufacture of so-called selvedge motions is especially interesting, as it

allows the realization of significantly more slippage resistant woven fabrics for

agricultural and filtration applications or geotextiles.

Fig. 5.32 Functional principle of open reed weaving (Source: Lindauer Dornier GmbH)

Fig. 5.33 Examples of open reed woven fabric for curtains (Source: Lindauer Dornier GmbH)
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On the other hand, multiaxial woven fabrics with two orthogonal yarn systems,

and locally reinforced woven fabrics become feasible. These consist of an orthog-

onal basic woven fabric in any desired weave pattern (plain, twill, satin, leno;

Fig. 5.35) and one or two diagonal warps oriented toward the former at an

adjustable angle and fixed to the ground warp by binding-technical means. The

incline of the diagonal yarns can be varied in a range of 10�–170� against the weft
axis.

The open reed weaving technology offers the possibility to extend the patterning

diversity for woven fabrics immensely, and subsequently reduces the most cost-

intensive processes (e.g. embroidery, layer structure. The technology makes the

development of leno-woven fabrics with complex weave pattern, triaxial and

tetraxial woven fabrics, and locally reinforced woven fabrics feasible.

5.5.7 2D Polar Weave pattern

Polar woven fabrics consist of helically arranged warp yarns and radially running

weft yarns (Fig. 5.36) [22]. These 2D structures will be referred to as 2D polar

woven fabrics in the following. For reasons of their width, they are classified as

narrow textiles. The individual weft yarns are inserted as needed, i.e. by single

bobbins (creels). A specially modified fabric take-off with conical rollers creates

the helix by taking off the woven fabric more from the outer than from the inner

Fig. 5.34 Principle of open reed multiaxial weaving (Source: Lindauer Dornier GmbH)
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radius. For reasons of manufacturing, these woven fabrics have a homogenous

structure in warp direction. The yarn density generally decreases gradually in weft

direction from the central axis.

In principle, all basic weave patterns can be realized. 2D polar woven fabrics in

plain weave have been marketed most successfully. The varying distribution of

weft yarns influences the mechanical properties. According to [23], 2D polar-

woven fabrics have a constant and usually higher specific modulus in warp than

in weft direction. This is caused by the even warp yarn density and the varying weft

yarn density across the width of the fabric caused by method-inherent reasons.

Since the warp yarns run on concentric circles, 2D polar woven fabrics are

suitable for the load-adapted reinforcement of rotationally symmetric structures. In

contrast to orthogonal woven fabrics, all fibers run along the main directions of

loading (radial, tangential) and do not need to be shaped by costly and elaborate

draping and cutting processes.

Usually, 2D polar woven fabrics are used for reinforcing the edges of disks or

(partly) circular excavations. Woven cable harnesses are another example of

application [24].

Fig. 5.35 Examples of the open-reed woven fabric: (a) triaxial, (b) tetraxial, (c) combined

interlacing leno weave pattern, (d) local reinforcement (Source: Lindauer Dornier GmbH)
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5.5.8 Woven 3D Geometries in Shell Shapes

The groundwork of near-net shape weaving of shell-shaped woven 3D geometries

(with 2D structure) was laid by a development from 1993 [25]. With the help of a

technical demonstrator unit, it could be shown that the manufacture of hemisphere

shells without subsequent draping process is entirely possible. To produce shell-

shaped, woven 3D geometries, it is necessary to guide the warp yarns to the shed

individually. This requires a single yarn feeding and compensation. Three different

methods are combined to create the three-dimensional shape:

• Variation of the relative woven fabric density: The weave diagram-related

change of the woven fabric density factor influences the inner structure of the

woven fabric insofar as increasing local structural tension due to varying crimp

lengths, causing the unfixed woven fabric to bulge. This requires the individual

selection of the warp yarns by means of a Jacquard machine.

• Variation of the warp yarn density: Using a reed with bars oriented in a fan shape

(so-called V reed, Fig. 5.37) and adjustable height, the warp yarn density can be

varied locally.

Fig. 5.36 Schematic

illustration of a 2D polar

woven fabrics
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• Variation of the take-up speed of the individual warp yarn: By varying the take-

up speed of individual warp yarns or at least individual sections, the local weft

density is changed. The fixation is then achieved by subsequent weft insertions,

creating a specific three-dimensional formation of the woven fabric. Usually,

auxiliary copies of the molded bodies are used for this purpose [25, 26]. For

method-inherent reasons, neither closed geometries nor undercuts are producible

this way, as the elements of the auxiliary copy of the molded body have to be

removed again from the woven fabric.

Although this method requires extensive mechanical efforts (e.g. an adapted

take-up system for each geometry), it enables the creation of near-net shape shell

geometries for highly loaded component groups. The significant advantages of

shell-shaped woven 3D geometries over draped 2D semi-finished products are in

their own semi-finished products, which do not require cutting, are crease-free, and

arranged reproducibly and load-oriented, giving them much better mechanical

parameters.

Shell-shaped woven 3D geometries are primarily used in the manufacture of

seamless shells (e.g. helmets, hemispheric shells or open cuboids) or strips with

tapers, branching, or curvatures. By varying the weave diagram, the strips can also

be manufactured as closed tubes, making pipes with variable diameter feasible.

5.6 3D Woven Fabric Structures

5.6.1 Three-Dimensional Multilayered Woven Fabrics
with Integrally Woven Profiles

Multilayered woven fabrics as 3D structures consist of several stacked warp and

weft yarn systems. Planar multilayered woven fabrics without reinforcement yarns

Fig. 5.37 V-shaped reed
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in Z direction are classified as 2D woven fabric structures (see Sect. 5.5.3), while

those containing reinforcement yarns in Z direction are counted among the 3D

structures. The geometries of 2D and 3D multilayered woven fabrics can be

identical. The decisive factor in classification as a 3D woven fabric structure is

the use of high-performance yarns in the binding yarn system (in Z direction). 3D

multilayered structures also can be manufactured as so-called non-crimp weaves

(Fig. 5.38).

Aramid, glass, and carbon yarns or high-strength yarns can be used as binding

yarns in Z direction. This way, a simultaneous reinforcement of the structures in Z

direction is achieved. The composite materials produced from these woven fabrics

have better out-of-plane properties distinguished by higher delamination resistance

and energy absorption under impact and crash loads. By adjusting the content ratio

of high-performance yarns in the Z reinforcement and by changing the arrangement

of the high-performance yarns in Z direction, these properties can be set to suit the

specific requirements. Content ratio of high-performance yarns in Z-reinforcement

can be controlled by binding technical means and/or by mixing with thermoplastic

yarns [27].

Using the basic principle of 3D multilayer weaving technology, a variety of

profiles with a range of geometries can be developed. With the two-layered woven

fabric reinforcement structures introduced in Sect. 5.5.2, the complexity of the

profiles can be extended. Implementing 3D multilayer weaving technology on

needle ribbon looms, the subsequent cutting of the profiles required in broad

weaving is omitted. Narrow woven profiles also display compact selvedges. As

the maximum warp density on needle ribbon looms is higher than on broad weaving

machines, semi-finished products for profiles with greater wall strengths can be

produced. To manufacture profiles of varying widths along the production direc-

tion, a V reed (Fig. 5.37) is required. Further structural changes of the profile

geometry are made possible by the reversal of individual weft yarns in the woven

fabrics. Because a selected warp width at the selvedge does not form a shed at weft

insertion due to the joint lift or reduction of all warp yarns, and because no shed

change takes place after weft insertion, no yarn interlacing occurs in the area. The

Fig. 5.38 Structure examples of 3D multilayer woven fabrics (warp cross-section view)
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weft yarn reverses at the inner edge of this area. While this solution can only be

used on the weft insertion side of needle ribbon looms, it is feasible on both

selvedges on shuttle ribbon looms.

Using the above mentioned technological possibilities, shuttle ribbon looms can

be used to produce tubes with variable and asymmetric diameters. Furthermore, a

variety of profiles, such as L, T, and double-T profiles, can be manufactured

(Fig. 5.39) [28]. From a weave technical perspective, it is possible to vary the

profile shape along the tape. Additional weaving-technical modifications allow the

production of helical tapes.

In the field of technical textiles, a number of tapes manufactured in this manner

are used for belts, lifting equipment, load absorption and transfer elements,

seatbelts, safety harnesses, and so on. In the composite material sector, tapes

made from glass and carbon yarns are used for the partial reinforcement of

composite components, and for specialized parts.

5.6.2 Woven Spacer Fabrics

Conventional woven spacer fabrics consist of two layers of woven fabrics

connected by pile yarns (Fig. 5.40).

For the structure of the top and bottom fabrics, any weave patterns and materials

used in flat-fabric production can be used. The pile yarns connecting both woven

fabric layers are principally made from warp yarns. As the warp yarns cannot

change their lateral position, the pile yarns are always oriented vertically in a

sectional view in weft direction. In a sectional view in warp direction, they can

also be oriented angularly (Fig. 5.41). On the contrary, the pile yarns are always

arranged vertically in warp direction and randomly in transverse direction in warp-

knitted spacer fabrics (see Sect. 7.5).

Woven spacer fabrics are preferably produced on weaving machine with double

rapier systems (Fig. 5.42). Two sheds are arranged one above the other and two weft

yarns are inserted simultaneously by two pairs of rapier rods. In the shed, the warp

yarns of the ground warp switch from the top position to the center of the shed (top

fabric), or from the center of the shed to the bottom position (bottom fabric). The

Fig. 5.39 Woven profiles
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pile warp yarns are selected by dobbies or Jacquard machines in manner that makes

them freely arrangeable in the shed in the top, center, or bottom position.

The distance between both layers of woven fabric can be adjusted up to 100 mm.

By using so-called loose weft yarns, distances of several meters can be realized in

the product. As the pile yarn is integrated with one loose weft in top and bottom

fabric, and the loose weft is subsequently removed from the woven fabric, the pile

yarn will come loose from the woven fabric in these places. The free pile yarn

length between the layers increases (for process-inherent reasons, it increases in

uneven-numbered multiplications of the woven fabric distance), and the distance

between the woven fabric layers increases correspondingly.

Fig. 5.40 Cross-section view of a woven spacer fabric (Source: Stäubli GmbH)

Fig. 5.41 Sectional view of a conventional woven spacer fabric: (a) warp direction, (b) weft

direction

Fig. 5.42 Manufacture of woven spacer fabrics
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The use of bend-proof yarns (e.g. monofiles) necessary for resilient surfaces in

the pile requires more bend-proof weft yarns and very high warp yarn tensile forces

to form the yarn interlacing and reversal of direction of the pile yarns in the surface

layers.

Conventionally, double rapier system weaving machines are used for the man-

ufacture of velours and carpets. For these products, the pile yarns are cut in the

weaving machine, and two woven fabrics with velours surface are created. For the

field of technical textiles, covers for paint rollers, woven spacer fabrics for air

mattresses, air beds, or rubber dinghies are produced. Such spacer fabrics are

classified as 3D geometries with a 2D reinforcement because of the use of thermo-

plastic yarns in the pile. For special applications, such as the production of double-

walled tanks [29], spacer fabrics with high-performance fiber materials in all yarn

systems are used (Fig. 5.43a). Such resin-laminated spacer fabrics are classified as

3D structures and are used, for instance, as lightweight construction plates (e.g. in

boat building) (Fig. 5.43b).

5.6.3 Terry Weaving and Pleated Woven Fabrics

A special weaving technique called terry weaving can be used to produce 3D woven

fabric reinforcement structures. In terry weaving, selected warp yarns or sections of

the woven fabric are pushed out of the fabric plane. Figure 5.44 shows the basic

principle used for the manufacture of terry woven fabric for towels and similar

products. The formation of the pleated woven fabric is performed in three steps. In

the first step, the distance between the two weft yarns is increased. With this

distance, the height of the loop is adjusted. Afterwards, the ground warp yarns

and the pile yarns forming the loop are usually connected by three wefts. In the third

step, the gap created between the weft yarns in the first step is pushed together with

the reed. The ground warp is kept tense during this time, while the pile warp is

slackened. Depending on the weave pattern, the pile yarns jump upward or down-

ward out of the woven fabric surface as pile loops. Larger weft distances and the

subsequent pushing of the weft yarns can be realized technically by an offset of the

Fig. 5.43 (a) Woven spacer fabrics, (b) consolidated lightweight construction plate
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entire woven fabric with the warp yarns in warp direction, or by a variable stroke of

the reed.

To create fabric pleats, the warp yarn is excluded from weaving at the desired

length of the pleat in the first step. After weaving the length of the pleat, the

excluded floating warp yarns are inserted back into the woven fabric by means of

one to three weft yarns. In a last step, a terry weaving device is used to relocate the

entire woven fabric against the processing direction according to the length of the

pleats to be formed. While the floating yarns are kept tense, the reed is used to push

the weft yarns together in a way that eliminates floating. The woven fabric formed

parallel to the floating then jumps out of the woven fabric surface in the shape of a

pleat. This basic technology can also be implemented on double rapier system

weaving machines with two woven fabric layers with an inside pleat connecting

both woven fabric layers. Figure 5.45 shows the principle [30].

In a first step, the two surfaces are woven. Afterwards, the rib is woven, with a

portion of the warp yarns arranged floating on top and bottom. In the center of the

rib, the rib fabrics change position and are connected at the end to the floating yarns

by one to three wefts after reaching a predefined rib length. Afterwards, the pleats

are formed, with the fabric pleat being set upright as a rib between the two woven

fabric layers. Figure 5.46 shows a corresponding rib fabric after consolidation, fit

Fig. 5.44 Principle of terry weaving
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for use as a lightweight construction plate. The take-up of such spacer fabrics

requires the use of special systems protecting the 3D geometry of the woven fabrics

by a system of support rods, and linearly taking up the spacer fabric, with integrated

support rods, by roller pairs. The take-up direction can be supplemented by an

automated cutting and magazine system for gathering and storing the spacer fabric

preforms. With this technique a wide range of different geometries (u-shaped,

v-shaped, and curved) can be realized [31, 32].

5.6.4 3D Orthogonal Woven Fabrics

3D orthogonal woven fabrics consist of yarn systems standing on another in the

three spatial directions. They are also called “through-the-thickness fabrics”, as

stretched reinforcement yarn layers are realizable in any spatial direction. They are

manufactured by feeding warp yarns in production direction by means of a slotted

mask. The yarn feeding can be performed in nearly any desired cross-section

Fig. 5.45 Principle of terry weaving for spacer structures with (a) floating warp yarns, and (b)

closed pleat

Fig. 5.46 Spacer structure as (a) rib fabric and (b) consolidated composite plate
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geometry and is mainly orientated towards the cross-section of the planned com-

ponent. In general, two production methods are distinguished:

(a) Two warp yarn systems and one weft yarn system

In the market, the 3Weave™ method is well-established. It weave-technically

interlaces a non-undulating weft and warp yarn system each with an additional

binding warp (Fig. 5.47a) [33]. The healds undergo a significant deflection in

this process, which greatly limits the processing of shear-sensitive fiber mate-

rials (e.g. carbon) and the variety of viable weave patterns.

(b) One warp yarn system and two weft yarn systems

Several weft yarns are inserted perpendicular to the fed warp yarns, first in Y,

then in Z direction, and then bound off by the warp yarns (Fig. 5.47b). For this

reason, the shed formation has to be performed in Z or Y direction, which

requires elaborate weaving machine technology. For this reason, the produc-

tion of 3D orthogonal woven fabrics is limited in width, height, and produc-

tivity. With the patented method described in [34] directly interwoven semi-

finished products of up to 60� 60 warp yarns can be realized.

3D orthogonal woven fabrics have a regular reinforcement in three spatial

directions. Additionally, stretched yarns can be integrated, which are irrele-

vant for the formation of the woven fabric, but increase volume and stiffness.

Due to the spatial arrangement of the individual yarns and the related dis-

placement of orthogonal yarn systems, 3D orthogonal woven fabrics cannot be

produced at any desired density. Using a multifilament yarn, and at identical

yarn content ratio and identical type of yarn in all three spatial directions, a

maximum fiber volume count of 68 % (compared to 80 % UD non-crimp

fabrics) can be achieved. In contrast, composites made from 3D orthogonal

woven fabrics exhibit very good delamination behavior across the entire cross-

section. Due to the limited dimension, this method is primarily suitable for the

manufacture of complex-geometry profiles with limited cross-sections for

quasi-isotropic composite components. A special challenge is posed by the

Fig. 5.47 3D orthogonal weaving (a) production method according to 3Tex, (b) production

method according to Biteam—Tape Weaving Sweden AB
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complete impregnation during composite formation, as the flow of the matrix

is complicated by both the transverse yarn systems and the high degree of

compacting of the voluminous structures.

5.6.5 3D Polar Woven Fabrics

3D polar woven fabrics consist of three yarn systems running in axial, circumfer-

ence, and radial direction of a cylinder.

During the 1990s, 3D polar woven fabrics were introduced at conferences and in

textbooks [33, 35, 36]. However, the method has not been established in the market

and is rarely used. Only a few research institutions in Japan are still performing

basic research on 3D polar woven fabrics. Recent publications regarding this

process are not available.

Typical properties of 3D polar woven fabrics are given in tables in [35]. They are

suitable for the manufacture of cylindrical hollow structures (Fig. 5.48). Similar to

2D polar woven fabrics (see Sect. 5.5.7), the yarn density decreases in radial

direction at increasing distance from the central axis. By adjusting the fiber

materials to be used, the yarn distances and yarn numbers, it is principally possible

to produce load-adapted textile semi-finished products. An automated manufacture

requires extensive effort and does not represent the state of the art.

5.7 Functional Integration

Functional integration refers to the creation of an additional functionality beyond

the original function of the woven fabric. This additional functionality is achieved

by introducing additional materials with special properties into the woven fabric. In

general, any material that is not used as the basic material of the woven fabric and

Fig. 5.48 3D polar woven

fabrics
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has specific properties which can generate an additional functionality in the woven

fabric can be used as functional material. Additional materials can take the form of

yarns or component parts. The basic prerequisite for the integration of filamentary

materials is their textile processability. Examples of such weaving-technically

processable yarns include thermoplastic yarns, electrically conductive yarns on a

metal basis, or electrically conductive carbon rovings. They can be inserted locally

as warp or weft material, realizing sensor networks. Apart from inserting filamen-

tary materials to generate an additional function, components can also be integrated

in the woven fabric. This is based on the progressing miniaturization of both

electrical and mechanical construction elements. Examples of such functional

elements include RFID tags, sensor knots, or inserts for mechanical connections.

One possibility to integrate functional elements is the formation of pockets in the

woven fabric structure. This can be performed by weave-technical means by

alternating single-layer and multilayer woven fabric, where only the section of

the functional element features multiple layers.
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Chapter 6

Semi-finished Weft Knitted Fabrics and Weft

Knitting Techniques

Wolfgang Trümper

This chapter details the most important development steps, binding elements, and

basic bindings of weft knitting as well as the basic properties of weft knitted fabrics.

This overview will include the various ways of influencing the properties of a

mechanical engineering-based production of knitted fabrics. One focus of the

chapter will be to provide an introduction to the wide range of possibilities in the

realization of suitable, near-net shape, semi-finished, weft knitted fabrics, particu-

larly for use in fiber composite components. One crucial prerequisite for that is the

load-adapted integration of stretched reinforcing yarns into the knitted structure. In

connection with the extensive technological shaping possibilities during manufac-

ture, and with a subsequent drapability adjustable by means of stitch length, ideal

conditions are created for a wrinkle-free production of weft knitted fabrics for

complex component geometries. Due to the structure of weft knitted fabrics, such

components exhibit outstanding properties, in particular with regard to impact

loads.

6.1 Introduction and Overview

Knitting boasts a long tradition in the production of garments and presumably

originated in the Middle East. Knitted stockings unearthed in the region have

been dated to the time of the second to third century AD. In Europe knitting needles

and the hand-knitted products manufactured with them have been known since the

fourth century AD. For the production of hand-made knitted fabrics, two-needle and

four-needle techniques are known [1].
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William Lee’s invention of the stocking hand frame in 1589 was the first step in

the mechanization of stitch formation. The stocking frame invented by Lee

contained one needle bed and was able to produce roughly 600 stitches per minute,

equaling the sixfold productivity of an experienced manual knitter. An improved

stocking hand frame produced by Lee in 1609 more than doubled that number to

1,500 stitches per minute. In 1758, Jedediah Strutt patented a stocking frame with a

second needle bed arranged at a right angle to the first one [2].

Stitch formation became much easier after Matthew Townsend patented the

latch needle in 1847. Up to this point, an especially designed needle tip had to be

pressed against the needle shaft to enable stitch formation by closing the needle

hook. The invention of the latch needle also served as the stepping stone to the

creation of the first flat knitting machine by William Lamb in 1863 [3].

The automation of weft knitting began in the 1950s with the manufacture of

stocking products as complete garments. At roughly the same time, the first semi-

automatic weft knitting machines for gloves were constructed [4]. The recent weft

knitting machine generations, through the possibility of single needle selection and

the use of special yarn guides, allow a wide variety of realizable knitting patterns

[1]. Apart from complex structural and color patterns, the machines can also be

used for the manufacture of complete garments such as pullovers or swimwear in a

single production step. Beyond these, weft knitting technology offers ideal condi-

tions for the production of near-net shape technical textiles, for instance for use as

reinforcement structures in lightweight construction [5, 6].

To facilitate understanding, a general classification of warp and weft knitting

machines will be included, which can be done according to different criteria.

Figure 6.1 shows a classification of the machines by principle-inherent needle

movement (individual or joint), and by yarn presentation at the needles (transverse

and longitudinal). Other criteria for classification of weft and warp knitting are the

technology of the stitch formation and the required process cycles (Fig. 6.2).

Generally, flat and circular geometries of the needle bed are known for all

machine types except warp knitting machines. Suitable machines are available for

the basic bindings given in brackets in Fig. 6.1, but are currently not being built

anymore or do not play any major role in production.

The various weft knitting techniques for conventional weft knitted structures

like pullovers are the foundation of any new machine concept developments for the

realization of semi-finished products for sophisticated technical applications, such

as fiber composite components for lightweight construction.
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Fig. 6.1 Systematization of the classification of warp and weft knitting machines according to

needle motion (abbreviations of the standard structures, RL single jersey, RR double jersey, LL purl

stitch, see also Sect. 6.2.3)

Fig. 6.2 Work steps of the stitch formation in knitting, cotton-type knitting and warp knitting (see

[7])
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6.2 Fundamentals

6.2.1 General Remarks

Weft knitting is a fabric formation method in which the yarn material is fed

transversely on the needles and formed into stitches by the needles. The textile

fabric is created by connecting the stitches. In general, the same work cycle on the

needles across the working width is performed consecutively.

The difference between weft knitting, cotton-type knitting, and warp knitting,
apart from the direction of yarn feeding, is in the process step of stitch forming.
While stitch forming is part of the knockover work step of weft knitting, the stitch is
formed in a separate step in Cotton-type knitting. In warp knitting, the steps of stitch

forming and yarn guiding are performed simultaneously (Fig. 6.2). In addition, the

same work step is performed on all needles across the working width at the same

time in warp knitting (compare Chap. 7).

In the following sections of the chapter, the binding elements of weft knitting

will be introduced, basic bindings will be shown, and the main parameters to

influence and describe the properties of weft knitted fabrics during manufacturing

will be derived from the previous information. Emphasis will be placed on those

properties crucial for the manufacture of textile reinforcement semi-finished prod-

ucts by weft knitting.

The terminology for the binding elements is based on the specifications laid out

in standards EN ISO 4921 and EN ISO 8388.

6.2.2 Binding Elements

6.2.2.1 Stitch

The basic binding element of weft knitting is the stitch (Fig. 6.3). It consists of the

head, two legs and two feet. Stitches always contain head and foot intermeshing

points. The geometry of the stitch can be described with regards to the width (bM)

and height (hM). The length of the yarn material contained in a stitch is referred to as

stitch length (lM). Deformations of the weft knitted fabrics, e.g. by application of

force, result in changes of stitch width and stitch height, but do not in any way

influence the stitch length.

Depending on the manufacturer and type of machine, latch needles or compound

needles are used in weft knitting machines (Fig. 6.4), with latch needles being more

popular at the time of publication.

For the stitch formation, a yarn presentation in the opened needle hook is

required. In latch needles, the opening and closing of the needle hook is performed

by a motion of the needle tongue, usually initiated by the head of a previous stitch

carried on the needle. Brushes at the carriage in the area of the stitch-forming
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elements support the opening and closing of the needle hook especially during the

initial insertion of the yarn into empty needles or in critical knitting situation. For

the stitch formation, only the motion of the needle needs to be controlled.

Compound needles are equipped with an independently controllable slider to

open and close the needle hook. For stitch formation, both the needle and the slider

have to be moved. In comparison to latch needles, this manner of stitch formation

requires a much smaller maximum clearing path. The resulting smaller relative

motion between needle and yarn material can positively affect the friction stresses

exerted on the yarn material. Therefore, compound needles are tools with a high

potential for the processing of more sensitive yarn materials or for increasing

machine speed during knitting.

Figure 6.5 shows the schematics of a cam box driving latch needles in a flat

knitting machine with one needle bed. The numbers signify the individual needle

positions (compare Fig. 6.6).

The needle positions traversed by the needles during stitch formation are given

with their designations in Fig. 6.6.

At the beginning of the stitch formation, the needle is in its basic position (1). A

yarn stitch with foot intermeshing point, but without head intermeshing point (half

stitch) is positioned in the needle hook. In a first step, the needle is cleared into the

tuck position (2). The half stitch slips across the needle shaft onto the needle tongue,

which is opened by the motion. After that, the needle is moved into the clearing

position, the highest position during stitch formation.

Fig. 6.3 Components of a stitch and stitch geometry

Fig. 6.4 Compound and latch needles in the basic position (left), and with opened needle hook

(right)
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Fig. 6.5 Schematics of a cam box with needle running sequence

Fig. 6.6 Stitch formation and needle positions on a flat knitting machine equipped with latch

needles
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In this position, the half stitch is located on the needle shaft behind the needle

tongue. After this, the needle is retracted back into the yarn insertion position (4).

Here a piece of the yarn, which is fed to the needles by a yarn feeder, is inserted into

the needle hook. The half stitch is located directly behind the needle tongue. Due to

the subsequent backward motion of the needle, the half stitch closes the needle

tongue. The half stitch is then landed on the needle tongue (landing position). In a

final step, the stitch formation is completed by the knockover of the half stitch off

the needle. For this, the yarn piece in the needle hook is pulled through the half

stitch and a new half stitch is created by moving the needle to the knockover

position (5). Adjustment of the stitch cam enables variable stitch length.

For method-inherent reasons, the stitch has two differing sides. The right stitch
side shows the legs, while the left stitch side shows the heads and feet. In Fig. 6.7,

the respective parts of the stitch are shown in a darker shade.

Within one knitted fabric, horizontally arranged stitches are referred to as course
(CD), while vertically arranged stitches are called wale (WD) (Fig. 6.8).

6.2.2.2 Tuck Stitch

A tuck or tuck stitch contains only a head intermeshing point, a foot intermeshing

point does not exist (Fig. 6.9, left). Technically, a tuck is created by not knocking

over a yarn loop or half stitch held by the needle hook, but by insertion of additional

yarn loops into the needle hook while the needles are in tuck position. The needles

do not achieve the clearing position and are moved into the knockover position

immediately after yarn insertion (Fig. 6.6). Depending on needle geometry and the

yarn material used, the number of tucks that can be formed consequently on one

needle is limited.

Fig. 6.7 Right and left stitch side of a right-left knitted fabric
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6.2.2.3 Miss Stitch

A miss stitch is a piece of yarn stretched across at least one needle and having

neither head nor foot intermeshing point (Fig. 6.9, right). A miss stitch is bordered

on both ends by a tuck or stitch.

6.2.2.4 Weft Inlay

A weft inlay is a piece of yarn inserted stretched in course direction, but not

bordered by any other binding element like tuck or stitch. A weft inlay can be

inserted across the entire width of the knitted fabric or across sections only (partial
weft inlay) (Fig. 6.10).

Fig. 6.8 Terminology of knitted fabric directions: horizontal—course direction (CD), vertical—
wale direction (WD)

Fig. 6.9 Binding elements: Tuck (left) and miss stitch (right)
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6.2.2.5 Warp Yarn

A warp yarn is a piece of yarn usually inserted stretched in wale direction, and not

bordered by binding elements like tuck or stitch (Fig. 6.10, right). Warp yarns are

usually inserted between two needles. By means of a warp yarn displacement, a

diagonal arrangement of the warp yarns deviating from the wale direction can be

achieved in the knitted fabrics.

The formation of a textile fabric in knitting as such is always based on the

combination of stitches. The other binding elements serve the purposes of the

patterning and local alteration of fabric properties.

6.2.3 Basic Bindings

6.2.3.1 General Remarks

The term binding refers to the manner of yarn interlacing or the arrangement of

binding elements in a knitted fabric. Only the binding element stitch is used in basic
bindings. Depending on the arrangement of right and left stitch sides of the knitted

fabric, there are four distinguishable basic bindings. In addition to the basic

bindings, the literature gives a wide range of bindings which are derived from

theses, e.g. by using the binding elements tuck and/or miss stitch. Beyond those, a

free arrangement of binding elements can be used to develop so-called “fancy

bindings”. When realizing bindings, a logical, knitting-technically feasible

sequence of binding elements on each needle has to be kept.

6.2.3.2 Single Jersey

Single jersey knitted fabrics are single-layer knitted fabrics created on one needle

bed by a generally identical knockover direction of all stitches off the needles. They

show the legs on the right side of the knitted fabric, and the heads and feet of the

stitches on the left side of the knitted fabric (Fig. 6.11). Knitting machines with at

least one needle bed are required for the production of single jersey fabrics.

Fig. 6.10 Binding elements weft inlay (left), and partial weft inlay (center), and combined with

warp yarns (right)
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Due to the binding-related arrangement of the stitches, single jersey fabrics

display a high tendency to roll from the left to the right fabric edge and from the

bottom to the top edge. This is caused by interior states of stress resulting from the

deformation of the yarn material into space curves, and by the attempts of the fabric

to attain a state of lowest possible stresses.

6.2.3.3 Double Jersey

Double jersey knitted fabrics are two-layered knitted fabrics created by the wale-

wise alternation of the knockover direction of the stitches off the needles. Two

needle beds on the knitting machines are arranged in a manner that places a needle

of the second needle bed centrally between two needles of the first needle bed. In a

no-stress state, both sides of the knitted fabric show the right stitch side (Fig. 6.12).

In a transversely elongated state, not only the legs, but also the heads of the

respective other side are visible.

Due to the opposing arrangement of two knitted fabric layers in a knitted fabric,

the forces introduced by yarn deformation neutralize one another at an exact

geometry of the two layers. The knitted fabrics will therefore display a less

pronounced tendency to curl.

6.2.3.4 Interlock

The Interlock binding can be understood as a combination of two double jersey

bindings overlaying in a way that, in a wale direction elongated state, no heads or

feet of the stitches are discernible. On both outer sides, the legs of the right side of

the knitted fabric are visible (Fig. 6.13). The needles are directly opposite, arranged

in two needle beds.

Fig. 6.11 Single jersey binding: right and left side of the knitted fabric
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6.2.3.5 Purl Stitch

Knitted fabrics with a basic binding in purl stitch show course-wise alternation of

the stitch heads on the two outer sides of the fabric (Fig. 6.14). This is achieved by

changing the knockover direction of the stitches off the needles in each course.

6.2.3.6 Multi-layered Weft Knitted Fabrics Bindings

With regard to the use of weft knitted fabrics as semi-finished products in fiber-

reinforced composites, a derived binding for the production of multi-layered weft

knitted fabrics [MLG—abbreviation taken from the German word Mehrlagen-

gestrick within the literature also referred to as biaxial weft knitted fabrics

Fig. 6.12 Double jersey binding: right and left side of the knitted fabric

Fig. 6.13 Interlock binding: right and left side of the knitted fabric
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(BWK), multiaxial weft knitted fabrics (MWK), Multi-layered knitted fabrics

(MLKF) or non crimp knit (NCK)]—the single jersey MLG, or interlock-MLG

binding, can properly be introduced in this context. These bindings are based on the

single jersey or interlock basic binding, in each case extended with stretched weft

and warp yarns integrated into the stitch structure (Fig. 6.10). Depending on stitch

configuration, different numbers of warp yarn layers and/or weft yarn layers can be

integrated in the stitch structure [8].

6.2.4 Knitted Fabric Properties and Knitting Parameters

The binding describes the arrangement of the binding elements for the formation of

a knitted textile surface. The selection of the binding, therefore, fundamentally

defines the structure of the weft knitted fabric. Apart from this, the yarn material

and chosen knitting parameters, such as machine gauge, stitch cam adjustment,

take-down settings or yarn tension, exert considerable influence on the structure and

characteristics of the knitted fabric.

The machine gauge describes the number of needles per reference length, which

is usually given in inches. The higher the machine gauge, the higher the stitch
density of the knitted fabrics. The take-down settings have to be selected in a

manner that ensures the knockover of the stitches off the needles as well as the

removal of the weft knitted fabric from the stitch forming area. A suitable yarn

tension during yarn feeding to the knitting area, which is also constant on all

needles, is the most important prerequisite for the realization of an equal stitch
length in all sections of the knitted fabric.

The characterization and description of weft knitted fabrics also rely on textile-

physical properties like stitch density in course and wale direction, stitch length,

fabric thickness, or areic mass. According to the projected application of the knitted

Fig. 6.14 Purl stitch basic binding: right and left side of the knitted fabric
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fabrics, the statement of other properties of the knitted fabric can be required.

Particularly for the use as reinforcement semi-finished products, the following

properties of the knitted fabrics are important:

– the curling behavior,

– the stress-strain behavior, and

– the shear behavior

Knowledge of the stress-strain behavior and the shear behavior allows a broad

description of the draping behavior of a weft knitted fabric. The drapability refers to
the spherical deformability without wrinkling of textile structures. Knowing the

draping behavior is necessary for a first assessment of the effort required to adapt

the knitted fabrics to, for instance, defined three-dimensional semi-finished product

geometry.

The curling behavior depends primarily on the selected binding, and influences

how easy the knitted fabrics are to handle during further processing (see also basic

bindings in Sect. 6.2.3).

The stress-strain behavior of a textile structure describes its deformation by yarn

stretching mechanisms, yarn elongation, yarn slippage, and shear. The yarn

stretching and yarn displacement are mainly influenceable by the selection of the

binding and knitting parameters [9]. The resulting elongation is referred to as

structural elongation (εStructure). The yarn elongation depends on the yarn material

used and is referred to as material elongation (εMaterial). The material elongation

results from the difference between elongation at break and structural elongation.

Figure 6.15 shows the schematics of the stress-strain behavior of a knitted fabric

loaded to failure, including a labeling of the various calculated elongations.

Generally, the stress-strain behavior differs greatly in both directions of the

knitted fabric due to the stitch structure. With the exception of the purl stitch

basic binding, at the same forces all unreinforced knitted fabrics display higher

elongations in course direction and lower elongations in wale direction. Comparing

the basic bindings, knitted fabrics in single jersey basic binding display the lowest

Fig. 6.15 Schematics of

the stress-strain behavior of

unreinforced knitted fabrics
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elongations in course direction and wale direction. Knitted fabrics with a double

jersey basic binding in course direction, and a purl stitch basic binding in wale

direction, display high elongations. By combining two double jersey bindings into

an interlock basic binding, knitted fabrics with low elongations in both directions of

the knitted fabric can be realized.

Building on a basic binding, the properties of the knitted fabric can specifically

be adjusted by an aimed arrangement of additional binding elements such as tuck,

miss stitch or weft yarn [10]. The principal influence of the arrangement of various

binding elements in the knitted fabrics on the stress-strain behavior is shown in

Fig. 6.16, exemplified by a single jersey basic binding. Symbolically, only one

corresponding binding element is given.

The different curves of the diagram show that the initial tensile strength of the

basic structure is reduced by the inclusion of tuck stitches, and increased by the

inclusion of miss stitches. The integration of a stretched weft inlay in the weft

knitted fabrics ideally leads to a stress-strain behavior matching that of the respec-

tive weft inlay.

For unreinforced weft knitted fabrics, a statement concerning the drapability can

often be derived from the stress-strain behavior. Here, the general assumption is

that a high elongation at low forces or a high structural elastic limit, are associated

with good drapability. By determining the correlation between shear angles and the

required force, the draping behavior can be described more precisely.

Describing the draping properties of MLGs requires a determination of shear

characteristics due to the weft yarns and/or warp yarns integrated in the stitch

Fig. 6.16 Stress-strain behavior of knitted fabrics in course direction, depending on the binding

elements used. (a) Double jersey interlock with weft. (b) Single jersey with miss stitch structure.

(c) Double jersey basic loop. (d) Single jersey with tuck stitch structure
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structure and the resulting limited deformation possibilities of the stitches. In basic

researches, the stitch length was identified as the crucial parameter for an adjust-

ment of the shear behavior of MLGs [11]. This is clarified in Fig. 6.17, where three

MLGs are compared. They have identical arrangements of weft yarns and warp

yarns integrated in the stitch structure, but their stitch lengths (SL) increase from

SL1 to SL3. From the shear angle (φSLx) given in the diagram, wrinkling has to be

expected during draping of the respective MLG variant.

Knitting parameters, such as stitch cam adjustment, take-down settings, or yarn

tension, can be used to adjust the characteristics of the knitted fabric in a wide

range. Primarily, this concerns the stitch length and, by extension, the dimensions,

areic mass or stitch densities. In conjunction with suitable machine and material

selection, knitted fabrics with an extensive variety of characteristics can be gener-

ated, including different drapabilities or specifiable mechanical properties or energy

absorption capacities.

6.2.5 Knitting Processes

Various criteria can be used for the classification of knitting methods. This chapter

will separate them by needle bed geometry, and by the number and arrangement of

needle beds required for the manufacturing of knitted fabrics.

6.2.5.1 Needle Bed Geometry

Referring to the geometry of the needle bed, knitting methods can be classified into

circular and flat knitting processes.

Fig. 6.17 Shear behavior of an MLG in dependence on loop length
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Circular Knitting Processes

Circular knitting processes are distinguished by the formation of a first needle bed

in the shape of a cylinder, and by the arrangement of the needles at the circumfer-

ence of the cylinder. Additionally, a second needle bed, either cylindrical or in the

shape of a dial can be arranged above the first cylinder. Knitted fabrics produced in

this manner are usually tubular fabrics.

Flat Knitting Processes

Flat knitting processes are characterized by the side-by-side needle arrangement in

plane needle bed. Depending on the machine design and manufacturer, up to four

needle beds are arranged horizontally or at angles. The knitted fabrics produced in

the basic bindings are finished as rolled goods.

6.2.5.2 Number and Arrangement of Needle Beds

If machines are classified based on the number and arrangement of the needle beds,

the machines are referred to by the basic bindings producible on them. In the

following schematics concerning the respective knitting methods, the geometry

and arrangement of the needle bed is shown for flat and round knitting methods.

Single Jersey Technology

A needle bed is required for the stitch formation. The used needles have a needle

hook at one end (Fig. 6.18). The single jersey basic binding and its derivations can

be produced.

Purl Stitch Technology

Implementing the purl basic binding and its derivations requires knitting machines

with at least two needle beds. To produce knitted fabrics, special knitting needles

with a needle hook at each end are needed. The needle bed arrangement has to allow

a transfer of the needles from one to the other needle bed (Fig. 6.19). Knitting

machines operating on the purl stitch technology are theoretically suitable for the

realization of knitted fabrics in single jersey and some kinds of double jersey basic

bindings. Especially purl flat knitting machines, however, are rarely used anymore

in the industry.
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Double Jersey Technology

To produce knitted fabrics with the double jersey technology, at least two needle

beds are required (Fig. 6.20). The needles remain in their respective needle beds

during the knitting process. Due to the high flexibility during the realization of the

various knitted fabric structures, modern knitting machines usually operate using

double jersey knitting. These machines can produce knitted fabrics in the basic

bindings single jersey, double jersey, and interlock. Machines with the possibility

of stitch transfer between the needle beds can also be used for the production of the

purl stitched knitted fabrics.

Furthermore, machines working on a double jersey method with more than two

needle beds are available, particularly in flat knitting (Fig. 6.21). The additional

needle beds allow a significantly extended variation of the realizable knitted fabric

structures. Their use includes the temporary parking of the half stitches during

stitch transfer in the fully-fashioned production of “classical” knitted fabrics like

pullovers as complete garments.

Fig. 6.18 Arrangement of the needle bed on plain flat (left) and circular (right) knitting machines

Fig. 6.19 Arrangement of the needle bed on purl flat (left) and circular (right) knitting machines
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6.3 Flat and Circular Knitted Fabrics

6.3.1 Shaping Possibilities

The shaping of knitted fabrics according to requirements can be completed either in

a separate ready-made process or during the knitting process (fully-fashion).

Shaping in a separate assembly process is usually achieved by cutting the

individual components from rolled goods and subsequent sewing into a final

product (see Sect. 12.6). While flat knitting machines usually produce rolled

goods during manufacture, circular knitting machines sometimes need additional

devices for the cutting the tubular knitted fabrics and winding them up as rolled

goods. The advantage of shaping in a separate assembly process is an often higher

flexibility compared to a fully-fashion process. However, the assembly processes

are additional process steps in the manufacture of knitted products. The cutting of

individual components results in a greater cutting loss than in fully-fashion

manufacture.

According to the degree of shaping during knitting, various terms are commonly

used, which are listed below:

Fig. 6.20 Double jersey knitting process: flat (left) and circular (right) knitting

Fig. 6.21 Arrangement of needle beds on flat knitting machines for the production of complete

garments, basic principles by companies Stoll (left) and Shima Seika (right)
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• Garment length:
The knitted fabrics are manufactured in wale direction at the desired length.

Cutting to length is therefore not necessary. If multiple knitted fabric parts are

manufactured subsequently, a separating yarn is often inserted between the

parts. This separating yarn is easily removable sideways to separate the knitted

fabrics. As required, the complete shaping of the knitted fabric contour can be

performed by an additional cutting process. All knitted fabric parts have a fixed

beginning, but may have an open end due to process-inherent reasons. To

prevent destruction of the knitted fabric, additional process steps have to be

taken to secure the open edges.

• Fully-fashioned:
This is a broad term and can refer to the shaping of the outer contour of a planar

knitted fabric, but also to the three-dimensional shaping of a shell-shaped or

tube-shaped knitted structure during knitting. Fully-fashioned knitted fabrics do

not necessarily have fixed edges.

• Regular:
This term is defined more narrowly. Here, the knitted fabric knitted according to

a sectional drawing. The knitted fabrics have fixed edges, due to the use of half-

stitch transfer. A cut to length or width is not necessary.

The following approaches can be used for shaping during the fabric formation

process:

• Structural variation and

• Variation of the number of stitches in course and/or wale direction.

The structural variation includes the shaping by adjusting the stitch length, the

use of different basic bindings in neighboring sections of the knitted fabric, and the

variation of the binding elements in the fabric [12]. Figure 6.22 shows knitted fabric

structures realizable by the use of these methods.

The following methods are known for varying the number of stitches in course

and/or wale direction:

• widening,

• narrowing,

• binding-off, and

• flechage knitting

In widening, additional needles are activated at the edge of the knitted fabric and
included in the knitting process. In narrowing, the width of the knitted fabric is

reduced. For this, half stitches on the needles are transferred to neighboring needles

at the fabric edge, and the empty needles are deactivated (Fig. 6.23).

Binding-off allows the production of a fixed straight edge of the knitted fabric in
course direction. As in narrowing, half stitches are transferred to the neighboring

needles, beginning at the right or left edge of the knitted fabric. The empty needles

are deactivated. In the following, stitch formation is performed on these needles,

and additionally on few neighboring needles. Thus, a destruction of the knitted

fabric structure after removal from the knitting machine can be avoided.
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These shaping possibilities allow the realization of knitted fabrics according to a

predefined outer contour, while simultaneously creating fixed edges on all borders

of the fabric as well as minimizing cutting waste. This technique of near-net shape

manufacture of knitted fabrics is also referred to as the “fully fashioned”

method [13].

Flechage knitting is used to change the number of stitches in wale direction.

Here, no stitches are formed on a number of adjacent needles of a section, and the

half stitches are parked on the needles until their re-introduction into the knitting

process. Stitch formation continues on the remaining needles. Thus, more needles

are formed locally in wale direction on the knitting needles, resulting in a spatial

contour of the knitted fabrics.

6.3.2 Production on Flat Knitting Machines

Currently available flat knitting machines occupy the same basic construction

scheme as shown in Fig. 6.24.

The yarn material is removed from the yarn storage (1) and, by way of

corresponding elements imparting the required yarn tension (2), fed to the stitch

forming area (3). Usually, the yarn is meanwhile monitored for yarn breakages,

Figure 6.22 Shaping by means of structural variation by adjustment of the stitch length (left) and
of the binding (right)

Fig. 6.23 Illustrations of widening, narrowing, and flechage knitting
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knots or thick spots, in order to prevent damaging or destruction of both finished

product and knitting machine.

Yarn guides feed the yarn material to the needles arranged in planar needle beds

in the stitch forming area. Depending on machine type, the yarn guides are driven

by individual motors or by yarn carrier selection devices arranged along the

carriage.

The design of the yarn feeder can differ according to their individual function.

For a single-needle insertion of the various yarn materials on neighboring needles,

so-called intarsia yarn feeders are used. They can be activated by suitable mech-

anisms, such as individual motor drives or swinging devices. A multitude of designs

are also know for the covering of a first yarn by a second (plating of yarn materials),

for instance by the use of consecutively arranged yarn guides (Fig. 6.25).

The selection and driving of the needles used in the knitting process are

performed by the cam box, which is attached to the carriage and consists of sliding

and curved mechanisms. In flat knitting machines, the carriage oscillates during

knitting. Depending on the type of the machine, it can have several cam boxes in

one carriage or several carriages, generally resulting in greatly increased

productivity.

The selection of the needles arranged in the needle bed can be performed jointly,

in groups, or individually. A grouped selection of needles can, for example, be

effected by needle butts of varying heights, or be adjusting the arrangement of the

needle butts in different tracks. For this, the needles are often allocated manually to

the different groups during the fitting of the needle beds.

Individual needle selection grants the greatest flexibility regarding achievable

structural parameters and patterning possibilities, as the knitting operation of each

needle is freely programmable. Each machine manufacturer uses an individual

system. Figure 6.26 shows a carriage and a cam box with single needle selection

as a combination of permanent magnets and electromagnets (H. Stoll GmbH &

Co. KG, Reutlingen).

The take-down of the knitting machines creates the necessary fabric tension for

stitch formation and ensures the knock-over of the stitches off the needles. The

specific design of the take-down system can differ depending on the manufacturer

of the machine. Conventional take-down systems, for instance, can consist of two

opposing shafts on which rolls or straps are arranged. The knitted fabric is clamped

between the rolls or straps. At least one of the rolls is driven by a motor, and a

Fig. 6.24 Basic construction principle of a flat knitting machine (according to [7])
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suitable control unit allows adjustments to the rotation angle and the force affecting

the knitted fabric structure. Often, the take-downs also offer the possibility to

locally adjust the clamping pressure and thus influence the take-down efficiency

across the width of the knitted fabric.

The use of sinkers is a significant extension of the conventional take-down

systems. They are arranged in the needle beds in the area of the needle hook.

Their purpose is to fixate the knitted fabric in the vicinity of the knock-over edge,

and support the knock-over of the stitch during the clearing of the needle. With a

suitable design and controlled motion of the sinkers, they can also be used to

achieve a specific local setting of the stitch length. Due to the spatial proximity of

the sinkers to the stitch forming area, the stitch length can very effectively be

influenced in early stages of the fabric manufacture, which is particularly advanta-

geous for a knitting-technical shaping. In some realizations of sheer stitch structures

the use of controlled sinkers makes additional take-down elements (e.g. rollers)

obsolete.

Fig. 6.25 (a) Intarsia yarn guides (left: parking position, 2nd from left: knitting position), standard
yarn guide (3rd from left) and plating yarn guide of a flat knitting machine; (b) detail of a yarn

feeder edge in standard yarn guide and plating yarn guide

Fig. 6.26 Carriage and cam box with electromagnetic single needle selection
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6.3.3 Production on Circular Knitting Machines

6.3.3.1 General Remarks

Generally, circular knitting machines are distinguished by their high productivity

resulting from the large number of knitting systems that can be arranged in the

circumference of the cylinder-shaped needle bed. In each revolution of the

machine, one course can be created per knitting system. Two important parameters

for productivity are the cylinder circumferential speed and the knitting system

density, which is the relationship of the number of knitting systems on the cylinder

circumference and the nominal diameter in inches [3]. Figure 6.27 represents the

basic structure of such a large-scale circular knitting machine.

As in flat knitting machines, the majority of circular knitting machines are

equipped with latch needles. Machines with compound needles are also available.

One development especially for single-jersey circular knitting machines is the

so-called relative movement technology for the reduction of yarn deflection points

in the path of the yarn from spool to stitch forming area (Fig. 6.28). Furthermore,

the use of the relative movement technology can reduce the strains on the yarn

material and on the parts responsible for stitch formation at the cam box. During

loop forming, the stitch comb sinkers and knock-over sinkers complete a motion

opposed to the needles. The Cotton-type weft knitting motion for the realization of

the stitch length results from the superposition of the needle and sinker motions.

The relative movement technology is therefore used to increase production speeds

and allows the processing of sensitive yarn materials.

6.3.3.2 Small Circular Knitting Machines

Small circular knitting machines have a cylinder diameter in the range of 1/1200–700

(between 2 and 177.8 mm). Usually, these machines work according to the single

jersey or purl knitting techniques, while double jersey knitting is rare due to

Fig. 6.27 Basic structure of

a circular knitting machine

(according to [7])
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limitations in construction space. These machines are commonly designed

according to product specifications and fitted with the corresponding control and

patterning possibilities. Normally the cylinder is moved for stitch formation, and

the cam boxes are fixed to the circumference of the cylinder.

The main area of application of small circular knitting machines is the produc-

tion of socks and tights for garment and medical industries. Beyond that, the

machines can be adapted for the processing of high-performance fiber materials

or metal wires. This way, circular knitted fabrics for use in technical tubing, air

filters, catalyzers or attenuators can be produced. Small circular knitting machines

with very small cylinder diameters are also used to manufacture artificial blood

vessels such as stents [15].

Specifically for the production of socks, various patterning and shaping possi-

bilities are available. Depending on machinery equipment, these possibilities may

also allow the manufacture of socks and tights in a single process step. By using

additional devices and special knitting procedures means, the heel of the sock can

be formed, and the tip of the sock can be closed.

The sock heel can be produced in knitting as a reciprocated heel or as a heel

pocket. In a reciprocated heel, the additionally required partial courses in the area

of the heel are formed by a repeated change of the rotational direction of the

knitting cylinder during knitting, which requires symmetrically designed cam

boxes. The reciprocated heel is predominantly used in the production of high-

quality products. Greater productivity can be achieved by completing the heel as

a so-called heel pocket. For this, the required additional partial courses in the heel

section are formed by activating additional knitting systems. Machines working

according to this principle can be conceptualized as machines running without

changes to the rotational direction. Changing the number of stitches at the circum-

ference of circular knitted fabrics is usually impossible during production. The

advanced adjustments to the fit of the socks are therefore made by a specific setting

of the stitch cam adjustment.

The shaping on small circular knitting machines is also supported by the

additional use of combined stitch comb sinkers and knock-over sinkers arranged

in the area of the needle hook. The use of such sinkers allows the productions of the

beginning of a knitted fabric on empty needles without take-down. The patterning

Fig. 6.28 Relative movement technology on single jersey circular knitting machines [14]
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variety in the production of structural patterns is extended by the use of special

transfer mechanisms for the realization of pattern-adapted holes, or by the use of

plush mechanisms in the manufacture of sports socks.

On small circular knitting machines, take-offs are usually pneumatic. Apart from

creating the tension required for knitting, the transport of the finished knitted goods

to the storage unit is another task of the take-down devices.

The technical and technological versatility of circular knitting, therefore, offers a

great potential for the manufacture of form-fit, near-net shape knitted fabrics in a

single process step.

6.3.3.3 Large Circular Knitting Machines

The cylinder diameter of large circular knitting machines ranges from 700 to 5500

(177.8–1,398 mm). Usually the machines with diameters from 1000 to 2000 are used
for the production of T-Shirts or bathing suits in body widths, producing the tubular

knitted fabrics in the corresponding product circumference. On machines with

cylinder diameters greater than 2000, knitted fabric tubes are produced as web

material for later processing. In further ready-made processes, this web material

is then cut into individual parts, which are later joined to form the final product.

As in small circular knitting machines, their larger counterparts are designed

specific to the product or binding. The needle selection mechanism is geared to that.

While Jacquard machines have an individual needle selection and can therefore be

used for a wide range of bindings, so-called rib machines or Piqué machines with
grouped needle selection are available for the realization of special knitting-

technical bindings such as the rib binding for undergarments. The grouped needle

selection generally allows higher knitting speeds, resulting in productivity

advantages.

A more recent development in circular knitting technology is a type of machine

called seamless machines, which is suitable for the knitting-technical production of
complete, primarily elastic items for bathing suits and undergarments. The

machines offer the possibility of single needle selection and stitch transfer between

the needle beds. On circular knitting machines with single needle selection, knitted

fabrics of adjusted lengths (for example pullovers) can be produced. The patterning

possibilities are largely identical to those flat knitting techniques, although the

realization of displacement patterns is limited in scope.

The majority of circular knitting machines is equipped with a revolving needle

cylinder and fixed knitting systems. By contrast, circular knitting machines on

which shaping can be undertaken, such as seamless machines, are often equipped

with fixed needle cylinders and mobile knitting systems, analogous to the move-

ment relations on flat knitting machines.

On circular knitting machines for the manufacture of seamless garments, take-

downs systems are usually pneumatic and simultaneously responsible for the

transport of the items to the storage unit. Drum pull-offs are commonly used on
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machines producing web material. The product is wound up by the corresponding

winding units.

Innovations in circular knitting allow the realization of a greater variety of

knitting patterns, even without single needle selection. By using special yarn

guides, weft yarns can be inserted into the knitted fabric. The covering (plating)
of a ground yarn with a second yarn can be achieved by using a plating yarn carrier.

Plush-knitted fabrics for a number of applications can be manufactured with special

stitch comb sinkers and knock-over sinkers. The use of so-called carding units

allows the presentation of fibers individualized from fiber bands to the needles and

their integration into the stitch structure, which creates the possibility to produce fur

knitwear.

The variety of knitting systems also allows the introduction of dyed yarn

material for colored stripes in wale direction. The number of courses in a certain

color or between two colors is determined by the yarn laying on the knitting

systems. Using additional devices such as striper units, a color switch in wale

direction can be freely programmed. For this purpose, the knitting systems are

equipped with several yarn guides. The color switch is created by integrating the

yarn of the new color and simultaneously clamping and cutting the previously used

yarn. Using the wrapping finger system, longitudinal stripes can be introduced into

circular knitting fabrics. Depending on the machine gauge and the pattern, the stripe

can extend over one or more wales.

6.3.4 Development Tendencies in Knitting Technology

In knitting technology, new development approaches aiming at a simplification of

the stitch forming process are frequent. Many of these approaches aim to move the

stitch-forming elements independently without the use of driving components like

carriages. This is to result in greater productivity and an extended variety of

patterning. As an example, this section will look at the examples of stitch forming

elements for circular knitting (Fig. 6.29, left), and single needle drive for the field of

flat knitting technology (Fig. 6.29, right).

Such innovative solutions are particularly interesting for a use-specific local

setting of the knitted fabric properties by means of a single-needle adjustability of

the stitch length. However, they are far from providing the means for a reproducible

knitted fabric manufacture. One remaining challenge is the ascertainment and

quantification of the changing friction conditions between the elements in the stitch

forming area. To implement a single needle drive, knowledge of these friction

conditions is a crucial control parameter for the realization of an even stitch

structure with a consistent length of all stitches. To ensure a high acceptance of

such solutions in industrial use, the required controlling effort is to be limited to a

minimum.

Furthermore, the machine developments aim to largely automate the production

of knitted fabrics, focusing on the extension of patterning possibilities in the
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production of seamless garments or on the possibility to sectionally adjust the take-

down conditions to a variety of different manufacturing conditions across the fabric

width. Apart from the direct knitting to shape of semi-finished products according

to component geometry, the suitable insertion of reinforcement yarns in freely

selectable knitting directions is another future research focus for the production

of textile semi-finished products in lightweight constructions.

6.3.5 2D and 3D Knitted Fabrics with Integrated
Reinforcement Yarns

6.3.5.1 General Remarks

In general, knitted fabrics with reinforcement yarns integrated into the stitch

structure are referred to as Multi-layered knitted fabrics (MLG). MLG combine

the advantages of knitted fabrics, such as drapability which is adjustable by stitch

length, with those of non-crimp technology, for example the stretched orientation of

reinforcement yarns. This allows the wrinkle-free forming of the knitted fabrics

even for very complex component geometries with knitted semi-finished reinforce-

ment products. The mechanical characteristics in the respective knitted fabric

directions, for example in case of a tensile load, are usually dominated by the

yarn materials used. Due to the stitch structure and the resulting properties, such as

reinforcement yarn content ratio in thickness direction and knitted fabric-typical

structural elongations, MLG semi-finished products show great potential for use in

lightweight construction components exposed to crash and impact loads.

6.3.5.2 Monaxially Reinforced Multi-layered Knitted Fabrics (MLG)

Monaxially reinforced MLG feature reinforcement yarns integrated in the knitted

fabrics in one direction. Apart from the reinforcement in course direction (weft

Fig. 6.29 Stitch formation using rotating stitch-forming elements [16], single-needle drive by

linear motors [17]
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yarns) or in wale direction (warp yarns), reinforcement yarns arranged at an angle to

these can also be integrated.

The integration of weft yarns into knitted fabrics has been known for a long time

and is described as state-of-the-art in patent documents from as early as 1934

[18]. The yarn material utilized can be used to specifically adjust, for instance,

the strength of the compression effect in knitted bandages or ortheses. In knitted

fabrics for seating furniture, weft yarns serve to limit the maximum elongation of

the knitted fabric.

The integration of warp yarns as reinforcement yarns in knitted fabrics has not

been adopted in industrial practice. However, patent specification DE700291

(1937) shows possibilities for the integration of stretched warp yarns running

between two wales to reduce the elongation of the knitted fabric in course direction

[19]. Patent specification DE31117362A1 (1981) extends the introduction of warp

yarns by yarn displacement. The yarn displacement also serves the purpose of

tighter integration of the warp yarn into a single jersey stitch structure [20].

Knitted reinforcement structures for lightweight construction can be realized

using yarns from high-performance fiber materials such as glass, carbon or aramid.

The forces usually straining a component from various directions can be dispersed

by the targeted layering of numerous MLG with different reinforcement fiber

orientations.

The integration of weft yarns requires a knitting machine with at least two needle

beds, and the possibility of a half-stitch transfer according to the basic binding used.

A weft yarn can be integrated into the stitch structure using the single jersey, double

jersey or interlock basic binding (Fig. 6.30). The process of the weft yarn integra-

tion for the various basic bindings is shown in the following figure.

Independent of the selected basic binding, the weft yarn (light grey) is inserted

into a net row. While the net row is created as standard when using the double jersey

(Fig. 6.30b-1) and interlock basic bindings (Fig. 6.30c-1, c-2), it has to be provided

in the single jersey basic binding by transferring (Fig. 6.30a-1, a-2), for instance,

every second half stitch to the opposite needle bed. To fixate the weft yarns after its

insertion, the half stitches are transferred back onto the first needle bed (single

jersey), or another pattern-conforming stitch formation is completed (double jersey,

interlock).

The use of the double jersey and interlock basic binding is usually more

productive due to the transfer process not being required, but for technological

reasons the produced knitted fabrics have a higher loop yarn proportion. When

using the single jersey basic binding, repeated knock-over of the half stitches off the

needles during the transfer process causes high strain on the yarns. This is com-

pensated by the use of more robust yarn materials and the reduction of manufactur-

ing speed.
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6.3.5.3 Biaxially Reinforced Multi-layered Knitted Fabrics

Biaxially reinforced multi-layered knitted fabrics contain reinforcement yarn sys-

tems in two spatial directions, which are usually the direction of manufacture (0�)
and the transverse direction (90�). First development steps in mechanical engineer-

ing towards the production of biaxially reinforced MLG based on circular knitting

technology are documented in the patents US3859824 and DE2933851 from 1973

and 1984, respectively. In the United States, biaxially reinforced MLG with two

reinforcement layers are available commercially. The development of MLG struc-

tures with different numbers of reinforcement layers, based on flat knitting tech-

nology and using the corresponding shaping possibilities, is researched at the

Institute of Textile Machinery and High Performance Material Technology (ITM)

of TU Dresden. Currently, up to 11 reinforcement layers can be integrated into the

MLG (Fig. 6.31).

The knitting-technical fixation of the reinforcement yarns is secured using either

the MLG single jersey or the MLG interlock binding, depending on the number of

reinforcement layers. The following illustration shows biaxially reinforced, basic

MLG structures with various numbers of reinforcement layers.

For a secure and fixed connection of all reinforcement yarns with the stitch

structure, related to at least one of the active needle beds, the following technology-

inherent arrangement of the stitch-forming elements or yarn systems has to be

adhered to: needles of an active needle bed as well as weft, warp, and loop yarn

systems (see Fig. 6.31). Exemplarily, the technological process of the manufacture

of biaxially reinforced MLG structures for various basic bindings and numbers of

layers is shown in Fig. 6.32.

Fig. 6.30 Process of weft yarn (light grey) integration into the stitch structure, using (a) single

jersey, (b) double jersey, (c) interlock basic bindings
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The realization of symmetrical MLG structures requires the use of two active

needle beds and the utilization of the double jersey-MLG or interlock-MLG

bindings. The respective outer reinforcement layers of symmetrical MLG are

weft yarn layers.

Regardless of the selected binding and the utilized knitting method, the warp

yarns are fed to the stitch forming area from above, between the needle beds of a

knitting machine. This requires knitting machines with a divided carriage. A

correspondingly modified flat knitting machine and the respective stitch forming

area are shown in detail in Fig. 6.33.

6.3.5.4 Multiaxially Reinforced MLG

The consequent enhancement of the possibilities of reinforcement yarn insertion in

more than two spatial directions allows the realization of multiaxially reinforced

knitted fabrics. The implementation of a production principle was performed on a

Fig. 6.31 Basic biaxial MLG structures with various numbers of reinforcement layers (1—warp

yarns, 2—weft yarns, 3—loop yarns, 4—needles)

Fig. 6.32 Process of the integration of reinforcement yarns in biaxially reinforced MLG, using (a)

single jersey-MLG-binding (2-layered), (b) single jersey-MLG-binding (4-layered), and (c)

interlock-MLG-binding (5-layered)
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laboratory flat knitting machine at the ITM (Fig. 6.34). A displacement mechanism

allows a single-needle positioning and setting of the angle at which the diagonal

warp yarns are inserted into the knitted fabrics. Apart from warp yarns in 0� direc-
tion, weft yarns in 90� direction can also be inserted. The fixation of the reinforce-

ment layers against each other is ensured by the loop yarns.

Figure 6.34 illustrates the fixation of the reinforcement yarn arrangement by the

interlock-MLG binding. The introduction of a weft yarn layer as reinforcement

layer on each of the outsides enables the realization of symmetrically

structured MLG.

6.3.5.5 Near-Net Shape Knitted Fabrics

Near-net shape MLG can be classified into plane knitted fabrics with a

two-dimensional contour, and spatial knitted fabrics with a three-dimensional

shape or geometry. The aim of the manufacture of near-net shape MLG for use as

reinforcement semi-finished products is the reduction of production effort of com-

posite components, while simultaneously suitably arranging the reinforcement

yarns in these components. Beyond that, the formation of the net shape of the

MLG can help achieve a much improved material efficiency.

For a formation of the two-dimensional near-net shape, the shaping methods of

narrowing and widening can be used (see Sect. 6.3.1). Examples for the realization

of near-net shape knitted fabrics are shown in Fig. 6.35.

By means of a suitable yarn guide control, the weft yarns can be fed single-

needle into the stitch structure according to the net shape. The adaption of the stitch

structure to the required net shape is performed by narrowing and widening. This

way, the edges of the stitch structure can at the same time be secured against

Fig. 6.33 Flat knitting machine modified for the integration of warp yarns and detailed view of the

stitch forming area
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Fig. 6.34 Multiaxially reinforced MLG, and laboratory flat knitting machine (1: warp yarns, 2:

weft yarns, 3: diagonal warp yarns, 4: loop yarn, 5: needles)

Fig. 6.35 Knitting-technical realization of near-net shape MLG
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unravelling. Weft yarns and/or warp yarns not inserted into the stitch structure at

some places for reasons of the shape of the MLG have to be removed manually after

production [12].

The formation of a three-dimensional geometry of the MLG is executed by

needle parking. As defined by the pattern, a weft yarn is inserted only locally into

parts of the MLG (partial weft inlay). Half stitches in neighboring parts are parked

on needles until they are reincorporated into the active knitting process. Figure 6.36

shows a few examples of realized MLG semi-finished products in near-net shapes.

By combining the partial weft insertion and the warp yarn displacement, the

required cutting of the semi-finished products can be avoided almost entirely.

Furthermore, particularly the sections of the MLG in which an integration of inserts

(e.g. as fixtures) is projected, can be suitably reinforced with an arrangement of

warp yarns aligned with force directions.

Apart from the formation of the net shape of textile semi-finished products by

needle parking as a shaping technique, knitting technology also allows the net

shape-conforming production of tubular semi-finished products with reinforcement

yarns integrated in various directions (Fig. 6.37). Generally, such knitted fabrics

can be realized by circular as well flat knitting technology. While the use of circular

Fig. 6.36 Examples of near-net shape, biaxially reinforced MLG: bulk material container (left),
and circular knitted fabric for juncture reinforcement (right)

Fig. 6.37 Biaxially reinforced MLG as tubular structures—(a) textile semi-finished product, (b)

during application on the surface of a molded wood profile, (c) Y structure as crotch reinforcement
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knitting technology usually achieves higher productivities, flat knitting allows a

change of the semi-finished product diameter during manufacture [21, 22].

6.3.5.6 Weft Knitted Spacer Fabrics

Conventional weft knitted spacer fabrics are 3D constructions consisting of two

surface layers with a pile yarn layer between them (Fig. 6.38). The majority of such

knitted fabrics are used as padding material in protectors, garments and mattress

toppers. The knitted fabric properties, such as pressure stability or air permeability,

can be adjusted in a wide range by means of controlling the knitting-technical

binding, the pile yarn density or the yarn material of surfaces and pile yarn layer.

The pile yarn is usually integrated into the surfaces by means of tuck stitches.

The variety of the knitting-technical possibilities results in a multitude of

patterns regarding contour and thickness in the realization of suitable spacer fabrics.

However, the manner of pile yarn integration limits the maximum possible distance

between the two surfaces. Furthermore, an increased distance between the surfaces

goes hand in hand with a decreased pressure stability of the spacer fabrics.

The development of weft knitted spacer fabrics, i.e. spacer fabrics in which the

surfaces are connected by knitted connection yarns, helps overcome the mentioned

disadvantages for lightweight construction applications [23]. The use of flat knitting

technology for the realization of the structures allows the production of a variety of

cross-sections and contours of the chambers created between the connection yarns

(Fig. 6.39).

Spacer fabrics are made from high-performance fiber materials such as glass,

carbon or aramid and are most frequently used in lightweight construction struc-

tures. The integration of stretched reinforcement yarns into the connection yarns

and surfaces by means of the warp and weft yarn binding elements improves the

achievable mechanical characteristics, while maintaining a small weight of the

component [24].

Such spacer fabrics can be consolidated using both thermoplastic and thermo-

setting matrices. The chambers of the spacer fabrics can be used for the laying of

Fig. 6.38 Structure of a

conventional weft knitted

spacer fabric
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cables or the adjustment of thermal or acoustic properties of the components by

being filled with suitable insulants. As all knitted fabric-based reinforcement

structures, spacer fabrics display outstanding adjustable impact properties.

6.4 Functional Integration

The production of knitted fabrics is conducted course-wise by means of deforming

yarn material fed transversely to the direction of production into yarn loops and

then connecting these yarn loops. For process-inherent reasons, the inserted yarn

material can be varied in each course. If the individual knitting machine is suitable

for the production of Intarsia patterns, the yarn material can also be introduced

single-needle within the course. Knitting technology is therefore ideal for any

functional integration during manufacture of the knitted fabrics. In the following,

this will be shown for a number of examples.

According to the respective product and application, the implementation of a

variety of functions can be required. For example, the medical effectiveness of

bandages or ortheses depends on the achievable compression effect, which can be

adjusted by inserting elastic weft yarns of defined pre-tension into the knitted

fabrics (Fig. 6.40a). The realization of knitted fabrics with, for instance, an inte-

grated heating functionality requires the local insertion of and connection with

thermally conductive yarn materials (Fig. 6.40b). The integration of electrically

conductive yarn material allows the realization of conductive structures and even

sensor networks. Beyond that, the locally varied use of yarn materials enables the

production of load-adapted knitted, textile semi-finished products for composite

materials with sectionally varied reinforcement effects (Fig. 6.40c).

Fig. 6.39 Examples for possible cross-sections and geometries of spacer fabrics with knitting-

technically achievable connecting yarns between the surfaces [24]
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Against the backdrop of the usually brittle failure behavior of composite mate-

rials, possibilities to monitor the load cases of such components are currently being

researched. The aim is an integration of the sensor material into the textile semi-

finished products during textile manufacture. One approach is the knitting-technical

processing of yarn materials displaying a characteristic change of parameters, for

example their electrical resistance, in specific load cases such as tensile strain.

Following a corresponding connection of the sensors, the monitoring functions can

be realized.
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Chapter 7

Warp-Knitted Semi-finished Products

and Warp-Knitting Technologies

Jan Hausding and Jan Märtin

The production of warp-knitted semi-finished products is based on classical warp

knitting processes, in which warp yarns of one or several groups are simultaneously

and parallelly transformed into loops. This basic principle is used to connect yarn

layers and/or other fabrics, such as nonwovens or pre-impregnated fiber layers by

means of these loops. The main advantages of warp-knitted semi-finished products

are their highly productive manufacture, the adjustability of the angles at which the

individual yarn layers can be arranged respective to one another, and the versatile

combinations of layer structuring and layer arrangement. Typical products are

made from glass or carbon filament yarns and find applications in rotors in wind

energy plants, in boat and vehicle construction, sports equipment, and construction.

7.1 Introduction and Overview

Warp-knitted semi-finished products for lightweight construction applications are

an important part of the warp-knitted textile product range, which covers many

fields from conventional garment and home textiles to numerous technical appli-

cations. Warp-knitted textiles are classified as knitted fabrics (see Sect. 2.2.2.5),

although in lightweight construction contexts the loops are primarily used to

connect yarn layers to each other or to other textile fabrics. In contrast to weft

knitting, warp-knitting forms all loops simultaneously from yarns running parallel

and lengthwise to the needles (warp yarn fabrics). On this foundation, the possibil-

ities for designing warp-knitted semi-finished products are more diverse than in any

other fabric manufacturing process. The possibilities to arrange different yarn
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materials in multiaxial orientation, to adapt the arrangement of the yarns to

predetermined loads, and the option to integrate, for instance, nonwovens as outer

layer of the fabric, deserve special attention in this regard. The warp-knitting

technique is among the most productive textile manufacturing processes. Figure 7.1

gives an overview of the currently common types of warp-knitting machines. The

usual classification of these machines is based on the number of needle bars.

Machines equipped with one needle bar or two needle bars are referred to as

right-left (RL) and right-right machines (RR), respectively. Not all machine types

listed in Fig. 7.1 are primarily used in the production of technical textiles for

lightweight construction applications. For this reason, in the following, the focus

will be placed on RL weft insertion and RL stitch-bonding machines as well as RR

double-needle bar raschel machines. Stitch-bonding of fiber webs is treated in

Chap. 9.

The first focus of this chapter treats the warp-knitted semi-finished products

themselves, after which the machine technology will be considered. Basically,

warp-knitted semi-finished products consist of yarn layers as well as other fabrics,

and a loop yarn system is used to connect them. The manner, form, and arrangement

of the loops are referred to as the pattern (see DIN 62050). Warp-knitting offers

immense pattern variation possibilities. As adjustments to the pattern offer the

possibility to alter the characteristics of the semi-finished and the final product,

basic knowledge of the available designing possibilities is crucial. These possibil-

ities will be introduced next, followed by descriptions of typical warp-knitted

products for lightweight construction and machine engineering applications.

Fig. 7.1 Classification of warp-knitting methods
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7.2 Pattern Construction in Warp-Knitting

7.2.1 Representation of Patterns

The representation of warp-knitted fabrics has to describe the respective pattern

correctly and unambiguously in order to enable the construction of the pattern and

ensure the storage and transfer of the information. This information includes details

of the design, machine fineness, the material used as well as type and shape of the

pattern design. The following types of representation are commonly used:

• Looping diagram

• Design pattern diagram

• Lapping pattern diagram

• Lapping diagram

• Chain notation, and

• Threading

These are based on uniform and mandatory principles, sometimes amended by

company-specific representations and notations. The looping diagram is an

enlarged, two-dimensional linear representation of the yarn course in the pattern

(Fig. 7.2) and graphically represents the warp-knitted fabric, especially for simpler

patterns. However, the creation of a looping diagram is an elaborate process, and

presentiveness deteriorates with a growing number of yarn systems to be depicted.

Design and lapping pattern diagrams are abstracted visualizations of the pattern

design of warp-knitted fabric on quadrille or honeycombed paper, and are used

primarily for Jacquard patterns and curtain or tulle fabrics. DIN 62050 contains

more detailed information.

Lapping diagrams are used for simpler pattern designs on warp-knitting

machines with one or more guide bars (see Sect. 7.3.3). This is based on the

representation of the yarn guide movement around the needles. The yarn guides

of a yarn system are mounted to the same guide bar and therefore complete identical

and simultaneous movement. Thus, the movement of a yarn guide and the

corresponding yarn in it are representative of the movement of all yarn guides of

the corresponding guide bar. The lapping diagram is based on rows of points

Fig. 7.2 Examples of looping diagram (RL pillar, RL tricot, RL cord)
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representing the needle heads in top view (Fig. 7.3). A horizontal line of the dotted

paper grid represents the needle bar, one swing cycle of the guide bar around these

needles and the resulting row of loops. Points above each other symbolize the same

needle and give the subsequent rows of loops. The lapping diagram is always drawn

and read bottom to top. With due regard to the machine fineness (horizontal dot

distance) and the number of courses per unit of length (vertical dot distance) a true-

to-scale lapping diagram with a realistic representation of the warp-knitted fabric is

created.

The spaces between needle lanes are numbered consecutively from zero (0, 1,

2. . .). The numbering starts from the right of the rightmost row of dots, as the

patterning device of the machine is usually located on the right-hand side. If it is

located on the left-hand side, numbering will begin on that side. The numbers serve

to control the lateral shogging movement of the guide bar. The completed motions

are laid out in Fig. 7.4. These motions are entered into the lapping diagram. Straight

lines are used exclusively for the representation of the guide needle movement,

while the progress of movement is depicted with rounded lines (Fig. 7.5).

The yarn guide movement is depicted until repetition occurs. This so-called

repeat unit is the basic unit of the pattern and is repeated continuously in height

(height repeat unit) and width (width repeat unit) direction. When using several

guide bars for a pattern, the bars are drawn in different colors on top of each other.

Due to the numbering of the spaces between needle lanes (position numbers), a

drawn representation for the patterning on the machine is not necessary. A numer-

ical depiction of the guide bar movement, the so-called chain notation, which is

Fig. 7.3 Representation of needles on dotted paper
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derived from the lapping diagram, is sufficient for this purpose. It is the basis for the

design of the chains or cams, and for the programming of the servo or linear drives

controlling the guide bar shogging movement. Two position numbers indicate the

direction and width of the overlap (e.g. 1–0: overlap from needle lane 1 to needle

lane 0). The numbers are written below or next to each other. A dash in the vertical

notation, or an oblique in the horizontal notation designate an underlap. If the

overlaps are depicted correctly, the underlaps follow from them automatically, as

an underlap always leads from the end of the first overlap to the beginning of the

second one. The end of the repeat unit is designated by a double vertical line. The

chain notation is read from top to bottom or left to right respectively. When stated in

several side-by-side columns, these are also read from left to right (Fig. 7.6). For

each guide bar, a chain notation has to be created and is numbered with the number

Fig. 7.4 Guide needle movement

Fig. 7.5 Guide needle movement and lapping diagram (O Overlap, U Underlap, S Swing, S1
Swing-in, S2 Swing-out)
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of the guide bar (GB1, GB2, etc.). This numbering starts with one, on the operating

side.

The threading is a representation of the occupation of the yarn guides in yarn

systems (DIN 62050). A yarn guide is either threaded (v) and designated by a

vertical line, or empty (l), and denoted by a dot (Fig. 7.7). The draft repeat is the

repeat in the width of the design pattern and has to be stated individually for each

guide bar. In complicated design patterns with different yarns (color, fineness, etc.),

letters are used for designation.

Often, patterns are also stated by name, on their own or supplementing numer-

ical and graphical representations. The commonly used terminology is explained in

the next chapter. Fundamentally, the pattern group (RL, RR) is stated before the

pattern designation. In combined patterns, the sequence of the guide bars is taken

into account when designating the pattern (e.g. RL cord-tricot). The designation can

be specified by additional indications such as the relative direction of the underlap

(in-unison or in-opposition arrangement) or the type of loops (open, closed).

7.2.2 Pattern Elements

Patterns in warp-knitted fabrics are composed of individual pattern elements, the

most important of which is the loop. Depending on whether the legs of the loop

(i.e. the incoming and outgoing yarn) are crossed or not, it is called a closed or open

loop (Fig. 7.8). Head and legs of the loop can be subsumed under the term needle

loop, while the connection of two loops is referred to as a sinker loop. Loops

arranged side by side form a course, and loops arranged one above the other

constitute a wale.

Other pattern elements are tuck stitches, miss stitches, weft inlays (across the

knitting direction), and miss-lap (in knitting direction). Wefts can be inlaid across a

few needle gauges (part-width weft) or across the entire width of the textile (full-

width weft). Except for the binding element of tuck stitches, which requires special

Fig. 7.6 Chain notation for

the RL double tricot pattern,

in opposition

Fig. 7.7 Threading

representation
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additional devices, all pattern elements are formed by the motion of the yarn guide

in relation to the needles.

7.2.3 Patterns for the Production of Technical Textiles

7.2.3.1 Classification

Basically, the following parameters can be varied to develop a warp-knitted pattern:

• Lapping (the sequence of overlap and underlap), in the following variations:

– Overlap followed by underlap in the opposite direction (closed loop)

– Overlap followed by underlap in the same direction (open loop),

– Only overlaps (open loops)

– Only underlaps (as part-width weft or transverse weft)

– Neither overlaps nor underlaps (miss-lap)

• Shogging distance (number of needle lanes by which the yarn guide is laterally

offset), changeable in full incremental steps beginning at 0

• Change of direction (the number of rows after which the shogging direction is

changed), starting at 0, changeable in full incremental steps,

• Needle lapping (lapping over one or two needle at the same time), a lapping over

two needles at once (twill) is rare,

• Threading

Fig. 7.8 Loops: (a) open, (b) closed
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These parameters can be combined across all categories. Furthermore, the

characteristics within a category can be changed in every new course, resulting in

an enormous versatility of combinations and resulting patterns.

The so-called basic stitches are the foundation of the pattern construction of

warp-knitted fabrics. They are pure loop patterns produced with one yarn system.

The yarn is fully threaded and only placed in a single needle head. Therefore, only

the lapping and the distance as well as direction of the shogging are altered.

7.2.3.2 Basic Stitch: Pillar

Pillar stitches are the simplest stitch variation. Here, one guide needle always

serves the same compound needle, preventing the formation of transverse connec-

tion between the individual wales and thus necessitating auxiliary yarns in trans-

verse direction to form fabrics. The pillar stitch is therefore used with other pattern

elements coming from a second guide bar or to connect yarn layers. If only overlaps

are used for lapping, a closed pillar stitch is created. If an overlap is followed by an

underlap in opposite direction, the pillar stitch is closed (see Table 7.1).

7.2.3.3 Basic Stiches: Tricot, Cord, Satin, and Velvet

In the second group of basic stitches, the shogging direction changes regularly in

each row, with the length of the underlaps ranging from one to four needle lanes.

Greater shogging widths of the guide bars are possible, but unusual. Neighboring

loops are connected with each other and fabrics are formed. Depending on the

length of the underlap, the stitches are referred to as tricot (by one), cord (by two),

satin (by three), and velvet (by four). Here, too, the loops can either be opened or

closed. The corresponding representations are given in Table 7.2.

7.2.3.4 Combined Stitches

Combined stitches are created by the use of two or more guide bars. A different

stitch can be created on each guide bar. When producing warp-knitted semi-finished

products for lightweight construction, combined stitches with two yarn systems on

two guide bars are common. In other areas of application, warp-knitting machines

with several dozen guide bars are in use. The guide bars can be shogged in the same

direction (in unison) or in different direction to one another (in opposition). Here,

only the combination of several basic stitches with one another and with the weft

binding element will be considered. Table 7.3 contains examples for the possible

combinations of basic stitches.

In order to include transverse wefts and miss-laps in a fabric, overlaps to a

second yarn system are necessary. A transverse weft is a stretched yarn section laid

across the knitting direction of the machine, while a miss-lap (also referred to as a
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longitudinal weft) runs in knitting direction. The loop-forming basic stitch is always

created by guide bar 1, the wefts are laid using guide bar 2. The manner of weft

insertion can be varied regarding the shogging width and alternation in the repeat

Table 7.1 Pillar stitch formation

Designation and chain notation Lapping diagram, open Lapping diagram, closed

RL pillar stitch, open

GB1 1–0/0–1//

RL pillar stitch, closed

GB1 0–1//

Table 7.2 Basic bindings with regular change of direction of the guide bar

Designation and chain notation Lapping diagram, open Lapping diagram, closed

RL tricot, open

GB1 0–1/2–1//

RL tricot, closed

GB1 1–0/1–2//

RL cord, open

GB1 0–1/3–2//

RL cord, closed

GB1 1–0/2–3//

RL satin, open

GB1 0–1/4–3//

RL satin, closed

GB1 1–0/3–4//

RL velvet, open

GB1 0–1/5–4//

RL velvet, closed

GB1 1–0/4–5//
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unit. Depending on the number of needle gauges by which the guide needle is offset

during weft insertion, the stitches are referred to as weft under 3, weft under 4, and

so on. The weft stitching element is often used in combination with the RL pillar

stitch and RL tricot stitch (Table 7.4) and provides the textile semi-finished product

with improved crosswise stability, due to the higher number of underlaps.

7.3 Manufacturing Basics of Warp-Knitted Fabrics

7.3.1 Introduction

Warp-knitting machines is the umbrella term for textile machines on which the

production of textile fabrics is performed according to the principle of loops

forming from one or more groups of yarns running in the knitting direction of the

machine. The functional structure of warp-knitting machines in general comprises:

storage of the base materials (usually yarns), feeding as well as transport of the base

materials and their bonding into a fabric, if necessary the separation of the fabric

Table 7.3 Examples of basic stitch combinations

Designation and chain notation Lapping diagram

Double tricot (RL), closed, in opposition

GB1 1–2/1–0//

GB2 1–0/1–2//

Double tricot (RL), closed, in unison

GB1 1–0/1–2//

GB2 1–0/1–2//

Cord tricot (RL), closed, in opposition (Charmeuse)

GB1 1–0/2–3//

GB2 1–2/1–0//
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from the machine frame, and finally the take-up, winding as well as storage of the

fabric. These functions will be explained in the following.

Warp-knitted fabrics fundamentally consist of at least one knitting yarn system,

commonly with a high number of individual yarns as its basic structure. For the

application in lightweight construction, the knitting yarn primarily serves the

purpose of joining yarn layers, chopped glass fiber mats or planar materials such

as nonwovens or films. Knitting yarn is the term for yarns which are treated by the

needles of the warp-knitting machine, i.e. formed into loops. The warp-knitted

fabrics can also contain a so-called base layer of stretched and straight yarn groups,

referred to as either warp yarns (if arranged in production direction) or weft yarns

(if across or oblique to the production direction) (Fig. 7.9).

Table 7.4 Shogging widths and changes at weft inlays (examples)

Designation Lapping diagram

Part-width weft under 3

Part-width weft under 5

Part-width weft under 5,

change after 3 courses

RL pillar stitch, open, weft under 3 (weft change after

each course)

GB1 1–0/0–1//

GB2 0–0/3–3//
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7.3.2 Storage, Feeding, and Transport of Base Materials

7.3.2.1 Knitting Yarn

By means of yarn feeding units, the knitting yarns for the formation of loops are

transported from warp beams (1) to the knitting unit (6) via yarn guiding devices

(2), the yarn comb (3), and yarn tensioning elements (4), to the respective guide bar

(5). They are finally removed by the take-up unit (7). All of this is shown in

Fig. 7.10.

The task of the yarn feeding units is the adjusted delivery of the amount of yarn

required for the loop formation process. The yarn feeding units can be classified

into active and passive systems. In the passive system, the needles draw the

necessary length of yarn from packages (usually warp beams). The movement of

the packages is commonly triggered by the increase of yarn tension until they

surmount retarding and inertial forces. Rope brakes and v-belt brakes support the

controlling of yarn tension. However, due to fluctuations in yarn tension during the

process and the inertia of the warp beams, these systems are only rarely used.

Fig. 7.9 Schematic representation of warp-knitted semi-finished products made from yarn layers

and a loop system (Source: LIBA Maschinenfabrik GmbH)

Fig. 7.10 Feeding of the yarns to the knitting unit
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In the active systems, the required amount of yarn is fed to the knitting unit by

means of an active drive. The warp beams are moved by their own drives. The

continuous yarn feeding is adjusted to the respective required yarn length for the

loop formation process by control means. The realization of the set value is

performed either mechanically (e.g. by a progressive transmission gear) or elec-

tronically (e.g. by means of a servo motor). According to the manner of feeding,

electronically controlled yarn feeding systems are classified into three groups [1, 2]:

• Constant feeding (Singlespeed type),

• 2-step feeding (Simplified multispeed type), and

• Sequential feeding (Multispeed type)

In the singlespeed type, a set value is constantly compared to the actual value

and correspondingly re-adjusted. The control process of the simplified multispeed
type is analogous to that of the singlespeed type, with the exception of two different

available yarn feeding values, which are controlled by means of a two-step drive. In

the multispeed type, any desired amount of yarn to be fed can be set for each loop

row by means of a servo motor.

Currently, the knitting yarn is mostly fed to the knitting unit of the warp-knitting

machines at a constant feeding speed (singlespeed type).

The yarn guiding device (Fig. 7.11) deflects and guides the knitting yarns from

the warp beam to the knitting unit. To keep process yarn tensions small, the number

and arrangement of the yarn guiding elements is adapted to the respective machine

type, and all surfaces are modified to reduce friction. The yarn comb used on warp-

knitting machines separates the warp yarns and is placed either between the yarn

tensioning element and the guide bar or above the yarn tensioning element.

Setting an optimal knitting yarn tension is a crucial factor of ensuring quality and

smooth operation. For a correct execution of the warp-knitting process, all knitting

yarns have to be fed from the warp yarn to the knitting unit at a consistent yarn

Fig. 7.11 Yarn guiding

device (top) and yarn comb

(bottom)
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tension. Excessive yarn tensions cause yarn breaks, while insufficient tensions lead

to snarling and faulty lapping. Since the amount of yarn fed from the feeding device

at constant speed is processed discontinuously during loop formation, the fluctuat-

ing lengths of yarn between warp beam and knitting unit have to be compensated by

a yarn tensioning element. This spring-based yarn tensioning element temporarily

stores the excess yarn lengths. The following factors decisively influence the

effectiveness of the yarn tensioning element:

• Spring (trapezoid or spiral spring)

– Spring stiffness,

– Number of springs,

– Characteristic frequency,

– Angular position

• Yarn feeding

• Strain behavior of the yarn

• Fabric take-up

• Movement of the knitting unit (see “Joining of the base materials”)

– Needle movement,

– Guide needle swing movement,

– Guide needle shogging movement,

– Sinker movement

The yarn tensioning elements usually used on warp-knitting machines consist of

a hollow-profile tensioning bar (tensioning shaft) fixed to trapezoid or spiral springs

(Fig. 7.12) of defined number, thickness, and length. The absorption and transfer of

forces depends on the material properties (spring stiffness, mass) and the geomet-

rical shape of the spring. Trapezoid and spiral springs are able to store mechanical

work as potential energy and then release it. The selection of the spring type as well

as the number and arrangement of springs depend on the textile-physical charac-

teristics of the yarn material to be processed.

7.3.2.2 Warp and Weft Yarns

Warp and weft yarns are usually stored on bobbins in bobbin creels. These creels

are equipped with yarn brakes to ensure uniform yarn tension during unwinding and

they often also feature yarn monitors to automatically shut down the machine in

case of yarn breaks. The yarns can be unwound from the bobbins either over the

circumference (external; tangential take-up) or over-head (external or internal

unwinding). Over-head unwinding does not require additional installations but

inserts rotations into the yarns. These rotations can differ along the run length of

the yarn and can persist even in the finished textile structure. For an unwinding over

the circumference of cylindrical yarn bobbins unwinding devices are necessary,

which in turn require a larger set-up area. In quality-sensitive applications, such as

the processing of carbon yarns, rotations in the yarn can thus be avoided.
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Unwinding over the circumference is also a prerequisite for the use of so-called

spreading devices used to spread the yarns during feeding. This way, yarns with a

high number of filaments can be processed into very thin and light fiber layers.

Creel placement always has to be adapted to the circumstances in the production

plant. In general, long feeding distances with frequent deflections are to be avoided,

as the involved friction can damage the often quite sensitive yarn materials.

Therefore, weft yarn creels are usually placed next to the machine, directly at the

weft yarn laying device. When processing warp yarns, the creels can be set up

behind, in front of or next to the machine. A set-up of the creels on a pedestal or in

an elevated level above the machine is sensible, especially for larger machines with

more than one weft yarn laying device. The warp yarns are directly fed to the

knitting unit via suitable guide elements, or they can be guided over special feeding

devices, i.e. rollers arranged above the knitting unit and driven by electric motors.

This manner of feeding homogenizes yarn tensions across the entire group of warp

yarns, resulting in an improved quality of the textile fabric.

The use of the so-called magazine weft insertion is a typical feature of weft yarn

feeding in the manufacture of warp-knitted semi-finished products for lightweight

construction purposes. Here, the weft yarns are not directly fed to the knitting unit

after unwinding from the bobbin creel, but first placed in a transport system and

delivered from there to the knitting unit (Fig. 7.13). The transport systems funda-

mentally consist of two holding devices running around both sides of the machine

frame and fixing the weft yarn in position under tension. These holding devices can

be designed as hooks, pegs, needles or clamps (Fig. 7.14). The weft laying device

usually places the weft yarns continuously in the transport system. This means that

the transporting device moves steadily from one side of the transport system to the

other, each time placing several weft yarns in the holding devices without them

Fig. 7.12 Yarn tensioning

elements (top: trapezoid
springs, bottom: spiral
springs; Source: LIBA
Maschinenfabrik GmbH)
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being cut. For the processing of spread carbon filament yarns, solutions are avail-

able in which the weft yarns are placed individually, exactly measured, cut, and

placed in the holding system by means of an insertion device.

In magazine weft insertion the weft yarns can be laid either parallel to one

another (parallel weft) or slightly crossed and overlapped (cross weft). A parallel

insertion is the result of the weft laying device moving from one machine side to the

other while compensating the advance motion of the transport system. Without the

compensation, a cross weft is created. Another differentiation can be made with

regard to the pricking of the yarns into the base layer. If the yarns are positioned

between the knitting elements in such a fashion that prevents pricking during loop

formation, the yarn insertion is in line with the loops and vice-versa. Weft insertion

with transporting devices achieves only a very slow yarn unwinding per unit of time

in the reversal point of the transporting device. During the movement between both

sides of the transport system, the unwinding is sped up considerably. This results in

an uneven yarn unwinding with clear yarn tension peaks. The use of compensation

devices (Fig. 7.15), which build up yarn reserves during the reversal, can homog-

enize the weft yarn unwinding.

Fig. 7.13 Magazine weft

insertion of the Karl Mayer

Malitronic® Multiaxial

stitch-bonding machine

Fig. 7.14 Example of a

holding device in the weft

transport system of the Karl

Mayer Malitronic®

Multiaxial stitch-bonding

machine
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The weft insertion can be performed perpendicular or diagonal to the knitting

direction of the machine. By arranging several weft insertion systems consecu-

tively, the production of fabrics with several yarn layers of different orientations

can be produced. The weft insertion systems can be fixed in their position and

orientation, or they can be adjusted by manual or electronic controls.

7.3.2.3 Additional Fabrics

When using suitable knitting elements (see Sect. 7.3.3), warp-knitting machines can

be used to connect nonwovens, films or woven fabrics to the warp and weft yarn

layers. These fabrics are fed off fabric rolls, with the feeding devices arranged in a

way that allows fixation both above and beneath the warp and weft yarn layers.

Chopped glass fiber mats can also be produced on warp-knitting machines. These

mats consist of chopped glass fiber filaments, and the chopping can be performed by

chopping rollers installed in the machine. If the production of the chopped fiber mat

constitutes the first step of production, the chopped fiber pieces are laid out as a

homogenous mat on a transport belt stretched in the frame of the transport system.

They can also be spread onto the unsolidified weft yarn layer if the chopping rollers

are positioned directly before the knitting unit. This way, the glass mat is integrated

on either the top or bottom side of the fabric. The transport belt also supports the

weft yarn layers, particularly with greater working widths. For the latter purpose,

parallel straps are an alternative.

Fig. 7.15 Compensation

device for weft yarns

(picture shows a yarn

tensioning device of the

Karl Mayer Malitronic®

Multiaxial stitch-bonding

machine)
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7.3.3 Joining of the Base Materials: Loop Formation Process

7.3.3.1 Overview of the Knitting Elements

The joining of the base materials in the warp-knitting process, i.e. the connection of

individual yarn layers to each other or to other fabrics, is performed during the loop

formation process. The loop formation process consists of coordinated movements

of the individual knitting elements. The influence of the knitting yarn with its

mechanical characteristics, friction behavior in relation to the knitting unit, and

other machine parts also plays a significant role. During the loop formation process,

the knitting yarns are transformed into loops by the interaction of all knitting

elements. The type of knitting elements depends on the respective machine type,

and the following knitting elements are commonly used in warp-knitting machines

(Fig. 7.16):

• Needles (arranged on the needle bar),

• Sliding tongues (arranged on the tongue bar),

• Guide needles (arranged on the guide bar),

• Sinkers depending on the machine type

– combined holding-down and knocking-over sinkers (compound sinkers) (tri-

cot machine),

– trick plate and holding-down sinker (raschel machine),

– knocking-over sinkers and supporting element (multiaxial warp-knitting

machine),

Fig. 7.16 Knitting

elements exemplified by a

multiaxial warp-knitting

machine
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• Filler yarn bar for the warp yarns (partly combined with retainers),

• Weft extension assists

7.3.3.2 Knitting Element: Guide Bar

Guide bars are rails made from metal or fiber-reinforced plastic, on which yarn

guide elements are fixed. On warp-knitting machines, these are referred to as guide
needles. They move on spatially elliptical paths consisting of swinging and shog-

ging motions. The separate movement stages are called underlap, swing-in, overlap,

and swing-out (see Sect. 7.2). The exact process of the swinging movements

depends on the machine type and the number of guide bars as well as the stitch

and the machine gauge. The swinging movement of the guide bars is realized by

gears connected to the main shaft, depending on the rotational angle of the machine.

The following systems are common for driving the guide bar shogging movement:

• Pattern disks,

• Pattern chains,

• Linear motors, or

• Servo motors with additional gears

A pattern disk is a type of cam read off by a slider. The advantage of the pattern

disk is in the high speeds which can be achieved, and in the precision of operation,

while the low flexibility is rather disadvantageous. For each binding and machine

fineness, a different pattern disk has to be used, and the repeat is limited to the

circumference of the pattern disk. In this regard, pattern chains are much more

flexible. The individual chains can be assembled according to the pattern and the

repeat. This allows pattern designs with very long repeats. The low speed of pattern

chains brought about by clearance fits of the individual chain links and the decrease

of precision at increasing speeds is a clear disadvantage. Linear and servo motors

with additional drives offer greater flexibility and efficiency (wide variety of

bindings and infinite repeat lengths) can be used to replace chain links. However,

they are only being used at low machine speeds due to their restricted dynamics. In

addition, they require higher investment costs.

7.3.3.3 Knitting Elements: Needles and Sinkers

The task of the needles arranged on the needle bar is to form and shape the loops.

Depending on the type of warp-knitting machine and the intended use, compound

needles or piercing compound needles (Fig. 7.17) as well as latch needles (see Sect.

6.2.2) are common choices in the field of warp-knitting. The sliding tongue used to

close the needle hook, or depending on the needle design, the tongue or tip of the

needle safely carry the yarn material until the half loop is knocked over. The

compound needle-sliding tongue system is most common on warp-knitting

machines with a lightweight construction product range. This solution allows
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high speeds, smooth movement sequences, and yarn-protecting processing. A

piercing compound needle design with a sharp tip can penetrate as well as connect

several yarn layers and fabrics.

According to the machine type (see Sect. 7.4), different sinkers can be used as

knitting elements on warp-knitting machines. They support the formation of loops

by needles and yarn guides during the warp-knitting process, retain those loops

already formed and prevent the displacement of yarn layers by the movement of the

needle during warp-knitting processes. The loops and the manner of their arrange-

ment in the warp-knitted fabric, are created by the interaction of the mentioned

knitting elements on the basis of pre-set paths through the drive of the mainshaft. At

each revolution of the mainshaft, a new loop is formed. The process of loop

formation will here be explained using the example of an RL tricot machine with

compound needle/sliding tongue system (Fig. 7.18) [1]:

• Position 1 (0�—Knocking-over position): The compound needles and the sliding

tongues are stationary in the bottom knocking-over position. The guide bars

perform the underlap, and the sinker swings forward into the holding-down

position.

• Position 2 (60�–120�—Holding-down of the fabric): The compound needles

move upward, the fabric is held in place by the sinker, while the sliding tongues

remain in the bottom position. The guide bars finish the underlap.

• Position 3 (120�–195�—Guide bar swinging): The compound needles are now in

top position. The sliding tongues start to rise in the groove of the compound

needles. The guide bars have finished the underlap and commence the swing

movement.

• Position 4 (195�–255�—Overlap of the knitting yarns): The compound needles

and the sliding tongues remain in the top position. The sliding tongues emerge

Fig. 7.17 (Piercing)

compound needle types

(Source: LIBA
Maschinenfabrik GmbH)
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from the sliding grooves. The guide bars swing to the rear reversal position, and

the overlaps are completed.

• Position 5 (255�–315�—Catching the knitting yarns): The compound needles

and the sliding tongues are still in top position. The guide bars have swung

forward and have placed the knitting yarns in the needle hook.

• Position 6 (315�–345�—Closing the needles): The compound needles have

moved halfway down, the sliding tongues have moved from the sliding groove

of the compound needles, beginning to close the needles. The half loops slide off

the needle shaft, across the needle breast and onto the sliding tongue, while the

sinker bar swings into the back position.

• Position 7 (345�–360�—Knocking-over of the half-loop): The compound

needles and the sliding tongues dip into the sinker bar together. The half-loops

are knocked over by the closed needles heads via the sinkers. The half loops are

turned into loops, and the inlaid yarns are formed into half-loops. The guide bars

commence the underlaps.

7.3.4 Separation, Take-up, and Winding of the Fabric Web

In the production of warp-knitted semi-finished products manufactured with mag-

azine weft insertion (see Sect. 7.3.2.2), it is necessary to separate them from the

transport system after the knitting unit. This is done by cutting the selvedge in the

Pos. 5
255º

Pos. 6
315º

Pos. 7
345º

Pos. 3
120º

Pos. 2
60º

• •

•

•

• •

•

•

• •

•

•

••

Pos. 1
0º

Pos. 4
195º

Fig. 7.18 Loop formation process, exemplified by an RL tricot machine (Source: LIBA

Maschinenfabrik GmbH)
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holding system either immediately after the knitting unit or before it reaches the

fabric take-up.

The warp-knitted fabric is transported out of the knitting unit by the take-up unit,

which can also provide the yarn tension required for processing warp and weft yarns

as well as the fabric. Forces are introduced by the friction between the fabric and a

group of two or three rollers. Looping around the rollers ensures a secure and

non-slip fabric take-up. Structure and coating of the roller surfaces can be varied,

and adjusted to the desired product. The take-up rollers can be driven by means of:

• the mainshaft (the desired take-up speed is set mechanically by the change of

gear wheels), or

• a separate servo motor [the desired take-up speed is set electronically by

computer input (EAC system)].

In addition to selvedge cutting, a longitudinal separation of the warp-knitted

fabric can be performed, which allows the simultaneous manufacture of several

parallel fabric webs. In a final process step, the web advanced by the take-up is

wound onto a tube or a roller by means of a winding unit.

7.3.5 Process-Integrated Production

To economize later process steps and to achieve improved textile properties,

additional functions can be integrated in the warp-knitting process. These usually

serve the purpose of textile finishing, such as coating, (partial) impregnation,

drying, or heat treatments. Fundamentally, a large number of diverse additional

functions can be combined with warp-knitting machines, if they are arranged

between the warp-knitting machine and a spatially separated winding unit

(Fig. 7.19). Here, the fabric is guided through the additional machine module.

If there are particularly high requirements concerning the accuracy of the fabric

geometry of warp-knitted fabrics with weft yarns, it is recommended to arrange the

finishing steps before the separation of the fabric web from the weft yarn transport

system. This way, a fixation of the weft and warp yarn layer geometry in the

required shape can be ensured by coating or heat treatment. Only afterwards the

fabric web is separated from the transport system and wound up. This requires an

extension of the machine frame between knitting and fabric take-up unit. A modular

machine structure provides the user with great freedom of design in this context.
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7.4 Machine Technology for Two-Dimensional

Warp-Knitted Semi-finished Products

7.4.1 Conventional RL Warp-Knitting Machines
for the Manufacture of Warp-Knitted Semi-finished
Products

Tricot machines and raschel machines are the common types of RL warp-knitting

machines used for the manufacture of technical textiles. In contrast to the multiaxial

warp-knitting machines described below, these machines can produce fabrics

consisting purely of loops, although they also offer the possibility of integrated

warp and weft yarn layers. Raschel machines also offer the opportunity to connect

other types of fabric such as nonwovens with yarn layers. The essential differences

are:

• the knitting elements

– in tricot machines: with combined holding-down and knocking-over sinker

– in raschel machines: with trace comb bar and trick plate

• the number of guide bars

– in tricot machines: up to five

– in raschel machines: up to 64

• the angle between warp yarn and fabric

– in tricot machines: ca. 45�–90�

– in raschel machines: ca. 170�

Fig. 7.19 Example of the integration of coating and drying in the warp-knitting process, exem-

plified by the manufacture of technical textiles for road construction and geotextiles (Source:
LIBA Maschinenfabrik GmbH)
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Figure 7.20 shows the knitting units of a tricot machine and a raschel machine. In

tricot machines, the combined holding-down and knocking-over sinker supports the

brushing and knocking-over (see Sect. 7.3.3). The dimensions of the combined

holding-down and knocking-over sinker in relation to the needle stroke define the

knocking-over depth and essentially the loop size. On a raschel machine, trace

comb and trick plate assume the tasks of retaining the previously formed half-loops

and defining the loop size. Apart from the standard knitting elements, additional

devices, such as magazine weft insertion systems, Jacquard systems, pile sinkers,

and knock-over plates can be assembled according to the desired product. The

design types resulting from additional modules can be summarized as follows [2]:

Tricot machines

• Standard machines with up to five guide bars

• Tricot machines with weft insertion

• Tricot machines for pile fabrics

• Tricot machines with cut-press technology

• Standard machines with two knitting units

Raschel machines

• Standard raschel machines

• Raschel machines with Jacquard unit

• Raschel machines with multibar and Jacquard unit

Fig. 7.20 Knitting elements of a tricot machine (left) and at raschel machine (right) (Source:
LIBA Maschinenfabrik GmbH). 1: Guide bar with guide needles, 2: Compound needle bar, 3:

Tongue bar, 4: Combined holding-down and knocking-over sinker bar, 5: Stitch comb bar, 6: Trick

plate
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• Double-bar raschel machines

• Raschel machines with weft insertion

For technological and construction reasons tricot machines are characterized by

a higher machine speed in comparison to raschel machines, due to the smaller

number of guide bars and the shorter paths run by the loop formation elements. The

pattern design possibilities are limited by the smaller needle stroke and the small

number of guide bars. In these aspects, raschel machines offer a much wider range

of design possibilities. On both machine types, an additional weft insertion in

longitudinal or crosswise direction allows the realization of monaxially or biaxially

reinforced warp-knitted fabrics similar to those of multiaxial warp-knitting

machines. This way, textile properties such as strength, elongation, or flexural

stiffness can be influenced specifically. For an efficient insertion of a high number

of weft yarns into narrow fabrics, the crochet technology was developed. In contrast
to conventional warp-knitting machines, the movements of the weft guide bars

(which are pivoted by 90�) on crochet machines are separated from the movements

of the loop-forming guide bars (of which usually just one or two are installed).

During the removal of the knitting needle, the needle passes between the yarn guide

elements of the weft laying device. Immediately afterwards, the weft guide bars

swivel outwards and begin the shogging movement, which has to be finished before

the renewed removal of the needle. Before the knitting needle removal, the weft

laying devices are pivoted back into the area of the knitting needle, and the

obliquely placed weft yarn is arranged underneath the needle, where it is integrated

into the loops during the following loop formation process. The wefts are laid under

electronic controls across partial widths or across the entire fabric width. In contrast

to conventional warp-knitting, narrower fabric widths of up to 600 mm are com-

mon. The crucial advantage of crochet machines is their ability to integrate even

very coarse yarns, such as glass and carbon rovings as cross, diagonal or longitu-

dinal weft, in-line with the loops (i.e. without pricking of the yarns). Crochet

machines are therefore suitable primarily for the manufacture of special-purpose,

narrow preform structures akin to non-crimp fabrics.

7.4.2 Multiaxial Warp-Knitting Machines
for the Manufacture of Warp-Knitted Reinforcement
Structures

Multiaxial warp-knitting machines (alternatively referred to as stitch-bonding

machines) are the typical platform for the manufacture of multiaxial structure for

lightweight construction, as the stretched yarns running in various directions result

in a high stiffness of the textile fabric and the final composite component.

Multiaxial warp-knitting machines usually have one needle bar (right-left) and

two guide bars to connect the fed yarn groups and/or fabrics with knitting yarns

by piercing them with the needles and joining them by means of loops. This
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principle of operation increases the productivity of the fabric formation process.

The functional structure of a multiaxial warp-knitting machine is represented in

Fig. 7.21. One typical feature of the structure of a multiaxial warp-knitting machine

is the weft transport system, feeding the yarn layers to the knitting unit. The

machines are equipped with several weft laying devices (see Sect. 7.3.2.2), of

which at least one, but usually two can insert diagonal wefts. This means that the

yarn layers can be placed on top of each other as required and then be joined by the

knitting unit (Fig. 7.22). Machines with only one fixed weft laying device for weft

insertion across the working direction are often called biaxial warp-knitting

machines as yarns in the fabric run in only two directions. With these technical

circumstances, the prerequisites are met to manufacture tailor-made textile semi-

finished products with suitable fiber orientation for composite components exposed

to multiaxial load cases with normal, shear, flexural, and torsional stresses. After

Fig. 7.21 Functional structure of a multiaxial warp-knitting machine (Source: Karl Mayer

MALIMO Textilmaschinenfabrik GmbH)

Fig. 7.22 Yarn layer orientation in stitch-bonded fabrics
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the weft yarns are inserted in the transport chain, the warp yarns are introduced as

the uppermost layer, and the layer stack is then connected by loops in the knitting

unit. The connection of yarn layers through the loops allows versatile possibilities

for specific designs of the textile semi-finished products with regard to their

adaption to the final component form and, when using suitable knitting yarns, can

increase their resistance to impact loads and the corresponding danger of delami-

nation. The working width of the machines is commonly between 1.25 and 2.5 m,

with most commercially available machines not offering a change of the working

width. Machines for greater working widths are also available.

The fabrics produced on multiaxial warp-knitting machines are referred to as

stitch-bonded fabrics in accordance with DIN 61211. In practice, a number of other

terms are used, such as multiaxial non-crimp fabric or warp-knitted non-crimp

fabric—all of them indicate that stitch-bonded fabrics are a sub-group of non-crimp

fabrics. The umbrella term non-crimp fabric is used for a fabric fixed by chemical or

mechanical (frictional and/or form fit) bonding, and comprising one or more layers

of parallel, stretched fibers and/or other fabrics. Each yarn layer can be oriented

differently and feature different yarn densities. Therefore, a stitch-bonded fabric is
a non-crimp fabric bound by warp-knitted loops. The orientation of the yarn layers

in the multiaxial non-crimp fabric does not necessarily have to be straight. Using

devices for the manipulation of warp and weft yarns the yarn course can be adjusted

in a wide range [3, 4].

With regard to the textile product, multiaxial non-crimp fabrics can be classified

into yarn layer multiaxial non-crimp fabrics and combined multiaxial non-crimp

fabrics, depending on the fabrics to be joined, in accordance with DIN 61211. Yarn

layer multiaxial non-crimp fabrics consist exclusively of warp and weft yarn layers.

Combined multiaxial non-crimp fabrics can contain yarn layers as well as fabrics.

Apart from the straight and stretched yarn course of multiaxial non-crimp fabrics

and the nearly freely adjustable angular orientation, this freedom of combination is

one of the essential advantages of multiaxial non-crimp fabrics when used in

composite materials. Such a combination of characteristics cannot be achieved by

any other textile fabric formation process.

According to the respective yarn layer orientation, the designation of multiaxial

non-crimp fabrics can be made more precise, namely:

• monaxial non-crimp fabric with one or more yarn layers in one direction

(1D structure),

• biaxial non-crimp fabric with two or more yarn layers in two directions but in the

same plane (2D structure),

• multiaxial non-crimp fabrics with more than two yarn layers in more than two

directions but on the same plane (2D structure), and

• multiaxial non-crimp fabrics with more than two yarn layers in more than two

directions, with knitting yarns as reinforcement yarns (3D structure)

The orientation of the individual layers is usually stated in the form of (α/β/γ),
with α, β, and γ corresponding to the insertion angle of the yarn layers. The

orientations of the individual yarn layers are stated in relation to the production
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direction. The production direction is defined as X direction or 0� direction, the

transverse direction as Y direction or 90� direction, and the stacking sequence as Z

direction. Yarn orientations of yarn layers running from the origin of ordinates in

the direction of the positive x and y axes are labeled “+”, yarn layer orientation for

layers running in direction of the positive x axis and the negative y axis are labeled

“�” in relation to the 0� direction (Fig. 7.22). A four-layered multiaxial non-crimp

fabric with the individual layers oriented at 0�, +45�, �45�, and 90� is therefore

designated as (0/+45/�45/90).

The additional use of reinforcement yarns as knitting yarns will reduce

interlaminary delamination (i.e. the failure of the composite between the yarn

layers), enable damage-tolerant components, and improve the crash and impact

behavior of the composites in the final composite component.

The yarn layer orientation is set via the weft yarn laying device, with three

different available systems:

• multiaxial warp-knitting machines with fixed weft laying device arrangement

[e.g. (+45/90/�45)],

• multiaxial warp-knitting machines with manually adjustable arrangement of the

weft-laying device, i.e. the orientation is set before production by shifting the

laying device relative to the transport frame; the laying devices are fixed during

production, and

• multiaxial warp-knitting machines with electronically controlled weft laying

devices, i.e. the insertion angle is controlled via the machine controls, the laying

devices are moved in working direction of the machine, and the orientation of

the weft yarns results from the adjusted travel (Fig. 7.23)

The realizable number of yarn layers and their orientations corresponds to the

number of weft laying devices as well as warp yarn feeding devices on the machine.

Common multiaxial warp-knitting machines feature three weft laying devices, but

configurations with five to seven devices plus the option to feed one warp yarn layer

are offered by some manufacturers. Thus, the strength characteristics of the textile

semi-finished products can be adjusted specifically from anisotropic to orthotropic

and quasi-isotropic. This is represented schematically as a polar diagram in

Fig. 7.24, showing the qualitative distribution of the mechanical composite char-

acteristics depending on the strain angle for a monaxial, a biaxial, and a multiaxial

non-crimp fabric.

Basically, the knitting elements of a multiaxial warp-knitting machine are

similar to those of all other warp-knitting machine. Deviations arise from the

principle of connecting the fed yarn layers and/or fabrics. Since these have to be

pierced by the needles, the compound needles are equipped with a tip and are

therefore referred to as piercing compound needles. Another typical feature is the

knocking-over sinker fitted on the needle side and retaining the yarn layers during

the backward movement of the needles. For the same purpose, the guide bar side is

equipped with supporting pins to retain the yarn layers during the piercing of the

needles. The knitting unit design varies between manufacturers. Two examples are

shown in Fig. 7.25. All recent multiaxial and biaxial warp-knitting machines use a

horizontal yarn layer feeding, although older machines might feed the yarn layer
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vertically. In biaxial warp-knitting machines, the weft yarns in transverse direction

can also be introduced in a manner that prevents their piercing by the needles and

allows the formation of the loops precisely around the yarns (weft yarn insertion

in-line with the loops). Comparable systems for multiaxial warp-knitting machines

with diagonal weft yarn laying devices are currently not available, but a few older

machines with weft yarn insertion of all layers in-line with the loops are still in

industrial use.

The warp yarn is fed directly to the knitting unit by means of special warp yarn

guides. The design of these guides is matched with the yarn material to be

Fig. 7.23 Electronically

controlled adjustment of the

weft laying device

orientation on multiaxial

warp-knitting machines

(Source: LIBA
Maschinenfabrik GmbH)

Fig. 7.24 Correlation of

yarn layer orientation and

structural composite

strengths of multiaxial

non-crimp fabrics, related to

their respective strength in

reinforcement direction
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processed, and these guides can be designed to be able to complete a shogging

motion, which allows tying off warp yarn layers with pillar stitch. A special warp

yarn offset system is used for the production of multiaxial non-crimp fabrics with

force flow-oriented warp yarns. This way, individual warp yarns or warp yarn

groups can be arranged on the top side of the multiaxial non-crimp fabric in way

that matches the pre-calculated force flow in the component [3, 4].

The purposeful adjustment of the piercing compound needle movement can also

enable the user to influence the characteristics of the multiaxial non-crimp fabric.

One option is to move the needle along the working direction of the machine during

the piercing of the yarn layers. This reduces the size of the openings created by the

piercing motion and minimizes damages to the warp and weft yarns. The targeted

influencing of the yarn layer arrangement in multiaxial non-crimp fabrics can also

be attained by laterally offsetting the compound needle bar during the extended

warp-knitting process. This allows the user to influence the binding of the knitting

yarn on the compound needle side as extensively as on the guide bar side. This

makes the realization of, for instance, symmetrical multiaxial non-crimp fabrics

with warp yarn layers on the outsides feasible, which would not be an option of

conventional multiaxial warp-knitting machines [5].

Recent developments in the field of glass fiber-processing multiaxial warp-

knitting machines, which are the dominant type available on the market, are

focused on increasing productivity, which is currently at a production speed of

6 m/min, and on improving quality of the warp-knitted semi-finished products,

primarily by ensuring a low-damage processing of the yarn material. Simulta-

neously, specialized machines are being developed for the processing of carbon

fibers, focused on the fail-safe and high-quality spreading of the filament, and on

the secure, non-twisted and stretched insertion of the weft yarns into the transport

Fig. 7.25 Schematic representation of the knitting elements on current multiaxial warp-knitting

machines (left: LIBA Copcentra MAX 3, right: Karl Mayer Malitronic® Multiaxial). 1: Piercing

compound needle, 2: Sliding tongue, 3: Weft yarn, 4: Knocking-over sinker, 5: Warp yarn, 6:

Warp yarn guide with supporting needles, 7: Guide bar (knitting yarn guide), 8: Knitting yarn, 9:

Support rail
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mechanism. Here, filament yarns with very high numbers of filaments (so-called

heavy tows) are seeing increased use. The integration of additional process steps

into the warp-knitting process, for example textile finishing, has caused an

increased modularization and flexibilization of the manufacturing process. All of

these developments aim at enabling textile producers to react flexibly to new

product requirements while ensuring increased profits. The use of special yarn

laying systems allows the insertion of stiffening elements and additionally

reinforced force introduction areas. Simultaneously, efforts are underway to sepa-

rate the warp-knitting process from the production of multiaxial non-crimp fabrics

in order to produce textile semi-finished products with properties similar to those of

chemically solidified non-crimp fabrics. The greatest challenge in this context is the

setting of drapeability comparable to that of warp-knitted non-crimp fabrics.

Apart from online textile finishing in the warp-knitting process, the integration

of additional functional elements like sensor networks can shorten the entire

production process in many lightweight construction applications. Another ten-

dency in this context is the manufacture of 3D semi-finished products close to the

final component geometry, aimed at reducing the number of consequent process

steps.

Quality assurance becomes more and more important with the development of

application fields with very high quality requirements, such as the manufacture of

automobile parts. Here, practical solutions are currently being developed for online

control methods for damage-free material testing across all production steps. It can

therefore be assumed that the use of warp-knitted semi-finished products for

lightweight-construction applications will increase in the future.

7.5 Machine Technology for Three-Dimensionally

Warp-Knitted Semi-finished Products

The manufacture of three-dimensional warp-knitted fabrics is becoming increas-

ingly important for the area of technical textiles. This is due to the possibility to

combine different, sometimes even contrary characteristics such as closed or open,

smooth or strongly structured, dimensional stability on one fabric side and high

elasticity on the opposite side, in the same three-dimension semi-finished product.

Due to the range of adjustable parameters, the properties of the warp-knitted semi-

finished products can be influenced in a wide variety of ways and allow for

requirement-adapted three-dimensional textile structures for a number of

applications.

Three-dimensional warp-knitted semi-finished products are manufactured on

double-bar raschel machines (RR double-needle bar raschel machines). Based on

the RR warp-knitting technology, two independent textile fabrics are connected

into a spatial textile construction by means of a 3D yarn system (pillar yarn system).
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The 3D yarn system usually consists of monofilaments to realize a pressure-resilient

connection between the two warp-knitted fabric surfaces (Fig. 7.26).

The knitting elements of a double-bar raschel machine and their construction

design are analogous to those of RL raschel machines. Double-bar machines feature

an additional, mirror-imaged knitting unit. The distance between the needle bars

can be adjusted up to 65 mm, depending on the machine type and the manufacturer.

By adjusting the needle bar distance during production, three-dimensional warp-

knitted semi-finished products with a cross-section variable along the production

direction are created.

During loop formation, both needle bars are in engagement and asynchronously

offset by 180� of main shaft rotation angle. The loop formation is performed as on

RL warp-knitting machines described previously in this chapter, with the difference

being that yarns run between the two needle bars. Typical double-bar raschel

machines are equipped with five to seven guide bars. At least the first and last

guide bars are used to manufacture the respective surface of the spacer fabric. The

remaining guide bars form the pile yarn system and connect the surface into a three-

dimensional warp-knitted fabric. The knitting unit of a double-bar raschel machine

with tongue needles is given as an example in Fig. 7.27.

The additional insertion of warp and weft yarns on one or both machine sides

(depending on the machine type), can be used to combine the advantages of

multiaxial warp-knitted fabrics with the possibilities of three-dimensional warp-

knitted semi-finished products. These axially reinforced 3D warp-knitted fabrics

are perfectly suited for applications requiring not only a defined strength and stiff in

longitudinal and transverse direction, but also a defined pressure-resilient spacer

layer. One current application for such semi-finished products is in textile rein-

forcements for concrete (see Sect. 16.4).

Fig. 7.26 Cross-section of

a three-dimensional warp-

knitted semi-finished

product
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7.6 Parameters and Characteristics of Warp-Knitted

Semi-finished Products

The warp-knitting process for the manufacture of two- and three-dimensional semi-

finished products offers a variety of parameters, which can be varied to influence

the characteristics of the desired final products extensively and adapted to the

requirements. For instance, in multiaxial warp-knitting the following factors can

be adjusted for the manufacture of warp-knitted semi-finished products:

Yarn Material

• Design

– fiber length in the yarn (staple fiber yarns, filament yarns)

– yarn cross-section (round, oval, tape-shaped)

– special designs (smooth yarns, texturized yarns, effect yarns, hybrid yarns,

wires)

• Material

– natural fibers

– classic synthetic fibers (PAN, PES, PP)

– high-performance fiber materials (carbon, glass, aramid)

Fig. 7.27 Knitting

elements of a double-bar

raschel machine (Source:
LIBA Maschinenfabrik

GmbH). 1: Guide bar with

guide needles, 2: Stitch-

comb bar, 3: Needle bar

with tongue needles, 4:

Trick plate
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Feeding of Base Materials

• Storage medium of the yarns (warp beam, bobbin, type of bobbin)

• Removal from storage medium (across the circumference or overhead, internal

or external, active or passive)

• Knitting yarn delivery amount (stated in mm/Rack, 1 Rack¼ 480 min�1, related

to the revolutions of the main shaft)

• Knitting yarn tension (depends, among other factors, on the knitting yarn

delivery amount, the yarn brakes, the existing places of friction, and the pattern)

• Weft yarn take-up from the creel (continuous, intermittent)

• Weft yarn insertion into the transport system (infinite, sequential, spread)

• Warp and weft yarn tension

• Number of warp and weft yarns per yarn guide (one or more)

Arrangement of Base Materials

• Orientation of the knitting yarn (loop density)

– the number of wales across the production direction is adjusted by guide

needle and needle gauges, and by the threading. For example, the guide

needle distance for a machine gauge E7 (7 per inch) is ca. 3.6 mm. With a

threading of 1 full and 1 empty, this results in a theoretical wale number of

ca. 3.5 per inch at a distance of ca. 7.2 mm.

– the number of courses in production direction, for instance on multiaxial

warp-knitting machines, is adjusted by stitch length (as the relation of

machine rotational speed to take-up speed). These adjustments can be

performed in very small steps (e.g. 2 mm).

• Yarn layer arrangement

– number (e.g. two)

– orientation of the individual yarn layers [e.g. (0/90)]

– yarn density within the individual yarn layers (e.g. 5 per inch)

• Arrangement of additional materials

– chopped glass fibers

– nonwoven fabrics

– films

– UD prepregs

– multiaxial non-crimp fabric (for the realization of high layer numbers or

symmetrical lay-ups)

Pattern

• Pattern (pillar, tricot, etc.)

• Manner of stitching (in yarn layer feeding)

– in-line with the loops (rare), i.e. no piercing of the warp and weft yarns by the

piercing compound needles occurs, instead the needles penetrate the yarn
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layers in between the yarns, incorporating the warp and weft yarns into the

loops

– not in-line with the loops (common), i.e. the warp and weft yarns are

principally pierced by the piercing compound needles

Take-up, Post-treatment, Storage

• fabric take-up speed

• process-integrated finishing steps (heat treatment, coating)

• winder type (surface or central winders)

The influence of the mentioned parameters on the properties of the final products

of multiaxial warp-knitting, which usually are composite components on a thermo-

set, thermoplastic or mineral basis, cannot be phrased universally at this time. The

range of requirements imposed by the different applications, the numerous

influencing factors and their interplay have entailed a diversity of insights regarding

individual cases and certain parameter combinations, not all of which are suitable

for generalization. Therefore, this section will give a short overview of how

important process parameters in multiaxial warp-knitting influence product prop-

erties. Decisive characteristics for fiber-reinforced plastics composites are high

specific values for tensile strength, Young’s modulus, flexural strength, resistance

to delamination and impact as well as easy impregnation with typical matrix

materials. Reference values are often taken from the corresponding specific values

of UD prepregs (see Chap. 11), which exhibit very high tensile strength, high

Young’s modulus, but a low resistance to delamination.

Experiments with multiaxial non-crimp fabrics show that the use of high-

strength knitting yarns (e.g. glass or aramid filament yarn) results in a significant

improvement of delamination resistance compared to UD prepregs. Several other

specific values are positively affected by such a loop-shaped connection, due to the

high-strength yarns arranged in thickness direction. Thus, suitable knitting yarns

improve damage tolerance, fracture toughness as well as compression and tensile

strength after impact loads [6–9].

The connection of layers by knitting yarns impairs relevant mechanical param-

eters of the corresponding composite materials in fiber direction (in-plane charac-

teristics). It is well known that the knitting yarns cause fiber constrictions on the

outsides of the multiaxial warp-knitted fabric and undulations of the reinforcement

fibers at the points where they penetrate the textile layers [9, 10]. This creates

openings in the textile surface, which usually cannot be closed during further

processing. These fault spots can cause resin accumulations and air pockets in

fiber-reinforced plastic composites, bearing the risk of stress concentrations. In

general, this increases the danger of defects in the composite material. As a result,

multilayer composites often exhibit impaired characteristics in fiber direction in

comparison to UD prepregs, particularly with regard to stiffness, tensile strength,

compressive, shear, and flexural strengths [9–14]. New researches also show that a

targeted selection of the machine parameters can significantly reduce unwanted

influences of the knitting yarn on the characteristics in fiber direction [15]. One

possibility to realize this is the use of needles that can be moved along with the
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process, compensating the forward movement of the yarn layers and thus reducing

the size of the pricking point to the dimensions of the needle.

Little attention has so far been paid to the influence of the pattern. It has been

established that the RL tricot stitch causes greater angular deviation of the fibers in

the yarn layers than the RL pillar stitch binding. The influences of the stitch type on

the tensile strength and interlaminary shear strength of multilayer composites made

from multiaxial non-crimp fabrics could not be verified yet. With regards to the

impregnation properties of the multiaxial non-crimp fabric, the pattern influences

permeability. Irregular yarn sections such as in a RL pillar -tricot pattern cause

fluctuations in thickness and can close channels to the flow of the resin. This results

in randomly distributed permeability properties in the multiaxial non-crimp fabric.

When using a pattern with a regular yarn course (e.g. RL tricot), no displacements

can be detected, and the resulting impregnation behavior is significantly improved

[16]. The pattern also influences shear capacity. For instance, a multiaxial

non-crimp fabric in RL tricot stitch displays a better deformation capacity and

better drapeability than a fabric in RL pillar stitch or combined RL pillar -tricot

stitch [17].

The length of the loops in a multiaxial non-crimp fabric influences the degree of

fiber deviations in the warp and weft yarn layers. The induced deviations are

smaller in case of shorter stitch lengths. Tensile strength, Young’s modulus, and

shear strength in longitudinal and transverse directions increase with decreasing

stitch length [12]. The delamination behavior is also positively influenced by

shorter stitch lengths [8, 18].
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Chapter 8

Braided Semi-finished Products and Braiding

Techniques

Ezzedine Laourine

Traditionally, braiding is regarded as a manufacturing method for narrow fabrics

like cords and ropes. New braiding methods allow the manufacture of structures

with complex geometries which are used in lightweight construction solutions, for

instance in vehicle engineering. Braiding plays a special role in the production of

reinforcement structures due to the adjustment of the angular orientation in the

braiding and to intertwine threads in nearly all three spatial directions at continual

fiber orientation. 3D-braiding methods facilitate the manipulation of fiber orienta-

tion and thus ensure high strengths and stiffnesses at reduced mass. This chapter

describes the various braiding technologies for the manufacture of 2D-and

3D-structures. The principle and functionality, as well as the most important

braiding machine components are explained in detail. Potential application areas

of this process based on different examples are shown in this chapter, also,

possibilities for functional integration are discussed.

8.1 Introduction and Overview

Braids are produced by the regular intertwining of intertwining at least three yarns

running diagonal to the production direction. In DIN 60000, they are defined as

products from braiding threads with even thread density and closed fabric appear-

ance [1]. Braids can be supplemented by additional reinforcement threads in axial

direction (so-called 0� or pillar threads) and can be constructed as planar or volume-
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forming structures [2]. In contrast to other textile processes, braiding relies on open

yarn ends [3].

The distinguishing property of braids is the intertwining of their threads diagonal

to the structural main axis, which imparts high flexibility and resulting formability.

At least three rovings alternately intertwined in regularly repeated steps are

required to create a braid. Figure 8.1 shows the steps required to form a simple

braid.

Repeat denotes a repeated pattern created by the above process after conclusion

of a certain number of steps. In the method shown in Fig. 8.1, a repeat is created

after only two steps. Industrial braiding commonly uses more than three threads

(and up to several hundreds of threads), which are often called braiding threads or
bobbin threads. For complex, three-dimensionally braided structures with longitu-

dinally variable cross-sections, a repeat can require many steps. It is created after

all carriers return to their original position on the braiding plate. Depending on

component size and complexity, some braiding methods allow nearly unlimited

pattern repeats.

8.2 Classification of Braiding Methods

Braided structures can be classified into two- and three-dimensional constructs. The

dimension of the textile structure is not defined by its exterior design, but by the

thread delivery. If the threads are delivered in just one plane, the structures are

classified as 2D-braids.

If the threads interlace in all three spatial directions, they form a 3D-braided

structure.

Fig. 8.1 Principle of the braiding machine
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Sleeve braiding and round braiding are two 2D-braiding methods. They are

primarily used for purely textile applications, such as the production of cords,

ropes, or simple cord braids. They can also be used for reinforcement structures

in special application. It has to be noted that sleeve braiding also allows the

manufacture of three-dimensional geometries.

More complex structures become feasible with 3D-braiding methods. These

methods are mainly used for the production of three-dimensional reinforcement

structures for lightweight construction. Figure 8.2 gives an overview of current

braiding methods.

8.3 Functional Principle of Braiding Machines

The production sequences of a braiding machine are fundamentally inspired by the

principle of the manual labor. The first machine of this kind was patented as early as

the eighteenth century [4]. Original machines were made of wood. Even today

machines built from metal are still based on the same principles. Each braiding

thread is moved along a pre-defined path on a braiding plate. The thread is stored on

a spool moved by a carrier. To attain homogeneous fabric appearance, the carrier

ensures constant thread tension during the movement across the braiding plate.

In round braiding, the threads are intertwined by transporting one half of them in

one direction, while the other half is moved in the opposite direction of the impeller

wheels. The carriers complete a sinusoidal motion and thus enable an intertwining

of the threads.

Fig. 8.2 Classification of the braiding process
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Figure 8.3 shows the schematic construction of a round braiding machine as well

as the arrangement of the impeller wheels for the manufacture of a strand (flat

braided fabric) and a round braided fabric. While in round braiding the respective

half of the carriers turns in a continuous path in one direction, the production of a

strand requires the integration of a reversal point in the braiding plate, causing a

reversal of the direction at both ends. In practice, two larger impeller wheels are

used on the common machines in order to create more space for the reversal carrier.

The braiding is produced in the so-called braiding plane (or braiding point), from

where it is subsequently taken off. Depending on the take-up direction, braiding

machines are categorized as horizontal or vertical machines. The relation of take-up

speed and carrier circulation speed on the braiding plate determines the intertwining

angles of the braiding threads.

There is an abundance of different carrier constructions available, all of them

customized to suit the respective machine types and the braids to be produced. The

principle of a carrier is described in detail in Sect. 8.6.

Fig. 8.3 Braiding principle
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8.4 2D-Braiding Methods

Round and sleeve braiding are two 2D-braiding methods. Usually, the technique is

used for tubes and simple cord braids. Sleeve braiding requires a core, around which

the threads are then braided. The outer geometry of the braiding is determined by

the shape of the core.

8.4.1 Round Braiding

In round braiding, two basic braiding structures have to be distinguished as possible
products: flat braids (cord braids) and round braids.

Flat braiding consists of a single thread system. All threads interlace diagonally

and reverse at the terminal points of the path. When subjected to tensile and

compressive loads in longitudinal or transverse directions, flat braids change their

width or cross-section and length. To prevent changes of the spatial dimensions by

tensile loading, horizontal (pillar) threads can be included in the braiding.

In round braids, the diameter of the structures changes under the influence of

tension. Diameter reduction continues until the available threads either support one

another or come into contact with the interior structure (e.g. the core yarns).

Figure 8.4 shows a schematic comparison of round, flat, and 3D-braindings.

8.4.2 Sleeve Braiding

In sleeve braiding, the threads are placed around a mandrel. The mandrel geometry

determines the final shape of the braiding. This method is suitable for the produc-

tion of both rotationally symmetrical profiles (with constant and variable cross-

sections) and arcuate profiles. For lightweight construction purposes, mandrels are

commonly made from foam materials and can remain in the finished component

after the braided structure is impregnated. If the geometry features indentations or

Fig. 8.4 Round, flat, and 3D braids
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bulges, and if the mandrel cannot remain in the component, they are destroyed and

removed.

The diameter of the braided semi-finished products partly depends on the

number of braiding threads and the braiding angle. There are circular braiding

machines capable of controlling several 100 carriers at once. A sleeve braiding

machine with a robot-assisted mandrel is shown in Fig. 8.5. This machine is able to

handle a maximum of 144 carriers. The robot arm replaces the take-off unit

[5]. During braiding, the robot arm moves a mandrel, which is fixed to the tool
center point through the braiding plane, so that the threads are placed on the

mandrel. Carbon fiber rovings are used as braiding yarns in the given example.

Repeated sleeve braiding results in the desired component wall thickness. The

mandrel in this component is shaped so that after repeated sleeve braiding and

removal of the mandrel, a curved LZ profile can be produced by folding the profile

edges of the 2D-braiding inward (see Fig. 8.5). These profiles were developed as

stringer reinforcements for airplane frames. The curvature of the mandrel matches

that of the frame to be produced.

The advantage of sleeve braiding of the LZ profiles in this manner is in the

stretched placement of the rovings, which ensures their orientation in load direction

despite the braid’s curvature. Thus, the forces acting on the profile are largely

absorbed by the stretched fibers. Although the component has a three-dimensional

geometry, it is a curved 2D-braided structure with stacked reinforcement layers

Fig. 8.5 Sleeve braiding machine with mandrel feed (Photos: August Herzog Maschinenfabrik

GmbH & Co. KG)
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according to the classification in Sect. 2.3.1.1, as it lacks a reinforcing effect in

thickness direction.

8.5 3D-Braiding Methods

As defined by Sect. 2.3.1.1, only structures in which threads are intertwined in all

three spatial directions are classified as 3D-braided structures. A 3D-geometry has a

voluminous structure developed without transforming and does not depend on the

number of thread systems and the structure produced with them. All compact

profiles with or without variable cross-sections are counted among 3D-braided

structures.

8.5.1 Sleeve Braiding of 3D-Structures

Multilayered round braids are classified as 3D-braided structures if the individual

layers are connected in thickness direction. To clarify this, Fig. 8.6 schematically

illustrates the difference between 2D-and 3D-round braided structures.

Based on the principle of round braiding, new methods for the manufacturing of

3D-braids are being developed. They aim to produce thick-walled structures in

which the individual layers are connected with one another, and make use of

enhanced round braiders with several concentric rings, circumferential guiding

grooves as well as radial grooves for carrier transport between the individual layers.

Fig. 8.6 Schematic depiction of the difference between two-dimensional and three-dimensional

sleeve braided structures
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8.5.2 3D-Braiding with Concentric Carrier Paths

3D-braiding with concentric carrier paths is matched with radial sleeve braiding,
which is an enhancement on basic sleeve braiding. In a radial sleeve braiding

machine, the carriers are attached to the inner circumference of a circular machine

frame. In comparison, the carriers of a conventional sleeve braiding machine are

fixed to the frontal plane of the machine. Figure 8.7 shows the positions of the

carriers on the circular casing of the radial sleeve braider for 2D-braids.

One advantage of this arrangement is a possible increase in the number of rings.

Several rings with impellers can be assembled into an extended multilayer interlock

braider with concentric carrier paths. Crossings are in place for carrier movement

between the individual rings. This allows the placement of connecting threads

between the layers. Additional spools can be placed on the outside of the multilayer

interlock braider on the circumference. These threads are guided through the axes

of the individual impellers and integrated into the structure as pillar threads through

the braiding threads.

Fig. 8.7 Radial sleeve braiding (Photo: August Herzog Maschinenfabrik GmbH Co. KG)
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8.5.3 3D-Braiding with Cartesian Carrier Paths

8.5.3.1 Packing Braiders

In a packing braider, the impellers are affixed to a defined surface. The arrangement

of the carriers corresponds with the cross-section of the desired component. To

transfer the carriers, the neighboring impellers counter-rotate. All involved threads

are processed into a braid. Profiles can be realized with the help of a packing
braider. A 3D-braid is formed with constant, usually square or round cross-section

along the entire profile length.

8.5.3.2 2-Step Braiders

To manufacture more complex, profile-like structures with constant cross-sections

in component axis direction (e.g. for I-girders), the two-stepmethod is developed. It

is automatable and can realize profile-like structures much quicker than any pack-

ing braider [6].

This method requires pillar threads for the intertwining with the braiding

threads, since, as opposed to classical braiding, the threads are not braided by the

sinusoidal motion of the carriers. In two-step braiding, one half of the braiding

threads move diagonally through the braiding plate in a single step (first direction).

In the next step, the other half of the braiding threads are moved across the entire

braiding plane transversely to the first carrier direction. After this second step, the

carriers are back at their original arrangement on the braiding plate. The braiding is

formed by the repetition of these two steps [7]. Figure 8.8 gives a visual represen-

tation of the principle. For the realization of a double-T profile, the positioning of

the pillar threads and the motions of the carrier threads are shown schematically.

For a close connection of braiding and pillar threads, high thread tensile forces are

required. However, handling becomes difficult in complex cross-sections. The

profiles (their cross-sections) will therefore not be very pronounced [8].

8.5.4 3D-Braiding with Modular Carrier Drives

The first-ever patented idea for a 3D-rotary braider [9] is based on the principle of a
packing braider with added flexibility regarding the geometry of the braid and the

yarn angles variable in component axis direction within it. This is realized by

individually driving the impellers and controlling the carrier transfer with

switches [10].

In a 3D-rotary braiding machine, the braiding plane is formed by the arrange-

ment of several impellers. The impellers can be operated separately.
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The transfer of a carrier to the next stationary impeller is controlled by the

so-called switches [11, 12]. The impellers can also be put into a parking position.

The axes of the impellers are fitted with yarn guides for pillar threads. In the corners

between the impellers, additional guide sleeves for pillar threads are attached in

grids. The complex, profile-shaped product is formed in the braiding plane, and

then taken up.

Figure 8.9 shows a horizontal and a vertical 3D-braiding machine for the

manufacturing of complex reinforcement structure from glass and carbon filament

yarn. On the left side, the prototype for 3D-rotary braiding technique with vertical

take-up is shown. This machine consists of four modules arranged in a square, with

5� 5 impellers each. The individual modules can be arranged as required. This

allows the positioning of the individual segments for the manufacturing of large L

or T profiles [12]. On the right, another machine variation is shown. The machine is

arranged vertically and the take-up is performed horizontally. This braiding

machine is also constructed modularly, and consists of a group of nine modules

arranged next to and above one another, each with 4� 4 impellers. This method is

distinguished by its high flexibility for the manufacturing of 3D-braids with defined

thread angles and variable cross-sections. Complex geometries can be realized by

using the corresponding machine controls.

Fig. 8.8 Principle of two-step braiding
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8.6 Carrier Constructions

A braid is produced in the braiding plane by the movements of the braiding threads

and the take-up of the braid. Therefore, the essential components of a braiding

machine, are the carriers, the impellers, the drive and the take-up device, as well as

the winder for the final product (see Fig. 8.3). These are the main functional

elements necessary to reproduce a braid.

The constructions of these parts are versatile, and can include other elements

required to ensure special effects and realize special products.

In the carrier, the thread material for the formation of the braid is stored on

spools. The spring system of the carrier ensures a defined tension of the braiding

threads during braiding. The movements of the individual carriers causing the

threads’ intertwining, in combination with the take-up, make the formation of a

closed reproducible fabric appearance possible.

The carrier is made up of two parts, the carrier bottom and the carrier top. The

carrier bottom is in direct contact with the impellers, constituting the interface of

spools and carrier-guiding elements. The carrier top is responsible for thread

material storage and the regulation of thread tension.

To ensure an uninterrupted braiding process, modern carrier constructions allow

a breakdown of the braiding process in case of thread breakage or depletion of the

thread material stored on the spool. A clamping slide, which is moved along with

the carrier, drops to a lower position in case of thread breakage, makes contact with

the electrical cutout switch during carrier rotation and triggers the termination of

the braiding process.

Fig. 8.9 3D-rotation braiding (Photo: August Herzog Maschinenfabrik GmbH Co. KG)
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A decisive criterion for the manufacturing of braids is the tension of the threads,

which influences the formation and appearance of the braid by determining the

intensity of the thread compression in the braiding plane. Here, the tension of the

threads results from the force component of the thread compensation mechanism

and the acting frictions. The frictions act contrary to the take-up direction and are

caused by the direct contact of the thread material with guiding elements and

deflection points. The maximum thread tension is determined by the stiffness of

the exchangeable thread tensioning spring in the compensation mechanism.

Depending on the maximum tensile force of the thread material to be processed,

various thread tensioning springs are available.

There are several carrier designs in existence. The lever carrier and slide carrier

designs are among the most popular [8]. Other special braiding methods, such as

3D-rotary braiding, require a high thread compensation length and thus special

carrier designs. Figure 8.10 shows the lever carrier, the slide carrier and the TDF

carrier, which are used in 3D-braiding.

For the braiding process, the thread material is wound on parallel bobbins or

cylindrical cross-wound bobbins. The sinusoidal motion of the carriers in the

braiding plate changes the distance between carrier and braiding plane, as illus-

trated for the lever carrier in Fig. 8.10. For slide carrier and lever carrier, thread

length is compensated by a pulley mechanism. From the bobbin, the thread is led to

the central fixed thread guide, is deflected by a mobile thread guide and finally

passes the upper fixed thread guide. The mobile thread guide is relocated mechan-

ically and tensioned by a spring. Its motion keeps the braiding thread taut. When the

mobile thread guide reaches its upper position, a mechanism is triggered and the

bobbin locking is deactivated so that the thread material can be released from the

bobbin (Fig. 8.11).

8.7 Impeller

The function of the impeller in the machine is to guide the carriers across the

braiding plate. The impellers are arranged on the plate according to two criteria: the

outer shape of the braid and the desired braid appearance. For this, the incisions on

neighboring impellers have to face each other after every interval. The course of the

carrier is determined by the groove cut into the braiding plate. By means of the

impellers, kinetic energy is transferred to the carriers. The drive movement is

initiated by the gearwheel incorporated in the lower part of the impeller unit,

which is in mesh with the neighboring wheel. This creates a counter-rotational

operation from one wheel to the next, which is necessary for the intertwining of the

threads.

Since the arrangement of the impellers on the braiding plate is decisive for the

final shape of the structure, there is an abundance of arrangement variations. It has

to be kept in mind that the arrangement of the impeller wings and the distribution of

the impellers themselves on the braiding plate ensure an unimpeded transfer of the
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Fig. 8.10 Carrier constructions (photo of the TDF carrier courtesy of August Herzog

Maschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG). (a) Lever carrier Δl: Yarn compensation length. (b) Slide

carrier. (c) TDF carrier for the 3D braiding

Fig. 8.11 Functioning of the yarn compensation and deactivation of the spool retention
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carriers. It can therefore be sensible and necessary to combine impellers with

different numbers of wings on a single machine, as in the case of packing braiders

(Fig. 8.12). Braiding machine manufacturers are increasingly aspiring to give their

machines a modular setup, so that the combination of multiple modules allows the

realization of different machine sizes, as is the case with the 3D-Cartesian braider.

Beyond that, the choice of carrier arrangement determines the braid construc-

tion. As an example, Fig. 8.13 shows the full, half, and tandem carrier occupations

and their individual effects on the appearance of the round braiding. More basic

braiding constructions and the principles of braiding representations are shown in

detail in [13].

To introduce the carriers to their path, an insertion groove is required in flat

braiding machines, as all carriers can move in the same direction. Round braiding

machines contain two insertion grooves, which assign two opposing directions to

the carriers. The grooves can be blocked by a wedge.

Fig. 8.12 Impeller shapes and carrier occupation for packing braiders (Photo: August Herzog
Maschinenfabrik GmbH & Co. KG)
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8.8 Drive

Historically, braiding machines were driven manually, using a large hand wheel to

transfer human strength to the central drive wheel. Traditional products include

slim braids for outerwear as well as shoe laces.

With the advent of the machine age, steam machines and electric motors were

introduced to drive braiding machines. Their improved performance allowed an

increase in the number of bobbins, which in turn resulted in a wider choice of

patterning techniques. Today, modern electric motors ensure a controlled drive for

braiding machines. As a rule, one motor is used per machine, although smaller

round braiding machines with two heads also require just one motor. One part of the

driving power is mechanically channeled off for the fabric take-up.

In medium-sized and heavy machine variants, take-up and impellers are indi-

vidually driven by separate motors, both of which are synchronized by control

mechanisms. The driving motion is transferred to the neighboring impellers by

means of the pinion gear drives connected to the impellers.

There are also braiding machines with several drives evenly distributed on the

braiding plate. Not only does the use of several synchronized drives ensure the

required power, but it also allows a more precise impeller positioning. This reduces

a possible accumulation of the necessary functional clearance between the gear

Fig. 8.13 Carrier arrangement and intertwining of braided fabrics
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wheels and prevents a collision during the transfer of the carrier from one impeller

to the next.

8.9 Applications of Braided Structures

Braiding technology is a time-tested method, historically used for the production of

tubes and ropes. Braids are also applied, for instance, as aerials (radio communi-

cation), electric wiring (telephone and submarine cables), cords (garments, interior

design), medical products (net bandages, artificial limbs, sutures, catheters), nets

(automobile, sports), reinforcement tubes (mechanical engineering, automobile),

and ropes (shipping, mountain climbing, guy ropes, fishing lines, candlewick,

shoelaces). The use of electrically conductive braiding threads makes other prod-

ucts, such as Smart Textiles, feasible [8, 11].

Over the past years, intense research has been conducted in the field of

3D-braiding. One of the central research and development subjects was the

processing of carbon and glass filament yarns into braided structures for lightweight

construction components [11, 14].

Braiding is advantageous because the braiding angle and the surface density are

adjustable and pillar threads can be added. This results in textile fabrics and three-

dimensional structures capable of absorbing forces in two or three directions.

Therefore, braids are predestined for structural components. The special structural

characteristic of braids is the diagonally crossing threads suitable for the transfer of

torsional moments [15]. Round braiding can transfer the acting forces diagonally

within the structure along the thread directions. By means of the flexible 3D-rotary

technology, individual, load-adapted 3D-structures can be realized.

Crash elements with a high energy absorption capacity can also be realized

excellently by braiding. The braiding pultrusion method allows the braiding of

preforms as continuous-fiber-reinforced profiles in an online process, and their

impregnation with thermoplastic and thermosetting matrix materials [16, 17]. The

method offers a cost-effective production method for continuous-fiber-reinforced

plastic profiles with constant cross-section. For thermoplastic matrix systems,

pultrusion can be applied for the production of more complex component cross-

sections, e.g. curved profiles with remolded, locally variable cross-section [18].

8.10 Functional Integration

Functional integration denotes the addition of a secondary function to the structure,

beyond the primary function. An additional function can be integrated by, for

instance, adjusting the arrangement of bolting elements, metallic force transmission

elements, or inserts between the revolving, uninterrupted, continuous fibers of the
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braided structure. These fastening elements serve as assembly interfaces when used

in composite components made from braided products.

Further possibilities for the attainment of secondary functions result from the

integration of conductive threads being inserted in the braiding process. For exam-

ple, they can act as force sensors, supervising stresses in the braiding online. The

aim is to improve the functional safety of braided ropes and lines made from

synthetic fibers, and to enable an objective assessment of strain and wear

conditions [19].
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Chapter 9

Nonwoven Semi-finished Products

and Nonwoven Production Technology

Kathrin Pietsch and Hilmar Fuchs

The properties of nonwoven-based semi-finished products are influenced much

more significantly by their production methods than any yarn-based semi-finished

products. Due to the multitude of available production methods, nonwoven semi-

finished products offer a comparably specific and diversified property profile. In

order to fully utilize this property potential of nonwoven-based semi-finished

products for the characteristics of the composite material, basic knowledge of the

combination between the structure and the characteristics of the nonwoven fabrics,

in relation to various manufacturing methods is absolutely necessary. This chapter,

beginning with the basic technological principles, reviews the combination of

construction and structural as well as processing properties of the nonwoven

semi-finished products in interaction with the manufacturing process. Conclusively,

selected nonwoven-based lightweight construction solutions will be presented.

9.1 Introduction and Overview

9.1.1 Terminology

Nonwovens and mats in the widest sense are flat semi-finished fabrics made from

fibers or filaments, whose cohesion relies on form-fit, friction-fit, or inter-fiber

bonding. They are distinguished from other flat textile fabrics, such as woven,
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braided, or knitted fabrics by not necessarily containing any type of yarn. Virtually

any type of fiber of any desired length, and made from any raw material basis can be

processed.

The use of the terms “nonwovens” and “mats” in practice is informed by

specialist use. In textile technology, “nonwoven” refers to a manufactured sheet,

web or batt of directionally or randomly orientated fibers, bonded by friction, and/or

cohesion and/or adhesion”, according to ISO 9092 [1]. A defined distinction from

paper is made. In contrast to papers, wet nonwovens do not feature hydrogen bonds

(wet-laid nonwoven process) between the web fibers. In plastics technology, a

“mat” is a fabric used to reinforce thermoset and thermoplastic material, although

the term is by definition limited to glass fibers [2]. In practice, it is often used for

other fiber materials, especially those made from plants.

From a textile-technological perspective, semi-finished products referred to as

“nonwovens” and “mats” are structured equivalently. Therefore, only the term

“nonwoven” will be used below.

9.1.2 Overview

The manufacture of nonwoven semi-finished products includes the following

sub-processes:

• processing of raw materials,

• nonwoven formation,

• nonwoven bonding, and

• nonwoven finishing

In contrast to textile fabrics made from yarns, nonwovens are produced in one

continuous process using the dry, wet, or extrusion technique and omitting the

process step of yarn production (Fig. 9.1).

The finishing of the nonwoven fabric web stored in roll form is usually

performed discontinuously. The production methods differ primarily with regard

to the presentation of the fiber raw material, and the manner of nonwoven fabric

formation. Both fibers (fiber nonwovens) and filament (spun-bonded nonwoven)

can be processed into nonwoven semi-finished products. The fibers can be formed

into a plane nonwoven either in a dry or in a wet manner by means of fiber

suspension. In the extrusion method, spinning the fibers and filaments is integrated

into the nonwoven formation process. The bonding of the web fibers into a

nonwoven fabric can be ensured by mechanical, chemical, or thermal methods.

The multitude of available production methods, fiber materials, and composite

technologies allows the realization of a wider range of nonwoven material proper-

ties than for fabrics made from yarns (Fig. 9.2). In particular, special structural
properties, such as porosity, high volume, and deformability can be realized, which

is important for both semi-finished product characteristics and within the process

chain.
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Due to the relatively high production speeds during nonwoven production,

which is several times faster than the manufacture of yarn-based products, non-

wovens require product niches with large purchase quantities (mass markets).

Fig. 9.1 Overview of the manufacturing processes and terminology of nonwoven semi-finished

products

Fig. 9.2 Influencing variables on the construction and properties of nonwoven semi-finished

products
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The applications for nonwovens are varied (Table 9.1) Important markets

include hygiene, medicine, cleaning wipes, construction (construction engineering,

automobile manufacture), and filtration. Traditionally, the fields of medicine and

hygiene are the main areas of application. Here, primarily very light nonwoven

materials are used as disposables, such as diapers, incontinence products, bandages,

and surgical textiles. Nonwoven products with a longer time of use (durables) are

used in filtering technology, automobile engineering (interior trims), and civil

engineering (e.g. as insulating materials). The main raw fiber material is

man-made fibers with diverse specifications on crude oil basis, primarily cost-

effective polyolefin fibers such as polyethylene, polypropylene and viscose fibers

(hygiene, medicine) and polyester and polyamide fibers (technical applications) [3].

In comparison to the abovementioned classical fields of application, the market

share of lightweight semi-finished products in relation to the total nonwoven

application amount is relatively small, both related to mass (ca. 30 %) and area

(16 %) (see Table 9.1). Due to their special structural properties (Fig. 9.2), their

primary importance is not as single materials, but in combination with other textile

and non-textile semi-finished fabrics for lightweight construction. Often, the

resulting realizable synergy effects allow functional integration in the component.

Nonwoven fabrics are therefore particularly important for the automobile indus-

try. Nonwoven fabric composites are used in various automobile systems (engine,

passenger, and luggage compartment), assuming such diverse functions as filtration

or heat and sound insulation. Furthermore, special nonwoven fabric composites are

an ecologically beneficial substitute for PU foam materials and can improve

emission values in the interior of the vehicle.

In the context of limited availability of resources and the resulting increased

requirements of product sustainability, lightweight construction solutions with

materials based on renewable resources are becoming more and more important.

For instance, natural-fiber-reinforced plastics (NFRP) are of interest to the auto-

mobile industry. Especially nonwoven-based semi-finished products with their

Table 9.1 Fields of application for nonwoven fabrics in Europe (Consumption 2009: 1,615

million ton or 48.6 million m2) (numerical data from [31])

Lightweight construction-relevant fields

Market share

related to Other areas

Market share

related to

Mass Area Mass Area

Construction 16.8 5.3 Hygiene/medicine 37.2 61.6

Filtration 6.4 6.4 Cleaning wipes 15.9 11.5

Upholstery/household products 4.7 3.0 Flooring 1.9 0.5

Coating carriers 2.3 1.0

Automobile 3.5 1.3 Garments/shoes 3.7 2.1

Agriculture 1.9 3.1

Others 5.6 4.2

Total 31.4 16.0 Total 68.6 84.0
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favorable emission and energy absorption behavior entail great innovation

potential [4].

The application of nonwoven fabrics for the realization of textile-based light-

weight constructions mainly comprises of five main fields, where the nonwoven

fabrics assuming different function in both the semi-finished product composite and

the processing (Table 9.2). Selected application examples are given in Sect. 9.4.

9.2 Production Methods for Nonwovens

9.2.1 Overview

The classification of production methods shown in Fig. 9.1 is the most common and

is based on the basic technological principles of nonwoven formation with regard to

the characteristic construction features (see Sect. 9.3).

Apart from these established processes, a number of special methods have been

developed due to the increasing demand for lightweight construction materials,

especially in automobile engineering. The airlaid blow molding method blows

fibers onto a molded body. This resource-efficient method avoids material waste

and allows a gradient construction with varying density and thickness of the

nonwoven material [5]. With these technologies, e.g. NET forming [6] or fiber

injection molding [7], fibers (especially natural and recycling fibers) are directly

processed into molded bodies without the process step of nonwoven formation,

which is required for conventional nonwoven production methods.

Table 9.2 Application fields for nonwoven semi-finished products in lightweight construction

Application fields Function

Composites in automobile and machine

engineering

Air filtration

Insulation (sound, heat)

Loading capacity (moldings)

Substitution of PU foam material

Surface nonwovens

(high performance-fiber-reinforced

plastics)

Flow medium for plastic matrix

Surface sealant (component)

Thermoset prepregs (SMC)

Thermoplastic prepregs (GMT)

Reinforcement component for standard

requirements

Adhesive nonwovens Fixation of load-adapted yarn structures

Joining of several fabrics into a laminate (com-

posite material)

Natural-fiber-reinforced plastics (NFRK) Automobile interior (sound/heat insulation,

preforms)

Insulating materials Structural engineering (sound insulation)
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This Sect. 9.2 will give a comprehensive overview of the classical methods

(Fig. 9.1), with which nonwovens are produced for the subsequent manufacture of

semi-finished products.

9.2.2 Fiber Preparation

The processing of short-length fibers (compare Fig. 9.1; Dry method) into

nonwoven-based semi-finished products first requires a defined preparation of the

fibers. The purpose of this process step is to transfer the spun or recycled fibers in a

suitable condition for the subsequent nonwoven formation. To realize the necessary

sub-processes, several machines are available, which are connected modularly into

continuously working production lines. Their configuration is determined by the

requirements of the projected semi-finished product and the qualities of the fibers to

be processed. The individual technological sub-processes can be performed sepa-

rately, parallelly, or repeatedly. The sub-processes as well as the required machines

are known from the production of spinning yarns (see Chap. 4). Technological and

installation engineering details are given in [8].

9.2.3 Basic Principles of Nonwoven Formation

9.2.3.1 Preliminary Remark

The process step of nonwoven formation aims to form a homogeneous, even, and

plane nonwoven fabric with a cohesion based at first entirely on the effects of

friction between the short length fibers or, respectively, continuous nonwoven

fibers. The technological subtasks of the nonwoven formation process are:

• Fiber dissolution of the fiber tufts into individual fibers (nonwoven fabric made

from staple fibers)

• Formation of a nonwoven fabric web with:

– defined fiber orientation,

– defined areic weight, and

– defined dimensions (width, thickness)

The quality of the nonwoven semi-finished products and the projected light-

weight construction component is primarily influenced by the homogeneity of the

fiber distribution across the width and along the length of the nonwoven fabric web.

The structural properties of the nonwoven semi-finished products are influenced by

the principle of nonwoven formation and by the process parameters. The formation

of the fibers into a nonwoven fabric web can be performed according to various

basic principles.
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9.2.3.2 Mechanical Nonwoven Formation

The mechanical nonwoven formation consists of two sub-processes: card web

formation and doubling.

Card web formation takes place on a carding unit, using the carding principle, in
which the pre-dissolved fiber tufts are further dissolved into single fibers by the

friction effects between rotating rollers with saw tooth surfaces (carding elements).

This separation takes place between the main rollers, the working roller and the

stripper roller (Fig. 9.3a). The carding process consists of several steps and is

performed by several pairs of working and stripper rollers arranged at the upper

circumference of the main roller. After the carding process, the now parallel,

individualized fibers are located in machine direction (longitudinal orientation)

on the entire surface of the working roller, from where they are removed as a

cohesive fibrous web by the delivery roller.

The sub-processes of carding and removal of the fibrous web are achieved by

different circumferential speeds of the rollers, and by different positions of the set

of saw teeth. By placing a random card roller between main roller and the subse-

quent delivery roller (Fig. 9.3b), the position of the parallelized and production-

direction-oriented fibers can be influenced. Different circumferential speeds and

reverse rotational directions of the rollers allow a random placement of the fibers on

the delivery roller (i.e. without any preferential direction). The physical fundamen-

tals of web formation are included in the carding theory [8].

To create a fibrous web, usually modularly constructed carding units are used,

whose working elements are adjusted to the fiber material to be processed. Funda-

mentally, all fibers of a length between 20 and 150 mm can be processed into a

fibrous web by means of the carding process. The suitability of brittle fibers, such as

mineral fibers, is limited. The same goes for the processing of carbon fibers, whose

Fig. 9.3 Working elements and sub-processes in the carding process (according to [8, 9]). (a)

Working element of main roller, worker roller and stripper roller (longitudinal fiber orientation)

[7]. (b) Random nonwoven roller for the realization of a random arrangement (according to [9])
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electrical conductivity makes special machine engineering safety precautions

necessary.

To ensure cohesion of the fibers, a minimum number of fibers in the fibrous web

is required. This number is determined by the fineness and defines the minimum

realizable fibrous web weight. Nowadays, cards are also often used for the forma-

tion of fibrous webs.

The carding process is followed by doubling, which turns the fibrous web into a

nonwoven fabric with higher fabric density, greater nonwoven width, and a defined

fiber orientation adjusted to the requirements of the processing of semi-finished

product. The nonwoven fabric construction is done by stacking individual layers of

fibrous web, which also helps homogenize the fabric density across the nonwoven

fabric web. To realize the process, which is also referred to as web forming,

machines with a crosslapping design are most commonly used nowadays.

In crosslapping, the fibrous web is laid in a zig-zag pattern on a removal belt by

oscillating feeding belts located above (Fig. 9.4). Fabric density, fiber orientation

and width of the nonwoven fabric can be set by adjusting the speed ratios of the

transport belts for the fed fibrous web and the formed nonwoven fabric as well as by

varying the stroke of the oscillating nonwoven belt [8].

Crosslapped nonwovens often are characterized by a transverse fiber orientation.

The fiber orientation can also be influenced by a downstream nonwoven drafting

system according to the desired isotropic or anisotropic semi-finished product

characteristics.

In practice, the carding unit, crosslapping, and optionally the drafting system

required for mechanical nonwoven fabric formation are assembled into continu-

ously working lines. The web speed of a formed nonwoven fabric with a width of

ca. 6 m can be up to 100 m/min.

The crosslapping principle (Fig. 9.4) creates a two-dimensional (2D) fiber ori-

entation. By using special laying methods, such as rotary laying, the nonwoven

Fig. 9.4 Crosslapping principle [8]
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fabric fibers can be oriented in Z direction [8], making three-dimensional

(3D) nonwoven fabric structures possible.

9.2.3.3 Aerodynamic Nonwoven Fabric Formation

The basic aerodynamic principle is characterized by realizing the sub-processes

disentangling, separation, and laying of the individual fibers by means of air flows

(Fig. 9.5). Here, fibers (e.g. from upstream carding units) are removed from the

surface of an opening roller by centrifugal forces and a tangentially directed air

flow, and transported to the sieve belt surface (place of nonwoven formation). By

means of a negative pressure, the transporting air is separated, compressing the

fibers the moment they come into contact with the sieve belt surface and fixing them

in position. In contrast to the carding method, this results in a more intensive

isotropic fiber orientation. By means of a suction drum located above the fiber

laying point, the fibers can additionally be oriented in Z direction. As the laid

nonwoven already has the fabric density needed for the semi-finished product, no

doubling is necessary. Nonwovens formed in this aerodynamic manner therefore

have a compact 3D fiber structure and do not display the distinctive delamination

tendency exhibited by mechanically produced nonwovens. This is important for the

processing into a semi-finished product as well as for the properties of the projected

composite.

The quality of the finished nonwoven semi-finished product is crucially

influenced by the degree of opening of the pre-dissolved fiber tufts, and by the

Fig. 9.5 Aerodynamic nonwoven formation principle (according to [9])
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homogeneity of the air-fiber volume flow applied to the sieve belt surface. Partic-

ularly the compact 3D surface has a beneficial influence on the properties of the

finished semi-finished product, as it results in isotropic strength characteristics

combined with volume and compression elasticity.

The commercially available methods differ with regard to the manner of

pre-disentanglement of the fiber tufts, and in the guiding of the air flows [8]. Due

to the abovementioned characteristic nonwoven fabric properties and technological

aspects, the aerodynamic method has economic advantages over other processes.

Fundamentally, short as well as long fibers on natural or chemical basis, or

recycling fibers can be processed into nonwoven semi-finished products cost-

efficiently and at high productivity.

9.2.3.4 Hydroentangled Nonwoven Formation

The nonwoven formation in a wet manner is similar to the process of paper

production. It includes the sub-processes of dispersion and laying of the fibers on

a sieve belt as well as drying.

The nonwoven fibers are provided in fiber suspensions. To ensure homogeneity

of the nonwoven semi-finished products, a homogeneous distribution of the fibers

or a good dispersion capacity of the fibers in an aqueous medium is necessary.

These are significantly influenced by the following fiber parameters:

• fineness ratio (fiber length, fiber fineness),

• wet stiffness,

• crimp

• wettability of the surface, and

• cutting quality

The nonwoven fibers (nonwoven formation) are placed on an inclined sieve belt.

There, the water underneath the sieve belt is separated by means of negative

pressure (dewatering boxes, Fig. 9.6a). The hydroentangled method is particularly

suitable for the processing of short fibers (ca. 5 to ca. 25 mm) on natural or

man-made basis as well as high-performance fibers such as GF, AR, and CF,

often from production waste or recycling fibers into nonwovens. To connect the

nonwoven fibers, binding agents in the form of fibers or plastic as dispersions

(acrylates, butadiene styrene acrylonitrile) are mixed with the fiber suspension.

Pulps, cellulose fibers as well as specially designed binding fibers are used as

binding fibers; nonwoven fibers are connected by various binding mechanisms

(hydrogen bonds, thermoplasticity, and solubility). By arranging additional

headboxes over the sieve belt (Fig. 9.6b), multilayered web structures from differ-

ent fiber materials can be manufactured in a single process.

The water remaining the formed nonwoven is removed by a subsequent drying

process. The heat can be applied to the nonwoven fibers by means of various

methods (radiation, convection, contact), simultaneously activating the binding

agents. For this, a variety of dryer systems is available [8].
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Wet nonwovens are characterized by sufficient strengths to usually make a

subsequent nonwoven consolidation obsolete (see Sect. 9.2.4). The homogeneous

concentration of the fiber-water suspension is essential for the properties of the

wet-laid nonwoven semi-finished products. For technological reasons, the majority

of the fibers is orientated in machine direction in the resulting 2D fiber orientation.

The fiber orientation can be adjusted by means of incrementing the negative

pressure in the dewatering boxes. Further special characteristics of the wet nonwo-

ven fabrics are a highly constant density at low mass level (20–400 g/m2), and the

adjustable high porosities.

The wet method also offers potential for high-performance fibers such as AR and

CF. Corresponding to the growing demand, the amount of production waste of these

high-priced fibers has increased. The hydroentangled method is an opportunity to

recycle high-performance fiber waste for high-quality applications, e.g. in the form

of semi-finished products used in the LFT-D process. Feasibility studies with

recycled glass fibers show that the property parameters of composite materials

produced in such a manner are comparable to those of primary fibers [11]. Wet

nonwoven semi-finished products made from recycled CF can be processed using

injection molding, the LFT-D process, laminating, or RTM methods [12]. Further-

more, wet nonwovens with highly fibrillated AR pulps (0.2–1.6 mm) can be

functionalized in various ways, for instance to achieve special filtration properties

or electromagnetic shielding effects [13].

Machine lines for the production of wet nonwovens, which also referred to as

inclined sieve conveyors or hydroformers, consist of individual zones for material

preparation, nonwoven formation, and drying/impregnating. Depending on the

respective product line, the production speed for glass fiber nonwovens can be

between 100 and 400 m/min.

Fig. 9.6 Hydroentangled nonwoven formation principle (according to [9, 10]). (a) Basic princi-

ple. (b) Setup with two headboxes
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9.2.3.5 Extrusion Process

In the extrusion process, extruded polymer melt flows are formed immediately into

continuous-fiber-based fabrics. In contrast to the dry and wet nonwoven formation

processes, in which length-limited fibers are processed into a nonwoven web, the

extrusion process starts with granulated polymer as base materials (see Fig. 9.1). As

the process step of filament formation is integrated into the nonwoven formation

process, this method is often referred to “direct technology”.

The whole process can be separated into the sub-steps of spinning, stretching,

and nonwoven formation, all of which are performed simultaneously (Fig. 9.7).

Fundamentally, all polymer materials on synthetic or mineral basis (glass,

ceramics, rocks), from whose melt a yarn can be drawn, are processable into a

spun-bonded nonwovens, by means of the extrusion method.

The filament formation is performed using the melt spinning and dissolution

spinning procedures known from use in the field of chemical fibers: (see Chap. 3).

The melt spinning method is most common due to the simple process design. PP,

PES, and PA fibers are spun using this method, with PP being the most important

base material in the industry for reasons of its low price and advantageous proper-

ties (see Sect. 9.1.2).

The granulated base material is plasticized using an extruder, and then extruded

through a multitude of spinnerets. After the exit of the molten yarn from the

spinneret, it is non-positively stretched by air. Thereby the molecule chains are

directed, which is of fundamental importance for the mechanical properties of the

later semi-finished product. The stretched and almost solidified filaments are

Fig. 9.7 Process schematics for the production of filament nonwovens and very fine fiber non-

wovens. (a) Basic principle of spun bounded nonwoven. (b) Meltblown process (Source:
Innovatec Microfibre Technology GmbH & Co. KG)
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tubularly placed on a perforated band, where they are fixed by a suction stream of

air (nonwoven formation).

Figure 9.7 is to be understood as the basic principle of the entire process. The

commercially applied methods differ with regard to the process-technological

design of the individual process steps and the construction of the separate modules,

which are detailed in [8]. The configuration of the individual modules and the

design of the sub-processes have to be adjusted to the respective spun-bonded semi-

finished product.

Filament nonwoven materials are characterized by a 2D continuous-fiber orien-

tation, which can be controlled by means of altering the speed ratios (yarns,

nonwoven web) at the time of filament placement. Different process modifications

also allow the spinning of very fine fibers. By means of a special spinneret and hot

air flows, the polymer melt can be blown into microfine fibers (meltblown process,

Fig. 9.7b). The microfibers are placed on a sieve surface. By means of the

electrospinning method, nano-scaled fiber layers can be created [8]. Often, these

processes are integrated into other nonwoven formation processes such as carding

or the spunbonded nonwoven process. This way, nonwoven material composites

with gradient design, for example regarding their porosity, can be realized. Impor-

tant technical properties, such as the separation behavior of the acoustic insulation

effect can therefore be adjusted in a manner that suits the respective requirements of

the application.

9.2.4 Basic Principles of Nonwoven Bonding

9.2.4.1 Overview

The cohesion of the fibrous web depends entirely on the active friction forces

between the fibers or filaments. The resulting mechanical properties do not meet

the requirements of the projected nonwoven semi-finished product. To improve the

mechanical properties, it is important to increase the strength of the fiber bonds. For

this, several physical and chemical technologies are available to strengthen the

nonwovens into nonwoven fabrics. The characteristics of the nonwoven semi-

finished product are significantly influenced by the bonding technology. Figure 9.8

illustrates that even only mechanical bonding technologies (compare a–c), with

which the nonwoven fibers are bonded in friction-fit and form-fit manner, can create

a number of quite different nonwoven material structures. This gives reason to

expect correspondingly differing semi-finished product properties.

The combination of different bonding methods allows the definition of specific

nonwoven fabric properties. Furthermore, the bonding methods are used to connect

different types of fibrous non-wovens to each other or with different types of fabrics

(see Sect. 9.4.2). By utilizing synergy effects, this allows the manufacture of

requirement-adapted, nonwoven-based semi-finished products.
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9.2.4.2 Mechanical Bonding

By comparison, mechanical bonding methods are the most important process in

use. Mechanical bonding is realized by the basic principles of needling, knitting,

and entangling.

Needling

In needling, the web fibers are entangled by means of special-geometry needles

(Fig. 9.9). The barbed needles pierce the fibrous web and condense it. The fibers

carried by the barbs are oriented in the needle hole channel (orthogonal to the web

plane) during the downward movement of the needle. A special barb geometry

ensures the preservation of the orthogonal orientation of a part of the web fibers in

the needle hole channel during the upward movement of the needle. Thus, a 3D

fiber orientation is achieved (see Fig. 9.8a).

For lightweight construction applications, fibrous webs made from glass fibers

and filaments are often needled. Such “mats” (see Sect. 9.1.1) are used for the

production of thermoplastic prepregs, so-called “glass mat-reinforced thermoplas-

tics” (GMT, Chap. 11).

Fig. 9.8 Overview of the bonding methods and the resulting nonwoven fabric structures (Photos:
Sächsisches Textilforschungsinstitut e.V.). (a). Cross-section: needled nonwoven. (b) Top view:

hydroentangled nonwoven. (c) Top view: knitted nonwoven. (d) Top view: thermobonded non-

woven. (e) Cross-section: bonding point. (f) Cross-section: thermofused nonwoven. (g) Top view:

adhesive bonded nonwoven. (h) Cross-section: fiber-bonded nonwoven. (i) Top view: dissolution-

bonded nonwoven
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The structure and properties of needled nonwovens can be adjusted to require-

ments by various needling parameters, such as the geometry, needle hole depth, and

density of the needles, or the speed of the fibrous web. Furthermore, a variety of

modifications to the working elements allow the manufacture of nonwoven fabrics

with specific structural effects [8].

Stitch-Bonding

By stitch-bonding and warp-knitting, fibrous webs can be bonded or processed for

composite production.

The warp-knitting-based MALIMO stitch-bonding process has become most

important for the bonding of fibrous webs. Several process modifications have

been developed for this method, which are given in an overview by Fig. 9.10.

Loops are the strengthening structural element, with a distinction to be drawn

between loops made from knitting yarns and loops made from web fibers

(Fig. 9.10). Despite the different process modifications, the loop formation cycle

basically consists of the sub-phases known from knitting processes: holding-down,

yarn laying, loop forming, and knocking-over. The working principles of the most

important methods for nonwoven bonding are briefly introduced below. A compre-

hensive overview of nonwoven-processing knitting methods and process-

technological details are given in [8].

By means of nonwoven stitch-bonding, the preferably transversely oriented web

fibers are integrated into a meshed network of knitting yarns, without being part of

the loop formation process. Figure 9.11a shows the working elements of the

MALIMO stitch-bonding process of the Maliwatt type, with which the knitting

yarns can be integrated into a pillar or tricot lapping. The nonwoven fabric bonded

in this manner is a composite of knitting yarns and fibrous web (“Nonwoven

composite”, Fig. 9.11b). By using additional knitting yarn systems, other basic

Fig. 9.9 Basic needling principle
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stitches like plain, velvet, or satin stitch are possible, as are parallel weft insertion

and the resulting requirement-adapted adjustment of the stress-strain behavior of

the nonwoven semi-finished products. Various adjusted installation-engineering

Fig. 9.10 Overview of the MALIMO stitch-bonding process of nonwoven bonding [8]

Fig. 9.11 Nonwoven stitch-bonding technique, Maliwatt type (Source: Karl Mayer MALIMO

Textilmaschinenfabrik GmbH). (a) Working position with 1 compound needle, 2 sliding tongue,

3 guide needle, 4 holding-down sinker, 5 knock-over sinker, 6 cross-oriented fibrous web,

7 maliwatt type stitch bonded nonwoven fabric. (b) Structure of a maliwatt nonwoven fabric

(example: tricot binding)
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solutions allow the bonding/processing of short-staple primary fibers (production

waste), secondary fibers, and glass fibers (“glass mats”).

In contrast, nonwoven stitch-bonding forms the web fibers themselves into loops

(structural elements). This can be achieved by another process modification known

by their trade names Malivlies, Kunit, and Multiknit (see Fig. 9.10), which differ

with regard to the construction of the working elements and the realized loop

structures.

In the Malivlies technique (Fig. 9.12a), the crosswise-fed fibrous web is pierced

by compound needles. During the loop formation cycle, a part of the web fibers is

retained at the side facing the insertion sinkers and formed into loops, while the

other part is only integrated into the fiber loops. Malivlies nonwoven fabrics are

characterized by the visible loop legs on their front.

The working elements of the Kunit technique (Fig. 9.12b) feature an additional

oscillating stuffer feeding device with which the web fibers are laid into pile folds

before loop formation, orienting them in Z direction. The length of the pile folds,

and thus the thickness of the Kunit nonwoven fabric is variably adjustable.

Fig. 9.12 Basic nonwoven knitting principles and structures of fiber nonwoven knitting fabrics

(Source: Karl Mayer MALIMO Textilmaschinenfabrik GmbH)
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Corresponding to the length of the pile folds, 3D nonwoven fabric geometries can

be realized. The Multiknit technique (Fig. 9.12c) allows the further processing of

fabrics with pile fiber structures, in which the pile fibers are formed into loops. This

way, single- or multi-layer nonwoven fabric structured can be realized, even in

combination with other types of fabric. The orientation of the pile fibers in Z

direction, and the loop structure result in a voluminous, compact 3D fiber structure.

The corresponding compression elasticity is utilized in alternative upholstery

materials. Especially in automobile engineering, they are an ecologically viable

substitute for PU foam material. A process solution based on the Multiknit method

and referred to as Caliweb (see Sect. 9.4.2) has been developed for the economic

production of seat components and textile car interior components.

Hydroentanglement

The nonwoven fibers are bonded by means of water jets. The high-pressure jets

make contact with the web surface at a right angle, seizing the fibers, re-orienting

and entangling them with other fibers elements (Fig. 9.13). Water-jet-bonded non-

wovens (compare Fig. 9.8b) are characterized by their special softness, specific

strength, and haptics. Therefore, they are primarily used in the fields of medicine,

hygiene, and household products.

Similar to the needling technology, the hydroentangling technology has been

undergoing an especially dynamic development over the past 20 years.

Hydroentangling technology can be used to connect textile fabrics of different

kinds for the purpose of composite production (Sect. 9.4.2). The method is suitable

for surface structuring for the sake of functionalization, for instance to improve

insulation effects or to realize spacers.

Fig. 9.13 Basic principle of hydroentanglement [8]
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9.2.4.3 Chemical Bonding

By means of binding agents, web fibers can be connected adhesively by chemical

means. The binding agent can be a liquid (plastic dispersion) or a solid (binding

fiber, or powder) on a thermoplastic basis.

Various methods are available for applying the binding agent. Padding
(Fig. 9.14) is a classical, well-established method to apply liquid binding agents,

in which the fibrous web is thoroughly impregnated in a trough filled with a binding

agent bath. After removal from the bath, the excess is mechanically removed by a

pair of squeeze rollers. The binding agent content can be adjusted by the nonwoven

speed and roller spacing, but with due regard to the wetting properties of the web

(see Sect. 9.3.3.4).

Binding agents of non-liquid consistency are applied by means of other methods,

including blade coating (pastes), spraying, slop padding, impregnation (bath,

foam), printing, or spreading (powder). The application of binding agents is

followed by a heat treatment phase to active the liquid (coagulation, cross-linking)

or solid binding agents (melting). In the case of liquid binding agents, this also

removes the remaining humidity. Usually, dryer systems familiar from textile

finishing are used for this (sieve cylinder or conveyor setup).

Fibrous webs from cut or continuous glass fibers (“mats”, see Sect. 9.4.3) are

often bonded with liquid binding agents. If the nonwoven fabric is created in a wet

process (see Sect. 9.2.3.4), the binding agent is added to the fiber suspension. The

strength properties of the bonded nonwovens are determined by the cohesion and

adhesion characteristics of the binding agent, and by the content ratio of the binding

agent. The arrangement of the binding agent at the fiber crossing points can be

influenced to range from “holohedral” or “sail-like” (compare Fig. 9.8g) to “point-

like” (compare Fig. 9.8h) by altering the wetting behavior, which allows a defini-

tion of the mechanical properties, e.g. flexural properties, of the nonwoven fabric

semi-finished products.

Fig. 9.14 Basic principle of applying liquid binding agents (according to [8])
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9.2.4.4 Thermal Bonding

Heat treatment is another possibility to bond nonwovens in a physical manner. This

bonding of web fibers relies on thermoplasticity, which requires the use of synthetic

fibers with thermoplastic properties. Non-thermoplastic fibers can be bonded ther-

mally by using so-called binding fibers. In contrast to conventional thermoplastic

fiber polymers, their softening and melting characteristics for achieving the optimal

thermal binding behavior are specially adjusted. Depending on the type of web

fibers and the desired properties of the projected nonwoven semi-finished product,

various types of thermoplastic binding fibers are available (Table 9.3).

Bi-component fibers with a core-sheath structure (see Chap. 3) result in an espe-

cially voluminous, soft, and spring-elastic nonwoven fabric character, as the non-

woven and core fibers are only connected at points by the low-melting sheath

polymer (see Fig. 9.8h).

The heat transfer into the nonwoven to be bonded is performed according to

thermal conduction, convection, or radiation principles. Calendar and thermofusion

technologies are the most important methods in practice. In calendar bonding
(Fig. 9.15a), the web fibers are plasticized in the nip of the roller under pressure

and temperature effects, resulting the bonding. The use of a steel roller with surface

gravure allows the manufacture of highly flexible nonwoven fabrics. Here, the

fibers are only compressed underneath the embossed gravure points. Between the

points, the web fibers retain their fiber structure and their textile properties

(Fig. 9.8d, e). Using the geometry of the gravure surface, the flexural rigidity can

be set specifically. The method is primarily suitable for the bonding of light PP

webs.

Thermofusion is usually realized by means of driers, often convection driers. The

fibrous web to be bonded is perfused orthogonally to the surface by hot air, which

condenses it only slightly (Fig. 9.15b). Using bico fibers (see Table 9.3), particu-

larly voluminous and compression-elastic nonwoven fabric structures are achieved.

Due to their simplicity and eco-friendliness, thermal methods are used more and

more frequently in comparison to bonding with binding agents.

Table 9.3 Thermoplastic binding fibers

Binding fiber type Processing temperature (�C)

Homopolymer fibers (PP) >120

Copolymer fibers (Co-PA, Co-PES) 150 . . . 210

Unstretched, amorphous PES fibers >80

Bi-component (Bico) fibers, e.g. with core/sheath polymer

PP/PE

PES/Co-PES

PA6/PA6.6

80 . . . 115
150 . . . 210
220 . . . 250
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9.2.5 Finishing

Nonwoven fabrics can be finished with all known mechanical, thermal, and chem-

ical methods. The technological basic principles for finishing, printing, dyeing and

coating are given in Chap. 13. This way, specific functionalities, such as hydro-

phobicity and hydrophility, can be applied to the surface of the nonwoven fabric.

9.3 Structure and Characteristics

9.3.1 Overview

The construction and structural characteristics of nonwoven fabrics are far more

significantly influenced by production than is the case for yarn-based materials. Due

to the immediate construction from fibers on the one hand and the lack of a “yarn”

sub-structure on the other hand, comparably very special structural properties,

e.g. defined porosity, are realizable. Even though the mechanical property level

of yarn-based materials cannot be achieved, the utilization of nonwoven fabrics

allows the implementation of specific technical property parameters, such as absor-

bency into the semi-finished product, which is important for further processing and

for the characteristics of the semi-finished products/finished components. Fig-

ure 9.16 depicts the basic construction parameters, characteristic structural proper-

ties, and technical features.

Simulation methods and software tools enabling predictions and visualizations

of structure-property relations on the basis of virtual nonwoven fabric models have

been developed. Therefore, technical features, e.g. inflow and perfusion behavior,

Fig. 9.15 Thermal bonding methods. (a) Calender method. (b) Thermofusion method
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particle transport, or isolation capacity (heat, sound), all in relation to the macro-

and microstructural parameters of the nonwoven fabric structure, can be

pre-calculated by means of specialized software modules [14].

Despite the availability of modern simulation technology, basic textile-

technological and material-technological knowledge of the correlations between

the structure and the properties of the nonwoven fabric constructions (structure-

property relations) is an important tool in life cycle-oriented product development

They are essential to the thorough utilization of the property potential of nonwoven

fabrics efficiently for the characteristics of semi-finished products and finished

components.

9.3.2 Construction Parameters

9.3.2.1 Fabric Mass and Thickness

The macrostructure of a nonwoven fabric is generally characterized by the param-

eters of fabric mass [15] and thickness [16], which are to be determined according

to the ISO9073 standard series. Depending on their fabric mass, nonwoven fabrics

are classified as “light” (<60 g/m2), “medium heavy” (up to 150 g/m2), and “heavy”

(>150 g/m2).

9.3.2.2 Fiber Orientation

The orientation of the web fibers in relation to the machine direction (MD) is

another basic structural parameter. The orientation has significant influence on

the mechanical structure properties of a nonwoven semi-finished product such as

strength, stress-strain behavior, elasticity and flexural stiffness. The fibers can be

undirected or definitely oriented longitudinally or transversely (Fig. 9.17). The

mechanical properties of the nonwoven semi-finished products are therefore adjust-

able in a wide range between isotropic and anisotropic.

Fig. 9.16 Construction parameters and characteristic properties of nonwoven fabrics and nonwo-

ven semi-finished products
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As a sophisticated image analysis is required to directly determine the fiber

orientation, the relation of longitudinal and transverse strength (which is deter-

mined according to ISO 9073-3 [17]) is used as the parameter for describing the 2D

fiber orientation in nonwoven fabrics. The homogeneity of the distribution and

orientation of the fibers in the nonwoven semi-finished product are important

quality parameters for nonwoven fabrics.

Special methods such as aerodynamic method (see Fig. 9.5), special laying

techniques (see Fig. 9.4), or knitting methods (Kunit, Multiknit see Fig. 9.12)

also allow an orientation of the fibers in Z direction, or a 3D-isotropic arrangement

of the web fibers. This helps achieve compression-elastic properties in the nonwo-

ven fabric plane, which makes the fabrics a viable option for replacing PU foam

materials.

9.3.2.3 Type of Fiber/Fiber Bonding

The bonding structures realizable with the variety of bonding structures between

the web fibers are based on the effective principles of frictional, form-fit, and

adhesive connection. Figure 9.18 contains an overview of the morphologies on

bonding points and their characteristic properties. The flexibility of the bonding

points significantly defines the structure-mechanical nonwoven fabric properties,

which are especially important for the semi-finished product processing.

Nonwoven fabrics with friction-based and form-fit connections are characterized

by low strength and elasticity. The flexing binding points allow great drapeability

and deformability as well as sufficient flowability of the web fibers during molding.

Fixed binding points, as those of webs bonded with binding fibers and binding

Fig. 9.17 2D fiber orientation in nonwoven fabrics
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agents, result in qualitatively higher specific mechanical property values. Such

nonwoven semi-finished products are used for instance as temporary fixation of

reinforcement structures, due to their comparably higher dimensional accuracy (see

Sect. 9.4.3.3).

9.3.2.4 Construction Element Fiber

The parameters of the web fibers, which are the actual design element, influence the

nonwoven fabric-specific structural characteristics (see Sect. 9.3.3) like volumi-

nosity and porosity, in a variety of ways. By selecting the corresponding fiber

parameters, differentiated absorption and permeability characteristics, such as

sound insulation and absorbency, can therefore be implemented in the nonwoven

semi-finished products. Figure 9.19 gives an overview of the fiber parameters

relevant for structural and nonwoven fabric properties.

The fiber length primarily influences the cohesion effect between the web fibers.

A length increase of the fibers improves tensile strength, elasticity, and other

mechanical characteristics. The flowability in the mold is impeded by longer fibers.

Among others, fiber fineness is a relevant factor in the specific fiber surface and

porosity, among others. With finer fibers, comparably large active specific fiber

surfaces and smaller pore sized in the nonwoven fabric can be realized. Nonwoven

fabric properties, such as the filtration efficiency and absorbency can be improved.

Fig. 9.18 Type of bonding between web fibers, and their qualitative influence on the properties of

the nonwoven semi-finished products
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Especially in surface nonwoven fabrics, finer fibers allow a defined absorption and

higher opacity. Furthermore, finer fibers make smaller bending radii in the mold and

very high filtration efficiency possible.

Fiber crimp, characterized by the number and size of the crimp curves, is

important to the cohesion between the web fibers themselves. Increases in crimp

lead to enhanced strength, elasticity, and voluminosity. In synthetic fibers, defined

crimp effects can be created by means of texturizing processes. Plant fibers show

hardly any crimp, and fiber cohesion is facilitated by partial separations of fiber

bundles and elementary filaments.

With the fiber cross-sections, especially with profile cross-sections, the specific

fiber surface and the opacity can be increased. Highly profiled fibers and hollow

fibers improve heat insulation capacity. The ability of the hollow fibers for capillary

humidity transport gives the nonwoven fabric construction a good sorption

behavior.

The type of fiber polymer is decisive for the substance-associated nonwoven

fabric properties, e.g. the resistance to chemicals and temperatures. The texture of

the fiber surface has considerable influence on friction and sliding processes

between the nonwoven fibers (flowability) and with other materials, and on the

adhesion and wettability properties.

9.3.3 Selected Structural Properties

9.3.3.1 Voluminosity

Voluminosity is crucial for various technical characteristics, especially for the

absorption behavior for heat and sound. In general, nonwoven fabrics containing

more air than fibers can be referred to as voluminous [18]. The voluminosity of a

Fig. 9.19 Qualitative relations between fiber characteristics, structure, and properties of the

nonwoven fabrics
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nonwoven fabric with the geometric dimensions of width, length, and thickness can

be quantified by means of various parameters (Eqs. 9.1–9.4):

Loft factor (according to Jordan) [18]

LF ¼ VV

VF
¼ d

mA
� ρF ð9:1Þ

Raw density [18]

ρV ¼ mA

d
ð9:2Þ

Air volume [18]

VL ¼ 1� ρV
ρF

� �
� 100% ð9:3Þ

Proportion of enclosed air [18, 19]

vL 	 1� 1

LF

� �
� 100%

vL ¼ P

ð9:4Þ

Where,

D (m) Nonwoven fabric thickness

VV (m3) Total volume of nonwoven fabric

VF (m
3) Fiber volume

VL (m3) Enclosed air volume

LF (�) Loft factor according to Jordan

ρF (kg/m3) Fiber material density

mA (kg/m2) Fabric density nonwoven fabric

ρV (kg/m3) Raw density Nonwoven fabric

VL (%) Proportion of enclosed air

P (%) Porosity

In general, nonwoven fabric constructions are referred to as voluminous or

“highloft”, if their solid material proportions is maximum 10 % of their volume,

or if they have a Loft factor >40 at thickness above 3 mm. Highloft nonwoven

fabrics are characterized by great heat insulation capacity, which can be adjusted

diversely to meet the requirements by the production method (e.g. aerodynamic

nonwoven formation, vertical placement) and specific fiber selection.
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9.3.3.2 Porosity

Porosity is another important structural property and crucial for the various trans-

port and separation processes of solid particles, liquids, and gasses. The porosity of

nonwoven fabrics can be determined by measuring the air permeability (or the air

flow resistance) [20]. By means of porometric measuring methods, the pore struc-

ture of the nonwoven fabrics can be quantified on the basis of pore size and pore

size distribution [21, 22]. Pore size is an important parameter, especially for

filtration processes. Nonwoven fabrics are used to separate gasses, liquids, and

solid in surface and deep filtration. Furthermore, pore geometry is important for

wetting processes (see Sect. 9.3.3.4).

Apart from pore size, the interconnection of the pores (interconnectivity) is

important for the barrier effect of the nonwoven fabric structure. In contrast to

yarn-based materials, nonwoven fabrics are characterized by a highly complex

system of winding pore channels with changing cross-sections (pore labyrinth).

An approximated value for the complexity of a pore labyrinth is given by the

tortuosity factor. The tortuosity factor τ described for nonwoven fabrics by Batchu

[23], is the reciprocal value of porosity P (Eq. 9.5) or the deviation from the ideal

cylindrical-shape channel:

τ ¼ 1

P
ð9:5Þ

τ (�) Tortuosity factor

P (%) Porosity

The length of a pore channel is the product of the nonwoven fabric thickness and

the tortuosity factor [19, 23]:

lP ¼ d � τ ð9:6Þ

lp (μm) Length of a pore channel

τ (�) Tortuosity factor

d (μm) Nonwoven fabric thickness

Nonwoven fabric constructions with a 3D-isotropic fiber arrangement and high

loft characteristics, such as aerodynamically produced nonwoven fabrics, are char-

acterized by a particularly pronounced tortuosity. The labyrinth structure is impor-

tant for a variety of technical processes, such as perfusion with resin or air, and

sound absorption (compare Sect. 9.3.3.3).
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9.3.3.3 Sound Insulation

Noise and sound insulation are important from the perspective of health protection

issues in industrial applications, and in practically all other spheres of life such as

construction or traffic. In vehicle engineering, noise comfort is an essential consid-

eration. Nonwoven fabrics make an important contribution in these fields, which

has given sound protection a central place in the creation of standards for technical

nonwoven fabrics [8].

The insulation effect for sound and noise is based on processes of sound

absorption and sound dampening. Sound is absorbed by converting sound energy

into heat, with the energy being absorbed by the absorbing material by means of

friction effects. Porous materials with open pores are particularly suitable for this

purpose. As the sound energy cannot always be absorbed completely on the source

of the sound, dampening measures are necessary.

Sound-reflecting barriers or sound-dampening measures aim to impede the

diffusion and transmittance of sound waves, e.g. between two rooms [8, 24].

The principle of footstep sound insulation relies on the elastic decoupling the

source of the sound disturbance at the bearing or linking by means of a spring-mass

system. Especially insulating materials with low dynamic stiffnesses are suitable

for footstep sound insulation. Nonwoven fabrics made from finest fibers in a

meltblown process (Fig. 9.7b) or an electro-spinning process [25], provide great

absorption effects. Such highly-efficient absorber systems are used as “mats” or

moldings. In a composite with heavy layers, very effective spring-mass systems

with significantly reduced semi-finished product weights are feasible. The combi-

nation of several nonwoven fabric layers allows the realization of different absorp-

tion degrees in one composite structure, which can then absorb sound in wide range

of frequencies. High values of thickness and fabric density facilitate sound insula-

tion. Micro-structure parameters, e.g. fiber orientation, tortuosity, pore structure,

influence the sound absorption efficiency [24].

For the acoustic optimization of viscoelastic insulation structures, a special

simulation module for nonwoven fabrics was developed. It is based on the micro-

structure simulation software “GeoDict” [14] and allows the pre-calculation of

acoustic material properties depending on the micro-structure parameters of the

nonwoven fabric [26]. Multi-layered compression-molded components are used for

sound dampening in car interiors. Using the “AcoustoDict” simulation module and

other software tools, the nonwoven-fabric-based composite structure from pure

PES could be generated according to automobile industry requirements and realized

commercially as car headliners in various renowned vehicle types. This composite

solution displays similar sound-absorbing, mechanical, and optical properties, but

is much more recycling-friendly than conventional absorber systems [27]. This

approach, which also allows time-saving and more economical development and

design of highly efficient absorber systems without prototype production and

extensive measuring series, can also be used for other areas of use, e.g. in construc-

tion or machine engineering.
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9.3.3.4 Absorbency

The capacity to absorb and transport liquids is another characteristic property of

nonwoven fabrics determined by the chemical properties of the fiber surface and by

the nonwoven fabric structure.

A wetting of the surface is a prerequisite for liquid absorption. The process of

wetting a porous system, such as a nonwoven fabric, with a liquid can be described

using the Laplace equation (9.7):

pB ¼ 4 � σ1 � cosΘ
d p,max

ð9:7Þ

PB (Pa) Wetting pressure

K (�) Correcting factor without dimension

depending on the capillary form in the fabric; (k	 1)

σ1 (N/m) Surface tension of the wetting liquid

Θ (�) Contact angle

dp,max (m) Maximum pore diameter

The wetting pressure designates the resistance of the nonwoven fabric surface to
wetting with a given liquid, e.g. resin. It morphologically depends on the maximum

pore diameter dp,max as well as the physical/chemical parameters of contact angle Θ
and the surface tension δl of the wetting liquid. Thus, the wetting pressure pB
increases for a given liquid with high contact angles and smaller maximum pore

diameters.

The wetting behavior on the nonwoven fabric surface can be characterized using

static and dynamic methods, utilizing the wetting angle [28, 29].

The penetration of a liquid through the nonwoven fabric construction can be

approximately described using the regularities of laminary capillary flow in porous

solid bodies according to HAGEN-POISEULLE and WASHBURN. For the

impregnation process, the kinetics of wetting the inner nonwoven fabric pores

with liquid resin matrix is particularly relevant. For a first approximation of this

process, the modified equation according to WASHBURN can be taken as a basis

(Eq. 9.8) [30]:

v ¼ r � σl � cosΘ
4 � l � δ þ p � r2

8 � l � η ð9:8Þ

v (m/s) Speed of the capillary flow

r (m) Pore diameter

Θ (�) Contact angle
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P (Pa) Hydrostatic pressure

l (m) Capillary length

η (Pa s) Dynamic viscosity of the liquid

σl (N/m) Surface tension of the wetting liquid

It becomes clear that the dispersal speed of the capillary flow through the

nonwoven fabric cross-section is determined by the diameter and length of the

pore channels in the nonwoven fabric. The contact angle and the hydrostatic

pressure act as driving forces.

To realize homogeneous fiber volume content ratios in the component, a homo-

geneous resin distribution (constant fiber volume content ratio) is essential. Special

sizings and finishing agents (see Chap. 13) are used to facilitate the wettability of

the fiber surface by the liquid resins.

Apart from the pore structure, the flow resistance of the nonwoven fibers to

perfusing media (e.g. resin) determines the liquid distribution. The flow resistance

partly depends on the orientation of the nonwoven fibers and increases with

growing degrees of anisotropy. Homogeneously distributed and isotropically ori-

ented web fibers (homogeneous pore structure) can support resin distribution to all

sides in the nonwoven fabric structure. On the other hand, the degree of anisotropy

can be used to control the flow resistance for the purpose of directed resin spread, if

desired [14].

9.4 Selected Application Examples for Nonwoven

Semi-finished Products

9.4.1 Overview

The multitude of nonwoven-based constructions can mainly be classified into the

following application fields:

• fiber-reinforced composites,

• special functional layers for filtration and energy technology,

• various insulation materials for sound, heat, and cold (automobile engineering,

construction),

• substitution for PU foam materials

Special composite technologies on the basis of bonding technologies allow

functional integration and a reduction of the number of individual semi-finished

product components.

Due to the great variety of applications, the following will only give an overview

based on exemplary applications. This is in no way a complete list, but only

intended to show the range of applications and inspire innovative, nonwoven-

based composite solutions, which is based on previous chapter contents.
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9.4.2 Technologies for the Production of Nonwoven Fabric
Composites

In order to meet application-specific components requirements, the production of

textile semi-finished products is increasingly based on composite technologies.
Nonwovens as composite parts in particular allow the implementation of special

additional functions in the semi-finished product, such as sound absorption, defined

filtration and suction properties, particle retention and storage in combination with

fiber substance-specific characteristics like temperature resistance, electrical con-

ductivity, or chemical resistance. Composites with yarn-based materials, non-crimp

fabrics and other nonwoven components allow a high degree of functional integra-

tion while simultaneously reducing component weight. Composite materials there-

fore hold great innovative potential, especially in automobile engineering.

In principle, all bonding methods are suitable to connect nonwoven fabrics with

one another or with textile and non-textile materials. In light of the multitude of

bonding and connection technologies [8] and their possible combinations, the

realizable composite effects seem hardly assessable.

Needling, knitting, and entangling are the primary methods for mechanical

connections. Here, yarn-based materials can be integrated as reinforcement com-

ponent. Figure 9.20 shows the cross-sections of nonwoven fabric materials, in

which the interior woven fabric structure and the exterior nonwoven fabric layers

are connected into a compact composite by needling (Fig. 9.20a) or

hydroentanglement (Fig. 9.20b).

Furthermore, binding agents (powders, pastes, and foils) can be used to connect

textile and non-textile fabric components under exposure to heat and pressure.

Special adhesive nonwoven materials, which transition into an adhesive state at

Fig. 9.20 Cross-sections of nonwoven fabric composites for surface filtration (Source:
Sächsisches Textilforschungsinstitut e.V.). (a) Woven filament yarn fabric between two fibrous

web, connected by needling. (b) Woven metal fabric between two fibrous web, connected by

water jets
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specific temperatures, can be used to create a fabric composite. Often, the laminat-

ing process can be integrated into the shaping process. For some composite

solutions, complete machine line concepts have already been developed and partly

realized to ensure an economical production of nonwoven-based laminated com-

posites for car interiors. The use of nonwoven-based laminated composites, some-

times combined with back-injection molding in car interiors, can therefore be

expected to increase in the future.

The substitution of PU foam materials in automobile design is an important

development to meet the requirements of recyclability and emission reduction in

the interior of the car. A nonwoven-based material composite made from PES

(single-compound system) for upholstery materials in car seats has been developed.

It is based on a multiknit PES nonwoven fabric (see Sect. 9.2.4.2). On a flatbed

laminating machine using the patented Caliweb method [31], this nonwoven fabric

is connected with a PES decorative fabric by means of an adhesive system. The

thermal treatment during the laminating process serves to simultaneously set the

defined thickness and beneficial compression-elastic properties of the composite

structure [32]. Interior cladding parts (headliners, doors) can be manufactured

requirement-adaptedly with this single-step method, which can also connect other

nonwoven materials bonded by the nonwoven knitting method, such as Malivlies

nonwovens [33] and Optiknit [34] as decorative optical component faces, with a

Multiknit nonwoven fabric as sound-absorbing component.

9.4.3 Nonwoven Semi-finished Products
for Fiber-Reinforced Composites

The use of nonwoven semi-finished products in the field of fiber-reinforced com-

posite materials is primarily useful for the following application areas:

• components for the optimization of composite performance,

• reinforcement components, and

• auxiliary materials for temporary fixation of the reinforcement structure

9.4.3.1 Components for the Optimization of Composite Performance

So-called “surfacing nonwoven fabrics” and “core nonwoven fabrics” are used as

composite component, usually in glass fiber reinforced plastics (GFRP), with their

primary function being the support of the composite effect.

Surfacing nonwoven fabrics (also referred to as surfacing mats, surfacing non-
wovens or surfacing veils) have various functions. As interfaces, they serve as

corrosion protection by shielding the reinforcing yarn structures from a variety of

mechanical (e.g. rockfall) and chemical environmental influences (weather,

chemicals, radiation). Furthermore, nonwoven fiber covers can be used to create
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smooth and paintable component surfaces meeting the requirements of surface

quality in the finished lightweight component. A third task is the absorption of

liquid resin matrix and the homogeneous transfer thereof into the reinforcement

structure during impregnation process (see Sect. 9.3.3.4). This is of crucial impor-

tance with regard to ensuring homogeneous fiber volume content ratios in the

component and their reliability. To ensure corrosion-protective effects, hydropho-

bic textile fibers (C-, E-, and ECR-GF) and man-made fibers from PAN and PES are

used for this purpose. To achieve good impregnation capability, the fibers have to

be finished with special sizing and finishing agents (see Chap. 13). This can

improve wettability of the outer and inner fiber surfaces of the nonwoven fabric

by the liquid resins.

Apart from surface applications, nonwoven fabrics are also used as core mate-

rials in sandwich structures. Core nonwovens consist of glass fibers or man-made

fibers with homogeneously distributed micro-spheres and are used to ensure a

stabilizing infilling of sandwich cores. Thus, the required amounts of resin and

the weight of the semi-finished products can be realized without impairing the

properties of the material.

9.4.3.2 Reinforcement Components

The starting point for the development of composite materials was resins reinforced

with glass fiber nonwoven fabrics. Even though nowadays yarn structures made

from high-strength fibers are used for the production of heavy-duty lightweight

construction components, nonwoven fabrics still are important reinforcement com-

ponents for construction parts with standard requirements.

In GFRP applications, so-called “glass mats” are used as reinforcement compo-

nents, classified according to fiber length and bonding method. Correspondingly,

the terms “cutting mat”, or “endless mat” in needled form (“needled mats”,

i.e. without binding agent) or with binding agents are commonly used. The

processing of glass fibers into mats can be performed in several manners

(Fig. 9.21). “Endless mats” are produced analogously, using direct technology

(see Sect. 9.2.3.5). The mixture of raw materials (quartz powder, lime etc.) is

melted. The molten glass is drawn into fine glass filaments through nozzles, and

the yarns are combined. The continuous yarns are placed randomly on a transport

belt, creating a “mat”. They are then needled, or otherwise bonded by means of a

liquid or powdered binding agent. Therefore, production lines include needling

machines or unit applying and activating the powdered or liquid binding agents.

Rovings, which are produced in a separate process, are the initial material for the

production of “cutting mats” (see Fig. 9.21). The continuous fibers or rovings are

cut to a defined fiber length (25–50 mm) by means of a special cutting unit, and

randomly placed across the width of a transport belt, where mechanical or chemical

bonding takes place.

The nonwoven fabrics (“mats”), as described above (Fig. 9.21), are impregnated

with thermoplastic (GMT) or thermoset (SMC) matrices, using a variety of
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methods. They are then processed into prepregs by extrusion or compression

molding (see Chap. 11).

As the glass filaments are not packaged in the mats, their impregnation with the

liquid matrix is neither complete nor homogeneous. This causes inhomogeneous

areas and high deviations from the standard mechanical component properties. This

is also problematic in GMT panels, in which the restoring forces of needled glass

mats create air bubbles, distributed unevenly in the matrix [35].

New possibilities for the manufacture of nonwoven-based thermoplastic semi-

finished products are offered by the so-called mixed nonwovens made from rein-

forcement fibers (web fibers) and matrix fibers. This approach, which is analogous

to yarn material-based hybridization technology, aims to achieve an improved

micro-structure, which helps optimize the flow paths for the thermoplastic matrix

and evenly distribute air pores for draft-free preforms with reproducible properties.

Methods have been developed for an efficient manufacture of textile-based ther-

moplastic semi-finished products [35, 36]. The production of nonwoven semi-

finished products uses carding, airlaid, and hydroentangling processes, with the

mixing of the reinforcement fibers (e.g. GF, AR, CF) and matrix fibers (e.g. PP,

PEI) being realized in the nonwoven formation process. The hybrid webs are

bonded by needling or with a binding agent [35, 36]. These hybridization technol-

ogies allow the manufacture of easily recyclable material composites, in which

Fig. 9.21 Overview of production possibilities for mats and nonwoven materials made from glass

fibers
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reinforcement fibers and matrix fibers are made from the same type of polymer,

e.g. PP (“single-compound system”). For a cost-effective production of PP/PP

composites, concepts for the manufacture of semi-finished products based on

hybrid nonwovens were developed [37].

9.4.3.3 Structural Fixation

The requirement-adapted arrangement of the reinforcement yarns achieved in the

fabric formation process can be disturbed by handling and transport processes

during further processing into 3D preforms and fiber composite components. This

can impair the reproducibility of the semi-finished product properties. To tempo-

rarily fixate the yarn arrangement and to stabilize the yarn material-based semi-

finished product, adhesive nonwovens (“webs”, “adhesive webs”) are used. These

are produced from Co-PA, Co-PES, PU, or other materials, in an extrusion process

(see Sect. 9.2.3.5). Both the polymer substance and the spun-bonded nonwoven

process are adjusted to achieve an optimized bonding capacity. Usually, an open-

pore structure is realized, which allows a selective point-by-point fixation of the

reinforcement yarns. The adhesive effect is activated by temperature and/or

humidity.

9.4.4 Nonwoven-Based Functional Layers for Filtration
and Energy Engineering

Due to intensified measures to minimize emissions, filter media are becoming more

and more important. About 90 % of all filtration products are nonwoven-based

constructions, which are used as deep and surface filtration sheets in dry and wet

filtration [8]. The range of applied fibers (e.g. PA, PES, PEI, PPS, AR, GF, CF,

MTF), production technologies, and realizable nonwoven fabric constructions is

extremely broad (Table 9.4). Composite constructions are increasingly prevalent to

adjust to the specific filtration task. By integrating nonwovens from nano-scale or

micro-scale fibers, defined structural gradients can be generated, which allow

staged separation efficiencies over the filter medium.

Fuel cells play crucial role in the realization of alternative concepts for future

energy supplies and mobility. They can transform hydrogen into electricity, effi-

ciently and without emissions. The degree of efficiency of a fuel cells is determined

by a gas diffusion layer ensuring special transport functions between the reaction

layer and the bipolar plate (electric conductor) inside the cell. The gas diffusion

layer consists of a carbon fiber nonwoven fabric. For the production of this fabric,

an innovative technology [38] was developed, in which precursor fibers

(e.g. oxidized PAN fibers) are carded into a web and bonded with water jets. The

web is then subjected to a carbonization process, in which the PAN fibers are
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transformed into carbon fibers. By means of various coating technologies, special

functional layers, e.g. binding agents or a wet-laid fibrous web [39] can be applied.

This special method creates a nonwoven fabric structure meeting the requirements

of water management and gas diffusion within the fuel cell. A special software

module was developed for the structural optimization of the gas diffusion

layer [40].

9.5 Development Tendencies

The growing use of nonwoven fabrics can be traced back to the increasing require-

ment values for insulation and emission behavior. Increasingly life-cycle-oriented

value chains will contribute to further nonwoven-based innovations. Nonwoven

fabric composites have the potential to meet the demand for eco-friendliness and

recyclability in automobile engineering and construction applications.

In the automobile industry, three-dimensional nonwoven fabrics (spacer non-

wovens) are steadily becoming more important as semi-finished products for active

and passive personal protection inside and outside of the car.
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Chapter 10

Embroidered Semi-finished Products

and Embroidery Techniques

Mirko Schade

Since antiquity, embroidery has been known as a familiar textile method for

applying yarns to textile surfaces, mostly as decoration. There are many variations

as to the manner and direction in which the yarn material is placed and how much of

it is used. Owing to modern drive and calculation technology, embroidery machines

offer nearly unlimited pattern variety at high productivity and reproducibility. One

enhancement of embroidery technology is constituted by Tailored Fiber Placement

(TFP). This technically fully developed method enables a targeted local reinforce-

ment or functionalization of textile semi-finished products and the production of

textile preforms with required reinforcement yarn arrangement for the manufacture

of fiber composite components. This chapter provides an insight into the embroi-

dery technology of technical textiles for fiber composite applications. It will deal

with process-relevant parameters regarding mechanical properties and conveys an

overview of two- and three-dimensionally embroidered semi-finished products. The

potential of semi-finished products and preforms functionalized with embroidery

technology will be illustrated by examples.

10.1 Introduction

One special characteristic of fiber-reinforced plastic composites (FRPC) is their

anisotropic material behavior. The mechanical properties of the reinforcement

yarns can only be fully utilized in their longitudinal direction. If the load direction

and the fibers’ longitudinal direction differ, the degree of utilization of fiber

properties is reduced. The textile and plastic industries are therefore striving to
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position the reinforcement yarns in a manner which maximizes load carrying

capacity within the fiber composite component.

Depending on application and due to different load cases and/or multiple force-

introducing elements, complex load directions arise for fiber-reinforced parts.

Analytical and numerical calculation methods enable a qualitative and quantitative

determination of the stresses within the component [1, 2]. The derived ideal fiber

directions and locally differing fiber amounts which are required in textile struc-

tures are insufficiently reproduced with more conventional textile semi-finished

products such as woven, weft- and warp-knitted, or braided fabrics [3].

The requirements for load-adapted reinforcement of FRPCs motivated the

development of the Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP) technology [2]. This enhance-
ment of embroidery technique facilitates the textile-technological manufacture of

complete preforms for fiber composite parts, as well as an aimed local reinforce-

ment and functionalization of textile semi-finished products with pre-defined

arrangement and alignment of functional material.

10.2 Basic Principles of Embroidery

Regarding methodology, classical embroidery differs only slightly from sewing

(ref. Chap. 12). While sewing is usually employed to join multiple textile layers

with commensurate, unidirectional stitches, embroidery is used to apply decora-

tions to a textile surface (embroidery ground or substrate) at a freely variable size

and direction of the stitches. The main difference is constituted by the clamping of

the substrate into a frame. Using the frame, the substrate can be moved in x and y

direction relative to the stitch formation device and according to the embroidery

pattern. This controlled movement also defines the manner of stitch formation. The

embroidery pattern is created (punched) with company-specific CAD/CAM pro-

grams before the embroidery process. All established vector and image formats can

be used as a basis for the creation of an embroidery pattern. Virtually all company-

specific programs have become inter-configurable in the meantime [4].

Most embroidery machines work with a two-yarn system [upper and lower

(bobbin) yarn] and form a seam based on the double lockstitch (DLS). As in sewing,
a wide range of materials can be used as upper and lower yarns in embroidery. Light

gauzes, non-woven fabrics, films, foams, textile reinforcement semi-finished prod-

ucts, artificial leathers or automotive carpets of thicknesses up to 10 mm can be

used as substrates [4, 5]. The needle has to be chosen depending on the upper yarn

(e.g. material, appearance, yarn count) and the material to be embroidered. Embroi-

dery machine needles are nowadays offered in a number of special variants

concerning needle eye and needle point design as well as material [4].
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10.3 Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP)

10.3.1 Principle

For an optimum reinforcement of highly stressed fiber composite parts, the rein-

forcement yarns are inserted into the component as follows [1, 2]:

– as stretched as possible (without undulation and twist in a filament yarn)

– aligned in the load direction, and

– with uniform stress (component cross-section and forces are equivalent)

The abovementioned requirements of the reinforcement yarn are only partially

fulfilled by conventional textile semi-finished products, as the principle prevents

the yarn arrangement from being wholly flexible. The basic principle of embroidery

is used in TFP to fix an additional functional material to the substrate [6, 7]. This

permits the effective realization of qualitatively and quantitatively determined

stresses in the component into a textile structure, and enables a targeted

application-specific functionalization of textile semi-finished products. These

semi-finished products manufactured by TFP technology can display locally vari-

able fiber orientations and amounts. The principle of this technology is illustrated in

Fig. 10.1.

The following advantages of embroidery by means of TFP can be used for the

manufacture and functionalization of textile semi-finished products for fiber com-

posite production [4, 8]:

– geometrical application of the upper yarn on the substrate is virtually unlimited,

– freely reproducible control of the embroidery frame,

Fig. 10.1 Principle of the tailored fiber placement technology
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– customized application of yarn material,

– creation of coherent forms and surfaces,

– simple integration of non-textile elements,

– relative independence from the substrate, as well as

– very small development efforts for the realization of yarn course in a company-

specific CAD/CAM program.

This results in the following advantages of the TFP technology over other textile

manufacturing methods [3, 9]:

– deposition of functional material independent of angle,

– high positioning precision (functional material deposition in modern CNC

embroidery machines at 
0.3 mm),

– possible manufacture of two- and three-dimensional textile semi-finished prod-

ucts with load-adapted and locally variable reinforcement yarn arrangements in

the x-, y-, z-directions,

– prevention of fiber material and matrix aggregation in the finished component by

a component-adapted reinforcement yarn deposition,

– near-net shape production for economic material use and waste reduction, and

– unproblematic processing of natural, glass, aramid, carbon and ceramic fibers, as

well as non-textile elements (e.g. optical fiber, metal wire) is possible.

Due to low productivity in comparison to other textile production methods, TFP

technology is currently used mainly for selective local reinforcement, for example

of perforated structures, and in the production of complex preforms for small

structural parts in small quantities [10, 11].

10.3.2 Machine Technology and Embroidery Parameters

For the TFP, a conventional flatbed embroidery machine with a special embroidery

head was supplemented by adding an extra yarn guide by which the functional

material is guided to the embroidery head (Fig. 10.2). The adjustable pendular

movement of the yarn guide moves the material to the side of the needle, creates

constant sewing conditions, and prevents damage of the functional material by the

needle.

To ensure a function- and load-adapted fiber deposition on the x-y plane, the

yarn guide is hinged in front of the stationary needle. By implementing a zigzag

function for the embroidery frame, the functional material is applied stretched to the

substrate and the desired stitch width is realized. Depending on the appearance of

the functional material, the yarn feeder geometry, the manner of the double-

lockstitch and zigzag travel of the embroidery frame, the functional material can

be fixed to the embroidery ground as a flat or bundled filament yarn. The storage of

the functional material and its insertion into the yarn feeder are performed by means

of a yarn-guiding tube, from an external, conventional bobbin or from a creel. The
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guidance along the bobbin integrated into the embroidery head and the available

space cause a special bobbin geometry, which requires an additional winding

process and limits the continuously processable yarn amount. The advantage over

tube-guiding is in the free rotatability of the yarn feeder system around the

embroidery needle, which makes special attention to system rotations during

embroidery pattern creation obsolete. In tube guiding, it has to be kept in mind

that the tube could accidentally be wound around the embroidery head, for example

during the creation of embroidered spirals [7, 12].

The current maximum speed of these special embroidery machines is up to 1,000

stitches per minute. To increase productivity, the technology was transferred onto

multi-headed embroidery machines, so that analogous textile semi-finished prod-

ucts can be produced by multiple embroidery heads arranged side-by-side at

constant distances. Currently, embroidery machines with up to 30 embroidery

heads for technical textiles are available from ZSK Stickmachinen GmbH and

Tajima GmbH [13, 14]. The embroidery field size is limited by the stitch frame.

However, it possible to produce one preform with several embroidery heads by

overlapping. An automatic conveyor device for the substrate with a special hydrau-

lic clamping system is optionally available for the embroidery of rolled goods.

Here, the gentle and damage-free clamping of already embroidered semi-finished

products is noteworthy. Depending on the substrate’s material, weight and

Fig. 10.2 Embroidery machine (Source: ZSK Stickmaschinen GmbH)
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thickness, a variety of clampings can be used, e.g. border or magnetic clamping

fixtures. A clamping tailored to the substrate is necessary to prevent any pattern-

distorting shifting of the substrate during embroidery.

Considering the functional material, particularly its count, tensile strength and

flexural strength, the radii of embroidery pattern reversion points have to be

observed, as the functional material is embroidered in place quasi-continuously.

In case of wide filament yarns due to the rigidity of materials, the curve radius may

tilt up, which in turn might constrict, resulting in a deviation from the desired,

application-specific embroidery pattern structure [11]. This can be compensated by

reduced machine speed at critical reversion points or by adjustments to the embroi-

dery pattern. Modern CNC embroidery machines automatically adjust their

machine speed in critical reversion areas. However, it is crucial to remember that

any change to the embroidery pattern in these areas, for instance an enlargement of

the radius, may shift the ideal, application-specific fiber pathway. Another

machine-technical solution is the implementation of an automatic separation and

positioning unit. This device, built into the embroidery head, permits the automatic

storing, separating and repositioning of the functional material at suitable

points [15].

Top and bobbin yarn materials (type, count, sizing) and especially their tensions

are also great influences on the appearance of the embroidery pattern. Excessive

tensions cause constriction and undesired displacement of the functional material

[11, 16], which negatively affect preform permeability and the mechanical proper-

ties of the composite. A more homogeneous functional material deposition in the

fiber composite part to be produced can be attained by using dissolvable embroidery

yarns [11, 16]. The typical embroidery yarn ratio in FRPCs is between one and four

volume percent [9].

10.4 Embroidered Semi-finished Products

10.4.1 Two-Dimensional Embroidered Semi-finished
Products

Using the TFP technology, complete preforms can be manufactured for fiber

composite parts with high mass/strength ratios. The mechanical properties of the

TFP preforms at a free, load-independent fiber deposition are comparable with

conventional multi-axial non-crimp fabrics and minimally lower than those of

prepreg materials [17, 18]. A finite element (FE) method analysis of the expectable

load cases of the fiber composite part to be constructed allows the calculation of

global and local stress states and optimal courses of fibers. Various approaches are

used for this purpose such as generic algorithms, topology optimization, and the

principal stress method. Subsequently, TFP permits an exact realization of the

course of the yarn derived from the locally calculated principal stresses, leading
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to the production of the preform (exemplary structure in Fig. 10.3) [19, 20]. Recent

research works serve to integrate embroidery-technological basic conditions, such

as the disposition behavior of the functional material in tight radii, and specific fiber

composite properties, for example the local fiber volume count, into the calculation

programs [21]. Currently, this is often performed by means of a manual feedback of

optical and mechanical results of embroidered semi-finished products and compo-

nents into the calculation program followed by an iterative simulation. The attain-

able performance of the TFP technology concerning occurring load cases becomes

apparent during preform production for fiber composite parts with specific design of

force transmission areas and linkage points. By determining the states of stress

using the FE method, and by applying the reinforcement yarn along the principal

load direction, local stress peaks within the component can be reduced and specific

strengths can be improved significantly [6, 9, 20]. When using load-adapted,

two-dimensional, embroidered semi-finished products, for instance, the properties

of the connecting support of the A340 horizontal tail in tension and tension/pressure

load cases can be improved by more than 60 % over conventionally produced

components [20].

In other research activities, the possibility of producing continuous-fiber-

reinforced thermoplastic components by means of TFP is being explored. The

distinctive feature in this case is the expansion of the TFP technology from

two-dimensionally embroidered semi-finished products into the hybridization by

a type of Film Stacking method, or into hybrid yarn formation. This requires

reinforcement and matrix yarns to be guided parallel into the filament yarn guide

before being used for embroidery simultaneously, resulting in a side-by-side hybrid
structure [22].

Another suitable field for TFP technology is the selective local reinforcement or

the functionalization of textile semi-finished products. By combining the freedom

of design of TFP with the high productivity of textile fabric manufacturing

Fig. 10.3 Embroidered brake booster (Source: HightexVerstärkungsstrukturen GmbH)
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(e.g. weaving, warp-knitting, weft-knitting) for the creation of embroidery grounds,

the retroactive application of functional material onto textile semi-finished products

has great potential [6, 9, 11, 19, 23]. By aligning the fiber courses in the main stress

directions, even subsequent local applications of reinforcement yarns can result in

significant improvements of the mechanical properties (exemplary structure

Fig. 10.4). This is shown in [9] for an embroidered hole reinforcement in a tension

plate. The tensile strength can be increased by 45 %, and the bearing stress can be

improved by 68 % in comparison to non-reinforced multi-axial non-crimp fabrics.

The two-dimensional reinforcement of textile semi-finished products by TFP

improves the fatigue behavior of the structure in the x and y planes, regarding

radial and tangential stresses by centrifugal forces and moments. TFP preforms

have to be additionally reinforced in the z direction for forces applied orthogonally

or diagonally to this plane, as well as for the improvement of damage tolerance

regarding shear and peel forces, and thermal tensions [3].

Carbon fibers (CF) are preferred for FRPCs due to their high specific stiffness

and strengths. In a small share of applications, the electrical conductivity of CF in

fiber composite components is used for structural health monitoring and heating

structures [24–29]. For this, resistance fields are established by proper selection of

the CF yarn, correct spacing of the filament yarns and the length of the embedded

conductor. The CF yarns are applied to the textile semi-finished products, e.g. by

TFP (Figs. 10.5 and 10.6) [27–29].

By stacked embroidery of several CF yarns, a parallel circuit can be realized to

reduce the electrical resistance at this point of the resistance field. This possibility

of resistance adjustment is made specific to the application, for instance in realizing

different heating outputs for fiber composite tools for fiber composite production, or

for forming devices in preform manufacture. This allows the tool to be heated

homogeneously and thus reduces internal stresses in the finished FRPC part.

Furthermore, the use of such tools reduces energy consumptions and costs com-

pared to classical metal tools. The concepts realized so far could attain a maximum

Fig. 10.4 Embroidered hole reinforcement (Source: HightexVerstärkungsstrukturen GmbH)
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panel heating output of 22 kW/m2 and temperatures of 230 �C [25, 26]. For preform

production, energy consumption and costs could be reduced by using more thinly

laminated, heated machine linings. These advantages are already exploited in the

series production of the connection fittings for A330/340 wing spoilers and in the

related necessary preform production [26]. Other applications for embroidered

heating structures are found primarily in aeronautics and in wind energy plant

construction, for de-icing or anti-icing purposes, for example on wing slats.

For functional integration into fiber composite components by means of embroi-

dery, not only the material deposited by the yarn guide, but also the embroidery

yarn itself is used. For this, depending on the bending sensitivity of the material to

be processed, special conductive yarns with a diameter of 0.03 mm are applied to

the textile semi-finished product as upper and bobbin yarn. This enables the

one-step production of sensor structures, for example for the detection of shape

changes, temperature or humidity, as well as of functional structures like antennas

or switches [30].

Fig. 10.5 Embroidered

sensor fields for structural

health monitoring of FRPCs

Fig. 10.6 Meandering-

pattern sensor field for

structural health monitoring
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10.4.2 Three-Dimensionally Embroidered Semi-finished
Products

In three-dimensionally embroidered semi-finished products, a distinction has to be

made between semi-finished products with three-dimensional geometry and those

with a three-dimensional structure (ref. Sect. 2.3.1.1).

Within the framework of one research project, a method was developed for the

embroidering of a monaxially curved shell geometry [31]. This method allows the

direct three-dimensional manufacture of preforms without relying on the conver-

sion of two-dimensional embroidered semi-finished products. This has the advan-

tage of providing an exact and stretched yarn orientation for geometrically complex

parts. For the realization, a cap embroidery mechanism was modified so that the

embroidery ground could be stretched into the shape of a cylindrical shell. The

potential of this method was proven on selected demonstrators. Compared to

converted two-dimensional preforms, three-dimensional embroidery leads to an

improvement of component quality due to the minimization of matrix-rich zones

and application-specific yarn orientation. As a result an increase of force absorption

potential during drop impact testing is achieved. The greatest restrictions are

currently being imposed by the flexibility of the producible preform geometries.

Another way of producing a three-dimensional geometry by embroidering is

used in the reconstruction of pipes by sliplining. In this case, a directed structuring

of the inner lining of the pipes is performed in order to provoke the fluid’s
turbulence, ensuring improved removal of solid materials and thereby preventing

sedimentation. The three-dimensional geometry is created by an embroidery-

technical production of structural bodies on a GF-reinforced textile semi-finished

product using GF embroidery yarn and special foams. The transport of media

depends on the shape and the orientation of the structural bodies, which can be

purposefully varied [8].

The demand for textile semi-finished products that can absorb multi-axial

tensions within the FRPC in order to compensate the low mechanical properties

of conventional, two-dimensionally reinforced FRPCs perpendicular to the rein-

forcement plane can be met by producing three-dimensional structures, among

others by TFP [3]. One approach includes the insertion of reinforcement yarns in

the z direction into the two-dimensional semi-finished product. The type and extent

of out-of-plane property improvements depend largely on the material and the ratio

of reinforcement yarns, as well as the angle to the x-y plane at which they are

introduced [32]. For multilayered TFP semi-finished products, reinforcement in the

z direction is possible by inserting reinforcement yarns as upper and bobbin yarn.

Due to the altered fiber ratio and the damage of the previously applied reinforce-

ment yarns by needle, the in-plane properties are reduced. Therefore it is prudent to

include the z-directional reinforcement yarns only locally and adapted to the

expected loads. Consequently, the mechanical properties in the x-y plane of the

component are only partially influenced [11, 18, 32].
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The orientation of the embroidery yarn in the z-direction can also be used for the

production of functionalized semi-finished products. In [5], a three-dimensional

sensor structure made from a precision resistance wire was used for a direction-

dependent deformation measurement (shear, compression, elongation measure-

ment) in the component.

10.4.3 Embroidered Semi-finished Products with Yarn
Reserves

Embroidery technology allows the production of deep-draw-capable preforms with

load-adapted yarn deposition for complex-shape components [32, 33]. For this,

thread reserves for critical formation points are integrated in the embroidery pattern

or, by means of non-embroidered yarn loops in the embroidered fabric. The 3D

component geometry is mathematically processed two-dimensionally; the embroi-

dery program is created with regard to the material-specific restrictions

(e.g. functional material properties, shrinkage of the substrate) and executed

two-dimensionally. The distinctive feature here is the application of the embroidery

pattern on a substrate soluble in cold water. After the substrate’s dissolution, the 3D
structure is formed.

The potential of embroidered semi-finished products with yarn reserves is

apparent in the reinforcement of hollow-cast parts, of so-called metal-matrix

composites. Compared to massive components, a mass reduction of up to 30 % in

hollow-cast components has been attained without impairing mechanical proper-

ties. In a research project concerned with metal-matrix composites, geometrical 3D

embroidered fabrics such as hemispheres or cones from glass, basalt or carbon

fibers are produced and later embedded in the molten bath as reinforcement

structures (Fig. 10.7) [33].

Fig. 10.7 Embroidered hemisphere and formed three-dimensional hemisphere (Source: Gerber
Spitzen und Strickereien GmbH)
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Chapter 11

Pre-impregnated Textile Semi-finished

Products (Prepregs)

Olaf Diestel and Jan Hausding

Pre-impregnated semi-finished textile products (prepregs), are an important base

material for the manufacture of thermoset and thermoplastic composite materials.

They consist of a usually flat and planar textile reinforcement structure and are

combined with thermoset or thermoplastic matrices required for the production of

the final component. Both short fibers or continuous filaments and textile fabrics,

such as woven fabrics or multiaxial warp-knitted fabrics, can be used as base

material. The basic principle of using this special textile semi-finished product is

to separate the step of impregnating the reinforcement structure with the matrix

during composite material production from the final step of producing the

component form.

11.1 Introduction

Pre-impregnated textile semi-finished products are required for the further

processing into thermoset or thermoplastic fiber-reinforced plastic composite com-

ponents. They are often referred to as prepregs, which is the abbreviation for pre-
impregnated fibers or pre-impregnated materials. Prepregs are pre-fabricated,

mostly planar semi-finished products with a reinforcement structure produced

from short or continuous fibers and are combined with thermoset or thermoplastic
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matrix required for the production of the final component. Further processing into

components is performed under heat and pressure, usually by extrusion, compres-

sion molding, or in an autoclave method. For thermoset prepregs, the textile

structures are impregnated with thermoset resin systems, whose crosslinking reac-

tion proceeds at a considerably slow rate at low temperatures. When properly

stored, they remain suitable for component manufacture even after several months

to up to 1 year or longer. They are also used as semi-dry prepregs for high-

performance applications, where the strength and stiffness of the reinforcement

fibers are to be utilized to their full extent.

The basic principle of using this special form of textile semi-finished product is

to separate the impregnation of the reinforcement structure with matrix during

composite material production from the actual production of the component form.

Textile semi-finished products, such as woven fabrics or multiaxial non-crimp

fabrics, as well as unidirectional prepregs (UD prepregs) can be processed into

pre-impregnated reinforcement materials [1, 2]. The latter are distinguished by the

highest strengths and stiffness because of their fully stretched yarn orientation, and

serve as the yardstick for all textile semi-finished products. The impregnation of the

prepregs, which is performed in special prepreg plants, can achieve high precision

and reproducibility due to the very small thickness of the textile structures. The

matrix of the finished composite component acts as a chemical binder, whose task is

to bind and protect the fibers in the composite material. It transfers loads to the

fibers and retains them in their predefined position and orientation. The matrix also

determines the resistance of the component to environmental conditions during its

lifetime, in particular exposure to extreme temperatures.

A wide range of resin systems is available for different application areas, such as

automobile construction, aeronautics, sports gear as well as ship building. Apart

from the previously mentioned high strengths and stiffnesses of the composites

resulting from the parallel fiber orientation and the consequently attainable high

fiber volume fraction (usually 60 %), another advantage of thermoset UD prepregs

is their very small tolerance in stacking into multilayered composites or laminates.

The latter is crucial for the utilization of the lightweight construction potential of

fiber-based semi-finished products, as a precise selection of available layer thick-

nesses is necessary to realize the pre-calculated component dimensions. Customary

thicknesses for UD prepregs are 0.125 and 0.250 mm [2, 3].

For thermoplastic prepregs, the textile reinforcement structure is combined with

the thermoplastic matrix so that both components are intermingled as thoroughly as

possible in the semi-finished product. It is crucial to achieve short flow paths for the

usually highly viscous thermoplastic melt and to ensure an optimal impregnation

and wetting of the reinforcement structure during component manufacturing. This

is a necessary prerequisite for the full utilization of the performance potential of the

high-performance fibers. Thermoplastic prepregs are either textile, more or less

flexible reinforcement structures based on hybrid yarn (Chap. 4) or powder-

impregnated textile semi-finished products (in which the matrix component is

present in fibrous or powder form), or plate-shaped semi-finished products impreg-

nated and consolidated by various methods, which are often referred to as organic
sheets.
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Thermoset as well as thermoplastic prepregs are classified into free-flowing and

non-free-flowing pre-impregnated textile semi-finished products. Free-flowing pre-

pregs are based on a reinforcement structure made from short fibers. This ensures

that the fibers can slide off one another during component production, allowing the

fiber/matrix/filler mixture to fill the mold cavity during manufacture and adjust to

it. Attention has to be paid to the fact that the fibers can orient themselves in flow

direction in critical zones, which is usually not desirable. In general, the flowability

decreases with increasing fiber length.

Non-free-flowing prepregs contain a reinforcement structure made from ori-

ented, practically continuous reinforcement fibers, reinforcement yarns or planar

textile semi-finished reinforcement products. They do not allow significant flow

processes during molding. For this reason, they require an exact allocation of parts

in the molding tool to accurately match the cavity of the molding form. Non-free-

flowing thermoplastic prepregs can either be fully impregnated and consolidated,

plate-type semi-finished products (organic sheets), or not fully impregnated or fully

consolidated textile semi-finished products.

Figure 11.1 provides a schematic overview of the numerous paths from base

material through thermoset or thermoplastic prepregs to the finished fiber-

reinforced component.

In the following, the most important semi-finished products and their further

processing by common pressing processes are introduced. This is supplemented by

free-flowing molding or pressing compounds based on short fibers. Special

methods, such as back foaming and back injection of foils will not be treated in

this chapter.

Fig. 11.1 Overview of base materials, thermoset and thermoplastic semi-finished products, and

fiber-reinforced FRP component
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11.2 Thermoset Prepregs

11.2.1 Free-Flowing Thermoset Prepregs and Molding
Compounds (SMC/BMC)

The SMC method (Sheet Molding Compound method) is practiced widely in

industries for the production and processing of free-flowing prepregs. The majority

of SMC production is needed for automotive construction and electronics applica-

tions [4]. SMC prepregs are processed into planar semi-finished products made

from glass fiber nonwoven fabrics or glass fiber mats, which are impregnated with a

cross-linkable thermosetting resin system and fillers. Depending on the application,

a variety of recipes can be used, which will not be detailed here.

Unsaturated polyester resin systems are most commonly used as matrix material.

They are intermixed with mineral fillers and other ingredients depending on the

requirement of further processing and application. The glass fibers are cut to lengths

between 25 and 50 mm. Their mass fraction can amount to a maximum of 30 %.

So-called directional SMC semi-finished products (SMC-D) with reduced

flowability are produced by using longer glass fibers of up to 200 mm.

The production of the prepreg is carried out on continuously operating SMC

impregnation plants (Fig. 11.2). The resin/curing agent/filler material is knife-

coated onto the release film. Glass fiber rovings are chopped into short fibers by a

wide chopping machine. These short fibers are dispersed across the entire produc-

tion width and covered by an upper release film. Afterwards, this structure passes

through the impregnation line, where the components are intermixed and the

prepreg is compacted. After winding up and a maturing time of 2–4 weeks under

Fig. 11.2 Principle of SMC production
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defined storage conditions to ensure chemical thickening, the semi-finished prod-

ucts can be processed further. Depending on the individual mixture and storage

conditions, the storage period can range from only a few weeks to several months

[5, 6].

The additional integration of continuous reinforcement fibers or rovings in the

direction of production of the SMC semi-finished products results in C-SMC semi-

finished products, which are suitable for components to meet extreme mechanical

requirements. However, these additional yarns significantly reduce the flowability

[3, 7]. The production and processing of SMC semi-finished products with a

reinforcement consisting entirely of carbon fibers (CF-SMC) is also an option and

offers improved mechanical properties in comparison to SMC on a glass fiber basis

but at higher cost [8].

The so-called BMC (Bulk Molding Compound) is produced by simply striping

off the mixture of fibers, resin, curing agent, and fillers at the end of the SMC plant.

These molding compounds are also further processed using compression molding

after plasticization. Here, the maximum length of the glass fibers is 12 mm, which

results in significantly reduced mechanical composite properties compared to SMC

[7]. Beyond these methods, short fiber-reinforced thermoset components are pro-

duced by DMC (Dough Molding Compounds) or GMC (Granulated Molding

Compound) using either injection-moldable compounds without chemical thicken-

ing or dry, granulated compounds [3].

The further processing of both SMC semi-finished products and BMC molding

compound into components is performed by compression molding. For this pur-

pose, pressures of 25–250 bar are applied on parallel-controlled servo-hydraulic

presses with two-part steel molds, which are heated to processing temperatures of

about 140–160 �C (Fig. 11.3). In the processing of SMC, mostly rectangular or

Fig. 11.3 Process chain for the manufacture of SMC components (left) by compression molding,

according to [9]
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trapezoidal SMC cuttings are stacked in sufficient numbers and inserted into the

pressing mold at defined positions [1].

During compression molding, the viscosity of the matrix system is reduced due

to the influence of pressure and temperature and the semi-finished products start

flowing from the top and bottom sides of the pressing mold. Afterwards, the closing

movement of the pressing mold causes the cavity to be completely filled with the

fiber/resin/curing agent/filler mixture, and the matrix is then cured by chemical

cross-linking under holding pressure (Fig. 11.4).

To ensure that the mixture reaches all sections of the mold cavity, the cuttings

have to cover at least 70 % of the mold surface [1, 10].

When using SMC prepregs with long or continuous fiber reinforcements, the

entire mold surface is covered with prepreg cuttings. The processing is done by

compression molding without significant flowing.

After cooling and demolding of the components, post processing is necessary

such as deburring, drilling, tilling or varnishing. Depending on the amount of

material and the size of the component, a suitable automation can achieve cycle

times of usually just a few minutes or as short as 1 min [1, 6].

SMC components are used in automobile construction (bonnets, doors, trunk

lids, cylinder head covers, noise mufflers, or spoilers) and for railed vehicles

(interior and exterior cladding), in electronics (switchboards, emergency call

boxes), and in the sanitary industry. Engine parts, headlight reverberators, terminal

boxes, or insulators are components based on BMC.

11.2.2 Non-free-flowing Thermoset Prepregs from Yarns
and Flat, Planar Semi-finished Products

For the production of non-free-flowing thermoset prepregs, the same fiber materials

are used as in woven or knitted fabrics for lightweight construction applications:

mostly glass, carbon or aramid fibers. These are processed either directly into UD

prepregs or in a two-step process—firstly, woven or multiaxially warp-knitted into

textile semi-finished products and then processed into prepregs with multiaxial

reinforcement (see Fig. 11.1). The continuous fibers in the form of rovings are taken

Fig. 11.4 Flow behavior of the fiber/resin/curing agent/filler mixture in the processing of SMC

semi-finished products by compression molding, according to [3]
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off from bobbins placed on bobbin creels. Two methods are available for the

application of thermosetting matrix materials: by means of release films (film

transfer process) or by means of the solvent impregnation [11]. In the resin film

method, the first step consists of applying the matrix as a resin coating to the

siliconized release film (Fig. 11.5, step 1). The filament yarns drawn from bobbin

creels are combined into a tape, then parallelized by combs, and finally brought into

contact with the release film. Under pressure and heat (ca. 60–90 �C), the filament

tape is thoroughly impregnated with the resin on the release film (Fig. 11.5, step 2).

Then, a release paper is applied, and the UD prepreg is wound up continuously on a

roll. It is important to cool the preimpregnated semi-finished product immediately,

to stop the further course of the curing reaction of the resin. This method has

become widespread industry standard [11].

In solvent impregnation, the rovings, which are spread out into filament tapes

next to each other, are guided through a matrix dip (vertical process arrangement),

or fibers are placed on a release film coated with matrix, emulating the manufactur-

ing process with release films (horizontal process arrangement). In the matrix dip,

the resin/curing agent mixture is blended with solvent to achieve the required

viscosity for impregnation. In both methods, a heating device is used for the

removal of the solvent and a preliminary cross-linking of the resin, before the UD

prepregs are fitted with a paper protector and rolled up (Fig. 11.6). These prepregs

display a highly viscous impregnation at room temperature.

UD prepregs can be produced in a variety of forms: as preimpregnated individ-

ual yarn (single tow), tape, or stripe (Fig. 11.7). While single tows are not classified

as textile structures, tapes and stripes are classified as semi-finished textile prod-

ucts. Single tows of widths above 1 mm are commonly processed by means of the

winding process. Tapes of very small areal masses of about 100 g/m2 are usually

used in applications of very high quality such as load bearing structures in airplanes,

Fig. 11.5 Production of UD prepregs by means of a release film (step 1: coating of the release

film, step 2: production of the prepreg)
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whereas stripes, at areal masses ranging from 500 to 1,500 g/m2, are applied

primarily in the manufacture of boats and rotors for wind energy plants. The areal

mass also determines the layer thickness which can be achieved in the cured

multilayer composite. For instance, the layer thickness of a UD prepreg with a

fiber volume content of 60 % and an areal mass of 200 g/m2 is about 0.18 mm after

curing [11].

One specific aspect of composite manufacture based on prepregs with a reactive

matrix is the necessity of permanent cooling during prepreg storage, which is

required to slow the curing of the resin. In particular cases, air-conditioned rooms

are required during processing. Commonly used resin systems allow storage

periods of up to 12 months at refrigeration at �18 �C. Before further processing,

the prepregs have to defreeze. This should be done in the film packaging under

exclusion of air in order to prevent the condensation of atmospheric humidity on the

prepreg surface, which can take up to 48 h to complete [5]. Afterwards, the prepregs

can be assembled according to the specific component. Due to the

pre-impregnation, the prepreg surface features a defined stickiness (tack). This

allows their secure positioning in complex molds, even under the influence of

gravity.

The limited flowability of the matrix of UD prepregs and the resulting limited

mobility of the fibers to each other limit the producible component geometries,

hindering or complicating the use of these materials for complex-shape compo-

nents. However, the use of UD prepregs achieves the highest stiffnesses and

strengths [3], which are entirely unattainable with non-pre-impregnated semi-

Fig. 11.7 Structure of UD prepregs

Fig. 11.6 Production of UD prepregs in a solvent impregnation process
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finished textile products (dry preforms). Here, the selection of semi-finished prod-

ucts has to achieve a balance between the requirements of drapability and strength.

There are various approaches to enhance the limited deformation capabilities, such

as laser-micro perforation, although losses of strength occur under tensile

strain [12].

Another limitation of the use of UD prepregs can be their lack of resistance to

delamination, which is caused by the missing reinforcement effect in thickness

direction (see Chap. 7). Therefore, further developments concern the insertion of

so-called Z reinforcements into the unconsolidated prepregs. This can be realized

by sewing, pinning with metal tacks, tufting, or the so-called Z-pinning with special

steel, titanium, glass, or carbon elements [13, 14]. The carbon elements are inserted

into the previously produced layer structures by ultrasound. The resulting losses of

strength in longitudinal fiber direction are greater than in multiaxial non-crimp

fabrics produced by warp-knitting methods, as the insertion process causes signif-

icant damages [15, 16].

The further processing of the non-free-flowing thermoset prepregs made from

yarns or flat, planar textile reinforcements into (usually) simple-geometry, shell-

shaped, and mostly heavy-duty components for aeronautics, prototype construction

or sports and leisure applications is nowadays commonly performed by means of

the low-pressure autoclave method [3].
The low pressure autoclave method requires, an inherently stiff and forming

half-mold, on which the cut and suitably oriented thermoset prepregs are placed

according to the component requirements in a very complex process. It has to be

considered that a multiaxial draping of these prepregs is not possible, and there is no

material flow during the consolidation process. The structure, fitted with a release

film and possibly with a top mold part or a textile suction structure, is packaged in a

vacuum foil, sealed, and compacted by vacuum (Fig. 11.8, right). For a reproduc-

ible and swift placement in the mold for the production of larger structural com-

ponents in aeronautics, specially developed robot-controlled tape laying machines

are used these days. Despite such technological possibilities, this method remains a

time-consuming one.

Fig. 11.8 Basic structure of an autoclave, and exemplary layer structure for the component

manufacture by autoclave method
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The actual component production is done in the autoclave plant (Fig. 11.8, left),
whose pressure container can apply pressures of up to 70 bar and temperature from

80 to 180 �C for the processing of thermoset resin systems. The method is time

consuming due to the complex placing of material on the mold and the usual cycle

times of 3–12 h. However, it guarantees the best component properties at repro-

ducible quality [3].

Further developments of the manufacturing process concern the decrease of

temperatures and pressures required for component production, which would sim-

plify the production process and allow the use of UD prepregs for larger and more

complex components, for instance in boat building [2, 17].

Apart from the previously mentioned prepregs based on yarns, woven fabrics, or

multiaxial warp-knitted fabrics, there are also semi-finished products with adhesive

matrix. In the manufacture of these textile structures, warp and weft yarns are

placed on top of each other as in multiaxial warp-knitting (see Chap. 7). Afterwards,

they are connected not mechanically, but with adhesives, such as acrylate, ethylene-

vinyl acetate, polyurethane, polyvinyl alcohol, polyvinyl acetate, polyvinyl chlo-

ride, or styrene-butadiene. In this manner, biaxial or multiaxial non-crimp fabrics as

well as grid structures from all fiber materials, such as glass carbon, or aramid

fibers, can be manufactured. The manner and sequence of layer arrangement is

freely selectable, making symmetrical layer arrangements easily realizable. These

semi-finished products are used for the reinforcement of roof sheeting, sails and

flooring, more often than in typical lightweight construction applications.

11.3 Thermoplastic Prepregs

11.3.1 Free-Flowing Thermoplastic Prepregs and Pressing
Compounds (GMT/LFT)

11.3.1.1 Prepregs Based on Non-woven Fabrics (GMT)

In industrial applications, various forms of fiber-reinforced thermoplastic semi-

finished products are used for processing by compression molding. Due to their

increasing use in the automobile industry, they have experienced above-average

growth of demand over the past years [4].

Glass mat-reinforced thermoplastics (GMT) are plate-shaped thermoplastic

semi-finished products with a non-woven or mat-shaped glass reinforcement

prebonded by needling. Near-exclusively, polypropylene is nowadays used as

thermoplastic. The production of these semi-finished products is performed by

melt impregnation or by a multi-step wet processing similar to the one used in

paper production.

Semi-finished products are produced in two sub-processes. Step 1 is a

non-woven fabric production process (see Sect. 9.4.3.2). In this step, glass rovings

are taken-off from bobbins and deposited on a conveyor belt across the entire
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working width. The subsequent fixation is performed by needling not only to ensure

fixation, but also to dissipate fiber bundles into individual fibers. The needling also

shortens overly long or continuous fibers in order to achieve sufficient matrix flow,

or to create a three-dimensional fiber architecture. This process has a significant

influence on the processing, material, and component properties. The resulting fiber

lengths usually range from 25 to 50 mm. In step 2 (Fig. 11.9), two glass fiber

non-woven fabric webs are impregnated with extruder-melted polypropylene using

flat dies. Afterwards, using a double belt press, the semi-finished products are

consolidated under temperature and pressure. The cutting of the GMT plates is

the final step.

As in SMC manufacture, continuous fibers oriented in production direction can

be integrated unidirectionally into the GMT in order to increase their suitability for

higher mechanical requirements. These will, however, significantly reduce the

flowability [6]. The local integration of one or multiple layers of unconsolidated

hybrid yarn woven fabrics for an enhanced structural integration is also possible.

These products are referred to as GMTex [18].

With classical GMT, fiber content ratios of up to 40 mass percent are achievable.

Using unidirectionally oriented continuous rovings, this number reaches up to

52 mass percent [6].

The further processing of the consolidated GMT semi-finished products into

components is usually performed in five sub-processes on servo-hydraulic presses

with two-part steel molds [3]:

• Creation of suitably sized cuttings,

• Heating of the cuttings to 230–235 �C in a convection or infrared furnace,

• Transfer of the molten semi-finished product into the pressing implement, heated

to 25–80 �C (depending on matrix),

• Forming and consolidating by extrusion or compression molding, and simulta-

neously cooling down,

• Demolding of the component, and post processing.

Fig. 11.9 Manufacturing process of GMT prepregs on a double belt press
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The flowing process during pressing of the heated plastificate (Fig. 11.10) differs

significantly from the flowing process of the SMC. Immediately after placement in

the mold cavity, the melt begins to solidify from the mold surfaces inward due to

the difference in temperature between the semi-finished product and the mold. The

force exerted by the press squeezes the still-liquid matrix (holding the reinforce-

ment fibers) into the remaining cavity, where it solidifies. This requires quickly

closing presses [3].

11.3.1.2 Inline-Compounding (Long Fiber Thermoplastic Direct

Method)

Long fiber-reinforced thermoplastic granulates (LFT-G) are generally produced by
a pultrusion process. In this process, a continuous fiber roving (glass, carbon, or

aramid fibers) is impregnated with polymer melt (usually polypropylene or poly-

amide) in a pultrusion mold and then processed into a 10–25 mm-long rod granulate

by chopping. Fiber mass percent ratios of up to 80 % are feasible. Alternatively, the

application of the matrix can be performed by impregnation or coating. Before the

further processing of the LFT-G by compression molding (Fig. 11.10), the granule

material is plasticized in extruders with special screw geometry, aiming to mini-

mize fiber damage. The dosed plastificate is then inserted into the pressing mold. As

in LFT processing, the final steps consist of compression molding, demolding, and

finishing [3, 6].

For the manufacturing of long fiber-reinforced thermoplastics (LFT-D) in a

direct process, the usual granulate production is omitted. The process is directly

coupled to component production. The realization of the heated, fiber-filled press-

ing compound is completed by combined feeding and processing of thermoplastic

granulated material and glass rovings in a plasticization extruder. In the extruder,

the glass filaments are separated into short fibers and the mixture is heated to near-

melting temperature. In contrast to the LFT-G process, the filling of the heated

pressing mold with the dosed plastificate, compression molding (to give the shape)

as well as consolidation are performed immediately, and are followed by demolding

and finishing of the component [3, 6].

Fig. 11.10 Flow behavior of the fiber/thermoplastic mixture during the processing of GMT

prepregs by extrusion, according to [3]
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One new development of the LFT-D method is the LFT-D/ILC method for the

back compression molding of coextruded or varnished foils with LFT [19]. Here, a

modified sub-process for the provision of the plastificate with a separate fiber

chopping device is used to achieve a thorough separation of fibers in the plastificate.

The back compression molding process is performed by extrusion, where the foil is

first placed in the mold on its visible surface. This method is very promising for the

achievement of Class-A surfaces [18].

Another enhancement is the so-called Tailored LFT, which is distinguished by

the insertion of local reinforcements from continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplas-

tics (e.g. rovings or reinforcement textiles based on hybrid yarn, pre-consolidated

profiles or wound reinforcement elements) in the cavity before the pressing

process [18].

The material properties and free choice of design allow a versatile use of

extrusion-manufactured GMT and LFT components, particularly in automobile

construction. In comparison to SMC or BMC components, they are lighter and

tougher. The cost of production is significantly lower for larger components. In

comparison to injection-molded components, the longer fibers of GMT and LFT

provide them with a better static and dynamic long-term behavior at high endurance

and alternating stresses [6].

Exemplary application of CMT and LFT components are found predominantly

in automobile construction as mounting and dashboard support, crash absorption

structures, underbody trims, or usually hidden covers.

11.3.2 Non-free-flowing Thermoplastic Prepregs
with Continuous Fiber-Reinforcements from Yarns or
Flat, Planar Semi-finished Products

11.3.2.1 General Remarks

Continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic semi-finished products are distinguished

by the type and arrangement of their reinforcement fibers, by the matrix material,

and by the degree of impregnation and consolidation. Glass, carbon, aramid, or

other fibrous materials based on continuous filaments are used as reinforcement

material. Usually, these are processed as textile fabrics such as woven fabrics,

non-crimp fabrics, or warp-knitted fabrics with biaxial or multiaxial reinforcement

yarn arrangement. The usability of biaxially reinforced multilayered weft-knitted

fabrics has already been proven experimentally (see Chap. 6).

For the matrix component, the entire range from standard (PP or PA6) to high-

temperature thermoplastics (e.g. PEEK or PPS) can be used [20–23]. Fundamen-

tally, the classification differentiates between fully impregnated and consolidated

plate-shaped semi-finished products (organic sheets) as well as not fully impreg-

nated and consolidated prepregs (partially impregnated or textile prepregs)

(Fig. 11.1). Additionally, specific properties of the organic sheets can be developed
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by integrating not only continuous fiber-based reinforcement layers, but also others

based on nonwoven fabrics such as hybrid nonwovens (see Sect. 9.4.3.2).

11.3.2.2 Organic Sheets

The aspects of manufacturing and processing fully impregnated and consolidated

plate-shaped semi-finished products are exemplarily detailed in [3]. The semi-

finished products are manufactured in thermopressing processes, using discontinu-

ous (e.g. static presses), semi-continuous (e.g. interval hot presses or transfer

presses), or continuous (e.g. double belt presses, Fig. 11.9) systems. Specific

process parameters for the production of the consolidated organic sheets depend

on the matrix material used, the reinforcement structure, the degree of

pre-impregnation, the thickness of the composite, and the specific pressing method.

At small lot size, either partially impregnated/textile prepregs are processed or the

film-stacking method is used. In this case, the press is fed with stacked cuttings,

alternating between textile reinforcement structures and matrix films. For high

material performance, the textile reinforcement component and the matrix are

brought together directly at the entry to the press [3].

The further processing of the organic sheets into continuous fiber-reinforced

thermoplastic components is usually performed by discontinuous or continuous

thermoforming (heating, forming and consolidation, demolding). Here, it has to be

considered that the demolding process depends decisively on the draping behavior

of the textile reinforcement structure while the matrix is softened, which in turn

depends on the effective forming mechanisms of the textile reinforcement structure:

fiber elongation, fiber stretching, fiber slippage, and shear [24, 25].

For the discontinuous forming, the semi-finished product is heated above melt-

ing temperature of the matrix material and transferred into the pressing mold with a

quick-acting press. The molds are heated at a temperature of 60 �C below the

melting temperature, where the semi-finished product is formed and cooled imme-

diately (Fig. 11.11). Special fixation, holding-down, or tensioning elements are

used to avoid the formation of creases during forming.

Finally, the component enters into post processing. To successfully separate the

time-consuming heat-up process from forming, component-dependent cycle times

of 15 s should be achieved [3]. For large quantities and small forming radii two-part

metallic molds can be used as forming tools to achieve short cycle and extended

service times. To avoid creases or incompletely consolidated parts, the mold cavity

height has to be accurately adapted to the thickness of the respective semi-finished

product and to the draping behavior of the reinforcement structure. Forming with an

elastomer or silicon punch onto a metallic bottom mold is also suitable for short

cycle times and allows the manufacture of differently structured organic sheets with

a single mold. But smaller forming radii cannot be achieved, and a high surface

quality is possible on one side only. Other forming methods for organic sheets are

diaphragm forming, hydroforming, and pressure-assisted thermoforming [26, 27].
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Recent industrial efforts have led to the development of an innovative method

for the processing of organic sheets into heavy-duty thermoplastic-based hollow

body structures. According to the FIT hybrid method, the forming of the organic

sheets by forming molds is combined with an injection-molding process. A subse-

quent blowing or inflation process enables the realization of the final component

shape in a single process step, making complex components with integrated hollow

profiles feasible [28].

The continuous thermoforming of profiles from organic sheets is realized, for

instance, by the roll forming method commonly used in metal processing. For this,

the semi-finished product has to be heated prior to forming, for example by means

of infrared radiation fields [3].

Components manufactured from organic sheets have a wide range of applica-

tions, among them structural and energy-absorbing automobile parts (bumper

supports, crash and structural elements), in aeronautics (airplane seat components,

interior components), in electronics (casings, speaker components), or in sports

applications (safety helmets, shoes, bicycle components). Beyond those, other

practical examples are safety and orthopedic applications.

11.3.2.3 Partially Impregnated or Textile Prepregs

Partially impregnated thermoplastic prepregs can be manufactured by means of a

variety of (predominantly continuous) methods. The textile reinforcement fabrics

or UD continuous fiber tapes are partially impregnated with the thermoplastic

matrix by:

• Coating with polymer powders,

• Solvent impregnation,

Fig. 11.11 Typical processing of thermoforming organic sheets
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• Dipping or coating with molten matrix,

• Coating with films or nonwoven fabrics,

• Insertion of thermoplastic yarns, or

• Mixing of reinforcement fibers and thermoplastic fibers (hybrid yarn partially

impregnated with thermoplastic matrix component)

Here, the reduced formability of the partially impregnated prepregs (depending

on the degree of impregnation) in comparison to the textile semi-finished products

at room temperature and improved handling have to be taken into account for the

further processing into three-dimensional preforms.

For further processing into components, the same methods are used as in the

processing of organic sheets. In contrast, the complete composite consolidation has

first to be achieved during pressing. Thermoplastic UD tape prepregs (tow pre-

pregs), are usually processed by winding or tape laying processes.

Powder coating of textile semi-finished products is performed by scattering of

the powder, in an impregnation bath, or by electrostatic binding. By heating the

coated textile structure, the powder is melted, or the solvent is removed. The

intensity of the partial penetration of the matrix into the textile semi-finished

products depends on the additionally applied pressure during pressing. UD tape

prepregs manufactured on a polymer powder basis can be fully or partially impreg-

nated. Powder impregnation is of special importance for the incorporation of

thermoplastic powders in a reinforcement yarn. Several methods are available for

the opening of the yarn and the processing of the powder-air mixtures [29, 30]. The

durable fixation of the powder to the reinforcement filaments is achieved by an

additional coating of thermoplastic or by melting the powder [31].

For the solvent impregnation, a solvent suited to the respective thermoplastic

material is required. As the viscosity of the polymer solution is very low, impreg-

nation quality is very good. The solvent has to be vaporized after impregnation,

dictating strict adherence to the corresponding industrial and fire safety regulations.

By impregnating (e.g. padding) or coating with molten matrix, the reinforcement

textile is cross-linked with the molten thermoplastic, which later cools down and

solidifies. In case of surface coating, thermoplastic films or nonwovens are heated

up and laminated or pressed onto the semi-finished textile products in a separate

process. The application of the thermoplastic matrix is commonly performed on one

side in both methods.

Textile or hybrid yarn prepregs are distinguished by the continuous reinforce-

ment filaments and the matrix component in fiber or filament form. Depending on

the textile structure, they exhibit good drapability during further processing, which

makes them ideally suited for the manufacture of complex-shape components with

or without intermediary preform production.

Compared to the simple possibility of manufacturing textile prepregs by simul-

taneous or parallel processing of reinforcement and thermoplastic yarns during

textile fabric formation, the application of hybrid yarns (see Sect. 4.1.3) offers a

more homogeneous mixture of reinforcement and matrix component. Particularly

the use of hybrid yarns manufactured by integrating the polymer filaments in glass
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rovings (Twintex®) during glass production or by a commingling process relying on

modified air texturing technology, allows a largely homogenous fiber/matrix allo-

cation and a bending stiffness ideal for further processing [21, 32, 33]. This enables

the production of specifically designed textile semi-finished products and preforms

with low-damage, short flow paths for the often highly viscous molten matrix

during composite consolidation, and high formability. Thus, the crucial require-

ments for a high composite quality are met.

Non-free-flowing partially impregnated or textile thermoplastic prepregs with

continuous fiber-reinforcement can either be processed directly or by the detour of a

consolidated organic sheet (see Fig. 11.11). For this, the same pressing processes

under temperature and pressure as in the processing of organic sheets are used. No

flow processes occur. Distortions of the reinforcement structure resulting from the

forming have to be considered and can be quite significant, particularly for

complex-shape components.

For the further processing of partially impregnated or textile prepregs directly

into components, the forming process, the complete impregnation and the consol-

idation have to be linked by a suitable process flow. For the impregnation, the

temperature of the mold has to be significantly higher than the melting temperature,

and significantly lower for demolding. The component manufacture is often

performed by servo-hydraulic presses with two-part steel molds. Besides classic

pressing technology, diaphragm or autoclave technology are also used. Afterwards,

the components in each case have to be post-processed [26].

To realize very short cycle times, several methods are known. For one method,

the partially impregnated or textile thermoplastic prepregs are heated in a separate

station (for instance by infrared radiation), and then inserted into a cold, two-part

steel or silicone mold, where they are formed and consolidated [34]. The

Quicktemp concept is based on a permanently heated outer mold and a thin, fast-

cooling inner mold. The direct impregnation method also uses a thin, but unheated

inner mold. This is heated up together with the prepreg material by a forming/

impregnation mold heated beyond melting temperature and then transferred into the

significantly cooler consolidation mold, where the actual pressing takes place

[3]. To manufacture continuous fiber-reinforced thermoplastic spacer components

with one ground and one surface layer connected by links made from suitably

designed textile hybrid yarn preforms and molding boxes with special kinematics

are used. These allow the reproducible impregnation as well as quick cooling and

consolidation of the structure after separate heating [35].
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Chapter 12

Ready-Made Technologies for

Fiber-Reinforced Plastic Composites

Hartmut R€odel

Ready-made technology processes are used to cut the semi-finished products from

the textile fabric manufacturing processes, give them the shape of the near

net-shape dry preform, assemble, and prepare them for composite material produc-

tion process. This includes pattern design of the individual preform parts, nesting,

and spreading as cutting preparation, as well as cutting and textile assembly of the

preform by sewing, welding, and bonding. To ensure mechanical functionality of

the composite component, the semi-finished products have to be selected carefully

and integrated into the preform structure in the directions of forces. This has to be

managed without fold formation and with only a defined change of yarn orientation

during draping. In cutting and assembly, CNC-controlled machines or robot-guided

handling and joining technologies, among them one-side sewing and industrial

handling are required for reasons of reproducibility. Component properties are

influenced by the assembly processes. Z-reinforcements are advantageous, while

the pricking and piercing reduce in-plane characteristics due to perforation.

12.1 Introduction

Inspired by ingenious natural construction, mankind has designed, constructed, and

manufactured fiber-reinforced materials in numerous areas of technology.

Fiber-reinforced plastic composites (FRPC) can be manufactured in two primary

manners, differentiated by the respective matrix polymer. FRPCs consist of matrix

polymer and a reinforcement textile, and are thus transformed into textile-

reinforced plastics or composites. Duromers, i.e. curing, once-shapeable resins, or
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thermoplastics in the form of granules, foils, or textiles can be used as matrix

polymers. The repeated formability of the thermoplastic matrix is an advantage in

these processes.

For about 20 years, analogous processes have been in development in the field of

textile-reinforced concrete [1]. Textile-reinforced metals such as magnesium,

ceramics, or biological tissues for medical applications are the subject of intense

research. Details on processing and application aspects of FRPCs and textile-

reinforced concrete have been discussed in Sects. 16.3 and 16.5. To realize the

reinforcement function, textile research offers a packaging range for textile fiber

materials and textile structures, which are given in Fig. 12.1. It is crucial to arrange

the load-absorbing fibers or filaments in a geometry that allows them to resist the

active forces in the component.

Textile and ready-made technologies allow the production of a diversity of

textile materials and semi-finished products as reinforcement textiles for fiber-

reinforced composites (FRC), which can differ significantly in their possible rein-

forcement effects and geometric complexity (Fig. 12.1).

The manifold restrictions, and especially the manual handling of

pre-impregnated textile semi-finished products (Prepregs, see Chap. 11) make

clear that innovations are necessary in the field of FRPCs. Preform technology

offers one such sustainable innovation.

Complex preforms can often be produced by joining individual reinforcement

textiles, which match the projected composite component net shape, using ready-

made technologies. Furthermore, the stacks of joined individual parts can be

protected against delamination in the component by reinforcements in Z direction.

Sewing seams at the right points and in correct orientation improve interlaminar

shear strength as a characteristic material parameter and impede crack propagation

in the composite structure.

After textile technical manufacturing of the preform, it is impregnated, and

consolidated in a plastics process. Resins can be infiltrated into the preform by a

variety of means, and then cured into a thermoset matrix. Thermoplastic matrix

Fig. 12.1 Packaging variations of reinforcement textile, and application examples
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materials are unsuitable to fully impregnate a dry preform, due to their limited

flowability in comparison to thermoset resin systems. Here, the thermoplastic

component has to be integrated in the dry preform in the form of granules, foils

(also referred to as film stacking), or textiles in order to assume the matrix material

function with minimized flow paths of the thermoplastics after heating to melting

temperature.

For better understanding, a few definitions are necessary:

Textile ready-made technologies include the processing of textile fabrics into

ready-for-use final products in the form of garments, home and room textiles, and

technical textiles. The German term used for these processes, Konfektion, is derived
from Latin “confire” (to complete, to finish) documents the conclusion of textile

production by the manufacture of ready-for-use final products. These can either be

used immediately or become part of a more complex technical system consisting of

a variety of materials, for instance as airbags or preforms.

Textile ready-made technologies are a constructively and technologically coor-

dinated sequence of processes for the development and construction of final prod-

ucts, the cutting of (usually plane) textile semi-finished products suited to the

requirements, and the connection of several individual parts made from textile

semi-finished fabrics, supplemented by non-textile components. Non-textile com-

ponents can include inserts, safely and durably connecting the FRCs components to

other parts of a more complex superordinate technical system in a manner that

allows their dismantling for maintenance purposes.

The engineering specialty of ready-made technology therefore includes the

product development for products made from flexible textile semi-finished prod-

ucts, the technological methods, as well as the construction and use of machines for

the processing of these flexible textile semi-finished products in an industrial, serial,

and economic manner. Product organization and quality assurance of these pro-

cesses, as well as the relevant test engineering are also part of the field of ready-

made technology.

The working process of ready-made technologies is usually broken up into the

following steps (Fig. 12.2):

12.2 Product Development

The use of industry-specific CAD technology for the product development of

flexible textile semi-finished products is described in detail in Sect. 15.3. For this

reason, this chapter will only mention it in passing.

For the product development of textile preforms for FRCs, the following initial

information is required:

• final form and dimensions of the composite component,

• selected reinforcement textiles, characterized by fiber material, yarn construc-

tion, and fabric construction,
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• spatial orientation of the reinforcement yarns in the preform,

• variable stacking of several fabric (constructions), and

• designing of connecting positions for the connection of composites and other

elements, as well as integration of inserts and other force-introducing elements

For FRC construction, the following fiber materials are of interest and often used

in ready-made technology:

• multifilaments

– carbon fiber

– glass fiber

– aramid fiber

• fibers from natural cellulose like jute or flax

The palette of textile semi-finished products, which differ with regard to tech-

nology, structure, and geometry, is very versatile in the special properties:

• non-woven, also referred to in the industry as mats

• woven fabrics (2D¼ plane)

• (weft/warp-) knitted fabrics

• non-crimp fabrics

• braided fabrics

• braiding

• tapes (narrow fabrics)

• Tailored Fiber Placement (TFP) structures

• biaxial and monaxial structures

• biaxial and monaxial reinforced multi-layered knitted fabrics

• knitted spacer fabrics

Fig. 12.2 Process steps of

ready-made technology [2]
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• woven spacer Fabrics

• 3D woven fabrics

For the determination of the contours of the individual cutting parts by means of

pattern design, the dimensions, and the number of layers of the preform are

required. Furthermore, attention has to be paid to the yarn orientation in the

individual layer (e.g. 0�, 45�, 90�), and to the following semi-finished product

properties quantifiable by suitable measuring equipment:

• Shear stiffness,

• Flexural rigidity, and

• Tensile stress-strain behavior

Unlike usually, these specific values are not concerned with failure parameters,

but with characterizing the material behavior at small loads. Ultimately, they deal

with the quantification of drapeability, which describes the fold-free covering of a

free geometric area with the textile semi-finished product.

To ensure an improved precision of the composite parts, it can be necessary to

locally change the draping behavior of the preform during the processing. Various

methods are used for this purpose. For example, the draping behavior of multiaxial

non-crimp fabrics can be improved locally by a defined severing of loop yarns

[3]. Alternatively, local limitations in shearing ability can be created by the targeted

application of adhesives [4, 5].

The result of pattern design is a complete set of cutting patterns for all cutting

parts in relation to yarn orientation. The cutting patterns are used in cutting layout.

Pattern design, also called nesting in other technical fields, is an optimization task

of determining the minimally required semi-finished product area, with the mar-

ginal conditions to be considered being:

• yarn course,

• width of the reinforcement textile semi-finished product web,

• quantities of the individual cutting parts,

• cutting medium (technological minimum spacing),

• determination of the optimized cutting path,

• cutting edge quality, and

• process time minimization by means of minimal connecting paths between

patterns

A cutting path software module transforms the optimum cutting path into control

information for a CNC cutter. Additionally, the product development has to be

documented in a product data management (PDM) system, including materials,

process step sequence, process parameters, quality criteria, seam lengths, used

equipment, et cetera.
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12.3 Cutting Layout and Material Utilization

Some software-unrelated information regarding cutting layout (see Fig. 12.3) and

material utilization are necessary, as the cutting layout has significant influence on

the material economy and the disposal cost of material waste. Particularly in large-

series production, it is economically recommendable to use semi-finished product

widths adapted to the dimensions of the cutting parts.

The mathematical basics of cutting layout are given comprehensively in [7].

In-depth research [8] has shown that product-specific web widths and orientation

variations of the cutting part patterns on the web contribute to optimized material

utilization. Considering the high cost of carbon fiber materials and the use of their

leftovers, optimization is an aspect that needs to be addressed more prominently,

especially with the ever-increasing use of this particular material in mind.

12.4 Spreading

12.4.1 Purpose of Spreading

Plane textile semi-finished products are usually wound up during production and

transported between the manufacturing and processing companies in this wound-

up form.

Before realizing the construction cutting layout in production, it is necessary to

unwind the textile semi-finished product and place in on a level surface without

interior deformations and without changing the yarn orientation. This placement

has to match the length of lay, including small safety additions on both ends. It is

also possible to stack several layers of the semi-finished product, if doing so is

justified by the demand for cutting parts and acceptable with regard to cutting edge

quality. The available cutting medium has to be able to handle the height of the

material stack during the cutting process.

Fig. 12.3 Example of a cutting layout for cutting parts of a CF/PEEK rotor, consisting of circular

base and top surfaces, and rectangular blade parts with seam allowances in yarn orientations of

0� and 45� [6]
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The fabric stack is to be arranged “three edges straight”, i.e. aligned on one long

side and both orthogonal cutting edges, or on the halfway line of the semi-finished

fabric web as well as both orthogonal cutting edges. Due to width fluctuations, a

fabric stack aligned on all edges cannot be realized.

Spreading is an auxiliary process for the preparation of the cutting process and

can be connected with the identification of fabric faults, at least for the top surface

of the semi-finished product. Here, it is an advantage if faults occurring during

fabric formation are already marked clearly.

12.4.2 Spreading Methods

Four spreading methods are known and in use for the processing of textile fabrics

[2]:

• zigzag spreading

• left/right spreading

• right/right spreading

• stepwise spreading (to account for quantitative demand for specific parts)

Especially back-to-face spreading is suitable for the processing of reinforcement

textiles. When using a cutting layout divided into zones, the cutting patterns can be

arranged according to the different numbers of cutting parts required. This allows

the stepped stacking of layers of different lengths, resulting in the creation of

different number of cut parts. In this respect, step spreading is a special form of

left/right spreading.

12.4.3 Spreading Process Variations

Generally, a distinction has to be made between pull-up and unrolling (spreading).

Due to the strains on the fabric, unrolling should always be the preferred method.

Both types of spreading can be realized manually or by means of the technology

described below (Figs. 12.4 and 12.5).

Unrolling is ideally performed with a spreading machine equipped with addi-

tional devices. Manual spreading machines can reduce investment costs, but do not

include such additional features as length measurement, edge regulation, fold

straightening modules, or orthogonal cutting devices.

The roll of semi-finished fabric can be stored on bars or in a hollow for narrow

fabrics within the spreading device. For reasons of the circumferential drive of the

semi-finished product roll and the gentle spreading, the hollow for narrow fabrics is

to be preferred. If the semi-finished product is stored on bars (preferably oriented

with conical centering elements), the required length of semi-finished product
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should be provided by a center drive adjusted to the current diameter of the semi-

finished product roll.

The fabric roll storage should be placed in close proximity to the spreading unit.

As textile semi-finished products for composite cannot be discerned by pattern or

color (as would be possible with garment materials), a defined storage of the

individual semi-finished product rolls with precise labeling is of utmost importance

to prevent mistakes in processing. Comparing RFID tags or label bar codes to the

data of product data management/production planning software and ensuring clear-

ance is recommended for quality assurance purpose.

At the same time, storage technology has to guarantee the gentle handle and

storage of the semi-finished fabric rolls in order to prevent involuntary damages of

the outer layers of the semi-finished product by improper contact or abrasive

friction. The mass of such rolls also has to be taken into account. Therefore,

mass-adapted and gentle storage, handling and spreading have to be part of project

planning for spreading and cutting. Fabric roll paternosters combine the orderly,

Fig. 12.4 Manual

spreading machine with

hollow storage of the fabric

coil [9] (Source: Wastema

International Steinhauser

Spezialmaschinen GmbH)

Fig. 12.5 Spreading

machine with additional

modules: travel platform for

operating staff, edge

regulation, fold removal

device, orthogonal cutting

edge [9] (Source: Wastema

International Steinhauser

Spezialmaschinen GmbH)
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gentle storage with suitable handling technology and, if applicable, withdrawal of

incompletely processed semi-finished product rolls into the storage system.

The width of the spreading table has to be designed in a manner that ensures a

proper handling of the semi-finished fabric rolls and spread of semi-finished

products. To transfer the spread layer or layer stack to the cutting machine, it is

sensible to provide an auxiliary layer of packing paper for transportation and to

decrease friction between table surface and bottom layer of semi-finished fabric. If

the cutting machine fixates the layer or stack by means of a vacuum to absorb the

cutting forces, the packing paper has to be suitably perforated. Alternatively, the

table surface can be equipped with air nozzles to form an air cushion between table

surface and layer stack, which allows for a slightly levitating mobility of the semi-

finished product layer or layer stack.

Tables with a belt surface, also known as conveyor constructions, can also be

used to spread and transport the semi-finished product layer. Some manufacturers

offer conveyor constructions with several belts located atop each other, making a

variation of process sequences between spreading and cutting processes possible,

giving the production process increased flexibility.

12.4.4 Treatment of Faults in the Reinforcement Structure

Faults in textile semi-finished products can never be eliminated entirely. Their

inevitable existence requires a reliable marking by the manufacturers of the semi-

finished products as well as method to avoid these fault locations during the

spreading and cutting processes. Comprehensive investigations of the subject

were performed [8] in the 1980s. In this context, the term fault rate was defined

as number of faults/unit of length (1/m). However, this exclusive states the number

of faults, but neither their geometrical shape nor their extent.

Faults in the textile semi-finished fabric are assessed according to their cause,

geometry, and significance in the textile product (in this case, the reinforcement

textile preform). The marking of the faults should be made with suitable means, in

the simplest case with a contrast-colored, sufficiently thick yarn at the edge of the

semi-finished product. Metallic or otherwise machine-detectable markings can be

detected during spreading by a sensor integrated into the spreading machine.

Single-color reinforcement semi-finished products are not ideal for fault identi-

fication during spreading. (Un-)Rolling the reinforcement semi-finished products

for a separate fabric inspection process is not sensible due to the additional strain

and damage risk. Therefore, quality control on the textile machine is imperative.

So far, no automated technology (for instance based on image processing) is

available for fabric inspection. The human eye and mind are used to assess the

respective semi-finished product under suitable lighting and in continual feeding.

The width and length of the semi-finished product roll are measured; the coordi-

nates of detected faults can be entered into a computer protocol. Incident and

transmitted light-based image processing methods for a widespread use in fabric
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inspection, which were a distinct possibility few years ago, have not been realized

in practice yet.

Regarding fault geometry, the following classification can be made:

• point-shaped faults

• line-shaped faults (warp faults, weft faults, runs)

• area-shaped faults (contaminations, abrasion spots caused by transport)

Five methods have been established [8] for fault treatment:

• multilayer method—cutting of additional parts in the manufacture of large series

(“suspicion stock”),

• operative fault treatment—displacement of the individual layer during spread-

ing, in order to put the faulty areas into the cutting waste sections; can be done

only once per layer,

• patch method—covering the faulty area with a fabric piece of sufficient size, to

cut an additional, fault-free part,

• orthogonal cutting of the faulty section and re-arrangement that ensures simul-

taneous cutting of faulty and fault-free parts

• compensation part cutting—faulty cutting parts serves as a template for a

manually cut replacement part.

Often, cutting without remnants is named as a fault treatment variation. The

comprehensive optimization calculation necessary for cutting without remnants

requires a complete data base with roll lengths, fault positions, and other data.

The often varying conditions of the manufacturing process do not allow the

realization of such a broad data base. Furthermore, it is not clear whether the data

gathering efforts and possible economic benefits are in acceptable proportions.

An improved computerization of the production processes, particularly in single-

layer cutting, allows the identification of faults and fault coordinates in the early

phase of inserting the semi-finished product into the cutting area of the CNC cutting

machine. This enables an operative cutting layout change to exclude the faulty

section from further processing while still providing all required cutting parts.

12.5 Cutting Technology

12.5.1 General Remarks

To cut the plane semi-finished fabric into the calculated cutting part layouts, hand-

operated cutting technology and CNC cutting machines are available.

Hand-operated cutting can be performed with:

• shears,

• electro-powered shears for single-layer cutting,

• circular blade machines
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• vertical knife machines, also referred to as straight knife machines

• vertical band knife machines

Hand-operated cutting technology can also be fitted with devices to reduce the

effort. Servo-Cutters, for example, integrate the vertical knife machine in a swivel-

arm bearing suspended above the cutting table.

For the CNC cutting machines established in the industry, various cutting media

with individual advantages and disadvantages are available:

• stitch knives and (driven) circular blades—mechanical cut by means of wedge

action

• ultrasound sonotrodes—thermal cut by mechanical oscillations at ultrasound

frequencies (20–30 kHz)

• Laser beam—thermal cut

• Plasma jet—thermal cut

• Compressed water jet—mechanical cut by abrasion

Long-term form-stable cutting part layouts, e.g. for the necessary reinforcement

components in every product, die-cutting technology can be used, which is catego-

rized into step and continuous die-cutting.

12.5.2 Cutting of Reinforcement Textiles

The composite-relevant fiber materials, carbon and glass fibers, require shears with

a material-adjusted blade geometry. The long-term suitability of the shears relies on

their exclusive use for the respective fiber material. Otherwise, the special cutting

ability is quickly lost. To cut the reinforcement textile semi-finished products, all

hand-controlled knife/blade machines can be used. For handling reasons, a circular

blade machine with small blade radius and minimal machine mass is to be preferred

in pattern production or cutting of sub-parts in single-layer cutting. CNC cutting

machines have been in use for computer-assisted cutting for decades. Detached

stitch knives (without bar guides, as in vertical blades) are well-suited to the special

fiber materials of the reinforcement textiles. Additional tools in the cutting head,

e.g. for creating bores and holes of defined sizes, are currently becoming more

prevalent.

By means of ultrasound, laser beams and plasma jets, thermal cuts can be

performed. This is especially interesting if the reinforcement textiles contain

some percentage of thermoplastic fiber materials, which melt under heat and create

a solid and secure cutting edge. The blade geometry angle of the wedge-shaped

sonotrode in ultrasound cutting influences the effective width of this tool from the

cutting edge towards the fabric plane of the cutting parts. Small angles concentrate

the energy into cutting, while angles above 90� amplify the effects of the ultrasound

even a few millimeters away from the cutting edge. Especially the application of

laser and plasma beams is accompanied by exhaust gasses which have to be
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extracted immediately at the working elements and from manufacturing facilities in

general.

A compressed air jet for cutting is a method well-known from manufacturing

engineering, where it is used as a cutting medium for CNC cutting machines. The

cutting of relevant textile reinforcement semi-finished products is possible, but does

not create a thermally secured cutting edge. There is no risk of a critical moisture

penetration of the textile reinforcement structure, as the rate of flow of the water is

very low. The compressed water jet is well-suited to the processing of consolidated

FRC components.

Figures 12.6 and 12.7 show the cutting edge quality achievable with the various

cutting media, exemplified by reinforcement textile with a thermoplastic fiber

material component.

The rotating demonstrator shown in Fig. 12.8 is mounted manually: the problem

of unsecured cutting edges is clearly visible.

The cutting table has to be adjusted to the respective cutting medium:

• The stitch knife (Fig. 12.9) requires a table surface with a field of bristles, as the

stitch knife dips into this field, ensuring the cutting of the bottom layer. The

positional fixation is ensured by a vacuum, making a covering of the cutting area

with foils a sensible option for reasons of energy efficiency. Due to the stitch

knife, each cutting part consists of a closed cutting contour. Connecting cuts are

not required, but can be included in the programming to shape the otherwise

reticular cutting waste.

• Ultrasound is the term used for waves of frequencies above 18 kHz, which are

inaudible to the human ear. The knife oscillates at ultrasound frequency and

induces mechanical vibrations in the material. A stable, plane surface should be

used for support (Fig. 12.10). The exclusion of glueing together, especially in

cutting resin-preimpregnated textile fabrics, is the most valuable feature of

ultrasound cutting. Conventional cutting wedges have a tendency to glue

together because of the resin. The ultrasound cutting machines are being used

by the composite manufacturers because of the following advantages [10]:

(a) a�er cu�ng by knife (b) a�ercu�ng by laser

Fig. 12.6 Cutting edge of a CF/PEEK woven fabric after cutting by knife and laser beam [6], (a)

after cutting by knife, (b) after cutting by laser
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– high cutting performance without disadvantageous cutting edge influence,

– reduced cutting edge friction,

– low cutting forces,

– high cutting edge quality,

– small cutting part spacing in the cutting pattern (nesting), and

– no glueing together by thermoplastic or other substances

Fig. 12.7 Cutting edge of a CF/PEEK woven fabric after water jet cutting; cutting edges are not

secured, risk of threads dropping out, especially at the edges in yarn system direction [6]

Fig. 12.8 Rotating demonstrator I preform without secured cutting edges [6]

Fig. 12.9 CNC cutter with stitch knife [9] (Source: Wastema International Steinhauser

Spezialmaschinen GmbH)
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• Laser beams have to be absorbed by the material to be cut, and thus transformed

into thermal energy. As appropriate, the quality of the cut might require the

removal of cutting remnants from the cutting gap by means of an air jet.

• Plasma beams are accompanied by a gas beam, which requires the table surface

to allow unobstructed permeation.

• Water jet cutting requires a table design allowing unobstructed drainage of the

water, while withstanding the cutting effect of the water jet over extended

periods of time. High-grade steel honeycomb structures have been proved to

meet these requirements.

One unsolved problem is the mechanized or even automated removal of the

cutting parts of stacks (in multilayer cutting) from the cutting table, and the

connected separation of cutting waste, foil remnants or other auxiliary materials.

One research approach [11] is based on the idea of removing the coherent cutting

waste upward from a table with a conveyor surface, while special elements prevent

the simultaneous removal of the cutting parts.

Fig. 12.10 Hand-

controlled ultrasound knife

by Rinco, Switzerland
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12.6 Textile Assembly by Sewing

12.6.1 Terminology

Sewing is the typical joining method for flexible textile cutting parts and the

achieved seam properties are almost optimal for the useable final product

manufactured from the cutting parts. Sewing has been done manually for millennia.

In 1790, the first sewing machine patent was granted. Since then, sewing technol-

ogy has gone through enormous developments. The requirements of assembling

textile preforms have triggered a rapid surge of innovations in sewing technology

during the 1990s.

In contrast to cutting technology, the technical evolution of sewing technology

has led to a comprehensive standardization with the aim of organizing and precisely

defining the interactions of sewing machine, sewing thread, and sewn material

required in sewing.

The relevant standard works contain:

Terms of sewing technology DIN 5300 Part 1 Sewing

Terms of sewing technology DIN 5300 Part 2 Machine

Terms of sewing technology DIN 5300 Part 3 Sewing material, sewing thread

Stitch types DIN 61400/ISO 4915

Seam types DIN ISO 4916

Sewing machines DIN 5307

Needles DIN 5330

According to the norm, sewing is a process in which one or more sewing threads

are guided through the sewing material in accordance to certain regularities (DIN

61400). Sewing is used to create a connection, and the sewn connection between

two or more sewing material parts or layers is generally created by one or several

seams of equal distances to each other. This sewn connection is usually executed

linearly. Locally limited seams allow a virtually pointwise connection. Alterna-

tively, several parallel or fan-shaped seams can be used for planar assembly

applications.

To realize the sewn connection, stitches have to be formed. This is generally

achieved by piercing the sewing material with a needle and simultaneously passing

a sewing thread through the material and creating a loop with the thread, either

through the material, with the thread itself, or with other sewing threads. Depending

on the stitch type, several needles and more than one sewing thread can be included

in stitch formation.

Common knowledge of sewing and household sewing machines creates the

image of the sewing needle penetrating the sewing material at a right angle, creating

entry and escape points of the needle on either side of the sewing material, where

the needle and the thread are inserted and removed from the material. However,

preform manufacture also relies on technical variations, in which the entry and
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escape points are located on the same side of the material or the stacked reinforce-

ment textile layers.

In a sequence of stitch formation processes, the sewing seam is created as a

succession of sewing stitches or stitch types in one or more material layers.

According to ISO 4916, the seams are classified into eight categories, which mainly

focused on garment-related sewing tasks.

According to DIN 61400/ISO 4915, the stitch types are grouped into six stitch

type classes and designated by a three-digit number system. The possible classifi-

cations distinguish the individual sub-classes. For example, the number 301 defines

the double lock stitch used in household machines, while 304 designates the zig-zag

double lock stick. The synonymous “Single” indicates stitch creation from a single

thread, i.e. the needle thread. The term “Double” refers to the processing of needle

thread and an additional lower thread:

• Class 100 Single chain stitches

• Class 200 Single lock stitches

• Class 300 Double lock stitches

• Class 400 Double chain stitches

• Class 500 Overedge stitches

• Class 600 Covering stitches

Before explaining in detail the individual stitch type classes and their properties,

it has to be stated that only two principal variations of thread connection exist for

sewing.

In all types of chain stitches, chain connection is used (Fig. 12.11) and modified

according to the specific class of stitch type. Chain stitches are characterized by the

supply of the threads from theoretically infinite-size bobbins to avoid technology-

inherent interruptions of the sewing process. This makes chain stitches particularly

interesting for automated sewing.

The double lock stitch on the other hand is based on loop connections between
needle thread and lower thread (Fig. 12.12), with the thread storage of the lower

thread being stored on a lower thread bobbin and limited available thread length,

making system-inherent bobbin replacement inevitable. In some garment industry

sewing machines, this flaw is compensated by an automatically changing magazine

for lower thread bobbins. Despite this device, each change of bobbins results in an

interrupted seam formation and a fault point in the seam.

Stitch type class 100 single chain stitches (Fig. 12.11) are relevant for preform

assembly. The 101 single step stitch is also suitable for the explanation of stitch

formation.

The demand of “sewing in the composite tool” during preform assembly makes

blind stitches important, which are performed analogously to the 103 single chain

stitch with a curved needle, in a manner that places entry and escape points of the

needle on the same side of the sewn material. By definition, the piercing direction of

a 103 single chain stitch is at a right angle to the seam formation direction. The

two-needle blind chain stitch used in preform assembly is also performed in this

geometrical constellation, while the blind stitch with a curved needle on the robot
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sewing head of the KSL Group moves the needle in seam formation direction for

preform assembly.

For the sake of completeness, it has to be pointed out that the blind stitch can also

be performed as double lock stitch. In this case, the special hook gripper of the blind

single chain stitch has to be replaced by a gripper system with thread storage on a

bobbin for double step stitches.

Fig. 12.11 Single chain stitch formation principle [12] (Source: Pfaff Industriesysteme und

Maschinen AG)

Fig. 12.12 Thread arrangement in the double lock stitch—top: upper thread, bottom: lower thread
of the bobbin stored in the gripper system—and stitch formation [12] (Source: Pfaff

Industriesysteme und Maschinen AG)
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The 200 single lock stitch has not found extensive industrial use, since it is

almost exclusively performed manually as an exception in garment manufacturing.

The mechanical performance of the single lock stitch is hindered by the need to

move the entire thread storage through the sewing material for each stitch, which is

alternately performed from both sides of the sewing material.

The 301 double lock stitch (Fig. 12.12) uses inline-sewing to create strong

seams, which are characterized by a stretched orientation of both threads in the

stitch layout, minimizing their stretchability. The double lock stitch is very com-

monly used in preform production.

In some double lock stitch sewing machines, the needle only makes an upward/

downward motion derived from the crank assembly of the mainshaft. To complete a

304 zig-zag double lock stitch, the needle bar has to complete an additional offset

motion at a right angle to the seam formation direction, creating the eponymous

zig-zag motion. A technical alternative is a lateral offsetting of the sewing material,

as it is used on x/y cross table sewing machines.

To create the 401 double chain stitch (Fig. 12.13), an altered gripper system is

required, as the chain connection of the double chain stitch is created with a thread-

guiding hook gripper. The double chain stitch has a larger thread length reserve due

to the threefold thread length at the bottom side of the stitch layout. Therefore, the

double chain stitch seams are characterized by greater longitudinal seam elasticity

than double lock stitches. The double chain stitch can also be performed as zig-zag

stitch.

The overedge stitch is usually used to sew the cutting edge in order to prevent the

threads of the textile structure from dropping out. Simultaneously, the insertion of

several cutting parts of equal edge lengths allows the creation of a connecting seam.

In garment manufacture, so-called safety sewing machines are being used, which

parallelly produce one double chain stitch seam and one overedge chain stitch each,

relying on two synchronously working needles and suitable hook grippers. This

results in improved seam safety/durability, as expressed by the name of the

corresponding machines.

Overedge stitches can be performed with one, two, or three threads. Stitch type

501 is standardized form of the single-thread overedge stitch, numbers 502 and

503 account for the two-thread overedge stitches, while number 504 and 505 des-

ignate the three-thread variations. The two-thread and three-thread variations differ

only in the spatial position of the connection loops. The connection loop positions

are set by adjusting the thread tensioners. While needle and thread-guiding hook

Fig. 12.13 Double chain stitch [12] (Source: Pfaff Industriesysteme und Maschinen AG)
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gripper are sufficient for the two-thread overedge stitch, a three-thread overedge

stitch requires a needle as well as thread-guiding top and bottom hook grippers to

work in co-ordination. To apply the overedge stitch in preform manufacture,

research [13] has shown that stacked reinforcement textiles with individual seams

create matrix-rich zones around these seams, which impair the properties of the

component.

Class 600 covering stitches consume the most thread per seam length, making

them the most stretchable stitch type. Covering stitches are performed with several

needles creating parallel arrangements of the needle threads. Hook threads from the

hook gripper, and a cover thread at the top surface of the sewing material create a

spatial thread arrangement able to connect even laterally joined cutting parts

without overlap. So far, no application in perform production is known.

The position and shaping of the cutting parts to be joined as well as the position

of the individual seams can be ensured with drawings and designation of the sewing
seam types as described for garment-relevant examples in DIN ISO 4916. The

representations show whether the sewing can be done simultaneously on a multi-

needle machine or only in sequential sewing processes.

In preform production, information about the thread orientation of the individual

reinforcement textile layers is required in order to complete the sewing assembly of

the preform adjusted to the loads.

The exterior design of the sewing machine casing helps fulfill the requirements

of optimum handling. For example, free-arm constructions can complete seams at

the circumference of tubular products. The diameter of the free arm has to be

smaller than the diameter of the tube for this. Post-bed and feed-off-the-arm sewing

machines enable the assembly of fabric into a tube with longitudinal seams.

As a rule, sewing machines are designed in the characteristic C-form, which

imposes handling limitations due to the limited clearance. Long-arm sewing

machines used in the manufacture of technical textiles such as tents can reduce,

but not remove, these limitations. In Japan, the specialized, patent-protected,

z-construction of the casing [14] is used for the assembly of larger textiles without

limitations, given by a free space for optimum handling. This z-sewing machine is

offered as a double lock stick and double chain stitch variation with up to six

simultaneously working needles. An application in preform assembly is not yet

known.

Another alternative for the removal of handling deficits is offered by the

dissolution of the conventional sewing machine casing by using multi-motor drives

instead of the central motor drive with extensive mechanics.

Sewing machines used in the general ready-made industry are without exception

driven electrically and the advancements in control engineering have boosted the

use of electronically controlled drives. Furthermore, the development trends are

focusing on CNC-motor drives for the individual working elements instead of

mechanically coupling solutions regarding their number of revolutions and rotating

angle. However, their introduction into service is slowed by their cost and the lack

of experience of technical staff regarding the drive and control technologies. The

required precision and reproducibility of the assembly works during preform
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manufacture will soon make such drive and control technologies with

corresponding feed systems indispensable in sewing technology.

For the product-specific seam formation, a relative movement between the

sewing needle and the sewing material is required.

To ensure this movement, the following principles have proven suitable over the

past decades:

• Intermittent feeding of the sewing material to the fixed-positioned sewing

machine is the standard manner of feeding in industrial and household applica-

tions. Usually, the feeding device acts upon the sewing material from below.

Additional feeding effects can be achieved by upper and needle transport and

their combinations together with manual sewing material guiding. Furthermore,

additional feeding rollers or wheels are an option working behind the sewing

zone, which work synchronously to the sewing process. Defined equalizing of

length differences is technically reproducible and incrementally controllable by

means of so-called differential feeding.

• If only small offset distances between the sequential piercing points are to be

realized during sewing, the movement of the sewing material in the fixed-

location sewing machine by a continuously working feeding system is a techni-

cally acceptable method proven for button holes in garments. The related

deviation of the needle from the vertical direction is negligible.

• Usually, the sewing needle is fixed to the needle bar, which is moved exclusively

in vertical direction by a straight crank assembly. A co-ordinate-axis-related

segmentation of the relative movement between sewing material and machine

can be performed in a manner that realizes the zig-zag stitch from an offset

movement of the needle bar at a right angle to the seam direction and to the

sewing material feeding in seam direction. At larger dimensions, this principle is

used in sleeping blankets sewing machines by moving the sewing machine in

x-direction, i.e. the axial direction of the main shaft, while the sewing material is

intermittently offset in longitudinal product direction. The drives are subject to

great dynamic requirements. The moved masses have to be at rest when the

needle pierces the sewing material and while it is in contact with the sewing

material. The offset movement of a few millimeters is only possible if the sewing

needle is outside of the sewing material. About a third of the time of the main

shaft revolution is available for this.

• The intermittent movement of the sewing material in both co-ordinate directions

is another possibility to produce the seam contour. Machines for short and

shaped seams are an example from garment production, overlaying the move-

ment in both co-ordinate directions with two mechanical controlled cam disks.

Other dimensions are produced with CNC x, y-cross table automated sewing

machines, which are used successfully in airbag production.

• With sewing machines moved along the spread-out fabric webs, awnings and

other large-format products can be produced with parallel or central seams. The

co-ordination between the offset movement of the mobile sewing machine table

and the cyclical working method of the sewing machine is crucial for this
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process. The needle transport of the machine allows a uniform relative move-

ment, which is very advantageous for this method.

• Alternatively, moving fabric webs are fed to fixed sewing machines positioned

on one or both sides, and the edges are sewn, for example in bordering sleeping

blankets with a narrow fabric. For a continuous edge processing, fluctuations in

width can be compensated by equipping the sewing machines with edge guide

systems. For the simultaneous processing of both sides, two sewing machines

(in left-side and right-side positions) of identical construction should be used.

• Sewing robots, i.e. articulated-arm robots with sewing heads, were introduced in

the mid-1980s. With these robots, it was possible to produce seams in three

dimensions, not just in the plane, as offered by the previously mentioned

methods. The prototype brought forth by a Japanese research project was

conceptualized to insert sleeves into sports jackets, whose industrial applications

are not yet known. Further development steps by German researchers were

dedicated to industrial series production for car seat covers and headrests as

well as simple-cut women’s skirts. Introduction into industrial practice was

equally unsuccessful due to reliability, flexibility and cost issues. This technol-

ogy gained importance for the assembly of textile preforms shortly before the

turn of the millennium, even though it still lacks the broad application and high-

quantity capacity. The basic idea of using robots for sewing is to realize seams

along cutting parts held in near-product or near-preform geometry by molded

bodies. The sewing technology is used for forming the stitches, while the robot

assumes the feeding function. While the sewing needle is in contact with the

sewing material, the sewing mechanism stays immobile, while the robot head is

kept in continuous motion to avoid unnecessary vibrations. The sewing mech-

anism, along with the exterior casing, has to move after and catch up with the

robot head after completing the contact. For this purpose, the sewing mechanism

is mounted with glide bearings.

The controls of sewing machines are traditionally mechanical, in the form of

cam disks or eccentric elements. Pneumatic controls can be used both in the form of

pneumatic cylinders for greater displacements, and in the form of pneumatic logic

controls. For this, it is crucial that air blows the textile fiber fragments and fiber dust

away, instead of sucking them in. For reasons of contamination, hydraulics is not

used in sewing and textile processing. A few years ago, G. M. PFAFF AG

developed an air-bearing needle bar to prevent the formation of an oil droplet at

the needle points after extended machine downtimes, which would have resulted in

product contamination.

Electrical controls are nowadays the standard equipment on automated pieces of

sewing technology. This CNC technology allows geometry- and dimension-flexible

work and can be connected online and offline to the CAD systems used in product

development and construction, in order to utilize seam lengths and contours for

controlling the machine. For a reproducible machine setting, multiphase and linear

motors are becoming increasingly common. For example, the SRP system by G. M.

PFAFF AG sets the preload spring of the pressure foot in dependence of the main
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shaft number of revolutions to ensure optimal feeding effects. It has to be kept in

mind that the electrical conductivity of the carbon filaments and their unavoidable

fragments require the highest possible degree of electrical protection to avoid short

circuits and damage to circuit boards. The controls are either filled with air from a

compressor, preventing any inflow of air and thus keeping the fiber filaments

outside, or the hermetically closed switchboards have a very large surface area to

dissipate the thermal energy resulting from energy loss. In the latter case, the

switchboard is to be cleaned thoroughly before each necessary opening of the

doors. In this context, the mandatory use of vacuum cleaners protected against

explosive reactions has to be pointed out.

12.6.2 Stitch Formation

12.6.2.1 Sewing Machine Needles

The geometry of sewing machine needles is a decisive factor, which determines the

degree of unavoidable perforation of the sewing material, especially in the case of

the carbon- or glass-filament reinforcement textiles, caused by the piercing of the

needle. The so-called in-plane properties of the reinforcement textile are reduced,

as filaments are either damaged in the point of piercing or bent out of the stretched

orientation by the needle and the inserted sewing thread.

The prerequisite of mechanical sewing was, of course, the invention of the

sewing needle with the needle eye located close to the point of the needle. Sewing

needles are defined in the standard DIN 5330, manufacturers offer broad ranges of

needles and often support customers in needle selection. Sewing needles are

produced from a wire semi-finished product using cutting and forming production

methods (Fig. 12.14a, b). The needle eye is usually deburred chemically. High-

quality needles are fitted with a mechanically polished ear to ensure optimum

contacting points between needles and thread (Fig. 12.14c–g). Currently, the

traditionally rotationally symmetric needles are given shapes deviating from the

axial direction, and cross-sections beyond the usual circular form.

The sewing machine needle has a cylindrical shape. The needle piston is used to

fixate the needle in the needle bar of the needle drive, the shaft connects piston and

needle point (Fig. 12.15). The position of needle eyes is close to the point. The point

ensures the piercing of the sewing material. The needle features two needle grooves

in the needle shaft, which guide the needle thread to and from the eye. In a long

needle groove (Fig. 12.15b), the needle thread is guided to the eye from the thread

bobbin via the thread tensioner and thread take-up. From the eye of the needle, the

needle thread is led through the short needle groove (Fig. 12.15a, c), through the top

surface of the sewing material, and then positioned in the seam as specified by the

stitch type. To ensure completion of the sewing process, the cylindrical piston has

to be inserted in such a manner that the short needle groove faces the gripper device

[15]. Thus, only one of the 360 possible rotational angles around the needle axis is

the correct one. Needle and sewing machine manufacturers expect professional
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users to know about this requirement, while household sewing needles are whetted

in a defined spot to ensure the correct position by form-fit fixation (see Fig. 12.14g).

The correct use of sewing machine needles relies on several specifications:

• Needle system—The needle system takes into account the geometrical condi-

tions of the respective sewing machine construction, i.e. the distance to be

bridged between the needle bar and the gripper system of the sewing machine.

The needle system to be used is determined by the sewing machine

manufacturer.

Fig. 12.14 Sewing needle manufacture sequence by (a, b) forming technology, (c) die-cutting, (d,

e) cutting, and (f, g) electroplating

Fig. 12.15 View of a sewing machine needle from three sides: (a) back side with scarf left from

need eye, (b) needle with long groove to the guide the need thread to eye, (c) side view with scarf

left from needle eye
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• Needle fineness—The needle fineness is stated in Nm (Number metric). The

added number corresponds to the 100-fold diameter of the needle shaft, e.g. Nm

90 designates a needle shaft diameter of 0.9 mm.

• Needle point design—The term needle point evokes the mathematically exact

end of a cone. Practically in sewing, however, a distinction is made between

displacement points and cutting points. Displacement points, as their name

suggests, are supposed to displace the yarns of the reinforcement textiles instead

of damaging or severing them. The displacement creates sufficient room for the

sewing machine needle and the inserted sewing threads. For this displacement

function, conical needle points are rounded at corresponding transition radii,

which are classified as curved point (CP), blunt curved point (BCP) or acute

curved point (ACP) according to fuzzy logic. Cutting points feature a sharpened

edge preparing defined openings in the sewing material, in which the sewing

thread is placed in a defined manner. Cutting points are used in leather

processing and the optical effects of the seams in leather products are well-

known to every user. For the processing of reinforcement textiles made from

carbon or glass fibers, displacement tips should be preferred due to the mini-

mized in-plane strength losses.

• Needle surface finishing—The surface finishing of sewing machine needles can

extend their life time, especially of the needle tip, and influence the frictional

behavior between sewing needle and sewing material. Steel needles are usually

coated with nickel or chromium in electroplating processes. Titanium nitride

coatings, as used for the past 20 years and commercialized as Gebedur® by

Groz-Beckert, offer longer life time for the needles as well as less material

damage, smaller needle deviations (resulting in fewer faulty or missed stitches),

fewer thread breaks and thread rips, and higher productivity due to reduced

downtimes [16]. Another way to minimize frictional behavior is offered by

manufacturer Schmetz with their so-called Blukold coating [17] preventing the

adhesion of thermoplastic melt residue from the sewing material on the sewing

needle. A Blukold needle is a sewing needle with a roughened, phosphated

surface and a Teflon coating. With the NIT coating offered by Schmetz, it is

possible to achieve a particularly smooth, easily slipping, and corrosion-resistant

needle surface with homogeneous coating thickness. This special surface result

in very good wear resistance, excellent slipping properties in the needle eye, and

easy piercing even of hard materials. The NIT coating is also very resistant to

aggressive chemical finishing of the sewing material.

Needle penetration force can be measured as a quantitative variable of the

sewing process and may help support the selection of the sewing needle. For this,

the needle plate of a sewing machine is equipped with strain gauges to record the

effect of the needle penetration force causing a bending of the needle plate in

relation to the main shaft rotation angle and at a common number of revolutions of

the main shaft [18]. Bending and needle penetrating force are assigned by a

calibration with defined forces which are to be introduced in the area of the needle

hole. If necessary, the cross-section of the needle hole has to ground down to

achieve sufficient and analyzable reactions caused by the needle penetration force
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in the system. The area of the determined function of the needle penetration force in

relation to time corresponds to the needle penetration work. The maximum needle

penetration force is achieved in the phases of initial penetration of the sewing

material during penetration with the needle point and the distending of the piercing

channel. The technical cycle of the sewing machine is crucially related to this, as

only few degrees of the main shaft revolution are available for piercing and

penetration, depending on sewing material thickness. Thus, the needle penetration

force increases with the number of revolutions of the main shaft. The structure of

the sewing material, which determines the mobility of the filaments and fibers of the

fabric, and the number of layers to be assembled also influence the needle pene-

tration force.

12.6.2.2 Looping Stroke in Sewing Machines

The sewing machine moves the needle by means of a straight crank shaft driven

directly by the main shaft. About half-way from the top reversal point (TP) to the

bottom reversal point (BP), the needle pierces the sewing material. During the

piercing of the sewing material by the sewing needle, the sewing thread touches

both sides of the sewing needle, forming a U shape. The piercing is performed at

maximum speed, resulting in the needle penetration force and the related needle

warming caused by the friction between sewing needle and sewing material. After

passing the bottom reversal point, a needle thread loop is created on the needle side

with the short needle groove, as the needle thread is fixed on that side by the sewing

material. After crossing a certain length of the needle path to the BP, the so-called

looping stroke, the stitch-type-specific gripper device grips the needle thread loop

for a chain-connection or loop-connection of the needle thread with itself or other

threads (Fig. 12.16). In garment sewing machines, the looping stroke is roughly

2 mm [2]. The looping stroke has to be adjusted to the sewing thread to be used. On

the currently available sewing technological solutions, looping stroke can only be

changed manually. Technically elegant solutions with a multimotor drive for needle

and gripper device are not economically viable [15].

12.6.2.3 Thread Take-up

During the piercing motion of the thread-carrying needle, needle thread is required.

This length of thread is provided by the motion of the thread take-up. In one rotation

of the main shaft, thread is supplied during 2/3 of the rotation and then this thread

element is taken back quickly during the remaining 1/3 of the rotation. The thread

take-up movement (Fig. 12.17) is performed in co-ordination with the needle

movement. The thread length required for the stitch formation itself, which is

short in comparison to the length of the actively moved thread element, slips

from the thread tensioner if the thread tension exceeds the braking force of the

thread tensioner during the stitch formation.
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Thread passage number is the quotient of length of the active thread element and

the length of needle thread consumed in one stitch. The thread passage number is a

measure for the strain on the needle thread by accelerations during changes of

direction and friction on the thread guiding elements of the sewing machine during

the sewing process.

Fig. 12.16 Formation of a needle thread loop during the escape of the sewing machine needle [15]

Fig. 12.17 Thread take-up principle [15]
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12.6.2.4 Thread Tensioner

In sewing technology, disk-type thread tensioners with manual pretension of the

spiral spring are common. To remove the processed sewing material, the thread

tensioner is released parallel to the lifting of the pressure foot, allowing the sewing

thread to follow smoothly before cutting.

In some cases, barrel tensioners are used as thread tensioners, which rely on belt

friction on several dowel pins. Controlled thread tensioners, whose braking force is

adjusted according to other process parameters for example by multiphase motors,

never went past the testing phase due to high costs.

12.6.2.5 Sewing Process Parameters

The possible maximum main shaft number of revolutions, also given as the number

of stitches (¼number of sewing stitches/unit of time, stitches/min), is an expression

of the sewing machine productivity. However, it has to be considered that the

handling of the sewing material during sewing as well as the processing character-

istics of the sewing thread can necessitate a reduction of the main shaft number of

revolutions.

The term stitch length (DIN 5300, part 1) defines the distance between two

consecutive piercings of the sewing material.

Sewing speed (DIN 5300, part 1) can also be regarded as seam formation speed,

resulting from the product of stitch length and number of stitches (m/min or mm/s).

As the stitch length cannot be measured precisely, stitch density (number of

stitches per unit of length, e.g. stitches/10 cm) is often chosen as a more practical

variation.

Sewing thread tension is another process parameter depending on the number of

revolutions of the main shaft. The maximum tension is reached during stitch

formation, i.e. during the creation of the loop or chain connection. The maximum

has to be well below the sewing thread strength, and sewing thread tension can be

adjusted by changing the settings of the thread tensioners of the sewing machine.

The main criterion of the tensioner settings is the optically evaluated stitch-type-

specific location of the loop or chain connection points of the sewing threads.

Measuring the sewing thread tension provides information regarding the process

forces during sewing. Registering the thread tension maximum during loop or chain

connection can be regarded as a sure sign of successful stitch formation and stored

for later analytical confirmation of the product. The preferable position of the thread

tension measuring head is between thread feeder and thread guide of the needle

thread to the sewing needle.
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12.6.3 General Remarks Regarding Sewing Technology
in Preform Manufacture

The use of sewing technology in preform manufacture is initiated by the demand for

protection of the textile-reinforced composites from delamination. The first idea is
sewing in the consolidated form immediately after the spread of the reinforcement

textile fabrics in different fiber orientations in the tool. Here, the reinforcement

textile manufacturers assume that the reinforcement textiles, which are spread with

a defined thread orientation, do not move any more in the tool. This “sewing in the

tool” resulted in the notion of fixating the sewing threads in the stacked layer

package and other only locally present cutting parts by means of one-side sewing

starting from the open side of the tool. During consolidation as a part of the

composite component production process the sewing threads would be fixed in

position by being embedded in the matrix.

However, related drawings from publications and patent documents (Fig. 12.18)

do not show any sewn connection. Due to ignorance regarding sewing terminology

and standards, the depicted technique was referred to as a sewing technique.

However, the sewing thread is neither loop- nor chain-connected with itself. The

correct term would be tufting technique, as only the thread loops are inserted into

the layer stack. Due to the missing loop or chain connection of the sewing thread,

the position of the inserted thread loops is only defined permanently when the

matrix is cured (thermoset) or solidified (thermoplastic).

Realizing “sewing in the tool” as tufting does not guarantee the users the ability

to move or even transport the textile stacks again. This tufting preform is not

assembled with sufficient stability for these process steps. Height differences in

the stack can be easily compensated by tufting, if the penetration depth is varied

locally.

First remarks regarding the use of sewing in the composite area were made by

NASA—Preform Sewing-NASA ACT Program 1989. The CNC sewing plant

shown in the context implies large-scale components [20].

The tendency of moving from prepreg (wet) technology to preform (dry) tech-

nology allows the utilization of all steps of textile production, including textile

assembly, in order to manufacture load-adapted near-net shape complex preforms.

Fig. 12.18 Arrangement variations of the tufting thread in the stacked reinforcement textile

structure [19]
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These complex preforms have to be manageable during the production steps

without as few additional auxiliary devices as possible. Sewing threads secure

each other or themselves by looping or chain connection in the seam. This prefer-

ence of sewing over tufting has to be brought into effect.

12.6.4 Seam Functions

Seams produced by sewing can be used in preform production as shown in Sect.

4.5.2.1 from a different perspective. Possible functions include:

• Edge seams—In textile processing, it is common to prevent the dropping of fiber

sections by seams running parallel to the cutting contour. Usually, overedge

stitches are used, but they are unsuitable for preform applications due to the

development of matrix-enriched zones at the margins after edge sewing,

stacking, and consolidation. These zones can cause cracks and faults in the

composite structure [13].

• Forming seam—Seams can support forming or even create the desired form.

One example is the formation of a tubular textile product with a sewn longitu-

dinal seam made from a planar textile band of a width matching the circumfer-

ence of the tube plus seam allowance.

• Z-reinforcement seam—This seam is used for the original purpose of sewing in

composite manufacture, which is to prevent the propagation of tears. Tests [21]

have shown that the propagation of tears caused by impact loads matches the

grid of rectangularly arranged seams. Without these seams, tear propagation is

most pronounced.

• Assembly seam—Assembly seams are indispensable for the assembly of com-

plex preforms. For example, a multi-layered T-profile can be fixed to multi-

layered base textile by means of perpendicularly arranged assembly seams.

Under component loading, the forces are distributed between the assembled

elements by the sewn seams, which also serve as tear propagation protection.

• Diagonal seam or Z-reinforcing assembly seam—The consideration that threads

can only absorb tensile forces resulted in the thought of arranging the sewing

threads diagonally in the layered structure of the composite in order to achieve a

more advantageous orientation in a certain direction of loading. A first diagonal

sewing machine was developed from a standard sewing machine [22], a

CNC-controlled diagonal machine named PSN 3020 was manufactured by the

Cetex-Institut für Textil und Verarbeitungsmaschinen gemeinnützige GmbH

(Cetex Institute nonprofit for textile and processing machines) (see Fig. 12.19).
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12.6.5 Sewing Technology for Composite Assembly

The following reasons inevitably lead to a demand for suitable CNC and robot

technology:

• High production precision requirements,

• High reproducibility requirements,

• Higher masses per area than in classical ready-made technologies,

• Multiple stacking of fabric with higher mass per area,

• Obligation to keep the thread orientation in the individual layers according to the

load profile of the component,

• 3D sewing tasks, and

• large preform dimensions

12.6.5.1 CNC and Robot Sewing Technology

CNC and robot sewing technology can be classified by several aspects:

• By guide machine type—Robot-guided sewing technology or CNC-x, y-cross

table automated sewing machines with multi-directional or tangential seam

formation are used as guide machines. The CNC-x, y-cross table automated

sewing machines create seams in the plane, while robot technology allows 3D

seams.

• By sewing material geometry—A distinction has to be made between free

geometric areas spread in the plane, and those deformed three-dimensionally.

• By the angle of the needle to the textile stack—Usually, the needle pierces the

surface of the textile stack at a right or almost right angle. The aforementioned

Fig. 12.19 Programmable

diagonal sewing machine

PSN 3020 (source: Cetex-

Institut für Textil- und

Verarbeitungsmaschinen

gemeinnützige GmbH)
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Sect. 12.6.4 clarifies the advantages for the properties of the composite compo-

nent offered by a diagonal piercing and diagonal positioning of the sewing

threads.

• By the number of sewing elements—Two-side sewing technology is the com-

mon design of sewing machines, while one-side sewing technology has so far

only been used for special seams, such as blind stitch seams. In preform

manufacture, several variations of one-side sewing technology have been devel-

oped in the past few years.

Multi-directional sewing by means of CNC-x, y-cross table automated sewing

machines is characterized by the sewing head retaining a certain orientation in the

co-ordinate system. The relative movement needed to realize the projected seam

contour is created by overlaying offset of the product area in both co-ordinate

directions. This requires clearance in the fixed-positioned sewing head along the

width of the product including the tenter. The required area of material, therefore, is

four times the product area. The needle and gripper of the two-side sewing head are

driven by long shafts and, for example, drivebelt transmission at the required

transmission ratio.

In technical development of drive technology with controlled motors, needle and

gripper can be driven by two separate motors with electronically regulated trans-

mission ratio and rotation angle regulation of the two driveshafts. This results in the

possibility to carry out an offset of the sewing head instead of offsetting the product

in one or both co-ordinate directions. The area required for these automated sewing

machines is thus reduced to twice the product area, or even further to only the

product area.

One example of this development are the SNA CNC-x, y-cross table automated

sewing machines by Parker Hannifin GmbH Offenburg [23], which have gone

through the described development steps. Originally, these machines were concep-

tualized for the production of quilts. But the technology is also used within the

framework of the sponsored project “Process development and integrated light-

weight construction concept for a waste-free, continuous preform RTM production

(PRO-Preform-RTM)” at the IVW GmbH Kaiserslautern, concerned with the

sewing-technical processing of layered reinforcement textiles. The reinforcement

textiles are fed directly off the rollers. The cutting edges are secured with parallelly

created seams (double lock stitch) before being cut with a CNC cutter

(Fig. 12.20) [24].

In [25], on the other hand, the CNC-x, y-cross table automatic sewing machine

KL 121 by Keilmann Group is used, which is characterized by the realization of

tangential sewing. Tangential sewing means that the entire sewing head can be

rotated around the needle axis without stops. As the sewing needle and gripper

system always synchronously orient themselves towards the tangent of the sewing

contour during the rotation, the sewing direction is always forward. In particular for

the sewing thread, this ensures an optimized thread passage from the needle into the

sewing material continually. This also creates ideal processing conditions for the

generally very brittle sewing threads made from carbon or glass.
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Another example for the creation of seam contours in tangential sewing is the

programmable circular sewing machine PRN 500, conceptualized, constructed,

built, and successfully used by the DFG Research Group 278 [6]. The machine is

suitable for the assembly and Z-reinforcement of circular preforms of up 500 mm

diameters with a central opening, and can process stack heights of up to 20 mm

(Fig. 12.21).

For CNC controls, a task-adapted program ensures that radii, stitch lengths,

starting/ending angles, or other relevant seam contour parameters can be chosen

freely within the construction-inherent limits. In the specific case of this circular

sewing machine, a linear axis offsets the central drive in the direction of the sewing

needle in such a manner as to allow the manufacture of varying radii. The central

drive realizes the circumferential movement, with the respective seam radius

having different angles of rotation for a constant stitch length. Especially for

smaller radii, these angles of rotation are very wide, which might require a

reduction of the number of revolutions of the machine for these intermittent offset

movements at smaller radii.

The optimal working conditions of forward sewing could be used in other

applications, e.g. for the sewing-technological assessment of composite sewing

threads produced by various yarn formation methods [26].

12.6.5.2 Reasons for the Development and Application of One-Side

Sewing

During the mid-1990s, the increasing interest of the composite industry gave

sewing technology a development boost towards one-side sewing. The following

reasons were crucial for this trend:

Fig. 12.20 Concept of sewing-technical assembly before cutting
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• complex, near-net shape geometries of the preforms with cavities and undercuts,

• low flexibility of stacked reinforcement textiles, resulting in a handling problem

with conventional sewing technologies,

• high production precision by use of CNC technology, and

• desire to sew in the tool

The latter demand is only met by some of the newly developed reinforcement

and sewing technologies, which were released to the public in the following order:

At ALTIN Nähtechnik GmbH Altenburg, a one-side sewing technology with

two co-operating needles was developed and initially released to the international

research community market (Fig. 12.22). The thread-guiding needle with the eye

(a) moves toward the sewing material at an angle of 48� and realized the loop stroke
at the reverse side of the sewing material, forming a needle thread loop. A hook

needle, i.e. a sewing needle with an eye open on one side (b) serves as gripper for a

single chain stitch, piercing the sewing material at a right angle while being turned

around this vertical axis. For this technology, the trademark OSS® One Side

Sewing® was registered. In adapted form, the developments of ALTIN are now

part of the product range of the Keilmann Group.

The so-called ITA sewing head [26] is equipped with another constellation of

two needles. Here, both needles carry a needle thread, and both threads are

alternately chain-connected with one another. Both needles assume the chain stitch

gripper function during the alternating penetration, while the needle thread loop is

formed during the escape of the needle from the respective needle thread taken up

by the other needle. Due to this doubled function, the needles have to keep certain

minimum distances between each other, which prevents any significant change of

stitch length. Both needles are arranged in a V-shape to each other, putting the

sewing threads in a V-orientation in the seam cross-section. Further developments

were made [27]. Within the scope of a comprehensive technical revision work, two

phase-shifted identical drives were introduced. Due to this change, the angular

position of the needles toward one another is now variable within limits. There is no

information available regarding the use of the ITA sewing head by other users.

Both technologies are characterized by the requirement of clearance underneath

the sewing area, and can therefore not be used for sewing in the tool.

Fig. 12.21 Working

principle of the

programmable circular

sewing machine PRN 500
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The Keilmann Group (see also KSL Keilmann Sondermaschinenbau Lorsch

GmbH) introduced a blindstitch sewing head to the research market for composite

technology. A needle curved by almost 180� (Fig. 12.23) and with a much smaller

radius than that required by conventional blindstitch sewing machine needles for

garment production is used. While the stitch and seam directions in classic blind

stitching are at right angles, this innovative method is distinguished by identical

stitch and seam directions. Concerns regarding the risk of damaging the previously

inserted needle thread with the needle during piercing are removed by a slightly

oblique position (ca. 5� in relation to the seam direction) of the needle path.

12.6.6 Sewing Material Fixations and Composite Production
Tools

Regardless of the type of sewing technology, sewing material fixations and pro-

duction tools suited to the special preform geometry have to be conceptualized,

constructed, and provided for an application in sewing-technological preform

assembly. On the x, y-cross table automated sewing machines, the sewing material

fixations should preferably be designed with the possibility in mind of creating a

high-quality multi-layered preform construction during the filling with cutting parts

of defined thread orientation (Fig. 12.24). The seam formation, including the

piercing of the layer stack, requires suitable openings of linear or areal design in

the individual metal parts.

For three-dimensional seams on preforms, more complex production tools are

necessary, which allow a multi-layered insertion and/or insertion of partially

pre-assembled elements of the preform. Figure 12.25 shows the tool used to

pre-assemble the rotor cover, without applied cutting parts. Figure 12.26 shows

the production tool for the pre-assembly of the double-curved rotor demonstrator

Fig. 12.22 Details of the

sewing head used by

ALTIN Nähtechnik GmbH

with two needles, (a)

diagonally piercing, thread-

guiding sewing needle, (b)

needle with open needle

eye, assuming the gripper

function
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two cover, with glass woven fabric (a), and the tool for the assembly of the rotor

cover to the upper edge of the rotor blade (b). The sewing robot is positioned to

assume either sewing task as required.

To allow the use of OSS® one-side sewing, the tools are required to feature a

groove with a 10 mm� 10 mm cross-section, as seen on the tool for rotor cover

pre-assembly. This groove ensures smooth thread loop transfer during sewing.

All sewing material fixations and production tools shown in Figs. 12.24, 12.25

and 12.26 are fitted with snap tensioners or screwable clamping devices. These

fixation variations are only suitable for testing purposes. In a serial preform

assembly, new, quickly and automatically working clamping designs, such as

Fig. 12.23 Sewing needle of the blindstitch sewing head developed by the Keilmann Group

(a) open sewing fixa�on with cu�ng parts (b) closed sewing material
fixa�on with the c for seam crea�on

Fig. 12.24 Sewing material fixations for cutting parts, example: prefabrication of the blades of the

rotor demonstrator II made by DFG-FOR 278 [6], (a) open sewing fixation with cutting parts, (b)

closed sewing material fixation with the rectangular field left open for seam creation
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pneumatic devices, are required. These are often combined with automated han-

dling of the textile cutting parts of pre-assembled preform elements.

Fig. 12.25 Production tool with grooves for the proper execution of stitch formation, example:

rotor demonstrator II by DFG-FOR 278 [6]

Fig. 12.26 Sewing robot with production tools for (a) the pre-assembly of the rotor cover, and (b)

assembly of the upper blade edge and rotor cover of the rotor demonstrator II by DFG-FOR 278 [6]
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12.6.7 Sewing-Technical Processing Centers

The production of complex preforms for textile-reinforced plastics or other matri-

ces requires product-oriented concepts for sewing production technology. In [25] it

is shown what an assembling-technological department for preform manufacture in

an aircraft factory can look like regarding technology, equipment, logistics, and

quality assurance.

The sewing-technical processing of a rotor preform by means of a robot-guided

sewing head shown in Fig. 12.26 is an example of creating one seam or a small

number of defined seams. The re-clamping of the preform for further processing

reduces production precision.

International, industry-owned research institutions, and the automotive industry,

to an increasing extent, are occupying themselves with the production of dry,

complex textile preforms. For this purpose, suitable, preform-adapted processing

centers (analogous to metalworking) are being developed. Here, robot positioning

in addition to preform-specific sewing material fixation is only a valid solution if

the robot position allows the performance of all processing tasks.

Extensions of the working area of the robot-guided tufting or sewing technology

are realizable by offsetting the robot on a rail system or, at even greater increase in

mobility, by a hanging, re-locatable positioning of the robot above the preform-

specific sewing material fixations. Internet presentations such as [19] show first

concepts of complex processing centers in product-specific geometric design.

Related to this, of course, there is a technical option of swift sewing head replace-

ment to realize different stitch type classes and seam variations in a load-adapted

manner.

In this context, the accessibility of the respective preform spots by the sewing

heads has to be considered. Figure 12.27 shows that, depending on the dimensions,

accessibility for tufting and sewing heads is often limited from the inside, but

usually unproblematic from the outside.

Both [25] and [6] feature sewing material fixations with manually operated

tensioning fasteners. This is a sign for further development requirements regarding

the sewing material fixations, the defined, thread-orientation-adapted placement of

the textile cutting parts (see Sect. 15.3), and of the automated handling of the textile

cutting parts.

12.6.8 Automated Handling of Textile Cutting Parts

The automated handling of textile cutting parts for an automated assembly has been

a subject of relevant research for decades. In the 1970s and, to a higher degree, in

the 1980s, matters of sewing automation were at the center of international ready-

made technological research attention, which was expedited with equal fervor in

three important economic zones. No absolute breakthrough was achieved, which is
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the reason for the garment industry still using cost-efficient manual labor instead of

relying on automated processes in the manufacture of garments and similar prod-

ucts. In preform assembly, handling tasks are analogous, but characterized by

significant differences in the textile structures to be handled, their mass per area,

their shear, bending, and torsional load properties, their fiber materials, and their

dimensions.

The tasks of handling technology in ready-made processes are parts of several

technological process steps and can differ partially:

• handling of material bales during spreading,

• handling of cutting parts and stacks after cutting (removal from the cutting

table),

• insertion into joining devices, including the position in the production tool and in

the sewing material fixations,

• removal of the joined preform parts and distribution to the next assembly

process, and

• transfer of the finished preform to the subsequent composite component process

(if in close proximity) or to the transport containers

In the following, the transfer of the cutting parts to the production tools will be at

the center of attention.

The following physical principles have been applied in textile-relevant handling

technology for the fastening of textile cutting parts by mechanical means [28]:

• Needle principle—At least two reversely diagonal needles penetrates the fabric

structure. A light movement of the needles away from each other tensions the

textile structure and fastens it to the needles by friction. The offset motion can

now be realized by means of a robot. The precise penetration depth is problem-

atic, as only a single textile cutting part should be fastened securely. Various

mechanisms for needle movement are known.

Fig. 12.27 Sewing head accessibility, (a) from outside, and (b) from inside
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• Multihook principle—The multihook principle relies on the multiplied effect of

a large number of hook-shaped needles arranged extensively and in reverse

orientation on the surface of at least two gripping plates. Both gripping plates

are pressed down and moved in opposite directions to tension the textile struc-

ture. The offset is then realized by means of robot technology.

• Clamping principle—Two opened clamps working in opposite directions are

pressed down on the textile structure. Between the clamps, the textile structure

bulges upward, especially when using a compressible padding, such as foam

material, underneath it. The clamps can be closed when an applied sensor

registers the fixation of the material. If necessary, i.e. in case of a missed

clamping of the material, the processes can be programmed to repeat the

clamping attempt. The bulging of the structure during the downward movement

of the clamps must not reach a point where a second layer is clamped [29].

• Vacuum principle—The vacuum principle uses the effect of negative pressure in

pneumatic systems. Suction air is known to be energy-intensive, making such

vacuum grippers with sealing lips for the prevention of unwanted air currents

perfectly suitable for coated materials.

• Aerodynamic paradox principle—The application of the aerodynamic paradox

was experimentally tested in [30] and modeled for stacked porous textile

structures.

• Adhesive tape principle—Adhesive grippers use the effect of adhesive tape,

which is positioned by a suitable roll system in a manner that creates contact

between the adhesive tape of the gripper and the textile structure when the

gripper is pressed onto the textile structure. The connection can be disengaged

with a fork-shaped holder. With regard to the quality of the composite, no

adhesive residues should remain on the fiber or filament surface. Depending

on the state of consumption, the adhesive tape is displaced intermittently. A new

role has to be inserted as required.

• Cryogrippers—Accidents reports have often mentioned wet limbs or tongues

freezing to metal structures below freezing point. This effect is utilized techni-

cally by spraying a small amount of water onto the textile structure. The gripper

surface is cooled below freezing point, and the resulting ice created a connection

between the gripper and the textile surface. In cryogrippers, Peltier elements are

used, which can be cooled or heated up with changing electrical energies.

Especially textile structures with very fine fibers and capillaries complicate the

use of this method, water can move out of reach of the cooled gripper surface by

capillary action. Despite this circumstance, cryogrippers are currently used

extensively in the composite industry.

A problem is posed by the reliability of the fastening process, as until now the

maximum reliability is achieved with a special fastening system/textile material

combination of 99.8 % on one gripper. Usually, the large dimensions of the cutting

parts require the use of several grippers. The existence of other error factors further

reduces the reliability of the whole system. Because of this, the automated handling

of textile cutting parts has not yet made a breakthrough in practical application.
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Often, systems working on such concepts were disassembled and coupled with

manual work.

Additional technical devices can increase the reliability of automated systems,

as shown in paper processing, printing houses, and office technology, where the

automated handling of paper sheets is successfully and reliable accomplished.

Therefore, inspiration can and should be drawn from other technological fields:

• sensors to register the gripping of the material,

• control algorithms to trigger a repeat of the gripping process if necessary

• measuring and utilizing process parameters of the gripping process

(e.g. clamping force, clamp opening distance),

• Removal of adhesion at the cutting edges due to multi-layered cutting of

thermoplastic structures,

• reduction of adhesion between individual layers of the cutting part stack due to

surface effects by means of suitable intermediate layers or other technical

measures,

• optimization of mechanical gripper elements to avoid filament destruction by the

gripper effects,

• suitable adhesive selection to avoid interface problems between the matrix and

adhesive-contaminated fiber/filament structure caused by adhesive residues

from adhesive grippers

• use of suitable CNC technology for high spreading precision to ensure compli-

ance with designated thread orientation

• quality assurance by optical or other means to identify overturned corners, and to

ensure the sequence and thread orientation of the layers

In summary, it has to be stated that technically reliable, acceptably error-free,

and automated handling of textile cutting parts is still in the development phase,

despite individual successful solution such as the handling of thick glass fiber mats

by needle grippers.

The sewing-technical assembly of textile preforms requires a controlled com-

promise of reinforcement textile structure damage by perforation (during penetra-

tion) and assembly of the complex preform. Constructors have to design this

compromise—the reduction of in-plane properties at simultaneous improvement

of out-of-plane properties—in a manner that ensures, for instance, the required

interlaminar shear strength or respective impact behavior of the individual appli-

cation without critical changes to other characteristics.

12.7 Textile Assembly by Means of Welding

Textile welding is the bonded connection of two or more parts, or just one part with

itself (tube production) from usually identical materials using heat and pressure.

The welding seam is created without unrelated additives. Man-made fiber materials

with thermoplastic properties, or coating materials of the textile fabrics with similar
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properties, are required for the use of textile welding. The aim is to create a textile-

adapted, flexible, and sufficiently strong seam.

The welding processes can be classified into continuous and intermittent welding

methods (Table 12.1).

The development of welding methods is closely tied to the market relevance of

thermoplastic materials. Hot-air welding and hot-wedge welding were already

known in the 1940s. During the late 1960s, dimensionally consistent seam contours,

as in button holes for nylon shirts, were created using high-frequency welding,

which is still the established method for manufacturing polyester-fabric tarpaulins

with PVC coating. The high-frequency welding method is only partially suitable for

some fiber materials and polymers, as the interactions between the high-frequency

electrical field and the polymer material requires polar macromolecules as well as

sufficient internal friction between the molecules [32]. Ultrasonic welding is

another time-tested welding method. However, it is to be preferred for welding

fiber material blends, provided that material contains at least two thirds

thermoplastics.

The suitability of laser beams for defined heat introduction is well-known and

was first researched comprehensively during the 1970s [33]. Since the year 2000,

textile laser welding research was repeatedly publicly funded.

In continuous welding, the seam is formed without interruption, as known from

the sewing process. Intermittent welding, on the other hand, requires a closed tool to

create the necessary welding pressure. The energy needed to achieve melting or

welding temperature in the textile material is provided either by mechanical or

electrical vibrations or laser irradiation.

For simple welding tasks like repairs, manual welding machines are commer-

cially available, operating with hot-air and ultrasonic methods. Heating up the

thermoplastic material in the welding line to melting temperature is the prerequisite

to join together the welding components under method-specific pressures before

cooling them down again. A secure and load-transferring connection is established

after lowering the welding line temperature under glass temperature (Fig. 12.28).

Due to the partial melting of the fiber materials, the fiber structure is transformed

into a hardened polymer melt in the area of the welding line. This melt does not

exhibit the textile-typical characteristics. Therefore, it can be useful to set local

welding points, ensuring partial textile properties along the seam, which can

include also seam elasticity along the seam. Fluid-impermeable seams, however,

have to be uninterrupted. The geometrical arrangement of the seam additions of the

Table 12.1 Welding

methods and operating

principle [31]

Welding method Operating principle

Hot-air welding Continuous

Hot-wedge welding Continuous

Ultrasonic welding Intermittent or continuous

High-frequency welding Intermittent

Laser welding Intermittent or continuous
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cutting parts should be overlapped, as peeling seams can only transfer limited

loads [34].

In preform production, welding technology can only be used to process hybrid

yarn textile structures such as glass fiber/polypropylene. The thermoplastic fiber

material content is transformed from a textile to a thermoplastic matrix state during

processing via the preform to the composite component. A completion of this

transformation in advance by creating a local welding line can support the handling

and assembly process of the textile preform. However, no welded seam can assume

Z-reinforcement or crack propagation prevention functions in the composite com-

ponent, as they are offered by sewn seams.

After suitable positioning in a preform-specific tool, basting assembly processes

can be performed, using thermal energy. By means of ultrasonic or hot-air welding

equipment, thermal energy is inserted locally, until the thermoplastic component of

the hybrid yarn starts to flow. After pressing and cooling, a connection based

entirely on the matrix material between the respective cutting parts is created

(Fig. 12.29). It has to be noted that this connection can support handling during

preform assembly and preparation of the composite component production. The

properties of the FRPC component, for instance to improve delamination behavior,

are not feasible.

12.8 Textile Assembly in Preform Manufacture by Means

of Adhesive or Binder Technology

Adhesive technology is successfully being used for two tasks in the field of textile-

reinforced plastics. The assembly of textile preforms from dry reinforcement textile

can be performed with adhesive technology, as an alternative to sewing. Further-

more, adhesives are used to fixate the structures of reinforcement textiles, since the

carbon and glass filaments in the fabrics can cause undesirable shifts in the thread

arrangements due to low friction between them.

Fig. 12.28 Welding

procedure [31]
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Adhesive bonding (glueing) is defined as the creation of a connection between

joining parts by means of an additional material, the adhesive. Adhesives are

defined as “non-metallic substance capable of joining materials by surface bonding

(adhesion) in such a way that the join has adequate internal strength (cohesion)”.

The adhesive seam between the joined materials is characterized by adhesion

and cohesion. Adhesion refers to the connection between the reinforcement textile

surface and the adhesive, while cohesion refers to the bonding in the adhesive itself.

The interface of the reinforcement textiles is of primary importance for the adhe-

sion between the reinforcement textile surface and the adhesive.

Another important aspect for composite manufacture is the compatibility of the

adhesive with the future matrix material, as the adhesive must not become a

disturbing factor in the composite, causing a gradual destruction of the composite

component. In addition, the adhesive must not impair the infiltration of the liquid

matrix material by locally lowering the permeability of the porous reinforcement

textiles.

With regard to the durability of the adhesive connection, a distinction has to be

made between permanent adhesive bonding (even in the composite component),

and a temporary function of the adhesive, also referred to as a “basting” connection.

The basting function to support the processing can be made ineffective, for instance

by process temperatures during matrix consolidation, which remove the adhesive

and evacuate its gaseous components by fume extraction during the last process

steps. On the other hand, reactive connections between the adhesive and the matrix

material, or the absorption of adhesive by dissolution during infiltration in the still-

liquid matrix, are variations of integrating the adhesive into a composite

component.

In the composite industry, adhesive are often called binders. Binders are applied

to the reinforcement textiles in the form of powders or dispersions, and can usually

be activated thermally due to thermoplastic properties. The application technique

Fig. 12.29 Local fixation

of layered reinforcement

structures made from hybrid

yarns, after ultrasonic

treatment
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has to be matched to the aggregate state of the binder. Powders are spread on, while

dispersions can be sprayed onto the textile.

The binders can be applied globally to the textile webs for the purpose of a

general structural reinforcement, or locally on pre-calculated spots of the reinforce-

ment textile cuttings, supporting the draping of the textile into the 3D shape of the

preform without undesirable structural deformations by shear forces [4]. The trans-

fer of this method into industrial practice of the composite industry is in progress.

The binder application can result macroscopically in superficial contacts

between reinforcement textile and binder, or microscopically in partial penetration

into the depths of the reinforcement textile structure.

The thermoplastic binders for structural fixation of the fabric webs can be

temporarily activated by suitable heated tools locally during the draping of the

cutting parts into the preform geometry. This allows pressing into the desired

position and secures this preferred position after hardening of binders until the

consolidation of the preform into the plastic component.

Chapter 13 offers detailed insights regarding the interactions of binder and

matrix systems.
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Chapter 13

Textile Finishing and Finishing Technologies

Heike Hund and Rolf-Dieter Hund

Principally, textile-reinforced composites consist of a form-giving matrix (poly-

mers or inorganic) and the reinforcement structures embedded in it. The third and

less clearly distinguishable component, the interface between the aforementioned

elements, is decisive for the quality and properties of the manufactured composite

part. This layer is formed by the surfaces and interfaces (phase boundaries) of

reinforcement fibers and matrixes as well as in the space between them. This is

influenced by the interactions between fibers and the neighboring molding com-

pound. The distance between the interfaces can be on the molecular level so that

direct interactions are possible. The insertion of further mediating substance layers

is also possible. This chapter gives an overview starting from the consideration of

the involved materials at the molecular level, via the pre-treatment of textile

surfaces, up to the application of functional finishing.

13.1 Introduction and Overview

The finishing of textile materials for the application in lightweight construction and

membrane manufacturing means the processing of outer material layers for the

purposes of activation, functionalization, and modification. The effects to be

achieved by finishing range from a simple adhesion improvement to highly com-

plex interface design. The methods and processes applied for this purpose include

three main areas. They can be used individually or in combination with:

• wet chemical processing for pre-treatment, finishing, and coating of textile

reinforcement structures,
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• physical/chemical methods based on corona/plasma technology for the

processing of textile surfaces, and

• chemical surface activation and functionalization by reactive gas treatment

Apart from the selection of suitable methods, it is necessary to develop target-

oriented processing able to guarantee the required result for the achievement of

special and precisely defined goals by finishing. For example, the wet chemical

surface modification can be carried out continuously or discontinuously, in which

the contact between textile and treatment solution (liquor) can be ensured by

dipping, spraying, or padding. Furthermore, the variable process parameters such

as concentration of chemical substances, temperature, and treatment time are very

important for the design process [1]. For the use of corona/plasma plants to treat

textile substrates, it is necessary to select the energy input, treatment time as well as

the possible feeding of gases and also the soluble substances in a way that allows

the required surface functionalization without substantial material damage [2]. For

the application of reactive gases for surface activation and functionalization,

continuous and discontinuous methods are available in which gas composition,

pressure, fumigation, and temperature are the important influencing factors [3].

13.2 Chemical-Physical Fundamentals

For the manufacturing of textile materials, the primary raw materials belong to the

class of organic polymers. Furthermore, there are applications of inorganic and

metal materials, especially of glass, carbon, ceramics, basalt, and steel. In most

cases, the textile products manufactured from them have a surface sizing whose

constituents include a wide range of substances [4]. For the efficient finishing of

these materials, it is necessary to differentiate the given material characteristics

from each other to ensure optimized processing results. The focus of the consider-

ations lies primarily on the physical and chemical properties in the areas of textile

surfaces. The surface energy, the chemical structure at the molecular level, and the

topography are regarded as the important factors and give an overall statement

concerning the adhesion properties (see Fig. 13.1) in terms of the ability to combine

with a given matrix system.

Topography designates the geometrical structuring, particularly at a micro level.

Furthermore, these variables provide information regarding the finishing strategies

of the textile materials by means of processes and methods of textile finishing.

These variables will be regarded more specifically in the following discussion.
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13.2.1 Surface Energy, Surface Tension

Atoms and molecules on the surface of a condensed phase (solid or liquid) do not

have similar neighboring atoms or molecules in the same spatial direction which

would be suitable for chemical or physical interactions to reduce their energy

potential. This means that a surface atom or molecule is characterized by consid-

erably higher energy compared to its counterparts in the inner phase, resulting in a

specific quantity for the interaction capacity with other adjacent phases (solid,

liquid, or gas). This quantity is described as surface energy σs (solid) or surface
tension σl (liquid) and possesses the dimension of an energy/area (Nm/m2), which

yields the unit N/m, the fraction of which is often given as mN/m (obsolete:

dyn/cm). Since the energy properties of surfaces arise from different interactive

forces, the surface energy of solids or the surface tension of liquids can be

differentiated into disperse and polar parts. The disperse part of the surface

energy/tension σ D depends on the electronic interactions of non-polar molecular

structures, which induces weak dipoles and as a result causes relatively weak

attraction forces at the phase surface. Its designation as London force was inspired

by the works of physicist FRITZ LONDON [7]. Phase boundary atom groups with

permanent dipoles are responsible for the polar part of the surface energy/tension σ
P. Permanent dipoles arise from of the covalent bonds of atoms with different

electro-negativity [8] or in the extreme from charged atom groupings. Another

significant contribution to surface energy is provided by acid-base interactions

according to the LEWIS model [9], and by hydrogen bonds [10]. The quantities

of surface energy of solids as well as surface tension of liquids are easily accessible

by indirect measurements and subsequent calculation, which will be discussed in

Sect. 13.4.1.

13.2.2 Surface Energy

A surface energy σ12 resulting from two immiscible condensed phases (liquid/

liquid, solid/liquid, solid/solid) is determined by the characteristics of the

Fig. 13.1 Interpretation of adhesion, left: dipolar forces, center: covalent bonds, right: mechan-

ical anchoring (according to [5])
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individual surface energy or surface tension, as well as their disperse parts and polar

parts. OWENS and WENDT [11] have formulated this relationship as follows:

σ12 ¼ σ1 þ σ2 � 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σD
1 � σD

2

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ P
1 � σ P

2

q� �
ð13:1Þ

σ12¼ Surface energy between Phase 1 und 2

σ1¼ Surface energy of phase 1

σ2¼ Surface energy of phase 2

σD1 ¼ Disperse part of surface energy phase 1

σD2 ¼ Disperse part of surface energy phase 2

σP1 ¼ Polar part of surface energy phase 1

σP2 ¼ Polar part of surface energy phase 2

The surface energy plays an important role for the wettability of liquid phases

such as thermoplastic melts, reactive resins, coating pastes or finishing liquids, for

the wettability of solid phases such as textile structures and for the adhesion

phenomena of two phases with each other. The exact relationship will be treated

in Sect. 13.3.1.

13.2.3 Chemical Properties of Textile Surfaces

The surface energy of condensed phases discussed in the previous section is closely

related to the chemical composition of materials from which the textile structures,

matrix system as well as coating materials are comprised. The chemical structures

of interfaces are also interesting for the assessment of their chemical reaction

potential for direct utilization or to develop and execute functionalization strate-

gies. Primarily, three material layers should be considered, each of which represents

in turn the fiber surface, sizing, or matrix.

13.2.4 Chemical Properties of Fiber Materials

13.2.4.1 Fibers from Polyethylene (PE) and Polypropylene (PP)

PE and PP are polymers belonging to the so-called polyolefins and consisting

entirely of hydrogen (H) and carbon (C) atoms, which are bonded to each other

with single bonds, forming aliphatic structures (Fig. 13.2).

Polyolefins are characterized generally by their high chemical resistance (inert-

ness). Therefore, no chemical reactions with composite partners are to be expected.

Moreover, PE and PP exhibit only weak disperse interactions and thus only allow

the wetting with non-polar liquids. However, the C–H bond is suitable for the
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oxidative functionalization by means of various processes (see Sect. 13.5.2) in

order to achieve considerable improvement of wetting and adhesion properties.

Furthermore, it is possible to incorporate chemically reactive molecule groups

through physical anchoring or methods of chemical/physical treatment at the

surface of fibers made from PE and PP [12, 13].

13.2.4.2 Fibers from Aliphatic Polyamides (PA)

These fiber materials are formed from the molecule chains of aliphatic hydrocarbon

portions connected over carbonamide units (see Fig. 13.3 and Sect. 3.2.3.1). This

type of bonds is also called amide, peptide or protein bond and results in hydro-

carbon chains, which are regularly interrupted by nitrogen atoms (N). The number

of C-atoms between the N-atoms of monomer units (sequences) gives the nomen-

clature of the polyamides built from them [14].

Polar (carbonamide) and unipolar (hydrocarbon) structures are connected with

each other in aliphatic polyamides. The carbonamide units are capable of creating

hydrogen bonds as donor (N–H) as well as acceptor (C¼O). Furthermore, polar

amino (–NH2) and carboxyl (–COOH) groups are available at the terminals. The

number of these groups on the surface of a PA fiber can be increased by hydrolysis

in order to develop reactive centers. The hydrocarbon portion (segments) in PA can

be functionalized oxidatively in respective structural elements of polyolefins (see

Sect. 13.5) (Fig. 13.4).

13.2.4.3 Fibers from Aromatic Polyamides (Aramid)

The combination of monomers in aromatic polyamides occurs via the carbonamide

bond, similarly to aliphatic polyamides. The intermediate links consist of either

meta- or para substituted aromatic phenyl units (Fig. 13.5). The resulting polymers

possess a strong tendency to form hydrogen bonds, which strongly influence their

internal strength [15].

Due to their alternative polar/non polar structures, aromatic polyamides contain
a pronounced polar part in their surface energy, which causes a good wettability of

desized fiber materials [16]. Aromatic diamine constituents and amide groups are

especially accessible for the chemical modification of aramid fibers.

Fig. 13.2 Structural elements of PE (left) und PP (right)
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13.2.4.4 Fibers from Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET)

PET is the globally most common polymer material for the production of textile

fibers [17] and belongs to the class of aromatic aliphatic polyesters. PET is

composed from ethylene terephthalate units (Fig. 13.6) and is resistant to most

solvents and many chemical influences.

Textile fibers made from PET have very hydrophobic surfaces causing poor

wettability. This area can be activated and modified by an oxidative attack on the

aliphatic –CH2–CH2– units and by controlled ester hydrolysis (see Sect. 13.5.2.1) in

order to form reactive centers and anchoring points.

13.2.4.5 Glass Fibers

Depending on the purpose of application, glass fibers are available in a large variety

of material compositions (see Sect. 3.3.2), all of which consist predominantly of

silicates. Here, the condensed silica structures form three-dimensional (SiO2)x
networks (see Fig. 13.7) with uncondensed free silanol functions at their phase

O

H2N

n
COOH

Polyamide 6

Polyamide 11

Polyamide 12

R =  –(CH2)5
–

R =  –(CH2)10
–

R =  –(CH2)11
–

N

H

R
R

Fig. 13.3 Aliphatic polyamide from one monomer

Fig. 13.4 Aliphatic polyamide from two monomers

Fig. 13.5 Structure unit of poly (m-phenylene terephthalamide) (left); poly (p-phenylene

isophathaldiamide) (right)
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boundaries [18]. These chemically reactive hydroxyl groups allow the covalent

fixation of a variety of alkoxy silanes, which can form chemical bonds or permanent

physical bonding with matrix materials (see Sect. 13.3.2) [19].

13.2.4.6 Carbon Fibers

Depending on the manufacturing process (see Sect. 3.3.3), carbon fibers are com-

posed, to varying degrees, from pure, hexagonally arranged carbon structures. The

ideal structure is illustrated in Fig. 13.8.

The carbon fiber can be modified in the region of surface layers using chemical

oxidation, which results in physically active and chemically reactive centers at their

surface structure. Interestingly, a significant increase in fiber strength and stiffness

can be observed in the case of reactive gas treatment aimed at increasing surface

polarity [20, 21].

13.2.4.7 Ceramic Fibers

Fibers from oxidative and non-oxidative ceramics, like aluminum oxide or silicon

carbide, have high surface energy and can be wetted very well. Their surfaces are

largely chemically stable and can be decomposed only under very drastic

conditions [22].

13.2.4.8 Natural Fibers (Flax, Linen)

The natural flax fibers and the fiber material manufactured from them are composed

of cellulosic structures (Fig. 13.9). They have reactive hydroxyl groups and are

capable of forming hydrogen bonds.

Fig. 13.6 Structure of

polyethylene terephthalate

Fig. 13.7 Silicate

structures at the surface of

glass fibers (schematic)
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The OH groups of cellulose allow for a wide range of chemically utilizable

reactions, such as addition, condensation or substitution, where the primary

hydroxyl functions exhibits much higher disposition to reactions than the two

secondary hydroxyl functions. The oxygen bond between the rings is very sensitive

to acids and can easily be separated by them. The fiber material is very hydrophilic,

contains a porous structure and offers excellent wetting properties for liquid phases.

13.2.4.9 Other Fiber Materials

Other textile technically interesting fiber materials are polyphenylene sulfide (PPS),

polyether ether ketone (PEEK), polybenzimide (PBI) and polyphenylenebenz-

bisoxazol (PBO). They all share a high chemical stability and inert fiber surfaces.

13.2.5 Chemical Properties of Spin Finishes and Sizing
Materials

13.2.5.1 Spin Finish for Polymeric Synthetic Fibers

Synthetic fibers are finished using spin finishes (with a weight addition of 0.5–2 %)

immediately after their spinning in order to provide the properties required for

further processing. Outstanding running and sliding properties are the main require-

ments to ensure an optimum frictional behavior for the reduction of electrostatic

Fig. 13.8 Ideal structural segment of carbon fibers

Fig. 13.9 Structural unit of cellulose
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charge accumulation and to guarantee internal cohesion of individual filaments in a

bundle. Depending on the substrate and spinning technique, the chemical products

used to this end usually consist of the following substances [23]:

• anti-friction agent (40–60 %),

• emulsifying agents,

• anti-electrostatics, and

• additives (wetting agent, biocides, corrosion inhibitors, anti oxidants).

Anti-friction agents are based on fatty acid tri-glycerides (vegetable oil), ester-

ified oleic acids such as octyl- and tridecyl stearates, trimethylolpropane

trinonanoates and ethylene oxide/propylene oxide adducts. Fatty alcohol and fatty

acid ethoxylate, partial glyceride, triethoxy glyceride as well as anionic detergents

with antistatic effects, such as sulfonated or sulfated vegetable oils are applied as

emulsifiers. All these substances have relatively low molecular weight, consisting

to a great extent of aliphatic hydrocarbon structures and do not possess any

chemically reactive centers. In a fiber-matrix interface they are a disturbing element

and counter the required adhesion forces of a composite. Therefore, it is

recommended to remove these spin finishes by means of wet chemical, plasma

technology or reactive gas based treatment (see Sect. 13.5.2).

13.2.5.2 Finishes for Glass and Carbon Fibers

In contrast to polymeric synthetic fibers, the finishing of glass and carbon fibers is

carried out with preparations (sizings), which usually possess interface-active sub-

stances. In this case, sizing materials have been developed, which assume the

mechanical and anti-static protective functions described in the previous section

and also interact with the matrix component.

13.2.5.3 Sizing for Glass Fibers

Conventional textile sizing materials for glass consist of a mixture of starch or

dextrin with oil and fats [1]. Such preparations are applied especially for textile-

reinforced composites and must be removed before further processing,

i.e. impregnation or coating, as they counteract adhesion. After desizing, which is

preferably executed thermally, the reinforcement structure is dip-coated with adhe-

sion promoter. Immediately after their manufacturing, glass fibers are often sized

with so-called silane coupling agents. These are composed of organic functional

trialkoxysilanes and able to form a condensation product (reaction with water) with

free hydroxyl groups of the glass fiber surface after hydrolysis (see Sect. 13.2.4) and

can thus find a permanent anchoring (Fig. 13.10).

The organic functionality of condensed silane can be used for the chemical

bonding of matrix polymers. A wide range of functionalities is available [24], some

of which need to be considered here.
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Silanes containing amino groups are versatile. For instance, they can be added to

isocyanat functions of polyurethane (PU) pre-polymers (Fig. 13.11).

The addition of amino-functionalized silanes to epoxy group containing epoxy

resin (EP) can also be carried out easily (Fig. 13.12).

Silanes carrying epoxy functions are available for the addition of hydroxyl

groups. Such hydroxyl groups are present, for example, in phenol resin or thermo-

plastic polyesters (Fig. 13.13).

Further alkoxysilane bonds carry functional groups with vinyl, acrylic or ali-

phatic functional structures. Vinyl silanes and acrylic silanes can react with unsat-

urated polymers and aliphatically modified silanes serve the adhesion with nonpolar

matrix materials such as polyolefins [24].

13.2.5.4 Sizing for Carbon Fibers

Carbon fibers are provided with application-adapted sizings by the manufacturers

[25]. For this purpose, mainly sizings containing epoxy (EP) and polyurethane are

used, which are suitable for the processing of fiber materials in EP-resin or in

thermoplastic, as phases with approximately identical surface energies come to

meet with each other (see Sect. 13.3). However, it is also possible to increase the

polarity of sized surfaces of carbon fibers using different methods (see Sect. 13.5.2),

so that active interfaces can be obtained.

13.2.5.5 Other Sizing Materials

Generally, all textile yarns and the fabrics produced from them contain sizings in

order to provide the mechanical and antistatic properties, allowing high-speed

RO
Si

R

OR
OR

OH OH OH

Glass fiber

OOO

Si

R

Glass fiber

H2O, –ROH

Fig. 13.10 Covalent bond of trialkoxysilanes to the surface of the glass fiber (R¼ functional)

Fig. 13.11 Addition of anchored amino silanes to PU-prepolymers (R¼C3H6)
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processing. Mineral oil products, aqueous polymer dispersions such as polyacrylate

or polyvinyl alcohols, and formulations based on natural materials are applied. As

these sizing materials often exhibit very poor interaction potential and block the

access to the fiber interface, they must be removed. This applies especially for sized

aramid fibers [1, 26], which show reduced adhesion properties if applied without

removal of the mentioned auxiliary agents.

13.2.6 Chemistry of the Matrix Interface

Thermoset, thermoplastic or inorganic material system (e.g. concrete) are used as

matrix materials as well as coating agents depending on the requirements and

application. The limits of application of fiber-reinforced composites or textile-

based membranes are set by the choice of matrix or coating systems. Apart from

the mechanical properties of the matrix, its suitability for chemical bonding to

pretreated and finished fiber materials is of special interest.

13.2.6.1 Reactive Cross-Linking Matrix Resins

Reactive resin systems are low-molecular pre-polymer substances available for

processing in liquid form [1]. This facilitates wetting of textile surfaces and offers

possibilities for chemical bonding between fiber and matrix, as a wide range of

reactive groups are available before the resin is cured. The most common thermoset

resin systems are described briefly below:

Epoxy Resins

Epoxy resins (EP) have reactive centers which are developed as epoxy functions

(Fig. 13.14). Hydroxyl and amino substituted molecules or structural elements can

be added easily to these chemically active groups, which are used for the curing of

Fig. 13.12 Addition of anchored amino silanes to EP-resin (R¼C3H6)

Fig. 13.13 Addition of anchored amino silanes to hydroxyl groups
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the resin. Such an addition reaction is also possible with appropriate chemical

structures offered at the fiber surface.

Vinyl Ester Resins

Vinyl ester resins are acrylic or methacrylic esters of epoxy resin. They have

reactive C–C double bonds (Fig. 13.15), are dissolved in styrene and cured by

radical polymerization. The vinyl functional groups anchored on the fiber can

participate in this curing process and thus form a chemical bond with the matrix.

Vinyl Ester–Urethane Hybrid Resin

Vinyl ester urethane hybrid resins consist of long-chain diisocyanates in addition to

the vinyl ester resin, which serve to cross-link over secondary OH-groups of the

vinyl esters. The isocyanate functional groups are also suitable to create bonds with

the fiber, if amino or hydroxyl groups are present there. As a result of the reaction

urethane or urea structures are formed (Fig. 13.16).

Unsaturated Polyester Resins

Similar to vinyl ester resins, unsaturated polyester resins have reactive double

bonds which can be cross-linked by styrene. Again, it is also possible to incorporate

vinyl groups anchored in the fiber interface in the radical polymerization

(Fig. 13.17).

Phenol Resins

Phenol resins are pre-polymeric condensed products from phenol and aldehydes, in

which formaldehyde is used preferentially. They have reactive methylol groups and

release formaldehyde during their curing. The methyl functional groups as well as

free formaldehyde can serve the bonding between matrix and fiber when hydroxyl

and amino functional groups are present from the side of the fiber (Fig. 13.18).

Fig. 13.14 Structural element of an epoxy resin in its uncured state, with reactive epoxy

functionalities as end groups
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Fig. 13.15 Vinyl ester resin of pre-polymer with polymerizable vinyl functional groups (molecule

edges on left and right, R¼H, CH3)

Fig. 13.16 Reactions of isocyanates with hydroxyl (top) and amino (bottom) functional groups on
a fiber surface

Fig. 13.17 Reaction between interface with vinyl functional groups, styrene, and unsaturated

polyesters (R¼ polymer functional groups)

Fig. 13.18 Reaction possibility between amino and hydroxyl functional groups from the side of

the fiber, formaldehyde, and phenol resin (R¼ polymer functional groups)
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13.2.6.2 Thermoplastic Matrices

A wide range of materials are available for the application of thermoplastic

matrices [1]. Their application is realized by melting, distribution, and pressing.

If the thermoplastic materials have no chemically reactive center and show rela-

tively low surface energy, then the polar structured surface of reinforcement fibers

can be assimilated to the matrix. This can be achieved by the application of

alkoxysilanes with distinctive aliphatic structural elements on the glass fiber (see

Fig. 13.19).

13.2.6.3 Mineral Matrices

In the last few years, textile reinforcement structures have found applications as

reinforcements of concrete structures for the restoration and maintenance of civil

constructions (see Sect. 16.4) due to their performance capability. The composite

material used for this purpose is concrete, which is a mixture of cement, aggregates,

and water. As the binder material, cement is composed mainly of calcium oxide

(CaO), silicon dioxide (SiO2), aluminium oxide (Al2O3) and ferric oxide (Fe2O3)

[27], representing a very complex chemical system which reacts with water to form

stable and insoluble bondings. As a result calcium silicate hydrates are formed,

which give strength to the building material. The frictional coupling of the inor-

ganic matrix with the textile reinforcement structure generally produced from the

coated glass fiber and/or carbon fiber bundle, can occur only via a mechanical

O O O O O O

Fiber

O O O O O O OOO

Si Si Si

R
R

Matrix

SiSi

Fig. 13.19 Modification of glass fibers with aliphatic structures
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dovetailing and polar interactions. Good composite properties are achieved by fiber

materials coated with sulfonated or carboxylated cross-linkable styrene-butadien

copolymers [28].

13.2.6.4 Coating Materials

The most commonly used materials for the coating of textile reinforcement struc-

tures, such as polyvinyl chloride [29], polyurethane, polyacrylic ester, polytetra-

fluoroethylene, polysiloxane, polychloropropene, and natural rubber are explained

in Sects. 13.5.3 and 16.5.

13.2.7 Topography of Textile Surfaces

Surface topography is another influencing factor for a good wetting and adhesion

behavior of fibers. It deals with the height deviations of the actual boundary surface

from the ideal average smooth boundary plane. As the reasons for adhesion, the

mechanical dovetailing and chemical bonding are discussed [25, 30]. The contri-

bution of mechanical interlocking for adhesion can be estimated. It definitely

increases with the increase of roughness of the fiber surface. This roughness

implicates an enlarged surface, which facilitates chemical interactions. Optimum

mechanical properties of the composite can be achieved if the adhesion energy in

the boundary surface between fiber surface and matrix exceeds the cohesion energy

of the polymer matrix [31–35]. The fiber roughness plays a decisive part, consid-

ering the mechanical adhesion theory (see also Sect. 3.2.2.5) for the improvement

of adhesion properties, which contributes to the improvement of bonding [36, 37].

13.3 Material Combination and Compatibility

For the evaluation of the compatibility of materials for composites, the physical and

chemical properties of their interface should be considered, from which a conclu-

sion can be drawn regarding the wettability and the adhesion properties.

13.3.1 Physical Compatibility

Generally, it is apparent that a solid surface with higher surface energy containing

distinct polar parts exhibits good wetting properties. At the same time, it is also

known that the wettability of a liquid phase, e.g. of a polymer melt, coating paste or

reactive resin formulation, increases with the decrease of its surface tension. This
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means that solid phases (fiber materials) with higher surface energy (σs) and liquid

phases (melts, pastes, resins) with lower surface tension (σl) are advantageous for a
good wetting of textile reinforcement structure with polymer matrices during the

production of composites for lightweight construction. This can be formulated as

follows Eq. (13.2):

σs > σl ð13:2Þ

The work of adhesion (WA), which is used for the separation of two phases (with

surface energies σ1 and σ2) from each other, is described by DUPRÉ in Eq. (13.3).

WA ¼ σ1 þ σ2 � σ12 ð13:3Þ

Equation (13.1) by OWENS andWENDT described in Sect. 13.2.2 is applicable for

the calculation of the interface energy from the surface energies of individual

components of a material combination, such as fiber and matrix. An inclusion of

this concept in the DUPRÉ equation (13.3), yields the following equation [38]:

WA ¼ σ1 þ σ2 � σ1 � σ2 þ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σD
1 � σD

2

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ P
1 � σ P

2

q� �
ð13:4Þ

As is apparent from Eq. (13.4), the maximum possible value for the work of

adhesion WA is obtained in the disperse and polar parts in case of exactly identical

surface energies of the partners. Thus, the material combinations should be selected

in such a way that all materials have similar characteristics in their surface energy

and also exhibit good wetting behavior. The relationship is illustrated schematically

in Fig. 13.20.

The values given in tables can be used to estimate compatibility of material

combinations regarding their surface energies. A small selection of relevant data is

given in Table 13.1. For common textile materials, the specific values are available

in tables. However, they can deviate significantly from existing real textile mate-

rials. On the one hand, this is due to the fact that generally copolymers and various

additive mixtures rather than pure material systems are used for the production of

textile yarns and threads. On the other hand, textile surfaces are provided with

sizings and spin finishes, which cause a significant change in the interface charac-

teristics compared to desized raw materials. Furthermore, it is also possible to

change the surface energy qualitatively and quantitatively by chemical-physical

treatments and finishing processes as well as through functional coating (see

Sect. 13.5.2). Thus, an increase of compatibility of a given fiber-matrix system

can be achieved. For the determination of conditions prevailing in the material,

direct measurements are advantageous. The methods applied for this purpose are

discussed in detail in Sect. 13.4.
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Fig. 13.20 Qualitative

relationship between

surface energies, wetting

behavior, and adhesion

properties of fiber-matrix

systems

Table 13.1 Surface energies of selected materials [39]

Surface energy (mN/m)

Material Total Disperse Polar

Polyethylene 35.1

Polypropylene 31.2 30.5 0.7

Polyamide 40.5 33.7 6.8

Aramid (desized) 30.8 10.3 20.5

Polyester (PET) 44.0 43.0 1.0

Glass (desized) 73.3 29.4 43.9

Glass (sized) 30.2 2.2 18.0

Carbon 34.8 33.0 1.8

Carbon (sized) 22.2 16.2 6.0

Basalt (sized) 39.2 19.7 19.5

Steel 34.4 34.0 0.4

Water 72.8 51.0 21.8

SBR dispersion 22.2 16.3 5.9

PU resin 43 Not available Not available

PMMA resin 45.8 39.2 6.6

Epoxy resin 36 Not available Not available

Phenol resin 42 Not available Not available

Polyester resin 41 Not available Not available
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13.3.2 Chemical Compatibility

If the textile fibers possess reactive groups in their surface structures, these can

serve as the binding points for the covalent bonds with reactive matrix materials.

Basically, three different types of reactions take place here, which can lead to the

following combinations [40].

13.3.2.1 Addition Reactions

Fiber materials with amino (–NH2) and hydroxyl (–OH) functional groups are

readily available for the addition reaction with epoxy groups containing epoxy

resin and isocyanato (–NCO) groups of pre-polymer polyurethanes. If the textile

components have epoxy or isocyanate functionalities, then matrix systems with

amino and hydroxyl groups can be added.

13.3.2.2 Condensation Reaction

Condensation reactions are only possible in interfaces of material combinations

when amino and carboxyl (–COOH) functional groups are available alternatively,

which form an amide bond after secession.

13.3.2.3 Polymerization Reactions

With the availability of carbon-carbon double bonds (π bonds) in the phase bound-

aries of fiber and matrix, polymerizations can take place. The material combina-

tions can include a fiber modified by finishing and an unsaturated polyester resin or

polymethacrylic resin.

In most cases the aforementioned functional groups at the fiber surface required

for the chemical bonding must be developed by direct surface modification by

means of functional sizing and coating as well as adhesion promoters. Processes

and methods of textile finishing are suitable for this purpose (see Sect. 13.5).

13.4 Experimental Determination of Physical

and Chemical Characteristics of Interfaces

The characteristics of surface properties of materials are the result of their chemical

and physical structuring at micro, meso and macro levels. Starting from the atomic

composition of macro molecules, to their arrangement in polymer and the forma-

tion of phase boundaries (surface), there are a number of structural elements
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contributing to the interface phenomenon. Under these circumstances, it is favor-

able to represent the different influencing factors in a brief description. Such a

representation is based on the knowledge of the surface energy of textile materials,

by which the interaction potential of the surface is described in numerical values.

These values describe the wetting behaviors, the physical/chemical adhesion capa-

bility, and thus the compatibility with given matrix materials. The determination of

this parameter is realized by means of the measurements of liquid contact angels

directly at or on the surface of the material to be considered in fabric and as yarn

form [41]. Since the determined values for surface energy, subdivided into disperse

and polar part, represent the physically and chemically active structural elements as

a whole, it can be useful to test the chemical functions separately.

13.4.1 Investigations on Surface Energy of Textile Materials

The surface energy of solids can be determined horizontally in a plane surface or in

a vertically hanging form (e.g. as fiber). In the simplest case, so-called test inks can

be used, which enables only an estimation of the total energy. However, this is often

sufficient, particularly when it concerns the testing of finishing effects of a treated

material. Exact information can be gathered by the application of a contact angle

measurement device (for the analysis of a plane surface) and a tensiometer (for the

perpendicular measurement of a specimen).

13.4.1.1 Test Ink

Test ink represents a simple and cheap means for the testing of surface energy of

solid materials. Inks are colored liquid mixtures with a precisely defined surface

tension. The liquids, whose composition is standardized according to DIN ISO

8296, are available in the range from 30 to 72 mN/m with an adjustment of 2 mN/m

[42]. They are applied directly to the surface, and wetting or lack thereof is assessed

immediately. The value of the test ink inducing a stable wetting over a period of

time corresponds to the surface energy of the specimen under consideration. Matrix

materials to be evaluated can be formed into a film in order to be subjected to the

test. The testing of individual fibers requires some skill but can be performed with

the help of a light microscope. Test inks are particularly suitable for the testing of a

successful chemical and physical treatment to increase interface activity.

13.4.1.2 Contact Angle Analysis of a Plane Surface

The contact angle measurement for the calculation of surface energy differentiated

into disperse and polar parts (see Sect. 13.2.1) of solid plane surfaces is performed

by means of devices which consist of an illuminated specimen table, a dropper
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(syringe and needle) for the liquid measurement, a camera, and a computer with

image processing and calculation programs (Fig. 13.21).

On the surface, different test fluids are applied as drops and their contours are

transferred to the image processing program using the camera. The program is able

to measure the contact angle between the specimen surface and the drop of fluid.

The measured contact angle serves the program as the basis for the calculation of

surface energy values, which should subsequently consider the method of OWENS,

WENDT, RABEL and KAELBLE [43]. The determination of the contact angle is

carried out through tangents applied to the drop contours at the contact point of

liquid/solid (see Fig. 13.22). The value used for the calculation is the average of

individual values measures on the left-hand (Θl) and right-hand (Θr) sides.

For the measurement of contact angles in practice, minimum two liquids are

used, whose surface tensions in the disperse and polar part are known. Furthermore,

the liquids must exhibit clear differences in their properties, i.e. a polar and a

nonpolar test liquid should be applied. One suitable liquid pair is consisting of

water and diiodomethane. The values of this system for the surface tension are

given in Table 13.2.

The method for the determination of surface energy described above is based on

the fundamentals of the relationship between the interfacial tension at a point of a

3-phase contact line (Fig. 13.23), formulated by YOUNG in 1805.

The surface tensions of the two condensed phases are described by σs and σl,
where s and l represent solid and liquid respectively. The interfacial tension

between these two phases is designated by σsl, and Θ is the contact angle, which

corresponds to the angle between the vectors σl and σsl [41]. The relationship

between these values is designated as Young’s equation

Fig. 13.21 Schematic set-up of a contact angle measurement system
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σs ¼ σslþ σl� cos θ ð13:5Þ

The combination of the equation of interfacial tension, formulated by OWENS and

WENDT [see Eq. (13.1), Sect. 13.2.2], with the Young’s equation

σsl ¼ σs þ σl � 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σD
s � σD

l

q
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ P
s � σ p

l

q� �
ð13:6Þ

leads to a general linear equation according to the work of KAELBLE and RABEL:

y ¼ mxþ b ð13:7Þ

which becomes clear in the following form:

Fig. 13.22 Left (Θl) and right (Θr) side contact angle of a drop of liquid on a solid surface under

the application of tangents [39] (left), video image of a drop on a material surface (right)

Table 13.2 Surface energy

of test liquids [39] in mN/m
Liquid σs σlD σlP

Water (H20) 72.8 21.8 51.0

Diiodomethane (CH2I2) 50.8 50.8 0.0

Fig. 13.23 Contact angle and interface tensions on a wetted surface, according to YOUNG
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1þ cos θð Þ � σl

2
ffiffiffiffiffiffi
σD
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σ P
s
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ffiffiffiffiffiffi
σ P
l
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l
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ffiffiffiffiffiffi
σD
s

q
ð13:8Þ

Equation 13.8 allows the calculation of the surface energy of a solid with the help of

measured contact angle of two liquids with known surface tension. For visualiza-

tion, this is shown in Fig. 13.24.

With the aforementioned method for the measurement of contact angle and the

calculated surface energy, it is possible to characterize plane surfaces such as

e.g. matrix films, dense woven fabrics (treated and untreated), coatings and coarse

monofilaments (in the presence of a good measuring device) regarding their

potential for boundary layer interactions.

13.4.1.3 Determination of Surface Energy of Fibers and Filaments

The surface energy of fiber and filaments with diameters of minimum 5 μm can be

determined by a tensiometer. Such a tensiometer is equipped with a vertically

movable table to accommodate the test fluids, and a sample holder with a highly

sensitive fine scale (Fig. 13.25). The data acquired by the measurements are

transferred to the computer, which then calculates the contact angle and the surface

energy according to Eqs. (13.8) and (13.9) respectively.

Apart from the characterization of fiber surfaces with the help of test fluids, it is

also possible to determine the wetting angle of a given textile fiber with matrix or

coating materials with the described test setup. The measurement principle follows

the WILHELMY methods [41], where the solid body (fiber) is brought into contact

with the liquid, which exerts a force on it (Fig. 13.26).

This Wilhelmy force (F) is measured and the contact angle Θ is calculated

from it.

Fig. 13.24 Determination

of disperse and polar parts

of surface energy of a solid

according to RABEL (*:

measurement with fluid

1, +: measurement with

fluid 2)
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cos θ ¼ F

σl � l
ð13:9Þ

F (N) measured Wilhelmy force

l (m) wetted length

σl (N/m) surface tension of the test fluid

If two different test fluids are used, such as water and diiodomethane, then the

surface energy can determined in a further calculation using Eq. 13.8 developed by

OWENS, WENDT, RABEL, and KAELBLE.

Fig. 13.25 Schematic

representation of a single

fiber tensiometer

Fig. 13.26 Wetting of

single fiber in single fiber

tensiometer
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13.4.2 Investigations of the Chemistry of the Surfaces
of Textile Materials

Apart from the determination of physical/chemical surface parameters, the chem-

ical characterization of textile materials can be useful in order to directly detect the

active chemically reactive centers in the boundary layer of fibers. This is very

important to evaluate the effectiveness of methods and processes after the

pretreatment of textile materials for their activation and functionalization. The

required investigations can be performed with laboratory-based instrumental ana-

lytical equipment, such as infrared spectrometer with surface measurement units

(IR-ATR) or with X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy. They can also be performed

with simple methods.

13.4.2.1 Instrumental Chemical Analytics

From the instrumental analysis methods used for the characterizations, two methods

will briefly be discussed. They are suitable for the representation of chemical

characteristics of textile surfaces. For a detail description, relevant text books can

be referred to [44, 45].

Infrared Spectroscopy (IR) Investigations

In the study of solid, liquid or gaseous substances by means of infrared spectros-

copy, the absorption spectrum in medium infrared range (MIR) of the electro-

magnetic spectrum is obtained. With the obtained absorption signals (absorption

bands), the molecular substructures can be designated based on the involved atoms

and their bonding characteristics. The atoms present in the molecule are irradiated

by electro-magnetic waves in IR-range, depending on the type and bonding of

atoms. As a result, the atoms are stimulated through the absorption of defined wave

lengths (¼energies) to valence (ν) and deformation vibration (δ). The relevant wave
length range is 2.5–25 μm, which is typically indicated in wave number per

centimeter. This corresponds to wave numbers between 400 and 4,000 cm�1. For

the spectroscopic inspection of surfaces like those of textile fiber materials or

fabrics, the IR-spectrometer must feature a suitable surface measuring device

working according to the method of attenuated total reflection (ATR).

The information documented by an IR-spectrometer are mainly of qualitative

nature and enable statements regarding the presence of functional groups (e.g. –

NH2, –OH, –COOH, –NCO, –CN), the existence of particular bonds (e.g. amide,

urethane, ester, Si–O and other bonds), and the type of hydrocarbon (aliphatic, vinyl

or aromatic) or carbon-carbon bonds (single, double or triple bonds). The evalua-

tion of observed signals in a measured spectrum is done over reference spectra of
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known structures and table data. A large number of text books are available on this

subject [45]. Some exemplary data is given here (see Table 13.3).

Investigations Through X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, also known as ESCA (Electron Spectroscopy for
Chemical Analysis), is a strongly surface-sensitive analysis method. Using energet-

ically defined X-rays, the photoelectrons are knocked out of the specimen interface,

and can be detected by means of an electron analyzer [46]. Depending on the

bonding energy of the photoelectrons and intensity of the resulting photoelectron

signals, it is possible to recognize the existing elements, grouping of atoms, and

structural components as well as their relative mass fraction. For the characteriza-

tion of textile material surfaces, it can be applied in number of ways: for the proof of

usable functionalities such as hydroxyl, carboxyl or amino groups, segregated

substances, e.g. modified silica layers, or for the detection of repelling substituents

containing fluorine or chlorine. For detailed information on the analysis methods,

text books can be referred to [45, 47, 48].

13.4.2.2 Wet Chemical Dyeing

Of the different ways of wet-chemical analysis of active groups, such as by means

of acid-base and redox titrations or specific chemical reactions and derivative

synthesis, the dyeability test can be emphasized here, because it enables the

functionality of textile surfaces to be made visible. To perform this test, acidic

and basic dyes are required. Detailed investigations on the dyeability reactions and

practical references are illustrated in [49].

Table 13.3 Vibration data of

important molecule groups
Molecular group Name Wave number (cm�1)

¼NH Imino 3,100–3,500

–NH2 Amino 3,200–3,400

¼C¼O Carbonyl 1,700

–C�N Cyano 2,200–2,260

–C¼C– Vinyl 1,650

–OH Hydroxyl 2,500–3,000

Epoxy 840–900

–COOH Carboxyl 1,200–1,400

–NCO Isocyanato 2,250–2,300
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Dyeing with Acid Dyes

Acid dyes like e.g. Acid Blue 83, enter electrostatic interactions with protonated

amino functional groups on the surface of textile materials and are bonded perma-

nently [49]. Here, a dyeing of surfaces takes place, whose regularity and intensity

can be evaluated visually or colorimetrically (see Fig. 13.27). This practical

application is very simple: the specimens are dipped into an acetic dye bath for

30 min where they are swirled occasionally. It is important to clean the textile

surface so that only the bonded dyes remain on the surface. Since the bonding of the

dyes is reversible under alkaline conditions, it is possible to measure bonded dye

molecules quantitatively and hence the available amino groups. For this purpose,

the concentration of detached dyes in the decoloration solution must be determined

photometrically.

This dyeing technique is very suitable to obtain very fast information about the

effectiveness of a textile pretreatment or finishing process. The other uncompli-

cated and qualitative method is the wetting with a colorless ninhydrin solution. This

reagent frequently used in bio chemistry results in clear deep violet coloration in the

presence of –NH2 groups (Fig. 13.28).

Dyeing with Acid Dyes

Basic dyes possess a positive charge in the molecule and are suitable to form an

ionic bond with negatively charged groups on the fiber surface. This can be used to

visually verify functionalities like carboxylic acid or deprotonated hydroxyl groups.

Fig. 13.27 Schematic illustration of bonding of a dye to the amino functional groups of a finished

PET woven fabric (left), dyeing results for functionalized polyester and base material (right)

Fig. 13.28 Reaction of ninhydrin with amino-functionalized fibers (in simple form) [12]
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In practice it is used for instance for quick the evaluation of oxidative treatments of

textile structures, preferably with methyl blue dye [13]. This dye can be removed

from the textile under an acidic condition and be quantified.

Further Dyeability Test for the Verification of Reactive Groups on Fiber

Surfaces

Dyes can be added to the textile boundary layers, which after functionalization or

finishing exhibit epoxy or isocyanate groups with free amino functionalities

(Fig. 13.29). For this, small molecules from dispersion dyes are suitable, which

do not have any other reactive centers. The release of the bonded dyes from the

textile surface is not easily realizable. During the dyeability test, a blank sample

without functionalization must be subjected to the same test conditions in order to

eliminate any chance of misinterpretations.

13.5 Finishing Processes, Methods, and Technologies

The surface activation, functionalization, and finishing of textile materials can be

performed in all steps of textile process chain. Different processes and technologies

are applied depending on whether a textile fabric needs to be activated by a corona

before a coating or a special functional yarn to be processed into a fabric surface.

The processes, methods, and technologies which can be applied for this purpose and

how they can be used will be discussed in this section. Special attention will be paid

to the pre-treatment and finishing of textile fibers, yarns, and fabrics specified for

use in lightweight construction and as technical textiles.

13.5.1 Spinning-Integrated Finishing of Fibers

The application-oriented finishing of synthetic fibers can be performed during their

manufacturing stage in order to realize different additional functions beyond the

Fig. 13.29 Addition of

dyes to isocyanate and

epoxy functional groups
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original material characteristics, which enables the development of functional

groups, especially in the fiber interface. This can be done by the incorporation of

any required active substances (additives) by homogeneous mixing in the spin mass

before or during the spinning or on the other hand can be applied on the fiber surface

after the fiber formation.

The direct incorporation of additives (internal additives) is usually performed by

means of mixing in the form of a master batch [50] and this leads to a homogenous

distribution of effective substances in fiber material [51]. However, additives active

in the marginal layers of the fiber are only partially utilized. This drawback can be

overcome by the application of functional molecules capable to migrate, since they

concentrate at the periphery of fiber. As a result a small amount of them is required.

Additives accumulating at the fiber surface for the finishing of textiles made of

polyamide are a good example of this [52].

The external application of additives is usually performed simultaneously during

the sizing or finishing, whose primary function is to ensure the textile processability

of fibers. Through the appropriate composition and formulation, it is possible to add

functions beyond the mechanical protection of fibers, e.g. for good adhesion

properties (see Sect. 13.2.5), antistatic properties, or UV-protection [53]. The

application of carbon nanotubes (CNT) is particularly interesting, as they can be

mixed in portions with sizing and preparations. Thus, electro-conductivity can be

imparted to fiber materials by finishing and can be adjusted selectively by the

concentration of CNT [54]. Furthermore, due to their nano-scale dimension and

enormous strength, the CNT are able to contribute to defect repair at the fiber

surface and to increase the load-bearing capacity of their interface, thus increasing

fracture energy [55]. For the application of CNT containing sizing, it has been

shown that the CNT at the interface of fibers influences not only the breaking

properties, but also causes a characteristic transcrystallinity. With the application of

a very little amount of CNT, the tensile strength perpendicular to the fiber axis and

compression shear strength can be increased by 10 %. With a good dispersion of

CNTs, it is possible to achieve the percolation threshold of a system with a low

amount of CNT, allowing the development of an interface sensor [56]. CNT-based

interface sensors can be used in real composite components and also for different

sizing systems in glass fiber-based composites in order to identify different inter-

face damages.

13.5.2 Pretreatment of Textile Yarns and Fabrics
in the Finishing Process

The pretreatment of yarns and textile fabrics serves the purpose of preparation with

regards to their further processing steps such as finishing, coating, or application in

composites. In many cases, the removal of spin preparations or sizes is one of the

first tasks, as they hamper the further processing. Sizings showing functionality or
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compatibility apart from their good mechanical processability and being applied to

glass and carbon fibers can be exceptions to this rule (see Sect. 13.2.5). For aramid

fiber materials, it is necessary to remove the sizing to improve the surface properties

[1]. This removal of preparations and sizing is ensured by separate washing with

appropriate detergents or in the course of further pretreatment measures. This

process can be divided as follows:

• wet chemical pretreatment

• pretreatment by means of corona/plasma, and

• gas phase treatment with a mix of fluorine/air

With all the mentioned processes, an activation or functionalization of textile

surfaces is attained. The possibilities range from etching the material boundary the

creation of cavities and roughnesses, over the realization of polarity, and the

preservation of reactive groups at the surface. To perform wet chemical operations,

the original machines and devices of textile finishing are suitable such as winch, jet

or high temperature (HT) appliances, while special processing plants are required

for corona/plasma and fluorination.

13.5.2.1 Wet Chemical Pretreatment of Textile Materials

Four of the many kinds of wet chemical pretreatments will be described below.

These include the alkali treatment of aromatic/aliphatic polyester fibers from

polyethylene terephthalate (PET), the biocatalytic pretreatment of polyamide

(PA) fibers, the oxidation of carbon fibers, HT processing of fibers from polypro-

pylene (PP) and high strength polyethylene (UHMWPE).

Activation of Polyethylene Terephthalate by Means of Alkali Treatment

PET is a hydrophobic material with a relatively low surface energy (see Table 13.1),

especially in its polar parts. It does not have any directly utilizable chemical

functions and can therefore be dyed only with dispersion dyes, using the HTmethod

[57]. However, the ester groups typically found in these polymers are susceptible to

alkali hydrolysis (saponification) and amines, which result in aminolysis. For the

activation of the PET interfaces, only saponification is considered as it easier to

control than aminolysis. By adjusting alkali concentration, temperature, and time,

the alkali treatment can be controlled in a way that minimizes material and strength

loss. As a result, fiber surfaces with higher surface energies, hole-like dents

(cavities) as well as a higher roughness are attained. By this, the capacity of the

interaction property of polyester fiber increases, which improves wetting and

adhesion properties of the material. This type of pretreatment allows the realization

of a permanently anchored SiO2 and functionalized SiO2 layers on the PET [59] as
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well as a successful metallization of such surfaces [60] by the application of wet

chemical methods. PET fibers are shown exemplarily before and after alkali

treatment in Fig. 13.30.

An exact view of the treated surface is provided by from Fig. 13.31, where

almost no differences in micro-roughness are found.

Bio-catalytic Surface Treatment of Aliphatic Polyamide

The enzyme treatment is a very elegant and environmentally friendly pretreatment

method to increase the boundary layer activity of polyamides [20]. Here, a signif-

icant increase of surface energy of circa 50 % is observed.

Oxidation of Carbon Fibers with Nitric Acid

Oxidative treatments are often applied to carbon fibers immediately [61] after their

manufacturing and before their sizing (see Sect. 13.2.5). These sizings are capable

Fig. 13.30 PET fibers with 5,000-fold magnification (left: untreated, middle: lightly treated, right:
strongly treated with alkali)

Fig. 13.31 Surface structure of lightly (left) and strongly (right) alkalized PET fibers (10,000-fold

magnification)
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of forming permanent bonding with matrix or coating materials of the same

chemical structure. The measurable surface energies of individual filaments fall

into the range of 22 mN/m where polar parts of 6 mN/m can be observed [20]. By

means of a treatment with strongly oxidizing nitric acid (HNO3), these values can

be increased to about 40 mN/m or 18 mN/m respectively, which results in a

considerably more active fiber surface, especially regarding the polar properties.

This increase in polarity leads to higher wettability of the thousands of individual

filaments in a carbon fiber bundle (roving) and thus facilitates their impregnation

with applied matrices or coating materials. As a result, higher composite strength

can be expected. As a side-effect of the treatment of carbon fibers with HNO3,

significantly higher values for the strength of individual filaments have been

observed [20].

Wet Chemical Functionalization of Fibers from PP and High-Strength PE

Textile materials from aliphatic PP and PE polymers possess good to excellent

textile-physical properties. However, these materials with a pure hydrocarbon

structure (see Sect. 13.2.4) do not have any chemically and physically utilizable

molecular element, so that these can hardly be applied in composites. These

materials can also be activated oxidatively, which will be discussed later on

(see Sects. 13.5.2.2 and 13.5.2.3). At this point, a method is needed that can

successfully be realized with relatively simple means, i.e. with common machines

and devices of textile finishing. This is done by adding reactive amino groups to

polymer surfaces, anchoring them physically/mechanically in the base polymer.

This method relies on a conventional process of textile finishing, which is applied

for the dyeing of hydrophobic fibers with disperses dyes [57]. Instead of color-

producing structures, long aliphatic amines with their hydrophobic molecule

part are anchored in the fiber surface, so that free, reactive amino functional

groups are established at the boundary surface of the treated fibers (see

Fig. 13.32).

This methods of finishing of polyolefine work without problem for PP [12] and

UHMWPE [13] and produce high reactive fiber interfaces, which avails themselves

for further functionalization or direct application in composites. The amino-

functionalities can be proved very easily (see Sect. 13.4.2) and can be used

diversely. An example here is the covalent bonding of nano and sub micro particles,

which occur with reactive epoxy groups. One part of these chemically active groups

serve to anchor on the fiber surface (see Figs. 13.33 and 13.34), while the rest can be

applied to create bonds to matrices for the adjustment of defined adhesive forces or

further highly functional finishing such as the deposition of catalytic precious metal

nanoparticles [62].
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13.5.2.2 Pretreatment of Textile Interfaces byMeans of Corona/Plasma

Technology

A very effective pretreatment of textile materials can be performed by treatment

plants generating generate cold plasma under atmospheric pressure on the basis of

electric barrier discharge (DBD) [62]. In the simplest case, this can be used for the

activation of different textile materials such as polyolefine, polyester, polyamide, or

carbon fibers. This is carried out to increase the surface energy and to find

possibilities for the chemical modification of the fiber surface. The changes in

surfaces caused by the reactions of material interfaces with atmospheric oxygen

lead to the formation of polar groups. By the application of gases such as nitrogen

(N2), nitrous oxide (N2O), carbon monoxide (CO), carbon dioxide (CO2), or low

molecular organic bonding, defined functionalized surfaces are feasible. If a treat-

ment plant with an atomizing device (Fig. 13.35) is available to finely blend the

Fig. 13.32 Schematic representation of functionalization of PE (left) and PP (right) with physi-

cally anchored aliphatic amine
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liquid substance mixture with the plasma, further surface modifications are achiev-

able (Fig. 13.36).

The pretreatment or functionalization of textile materials through corona/plasma

processing at atmospheric pressure requires a double pass to achieve the required

finishing effect on both sides.

The results of the treatment for the processing of a UHMWPE woven fabric

under pure atmospheric condition are shown in Fig. 13.37. A roughening on the

micro level can be clearly recognized.
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Fig. 13.33 Schematic illustration of the bonding of nano and sub-micro particles on an amino-

functionalized PP fiber surface

Fig. 13.34 Reactive sub-micro particles anchored on PP fibers in 1,000-fold (left), 5,000-fold
(middle) and 20,000-fold (right) magnification
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13.5.2.3 Pretreatment of Fibers, Yarns, and Fabrics in Gas Phase by

Means of Fluorine/Air Mixtures

Another very elegant and extremely effective approach to the pretreatment or post-

treatment of textile materials in all types of forms is the gas phase treatment by

means of fluorine. The reactive substances are introduced for the modification of

Fig. 13.35 Corona/plasma unit by Ahlbrandt, with gas input and atomizing system for

pretreatment of textile materials under atmospheric pressure

Fig. 13.36 Activation and functionalization of textile materials through DBD generated atmo-

spheric pressure plasma
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fiber surfaces as well as their boundary layers in a gaseous aggregate state as

individual molecules. This guarantees the coverage of the entire fiber sheath

without any shadowing effect and allows a quick implementation due to high

diffusion speeds occurring in the gas. Continuous as well as discontinuous pro-

cesses are applied for this purpose, where the inline process seems most interesting

with which textile goods of greater length can be processed continuously. But also

the operation of a reactor in offline mode is highly useful for the treatment of textile

preforms. A continuously working treatment plant is shown in Fig. 13.38.

For the gas phase fluorination, fluorine/nitrogen mixtures (1:9 ratio) are used.

They are applied either pure or together with atmospheric air (oxi-fluorination) to

carry out the treatment. The principle of the process is shown Fig. 13.39.

The spectrum of achievable effects and functionalities covers the removal of

sizing for textile processing, the design of repellent material surface, and the

development of highly active and reactive interfaces with very good composite

properties. The process can be applied for all textile materials, but must be adjusted

to the material by initial investigations in order to avoid unacceptable damages. In

case of oxi-fluorination of carbon fibers, an increase of strength and E-modulus can

Fig. 13.37 UHMWPE woven fabric, untreated (left) and treated with DBD air plasma (right)

Fig. 13.38 Fluorine treatment in continuous processing (Source: Fluor Technik System GmbH)
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also be observed [20, 21] apart from the increase of surface energy, leading to the

improvement of wetting and adhesion properties.

From Fig. 13.40, it is apparent which possibilities of activation, hydrophilation,

and functionalization are offered by fluorination and oxyfluorination.

The morphological changes of fiber surfaces by oxyfluorination are illustrated in

Fig. 13.41.

13.5.2.4 Further Methods of Pretreatment of Textile Materials

As further methods of pretreatment for the activation of textile material surfaces,

irradiation with high energy electrons [63] (electron radiation treatment) and with

light of the ultra violet range of the electromagnetic spectrum [64] (UV-treatment)

Fig. 13.39 Basis representation of fluorine gas treatment in a continuous process

Fig. 13.40 Possibility of activation, hydrophilation, and functionalization of textile interfaces by

means of oxyfluorination and fluorination
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can be mentioned. Both methods cause topographical changes of the interface by

means of material degradation and provide them with polar molecular structures,

caused by the atmospheric oxygen present during the irradiation. These very

interesting methods were forgotten in past years and are recently gaining attention

again.

13.5.3 Finishing of Textile Materials

The finishing of textile materials must involve the appropriate selection of process

and methods to ensure a product that meets the requirements. Finishing processes in

aqueous media (bath) and a variety of coating methods or lamination process [65]

are available for this purpose. When used on their own, these textile processing

steps can serve a specific purpose of finishing, e.g. to make the textiles hydrophobic

or dimensionally stable. They can also be part of successful combinations, as in the

aqueous application of an adhesion promoter followed by a coating. In many cases,

a pretreatment is necessary for textile finishing, which can range from cleaning or

removing the spinning preparations to a highly functional design of the fiber

interfaces (see Sect. 13.5.2).

13.5.3.1 Textile Finishing by Means of Aqueous Baths

Imparting defined material and performance characteristics to textile materials by

means of aqueous baths with relevant active ingredients such as antistatic agents,

textile auxiliaries for softening, or high grade finishing agent for dimensional

stabilization is one of the most common tasks of textile finishing. The manufactur-

ing of highly demanding technical textiles can also benefit from this so-called wet

finishing. This can for instance include flame-retardant properties, resistance

against climatic and biological influences as well as an increased reactivity of

fiber surfaces (see Sect. 13.5.2.1). For the application from aqueous liquid, two

Fig. 13.41 High-performance PE fiber, untreated (left), oxyfluorination in 1,000-fold (middle)
and 10,000-fold (right) magnification
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procedures are available: the discontinuous exhaust process and the continuously

running impregnation process.

Exhaust Process

If soluble or dispersed substances and active agents (finishing auxiliaries) are

absorbed by textile fibers in aqueous liquid because of their fiber affinity,

i.e. exhausted from the liquid, this type of application is referred to as exhaust

process. Exhaust processes often work with a high (long) liquid ratio, measured by

the quotient of the mass of the textile in kg to liquid volume in l, which is circa 1:10.

New finishing devices offer results at significantly lower (shorter) liquid ratios of

1:1 and even lower. For all types of textile products, such as fibers, yarns, or fabrics,

finishing machines and devices are available, which makes it possible to integrate

the finishing variably in the textile process chain [23].

The conventional objectives of the wet finishing of textiles in exhaust processes

are a more evenly completed dyeing and its post-treatment [23]. It has also been

shown that this procedure allows the surface modification of textile materials. This

applies to the finishing of polyolefine with freely available amino groups [12, 13]

(see Sect. 13.5.2.1) as well as metallization of fiber interfaces in yarns and surfaces

[59]. Furthermore, with the help of these finishing techniques, the immobilization

of biocatalysts (enzymes) by means of their bonding at textile surfaces [66, 67] and

other modifications are realizable.

The equipment assembly for a wet treatment of textile materials often consists of

machines and devices, whose mode of operation has proven its worth for decades.

For the processing of wrapped surfaces and spooled yarns, devices which allow a

very homogenous finishing result by means of their flexibly selectable flow of the

bath fluid are appropriate, also making them especially suitable for high tempera-

ture processes. For textiles in hank form, textile machines further developed to

work with low bath ratios should be used. These treatment machines, known as jet,

over flow, and air flow are also suitable for HT, and guarantee good results.

Impregnation Process

The impregnation process is characterized by the application of highly concentrated

treatment liquid, a very good impregnation of the material, and its continuous

working procedure. By virtue of their precise adjustability of the dipping time of

the textile materials and of the agent concentrations in the finishing liquid or

dispersions, these processes help achieve defined results as well as resource-saving

working procedures.

The aims of textile finishing by means of impregnation largely match those of

exhaust processes, in which considerably higher concentrations of finishing agents

are used. Furthermore, finishing agents and finishes can be applied to textile sheets.

The impregnation process is suitable for open surface coating of textile structures in
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order to impart stability, strength, and adhesion capabilities to these fabrics. Par-

ticularly in the case of an open-meshed fabric structure manufactured from

multifilament yarns or rovings, optimum results are made possible by the high

rate of impregnation of coating formulations.

Pretreatment, application, and coating in impregnation processes are performed

by means of a padding-squeezing device, known as a padder (see Fig. 13.42). The

goods (substrate) are passed through a tank in their spread state. The tank contains

the treatment liquid (e.g. finishes, coatings, or finishing liquid). Then the impreg-

nated substrate is passed through a pair of rollers in order to squeeze the absorbed

liquid in a defined manner and to transport the goods onward. Depending on the aim

of the finishing, this is followed by a thermal drying and fixation, a hot vapor

treatment, or in many cases the immediate storage of the impregnated textile

materials to perform the required reaction of finishing agents. Except for the

cases of coating and finishing, the treated textile structures are washed and subse-

quently dried.

13.5.3.2 Coating of Textile Materials

A continuous application (coating) of a textile substrate with polymeric materials

results in new composites [29] with entirely new characteristics. They represent not

only the simple combination of individual materials, but also possess new proper-

ties in themselves. The mechanical loading capacity of the new composite is

determined mainly by the textile components, while the surface properties are

attributed to the coating agents. The suitable selection of textile reinforcements,

coating materials, and their formulation as well as application process (see

Sect. 13.5.3.3) allow the manufacturing of composites, which can be optimized

for the individual purpose of application. The application areas for coated textiles

are diversified and applied in many areas such as in membrane, automobile, and

aircraft construction, in civil engineering, in agriculture, and geo industries,

Fig. 13.42 Schematic diagram of padding
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medicine, clothing as well as in the areas of room and building design. A number of

other technical applications are possible with coated textile reinforcements, where

functional textiles occupy being the most important one. Here, textile systems for

the generation of electricity by means of fuel or solar cells and for sensoric and

actoric tasks are to be mentioned.

Coating Materials

Coating materials consist of film-forming synthetic polymers and solvents or water

as their second component. The dispersions or solutions that can be manufactured

from them are based on vinyl chlorides, urethanes, acrylic ester, and other raw

materials. As the only natural product natural rubber latex is used [53]. Some

polymers applied for coating will be discussed in this section.

Polyvinyl Chloride (PVC) Coating

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) is the single commonly used polymer for coating of

textiles. PVC is manufactured by the radical polymerization of vinyl chloride,

where a brittle and hard polymer (Fig. 13.43) is obtained, which is referred to as

unplasticized PVC.

This product is not suitable for the coating of flexible textile materials and must

be transferred into a so-called plastisol by an addition of softeners. These softeners,

which consist mainly of phthalate ester [68], can reach a content of up to 40 %. The

clear film formed by soft PVC exhibits a high abrasion resistance, as well as low

permeability. By means of a mixing of different additives, different properties such

as dyeability, flame retardance, weather resistance, or dirt repellence can be

imparted to soft-PVC coatings. These coatings are resistant to acids and bases.

However, organic solvents can cause the extraction of softeners, which may make

the film brittle and susceptible to break [69].

Polyurethane (PU) Coating

Polyurethanes (PU) result from the addition reaction of diisocyanate with dioles

(Fig. 13.44). The resulting polymer can have varying consistencies depending on

the type of raw materials and their cross-linking ability. Thus, depending on the

Fig. 13.43 Structural element of polyvinyl chloride
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purpose of application, the properties, such as flexibility, softness, elasticity or also

vapor permeability of materials coated with them can be adjusted.

The coating is carried out by means of aqueous dispersion of polymers or by

mixing pre-polymers, which react under the influence of thermal energy [70]. PU

coating is characterized by the high tensile strength, tear strength, ductility, and soft

handling [53].

Polyacrylate (PAA) Coatings

The basic elements of polyacrylic esters (polyacrylates) are either esters of acrylic

acid or the methyl-substituted methacrylic acid (Fig. 13.45). By polymerization,

polyacrylates are formed, which can exhibit different characteristics depending on

the type of monomers and their esterification. Coatings with polyacrylic ester are

rather soft and sticky, while those with polymethacrylic ester are hard and brittle.

These materials are characterized by high resistance to UV-light, heat, ozone,

chemicals, water, ageing, and solvents [53].

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE) Coatings

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), a polymerization product of tetrafluoroethylenes,

possesses an extremely low surface energy, so that coated textiles exhibit strong

water and oil-repellent properties (Fig. 13.46). Coatings with PTFE can be applied

in temperatures up to 250 �C and are resistant against most solvents and chemicals.

PTFE surfaces are etchable with strong alkali substances, which can improve the

adhesion properties of the materials.

Furthermore, PTFE is an excellent material for the manufacture of climate

membranes, for example GoreTex® membrane. The water vapor permeable pores

of these materials are created from by biaxially stretched thin PTFE-films [71, 72].

Elastic Materials for the Coatings

If coatings with elastic properties are required, a number of other materials apart

from elastically adjustable polyurethanes are available. Some of these materials

will be described below.

Fig. 13.44 Reaction principle of diisocyanates with dioles to polyurethane (R¼ (CH2)6, C6H3

(CH3), C6H4–CH2–C6H4; Ŕ¼ Polyester, Polyether)
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Natural Rubber

Natural rubber coatings are based on naturally obtained emulsions (latex), which

are applied directly for processing, or on solid materials obtained from latex, which

are applied by the addition of appropriate fillers. The polymer contained in it is

linear, built from isoprene-monomers (Fig. 13.47) and results in high-strength

materials. The double bonds available in the macro molecule allows the cross-

linking (vulcanization) of polymeric materials. Furthermore, natural gum rarely

shows ageing phenomena and possesses excellent adhesion properties, making it

ideal for the manufacturing of tires.

Polyoxane Coating

Polyoxanes can form as molecule chain or cross-links (Fig. 13.48), where alternat-

ing silicum-oxygen units form the frame, which is occupied by non-reactive,

organic alkyl or aryl functional groups. The silicon rubbers required for coating

are masses that can be transferred into a rubbery-elastic state, whose polysiloxane

molecules contain cross-linkable functional groups such as oxygen atoms, hydroxyl

or vinyl groups. Depending on their structure at different temperatures, they react

when mixed with initiators. The resulting elasticity does not change at a tempera-

ture range from �70 to 270 �C. Polysiloxane coatings are resistant to many

chemicals, oils, acids, and gases. However, they are sensitive to ozone, UV, and

other environmental influences [53].

Fig. 13.46 Structural element of Polytetrafluoroethylene

Fig. 13.45 Structure of polyacrylates from acrylic acid and methacrylate ester
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Polychloroprene (CR) Coatings

Polychloroprene (CR), also known as neoprene, is a synthetic, elastic material with

very balanced properties, even though they are not as excellent as those of natural

rubber (Fig. 13.49). It displays good mechanical stability, resistance to ozone,

weather as well as ageing, an ability to adhere to many substrates, and low

flammability.

Styrene-Butadien (SBR) Coatings

Styrene-butadiene (SBR) (styrene-butadiene rubber) is manufactured by emulsion

polymerization of styrene and butadiene, creating an irregular copolymer

(Fig. 13.50). The formulation and application of coating materials is similar to

the processing of natural rubber. In comparison to the latter, SBR coatings have low

Fig. 13.47 Formation of polyisoprene from methyl butadien (isoprene)

Fig. 13.48 Structure of cross-linked polysiloxane (R¼CH3, C2H5, C6H5)

Fig. 13.49 Structure of polychloroprene (neoprene)
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elasticity and cause a higher heat development by dynamic loading [53]. The

coating of textiles can be carried out easily and results in weather-stable and

ozone-resistant products.

13.5.3.3 Application of Coating by Means of Rollers (Knife Coater)

Knife Coater

For plane and flexible substrates, coater blades or knife coaters are suitable for the

application of coatings. They are positioned over the whole width of the goods and

work in the opposite direction of the roller, spreading the coating paste on the

substrate. A differentiation can be made between roller knife, air knife, and rubber

belt system. Post knives, table knives, commabar systems and spiral knives are

seldom used. Detailed descriptions of the different systems are given in the liter-

ature [65]. Thin layers in the range of a few micrometers can be realized with knife

coating.

Roller Knife

The roller knife works against a rubber, chrome-plated, or chilled cast iron roller

(see Fig. 13.51). Rubber rollers are frequently used. Chrome-plated steel rollers or

chilled cast iron roller are used for uneven substrates. The coating thickness is

determined by different parameters, the important ones being the type of substrate,

the viscosity, the speed of application as well as the respective placement of the

knife to the rollers. Coatings between 10 and 1,250 g/m2 are possible with this

process.

Fig. 13.50 Reaction of styrene and butadiene to styrene-butadien (SBR)
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Air Knife

On air knife systems, air under the stretched goods acts as the opposing pole

(Fig. 13.52). The amount of coating to be applied is determined by the tension of

the goods. Air knives are used for less extensive coatings (5–80 g/m2).

The coating knife can be positioned by a linear guide over or behind the coating

roller.

The application of different technologies depends on the rheology of the coating

paste and substrate, and the functionality to be obtained by the coating.

Drying and Hardening of Coatings

The process of coating is followed by drying and curing. Drying means that the

applied solvents are removed and a film is formed. During the subsequent curing

(cross-linking) a functional layer is formed by the chemical reactions (different

polymerization reactions (see Chap. 3) of two or more components of the matrix.

The required heat can be transferred or applied by contact and convection. In

contact methods, the goods are passed over hot cylinders, while convection

Fig. 13.51 Principle of roller knife (left) and photo of a Coatema plant (right)

Fig. 13.52 Principle of air knife (left) and photo of a Coatema plant (right)
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processes rely hot air circulation. In the application of an infrared dryer, the

required energy for drying is applied through the absorption of IR radiation. In

the case of coil coating, short-wavelength UV radiation is utilized. Induced high-

frequency eddy currents are also used [65].

13.5.3.4 Other Coating Processes and Methods

Apart from the described coating systems, other roller systems are used for the

application of coating pastes. The principle of kiss coaters and reverse roll coaters

are described as representative examples below.

Kiss Coater

Kiss coaters are suitable for low to medium viscosity coatings. Pastes are applied to

the substrate from a container by means of an application roller (between two

guiding roller). A rotation in the same or contrary to the direction of the fabric run is

possible. Fabric tension, as well as the speed of the rollers proportional to the

process speed, are the important parameters for a homogenous coating. The appli-

cation of very thin coatings is possible, for instance for surface functionalization.

Kiss coaters are also suitable for the hydrophobic treatment of nonwovens in

medical applications.

Reverse Roll Coaters

In reverse roll coaters, the rollers are arranged in counter-rotating directions. This is

suitable for the processing of easily flowing, low viscosity pastes. Highly viscous

and dilatant pastes, whose viscosity increases with higher shearing force cannot be

processed (Figs. 13.53 and 13.54).

Fig. 13.53 Principle of a knife coater (left) and photo of a Coatema plant (right)
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Powder Coating

For specific applications, the use of powdery materials is necessary. A powder

scattering unit always consists of a gridded roller. The type of grating and the

rotational speed during coating define the amount of applied powder (Fig. 13.55).

Hotmelt Coating

Polymers which soften and harden again at a temperature between 80 and 220 �C
are referred to as hotmelt. They can be dosed easily, applied in liquid state, and

require only short coating distances and cross linking time. By means of a contin-

uous coating process, plane and closed films can be applied. In combination with a

proper “mask”, the coating weight and width can be defined during the application

of a closed film >10 g/m2 or of a partly porous film <10 g/m2 (Fig. 13.56).

Fig. 13.54 Principle of a reverse roll coater (left) and photo of a Coatema plant (right)

Fig. 13.55 Principle of powder coating (left) and photo of a Coatema plant (right)
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Apart from the aforementioned processes, which are applied in practice for a

wide range of applications, there are a number of special application technologies.

Among others, chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [73, 74] and physical vapor

deposition (PVD) [75] are used.
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Chapter 14

Textile Testing Methods

Thomas Pusch

This chapter explains basic aspects and methods for the physical characterization of

technical textiles and the fiber-reinforced composites manufactured from them.

Testing methods from all steps of the supply chain will be considered, from the

filament, the yarn, fabrics, preforms, to the final composite. Commercially available

testing device exist for this, realizing standardized test environments and proce-

dures. A representative selection of standardized testing methods will be outlined.

The focus will be on testing methods providing information on the mechanical

properties, in particular on the strength, of the textile structures and the resulting

fiber-reinforced composites.

14.1 Introduction

To ensure the serviceability of fiber-reinforced composites, one has to have detailed

knowledge of these structures’ relevant properties, which are determined by means

of physical testing methods. Due to the advanced state of plastics engineering and

fiber-reinforced plastics, a great number of testing methods exists for this material

group. The following chapter will compile the most important methods. For newer

developments, e.g. textile-based membranes or textile-reinforced concrete, how-

ever, there are few obligatory and generally accepted testing methods. Some

aspects of the testing of these material classes can only be touched on at the end

of the chapter.

The property profile of fiber-reinforced composites is extraordinarily complex.

An effective development of new structures can only be expedited with profound
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knowledge of the basic materials’ and the intermediate products’ parameters. It is

therefore necessary to accompany the entire supply chain of composites by test,

which is why the following chapter will include testing methods for filaments, yarns

and textile fabrics/prepregs.

In practical applications as well as in research and development, standardized

testing methods are used for the physical characterization of the structures. The

testing standards are developed by a variety of standardization institutions and exist

parallel, which can result in a variety of definitions and testing standards for the

same material property. The standards are neither consistent in terms of the

designation of the parameters to be tested, nor are they fixed—instead, they are

subject to frequent alterations and amendments. This complicates a systematic

portrayal of this subject, which can only be presented with a focus on a limited

number of points due to its extent.

Another difficulty is presented by the fact that the testing environment influences

the results while different materials require different testing environments. There-

fore, material or material group-based standards exist for individual textile-physical

parameters. Drafting such standards only becomes necessary after the materials or

material groups have found widespread use in practice. From among the materials

treated in this chapter, this applies to carbon, glass, and aramid. Therefore, the

following will be concerned primarily with testing methods for textile structures

produced from these materials.

14.2 Laboratory and Test Engineering Basics

With an eye to the setting of priorities of this chapter, an overview of some

technical test of engineering basics is appropriate. The aspects of this sub-chapter

are equally relevant to the deliberations following it, and also apply to the testing

methods described in subsequent chapters.

14.2.1 Measuring Versus Testing Technology

The test engineering-based characterization of textile structures is based on

established and modern methods of metrology—in this regard, textile test engi-

neering is based on primarily metrological aspects. The substantial metrological

terminology, definitions, and procedures are specified and described in detail

in [1–3].

Metrology’s perspective is based on the assumption that the measurand has a

constant value, and that all scatterings of a measurement given by a measurement

chain are an imperfection of the measuring chain. The true value xw of a measurand

is overlaid by a recognizable and a non-recognizable complex of influences. The

recognizable complex is the systematic error es. It “systematically” influences the
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measurand x in one direction. Unpredictable fluctuations in the readings of a

measurement cause non-unilaterally directed scatterings of the individual measure-

ments of a measurand around the mean or expectancy value μx¼ xw+ es, and are

labeled as random errors er.
The measured value x can be amended with the value from es. Based on the

random errors er, sufficient numbers of repeat measurements will yield information

on the scatter range of the measurements. While these are not suitable to amend the

measurement x, they allow a statement regarding which value interval m
 u the

(constant) true value xw is located in with a predetermined probability (usually

95 %). Figure 14.1 clarifies these relations.

The value interval m
 u is called the confidence interval, u is the measurement

uncertainty. Methods for the calculation of the measurement uncertainty u are

detailed in [4–7]. They are generally accepted and form the basis for the conven-

tional depiction of measuring results.

Textile tests are measurements with an exactly stipulated procedure. This pro-

cedure includes, at the minimum, sampling, specimen size, specimen preparation

and processing, environmental conditions, design and properties of the testing

device, as well as interpretation and statement of the results. This is set down in

the test standards. A presentation and assessment of systematic and random errors is

usually omitted. Due to the established measuring and environmental conditions it

can be assumed that systematic errors are similar in laboratories worldwide, and

that a correction of the test results is rather a hindrance to the comparability of the

data gathered in different testing laboratories. Furthermore, it is assumed that the

testing devices and procedures are designed to keep random errors significantly

smaller than the scatter of test results of a specimen property. Scatters of the test

values during repeat measurements are therefore—this being a marked difference to

the approach in metrology—exclusively regarded as scatters of the material param-

eters. This means that the confidence interval (calculated analogously to metrology)

defines the value range in which the true mean value of the tested material

parameters is located in with a predetermined probability (confidence level) of

Fig. 14.1 Measurements

scatter due to imperfections

(errors) of the measuring

method
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usually 95 %. The proportion of random errors in the scattering of test values is

usually omitted from the assessment. Figure 14.2 shows how this approach differs

from that of metrology.

14.2.2 Sensors

Tests of the mechanical properties of textiles frequently include examinations of the

reactions of a material to be tested, i.e. a specimen, to loads typically occurring

during use in practice, and at maximum loads. A special role is played by the

defined deformation of the specimen under simultaneous measuring of the force

reaction. Length and force measurement systems will therefore be subjected to a

closer inspection.

14.2.2.1 Extensometers

Lengths and length variations are fundamental variables in many textile-physical

examinations. An absolute determination of length at high precision is rarely

required. It only applies to the determination of dimensions of textile fabrics and

components, which is performed in accordance with metrological principles.

A test engineering assessment of textile and textile-based structures usually

requires knowledge of the state of deformation of the component to be tested,

making a detection of length and position variations necessary. Indirect and direct

measuring methods are employed for their determination. The direct measuring

methods can work either with or without contact with the component.

Fig. 14.2 Testing—test

values scatter due to

(location-dependent)

scatterings of the tested

parameters
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14.2.2.2 Indirect Length Measurement

The testing device is set to defined positions, i.e. lengths and elongations, and used

to impart these onto the specimen. The typical case is that of a rigid transfer of

defined crosshead movements to fixing clamps and their nip lines, and from them to

the specimen. This makes a length determination on the specimen itself unneces-

sary. Crossheads are moved by high-precision spindles, and the angle of rotation

becomes easily and accurately ascertainable by means of incremental rotary

encoders. With them, the crosshead position can be derived accurately from 1 to

10 μm. Strains and deflections on components of the testing device and specimen

holders, particularly under load, can cause systematic errors an order of magnitude

above the adjustment precision of the crosshead position. Therefore, the manufac-

turers of testing devices offer corrective algorithms aimed at eliminating the

measurement deviations from the measuring sequence.

14.2.2.3 Direct Length Measurement

A direct measurement of length on the specimen is to be preferred from a metro-

logical perspective. However, it requires greater effort, because a length measuring

device has to be provided. Usually, extensometers serve to measure variations in

span on specimens. They are used whenever the variation in span of the fixing

clamps is not representative of the mechanical deformation of the specimen, as it is

the case, for instance, when using rope-grip clamps for yarn tests.

There are contact-type extensometers, called clip-on extensometers, featuring

two pairs of knife-edges which can be clipped-on to the specimen. The measuring

spans of the knife-edges range from a few millimeters to centimeters. Variations in

span between the knife-edges can be detected with errors on the scale of 1 μm.

Using this type of device is only sensible if it neither influences force measuring nor

damages the specimen. Especially tests on thin specimens and yarns are at risk of

being influenced. It is equally important to assess the situation for breaking tests, as

the devices are at risk of being destroyed by the elastic resilience of the specimen

after breaking, or by splicing specimen components. Figure 14.3a shows an exam-

ple of the use of a clip-on extensometer in a tensile test.

Optical length measuring systems or optical extensometers are contact-free, do
not influence the force measurement, and are not at risk of being damaged when the

specimen breaks. Optical measuring systems for variations in length detect speci-

men deformations by tracking optical characteristics on the surface of the speci-

men. These characteristics are usually provided by self-adhesive reflective gages.

Figure 14.3b shows an example of an optical extensometer. In most cases, CCD

cameras are used for determining the gages their variations in position. Evaluation

of the pictures can be performed using a number of methods, with correlation

analyses being the current method of choice.
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Depending on their calibration, extensometers can detect span variations

between the optical gages with measuring accuracy of 1–10 μm. Greater changes

in span are detected with two CCD cameras following exactly the movement of the

gages. Changes in position of the camera can also be detected with an accuracy of

1–10 μm. In the near future, the development of suitable software for image

analysis will make it possible to video-optically record the specimen surface during

deformation by testing devices, and calculate the strain profile from these records.

With a grid applied to the specimen surface, this is already feasible.

The use of strain-gauges on the specimen surface is another manner of

establishing strain. However, it relies on thin contact wires to connect the gauges

and the specimen, and is therefore not contact-free.

14.2.2.4 Force Transducer

Force transducers for static or quasi-static force measurement are often called load

cells, as a tribute to their design. They are usually equally suitable for tensile force

and compression force measurements. The most important parameter is the nominal

force, which marks the limit of manufacturer warranty for compliance with max-

imum values for measuring errors set down in the accuracy class. As force is

basically only perceptible by its effects, force transducers contain loaded members,

and their deformation proportional to the force is usually measured by means of

strain-gauges. Testing devices for technical textiles and fiber composite materials

are fitted with standard load cells with typical nominal forces ranging from 0.1 to

1,000 kN, and measuring errors, related to the nominal value, on a scale of 0.1–1 %.

It is important that the transducers are sufficiently insensitive to transverse loading.

Figure 14.4a shows an example of a typical load cell with strain-gauges for tensile

testers.

For measuring extremely fast variations in force, as they occur in high-speed

tensile tests or impact and crash tests, these load cells are unsuitable, because they

Fig. 14.3 (a) Clip-on extensometer, (b) optical length measuring by means of a camera and

reflective gage marks (Zwick GmbH & Co. KG, Ulm, Germany)
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have relatively low resonant frequencies and cannot correctly register fast varia-

tions in force on the specimen. For such tests, dynamic force transducers with a

piezoelectric sensor element (quartz) are used. These are characterized by their high

rigidity and small mass, which allows them to achieve resonant frequencies of up to

100 kHz in the relevant force range. This type of transducer is only partly suitable

for quasi-static force measurements, and wholly unsuitable for static ones. Regard-

ing their dimensions, piezoelectric force transducers are very similar to load cells

with strain-gauges, as seen in Fig. 14.4b, which gives an example of this type of

load transducer.

14.2.3 Test Conditions

To achieve reproducible results, tests have to be performed in defined environmen-

tal conditions, i.e. in standard atmosphere, as the material parameters often depend

on temperature and humidity in the surrounding air. Therefore, an air conditioning

of testing laboratories in accordance with DIN EN ISO 139 (“textile atmosphere”,

“alternative textile atmosphere”) [8] or DIN EN ISO 291 (“plastics atmosphere”)

[9] is required (Table 14.1).

Tests on technical yarns and the fabrics produced with them are performed in

“20/65” conditions in accordance with DIN EN ISO 139, or in “23/50” atmosphere

under DIN EN ISO 291, always depending on the type of yarn. Here, the require-

ments of the respective test standards have to be fulfilled. Fiber-reinforced plastic

composites and semi-finished products are tested in “23/50” atmospheres following

DIN EN ISO 291, and have to fulfill the requirements of a tolerance class depending

on the test. In any case, it is important to correctly condition the specimen to the

standard atmosphere, which requires conditioning times ranging from a few hours

to several days. Criteria for the correct conditioning are given in the test standards.

Fig. 14.4 (a) Load cell with strain-gauge (Hottinger-Baldwin Messtechnik, Darmstadt), (b)

piezoelectric load cell (Kistler Instrumente AG, Winterthur, Switzerland)
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14.2.4 Mechanical Displacement

Composite components are produced to accommodate and to absorb mechanical

loads in practice. Knowing the characteristics of these materials and their pre-

cursors (fibers, filaments, yarns, fabrics, prepregs) under mechanical loads is

therefore crucial. Mechanical exposure is performed at

– normal-use load cases, in which the specimen is not damaged

– extreme load cases causing failure of the specimen

In the first case, mechanical parameters of the structure can be established, based

on which the force-deformation behavior of any structural geometry can be calcu-

lated. The second case offers information on the limits of the material’s suitability
for its intended purpose, i.e. its strength. Both aspects are often considered in one

test, by exposing the specimen to the load (linear variation of a spatial coordinate)

from zero to failure, and simultaneously measuring the force reaction.

These tests primarily measure force and displacement characteristics. If possi-

ble, the force is depicted as (mechanical) tension related to the cross-sectional area,

while the displacement is always converted into elongation. The general stress-

strain behavior of a structure in the elastic range (i.e. if there is a clear, reversibly

linear connection) can be expressed as

ε ¼ S� σ ð14:1Þ

where S is the compliance tensor, while σ and ε are the tension and elongation

tensors. In order to be able to handle this equation, specimen size and load

application during the tests are designed to zero as many elements of the

Eq. (14.1) or render them negligible. One typical case for this are biaxially

reinforced structures of small specimen thickness, which are displaced in fiber

directions 1–2. In that case, there is a planar state of stress with only normal stresses

σ1 and σ2, and shear stress τ12. All stresses acting perpendicular to the specimen

plane (direction 3, perpendicular to the fiber directions) are zero or can be

neglected. This is a case of orthotropy, i.e. normal stresses do not cause shear

distortions, and tangential stresses cause pure shear distortions. Equation (14.1) can

be given in simplified matrix form as

Table 14.1 Standard atmospheres for conditioning and testing

Standard Designation Temperature (�C) Relative humidity (%)

DIN EN ISO 139 “20/65”

“23/50—alternative”

20
 2

23
 2

65
 4

50
 4

DIN EN ISO 291 “23/50 K1”

“23/50 K2”

23
 1

23
 2

50
 5

50
 10
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ε1
ε2
γ12

0@ 1A ¼

1

E1

�ν21
E2

0

�ν12
E1

1

E2

0

0 0
1

G12

0BBBBB@

1CCCCCA�
σ1
σ2
τ12

0@ 1A ð14:2Þ

Mechanical parameters can only be depicted in an elasticity matrix for tests with

slow displacements (quasi-static tests). For monaxial loading of a thin specimen in

direction i,

Ei ¼ σi
εi

ð14:3Þ

applies. E is the Young’s modulus in the linear part of the stress-stain curve

(“Hooke’s law”). It is a gauge of the resistance of the specimen to forced deforma-

tion in load direction, and thus a gauge of its rigidity. Tensile and compression loads

cause a contraction/elongation of the specimen perpendicular to the load direction.

The lateral contraction ratio ν characterizes this change in elongation. It indicates

to what degree the specimen is influenced in transverse direction under load in a

principal direction. For this,

νi j ¼ � ε j

εi
bei σi 6¼ 0, σ j ¼ 0 ð14:4Þ

applies. In tensile tests, the lateral contraction ratio is referred to as Poisson’s ratio
μ.

The shear modulus G characterizes the shear deformation resulting from shear

loading. The shear deformation is expressed by the shear angle γ. The shear

modulus is the gradient of the graph in the linear region of the shear stress-shear

angle diagram.

Gi j ¼ τi j
tan γi j

!γ	0
Gi j ¼ τi j

γi j
ð14:5Þ

The assumption of orthotropy offers the advantage that there is no coupling of

elongation and shear distortion. However, this means that the Young’s modulus E

and shear modulus G have to be determined by parallel, independent tests. If the

determination of the shear modulus is to be based on elongation measurements,

orthotropy has to be offset. This is usually done with specimens in which the

reinforcement directions are at a 
45� angle to the longitudinal direction of the

specimen.

Apart from the parameters quoted above, which apply to the low load range

(reversible deformation), the strength values are important for the assessment of the

utility fitness (irreversible deformation). The tests are performed as a deformation
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on a principal axis at constant deformation rate, with simultaneous registration of

the force reaction of the specimen. These experiments result in stress-strain curve

diagrams. Typical stress-strain diagrams, as well as the relevant general definitions,

especially for the tensile test, are given in DIN EN ISO 527-1 [10]. Figure 14.5

gives relevant stress-strain curves and the corresponding definitions.

When stating values for stresses and strains in the elastic region of the specimen,

the formula symbols σ and ε are used. Beyond the yield points σY and εY, indexing
is performed as σt and εt. The nominal strain εt represents the relative elongation

which takes place along the total length of the specimen, i.e. it is derived from the

increase in length of the distance of the grips. The parameters relevant for the

specimen are derived from the diagrams. Table 14.2 summarizes these parameters.

The stated definitions of parameters are used analogously in other load situa-

tions—e.g. compression, shearing, bending.

If the specimen does not have a defined cross-sectional area in the direction of

load exposure, no statement can be made regarding cross-sectional force. There-

fore, it will not be subjected to tensile testing. Instead, the (non-standardized)

reaction force during deformation is measured. Comparability of the test data is

ensured by established specimen dimensions.

Linear specimens, such as fibers, filaments, and yarns, have only a single load

direction, and Eq. (14.1) is reduced to Eq. (14.3). For technical filaments/yarns, a

cross-section/total cross-section can often be specified, which makes it possible to

ascertain a stress-strain behavior as in Fig. 14.5. If cross-sectional tensile testing are

not possible or undesired, these materials can also be tested for their tenacity

(tension per unit of linear density).

e

s

e1 e2 eM eY
eY

etB
etB

etM

sM,sB

sY

sM,sY

s2

s1

Brittle material

Tough material
without yield
point

Tough material
with yield point

Fig. 14.5 Stress-strain curves according to DIN EN ISO 527-1
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14.2.5 Presentation of Test Results

The presentation of test results is specified by standards, and usually takes the form

of graphical depictions of relevant parameters in relation to the selected exposure of

the specimen and/or other parameters. Graphical presentations, while cumbersome,

contain the most information and details. They are preferred in the research and

development. Specific values are convenient, easy to convey, but often unable to

reflect details. They are usually used in commercial fields, for the specification of

the properties of the structure at hand.

To ensure the reliability of individual parameters, textile tests always rely on the

preparation and testing of several specimens under identical conditions. Deviations

between the individual results are exclusively regarded as scatterings of the relevant

parameter across the entirety of the test material, as laid out in Sect. 14.2.1. As a

rule, the individual results are mathematically processed into statistical parameters.

There are estimators for the test values measured during a general testing of the test

material. These are

• arithmetic mean—as estimator for the average of the population

• standard deviation—as estimator for the standard deviation of the population

• coefficient of variation—as reference for the relative scattering of the parameter

• confidence interval—as the value range in which the mean of the population is

located at a pre-specified probability (confidence level, nearly always 95 %)

These four statistical parameters are usually given in any test protocol.

The following chapters will use the designations drawn from the cited standards

to specify tested parameters. Therefore, it has to be noted beforehand that the

remarks concerning terminology and symbols cannot always be consistent. This

Table 14.2 Parameters according to DIN EN ISO 527-1

Parameter Definition Unit

Tensile strength σM Maximum stress value MPa

Tensile stress at break σB Stress at specimen failure MPa

Tensile stress at yield σY Stress value at which elongation increase occurs without

increase in stress

MPa

Strain at tensile strength εM Strain at maximum stress %

Nominal strain at tensile

strength εtM
Nominal strain at maximum stress, if maximum stress

occurs after yield point

%

Tensile strain at failure εB Strain at specimen failure, if failure occurs before the yield

point

%

Nominal tensile strain at

break εtB
Nominal strain at specimen failure, if failure occurs

beyond the yield point

%

Tensile strain at yield εY Strain at tensile stress at yield %

Young’s modulus E (Initial) increase of the σ(ε) graph in the

0.05 % . . . 0.25 % elongation interval

MPa

Poisson’s ratio μ Negative ratio of transverse strain and extension –
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is due to the fact that a large number of authors, the very complex situation of the

field, and frequent changes to terminology and formula symbols have prevented the

standards from being designed consistently over the past decades.

14.3 Tests on Fibers and Filaments

Fibers and filaments are characterized by:

• material (type, composition, internal structure/homogeneity)

• dimensions, shape (diameter, length, crimp, uniformity)

• mass (longitudinally related mass/linear density)

• mechanical parameters (stress-strain behavior, strength, flexural and torsion

stiffness, retardation, friction coefficient)

• physical properties of the material (thermal conductivity, thermal capacity,

electric conductivity, thermal expansion, dielectric behavior)

• chemical properties of the material (reactivity, biochemical compatibility, wet-

tability), and

• durability (stability of the parameters over time, creeping, influence of radiation,

humidity, temperature)

In-depth knowledge of the filament properties is crucial, as it allows a formula-

tion of the limit properties of the yarns produced from the filament. The real yarn

parameters are considerably influenced by the yarn construction and cannot be

calculated with sufficient accuracy, even with detailed knowledge of the filament

properties.

The properties of the fibers and filaments are only rarely tested during the

production of composite structures, due to the fact that the creation of value usually

starts with the purchased yarns, as their properties are the decisive factor. There-

fore, the remarks in this chapter will be kept brief and limited to some of the

parameters of technical fibers and filaments. Furthermore, the selection is largely

limited to the standards for fibers and filaments from glass, aramid, and carbon.

These can analogously be used for other materials, for which there are normally no

special test standards (Table 14.3).

14.3.1 Diameter

The diameter of a filament is measured after removal of the sizing. For the

measurements, optical methods are available, as specified, for instance, in DIN

65571 for diameter measurement by means of:

• light microscope and micrometer eyepieces (span measurement cylinder

diameter)
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• light microscope and digital camera, with subsequent planimetry (transverse

microsection measurement)

• laser interferometry, and

• projection

Determining the filament diameter is of importance to the manufacturers of

technical yarns, including the developers of filaments based on new materials.

Users of technical yarns are primarily interested in knowing the distribution of

the filaments of a yarn used in a textile fabric. For this, transverse microsections are

required. For planimetry, specialized software is available for both ascertaining the

diameter and detecting the distribution of the filaments in the cross-section. The

software is often offered in a full package with microscope and digital camera.

14.3.2 Linear Density

Linear density is the mass per unit length of a filament. Filaments for technical

yarns have a defined cross-section area A. Combined with the mass density ρ of the
material, the length-related mass can be calculated, which is the linear density Tt, in

the form of

Tt ¼ m

L
¼ ρA ð14:6Þ

According to ISO 1144, and the analogous DIN 60905-1 standard, the linear density

is given in tex, where the following applies:

1 tex ¼ 1 g

1000 m
¼ 1 mg

1 m
ð14:7Þ

The linear density of filaments is often given in dtex.
As set down in DIN EN ISO 1973, filament linear density can be determined

gravimetrically by cutting a specified number of fibers to a given length. From the

total length and total mass of the filament bundle, the filament linear density is

calculated, using Eq. (14.6). Handling filaments is complicated, so it is easier to

establish filament linear density using the vibroscope method, which is also

Table 14.3 Testing methods for fibers and filaments

Parameter Unit Material DIN/ISO standard

Diameter μm Glass

Glass, aramid, carbon

ISO 1888

DIN 65571

Linear density dtex Glass, aramid, carbon DIN EN ISO 1973

Tensile strength

Young’s modulus

Elongation at break

MPa

MPa

%

Glass, aramid, carbon (DIN EN ISO 5079)
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contained in the standard. For this, the filament is arrayed between to two fixed

points (edges) set at a span L between them. Under a pre-tension Fv, the filament is

set to oscillating at a variable frequency while the amplitude of the transversal

oscillation of the filament is simultaneously determined optically. The highest

oscillation amplitude will be measured at the resonant frequency fr of the filament,

from which the filament linear density Tt can be calculated according to

Tt ¼ Fv

4� f 2r � L2
ð14:8Þ

Equation (14.8) is the well-known physical equation for a vibrating string.

14.3.3 Tensile Strength, Young’s Modulus

There are few general standards for measuring the load-deflection behavior and

fatigue parameters of technical filaments. Some aspects of the tests can be drawn

from DIN EN ISO 5079, which was developed for spun fibers. Tensile testers are

required to allow a clamping of the filaments at a nip-to-nip of the clamp jaws of

10 or 20 mm, and to enable measurements of small forces in a range from 0 to

ca. 100 cN. Deformation speed is set to ensure a strain rate of the specimen of 50 %

min�1. The clamping of the filament requires special clamp surfaces to prevent the

filaments from slippage between the clamps and being damaged. The measured

force, or the tension calculated from it, is recorded over the elongation. This results

in typical characteristics, as shown in Fig. 14.5 in the curve “brittle material”. The

maximum values of tension and elongation of the filament occur at its break. Test

protocols give these values as tensile strength σM and ultimate elongation εM. The
Young’s modulus is then determined based on the slope of the measured stress-

strain plot.

As shown above, the testing of filaments allows the determination of essential

parameters on the properties of the yarns to be produced. Particularly, the theoret-

ical yarn strength cannot exceed the sum of all individual strengths of the filaments

contained in the yarn. The degree to which the real yarn strength differs from this

limit value due to yarn construction and filament damages gives crucial hints

regarding the quality of the yarn and its production.

14.4 Yarn Testing

Technical yarns are characterized by the properties described for filaments at the

beginning of Sect. 14.3. Additional characteristics describe
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• yarn construction (number of filaments, twist, material ratios, and mixture in

hybrid yarns)

• coating (sizing/preparation, and their moisture content)

• yarn defects (filament breakage, protruding filaments, lint), and

• roving construction (deviation from cylinder shape, fallen roving)

The relevant test methods and standards are listed in

• DIN EN ISO 14020-2 for textile glass rovings

• DIN EN 13003-2 for para-aramid fiber yarns, and

• DIN EN 13002-2 for carbon filament yarns

Table 14.4 summarizes a number of essential standards. Here, too, the deliber-

ations will be limited to glass, aramid and carbon fiber yarns, for the same reasons

as in the sections concerning filaments.

14.4.1 Linear Density

The linear density of a yarn is its mass per unit length, with or without sizing/

preparation. The mass m of a piece of yarn of a known length L is determined, and

its length-related mass is then calculated. The method is defined in DIN EN ISO

1889. The linear density is stated, as described previously in Sect. 14.3.2, in

accordance with the international tex system found in ISO 1144.

The yarn length for the determination of length-related mass can range from 5 to

500 m and is set to yield a yarn piece of 3–10 g of mass. The yarn length is provided

by winding the yarn on a wheel with a circumference of 1 m. For a consistent

winding, a traversing yarn guiding system is provided.

The following methods are currently used to remove the sizing, which would

otherwise contribute a few percent to linear density:

– Glass Calcination at 625 �C,
– Aramid Extraction by means of a Soxhlet extractor at 105 �C, subsequent drying,
– Carbon Extraction by means of a Soxhlet extractor at 105 �C, or thermal

decomposition at 450 �C in a nitrogen atmosphere

14.4.2 Twist

In accordance with DIN EN ISO 1890, twist is determined using a twist testing

device consisting of two horizontally yarn clamps aligned with each other and

situated at a span of 500 mm. One of the clamps has to be rotating, and the number

of turns of the clamp is given by a counter. The yarn is stretched between the clamps

with a pre-force (typically 0.25 cN/tex) and untwisted until the filaments are

oriented parallel to each other. This parallel alignment is determined by means of
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a dissecting needle inserted between the clamps and through the entire filament

group. The twist T of the yarn is the number of turns N of the yarn at a yarn length

L of 1 m

T ¼ N

L
ð14:9Þ

The yarn has to be taken off from the bobbin tangentially to avoid an additional

imparting of twist by an over-end take-off of the yarn from the bobbin. It is also

common to state the twist direction of the yarn, which is symbolized by the letters

S or Z. When a yarn is held perpendicular, the windings of the filaments around their

axis incline in the direction of the central portion of the letters S or Z, respectively.

The statement of a twist factor often found for conventional spun yarns is uncom-

mon for technical yarns, as their number of turns is very small.

14.4.3 Tensile Strength, Young’s Modulus

Yarn strength and the elastic behavior of yarns are determined in tensile tests.

Force/tension and elongation are recorded simultaneously, and the desired param-

eters are derived from the result. Generally, tests with untreated yarns and yarns

treated with plastic matrices have to be distinguished. Tests on untreated yarns

require much less effort.

The impregnation and lamination of filament yarns with polyester matrices

improves the cohesion between the individual fibers. Thus, the load introduction

Table 14.4 Test methods for yarns

Parameter Unit Material DIN/ISO standard

Linear density tex Glass, aramid,

carbon

DIN EN ISO 1889

Twist 1/m Glass, aramid,

carbon

DIN EN ISO 1890

Tensile strength

Maximum tensile strength/tensile strain at

break

Young’s modulus

MPa

%

MPa

Glass

Aramid

Carbon

ISO 3341

DIN EN ISO 9163

DIN 65382

DIN EN 12562

DIN EN ISO 2062

DIN 65382

DIN EN ISO 10618

DIN 65382

Sizing content

Preparation mass portion

%

%

Glass

Aramid, carbon

ISO 1887 or ISO

15039

DIN EN ISO 10548

Moisture content % Glass, aramid,

carbon

DIN EN ISO 3344
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can be distributed more evenly to all filaments of a yarn. Dispersions based on

acrylate, polychloroprene, and polyurethane are used for matrices, as are epoxy

resins. The suitable polymers differ regarding their mechanical properties. The

polymer properties are used to adjust the properties of the impregnated yarn region.

Therefore, for them to be used in specimen preparation in yarn tensile tests, a high

reproducibility of the matrix properties has to be ensured. This also applies when-

ever only the load introduction sections of the yarn specimens are impregnated with

a polymer matrix.

For tensile tests of glass, aramid and carbon yarn/rovings, DIN 65382 can be

used. Paper or plastic end tabs are attached to the ends of the impregnated

specimens and serve as load insertion elements. This prevents damages to the

filaments in the clamping area. Figure 14.6 gives a schematic example for the test

design of yarn specimens.

The test is started with a pre-tension of 2 cN/tex. The initial span between grips

depends on the specimen dimensions, is 200 mm, but at least 60 mm. Deformation

speed is to be slower than 10 mm/min. The use of external elongation sensors

applied to the center of the specimen allows a precise measurement of the defor-

mation rate of the yarn specimen.

DIN EN ISO 9163 contains principles of specimen preparation and impregna-

tion, and of attaching epoxy tabs for load introduction. Examples of yarn test

specimen designs are given in Figs. 14.7a, b.

The advantage provided by this design is the improved load introduction from

the clamps to the end tabs, as the load insertion elements do not have to be glued on

in an extra process step, but can be attached to the specimen during production.

Sampling and test procedure are very similar to those given in DIN 65382.

For carbon fibers and carbon filament yarns, DIN EN ISO 10618 applies. The

variants of load insertion elements made from resin, reaction resin or paper, are

specified in this standard. Specimen length is either 200 or 150 mm, deformation

speed is not to exceed 250 mm/min. Figures 14.8a–d show examples for the design

of yarn specimens. It is clear that the load insertion elements from the various

standards do not differ in principle.

To ensure that as many filaments as possible are strained uniformly during

tensile tests, the filaments within the yarn have to be aligned properly before

impregnation. This filament arrangement differs from that of the base material,

and influences the tensile-mechanical properties of the yarns. Usually, increased

tension absorption can be observed.

Yarn impregnation is extremely time-consuming. The preparation of the yarn

specimens requires an additional mold that needs to be properly tempered before

200 mm

Fig. 14.6 Example of load insertion by means of end tabs (“bonded end tabs”) as stated in DIN

65382
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the molding process. Furthermore, consistent properties of the impregnation agent

have to be guaranteed at all times. Figure 14.9 shows an example of a device for the

preparation of yarn specimens.

To prevent slippage of the laminated yarn ends between the clamps, and to

ensure an even load introduction, additional clamp surfaces are often required.

Specimen preparation and testing is uncomplicated if the yarns are not impreg-

nated at the time of testing. For aramid yarn in particular, DIN EN 12562 applies

here, as does ISO 334 for glass rovings. DIN EN 12562 closely follows the standard

used for textile yarns, DIN EN ISO 2062, which means that the initial spans

between grips are 500 or 250 mm, the deformation speeds are set to 100 % of the

clamping length per minute (500 or 250 mm/min). The pre-tension is 2 cN/tex. A

predefined twist has to be added to untwisted aramid multifilament yarns. As per

ISO 3341, glass rovings are also to be tested with initial spans between grips of

500 or 250 mm, while the deformation speed is to be 200 mm/min and the

pre-tension is 0.5 cN/tex.

The proper selection of specimen holders and clamp surfaces is crucial for the

prevention of test failures, such as jaw break (breaking of the yarn between clamps

due to compressive loads) or jaw slippage (slippage of the yarn between the clamps

due to insufficient frictional locking). Straight specimen holders (clamps) with a

defined nip are suitable for impregnated yarns with load insertion elements. For

yarns without impregnation, the tensile tests have to be performed with rope-grip

clamps, in which the tensile force is reduced by friction through looping. Fig-

ure 14.10 gives the schematic of both clamping options for yarn specimens in a

tensile tester.

When using rope-grip clamps, the yarn elongation cannot be derived from the

crosshead motion of the tensile tester, as the yarn slips in the forward end of the

yarn looping on the rope-grip clamp. Therefore, an elongation measurement

directly on the yarn is required, which is performed by means of an optical length

measurement system. For this, the optical extensometer described in Sect. 14.2.2

80 mma b 80 mm

Fig. 14.7 Example of load introduction by means of end tabs (“bonded end tabs”) as stated in DIN

EN ISO 9163

a b

dc

Fig. 14.8 Example of load introduction by means of end tabs according to DIN EN ISO 10618
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can be used. Figure 14.11 shows one such optical elongation measuring system, in

which two cameras record the change of position of reflective foil attached to the

yarn specimen, and derive the elongation of the yarn.

The actual test of the yarn is fundamentally similar in all test variations. The yarn

specimen is tensioned in a suitable device in the tensile tester and loaded to

pre-tension. Then, the specimen is loaded at constant deformation speed until the

yarn breaks, while variations in length and tensile force are recorded simulta-

neously. As a rule, the tensile forces are represented in relation to the cross-

section (tension σ), while length variations are represented length-related (elonga-

tion ε), resulting in some form of the σ-ε characteristics shown in Fig. 14.5. Tensile
strength σM and Young’s modulus can be determined as shown in Fig. 14.5, as can

tension at break σB, and the respective elongations εM and εB.

Fig. 14.9 Embedding form for the tensioning of the yarns and application of the load insertion

elements

Fig. 14.10 Options for specimen clamping in tensile tests on yarns; left: clamps for impregnated

yarn specimens with load insertion elements, right: “rope-grip clamps” for untreated yarn

specimens
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If the yarn cross-section is not known at all or not in detail, the tensile force can

also be related to the easily determined linear density of the yarn (tenacity, given in

N/tex).

The tensile tests described above are performed at low deformation speeds under

standard atmosphere, according to DIN EN ISO 291 or DIN EN ISO 139. With

awareness of the end use of the yarns, especially in impact applications, tensile tests

with high deformation speeds and high temperatures are becoming a requirement.

Such tests at high strain rates are still being developed at the moment. Generally

accepted standards for these cases have not been drawn up yet.

14.4.4 Sizing and Preparation Content

The sizing or preparation content SC of yarns characterizes the mass fraction of the

sizing/preparation in the total mass of the yarn. It is defined as the percental ratio of

the loss of mass Δm of a piece of yarn by removal of the sizing/preparation in

relation to the total mass m of the yarn. Mass is always measured on dried

specimens.

SC ¼ Δm
m

� 100% ð14:10Þ

The sizing/preparation is removed in a manner similar to that described for the

determination of yarn linear density. Glass rovings are dried at 105 �C, after which
their mass is measured. The sizing is removed by at least one hour of calcination in

a muffle furnace, preferably at 625 �C. The subsequent cooling has to be performed

in a desiccator, to prevent moisture absorption. The loss of mass (“calcinations

Fig. 14.11 Optical elongation measurement with two CCD cameras on a yarn specimen with two

reflective foils; left: schematic of the test principle, right: rope-grip clamps on a tensile tester
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loss”) is determined, and the sizing content calculated by means of Eq. (14.10). The

removal of the sizing can also be performed by extraction with a Soxhlet extractor.

A Soxhlet extractor is also used for aramid yarns, and for carbon yarns with

soluble preparation. If the latter is not the case, wet-chemical oxidation (sulfuric

acid/hydrogen peroxide mixture) or a pyrolysis under nitrogen atmosphere can

be used.

14.4.5 Moisture Content

The moisture content H of yarns characterizes the mass fraction of water in the total

mass of the yarn. Analogously to the sizing and preparation content, it is defined as

the percental ratio of the loss of mass Δm of a piece of yarn by dehumidification,

related to the total mass of the yarn.

H ¼ Δm
m

� 100% ð14:11Þ

The test is standardized in DIN EN ISO 3344. Initially, the specimen is to be

conditioned under a standard atmosphere for 6 h, as specified in DIN EN ISO 291.

This is followed by the determination of its mass. The specimen is dried in a drying

oven at a temperature, at which the sizing/preparation do not escape (usually

105 �C). A lower temperature can be selected in case of sizing/preparation losses,

but it must be at least 50 �C. Afterwards, the specimen is cooled down in a

desiccator, before the loss of mass is determined.

14.4.6 Other Test Methods

The mentioned test methods are largely sufficient for the characterization of the

technical yarn with regard to its suitability for the desired product. In commercial

trade, additional quality assurance tests are common. This concerns tests of the state

of yarn (protruding filaments, lint, contaminations) and the roving (cylindrical

shape, fallen roving). These tests are crucial for the unimpeded processability of

the yarns on fabric-forming machines.

The advantageous properties of textile-based composite structures open up a

growing number of applications. The result is an increased demand of tests for yarn

under extreme

– load situations and

– environmental conditions

Extreme load situations are primarily simulated in high-speed tests. High-speed

tensile tests or crash tests are already common for composite structures (see
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Sect. 14.6.3), but are increasingly in demand for yarns. The realization of such tests

has proven difficult. Commercially available high-speed tensile testers achieve

speeds of 20–25 m/s and yarn strain rates of a few 102 s�1—these strain rates

will not suffice for future requirements. Knowledge of the deformation and failure

behavior of the yarns at extremely high strain rates is necessary to estimate and

specifically influence the impact behavior of the composites produced from the

yarns. The measuring devices for force and length/elongation have to meet extreme

measuring dynamic requirements, in particular for carbon yarns, as the low ultimate

elongation of carbon results in a time interval from zero load to failure of the yarn of

100 μs or less.
Extreme environmental conditions include high and low temperatures as well as

influence from surrounding media. Exposure to temperature is only sensible in tests

of tensile strength and elasticity, but is gaining in importance, as the applications

have expanded, and composites are used in a wide temperature range these days.

The tests require additions to the test devices, among them climatic chambers and

IR heaters. These additions are either offered by the manufacturers of the test

devices or developed and provided by the user.

Determining the influence of surrounding media on tensile strength is also

becoming more and more important as the range of applications of technical

yarns is growing. One example is the use of yarns for the reinforcement of concrete,

for which the properties of the yarns have to be determined after exposures typically

found in practice, such as storage in an alkaline environment or simulated pore

water solutions.

14.5 Tests on Textile Fabrics

Textile yarns are processed into textile fabrics with textile-technological methods.

Fabrics produced from continuous fibers and pre-impregnated with an uncured

thermoset plastic matrix in an additional process step are called prepregs. Textile

fabrics, including prepregs, are primarily characterized by information on

• material (yarn),

• manner of fabric formation (woven, weft-knitted, non-crimp fabric; yarn and

mesh densities; defects in the fabric),

• dimensions (length, width, thickness),

• mass per unit area,

• strength, elasticity,

• flexural stiffness, drapability, and

• sizing and matrix contents

Material and textile construction type are given factors only tested subsequently

in exceptional cases. The lateral dimensions (length and width) are also primarily of

an informative nature. Some relevant physical properties and corresponding test

standards are given in Table 14.5.
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14.5.1 Thickness

Thickness is defined as the perpendicular span between the top side and the bottom

side of a textile fabric. A textile fabric usually has a distinct surface profile, so

assigning the thickness parameter requires precise determinations, which can be

gathered from the test standards. According to DIN EN ISO 5084, the textile is

placed on an even (polished) reference plate. A second, parallel plate, which is

designed as a round presser-foot and coupled with a length measuring system, is

applied to the specimen with a defined pressure. Then, the span between the

presser-foot and the reference plate is determined and quoted as the thickness of

the fabric. Preferred values for pressure and time, as well as for the area of the

presser foot are given in the standard.

Fabrics from technical yarns are subject to special standards, such as ISO 4603

for woven fabrics. They are not fundamentally different from the stated standard.

14.5.2 Mass per Unit Area

The parameter represents the mass in grams of 1 m2 of the fabric. The most

common standard for determining the mass per unit area is DIN EN ISO 10352.

The standards for glass prepregs (DIN EN 2329), and carbon prepregs (DIN EN

2557) differ only in details from the general standard DIN EN ISO 10352

(sampling).

Table 14.5 Test methods for textile fabrics

Parameter Unit Material DIN/ISO

Thickness mm Glass, aramid, carbon DIN EN ISO 5084

Mass per unit area g/m2 Glass, aramid, carbon

Glass prepregs

Carbon prepregs

Glass, aramid, carbon

prepregs

DIN EN 12127

DIN EN 2329

DIN EN 2557

DIN EN ISO

10352

Tensile strength

Maximum tensile force/ultimate

elongation

N,

MPa

%

Glass, aramid, carbon DIN EN ISO

12934-1

(DIN EN ISO

527-1)

Flexural stiffness Nm2 Glass, aramid, carbon DIN 53362

Resin/fiber content % Glass prepregs

Glass prepregs

Carbon prepregs

Glass, carbon prepregs

DIN EN ISO 1172

DIN EN 2331

DIN EN 2559

DIN EN ISO

11667
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Determining the mass per unit area is relatively effortless: specimens sized

A¼ 0.1� 0.1 m2 or A¼ 0.2� 0.2 m2, depending on the standard, are taken from

the fabric, and their mass is measured. The mass per unit area M results from

M ¼ m

A
ð14:12Þ

Particularities of the individual standards concern the specific sampling condi-

tions and the proper procedure of the tests. For prepregs, the (partly volatile)

preparations have to be taken into account in determining the mass per unit area,

while any separating foils can be disregarded. The areic fiber mass is determined

after removal of all preparations and resin contents.

14.5.3 Tensile Strength, Young’s Modulus

Tensile strength is expressed by the parameters maximum tensile load FM (maxi-

mum force under tensile strain) or breaking load FB (force at the tearing or breaking

of the specimen). These parameters help assess the capability of the fabric to

achieve the ultimate strength resulting from the fabric construction and yarn

strengths. The corresponding elongation values of the specimen are the strain at

maximum load εM, or tensile elongation at break εB.

14.5.3.1 Monaxial Tensile Tests

Tensile strength and elasticity are determined by tensile tests. These are monaxial

tensile tests, i.e. a loading of the textile fabric in one (preferred) direction, e.g. in

weft or warp direction of woven fabrics. The preference for monaxial tensile tests is

due to the relatively easy feasibility of the required test machines—as opposed to

the realization of defined biaxial load exposures by test engineering means. There-

fore, the term “tensile test” has become generally synonymous with monaxial

tensile tests in general terminology and technical representations—a convention

that holds true for this chapter.

Tensile tests primarily performed as simple tensile tests, i.e. plain tensile tests,
and are detailed in DIN EN ISO 13934-1. For these tests, strip-shaped specimens

are clamped in a tensile tester and loaded with a constant deformation rate of 20–

100 mm/min until failure (break, rupture). During this loading, both the elongation

and force reaction of the specimen are recorded. The initial span between grips of

the specimens in the tester is specified as 200 or 100 mm, and their width as 50 mm.

The specimen preparation has to provide sufficient length for clamping between

parallel clamps and, if applicable, a defined specimen width by removing yarns

from each of the long edges by unraveling. Fabrics from technical yarns are often

prepared differently than stated in the standard. If the sum of the linear densities of
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the yarns running in load direction is known, it is sensible to establish the relation of

the measured forces to the linear density, for the sake of comparability of specially

shaped specimens. If the sum of yarn or filament cross-section surface areas is

known, a relation to the cross-section is to be preferred, and the parameters given in

Fig. 14.5 apply.

Correct clamping of textile fabrics made from technical yarns is often problem-

atic. Usually, specimen size only allows clamping between parallel clamps. Grip-

ping force acting perpendicularly to the specimen plane, is created by mechanical

fastening or hydraulic/pneumatic cylinders. Figure 14.12 is a schematic represen-

tation of the manner in which the gripping force is subject to possible changes,

depending on the test force of the tensile tester. The most advantageous character-

istics are exhibited by the wedge-action grip-specimen holders, which exerts a

higher gripping force on the specimen with increasing test force.

Sufficient gripping force is required to prevent a slippage of the specimen

between the clamps. However, a very high gripping force can cause mechanical

damage to the specimen between clamps, maybe even cause jaw break of the

specimen. To simultaneously preempt clamp slippage and jaw break is a feat for

experienced testing staff, which can use variations of clamp type, gripping force,

and clamp surfaces. Corrugated or rough profiles are much more common than

smooth ones. The steel clamps are often fitted with hard-elastic surfaces, which

ensure the required gripping force but allow a certain degree of form-fit grip on the

textile surface. For example, smooth or corrugated surfaces made from polyester-

urethane rubber (Vulkollan™) are often used.

The elasticity properties of the textile fabrics can be derived from the determi-

nation of tensile strength by means of the strip method, if the stress-strain behavior

in the lower elastic range of loading is considered. The notion of elasticity that

applies to classic textiles, according to DIN 53835-13 or DIN EN 14704-2, is

concerned with the relation of elastic and residual elongation after exposure to

loads, and can therefore not be applied to textile fabrics produced from technical

yarns. Analogously, DIN EN ISO 527-1 can be used, if the yarns of the fabric are

aligned straightly in load direction, and if no length variations due to geometrical

stretching of the yarns occur, which is virtually never the case. The complete lack of

generally acknowledged and used standards for the elasticity or the Young’s

Fig. 14.12 Gripping force

of various specimen holders

depending on test force
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modulus of textile fabrics made from technical yarns is a manifestation of that fact.

Such tests only gain significance after lamination of the textile fabrics.

14.5.3.2 Biaxial Tensile Tests

As it is important to closely describe the complex material behavior of textile

fabrics, biaxial tests are a necessary addition to the test range methods. Biaxial

tensile testers fundamentally consist of two perpendicularly oriented monaxial

tensile testers. Two load axes allow simultaneous exposure to loads in longitudinal

and transverse direction. Usually, the specimen is fixed in place by four specimen

holders, in most cases consisting of parallel clamps. The motion of each individual

specimen holder can be controlled separately. This makes complex load situations

realizable in the experiment, in which loading in one direction always influences the

mechanical state of the other directions. The biaxial tensile tester—as opposed to

the monaxial tensile tester, for which one load cell suffices—requires four load cells

to record the force reactions of the specimen in the four load directions.

Biaxial tensile tests are performed to test the suitability of the tested materials for

their planned application in practice. The specimens are conditioned to typical

practical defaults and then exposed to loads until failure occurs. Elongation and

force reaction of the specimen are detected simultaneously for all four load direc-

tions. Regarding the clamping of the specimen, the same aspects as for single-axis

tensile tests apply. Rounded compression dies arranged perpendicular to the textile

fabric enable the user to test the suitability of preforms for curved composite

components. Specimen size, length as well as type of nips during clamping, and

above all the elective exposure to loads in four directions, which can be strain- or

stress-controlled, result in unique test regimens and results. As the standardization

of the biaxial tensile test is therefore problematic, there are no generally accepted

standards and parameters.

14.5.4 Flexural Rigidity

The flexural rigidity of textile fabrics gives indications regarding their drapability

and is therefore important for their assessment of suitability as three-dimensional

semi-finished product. Using the definition “stiffness in bending” from engineering

mechanics, where it denotes the quotient of bending moment and curvature, is only

partly useful, since the material is not displaced elastically, but instead the filaments

glide alongside each other. The most important standardized method for

ascertaining stiffness in bending is the cantilever method from DIN 53362

(ASTM D1388). In this test, shown in Fig. 14.13, a strip-shaped specimen is slid

over an edge, bending downward under its own weight.
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At a predefined bending angle αb¼ 41.5�, the overhang length l €U is measured,

and the stiffness in bending B is then formally calculated according to the equations

of engineering mechanics:

B ¼ FL � l €U
2

� �3

ð14:13Þ

FL is the length-related weight force of the specimen derived from the mass per unit

area described in Sect. 14.5.2. The bending angle αB¼ 41.5� is convenient because
the specimen assumes a representative bending at this angle, and the equation for

the stiffness in bending is simplified.

The cantilever method is complemented in practice by other special (often

in-house) methods simulating the respective draping process. Fundamentally, the

material is subjected to a defined flexural deformation, while its force reaction is

being measured. The reproducibility of the flexural deformation is of utmost

importance, as the force reaction of the specimen caused by relaxation of the

yarn/filament shifts is time-dependent.

14.5.5 Resin and Fiber Content

The filler content ratio and the fiber content or content ratio of reinforcement fibers

φm are relations between the fiber mass mf and the total mass mv of a prepreg.

φm ¼ mF

mV
� 100% ð14:14Þ

They are calculated by determining the total mass of the prepreg and the mass after

removal of the matrix. The matrix is removed by

• calcination, i.e. heating in a muffle furnace (glass fiber) and

Fig. 14.13 Schematic of

the Cantilever method
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• chemical extraction (glass fiber: hydrochloric acid, methyl ethyl ketone; carbon

fiber: sulphuric acid used with hydrogen peroxide solution, dichloromethane,

acetone, methyl ethyl ketone)

A Soxhlet extractor is the preferred tool for extraction.

14.5.6 Additional Test Methods

The tests described above are typical for textile fabrics. Beyond them, there is a

variety of other standardized test methods, all of them adapted to the respective type

of material, for example the groups of standards for nonwovens or geotextiles.

Aspects in further test methods for textile fabrics include:

• deformability (draping),

• deformation resistance (elastic recovery, retardation, relaxation),

• sewability,

• insulation properties (heat, water, air/gas, sound), and

• resistance to surrounding media, heat/flames

Apart from standardized test methods, companies employ their own unique,

non-standardized test methods to test special properties under special conditions.

Often, these tests are concerned with deformability and deformation resistance. One

example is given in Fig. 14.14. The test device applies shear deformations or

combined shear- und flexural deformations in order to enable an assessment of

the drapability of textile fabrics.

14.6 Tests on Fiber-Reinforced Plastic Composites

Tests on fiber-reinforced plastic composites are a complex field, including the

extensive characterization of these structures. Due to the great variety of test

methods, not the entire range of methods will be portrayed in this chapter.

Among the tests on composite structures, the tests depicted in the previous

chapters, beginning with the filament, can be included. At the other end of the

validation chain are methods with defined special-shape specimens, i.e. specimens

of standardized dimensions, from whose properties conclusions can be drawn as to

the behavior in use of the finished composite structures. A selection of these

methods will be detailed. For this, the following classification is practical:

• tests without mechanical loads,

• tests at low deformation rate (including static load), and

• tests at high deformation rate
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Individual test methods exist for the separate tests. From the test results of one

category, the properties of another category cannot be derived with precision (or at

all). Often, this also applies to the assessment of the practical suitability of complex

composite components, based on test values gathered with standardized specimen

dimensions. In this case, component-specific test methods have to be developed,

which naturally are not part of the following descriptions.

The importance of defined specimen production and preparation and of the test

conditions has to be repeated here. The standard tests are always conducted in the

conditioned state, i.e. specimens are leveled to the test atmosphere described in DIN

EN ISO 291 and tested in that atmosphere.

14.6.1 Tests Without Mechanical Loads

General tests determining load-independent parameters often only serve informa-

tional purposes, but can be of importance in commercial communication. Test

methods are concerned primarily with

• material (type, ratios of different components),

• construction (setup and orientation of reinforcement layers),

• dimensions,

• mass, amount (density, mass per unit area, fiber volume content),

• physical properties (thermal expansion, electric conductivity, dielectric proper-

ties, resistance to temperature and radiation), and

• surface properties (adhesion of filament and matrix)

Two test methods often applied in practice are given in Table 14.6 and will be

described in the following sections.

The fabric mass or mass per unit area is determined in the usual way, which is

already described in Sect. 14.5.2, as the quotient of mass and surface area of the

specimen. The specimens are cut from the laboratory sample with a cutting device,

and weighed. The preferable specimen dimensions are 0.20� 0.20 m2 or

Fig. 14.14 Shear of a textile fabric for drapability assessment
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0.20� 0.10 m2. The methods are inspired by the approach to the determination of

the mass per unit area of textile fabrics.

The fiber volume count φv results from Eq. (14.15), as the quotient between fiber

volume vf and the total volume vv of the fiber-reinforced plastic composite.

φV ¼ VF

VV
� 100% ¼ AF

AA
� 100% ð14:15Þ

To determine the fiber volume count, a microsection of a specimen is produced,

from which the total area Af of the fibers can be determined by counting filaments

and multiplying their number with the known cross-section area of a filament. This

is then related to the total area AA. Figure 14.15 clarifies this situation.

Filler material content or fiber content, or the content of reinforcement fibers by

mass φF are the relation between fiber mass mF and total mass mV. The content of

reinforcement fibers by volume φV is defined analogously. The fiber content is

usually written as a percentage of the total mass.

φF ¼ mF

mV
� 100% ð14:16Þ

They are calculated by determining the total mass and mass after removal of the

matrix. Depending on the type of the fiber the matrix is removed by

• calcinations

• chemical extraction

as described in Sect. 14.5.5. The relation of the mass-related ratios φF is of

limited informational value. It is more important to know which volume content

ratio φV is taken up by fibers. For this reason—and with knowledge of the mass

densities of the fiber ρfiber and the matrix ρmatrix, or after determining the mass

density ρcomposite of the composite—the mass-related value is converted to the

volume-related value by means of Eq. (14.17).

φv ¼ φF �
ρcomposite
ρfiber

¼
mfiber

ρfiber
mfiber

ρfiber
þ mmatrix

ρmatrix

� 100% ð14:17Þ

Table 14.6 General test methods without mechanical loads

Test method Parameter DIN/ISO standard

Determination of mass Mass per unit area

Fabric mass

DIN EN ISO 10352

Determination of composition Fiber content

Filler content

Resin content

DIN EN ISO 11667

DIN EN ISO 1172

DIN EN 2564
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Established test methods give information on the composite “as a whole”. The

properties of individual components and their interactions are included integrally in

the test results. The development of technologies for fiber-reinforced plastic com-

posites shows that the achievable limit values for relevant properties of these

composites, such as their strength, can be influenced by an ideal design of the

interactions between the individual components. This pertains primarily to the

adhesion of filament and matrix, and the integration and distribution of the fila-

ments in the composite. However, generally accepted standards for the testing of

these properties (such as pull-out-tests of yarns from matrixes) do not exist yet.

14.6.2 Tests at Low Deformation Rates

Tests at low deformation rates are the most important test methods for the charac-

terization of fiber-reinforced plastic composites. They mostly serve to determine

• material parameters, according to the remarks in Sect. 14.2.4,

• strengths, and

• service life times

For these tests, specimens produced in a defined manner are exposed to a defined

deformation—usually along the main axes—while the force reaction is measured.

The advantage of defined load cases in the direction of the main axes at low

deformation rates is the relatively small scatter range of the test value. The matrix

elements of the Eqs. (14.1) and (14.2) can be determined in this manner. If the

deformations are followed through to the destruction of the specimen, information

is gathered regarding its strengths.

Complex load situations are more common in practice. The respective tests often

require special test devices and regimens. As a rule, test values from differing

methods are not comparable, since the influence of the test method and the

specimen dimensions on the test result is too significant. Only tendencies of the

material parameters—i.e. parameters increasing or decreasing—could be stated

with results from differing test methods. Suitable and widespread methods are

given in Table 14.7 and will be detailed in the following sections.

Fig. 14.15 Cross-sections of filaments in a composite; left: schematic, right: microsection
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14.6.2.1 Tensile Tests

Tensile tests are concerned with determining the Young’s modulus Ei, the lateral

contraction coefficients νij (or the Poisson’s ratio μij), and the strengths σB. This is
made possible by loading the specimen from zero to failure, which covers the low

and high tension areas in a single test. There are several international standards for

tensile tests, such as DIN EN 2561 or ASTM D3039/D3039M, but in a European

context, DIN EN ISO 527-4 and -5 should be applied.

DIN EN ISO 527-5 describes the conditions for tensile tests on unidirectionally

reinforced fiber-reinforced plastic composites in longitudinal and transversal direc-

tions. The necessary specimen shape is given in Fig. 14.16a.

Load insertion is ensured by means of load lead-in elements called bonded end

tabs, with a mandatory length of at least 50 mm. Their thickness can vary between

0.5 and 2 mm, and they are made from GRP laminate whose fibers are oriented at


45� to the load direction. These are attached to the specimen with a highly elastic

adhesive. The initial span between the bonded end tabs is 150 mm, the specimens

are 15 or 25 mm wide, and the test rate is set to 2 or 1 mm/min. Further details are

included in DIN EN ISO 527-5.

DIN EN ISO 527-4 lists requirements to be met by tensile tests on isotropically

and anisotropically (more accurately: orthotropically) reinforced fiber-plastic com-

posites. The specimen dimensions and test conditions differ from those designated

in DIN EN ISO 527-5. Three variants are set down; one of the most widely used is

shown in Fig. 14.16b. To guarantee a central clamping, centering pins can be used.

The clamping of the specimen into the tensile tester can be effected by means of

a variety of specimen holders, and the aspects detailed in Sect. 14.4.3 also apply to

tensile tests on fiber-reinforced plastic composites. The clamping must not result in

pre-tension in deformation direction being imprinted into the specimen. Wedge-

action grip specimen holders, exerting a higher tensioning on the specimen with

increasing test force, usually display the most advantageous properties. For force

and length measurements, the deliberations in Sect. 14.2.2 apply. Use of the

crosshead travel position for length measurements is to be avoided. Extensometers

or strain-gauges applied to the specimens are more advantageous. The

Table 14.7 Test methods with low deformation rate

Test method Parameter DIN/ISO standard

Tensile test Parameters as in Table 14.2 DIN EN ISO 527-1,-4,-5

Compression test

Flexural test

Parameters analogous to Table 14.2

“pressure” instead of “tensile”

“compression” instead of “strain”

Flexural modulus, flexural strength

DIN EN ISO 14126

DIN EN ISO 14125

Shear strength test

Shear test

Shear strain/shear stress response

Shear modulus, shear strength

Apparent interlaminar shear strength

DIN EN ISO 14129

DIN EN ISO 14130

Creep test Tensile-/flexural-creep strain

Tensile-/flexural-creep modulus

DIN EN ISO 899-1,-2
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characteristics are always represented as σ-ε diagrams in the vein of Fig. 14.5; the

parameters are calculated according to Table 14.2. Often, an additional assessment

of the type of failure, i.e. a statement regarding the fracture pattern, can be useful.

Modern test laboratories use biaxial tensile testers allowing a biaxial load

introduction in 0� and 90� direction simultaneously. However, no generally

accepted standards exist concerning specimen shape, test regimen, or evaluation.

14.6.2.2 Compression Test

In compression tests, the axial compression properties are determined. The com-

pression test is a distinct test, not a simple inversion of the tensile test because

composite structures display failure types such as buckling or bulging, or split

vertically at relatively small compressive stresses. Therefore, compressive

strengths are usually lower than tensile strengths.

Due to the complex mechanical failure mechanisms, compression test are

problematic. There are many test standards resulting in different values because

of different specimen dimensions and specimen fixtures. Reproducible results are

difficult to obtain, even if the respective standard is consequently adhered

to. Specimen preparation is once more of crucial importance here.

DIN EN ISO 14126 attempts to unify as many aspects of other standards as

possible in one. It standardizes two types of specimens, one of which is to be used

preferably for unidirectional materials, the other for “other materials”. Conven-

tional specimen holders/clamps are allowed, as long as the deformation by bending

or buckling at failure of the specimen does not exceed 10 %. With this, an axial

loading during the compression test can be assumed.

The specimens prepared in accordance with DIN EN ISO 14126 are sized

110� 10 mm2 or 125� 25 mm2, and the largest part of the specimen serves as

clamp area. The free specimen area for compression tests is 10� 10 mm2, or

25� 25 mm2. The specimens can be fitted with load lead-in elements (bonded

end tabs), for which the same aspects apply as for tensile tests. Figure 14.7a shows

the schematic of a specimen with bonded end tabs.

For load insertion, two principles are provided by the standard, and are shown in

Figs. 14.17b, c. A lateral compressive force introduction essentially causes a shear

a

b

Fig. 14.16 Examples of

specimen shape for tensile

tests; (a) according to DIN

EN ISO 527-5, (b)

according to DIN EN ISO

527-4
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loading of the specimen, while compressive force introduction via the ends pro-

vides end loading or mixed loading.

For the compression test, tensile testers with a directional inversion of the

crosshead motion can be used to realize a compressive loading of the specimen.

The clamping of the specimens into the tester is secured with compression test

fixtures (trapezoids), which are adaptions of the globally common Celanese and

IITRI compression test fixtures used in ASTM D3410 and DIN EN ISO 14126.

The compression of the specimen is to be measured preferably by strain-gauges

applied to the free specimen surface with an adhesive. The crosshead rate is set to

1 mm/min, and the specimen is loaded until failure. The σ-ε characteristics are

recorded. The test report contains the parameters compressive failure stress, com-

pressive failure strain, and modulus of elasticity in compression, analogous to

Table 14.2. Furthermore, the type of failure (shear, breaking, or vertical split/

delamination) is to be recorded in the test report.

Apart from DIN EN ISO 14126, other test methods can be applied, all of which

can differ with regards to specimens, test conditions, and primarily specimen

holders/compression test fixtures. Examples are given in the normative references

at the end of this chapter.

14.6.2.3 Flexural Tests

Flexural tests serve to determine the flexural modulus (modulus of elasticity in

flexure) and the flexural strength. Near exclusively, three-point and four-point

flexural tests are used to establish these parameters. Several standards exist for

this purpose, which share the same principle but differ in terms of flexural support/

test fixture, specimen dimensions, and experimental parameters. The flexural sup-

port is always designed symmetrically, so as to ensure a symmetrical load insertion

Fig. 14.17 Schematic of a compression test in accordance with DIN EN ISO 14126; (a) specimen,

(b) load introduction via lateral surfaces (shear loading), (c) load introduction via ends (end

loading or mixed loading)
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for bending the specimen. Bending creates a multiaxial state of stress in the

specimen, resulting in tensile, compressive, and shear stresses. For this reason, a

variety of failure types can occur. Shear stresses during flexural tests are kept small

by a sufficiently large ratio of specimen length and specimen thickness. Principal

test assemblies following DIN EN ISO 14125 are shown in Fig. 14.18. The

advantage of the four-point flexural test is the constant bending moment created

between the two symmetrically arranged loading edges.

Specimen dimensions differ greatly, depending on the individual standards.

Specimen lengths usually range from 50 to 100 mm, specimen width from 10 to

25 mm, and specimen thicknesses from 2 to 4 mm. For three-point flexural tests, the

supporting span L of the two supports is 40–80 mm. In four-point-flexural tests the

support span is 45–81 mm, while the loading edges are spaced from 15 to 27 mm.

In the flexural test, the loading edges apply a constantly paced deflection to the

specimen to the point of failure. The speed to be set for the loading edges depends

on the force response due to corresponding deflection; the DIN EN ISO 14125

standard demands values in the range from 0.5 to 500 mm/min. The deflections of

the top or bottom surfaces of the specimen in the middle of the support span, and the

total force F applied by the loading edges are recorded. From these measured

values, flexural stress and flexural strain are derived. Flexural stress σf and flexural

strain εf designate the tensions and elongations on the exterior surfaces of the

specimen in the midspan of the loading edges L. No differentiation is made between

the compressive and tensile stresses on the top and bottom surfaces of the specimen,

as they amount to equal values for reasons of symmetry. The characteristics of σf
and εf match the graphs in Fig. 14.5, if the diagram uses flexural strain as abscissa,

and flexural stress as ordinate, according to

σ f ¼ 3FL

2bh2
and ε f ¼ 6sh

L2
ð14:18Þ

for the three-point bending test or

σ f ¼ FL

bh2
and ε f ¼ 4, 7sh

L2
ð14:19Þ

for the four-point bending test, b and h being the width and thickness of the

specimen. Equations (14.18) and (14.19) apply to small deflections (s< 0.1 L ),

Fig. 14.18 Schematic of a flexural test arrangement according to DIN EN ISO 14125; (a) three-

point flexural test, (b) four-point flexural test
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higher values require modifications of the equations. A direct measurement of the

flexural strain εf by means of strain-gauges applied to the specimen is an alternative

to the relations stated in Eqs. (14.17) and (14.18). Analogously to the representa-

tions in Fig. 14.5, the flexural modulus Ef is the slope of the σf-εf characteristic in
the flexural strain range of 0.0005� εf� 0.0025.

Flexural tests are always performed until failure of the specimen. Apart from the

σf-εf characteristic, the peak values of σf and εf, and the type of failure have to be

stated in the test report. Acceptable failure types in flexural tests are fractures,

which occur at a distance from the supports and are caused by either tensile or

compressive strains. Failure caused by interlaminar shear is not accepted, and

related results are dismissed.

14.6.2.4 Shear Test

Shear loading in the laminate level often occurs in the everyday applications of

fiber-reinforced plastic composites, introducing opposing shear forces into the

component. In test engineering and in test standards, these cases are referred to as

shear stresses, especially when the failure of the specimen is the focus of the test.

Strictly speaking, a shear stress requires opposing shear forces acting on the exact

same line of action and causing a “shearing off” of the material. This case occurs

inside the component and results in its shear failure if the external shear loading is

high enough. The methods detailed in this section apply mainly to low shear

loading, in order to characterize the elastic range of the shear deformation. Asser-

tions regarding the shear failure are made possible by continuing the shear test to

the failure of the specimen.

A shear test is performed to characterize the behavior of a material under shear

loading. It serves to determine the shear modulus Gij in the compliance tensor in

Eq. (14.1), according to Eq. (14.5). A test engineering replication of this situation has

proven difficult, partly due to the technical feasibility of defined homogeneous shear

deformationsGij and the simultaneousmeasurement of resulting shear stresses γij, and
partly due to the complex reaction of the fiber-reinforced plastic composites charac-

terized by more or less inhomogeneous interior states of stress and non-linearity. The

result—similar to compression test and as opposed to tensile and flexural tests—is a

multitude of individualmethods for the assessment of the shear behavior and the shear

failure. The methods described in the following are the most common, although their

results differ on account of the different experimental parameters.


45� Tension Test (In-plane Shear Method)
The 
45� tension test, usually referred to as “in-plane shear method” is described

in DIN EN ISO 14129, and is based on ASTM D3518. The method is attractive

from a test engineering point of view, as no special preparations for the clamping

of the specimen are required. A flat specimen of rectangular dimensions and a

fiber orientation of
45� to the longitudinal axis is subjected to a simple tensile test.

The specimens measure 250� 25 mm2, the active specimen length being 150 mm.
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The specimens have a thickness of 2 mm. Strain-gauges are applied parallel and

perpendicular to the longitudinal axis of the specimen (Fig. 14.19).

A tensile strain of the specimen in longitudinal directions, performed at a test

rate of 2 mm/min, causes extensions εx and transverse strain εy of the specimen,

which are measured by means of strain-gauges. In addition, the tensile force Fx is

measured in 0� direction. The Eqs. (14.20) and (14.21)

γ12 ¼ εx � εy εy < 0
	 
 ð14:20Þ

τ12 ¼ Fx

2hb
ð14:21Þ

allow the calculation of shear deformation γ12 and shear stress τ12, with b being the
width, and h being the thickness of the specimen. The in-plane shear modulus G12 is

determined from the shear stress-shear deformation curve in shear deformations of

τ012¼ 0.001 and τ0012¼ 0.005, using Eq. 14.5, and becomes

G12 ¼ τ
00
12 � τ

0
12

γ
00
12 � γ

0
12

ð14:22Þ

The test ends upon reaching a value of γ12¼ 0.05, or at the failure of the specimen,

the corresponding value τ12 is referred to as “in-plane shear strength”. This test

primarily serves the determination of the shear modulus, not the assessment of the

shear failure. In principle, the test can also be performed with a fiber orientation

deviating from 45�.

Rail Shear Tests (Rail Shear Methods)
The rail shear method is standardized in ASTM D4255. The test requires special

rail-shaped specimen holders with which a shear loading of the specimen is

realized. In the simplest case, the two-rail shear test, the specimen is screwed

onto two rails. The specimen holder can be exposed to pressure or tension by

means of a tensile tester, and the rails create shear stresses within the specimen.

The shear force is derived from the measurement of the force F on the tensile tester,

Fig. 14.19 Specimen shape for shear test according to DIN EN ISO 14129
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the shear deformations γ12 are those deformations ε45� on the specimen which are

directly measured with a strain-gauge.

An extension of the previous method is constituted by the three-rail shear test,

which requires three eponymous rails for holding the specimen. The specimen

holder consists of two outer rails firmly connected to a base plate. Mandatory

boreholes in the specimen enable the screw fixing of the specimen to the rails. A

central rail, guided by the specimen holder serves for load insertion, causes a shear

loading of the specimen. The central, symmetrical loading of the specimen ensures

that no additional shear forces can affect the specimen. A homogeneous specimen

will display a homogeneous displacement field. The shear modulus is calculated in

a manner analogous to the two-rail shear test. Figures 14.20a, b show the schematic

of the two test variations.

Iosipescu Shear Test (V-notched Beam Method)
For this method, which is named for its original developer, shear loading is created

by V-shaped notches, which are cut into the specimen to a depth of up to 20 % of

the total width of the specimen. The method was initially developed for metals,

but ASTM D5379 is an interpretation of the original method for composite

materials.

V-notched Rail Shear Test (V-notched Rail Shear Method)
This method combines the advantages of the two-rail method and the Iosipescu

method standardized in ASTM D7078. The improvements on the Iosipescu shear

test apply mainly to the increased span between the horizontal central baselines of

the V-notches. The result is a greater space for the application of the strain-gauges.

In comparison to the two-rail method, the specimen holding was improved, and no

boreholes are necessary, because the specimen can simply be clamped. Further-

more, the total surface area of the specimen is reduced. Both improvements

positively affect the test methods efficiency. The performance of the test and the

determination of the shear modulus are performed in a similar manner as in the

Iosipescu test method. Figure 14.20 c shows the schematic of the shear tests with

V-notches. Both variants described above differ with regard to the shape and

dimensions of the specimen and the specimen holder, particularly the proportions

of specimen length and specimen width.

Strain
gauge

a b c

Fig. 14.20 Schematic of shear test arrangements; (a) two -rail shear test, (b) three -rail shear test,

(c) shear test with V-notches
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Pivotable Plate (“Plate Twist Method”)
The test is described in DIN EN ISO 15310 and requires square specimens. The test

device has two supports located in a diagonal of the specimen. The load introduc-

tion is performed symmetrically in the other diagonal of the specimen. The shear

modulus G12 can be derived from the stress-deflection-plot, the necessary relations

are part of the cited standard. This method is rarely used.

Large-panel Shear Test

This test method is detailed in DIN 53399 and requires specially shaped, square

specimens. The load introduction area of the specimen is incised and bored diag-

onally, and fixed in a shear frame with screws. The shear test requires a tensile tester

in which the shear frame is stretched at predefined rates. The elongations have to be

recorded right on the specimen in various directions. The shear modulus G12 is

derived from this data.

14.6.2.5 Tests of Interlaminar Shear Strength

Tests of interlaminar shear strength as well as the flexural and shear tests described

above are in some manner related, which would allow a different structure than the

one chosen here. Despite the similarities, interlaminar shear strength is a parameter

of its own, especially so because it cannot be derived from either other parameters

or flexural and shear tests. The result of the test is not an absolute value. Therefore,

the correct, standardized term is apparent interlaminar shear strength. The term

used here corresponds to common usage.

In principle, it relies on a short-beam shear test in the form of three-point

method, analogous to the representation in Fig. 14.18a. The specimen of rectangu-

lar cross-section is placed on two supports and loaded by a centrally located loading

edge until failure by interlaminar shear occurs. This can be achieved because the

span L between the two supports is no greater than the quintuple specimen

thickness (for example, L¼ 10 mm at a typical specimen thickness of 2 mm).

Interlaminar shear strength is the value of interlaminar shear stresses in the

neutral plane of the specimen, which occurs at the failure of the specimen.

The specimen is arranged symmetrically over the supports and loaded at a speed

of 1 mm/min by the loading edges. The force F is recorded. In accordance with DIN

EN ISO 14130 the apparent interlaminar shear strength τ12 is calculated from the

force value F, using the Eq. (14.23)

τ12 ¼ 3

4
� F

bh
ð14:23Þ

Where b and h are the width and thickness of the specimen.

It is important that the mode of specimen failure is caused by interlaminar shear

between two or more layers (single shear or multiple shear). Specimens with other

types of failure are not included in the test analysis.
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Further test standards are included in the normative references at the end of this

chapter. These methods are also based on the short-beam shear method. Specimens

and test devices are designed differently from DIN EN ISO 14130.

14.6.2.6 Tests of Creep Properties

The creep of a material denotes its change of shape under constant or cascadingly

altering load. Quantitatively, the creep parameters are determined by means of a

creep test of at least 1,000 h duration. The specimen is exposed to tensile, bending

and pressure loads, and its deformation is registered across an extended interval of

time. The result of the creep test provides information regarding the viscoelastic

behavior of the material. This knowledge is important, as composite components in

practical use are subjected to strains over long periods of time and have to retain

their serviceability.

Creep tests have been common in metallurgy, construction, and plastics engi-

neering for a long time. The standards developed for the bending and tensile loading

of plastics can also be applied to fiber-reinforced plastic composites. For tests

concerning the creep behavior, the DIN EN ISO 899-1 and -2 standards should be

consulted. In accordance with these, creep is the increase in elongation of the

specimen over time under tensile (Part 1) or bending (Part 2) loads.

The creep test according to DIN EN ISO 899-1 is a special tensile test. Aspects

of specimen dimensions and the performance of tensile tests are provided by the

respective sections of DIN EN ISO 527, which are detailed in Sect. 14.6.2.1, and

can be used for the creep test. The creep test in the manner prescribed by DIN EN

ISO 899-2 is a special type of three-point test, as represented under different

aspects, in Sects. 14.6.2.4 and 14.6.2.5. The radii of supports and loading edge, as

well as the support span depend on a variety of aspects. Their dimensions are set to

produce a bending load while preventing interlaminar shear. The support span has

to amount to at least the 16-fold value of the specimen thickness. The load is to be

set at ca. 50 % of the tensile strength or the shear failure.

Increase in strain or deflection are preferably to be measured in a time interval

ranging from of 1 min to 1,000 h, where the time intervals increase exponentially,

which is the reason for a logarithmic representation of the time axis in the graphical

depiction of the time dependence of the creep parameters. For reasons of the—quite

desirable—small deformations during the creep test, an adherence to a constant test

environment is crucial. For loading the specimens, the use of defined weights,

possibly in combination with a lever system, should be considered. To measure

the deformation, commonly used length measuring systems are sufficiently stable

over long periods of time. Employing long-term stable mechanical dial gages with a

length resolution of 5–10 μm is often sensible. This way, the test is largely safe from

outages in electrical supply of the test equipment.

The tensile creep test uses the increase in length between the gauge marks (ΔL )t
as well as the initial gauge length without load L0 to determine the tensile creep
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strain under tensile load εt, and the tensile-creep modulus Et, following Eqs. (14.24

and 14.25)

εt ¼ ΔLð Þt
L0

ð14:24Þ

Et ¼ σ � 1

εt
¼ F

bh
� L0

ΔLð Þt
ð14:25Þ

Where F is the introduced force, b is the width, and h is the thickness of the

specimen.

The flexural creep test measures the deflection St centrally between the supports,
at the position of the loading edge. This, and knowledge of the span between the

supports L, allows the calculation of the flexural creep strain εt—i.e. the elongation

of the top or bottom surface of the specimen, using the following Eq. (14.26).

εt ¼ 6Sth

L2
ð14:26Þ

The flexural creep modulus Et is the quotient of the tension σ on a specimen surface

in the center of the support span and the strain εt at the same position. It results from

using Eq. (14.18) according to Eq. (14.27) as

Et ¼ σ � 1

εt
¼ 3FL

2bh2
� L2

6Sth
¼ L3F

4bh3St
ð14:27Þ

Where F is the introduced force, and b and h are width and thickness of the

specimen. Depending on the top and bottom surfaces of the specimen, the tension

σ of the specimen is either a compression stress or an equal tensile tension. The

results of the creep tests are graphically represented as

• creep curves and

• creep-modulus curves

They show the characteristics over time εt(t) and Et(t) with logarithmic time

axes, often with different load levels. Almost without exception all characteristics

at any load level display an increase of the elongation εt and a decrease of the

modulus Et(t) over time. If several load levels are used, and if the creep test is

performed to failure of the specimen, the results can also be represented as

• isochronous stress-strain plots

• time-to-rupture curves

For this, the stress-strain value pairs determined in the individual measuring

times are entered into a σ-εt diagram and connected to form a curve.

Creating the time-to-rupture curves requires higher loads to ensure that failure of

the specimen occurs during the test, i.e. during the loading time of typically 1,000 h.
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The time-to-rupture curve is the graphic representation of the tension σ over the

length of time until failure. To gather conclusive data, ten tests per load level are

recommended.

Creep tests are very time-consuming, but entirely indispensible. The value of

creep tests and their graphical representations is the possibility to extrapolate creep

parameters and make informed statements on the serviceability of the tested

structures for the entire duration of their use in the field—usually 10–30 years.

14.6.3 Tests at High Deformation Rates

In practice, fiber-reinforced plastic composites are usually exposed to high defor-

mation rates. However, the behavior of the structures under high deformation rates,

such as crashes, cannot be securely derived from the test parameters for low-speed

tests, or from the knowledge of material parameters according to Eq. (14.1).

Attempts to recreate typical situations found in practical use have inspired a number

of test methods, many of them having been developed independently from one

another. All of them aim to gather information on

• material laws (constitutive equations) at high deformation speeds,

• material damage under impact loading, and

• material fatigue

Table 14.8 compiles a few of the test methods.

14.6.3.1 High-Speed Tensile Tests

The failure behavior of fiber-reinforced plastic composites depends on the defor-

mation rate or loading rate, respectively. Apart from deformation-speed-dependent

viscoelastic behavior of the materials, local interior warming in the specimen or

resonances may occur, and further influence the failure behavior.

To derive the material laws, the high loading rates encountered in practical

application have to be reproduced in high-speed tensile tests. The crosshead

movement of conventional tensile testers is screw- or spindle-driven, which keeps

deformation rates low. For high-speed tensile tests, an entirely distinct machine

type with an auxiliary hydraulics unit exists. This hydraulics unit accelerates a

piston rod to speeds of 20–25 m/s. At that speed, the piston rod couples with the

specimen holding device, causing a deformation. Depending on the dimensions,

strain rates of up 102 s�1 are achievable. Due to the required dynamics, force

measurements are performed with piezoelectric load cells, and an inspection of

the specimen with a high-speed camera is sensible. One advantage of the method is

the suitability of the piston rod equipment to also test at considerably lower speeds,

which allows examinations of the failure behavior at a large interval of deformation

rates, including tensile tests and compression tests.
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Analyzing the measured force characteristics requires experience, as they are

also influenced by deformations of components in the test equipment and by the

dynamic properties of the load cell. The design of the specimens, their mounting,

and the test regimen are usually adapted to the respective object of investigation,

special test standards for simple high-speed tensile tests have not been designed yet.

Often, the strain rates achieved by high-speed tensile testers do not suffice for

real, highly dynamic load situations. In these cases, the clamp speed has to be

increased by using a drop tower, in which a defined mass is accelerated by free fall

and makes a high-speed impact on the device in which the specimen is mounted.

Depending on the height of fall and the specimen dimensions, strain rates (tensile or

compression deformation) of the order of 103 s�1 are achievable.

Extremely high strain rates under compression load are created with Split
Hopkinson pressure bars. The test equipment consists of the bars, a projectile,

and cylindrical incident as well as transmitter bars aligned in a straight line with the

specimen between them. The specimen is thin compared to the length of the bars,

and the specimen cross-section is smaller than the cross-section area of the bars.

The elongation of the incident and transmitter bars is measured with strain gages.

The projectile is accelerated with compressed air, and pushed onto the incident bar

at high speeds (10–50 m/s), triggering an elastic shock wave on the incident bar.

When the shock wave hits the specimen, part of it is reflected, while the remainder

goes through the specimen and deforms it due to its smaller cross-section. Within

the specimen, this enables elongation speeds of up to 104 s�1. Analyses of the strain

gage signals allow assessments of the viscoelastic behavior of the specimen.

14.6.3.2 Crash Testing

Generally, the high-speed test method described above is the most suitable for

deriving material laws (constitutive equations) at high deformation rates.

Application-relevant statements regarding damage tolerance for shock stresses are

provided by crash tests, which are also known as impact tests. They aim to damage

or destroy a component with predefined shock stresses. The relations are highly

complex, which minimizes comparability of the results of various methods of

Table 14.8 High deformation rate test methods

Test method Parameter DIN/ISO test standard

High-speed tensile test Maximum tensile force/strength Fm, σm
Stress at break σm

–

–

Impact test Impact-failure energy E50

Impact energy EP

Charpy impact strength aCU
Izod impact strength aIU

DIN EN ISO 6603-1

DIN EN ISO 6603-2

DIN EN ISO 179-1,-2

DIN EN ISO 180-1,-2

CAI test Residual compressive strength σdBR DIN 65561

ISO 18352

Fatigue test S-N curve DIN 50100
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impact testing, several of which have been standardized in the past. The ones

described in the following have become the most widespread.

Impact Test (Drop Weight Impact)
The impact test adhering to DIN EN ISO 6603 was developed for plastics, but

can also be used for fiber-reinforced plastic composites. It serves to determine the

impact behavior of the materials. For this, specimens are fixed to a support device

with a clamping ring. In the impact test standardized in the first part of the cited

standard (which also matches ASTM D5628), a lubricated striker or dart, formed as

a ball burst device with a hemispherical, polished and hardened impact surface is

dropped onto the center of the specimen from a predefined height, damaging it.

After impact, the specimen is assessed with regard to the damage feature defined

beforehand, e.g. crack, break, penetration, shattering. If the feature is missing, the

impact energy is increased for the following test by incrementing the mass of the

striker. If damage occurs, the mass has to be reduced for the next round of testing.

Using a method for adjusting the mass detailed in the standard (“staircase method”),

and energy value at which 50 % of the specimens fail with the predefined damage

feature is derived. This value is to be interpreted as the impact-failure energy E50.

DIN EN ISO 6603-2 standardizes the instrumented impact test. Specimen

support and clamping device are to be designed analogously to part 1 of the

standard. The impact has a preferable drop height of 1 m, its mass has to be large

enough to ensure a fracture of the specimen at near-constant speed. The force

exerted on the specimen by the striker is measured using a piezoelectric load cell

and recorded as a function of time. With knowledge of the striker speed being

4.4 m/s, the force- deflection diagram, the impact or puncture energy Ep, and other

parameters can be derived.

Charpy Impact Test

The Charpy impact test detailed in DIN EN ISO 179 was also developed for

plastics, and has been widely used in plastics testing. The method can be applied for

fiber-reinforced plastic composites. The test equipment consists of a pendulum

impact tester into which the specimens mounted touching two supports (“horizontal

beam”). The span of the supports has to maintain a certain ratio to the thickness of

the specimen. At this point, the standard allows various variations. The pendulum

has a striking edge impacting the center of the specimen. For this, kinetic energy is

available, equal in amount to the potential energy of the pendulum at the beginning

of the test. Impact on the specimen can hit either the narrow or broad longitudinal

surface of the specimen (edgewise or flatwise impact). Furthermore, the impact

direction can be parallel or normal to the reinforcement plane.

Part 1 of the cited standard describes the non-instrumented impact test. After

breaking of the specimen, the pendulum reaches a certain height corresponding to a

remaining potential energy resulting from the initial energy minus the absorbed

impact energy Ec, i.e. the energy required for the failure. The pendulum impact

testers are constructed to allow easy determination of the potential energy of the

pendulum after impact, preferably with a slave pointer on an appropriately cali-

brated energy scale. The Charpy impact strength aCU is then calculated as the

quotient of absorbed impact energy EC and the specimen cross-section. The second
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index U denotes the un-notched specimens, as opposed to the index N for notched

specimens, which is redundant here.

DIN EN ISO 179-2 describes the instrumented impact strength test in which

impact force and deflection of the specimen are recorded. In this case, the striking

edge has to be fitted with a force sensor such as a piezoelectric load cell. The

deflection can be derived with an angle sensor at the fulcrum of the pendulum. In

this case, the absorbed impact strength of the specimen required for determining the

Charpy impact strength aCU is calculated from the integral of the force over the

deflection. The biggest advantage of the instrumented impact strength test is the

possibility to derive statements on the type of failure—yielding followed by plastic

deformation, tough break, brittle break, splintering break—from the measured force

characteristics. The respective failure type has to be documented in the test report.

Izod Impact Strength

The Izod impact test is described in DIN EN ISO 180. In principle, it is

comparable to the non-instrumented Charpy test. The crucial difference is the

manner of specimen mounting. While the specimen is positioned centrally on two

supports for the Charpy method, it is held on one side only in the Izod variant. The

Izod impact strength aIU, analogously to its Charpy counterpart aCU, is the quotient

of impact energy Ec and the specimen cross-section.

Compression After Impact (CAI)

The previously described impact tests determine the energy needed to

completely destroy the specimen in a defined crash. To properly assess the practi-

cability of composite components, it is often more important to know their residual

strength after a “small” impact strain. The fiber-reinforced plastic composites are

damaged in a strictly defined manner, and the resulting property changes are

examined by test engineering means. Suitable methods for this were first developed

in aeronautics.

Today’s standard method for this kind of tests adds a compression test after the

crash or impact pre-damaging, and then determines the residual compressive

strength. These tests are known as “compression after impact” tests, usually abbre-

viated to CAI. Several standards exist for CAI, varying slightly with regard to

specimen design and test conditions. The Normative References at the end of the

chapter include examples of the standards usually used. The specimen is a flat

rectangular plate of standardized dimensions (e.g. 150� 100 mm2 according to

DIN 65561, or 127� 76.2 mm2 (5� 3 in.) for the Boeing specification BSS-7260).

The specimen is fixed in a stable frame and, as in impact tests, hit and locally

damaged by a striker in a drop device. Details are given in the standards included in

the normative references. It is important to construct the test devices in such a way

as to ensure that the specimen is subjected to only a single impact and to prevent

bouncing.

The specimen is then inserted into a compression test fixture allowing an even

compressive strain on the ends of the specimen in direction of its longitudinal axis.

To determine the compressive strength, the specimen is compressed at a constant

test speed, i.e. 1 mm/min according to DIN 65561, and stressed to specimen failure.

The compressive stress at failure of the damaged specimen is called residual
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compressive strength. The damage resistance of the specimen is assessed in a plot in

which the residual compressive strength σdbr is entered as a function of the impact

energy. In addition, the compression at failure of the damaged specimen can be

determined with strain gages applied to the specimen.

14.6.3.3 Fatigue Test/Fatigue Behavior

Fatigue test complete the list of common exposures in practical use of fiber-

reinforced composites. They have been in use for the assessment of the long-term

behavior of metals for some time. While the creep test described in Sect. 14.6.2.6

ascertains the deformations of a specimen under constant loads, the fatigue test

exposes specimens to alternating loads until failure. With randomly changing loads,

information on the structural durability of the materials can be obtained. On the

other hand, sinusoidal loads offer information on the fatigue behavior. Due to the

easier realization in experiments, practicality demands the fatigue of a component

to be determined by long-term tests with single-axis sinusoidal loading of the

specimens.

Terminology and parameters of the long-term fatigue tests are detailed in DIN

50100. Mechanical exposure is described by the cyclic stress range σa¼ (σ0�σu) of
the maximum stress σ0 and the minimum stress σu amplitudes alternating symmet-

rically by a mean value σm. The specimens can be subjected to pure compression-

compression loads (σ0< 0) or pure tension-tension loading (σu> 0). Tension-

compression loading occurs if both compressive and tensile loads (σ0> 0, σu< 0)

occur in a cycle.

The fatigue of the specimens can be caused by tensile/compression loading, or

by bending and torsion. The frequency of mechanical oscillations, depending on

peak amplitudes, ranges from ca. 0.1 Hz to a few 10 Hz. Dynamic test devices are

used in order to realize the variety of load profiles. In particular, the loading levels

can be kept constant (single-step test), or changed incrementally (multi-step test) or

close to conditions in the field (fatigue test).

Most commonly, the W€ohler test method is used, which is a single-step test in

which the specimen is strained to by a suitable sinusoidal load until failure after

104–105 cycles. The type of failure is defined with a view to the planned field of

application of the specimen material, e.g. breaking, cracking, or similar cases.

Afterwards, the test is repeated with decreased loads. For this, the peak amplitude

of a load cycle σa can be decreased incrementally at constant mean stress σm. Other
variations of load reduction are also possible. Load reduction is continued until no

failure occurs after 2� 106–107 cycles. The loading parameter—usually some type

of mechanical tension—is plotted over the number of load cycles at failure of the

specimen, resulting in the S-N curve. The S-N curve is divided into three sections.

Low-cycle fatigue (“K”) exists if the failure of the specimen occurs at less than 104

cycles. The section of high-cycle fatigue (“Z”) designates strains in which failure

occurs only after 104–2� 106 cycles. For strains which the specimen can withstand

for 2� 106–107 cycles, fatigue strength (“D”) is achieved, i.e. the specimen is
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theoretically capable of withstanding this exposure to loads for an infinite amount

of time. Figure 14.21 shows the diagrammatic representation of an S-N curve.

For the W€ohler test, one load parameter—mean stress σm, or the stress amplitude

of a cycle σa—has to be kept constant. If both parameters are altered systematically,

a set of S-N curves results, from which the respective fatigue strengths can be

derived. The graphical representation of fatigue strengths as a function of the

various types of strain provides fatigue strength plots. There is a variety of possi-

bilities, all of which are described in DIN 50100.

14.6.4 Other Test Methods

Apart from the abovementioned test methods, a variety of other methods exists.

They are standardized and provide information on fiber-reinforced plastic compos-

ites at typical states in practical use, e.g. tests of notched compression, bearing

strength, stiffness in torsion, and crack growth, to name only a few. A complete

account of this rapidly changing field cannot be given here.

Newly developed textile structures, semi-finished products or components often

display properties which are beyond the capabilities of establish test methods and

equipment. One increasingly important branch, already discussed above, is testing

under exposed conditions (temperature, radiation, and environmental media).

These methods are exclusively published in expert literature, if at all. The know-

how contained in them is bound to influence test standards in the future.

Non-destructive test methods are also becoming increasingly important, as they

are the only methods for controlling the fiber-reinforced plastic composites over

their entire life cycle. Examples of non-destructive test methods, cited from [11],

are
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• radiography tests (identification of cavities, porosities, cracks),

• confocal laser-scanning microscopy (photoelastic examinations),

• speckle interferometry (deformation measurement, resolution 0.05 μm),

• thermography based on optical, acoustic or electric excitation (identification of

anisotropy, impact damages, delamination, cracks),

• ultrasound, mechanical vibration (identification of defects), and

• vibrometry, vibration analysis (identification of defects)

Detailed information concerning these and other methods can be obtained from

the respective technical literature.

14.7 Tests on Other Fiber-Based Composite Materials

Previous remarks were concerned with the physical characterization of those textile

materials and structures playing a role in the value chain from the filament to the

fiber-reinforced plastic composite component. Beyond those, there are other fiber-

based composite materials. The methods and aspects discussed in Sects. 14.1–14.5

also apply to these materials. However, the methods detailed in Sect. 14.6 have to

be modified in most cases. Often, the properties and dimensions of these structures

require the development of independent test methods. Examples of such structures

include

• textile-based membranes and

• textile-reinforced concrete

The list is incomplete. Worldwide activity in this scientifically and economically

interesting field will make other types of composite materials play a role, all of

which will require their own test methods. Exemplarily, this can be shown for

textile membranes and textile-reinforced concrete.

14.7.1 Textile Membranes

Textile membranes are characterized by mass per unit area, tensile strength, cutting

resistance, tear strength, strength of welded joints, coating adhesion, and low

flammability. The most important standards are given at the end of the chapter. A

detailed assessment of textile membranes for lightweight construction (see Sect.

16.5), for example, is based on the results of biaxial tensile tests. More information

on biaxial tensile tests on textile fabrics is included in Sect. 14.5.3, and is also

applicable to tests on textile membranes. Textile carriers for membranes are

commonly glass, PES, or aramid woven fabrics, but can also be bi- and multiaxial

non-crimp fabrics. To assess the stress-strain behavior of the textile membranes

produced with them, a biaxial load introduction is practical. Load cases in the

specimen are defined primarily by
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• specimen dimensions, specimen shape,

• mounting of the specimen (clamp segments, total length of the nip), and

• load introduction (symmetrical/asymmetrical, strain- or stress-controlled)

European standards for the characterization of textile membranes are in

preparation.

For biaxial tensile tests on membranes, square specimens are well-suited. These

specimens can have rounded-off corners and/or yarn-parallel slits. An undefined

load introduction by shear forces at the nips of the specimens is prevented by

transversely mobile clamp segments. One preferred solution for membranes are

specimens with cross-shaped incisions, stripes of at least 30 cm length and 20 cm

width, and a test area (20� 20 cm2) in the center of the cross [12]. Furthermore,

equal travelling spans of the specimen holder in both load axes are favorable.

Generally, a largely homogenous load introduction into the measuring field can

be achieved in this way, allowing a relatively simple analysis of the test data. Any

deviation from these conditions results in special load exposures, rendering the

results useless for anything except the assessment of this exact load case. However,

they are extremely important whenever a situation common in practical use—for

instance on fastening elements, on seams with overlapping areas, on tensile bars or

compression bars, etc.—has to be assessed. It is much more complicated to derive

verified statements on the

• properties of large surface areas (roof constructions), based on test results

determined for small test specimens, and

• practicability over the entire period of use, which can exceed 25 years (roof

constructions) [13], based on long-term tests spanning no more than a few weeks

or months

As the viscoelastic (and the elastic) properties of these materials play an

important part in assessing their performance characteristics, biaxial tensile tests

are also crucial in the low and medium load range. The elastic and viscoelastic

behavior of the membranes is established by tests under cyclic loads. Regarding the

elastic properties, the same aspects as monaxial tests apply. The viscoelastic

behavior is determined from the residual elongations of the membranes after the

individual load cycles. Tests featuring constant elongations along the load axes in

the measuring field are preferred. Generally, the specimen surface is furnished with

a drawn grid, whose distortion is recorded video-optically and converted to elon-

gation profiles by means of image processing software. Further details can be found

in Sect. 16.5.

14.7.2 Textile-Reinforced Concrete

Textile-reinforced concrete is a term for concrete in which the usual steel rein-

forcement is substituted by textile-based reinforcement structures, such as fabrics
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made of glass or carbon filament yarns. The composite behavior between textile

reinforcement and concrete matrix determines important properties of the textile-

reinforced concrete, such as durability and load capacity. Durability describes the

temporal changes of relevant parameters of textile-reinforced concrete. Further-

more, the load capacity, i.e. the capability of withstanding a diversity of different

load situations, is of crucial importance. To assess the properties of textile-

reinforced concrete, special test methods are available. Broad use is being made of

• SIC test,

• pull-out test,

• tensile and flexural test

14.7.2.1 SIC Test

Fiber materials are exposed to an alkaline environment in the concrete matrix,

which makes them susceptible to damage. The use of alkaline-resistant yarns, such

as AR glass filament yarns, is therefore necessary. However, load capacity and

strength losses can occur, caused by pore water. The SIC (strand in concrete) test,

which is standardized in DIN EN 14649, is used to quantitatively describe such

situations. The embedding of the yarns in concrete specimen of 30 mm length and

10� 10 mm2 cross-section creates a situation which is very close to real practical

conditions. The yarn lengths have to be set as to ensure protruding ends on either

side, for mounting in a tensile tester. The specimens are aged at 80 �C over several

days or weeks, exposed to high humidity, alkaline pore water solutions or, in

accordance with DIN EN 14649, deionized water (for 96 h). It is important to

protect the protruding yarn ends from the exposure to avoid strength losses. After

exposure, a tensile test concerning the aspects detailed in Sect. 14.4.3 is performed.

A comparison of the measured breaking strengths (“residual strengths”) to the

breaking strengths of undamaged yarns allows an assessment of the selected

reinforcement. Apart from chemical damages, the SIC tests also serve to examine

other influences on the composite properties, such as mechanical damages to the

yarns caused by the concrete texture or additional transverse compression caused

by the formation of hydration products [14].

14.7.2.2 Pull-out Tests

The pull-out test primarily gives information on the composite behavior between

the yarn selected for the reinforcement and the concrete matrix. From this, esti-

mates can be derived for the failure behavior, and thus, for the durability and load

capacity. In the simplest version, the yarn is inserted into a concrete matrix and

pulled out under predefined test conditions. The pull-out force and span are

recorded. In a two-sided pull-out test, the yarn is placed centrally in a prismatic

specimen, which features a saw cut forming a predetermined breaking notch in its
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center, running transversely to the yarn axis [15]. The specimen is tensile-loaded at

low deformation speed. In the crack cross-section, only the yarn absorbs the tensile

load. By recording the tensile load and deformation span, the force value is

determined at which the adhesion bond between concrete and yarn fails.

14.7.2.3 Tensile and Flexural Tests

The load capacity of textile-reinforced concrete can be assessed by tensile and

flexural tests. Principal aspects of these tests are detailed in Sects. 14.6.2.1 and

14.6.2.3, although the test regimens described there have to adapted in order to

apply to textile-reinforced concrete [15, 16].

Tensile tests on textile-reinforced concreted requires relatively large specimen,

for example of 100 cm in length and 10 cm in width. Mounting these specimens in a

tensile tester is not done with the usual clamping between clamps, but sheaths

embedded in concrete, which are connected to the crosshead of the tensile tester

with a hinge [15]. The range of loading of the specimen has a tapering design

(“waisted specimen”), and predetermined breaking notches can be applied. The

exposure to load is performed at very low elongation speeds, typical values are

around 1‰min�1. The tensile test is continued until specimen failure. The stan-

dard load cell of the tensile tester is used to measure the breaking load, from which

the tensile stress at break can be calculated. Local elongation measurements on the

specimen are taken with applied strain gages. Crack initiation and crack propaga-

tion are analyzed by means of optical/photogrammetric methods.

The properties of textile-reinforced concrete under bending loads are preferably

determined in a four-point flexural test. The specimens are 100 cm long and

designed as beams with various profiles (Π, T, or I profiles). The span of the support
and span between the loading edges can be designed variably. Load exposures,

flexural force, and deflection measurements are performed analogous to tensile

tests, as are analyses of crack initiation and crack propagation. To assess the textile-

reinforced concrete, specimen areas in which tensile stresses occurred are used for

reference. Further details are laid out in Sect. 16.5.
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Normative References: Fibres/Filaments

ISO 1888 Textile glass - Staple fibres or filaments - Determination of average diameter (2006-07)

DIN 65571-1 Aerospace - Reinforcement fibres - Determination of filament diameter and cross-

sectional area of filament yarns - calculation method (1992-11)

DIN 60905-1 Tex-System - Principles (1985-12)

ISO 1144 Textiles - Universal system for designating linear density (1973-12)
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DIN EN ISO 1973 Textiles fibres - Determination of linear density - Gravimetric method and

vibroscope method (1995-12)

DIN EN ISO 5079 Textiles - Fibres - Determination of breaking force and elongation at break of

individual fibres (1996-029

Normative References: Yarns

DIN EN 14020-2 Reinforcements - Specification for textile glass rovings - Methods of test and

general requirements (2003-03)

DIN EN 13003-2 Para-aramid fibre filament yarns - Methods of test and general specifications

(1999-06)

DIN EN 13002-2 Carbon fiber yarns - Test methods and general specifications (1999-06)

DIN EN ISO 1889 Reinforcement yarns - Determination of linear density (2009-10)

DIN EN ISO 1890 Reinforcement yarns - Determination of twist (2009-10)

DIN 65382 Aerospace - reinforcement fibres for plastics - tensile test of impregnated yarn test

specimens (1988-12)

DIN EN ISO 9163 Textile glass - Rovings - Manufacture of test specimens and determination of

tensile strength of impregnated rovings (2005-07)

DIN EN ISO 10618 Carbon fibre - Determination of tensile properties of resin-impregnated yarn

(2004-11)

DIN EN 12562 Textiles - Para-aramid multifilament yarns - Test methods (1999-10)

ISO 3341 Textile Glass -Yarns - Determination of breaking force and breaking elongation (2000-

05)

DIN EN ISO 2062 Textiles - Yarns from packages - Determination of single-end breaking force

and elongation at break using constant rate of extension (CRE) tester (2010-04)

ISO 1887 Textile glass - Determination of combustible-matter content (1995-05)

DIN EN ISO 10548 Carbon fibre - Determination of size content (2003-12)

DIN EN ISO 3344 Reinforcement products - Determination of moisture content (1997-08)

Normative References: Textile Fabrics and Prepregs

DIN EN ISO 5084 Textiles - Determination of thickness of textiles and textile products (1996-10)

DIN EN 12127 Textiles - Fabrics - Determination of mass per unit area using small samples (1997-

12)

DIN EN ISO 10352 Fibre-reinforced plastics - Moulding compounds and prepregs - Determination

of mass per unit area (2011-04)

DIN EN 2329 Aerospace series; textile glass fibre preimpregnates; test method for the determi-

nation of mass per unit area (1993-04)

DIN EN 2557 Aerospace series - Carbon fibre preimpregnates - Determination of mass per unit

area (1997-05)

DIN 53835-13 Testing of textiles; determination of the elastic behaviour of textile fabrics by a

single application of tensile load between constant extension limits (1983-11)

DIN EN 14704-1 Determination of the elasticity of fabrics - Part 1: Strip tests (2005-07)

DIN 53362 Testing of plastics films and textile fabrics (excluding nonwovens), coated or not

coated fabrics - Determination of stiffness in bending - Method according to Cantilever (2003-

10)

ASTM D1388 Standard Test Method for Stiffness of Fabrics (2008)
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DIN EN ISO 1172 Textile-glass-reinforced plastics - Prepregs, moulding compounds and lami-

nates - Determination of the textile-glass and mineral-filler content - calcination methods

(1998-12)

DIN EN 2331 Aerospace series; textile glass fibre preimpregnates; test method for the determi-

nation of the resin and fibre content and mass of fibre per unit area (1993-04)

DIN EN 2559 Aerospace series - Carbon fibre preimpregnates - Determination of the resin and

fibre content and the mass of fibre per unit area (1997-05)

DIN EN ISO 11667 Fibre-reinforced plastics - Moulding compounds and prepregs - Determination

of resin, reinforced-fibre and mineral-filler content; Dissolution methods (1999-10)

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - No
Mechanical Load

DIN EN ISO 10352 Fibre-reinforced plastics - Moulding compounds and prepregs - Determination

of mass per unit area (2011-04)

DIN EN ISO 1172 Textile-glass-reinforced plastics - Prepregs, moulding compounds and lami-

nates - Determination of the textile-glass and mineral-filler content; calcination methods

(1998-12)

DIN EN 2564 Aerospace series - Carbon fibre laminates - Determination of the fibre-, resin- and

void contents (1998-08)

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - Low
Rate of Deformation - Tensile Tests

DIN EN ISO 527-1 Plastics - Determination of tensile properties - Part 1: General principles

(2012-06)

DIN EN ISO 527-4 Plastics - Determination of tensile properties - Part 4: Test conditions for

isotropic and anisotropic fibre-reinforced plastic composites (1997-07)

DIN EN ISO 527-5 Plastics - Determination of tensile properties - Part 5: Test conditions for

unidirectional fibre-reinforced plastic composites (2010-01)

DIN EN 2561 Aerospace series - Carbon fibre reinforced plastics - Unidirectional laminates -

Tensile test parallel to the fibre direction (1995-11)

ASTM D3039 Standard Test Method for Tensile Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite

Materials (2008)

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - Low
Rate of Deformation - Compression Tests

DIN EN ISO 14126 Fibre-reinforced plastic composites - Determination of compressive properties

in the in-plane direction (2000-12)

DIN 65375 Aerospace; fiber reinforced plastics; testing of unidirectional laminates; compression

test transverse to fiber direction (1989-11)
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DIN V 65380 Aerospace; fiber-reinforced plastics; testing of unidirectional laminates; compres-

sion test, parallel and transverse to fiber direction (1987-04)

ASTM D3410 Standard Test Method for Compressive Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite

Materials with Unsupported Gage Section by Shear Loading (“Celanese”) (2003)

ASTM D695 Standard Test Method for Compressive Properties of Rigid Plastics (2010)

ASTM D6641 Standard Test Method for Compressive Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite

Materials Using a Combined Loading Compression (CLC) Test Fixture (2009)

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - Low
Rate of Deformation - Bending Tests

DIN EN ISO 178 Plastics - Determination of flexural properties (2013-09)

DIN EN ISO 14125 Fibre-reinforced plastic composites - Determination of flexural properties

(2011-05)

DIN EN 2562 Aerospace series - Carbon fibre reinforced plastics - Unidirectional laminates;

flexural test parallel to the fibre direction (1997-05)

DIN EN 2746 Aerospace series - Glass fibre reinforced plastics - Flexural test, three point bend

method (1998-10)

ASTM D790 Standard Test Methods for Flexural Properties of Unreinforced and Reinforced

Plastics and Electrical Insulating Materials (2010)

ASTM D7264 Standard Test Method for Flexural Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite

Materials (2007)

ASTM D6272 Standard Test Method for Flexural Properties of Unreinforced and Reinforced

Plastics and Electrical Insulating Materials by Four-Point Bending (2010)

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - Low
Rate of Deformation - Shear Tests

DIN EN ISO 14129 Fibre-reinforced plastic composites - Determination of the in-plane shear

stress/shear strain reponse, including the in-plane schear modulus and strength, by
 45�

tension test method (1998-02)

ASTM D3518 Standard Test Method for In-Plane Shear Response of Polymer Matrix Composite

Materials by Tensile Test of a 
45� Laminate (2013)

DIN 53399-2 Testing of reinforced plastics; shear test on plane specimens (1982-11)

ASTM D4255 Standard Test Method for In-Plane Shear Properties of Polymer Matrix Composite

Materials by the Rail Shear Method (2001)

ASTM D5379 Standard Test Method for Shear Properties of Composite Materials by V-Notched

Beam Method, (“Iosipescu-Method”) (2012)

ASTM D7078 Standard Test Method for Shear Properties of Composite Materials by V-Notched

Rail Shear Method (2012)

ASTMD5448 Standard Test Method for Inplane Shear Properties of HoopWound Polymer Matrix

Composite Cylinders (2011)

DIN EN ISO 15310 Fibre-reinforced plastic composites - Determination of the in-plane shear

modulus by the plate twist method (2005-10)
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Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - Low
Rate of Deformation - Interlaminar Shear Strength Tests

DIN EN ISO 14130 Fibre reinforced plastic composites - Determination of apparent interlaminar

shear strength by short beam-method (1998-02)

DIN EN 2563 Aerospace series - Carbon fibre reinforced plastics - Unidirectional laminates;

determination of apparent interlaminar shear strength (1997-03)

DIN EN 2377 Aerospace series; glass fibre reinforced plastics; test method; determination of

apparent interlaminar shear strength (1989-10)

ASTM D2344 Standard Test Method for Short-Beam Strength of Polymer Matrix Composite

Materials and Their Laminates (2013)

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - Low
Rate of Deformation - Creep Tests

DIN EN ISO 899-1 Plastics - Determination of creep behaviour - Part 1: Tensile creep (2003-10)

DIN EN ISO 899-2 Plastics - Determination of creep behaviour - Part 2: Flexural creep by three-

point loading (2003-10)

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - High
Rate of Deformation - Crash Tests

DIN EN ISO 6603-1 Plastics - Determination of puncture impact behaviour of rigid plastics - Part

1: Non-instrumented impact testing (2000-10)

DIN EN ISO 6603-2 Plastics - Determination of puncture impact behaviour of rigid plastics - Part

2: Instrumented puncture test (2002–04)

DIN EN ISO 180 Plastics - Determination of Izod impact strength (2013-08)

ASTM D3763 Standard Test Method for High Speed Puncture Properties of Plastics Using Load

and Displacement Sensors (2010)

ASTM D5420 Standard Test Method for Impact Resistance of Flat, Rigid Plastic Specimen by

Means of a Striker Impacted by a Falling Weight (Gardner Impact) (2010)

ASTM D5628 Standard Test Method for Impact Resistance of Flat, Rigid Plastic Specimens by

Means of a Falling Dart (Tup or Falling Mass) (2010)

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - High
Rate of Deformation - Compression After Impact

ISO 18352 Carbon-fibre-reinforced plastics - Determination of compression-after-impact proper-

ties at a specified impact-energy level (2009-08)

DIN 65561 Aerospace; fibre reinforced plastics; testing of multidirectional laminates; determina-

tion of compressive strength after impact test (1991-05)
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ASTM D7136 Standard Test Method for Measuring the Damage Resistance of a Fiber-Reinforced

Polymer Matrix Composite to a Drop-Weight Impact Event (2012)

ASTM D7137 Standard Test Method for Compressive Residual Strength Properties of Damaged

Polymer Matrix Composite Plates (2012)

Airbus AITM 1-0010 Determination of Compression Strength After Impact-Stress

Boeing BSS-7260 Boeing Company Specification BSS-7260

Normative References: Fibre-Reinforced Plastic Composites - High
Rate of Deformation - Fatique Tests

DIN 50100 Testing of Materials; Continuous Vibration Test; Definitions, Symbols, Procedure,

Evaluation (1978-02)

DIN 53442 Flexural fatique testing of plastics using flat specimens (1990-09)

ISO 13003 Fibre-reinforced plastics - Determination of fatigue properties under cyclic loading

conditions (2003-12)

ASTM D3479 Standard Test Method for Tension-Tension Fatigue of Polymer Matrix Composite

Materials (2012)

Normative References: Membranes

DIN EN ISO 527-3 Plastics - Determination of tensile properties - Part 3: Test conditions for films

and sheets (2003-07)

DIN EN ISO 1421 Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics - Determination of tensile strength and

elongation at break (1998-08)

DIN EN ISO 2411 Rubber- or plastics-coated fabrics - Determination of coating adhesion-

Beschichtungen (2000-08)

DIN 53363 Testing of plastic films - Tear test using trapezoidal test specimen with incision (2003-

10)

DIN 4102 Fire behaviour of building materials and building components - Part 1: Building

materials; concepts, requirements and tests (1998-05)

Normative References: Textile Based Concrete

DIN EN 14649 Precast concrete products - Test method for strength retention of glass fibres in

cement and concrete (SIC TEST) (2005-07)
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Chapter 15

Modeling and Simulation

Lina Girdauskaite, Georg Haasemann, and Sybille Krzywinski

This chapter will describe the fundamental aspects and methods for the modeling

and simulation of textile reinforcement structures and fiber-reinforced plastic

composites (FRPCs). Due to the anisotropic material properties, the simulation of

the deformation behavior of textile reinforcement structures is a complex matter.

Various approaches will be introduced and simulation solutions based on kinematic

models will be discussed in detail. The focus of this chapter is to assist designers

and engineers in the design of preforms for complex FRPC components. To

correctly configure the composite material according to the expected strains by

means of Finite Element Models (FEM), extensive experimental tests for the

quantification of composite characteristics are necessary. This contribution will

therefore also address modeling and simulation methods based on multi-scale

approaches to the determination of special mechanical values of materials.

15.1 Introduction

The use of computer-assisted methods for the assessment of a component design

and its constructive realization has become crucial to achieve ever shorter product

development cycles. Apart from that, generating geometry models to describe the

product dimensions requires the characterization of material behavior of the textile
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composite reinforcements for purposes of modeling. Ensuring a wrinkle-free shap-

ing of textile reinforcement structures into strongly curved shapes, sometimes even

double-curved spatial contours, and realizing a load-adapted orientation of the

reinforcement yarns are essential criteria in the designing of FRPC components.

The mechanical behavior of textile reinforcement structures differs considerably

from that of monolithic materials. Due to the inhomogeneous structure made from

fibers and yarns, locally varying material properties are common. Globally varying

material properties arise from the production of textile reinforcements made from

approximately similar fibers and yarns but manufactured by means of different

fabric formation technologies. Due to the orientation of the reinforcement yarns, the

properties of the reinforcement structures are anisotropic.

The flexible, anisotropic behavior of textile reinforcements makes the modeling

of such structures for simulation processes for the purpose of specific designing and

construction quite complex. Established methods can be classified according to the

depth of analysis into the micro (fiber) level, the meso (yarn) level, and the macro

(fabric) level. While the structure in the micro and meso scales is inhomogeneous,

the macro scale allows a homogeneous approach.

The load-adapted orientation of the textile reinforcement structures of complex-

shape components imposes high engineering requirements not only on the compu-

tation and simulation software to be used but also on the machines and methods

suitable for production. If reinforcement structures are selected specifically and

provided efficient manufacture, fiber-reinforced plastic composites allow a more

cost-efficient component production in comparison to the metal materials. This

requires an adaption of the geometry and designing/constructive aspects to the

processed material. If this is taken into account, composite materials can be used

to realize complex component geometries which could (easily) be produced with

metal materials [1–6].

The current technologies used to manufacture textile preforms and precisely

position them in the mold for shaping/consolidation are not sufficiently economical

outside of aeronautics applications, regardless of component manufacturing method

and used matrix material [7–9]. Preform production costs constitute a significant

part of the total production costs.

Currently, the desired reproducibility of the preform quality and the resulting

structure-mechanical component properties are not achieved due to the significant

geometry alterations during the handling of textiles required in building the stack of

layers and in shaping and positioning in the consolidation mold. During shaping

into complex components, the load-adapted yarn orientation is partially lost, mak-

ing an increased use of material necessary to ensure the safety required by the

design. This is done at the expense of the lightweight construction effect and

increases costs due to over-dimensioning. Improving simulation tools for the

characterization of the deformation behavior of dry textile structures and fiber-

reinforced plastic composites is therefore a priority. For this, the material param-

eters needed for the simulation have to be determined.
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15.2 Deformation Behavior of Textile Semi-finished

Products

15.2.1 General Discussion

For the application of textile semi-finished products made from high-performance

fibers in FRPCs, it is crucial to realize the reinforcement of complex, sometimes

strongly curved geometries without the formation of wrinkles. To perform this task

without an excessive number of iterations in the future, a simulation of the defor-

mation is currently a priority goal. For this, parameters characterizing the defor-

mation behavior are required.

Tensile, flexural, and shear parameters as well as torsion rigidities [10–12] have
to be taken into account in the mechanical assessment of the deformation of textile

fabrics. A measuring method for the determination of torsion rigidities in textile

fabrics has been developed and tested for classical textile structures, and it is also

suitable for textiles made from high performance fibers. The currently available

experimental examinations will have to be extended in the future to specify exact

test conditions [13].

15.2.2 Tensile Values

The deformation behavior of textile fabrics under tensile loads results from the

mechanical properties of the processed fibers, yarns, and the construction design

[12]. Changes in length, related to the initial length of the sample, are referred to as

elongations [14].

Determining the tensile values by means of tensile tests on strips according to

DIN EN ISO 13934 T1 is explained in detail in Sect. 14.5.3.

Stress-strain behavior is tested using tensile tests on strips, preferably in two

directions usually corresponding with the direction of the reinforcement yarns. To

minimize the effects of transverse deformation the test can also be performed on

biaxial tensile testers (manufacturers include Zwick GmbH & Co. KG [15], Kato

Iron Works Co. Ltd [16]). The measuring sample is held in place by several clamps

located on all four sides. The clamps are arranged perpendicular to the load

direction or move proportional to the current change in length, controlled by

computers. Tensile force is measured in both directions. The biaxial tensile test

offers the possibility to test in an approximately load-adapted manner [17]. For the

deformation simulation, transverse normal stiffnesses can be measured in addition

to longitudinal normal stiffnesses. To gather test results with minimal spread, the

clamping variations and sample shape have to be defined precisely and observed

accurately. At the time of writing, no standards, but numerous recommendations on

biaxial tensile tests exist. To avoid transverse deformation and the influence of the
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material clamping, the literature mainly discusses application-related test forms and

force introductions [18–21].

15.2.3 Flexural Values

The flexural rigidity B is a measure of the resistance with which a textile fabric

counters the bending moment of a defined bending change [10]. Flexural rigidity in

textile fabrics depends on the fiber material used and the yarn construction. Both the

rigidity of the fibers in the yarn and the construction design of the fabric signifi-

cantly influence this specific value. The flexural rigidity of a fabric is commonly

measured using a cantilever process, which is detailed in Sect. 14.5.4.

Extensive research at the Institute of Textile Machinery and High Performance

Material Technology (ITM) at TU Dresden have shown that the currently used

devices for flexural testing with cantilever methods do not offer reproducible results

due to manual operation and the corresponding subjective influences. The visually

determined overhanging length is included in the calculation of flexural rigidity in

cubic power. Thus, even slight inaccuracies in reading the results and the insuffi-

ciently accurate scale marking can cause calculation errors of the flexural rigidity.

Therefore, a new flexural rigidity measuring system (ACPM 200) was developed at

the ITM [22]. The high degree of test process automation and analysis compensates

the mentioned disadvantages of previous devices. Furthermore, the influence of

local differences in rigidity across the sample width can be quantified. The devel-

oped device can be used for flexural rigidity tests of fabrics made from high-

performance fibers.

A provision of the measured values in the form of a moment-curvature curve is

required for the simulation of flexural behavior. This curve is not recorded in

flexural tests on the ACMP 200. EISCHEN et al. [23] gives an indirect method to

determine the moment-curvature curve, based on the cantilever method. In the first

step, the X-Y coordinates along the bending curve are recorded from a side view,

using a digital camera (Fig. 15.1).

The data is computer-processed to determine the value pairs of the moments and

curvatures along the overhang from the free endpoint to a locally defined endpoint.

The zero point of the coordinate system is located at the free end of the sample.

Programming the algorithm for the ascertainment of the bending moment—curva-

ture curve (Fig. 15.2) can be performed with MATLAB.

15.2.4 Shear Values

Shearing is the change of the angle of the crossing yarn systems caused by shear

loads. The yarn intersection points form a center of rotation in which the distance of

the points remains constant. Four intersection points are considered in Fig. 15.3.
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The originally rectangular arrangement of the points is distorted into a rhombus

under shear strain. The resulting angle φ is referred to as the shear angle. When the

deformation results in a maximum yarn compression, the shear angle reaches the

Fig. 15.1 Experimentally determined bending curve

Fig. 15.2 Bending curve calculated with ACPM 200 data
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critical value φkr. Further yarn compressions cannot take place in the plane. This

necessarily results in the creation of wrinkles in the fabrics.

The shear of textile fabrics can be distinguished into two essential types of shear:

simple and pure shear [26]. Figure 15.4 represents the different shear principles.

Numerous methods for the characterization of the shear behavior of fabrics have

been tested. However, not all of them are suitable for tests on reinforcement textiles

made from high-performance fibers.

In simple shear (Fig. 15.4a), shear loads cause not only angular changes between

the yarns, but also tensile strain caused by yarn torsion at the crossing points. The

distance between the two clamping lines remains constant during the entire shear

process, causing a change of the length of the unclamped sample edge. If a tensile

force is overlaid on shear deformation across the entire load cycle, a premature

buckling of the fabric can be prevented in classical textiles. Usually, classical

textiles tend to form wrinkles at low shear angles. As a shear angle of up to 8� is
not sufficient for tests on textile composite reinforcements, this test method is not

recommended. At greater angles, simple shear testing results in tensile deforma-

tions, which can only be realized by very high forces in textile composite rein-

forcements and are therefore irrelevant for the application of preforming.

Therefore, pure shear testing is recommended for tests on textile reinforcements

(Fig. 15.4b). In pure shear, only the angle between the yarns is changed without

yarn elongation. The distance between the clamping lines remains constant, and the

Fig. 15.3 Shear angles according to [12, 24, 25]

Fig. 15.4 Schematic representation of shear principles [26]: (a) simple shear, (b) pure shear
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sample edges do not change. This test principle is realized in bias extension tests

and shear frame tests. The realization of shear in bias-extension tests can be

performed on monaxial as well as biaxial tensile testers. They are tensile tests

using a sample cut at a 45� angle to the yarn directions [27, 28]. In section A

(Fig. 15.5), pure shear is measured. In section B, half the value of the shear

measured in section A is registered. Section C does not contribute to shear force.

During testing, the shear force—shear displacement diagram is recorded.

The NAISS Company developed the TEXPROOF textile testing machine, which

includes a shear test module (Fig. 15.6) [29]. The sample is affixed between two

clamps, one of which is fixed, while the other can travel on a curved course. This

course realizes the “Trellis” effect. The effect is triggered when the directions of

introduced tensile forces do not correspond to the main directions of the reinforce-

ment yarns. Shear with a change of the angle occurs until the reinforcement yarns

are oriented in force-direction or until a maximum angle is achieved, which

depends of the reinforcement geometry [29]. Independent of the sample thickness,

light barriers register the shear angle at a crease height of 3 mm perpendicular to

the plane.

In the shear frame test [26–28, 30–37], pure shear is realized by fixing a square

sample in a shear frame, clamped in a monaxial tensile tester at opposing corners,

and deformed into a rhombus to a preset deformation distance (Fig. 15.7). Mean-

while, the force plot is recorded along the entire deformation distance. The shear

angle can be calculated from the change in length of the rhombus diagonal.

Clamping influences on the shear result are minimized by fixing the sample on

needle bars [26]. For this test, the samples (300 mm� 300 mm) are needled onto the

shear frame without tension, and secured.

Fig. 15.5 Schematic of the bias-extension test [27]
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The deformation distance of the shear frame in these tests ranges from 60 mm

(for multiaxial non-crimp fabrics) to a maximum of 100 mm (for woven fabrics).

This is equivalent to shear angles of φ¼ 0� to φ¼ 28�, or φ¼ 0� to φ¼ 56.3�

respectively. At the ITM, test speed is set at vtest¼ 200 mm/min. During the shear

test, the shear force is recorded along the traveling distance and then depicted

graphically.

The shear angle can be calculated according to Eq. 15.1

φ ¼ 90� 2arccos
1ffiffiffi
2

p þ h

2a

� �
ð15:1Þ

Fig. 15.7 Test set-up and sample deformation principle

Fig. 15.6 Shear test module TEXPROOF [29]
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Here, φ is the shear angle in �, h is the deformation distance of the shear frame in

mm, and a is the side length of the shear frame in mm (200 mm in the test case).

At the beginning of the measurement series, reference measurements are taken

with the frame without inserted sample, determining the friction forces of the shear

frame during the test. The friction force is subtracted from all measurement curves

as a reference curve. The deformation of the samples is also recorded with a camera

during testing, and the wrinkling in Z direction is optically captured by means of the

shade. The camera is positioned facing the surface normal in the center of the

sample. At least three photographs per second are recommended to photographi-

cally record the sample over the entire test duration.

From the calculated shear force—shear angle diagrams, statements regarding the

expectable deformability can be derived. To analyze the shear behavior, critical

shear angles and the limiting angle are used, as they can be stored in the simulation

tools.

To determine the limiting angle, the shear force—shear angle plot is separated

into a linear and a non-linear zone as suggested by [38] (Fig. 15.8). The warning

angle φlim is defined at the transition from linear to non-linear zone.

Due to the force increase at the beginning of the shear test, the measured values

at the beginning of the curve are not considered. After this increase of force, the

curve transitions into a nearly linear section. This is chosen as the initial value of the

regression analysis. Usually, these are measured values in a range from 5� and 10�.
In the test example, the results from the difference between the measured curve and

the line are characterized by fluctuations under 3 %. In the transition from the linear

to the non-linear section, the deviation is significantly higher. The end of the linear

section is defined at a deviation of 5 % [26].

The critical shear angle of a fabric can be determined optically, as described

above. The first bulking of the sample is often subjectively detected visually

from the recorded images. It is however recommended to recognize wrinkles

Fig. 15.8 Shear force—shear angle diagram with φlim for a woven fabric
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instrumentally. Grey value image analysis or optical 3D deformation measurement

systems are suitable options to detect the formation of wrinkles [26, 31].

Currently, preforms for complex FRPC components are largely manufactured

manually. The textile composite reinforcements are shaped from the plane into the

desired component geometry without tension. Recent developments are concerned

with the automation of preform structuring. So-called “guidance systems” enable

an automated laying of the reinforcement structures. These create a primary tension

in the textile, which can influence wrinkling during deformation. To analyze this

influence, the test device described in the following section was developed [28].

The shear measuring device built in [28] consists of a shear frame equipped with

force sensors to determine primary tension and tensile force in warp and weft

direction (Fig. 15.9). This allows a measuring of the tensile forces occurring in

warp and weft direction during the test, and an allocation of the primary tensions to

the shear deformation.

To date, a variety of research efforts to determine suitable shear test methods and

to apply experimental results in modeling approaches related to the deformation

behavior have been conducted in parallel, but without co-ordination between

individual research groups. Therefore, academic and industrial researchers founded

an international group for developing and implementing a benchmarking in 2003

[31]. Shear frame and bias-extension tests for textile composite reinforcements with

symmetrical or asymmetrical reinforcement yarn arrangements were performed and

compared. The tests were realized on three identical woven fabrics by seven

international research institutions: (NU) Northwestern University, USA;

(UT) University of Twente, Netherlands; (LMSP) Laboratoire de Mécanique des

Systèmes et des Procédés, France; INSA-Lyon, France; (UML) University of

Massachusetts Lowell, USA; (UN) University of Nottingham, United Kingdom;

(KUL) Katholieke Universiteit Leuven, Belgium; and (HKUST) Hong Kong Uni-

versity of Science and Technology, China. Six of the research groups delivered

Fig. 15.9 Shear frame with

force sensors [28]
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results based on the use of a shear frame, and four of the groups submitted findings

based on bias-extension tests.

The efforts of the abovementioned [31] and other research works aim to provide

recommendation of suitable testing technology and a standardized test method. In

[31] no significant limitations were given regarding the conduct of the test.

The samples are square and adapted to the respective frame dimensions (145–

250 mm). More details regarding sample preparation are given below. Woven

fabrics are selected as test material, meaning that the reinforcement yarns are

oriented in 0�/90� direction to one another. The tests are performed at different

velocities ranging from 10 to 1,000 mm/min. The shear frame constructions are not

identical (Fig. 15.10), but all the frames share certain characteristics. The textile

reinforcements are held by the shear frame clamping mechanisms in a fashion that

prevents slipping during the test. The friction between reinforcement structure and

clamping is not considered. To eliminate the share of the force resulting from the

shear of the selvedge reinforcement yarns, HKUST removed all clamped selvedge

yarns running parallel to the clamping direction. Likewise, UT eliminated all

reinforcement yarns arranged at a defined distance parallel to clamping direction,

in order to prevent premature crease formation.

For bias-extension tests, samples of different sizes are used as well, and tested at

different machine speeds.

Fig. 15.10 Shear frames used [31]: (a) HKUST, (b) KUL, (c) UML, (d) UT, (e) LMSP, (f) UN
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The results of the study have shown that it is possible to use shear frames to

obtain valuable experimental data for the characterization of the shear behavior of

reinforcement structures, despite different test engineering preconditions. The

mechanical conditioning of the sample can improve repeatability, as shown by

the results of UML and KUL. All samples tested by UML were mechanically

conditioned and gave results showing lower fluctuations. Using mechanical condi-

tioning, the tensions remaining in the reinforcement structure from weaving are

compensated (Fig. 15.11).

In order to compare different shear frame constructions, shear frame and/or

sample sizes, and designs, normalization methods [27, 31, 39] were developed

and presented (Fig. 15.12). After applying the normalization methods described in

the study, test results are similar in the range up to 35�, which is relevant for the

deformation of textile reinforcements (Fig. 15.12).

Parallel to calculating the shear angle, optical methods are used to record

wrinkle formation. As a result, it can be stated that—up to a shear angle of 35� in
shear frame tests, and up to 30� in bias-extension tests—plain-woven fabrics

display consistent matches with the shear angle determination based on the tra-

versal path. At greater angles, optical wrinkling detection is recommended.

So far, this chapter has established the lack of a suitable testing standard.

Currently, global research is being conducted to understand the effects of primary

tension [28, 31].

As shown above, a textile-physical characterization of textile reinforcements

made from high-performance fibers requires adjustments of the textile testing

technology, as these textile reinforcements differ considerably from classic fabrics

with regard to geometrical and structural construction.

Fig. 15.11 Shear force—shear angle curves [31]
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In summary, it can be said that the deformation behavior of fabrics made from

yarns produced from continuous high-performance fibers consist in shares of yarn

elongation, yarn extension, yarn displacement (Fig. 15.13), and surface shearing

[12, 24, 25, 38, 40]. Shear, which is the single most important specific value for the

description of the deformation behavior of textile reinforcements, has been char-

acterized in details. The other deformation mechanisms are described in the fol-

lowing sections.

15.2.4.1 Yarn Elongation

Woven fabrics, knitted fabrics with biaxial or multiaxial reinforcement yarns, or

non-crimp fabrics made from high-performance yarns are characterized by a

minimal elongation at tensions below 100 N (which is the value required for

draping). Therefore, elongation has only a miniscule share in the deformation of

the textile fabric [12, 25, 28].

15.2.4.2 Yarn Extension

In fabrics produced by the interlacing (e.g. woven fabrics, braided fabrics) or inter-

looping (knitted fabrics), the yarns are not oriented straight and stretched, but in

waves, sinuses, or loops. Due to the change of curvature radii under loads, the yarns

of the semi-finished product are stretched [25, 26]. Figure 15.13 shows the yarn

stretching of a woven fabric.

Fig. 15.12 Shear force—shear angle curves after normalization based on frame length [31]
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15.2.4.3 Yarn Displacement

Yarn displacement often occurs in fabrics made from high-performance fiber

materials at low yarn-yarn friction. Such fabrics include multiaxial non-crimp

fabrics and fabrics with long floating loops (twill and atlas-woven fabrics).

The shear behavior is therefore the most important specific deformation value

for modeling and simulating the shaping process of textile reinforcement structures

made from high-performance fibers. The aim is to support the constructive com-

ponent design in high-performance fiber composite application with an informed

selection of reinforcement structures. Here, precise previous knowledge of the

degree of crease-free shaping of dry reinforcement structures is crucial.

Model examination for a comparison of the deformation behavior of dry rein-

forcement structures can be performed by means of push-out tests.

Fig. 15.13 Basic deforming mechanisms of textile reinforcement structures [24, 25]
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A test setup constructed especially for the push-out test is integrated into a

tensile tester (Fig. 15.14). In this setup, a cylindrically tapered hemisphere (diam-

eter: 100 mm) pushes the textile to be tested through a ring. This ring is exchange-

able, but has an internal diameter of 120 mm, and an edge radius of 2 mm in the case

of the performed tests [8]. The squarely cut textile to be tested is fixed by spring-

attached clamps at four points and repositioned by them in a defined manner during

the test. This clamping mechanism only slightly impedes the deformation of the

textile semi-finished product and does not significantly influence the course of the

measurement curve. The push-out punch and ring with its bracket are clamped

respectively in the bottom and top clamping device of a tensile tester (e.g. the

Zwick GmbH Z100). The test records and analyses the push-out force in relation to

the traverse path.

15.3 Computer-Assisted Simulation of the Deformation

Behavior of Textile Composite Reinforcements

15.3.1 Models for Simulating the Deformation Behavior
Simulation

The achievable draping behavior for a wrinkle-free shaping in complex components

is of equal importance as the load-adapted reinforcement by means of single- or

multilayer structures. Here, the reinforcement-adjusted yarn orientation is to be

retained after shaping into the desired component contour in order to avoid a

deterioration of the mechanical properties of the component by an undefined

placement of the reinforcement textile.

Fig. 15.14 (a) 3D model of the push-out test setup, (b) push-out test performed on a multilayered

knitted fabric [8]
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In general, two variations of shaping are distinguished. In the first case, a

rectangular cutting of the textile reinforcement is draped into a mold that matches

the desired component geometry. In combination with yarn extension, and

depending on the curvature, this can cause sometimes considerable yarn displace-

ment and surface shearing, affecting the desired yarn orientation. In areas where

wrinkles occur, the reinforcement structure is incised and extensively overlapped

without a joining process, resulting in according with thickenings and higher

component masses.

In the second case, ready-made technology is used to project the complex

geometry in the plane as undistorted as possible by means of a partition into several

smaller cuts. To produce a preform largely matching the component contour, the

aim is to approximately project the component geometry by as few partial cuts as

possible. However, further draping is required for the shaping. Angle and distance

alterations of the yarns are inevitable in the process. To achieve the desired 3D

component shape in a load-adapted design without later additional process steps,

the smaller cuts are designed directly on the virtual geometry model [12].

The individual smaller cuts are placed in the mold either manually or by robots,

or are joined into near-net shape preforms. Usually, the joining sections change the

wall thickness in the joint zone.

According to [38, 41, 42] the following approximate classification can be

derived for the modeling of the draping behavior of bidirectional textiles:

• the kinematic model,

• the elasticity model, and

• the particle model

The kinematic model depicts the meso structure (yarn level) of the textile by a

geometric pattern with regard to the geometric boundary conditions on a surface.

In the elasticity model the textile semi-finished products, which are largely

represented anisotropically and partly orthotropically, are discretized in order to

determine the deformation and the yarn orientation by means of the Finite Element

Method.

The particle model represents microscopic interactions describing the properties

of the macroscopic system. Each yarn intersection point is represented by a particle

possessing the physical characteristics of the reinforcement structure. The most

probable arrangement of the intersection points is determined by establishing the

minimum particle energy. This approach does not require a flat placement of the

textile, allowing a simulation of the free deformation of textiles under the influence

of gravity. The fiber bending is factored in.

CHERIF [38] develops a significant contribution to the drape-ability simulation

of woven fabrics and multiaxial non-crimp fabrics on the basis of the Finite

Element Method. Apart from the anisotropic material behavior, production-

technological constrains are considered as well. To describe the mechanical mate-

rial behavior, a four-noded shell element is used. The macromechanical model

allows the consideration of high and non-linear shear deformation degrees at

negligible elongations. Extensive experiments serve to determine the required
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specific values. Furthermore, geometrical non-linearities caused by the contact of

reinforcement structure and shaping mold, as well as boundary conditions varying

with the proceeding draping process can be simulated. To omit a repetition of any

detailed deliberations on the subject, the respective literature is recommended for

in-depth information.

Beyond this, the textile structure can be depicted as precisely as possible by

means of a unit cell (RVE—Representative Volume Element) [43–48]. Determining

the modeling parameters can be an elaborate process, but given sufficient param-

etrization, can be used to represent a variety of structures of the same fabric

formation process. The modeling of the entire structure to simulate draping behav-

ior on different component geometries still requires enormous computing power.

Kinematic models for the simulation of the deformation behavior of reinforce-

ment structures have disadvantages. Even so, short computing times and the

precision of calculation results make them increasingly relevant for practical

applications due. Both factors may vary depending on component complexity.

The disadvantages include [38]:

• Only single-layer structures are simulated. Frictions between the layers during

simultaneous draping of several layers are not considered.

• The effect of any drape effectors or other shaping molds on the draping result

cannot be simulated.

• The influence of a guidance system for a reproducible, preferably wrinkle-free

shaping is disregarded.

Despite worldwide research efforts for the description of draping processes by

means of FEM, the currently commercially available simulation tools require

extensive computing times and considerable experimental effort for the determi-

nation of the required specific values.

15.3.2 Kinematic Modeling of the Deformation Behavior

As established above, shearing behavior is the most important specific value to be

considered in the simulation of the deformation behavior of dry reinforcement

structures. When describing the deformation, the effects of yarn elongation and

yarn extension are usually omitted. In the kinematic model, only deformations

based on shear are considered. The placement of the bidirectional reinforcement

structure on the surface of the form is simulated. The model delivers geometrical

information on the shear angles required for the deformation. The mechanical

properties of the reinforcement structure are not entered in the modeling

[42, 49, 50].

The crossing points of the yarn axes between the yarns are modeled as joints.

Between these intersection points, the yarns behave as beams with constant length.

A geometric algorithm allows the determination of the crossing points of the

reinforcement structure, if the location of the point on the shape geometry and the
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fiber orientation direction in the point are known. The yarns between the joins are

geodesically placed on the geometry. The resulting angles in the joints match the

shear angles of the reinforcement structure. Shear limitations for the realization of a

wrinkle-free draping may prevent the placement of the intersection points. This is

always the case if the critical shear angle stored in the simulation tool is exceeded

[42, 49].

Using a comparison of the calculated local shear angles to the critical shear

angles of the textile semi-finished products to be used (which can differ greatly

between multilayered knitted fabrics, woven fabrics, and multiaxial non-crimp

fabrics), a sensible default is set for the cut parts. Usually, these algorithms do

not consider loads or friction effects.

FiberSIM® [51], DesignConcept 3D (DC3D) [52], PAM Quickform [53], Com-
posite Part Design (CPD) [54] are examples of commercial software packages on a

geometrical basis, and contain interfaces with FE-calculation programs such as

ANSYS [55] or MSC-Patran and MSC-Nastran® [56]. With these, the yarn orienta-

tion can be simulated and represented on the basis of a geometrically sufficiently

defined reinforcement structure. The result can be transferred into FE-calculation

programs and is used to recalculate load cases.

The FiberSIM® and DC3D software solutions are examined with regard to

deformation simulation and cut generation in [57]. The simulations are based on

the kinematic model.

The textile preform has to match the desired component geometry as precisely as

possible. The desired component thickness is an exception, as it is only achieved

after the consolidation process. The aim is to design the cutting of the reinforcement

textile in a manner that creates minimum material compressions or extensions,

adheres to the set reinforcement direction, and ensures a wrinkle-free deformation.

The 3D data required for cut generation of the projected components can be created

with commercially available 3D-CAD software solutions (such as CATIA [53],

SolidWorks [58]) or implemented into the simulation software via neutral interface

formats (e.g. IGES and STEP).

Using the DC3D software solution [52], the user can create virtual 3D geometry

models and conduct feasibility analyses based on an automated cutting generation.

The cutting contours for the realization of the desired component shape are based

on the 3D geometry. To this end, cutting boundaries are set on the surface. In order

to be able to represent the cutting designed in 3D in the plane, the surfaces are

triangulated. Triangulation refers to the partition of an area into triangles. Trian-

gulation can be performed curvature-dependently or uniformly.

The simulation criterion consists of minimizing changes to the edge length of the

triangles, the angles in the triangle, and the areas of the triangles [12, 57]. The

flattening result is influenced significantly by two boundary conditions: the starting
point and the fiber orientation direction [40]. In assembling, the term flattening is

used for the representation of the 3D-developed cut parts in the plane.

As reinforcement textiles can have an anisotropic stress-strain behavior, fiber

orientations play a crucial part. Textile-reinforced plastic components are
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differently loaded in practice, and therefore the reinforcement yarns have to be

oriented according to the structure-mechanical design.

Fiber orientation directions and starting point of the simulation are varied for a

reference geometry (hemisphere with flat contact surface) (Fig. 15.15).

The flattening analysis shows which shear angles are necessary to drape the

cutting onto the shaping mold. By comparing the experimentally established critical

shear angles of the textile reinforcements, the designer can judge whether the

selected cutting determination is suitable for the component geometry to be real-

ized. The designer has to decide whether the shear-induced local displacements of

the reinforcement yarns are permissible for the load-adapted component design.

To achieve the desired wall thickness of the component, several layers of

reinforcement structure are often required. The component geometry therefore

has to be adjusted according to layer thickness in the compacted state, in order to

ensure accurate cutting generation.

The FiberSIM® software is currently in use by leading manufacturers in aero-

nautics to develop fiber-reinforced plastic composite constructions.

The cutting contours are derived from the 3D geometry. As mentioned above,

the cut boundaries are defined on the surface for this purpose. FiberSIM® works

directly on the CAD representation of the component, evaluating the native geom-

etry without transformation and approximation [51]. After the simulation of the

reinforcement structure placement on the respective geometry, information

concerning the necessary shear angles becomes available [42, 49]. The simulation

results are represented on the surface of the geometry by means of a set of curves

known as “fiber trajectories”, which reflect the final state of the semi-finished

Fig. 15.15 Cuttings under variation of fiber orientation and simulations starting point [57]
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product after draping. For biaxially reinforced structures, the result is a grid on the

model surface.

FiberSIM® contains a material database in which the basic specific values and

characteristic values for a description of the shear behavior of reinforcement

textiles can be stored. The calculation results are compared to the limiting angle

and critical angle values under shear loads, stored in the database. The “fiber

trajectories” are shown color-scaled. Areas visualized in blue display low strain, a

yellow color signalizes that the limiting shear angle has already been reached, while

a red color indicates that no wrinkle-free draping is possible. Figure 15.16a gives an

example of this.

By means of the analysis of deviations from the selected fiber orientation

direction, FiberSIM® offers additional control to avoid multiple iterations during

preform development. One example is given in Fig. 15.16b.

As the surface area of the planar cutting deviates greatly from the surface area of

the counterpart in 3D, problems during draping can be identified early on

(Fig. 15.17). This proves that variations of the starting point can contribute to an

optimization of the flattening result.

The deformation analysis results of both software solutions are similar

(Fig. 15.18). As can be seen from Fig. 15.19 and Table 15.1, the calculated cuttings

of both software solutions can differ significantly.

The examined software solutions are based on different algorithms (Fishnet—
FiberSIM®, Mosaic—DC3D), which are explained and discussed below [42, 49,

59–62].

Both algorithms use the basis algorithm of the kinematic model. All pointsex on a

double-curved geometry surface can be represented parametrically with surface

coordinates ui [42]

x
! ¼ x

!
u1; u2ð Þ: ð15:2Þ

The elementary length dS of a surface segment between two closely located points

is given by the first surface fundamental form

Fig. 15.16 (a) Shear deformation on the cutting, (b) Deviation from the defined orientation of the

reinforcement yarns [57]
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Fig. 15.17 Cuttings under variation of the fiber orientation and the simulation starting point [57]

Fig. 15.18 Deformation analysis [57]: (a) DC3D, (b) FiberSIM®
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dS2 ¼ Gi jduidu j ð15:3Þ

with the coefficients

Gi j ¼ ∂x
!

∂ui
� ∂x

!

∂u j
: ð15:4Þ

In Eq. 15.3, the Einstein notation is used, which states that all indices occurring

twice in a term are automatically summed up.

The biaxially reinforced textile structure is described by coordinates vi along the
directions of the reinforcement yarns. The elementary length ds of a section of the

deformed textile is given by

ds2 ¼ δi j þ 2Ei j

	 

dvidv j: ð15:5Þ

Eij describes the coordinates of the Green-Lagrange tensor with

E11 ¼ 0,E22 ¼ 0 no fiber elongationð Þ and 2E12 ¼ cos α; ð15:6Þ

i.e. it is assumed that the deformation of the biaxially reinforced textile structure

under shear is caused by pure shear at a fiber angle α. When placing the textile on

the surface, the length of one surface segment is equal to that of the corresponding

textile section, therefore

Fig. 15.19 Comparison of cuttings developed with FiberSIM® (dotted line) and DC3D (contin-
uous line) [57]: (a) starting point at the cut tip (apex), fiber orientation 0� to warp direction, (b)

starting point at the cut tip (apex), fiber orientation 45� to warp direction, (c) starting point at the

center of the area of the cut, fiber orientation 0� to warp direction, (d) starting point at the center of
the area, fiber orientation 45� to warp direction

Table 15.1 Surface area of

the cuts shown in Fig. 15.19
Cutting

Cutting area size (mm2)

Area difference (%)DC3D FiberSIM®

(a) 63111.5 63980.5 1.4

(b) 63111.5 69097.5 9.5

(c) 63598.6 64379.5 1.2

(d) 63598.6 67261.0 5.7
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dS ¼ ds ð15:7Þ

applies, from which follows

Gi jduidu j ¼ δi j þ 2Ei j

	 

dvidv j: ð15:8Þ

Using the Einstein notation, and insertion into Eq. (15.8) result in

G11du
2
1 þ 2G12du1du2 þ G22du

2
2 ¼ dv21 þ 2 cos αdv1dv2 þ dv22: ð15:9Þ

The draping of a biaxially reinforced textile structure onto the surface is described

by the equation

ui ¼ ui v1; v2ð Þ: ð15:10Þ

Inserting

du1 � ∂u1
∂v1

dv1 þ ∂u1
∂v2

dv2 and

du2 � ∂u2
∂v1

dv1 þ ∂u2
∂v2

dv2

ð15:11Þ

into Eq. (15.9) results in

ds2 ¼ G11
∂u1
∂v1

� �2
þ 2G12

∂u1
∂v1

∂u2
∂v1

þ G22

∂u2
∂v1

� �2
" #

dv21 þ � � �

� � � þ G11
∂u1
∂v2

� �2
þ 2G12

∂u1
∂v2

∂u2
∂v2

þ G22

∂u2
∂v2

� �2
" #

dv22 þ � � �

� � � þ 2 G11

∂u1
∂v1

∂u1
∂v2

þ G12

∂u1
∂v1

∂u2
∂v2

þ ∂u1
∂v2

∂u2
∂v1

� �
þ G22

∂u2
∂v1

∂u2
∂v2

� �
dv1dv2 ¼ � � �

. . . ¼ dv21 þ 2 cos αdv1dv2 þ dv22:

ð15:12Þ

A comparison of the coefficients gives

G11
∂u1
∂v1

� �2
þ 2G12

∂u1
∂v1

∂u2
∂v1

þ G22

∂u2
∂v1

� �2

¼ 1

G11
∂u1
∂v2

� �2
þ 2G12

∂u1
∂v2

∂u2
∂v2

þ G22

∂u2
∂v2

� �2

¼ 1

G11

∂u1
∂v1

∂u1
∂v2

þ G12

∂u1
∂v1

∂u2
∂v2

þ ∂u1
∂v2

∂u2
∂v1

� �
þ G22

∂u2
∂v1

∂u2
∂v2

¼ cos α:

ð15:13Þ

The initial and boundary conditions are necessary to solve the equations of the

kinematic model numerically. As boundary conditions for
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v1 ¼ 0 and v2 ¼ 0 ð15:14Þ

the yarns are to be placed geodesically. To numerically solve the set of non-linear

equations (15.13), the biaxially reinforced textile structure is discretized in a mesh

of edge length d, so that the node (i, j) has the coordinates

v1 ¼ id and

v2 ¼ jd:
ð15:15Þ

The surface coordinates or the spatial coordinates can then be calculated for each

node, from which the angle α can be determined [42, 49].

The draping is simulated in five steps:

1. The starting point for the placement of the reinforcement structure on the surface

of the geometry is selected

2. The draping direction for the yarns is determined as v2¼ 0,

3. The yarns with v2¼ 0 are placed on the surface geometry along a geodesic curve,

4. Steps 2 and 3 are repeated for the yarns with v1¼ 0,

5. All nodes (i, j) are traversed, and the conditions set by Eq. (15.13) will be

complied for each cell with nodes (i, j) and (i� 1, j� 1)

Figure 15.20 illustrates the kinematic model for reinforcement yarns during the

draping of a bidirectional reinforcement structure. For the illustration of u1 (v1, v2),
different approaches can be used [40, 49], which are described below.

In the fishnet algorithm, the bidirectionally reinforced textile structure is

represented by a web of intersecting yarns arranged on the surface along geodesic

curves. For this, a freely selected cell will be considered below (Fig. 15.20).

Initially it is assumed that the length of the edges originating in the left intersection

Fig. 15.20 Kinematic simulation of draping on a spherical surface, discretization of the bidirec-

tional textile [42, 49, 57]
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point is known. The initial direction of the geodesic edges beginning in the upper

and lower intersection point are determined, whose terminal points have to meet.

The calculation rule is framed as an optimization problem of the distance between

two terminal points.

As the analysis of the objective function includes the integration of a differential

for geodesic curves of given length d, the problem is not solvable analytically.

Therefore, Gradient and Hessian matrix are calculated numerically by the finite

difference method [49]. A geodesic edge is determined by parametrically defining

the reinforcement yarn on the surface by Eq. (15.2), using

u1 ¼ u1 vð Þ
u2 ¼ u2 vð Þ ð15:16Þ

This designates the arc length v. If

d x
!

dv
� d x

!

dv
¼ 1 ð15:17Þ

and

d x
!

dv
¼ ∂x

!

∂u1
u

0
1 þ

∂x
!

∂u2
u

0
2; ð15:18Þ

the reinforcement yarn is inextensible.

The yarn is referred to as geodesic if the position-dependent normal to the curve

and the normal to the surface coincide [49]. This can be phrased as follows:

d2 x
!

dv2
¼ 1

ρ
n: ð15:19Þ

This describes the curvature 1/ρ. With the equation

n ¼ J

J
�� �� ð15:20Þ

the normal to the surface is calculated, where

J ¼ ∂x
!

∂u1
� ∂x

!

∂u2
: ð15:21Þ

The differentiation of the condition (15.17) results in
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∂x
!

∂uk
u

0
k

 !
∂2

x
!

∂ui∂u j
u

0
iu

0
j þ

∂x
!

∂ui
u

00
i

 !
¼ 0: ð15:22Þ

Considering Eq. (15.19),

u
00
1

u
00
2

1=ρ

8<:
9=; ¼ � ∂x

!

∂u1

∂x
!

∂u2
� n

" #�1
∂2

x
!

∂ui∂u j
u

0
iu

0
j

( )
ð15:23Þ

follows.

The first two rows are differentials of the second order for curvilineal coordi-

nates uk0, while the third row gives the curvature. The initial conditions for

Eq. (15.23) in the starting point are u1 (0) and u2 (0), where du2/du1 are the adequate
values for the initial orientation direction. The values u01 (0) and u02 (0) include the
normalization conditions (15.17) [49].

If the surface of a model geometry is described with planar triangles, the mosaic
algorithm [49, 62] is used. For complex surfaces, a multitude of elements are

required for a precise approximation of a curvature. A geodesic curve is reduced

to a zigzag line by means of such mosaic surfaces (Fig. 15.21).

If the starting point and fiber orientation are given, consecutive node points on

the edges of the mosaic can be defined. The fiber direction at the beginning of the

consequent triangle results from the observation that the angle between the yarn and

the edge does not change between triangles (α¼ β in Fig. 15.21). If the trajectories

AB and AC in any given cell ABCD are known, the initial directions of the

trajectories BD and CD have to be defined in a way that ensures that the end points

coincide at D. In turn, this is equivalent to an optimization problem, which has

previously been explained for the fishnet algorithm [49]. The quality of the mosaic

algorithm is impaired by a constant error caused by the discretization of the surface.

In summary it can be stated that the determination of the optimum between

structure-mechanical requirements and shaping possibilities (separation into indi-

vidual cuttings) has to be made accurately for each individual case. For this

Fig. 15.21 Changes of

fiber orientation in kink

points [49, 57]
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purpose, the abovementioned and tested simulation tools can be very helpful and

reduce required development times.

15.3.3 Local Structural Fixations for the Defined Draping
of Textile Structures on Strongly Curved Surfaces

During the shaping and placing of textile reinforcements for the construction of a

preform, deformability plays a crucial role. As the flexible textile fabrics are very

sensitive, the reinforcement yarns are at risk of being displaced in an undefined

manner during handling. In addition, selvedge yarns (especially in acute-angled

outlines) can become disengaged or displaced. To counter these effects, fixation

agents in the form of binders can be applied to the textile reinforcements. If the

binder is applied to the entire surface, the form stability of the textile is increased

significantly, which usually limits the wrinkle-free deformation capacity. For this

reason, only sections of the pre-assembled textile structures are fixated [63–65].

For this purpose, a method that can contribute greatly to an improvement of the

preforming process will be portrayed. The developed and patented method for the

structure fixation [66] realizes tailor-made local fixations with due regard to the 3D

component geometry. Thus, it can solve current, sometimes substantial problems of

cutting, handling, and shaping along the preform production chain. The following

features characterize this software-based method, according to [66]:

• adjustment of the structural fixation according to the calculated cutting

geometries,

• identification of shear deformation during spatial arrangement of the cutting into

the preform geometry,

• fixation of the sections exposed to small strains/displacement by deformation,

• application of the fixation agents in a grid-like pattern or intermittently (the

manner of fixation depends of the respective fabric structures and the fiber

materials to be processed),

• minimization of the amount of the fixation agent with regard to the usually

porous structure of the textile structure, continuous or discontinuous perfor-

mance of the structural fixation in the preform production chain,

• contour-adapted stacking of fixated cuttings with due regard to the sectional

drawing, and

• observance of the matrix compatibility of the fixation agent.

Sections exposed only to small displacements by the deformation are suitable as

local fixation areas. These sections can be identified by calculation and flattening

analyses (see Sect. 15.3.2).

The fixated areas can be arranged over lines or over areas. For the hemispherical

reference geometry, the structural fixation is adjusted over lines, as shown in

Fig. 15.22. The fixation lines run over the cutting in crossed and longitudinal
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lines, fixating all yarns running transversely and lengthwise respectively. This

prevents the yarns from falling apart without fixation the edges of the cutting

[64]. The amount of fixation agent is minimized in this method to achieve good

deformability of the reinforcement structures into the preform and avoid negative

influences on the specific mechanical values of the composite.

Due to the significantly different fabric structures, any measures of structural

fixation have to be adjusted to the textiles in question. For this purpose, they are

modeled with sufficient accuracy (Fig. 15.23a), based on microscopic experiments.

The illustration uses a woven reinforcement fabric as an example.

The following parameters are commonly required for a 3D fabric modeling:

• width of the warp and weft yarns,

• fabrics thickness,

• distance between yarn centers normal to the woven fabric plane, and

• distance between yarn centers in the woven fabric plane

The modeled woven reinforcement textiles are shown in Fig. 15.23b.

By modeling the woven fabrics, the cutting contours and structures of the textiles

can be “coupled” with each other, in order to adjust the zones of local fixation to the

structure (Fig. 15.24). The applied method of structural modeling is expensive and

therefore rarely realizable for the multitude of used reinforcement structures in

practice. Therefore, another method allowing the virtual control of the reinforce-

ment yarn position is being developed. A grid representing the yarn course of the

Fig. 15.22 Determination of the fixation lines of different cuttings [57]
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reinforcement structure is drawn on the 2D cutting calculated in DC3D. Adjusted
for strain, this is then projected onto the virtual shaping tool (Fig. 15.24b).

The structural modeling indicates the positions of reinforcement structure where

binder has to be applied in order to realize the determined fixation patterns and

fixate all yarns of the cutting.

15.4 Composite Material Modeling

The mechanical behavior of fiber-reinforced composite materials differs fundamen-

tally from that of classical, monolithic materials. The significant distinguishing

features are:

• locally varying material properties due to inhomogeneous composite structure,

• globally varying material properties due to changing composite configuration,

and

• anisotropic material properties caused by the orientation of the reinforcement

fibers

Fig. 15.23 (a) Distances between yarn centers: (top) normal distance to woven fabric plane,

(bottom) in the woven fabric plane, (b) 3D woven fabric models (top view)

Fig. 15.24 (a) Matching the woven fabric to the reference geometry, binder application, (b)

virtual control of the reinforcement yarns, binder application
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The major challenge for the designer is to find the optimum configuration of the

composite material with regard to the expected load on a component. To analyze

the selected component design concerning criteria such as maximum deformation

or strain, FE calculation are used. For the FE models, the geometry and the

constitutive laws have to be given, according to the respective material. The

adaptivity and resulting multitude of possible configurations of textile composite

materials and the complex material behavior require extensive experimental efforts

to quantify composite properties, especially when considering the physically

nonlinear behavior. Alternatively, both mechanical and other specific material

values can be determined much more efficiently with modeling and simulation

methods based on a multi-scale approach.

The hierarchical structure of composite materials, as shown in Fig. 15.25, allows

a clear distinction between different scales, which are defined by characteristic

dimensions.

Accordingly, a distinction will be drawn here between:

• Micromechanics (<0.1 mm), which describes e.g. the influence of interfaces, or

the interaction of fiber filaments and matrix,

• Mesomechanics (0.1 mm–1.0 cm), which captures the properties of the yarn/

matrix bundles, their interactions, and matrix cracks, and

• Macromechanics (>1 cm) for the determination of component behavior under

defined external loads

The bracketed dimensions match characteristic dimensions for the respective

level of observation.

On the one hand, a multi-scale simulation is based on the constitutive relations of

composite constituents, which are often characterized by a simple formulation and

well-known quantification. On the other hand, the modeling, e.g. based on the FEM,

represents the composite architecture. Homogenization then refers to the transition

Fig. 15.25 Definition of micro, meso, and macro scale, based on the hierarchical structure of

composite materials
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from one scale to the next coarser scale, i.e. from micro to meso, or from meso to

macro. The reversal, which is the transition from one scale into the next finer scale

is equivalent to a localization. With this approach and the corresponding methods,

variations of the specific geometrical or material values in the micro and meso

scales allow a targeted adjustment of the macroscopic properties of the composite

without experiments.

In the following, the modeling of textile-reinforced composite materials on the

micro and meso level will be described in greater detail. This includes the geomet-

rical analysis of the composite on the respective observation level as well as the

application of special modeling methods to efficiently generate FE models for the

representation of complex reinforcement architectures.

15.4.1 Modeling the Fiber/Matrix Composite (Micro-level)

To simulate the material behavior on the micro-level and calculate the effective

properties of the meso-level by means of FE-based homogenization methods, the

composite (which consist of high-performance filaments and surrounding plastics)

has to be modeled. The assumptions and prerequisites made for that purpose are

described below.

The impregnation of the meshed non-crimp fabric structure with matrix material

depends on the technological parameters of the production method. Here, it is

assumed that the space between filaments is completely filled with matrix material.

As shown by the CT scan in Fig. 15.26, the filaments are arranged parallel in a

roving, without local irregularities.

Fig. 15.26 CT scan of the

composite
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Thus, for the microscopic modeling of the representative volume element

(RVE), the fiber/matrix area is considered as a UD composite.

The irregular arrangement of the filaments in the cross-section of the roving can

be seen in Fig. 15.28, showing a polished composite section. Due to the high

number of filaments and their statistical distribution the effective mechanical

properties perpendicular to the roving alignment are independent of the orientation.

Therefore, a transversely isotropic material law can be used to describe the

mechanical behavior. To avoid an elaborate modeling of the statistical distribution,

an equivalent, idealized UD composite with regularly arranged filaments, for which

a unit cell can be defined as RVE, is considered. One prerequisite for the trans-

versely isotropic material is an equally spaced positioning of neighboring filaments.

Several possibilities are available to determine the unit cell area, where the case of

an oblique parallelepiped is shown in Fig. 15.29.

Due to the periodic structure, the exterior dimensions of the model in filament

direction have no influence on the effective properties and can therefore be selected

freely. The acute angle enclosed by the sidelines of the cross-section is 60�. The
length a of these lines can be calculated by

a ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

π

2
ffiffiffi
3

p
φ

r
d f ð15:24Þ

if the filament diameter df and the fiber volume content φ are known.

15.4.2 Modeling of the Textile in the Composite (Meso-level)

15.4.2.1 Geometrical Description of the Multilayer Knitted Fabric

Reinforcement (MLG Reinforcement)

Textile-technical and manufacturing engineering parameters are the basis for a

description of the geometry and of the determination of independent geometry

values. Furthermore, as shown in Fig. 15.30, digital shots of the textile and

composite can be made with scanners or transmitted-light microscopes, and ana-

lyzed regarding their planar dimensions. The geometry values in thickness direction

can be determined using CT scans, as shown in Fig. 15.26. As CT scans are

expensive, the equations for the determination of spatial reinforcement geometries

derived in the following section will rely solely on specific textile-technical values,

and dimensions which can be established from optical images in the textile plane.

For the modeling based on the FEM for the experiments of composite behavior

on the meso-level, the orientation and course of the reinforcement yarns has to be

known. In order to simplify the geometrical description and thus the modeling, only

the basic geometrical shapes are used, such as lines and circle segments. By using

basic geometrical shapes for the yarn cross-sections, the positions of the center of

gravity can be determined. The path of this center of gravity along the respective
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reinforcement yarn has to be known for the Binary Model, described in

Sect. 15.4.2.2.

The CT scans show that an ellipse can be assumed as an approximate cross-

section for the weft yarn, while a circular segment is a suitable cross-section

approximation for the warp yarn. In comparison to warp and weft yarns, the loop

yarn has a smaller cross-section. For simplicity, it is therefore regarded as circular.

By means of these geometrical abstractions, the reinforcement architecture of a

composite with a textile reinforcement consisting of two conversely placed MLGs

can be represented as shown in Fig. 15.27. For the quantitative description of the

orientation, a coordinate system matching the three views in Fig. 15.31 is defined.

In the definition of geometry parameters, it is assumed that variables with

subscript We, Wa, and L refer to values in relation to weft, warp, or loop yarns.

Fig. 15.27 Volume model of a multilayer non-crimp fabric

Fig. 15.28 Polished section of the warp yarn area with irregular filament arrangement
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Geometry of the Biaxial Reinforcement

The distance between the neighboring warp and weft yarns can be determined from

the warp and weft yarn densities ηWa and ηWe where lWa ¼ 1
ηWe and lWe ¼ 1

ηWa,

respectively. The area of the cross-sections AWa and AWe can be computed based on

the assumptions regarding the geometrical shape, and the dimensions DWa, dWa,

DWe, and dwe, which are defined in Fig. 15.31 by

AK ¼ 2

3
DKdK þ d3K

2DK

and AS ¼ π

4
DSdS ð15:25Þ

Here, the equation for AWa conforms to an approximation of the area of a circular

section. The independent values DWa and DWe are easily determined from the scans

and microscopic images, since they are dimensions in the composite plane. In

contrast to that, dWa and dWe as dimensions in Z direction can only be determined

by means of expansive polished sections or CT scans. Alternatively, these values

can be estimated from the relations of the mass content ratio mWa and mWe of warp

and weft yarns, which are known as textile-technical parameters. Based on the

(a) (b)

Fig. 15.30 Optical images of the MLG and the composite. (a) Scan of the MLG 3a. (b)

Microscopic view of the composite

Fig. 15.29 Model of a unit cell in a UD composite
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assumption that the mass densities of the rovings are approximately identical, the

resulting relation is

mS

mK
¼ ASlSnS

AKlKnK
; ð15:26Þ

where nWa and new are the respective number of warp and weft yarn systems in the

MLG. Substituting the areas AWa and AWe with the Eq. (15.25), neglecting the cubic

part of dK and with the definition of the ratio

rd :¼ dS
dK

¼ 8mSDKnKηK
3πmKDSnSηS

the following equations can be derived for the computation of the warp and weft

yarn thicknesses, respectively.

dK ¼ dMLG

nSrd þ nKð ÞξK
with dMLG :¼ d=nMLG and

dS ¼ ξK
ξS
rd dK with

1

2
� ξK=S � 1

ð15:27Þ
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Fig. 15.31 Graphic definition of the MLG geometry parameters
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Here, dMLG is the thickness of an MLG in the composite. Furthermore, it is assumed

that the contribution of the loop yarn to the composite thickness is negligible. The

factors ξWe and ξWa describe the superposition of yarn layers by interloping. This

occurs, for instance, in alternately laid biaxial knitted fabrics and can clearly be

seen in the top of Fig. 15.26 for the warp yarn layer. For knitted fabrics with a

double loop yarn system, the structure of the textile prevents superposition, from

which follows that ξWe¼ ξWa¼ 1. The factors ξWe and ξWa depend extensively on

the compression of the knitted fabric layers in thickness direction. For this reason,

analytical solutions on a purely geometrical basis do not give satisfying results.

For an analytical approximation of the effective mechanical properties of the

fiber/matrix areas in the composite, the respective fiber volume fraction has to be

known. It can be determined by φ :¼Af/A, if this domain is considered as a UD

composite. The total cross-section area A can be determined from the Eq. (15.25)

for the warp and weft yarns. The fiber cross-section area Af is calculated from the

yarn fineness Tt and the thickness of the textile material ρ, as Af¼ Tt/ρ.
The coordinate ΖK of the warp yarn axis results from the equation

zK ¼
DK

2

	 
2 þ d2K
2dK

� D3
K

12AK
;

derived from the circle radius und the distance of the centroid to the center of the

circle. With the thicknesses dWa and dWe, all other Ζ coordinates of the reinforce-

ment layers can be determined. For this example considered here it follow,

zS ¼ dK þ 1

2
dS:

Loop Yarn System Geometry

The loop yarn is represented strongly abstracted, with due regard to the geometrical

resolution on the meso-level, and as shown in Fig. 15.31. The actual geometry

of the cross-section area of the loop yarns is very variable locally. Due to the

relatively small diameter, the cross-section can be simplified into a circle. To

calculate the area AL, it is also assumed that the fiber volume fraction of the loop

yarn φL ¼ A f
L =AL matches the averaged value of warp and weft yarns. Therefore,

the diameter can be determined by dL ¼ 2
ffiffiffiffi
AL
π

q
. With the yarn diameter, the y and

z coordinates of the loop yarn in the area of the warp yarn enclosure are known.

The geometry of the top area is largely determined by the radius RL of the stitch

loop. This radius can be measured in its projection onto the x-y plane as RL in the

microscopic and scan views. Since the stitch, as visible in the CT scans, is inclined

downwards, it is assumed that the center is placed at height of the weft yarn axis

zWe. The coordinate of the loop section in thickness direction (which is regarded as

plane) can be determined with zL ¼ zWe þ 1
2
dWe. Thus, the stitch radius can be

calculated from the projection radius and the z coordinates by means of
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RM ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffieR2
M þ zM � zSð Þ2

q
As the center of the stitch loops (as in Fig. 15.26) is touching the weft yarn,

xR ¼ lK � 1

2
DS þ dM þ 2eRM

� �
:

applies to the x coordinate of the center of the circular arc. Value a1 describes the
y distance of the contact point between the downward running loop yarns and the

stitch loop (Fig. 15.31). With due regard to the yarn layer orientation, this distance

can be estimated with a1¼ lWe�DWa� 2dL. From the intersection point of the

stitch loop arc with the coordinate y¼ a1/2 follows the equation

xM ¼ xR þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffieR2 � a1

2

� �2r
With the help of the theorem of intersecting lines, the equation for the calculation of

the distance a2 can be derived:

a2 ¼ lK � xM
lK � xM þ xR

2eR � a1

� �
þ a1:

With these previously mentioned equations, the spatial geometry of the loop yarn

can be described entirely.

The mentioned analyses for the determination of specific geometrical values of

the MLG can be transferred analogically to other MLGs, if attention is paid to

possibly varying number of warp and weft yarn systems, for instance. Furthermore,

the equations can be adjusted to determine the geometry of similar textiles such as

woven multiaxial non-crimp or knitted fabrics.

15.4.2.2 Finite Element Modeling with the Binary Model

Concept and Numerical Implementation of the Binary Model

The Binary Model was developed for the efficient modeling of textile-reinforced

composites [67–69], and is used in a multitude of simulations for static, thermal,

and dynamic problems [70, 71].

The central characteristic of the binary model is the separation of the mechanical

composite properties. This principle is based on great differences in stiffness

between the reinforcement fibers and the matrix material. In the case of the

composite examined here, the Young’s modulus of the glass fibers is 25 times

higher than that of the resin.
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Figure 15.32 gives a schematic representation of the Binary Model for a biaxial

fiber composite regarding the meso-level.

Here, the axial stiffnesses of the fiber/matrix bundles are replaced with tows. The

so-called effective medium represents all remaining properties of matrix and yarn

material. In the case of a purely mechanical model, these include the Poisson’s
effect as well as shear and normal stiffness of the matrix material.

With the transfer of this observation to the FE modeling, the axial stiffnesses are

replaced with two-noded line elements, and the effective medium with eight-noded

volume elements. The latter take up the entire space of the considered component

domain. The element geometry does not have to be adjusted to the interface

between matrix and yarn, as is required for a conventional FE-mesh. Therefore

the shape of the elements can always match that of a cuboid, which benefits

convergence and precision of the solutions.

The locations of the line elements therefore represent the center of gravity line of

the respective yarn cross-section. Suitable constraints are to be used to ensure

continuity of the displacement field of the superimposed volume and line elements.

For this, the two following possibilities have to be distinguished.

If a node of the line elements occupies the same place as a node of the volume

element, both can be replaced by a shared node.

If, as in Fig. 15.32, the direction and location of the line elements are identical to

the edges of the volume elements, the node positions of line and volume elements

can always be correlated.

For irregular geometries as those of the loop yarn, extensive efforts would be

required to match the positions of the respective volume element with those of line

elements. Therefore, a second case will be taken into account, in which the line

element nodes, as shown in Fig. 15.33, can be placed in any desired location within

the volume elements. For this, the continuity of the displacement field is ensured by

eliminating the degrees of freedom of the node of the beam element i, here
designated generally as {û}(T). The displacement constraints between {û}(T) and

Binary modelFiber composite

Effective medium

X3

X2

X1

Tow

Fig. 15.32 Binary model of a biaxial fiber composite
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the degrees of freedom of the volume elements {û}(EM) can be described in the

equations

ûi
�  Tð Þ ¼

X8
I¼1

NI ξtð Þ 0 0

0 NI ξtð Þ 0

0 0 NI ξtð Þ

24 35 ûI
�  EMð Þ ¼: Ti

� �
ûf g EMð Þ ð15:28Þ

where NI are the eight shape functions of the volume element, and ξt are the local
coordinates of the volume element of the line node (Fig. 15.33).

With the matrix [Ti] thus determined, the constraints can be implemented as

described in [72]. The number of degrees of freedom of the FE Binary Model is

therefore exclusively determined by the number of volume element nodes. The FE

mesh of the volume elements and the structure of the line elements of the RVE with

two alternatively placed biaxial weft-knitted fabrics are given as an example of the

Binary Model in Fig. 15.34.

The evaluated biaxial weft-knitted fabric and the employed geometry match the

example analyzed in Sect. 15.4. This FE model requires 3,927 degrees of freedom.

A similar conventional FE model describing just the structure of the warp and weft

yarns with volume elements only needs circa 18,200 degrees of freedom. This

comparison clarifies the efficiency of the Binary Model concerning the numerical

efforts. The meshing of the loop structure based on volume elements also entails

considerable modeling efforts. For this reason, the mesh has to be refined signifi-

cantly, which in turn further increases the number of degrees of freedom of the

equation system.

Fig. 15.33 Local volume element coordinates of a line element node
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The geometrical abstraction of the binary model requires a derivation of the

constitutive equations which are then assigned to the line and volume elements.

According to the statements of XU et al. [68], an elastic material behavior is

detailed below.

Constitutive Equations of the Effective Medium

The mechanical properties of the effective medium for a biaxial reinforcement can

be derived from the effective properties of the UD composite. These can be

calculated by means of homogenizing a UD model according to Sect. 15.4.1 or

by analytical approximation (see [73]). For reasons of differentiation, all values of

the UD composite or of the effective medium will be designated by a superscript

(UD) or (EM) respectively. Beyond that, the fiber volume fraction φ(EM) is defined

as the relation of the volumes of fiber reinforcement and RVE. The fiber orientation

Fig. 15.34 Binary model of

the RVE with MLG

reinforcement, (a) FE mesh

of the volume elements, (b)

Structure of the line

elements
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in the UD composite matches the x1 direction. The following indices of the values

of the effective medium are based on the coordinate system given in Fig. 15.32.

When applying specific UD values to the characteristics of the effective

medium, it is assumed that the transverse stiffness of the fiber matrix bundle

significantly influences the Young’s modulus E
ðEMÞ
3 in thickness direction. For

lateral contractions and shear moduli of the effective medium, an estimation with

v
ðUDÞ
12 or G

ðUDÞ
12 respectively, is the obvious choice [68]. The remaining Young’s

moduli regarding the composite planes E
ðEMÞ
1 and E

ðEMÞ
2 can be calculated from

shear modulus and lateral contraction, based on a transversal isotropy where fibers

are aligned with the x3 axis. The material properties of the linear-elastic effective

medium can be summarized as:

G
EMð Þ
23 ¼ G

EMð Þ
13 ¼ G

EMð Þ
12 ¼ G

UDð Þ
12 ,

v
EMð Þ
23 ¼ v

EMð Þ
13 ¼ v

EMð Þ
12 ¼ v

UDð Þ
12 ,

E
EMð Þ
3 ¼ E

UDð Þ
2 and

E
EMð Þ
1 ¼ E

EMð Þ
2 ¼ 2 1þ v

EMð Þ
12

� �
G

EMð Þ
12 :

ð15:29Þ

This elastic behavior only deviates from an isotropic material because of the

different Young’s moduli. As stiffnesses in textile composite are primarily deter-

mined by the reinforcement yarns, the identities of E
EMð Þ
1 ¼ E

EMð Þ
2 ¼ E

UDð Þ
2 can be

simplifyingly assumed, as in [68]. From this follows an isotropic behavior of the

effective medium.

The reinforcement architecture of MLG composites differs from that of the

previously considered biaxial composite in terms of the loop structure. As the

loop structure only makes up 4–14 % of the total textile mass, the structural

influence on the properties of the effective medium can be neglected. The volume

of the loop yarn is only taken into account for the calculation of φ(EM).

Constitutive Equations of the Lines

As described in this section, the line elements in the Binary Model represent the

axial stiffnesses of the filaments consolidated with matrix material in the composite

material. The rovings used for warp and weft yarns do not contain twisted filament

fibers. As visible from Fig. 15.26, the respective orientations of the filaments and

the rovings match well, which allows the treatment of these fiber/matrix areas as a

UD composite.

If the loop yarn consists of a twisted glass yarn, there are limitations to treating it

as UD. But as the fiber volume content ratio of the loop yarn is relatively low in the

composite, the mechanical influence of the twisted filament arrangement can be

neglected. Therefore, the area of the loop yarn in the consolidated MLG can be

simplistically modeled as a UD composite.
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For the following derivations for a description of effective properties of the line

elements, the components of the UD composites (in this case glass and epoxy resin)

are treated as continua.

The elastic stiffness of the line elements can be determined analogously to the

effective medium, using an analytical UD model. In consequence, the resulting

Young’s modulus in orientation of the line element matches the value E
ðUDÞ
1 (φ)

calculated from the fiber volume content ratio φ of the fiber-matrix area and the

material properties of fiber and matrix.

In the FE model, line and volume elements are superimposed. This corresponds

to a parallel arrangement of the axial stiffnesses of both elements. To prevent a

multiple consideration of the contribution of the elastic stiffness of the matrix

material, the Young’s modulus of the line element E(T ) is set according to the

equation

E
Tð Þ
β ¼ E

UDð Þ
1 φβ

	 
 ¼ E
EMð Þ
axial with β 2 K; S;Mf g ð15:30Þ

The index β describes the relation to the respective warp, weft, and loop yarn, while
E
ðEMÞ
axial matches the stiffness of the effective medium in the orientation of the line

element.

To calculate E
ðEMÞ
axial , the strain state of the line element is transferred on the

allocated volume element. With this, the desired value can be numerically calcu-

lated using

E
EMð Þ
axial ¼ ε�tf gT C EMð Þ

h i
ε�tf g ð15:31Þ

where the vector ε�tf g corresponds to a unit strain in orientation with the line, and

the matrix [C(EM)] matches the material stiffness of the effective medium. In the

case of an FE simulation with an elastic-plastic material law for the effective

medium, the matrix in Eq. (15.31) is to be replaced with the respective consistent

tangent stiffness.

15.5 Material Properties of Composite Materials,

Exemplified by Multi-layered Weft-Knitted Fabrics

15.5.1 Experimental Examinations

The aim of experimental examinations of composite materials with textile rein-

forcement usually consists of the general study of material behavior with due regard

to various material behaviors at different length scales and the quantification of

effective in-plane material properties. These can be used directly, or in the calcu-

lation of structural models from the corresponding composite material, or as the
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basis for validation of simulation and modeling methods. Furthermore, the evalu-

ation of tests performed on pure-resin test specimens can provide the material

properties for the micro and meso models of Sect. 15.4.2.

In contrast to many monolithic materials, the properties of continuous-fiber-

reinforced composites are strongly anisotropic and dependent on the type of load. In

comparison to the first mentioned group of materials, this requires a significantly

larger test effort for a thorough and complete experimental analysis. In general, the

anisotropic properties can be examined in tensile, compression, flexural, and shear

tests. In the following, these tests and the related evaluations will be considered in

greater detail.

15.5.1.1 Tensile and Compression Tests

As described in Sect. 14.6.2.1, tensile and compression tests are used to examine the

behavior of a material under monaxial tensile and compressive loads. The aniso-

tropic material behavior requires an evaluation of data sets of specimens with

different textile orientations. For an orthotropic behavior, tests with three different

directions, e.g. 0�, 45�, and 90�, are required to determine the specific elastic

in-plane values. Examinations of specimens with additional textile orientations

allow a validation of the assumption of orthotropic behavior.

The experimental test method for the compression behavior is to be selected

under consideration of the composite thickness d and of the regarded load spectrum.

In case of risk of buckling on the specimen, a buckle support (as shown in

Fig. 15.35a) needs to be used.

Fig. 15.35 Experimental devices for compression testing, (a) buckle support for thin specimens,

(b) compression die for thick specimens
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As discussed in Sect. 14.6.2.2, sufficiently thick composite materials can be

clamped directly into the clamping jaws of the testing machine, or fixated between

two compression dies, as shown in Fig. 15.35.

Measured data are generally recorded by the control computer of the testing

machine. The force and traverse path can be measured by dedicated devices

integrated in the tester. Strains on the specimen surface can be measured by

means of strain gages. In comparison to monolithic material, strain gages have to

be much longer for measurements on composite materials [74]. Unfortunately, the

use of these longer strain gages is much more costly. Laser extensometers are an

alternative for the determination of transverse strain. For this, two measuring

markers are affixed to the specimen, and their distance is registered by a laser

beam during the entire test. The control program uses these measurements to

calculate the nominal strain, which is to be interpreted as an integral quantity

over the area between the measuring markers. Another measurement possibility is

simultaneously determining the deformation field of the opposite specimen surface

with ARAMIS (by GOM GmbH, Braunschweig, Germany). This allows a simul-

taneous measurement of longitudinal and transverse strains, and the examination of

bending deformations. A corresponding test setup is shown in Fig. 15.36.

For exemplary purposes, Fig. 15.37 compares three typical stress-strain plots

from tensile test in 0�, 45�, and 90� direction with specimens made from a biaxial

MLG composite material.

It is to be expected from the reinforcement architecture that the composite

displays a substantially higher stiffness in the direction of the reinforcement fibers

as compared to the 45� direction. The tests also prove the curve section, which can

be correlated with the linear-elastic area, to be greater in the principal material axis.

Furthermore, the curve section delineates itself from the subsequent inelastic

Fig. 15.36 Tensile test with parallel measuring by ARAMIS and laser extensometer
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behavior by the dropping of the plot. From the initially linear slope of the stress-

strain curves, the Young’s modulus E(α) is to be determined for each test with textile

orientation α. The Poisson’s ratio v(α) is determined from the slope εq (εl), where εq
and εl are the transverse and longitudinal strains. From these engineering properties,

the components of the compliance tensor are calculated by means of

S
αð Þ
11 ¼ 1

E αð Þ and S
αð Þ
12 ¼ v αð Þ

E αð Þ ð15:32Þ

For q experimental tests on specimens with different angles αi (i¼ 1, . . . q) of
textile orientation, these results can be related to the components of the compliance

tensor Sxx, Syy, and Sss in the main axis system x-y, where Sss designates the shear
compliance. Assuming orthotropic material behavior, the following system of

equations results:
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Here, mi :¼ cos(αi) and ni :¼ sin(αi). If the number of tests and therefore of results

to be analyzed is more than four, the equation system (15.33) is overdetermined,

and the solution of the unknown components of the compliance tensor can be

determined by means of a regression calculation, for instance in MATLAB.

Fig. 15.37 Stress-strain

diagram of tensile tests in

0�, 45�, and 90� directions
on an MLG composite

material
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15.5.1.2 Flexural Tests

The behavior of composite materials under flexural loads can deviate significantly

from tensile or compressive loads. This is due to the structural design of the

composite in thickness direction [50]. Therefore, an experimental examination of

the flexural stiffness is necessary, especially for thinner composite plates.

A great number of different construction methods are available for the flexural

test device. In addition to the deliberation regarding tests based on standards in

Sect. 14.6.2.3, a distinction can be drawn between devices with horizontal or

vertical specimen arrangement and devices with the possibility to apply alternating

flexural loads. To examine the behavior of materials under alternative flexural

loads, the Institute of Solid Mechanics at TU Dresden developed a horizontal

device with four-point bearing. As shown in Fig. 15.38, the specimen is mounted

between two fixed and two mobile rollers.

The carriers of the roller pairs have an internal distance lb, and are pivoted in

order to avoid a prevention of flexural deformation. Mobile rollers, which are fixed

to the shafts with bearing pins at a distance Lb> lb, expose the specimen to the load.

The construction of this device allows a variable adjustment of the geometry values

lb and Lb.
Suitable sensors on the test station record data of the path and force measurement

from the control computer. Additionally, the spatial displacement of the specimen

surface is determined by the ARAMIS measuring system. Using the displacement

field shown for 0� and 45� directions in Fig. 15.39, the lateral contraction of the

composite material can be determined [50].

Fig. 15.38 Horizontal alternating flexural load device
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Assuming a linear stress plot across the thickness of the composite (regarded as

homogeneous), the measured strains εb on the surface allow a determination of the

plots σb (εb) of the flexural stress. The slope of the initially linear curve is referred to

as flexural Young’s modulus E
ðαÞ
b for the textile orientation α. A comparison of the

tensile and flexural Young’s modulus in the composite plane of an MLG composite

is shown in the polar diagram of Fig. 15.40.

An excellent match of the results in 45� direction is evident. In comparison, the

Young’s modulus at 0� is higher (and lower at 90�, respectively) than the values

from the tensile tests. This effect is caused by an inhomogeneous loading under

flexure, and by the construction of the reinforcement structure. For instance, the

specimens with a 90� orientation are exposed to a flexural load around 0�. Here, the

Fig. 15.39 Color-coded representation of the displacement uz of the specimen surface of a

composite with MLG reinforcement, (a) textile orientation 0�, (b) textile orientation 45�

Fig. 15.40 Young’s modulus in the composite plane, from tensile and flexural test on a MLG

composite
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absolute flexural stress increases towards the specimen surface starting at the

mid-surface plane. In this direction, there is no reinforcement in the sections

close to the surface. By contrast, the weft yarns situated on the outer edges of the

layer construction cause a higher resistance against the deformation when bent by

90�. The location of the reinforcement yarns in thickness direction is irrelevant for

stiffness under pure tensile loads.

15.5.1.3 Shear Tests

A variety of different testing and loading devices for an experimental examination

of the composite behavior under pure shear loads are available (see Sect. 14.6.2.4).

As described in [75], testing with a shear frame is distinguished by a number of

advantages over alternative methods. Figure 15.41 shows one such device, dimen-

sioned based on DIN 53399-2. By means of applied cap strips, a homogeneous load

introduction is ensured. Analogous to the tensile tests, the laser extensometer or

ARAMIS can be used for measuring the deformation on the respectively opposite

side of the specimen.

The macroscopic shear stress τ is calculated with the equation

τ ¼
ffiffiffi
2

p

2ld
F; ð15:34Þ

where l is the edge length of the measured surface, and F designates the outer

tensile force on the test device. The result of the ARAMS measurements is

determining the strain plots in the diagonal directions of the square measured

surface. Due to the parallel determination of the vertical strain by means of the

laser extensometer, a possible flexure of the specimen can be determined.

Fig. 15.41 Test setup and

measuring devices of the

shear test
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The test setup in Fig. 15.41 correlates to the vertical strain of the major strain ε1
and the horizontal strain of the minor strain ε2. With due regard to an anisotropic

deformation, the shear strain γ results from [76]

γ ¼ ε1 � ε2
1þ ε1 þ ε2

: ð15:35Þ

Figure 15.42 shows the distribution of the major strain determined by ARAMIS.

Except for local inhomogeneities, the homogeneous strain distribution is not dis-

turbed by boundary effects caused by the load transmission into the specimen.

The plane shear modulusGxy of the tested composite can be determined from the

initial slope of the curve plot τ(γ). A comparison with the results of the tensile test

allows the verification of the consistency of the results of both experiments.

15.5.2 Homogenization on the Basis of the Energy Criterion

15.5.2.1 Basics of Homogenization

For efficiency reasons, the modeling of the meso and micro structures is not a

sensible option in the computer-assisted simulation of load and deformation states

of macroscopic components. Therefore, the heterogeneous material for these cal-

culations is created by a homogeneous continuum. The material parameters in the

constitutive equations of the substitute continuum, which are here also referred to as

effective material properties, can generally be determined by experiments. Due to

the macroscopically anisotropic material behavior and the resulting multitude of

specific values, this requires extensive efforts. In addition, every alteration of the

reinforcement architecture or the material of the composite components makes new

Fig. 15.42 Distribution of the major strain in the shear test on a MLG composite
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experiments necessary. To avoid this effort, the effective properties can be calcu-

lated using homogenization methods.

In this section, the heterogeneous micro- as well as the homogeneous macro-

level are considered exemplarily for a multi-scale analysis at different length scales.

On the macro-level, the characteristic length L can be defined as the maximum

distance of two points in a homogeneous body Ω with

L ¼ max
X1,X22Ω

X1 � X2j j ð15:36Þ

Analogously, l describes a characteristic length of the micro structure. One essential

basis of many homogenization methods is the concept of a representative volume

element (RVE). For this, a partial areaY ¼ y ¼ yiei, y
ij j < a

2

� 
on the micro-level is

selected, which completely represents the macro-level characteristics of the mate-

rial from a statistical point of view. This partial area is referred to as a representative

volume element. For composite materials with a periodic micro-structure the RVE

can also be defined as a unit cell, as shown in Fig. 15.43.

Using the previously introduced characteristic lengths, general conditions for

using homogenization methods and definitions of the RVE can be stated. If both the

RVE and the substitute continuum are described within in a CAUCHY continuum,

the condition

L � a � l ð15:37Þ

must be met [50]. If this cannot be ensured, an extended theory, such as the

COSSERAT continuum, must be used to consider the macroscopic body.

Fig. 15.43 Macro- and meso-level
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Otherwise, the prerequisites for the consideration of the heterogeneous body using a

homogeneous continuum are not met, making it incorrect.

In the following, it is agreed that all variables with capital letters are defined in

relation with the macro-continuum, while lowercase letters refer to the micro-

continuum. The basic element of homogenization within the scope of the energy

criterion consists of a coupling between micro- and meso-level. The static equilib-

rium on micro-level, neglecting volume forces, can be stated with the equations

∇� σ ¼ 0 and σ ¼ σT in Y ð15:38Þ

where ∇ is the gradient operator, and σ is the CAUCHY-stress tensor. The

constitutive equations

σn τð Þ ¼ Fn
σ ε tð Þ, t 2 0; τ½ ð Þ 8 n 2 1 . . .Nf g ð15:39Þ

each describe respective current stress strain relations at the time t for the material

component n in a RVE with N materials. The strains ε

ε yð Þ ¼ sym u�∇ð Þ ð15:40Þ

are calculated from the displacement filed u(y) of the micro-level.

By means of the volume average, the specific values from micro- and macro-

level are coupled, resulting in the equations

X
:¼ 1

Yj j
ð
∂Y
y� tdA with t : σT � n ð15:41Þ

for the macroscopic tension Σ and

E :
1

Yj j
ð
∂Y
sym u� nð ÞdA ð15:42Þ

for the macroscopic strain E. Equations (15.41) and (15.42) show that macroscopic

state variables are described unambiguously by the stress or strain vector t and u on

the surface ∂Y of the RVE.

A calculation of effective stresses and strains based on Eqs. (15.38)–(15.42) is

referred to as homogenization. The macroscopic material propertiesC then describe

the linear transformation between these fields by

σ yð Þh i ¼ C : ε yð Þh i with � � �h i :¼ 1

Yj j
ð
Y

� � �ð Þdy : ð15:43Þ

The inverse problem, i.e. the determination of the microscopic variables with

defined macroscopic variables, is referred to as localization. As there are not

boundary conditions for this case, the problem is yet only incompletely formulated.

The definition of these boundary conditions aims to reproduce the state of the
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material within the respective area as precisely as possible. Below, a summary is

given of the derivation of three types of boundary conditions, based on an energy

criterion.

The energy theorem according to [77], also known as HILL-MANDEL condi-

tion, requires energy equivalence of the heterogeneous micro-continuum and the

homogeneous equivalent continuum. From this follow the equations

ε yð Þ : c yð Þ : δε yð Þh i ¼ ε yð Þh i : C : δε yð Þh i
1

Yj j
ð
∂Y
t � δu dA ¼

X
: δE; ð15:44Þ

where δ is the variation operator.

If the strain fluctuation is defined as the deviation of the field from the mean

value,

�ε yð Þ :¼ ε yð Þ � ε yð Þh i:

applies.

The positive definition of the elasticity tensor c is ensured if

�ε yð Þ :¼ c yð Þ : �ε yð Þ � 0 ð15:45Þ

applies to the quadratic form. This relationship can be combined with Eqs. (15.43)

and (15.44) as

ε yð Þh i : c yð Þh i � Cð Þ : ε yð Þh i � 0 ð15:46Þ

The quadratic form of the average volume of c is therefore higher than that of the

effective elasticity tensor C and represents an upper bound, also referred to as

VOIGT bound. Analogously, these considerations, in combination with comple-

mentary energy, i.e. the quadratic form of the compliance tensor s :¼ c�1 lead to the

REUSS bound, which correlates to a bottom bound.

ε yð Þh i : c yð Þh i � Cð Þ : ε yð Þh i � 0

To determine these bounds, the microscopic strain or stress fields are constantly

defined by

ε yð Þ :¼ εh i=σ yð Þ :¼ σh i

from which follow the definitions

CV :¼ ch i and ð15:47aÞ
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CR :¼ c�1
� ��1 ð15:47bÞ

as VOIGT and REUSS bounds for the effective elasticity tensor C.

By specifying a constant strain or stress field respectively, the mechanical

equilibrium or the compatibility conditions is generally infringed. As the micro-

scopic stresses and strains in Eqs. (15.41) and (15.42) are unambiguously defined

by the corresponding boundary conditions, the question of boundary conditions

fulfilling the HILL-MANDEL condition arises Eq. (15.44). The three following

statements fulfill this condition:

1. The specification of u on the surface of the RVE by

u yð Þ ¼ E � y 8 y 2 ∂Y ð15:48Þ

matches displacements which are linear in y.

2. Analogously, constant surface stresses can be defined with

t yð Þ ¼P �n yð Þ 8 y 2 ∂Y ð15:49Þ

3. The validity of periodic boundary displacements and anti-periodic stress

vectors

u yþð Þ � u y�ð Þ ¼ E � yþ � y�ð Þ ð15:50aÞ
t yþð Þ ¼ �t y�ð Þ ð15:50bÞ

is based on a periodic microstructure in the unit cell.

y+ 2 ∂Y+ and y� 2 ∂Y� define the coordinates of two points, which are

associated according to periodic geometry on the opposite surfaces ∂Y� and ∂Y+

of the RVE (Fig. 15.44).

In a heterogeneous continuum, the three types of boundary conditions have

different results. In general, and comparable to the VOIGT and REUSS approaches,

the behavior of an RVE is stiffer for linear boundary displacements, and more

flexible for constant boundary stresses in comparison to periodic boundary

Fig. 15.44 RVE with three

associated surface pairs
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displacements. For many materials, it has been shown that periodic boundary

conditions create the best results by comparison [78]. Therefore, the following

considerations will be reduced to this form.

15.5.2.2 Introduction of Generalized Variables

To transfer the periodic displacement boundary conditions (15.50a) to an FE model

representing the unit cell, the following generalized variables will be introduced

below. They are also prerequisites for an efficient evaluation of the simulation

results, e.g. for the calculation of the effective properties or tangent stiffnesses.

When considering any unit cell, for instance as shown in Fig. 15.44, the surface

can be segmented into respectively associated lateral surfaces α 2 {1, 2, 3}. These

surfaces dYα+ and dYα� have to be compatible for the purpose of periodicity. Thus,

the difference of the spatial coordinates in Eq. (15.50a) is constant for each surface

pair α and can be expressed with the definition

Δyα :¼ yαþ � yα� 8 α 2 1; 2; 3f g ð15:51Þ

With this equation and the introduction of a generalized displacement increment

Δuα, Eq. (15.50a) can be described by

Δuα :¼ u yαþð Þ � u yα�ð Þ ¼ E : Δyα ð15:52Þ

The complete formulation of a spatial or plane boundary value problem (BVP)

therefore requires the specification of nine or four generalized displacement incre-

ments respectively.

Analogously to the displacements, generalized forces in the form of

Fα :¼
ð
∂Yαþ

tþdA ð15:53Þ

are added, making the homogenized stress Eq. (15.41) calculable with

X
¼ 1

Yj j
X
α

Δyα � Fα ð15:54Þ

A comparison of this equation to the previous integral equation (15.41) clarifies the

significantly reduced effort regarding a numerical realization made possible by the

introduction of generalized variables.

To determine the effective linear-elastic stiffness tensor C, six different macro-

scopically homogeneous deformation states have to be considered, for which the

strain tensor E is specified by
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Ei j ¼ E ji ¼ 1 for i ¼ I, j ¼ J
0 otherwise

�
ð15:55Þ

Table 15.2 contains a possible assignment for the indices I and J.
With the displacement boundary conditions (15.52) and the solution of the BVP,

the generalized forces Fα (EIJ) at averaged strain can be calculated. Thus, the

macroscopic stresses in Eq. (15.54) are equivalent to the material stiffnesses

induced by the deformation, and

X
kl
EIJð Þ ¼ CklIJE IJð Þ ¼ 1

Yj j
X
α

Δyαk F
α
l EIJð Þ ð15:56Þ

applies, where no summation convention is applied to bracketed indices.

15.5.2.3 Homogenization in the Macroscopic In-plane or Monaxial

Stress State

From a macroscopic perspective, any heterogenic materials, such as the textile

composite considered here, can be regarded as shell structures within the scope of a

plane stress condition (PSC), giving rise to the question of a homogenization

method with which the effective mechanical properties of this structural observa-

tion can be determined directly. Due to the distinct three-dimensional architecture

in the textile composite, homogenization is required to ensure the transfer from a

spatially heterogeneous RVE onto a homogeneous, plane structure.

In the PSC, Σi3¼ 0 applies, with the coordinate direction X3 concurs with the

normal vector of the shell mid-surface. Therefore, constant surface tensions are

specified on the shells surface according to the abovementioned second kind of

boundary conditions. From this follows

t yð Þ ¼ 0 8 y 2 ∂Y3 : ð15:57aÞ

The transfer of planar macroscopic strains {Eβγ | β, γ 2 {1, 2}} onto the RVE is then

performed by the periodic displacement boundary conditions on the remaining

surfaces ∂Y1 and ∂Y2, whose normal vectors are tangentially in the shell plane.

With Eq. (15.52), these boundary conditions can be described by

Table 15.2 Assignment for the Indices I and J in Eq. (15.55)

BVP no. 1 2 3 4 5 6

IJ for EIJ¼ 1 11 22 33 23 13 12
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Δuα ¼ E � Δyα 8 α 2 1; 2f g ð15:57bÞ

As E13¼E23¼ 0 applies for macroscopic strains in the context of the PSC, and the

vectors Δy1 and Δy2 are located in the y1� y2 plane, the displacement increments

are Δu1
3
and Δu2

3
¼ 0.

As the result of the homogenization, the planar stresses Σβγ calculated with

Eq. (15.54), where summation convention is applied over α 2 {1, 2}. Additionally,

the macroscopic strain E33 can be calculated with Eq. 15.42.

As a consistent continuation of the consideration regarding the PSC, the bound-

ary conditions for a monaxial stress state can be derived. With the specification of

Σ11 as the macroscopic stress (different from zero), the stress vectors

t yð Þ ¼ 0 8 y 2 ∂Y2 [ Y3 ð15:58aÞ

and the displacement increments are

Δu1 ¼ E11Δy
1 ð15:58bÞ

to be specified on the surface of the RVE. To ensure a completed formulation of

boundary conditions in this case, it is important to prevent rigid body translation

and rotation along the tensile axis.

15.5.2.4 Example for the Homogenization of a MLG Composite

In the following, an example for the application of the homogenization method

applied to a composite with glass fiber MLG and epoxy resin will be considered.

Here, the textile reinforcement in the composite consists of two alternatively laid

knitted fabrics, whose geometry is analyzed in Sect. 15.4.2.1.

Based on the multi-scale approach, calculating the effective specific material

values of a UD composite of the micro-level is the initial step. The corresponding

deformation of the unit cell described Sect. 15.4.1 at unit strain E11¼ 1 and unit

shear stress Γ12¼ 1 are shown in Fig. 15.45a, b.

With these calculated specific effective elastic values, the constitutive equations

of the binary model of the meso-level can be specified according to the description

in Sect. 15.4.2.2.

The FE model of the meso-level of this composite is shown in Fig. 15.34 as a

binary model. The homogenization within the scope of the plane stress state

requires three simulations with specified macroscopic strain. The deformation

state Exx¼ 1 and Γxy¼ 1 are shown with the calculated local strain distribution

εxx and γxy respectively in Fig. 15.46.

The color coding of both illustrations shows that strain or shear stress¼ 1 for

large areas of the RVE, corresponding to the macroscopically specified deforma-

tion. The local fluctuation occurs only because of the line elements.
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The verification of simulation results is performed with experimental data based

on engineering constants. For instance, the polar diagram of Fig. 15.47 shows the

Young’s modulus of the x� y plane dependent on the angle α.
The lines oriented in radial direction mark the scatter ranges of the experimen-

tally determined Young’s moduli. The curve plot of the numerically calculated

Young’s moduli is very good prediction of the experimentally determined values.

The little differences between simulation and experiment can often be traced to

technological causes. For example, slight deformations of the textile during the

consolidation process create local variations in the reinforcement architecture. This

leads to a minor deviation between the modeled and the real composite geometries

on the meso-level.

In summary, it can be stated that the linear-elastic effective properties of the

MLG composite can be estimated very well by means of the homogenization

method in combination with the binary model. Therefore, this modeling concept

is much more efficient in comparison to conventional volume meshing and of equal

value with regard to mechanical evaluation criteria.

4.29

a b

0.13

3.84

0.11

Fig. 15.45 Deformation of the UD unit cell, (a) macro-deformation E11 with color-coded ε11, (b)
macro-deformation Γ12 with color-coded γ12

0.7273

1.3432

a b

1.2748

1.2063

1.1379

1.0695

1.001

0.9326

0.86417

0.79574

Fig. 15.46 Deformation of the composite unit cell, (a) macrodeformation Exx¼ 1 with color-

coded εxx (x, y), (b) macrodeformation Γxy¼ 1 with color-coded γxy (x, y)
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Chapter 16

Processing Aspects and Application

Examples

Chokri Cherif, Olaf Diestel, Thomas Engler, Evelin Hufnagl,

and Silvio Weiland

The global energy and climate situation requires future activities to reduce energy

consumption as much as possible, not only in transport technology and the con-

struction sector, but also in all other industries. Lightweight construction with

textile-reinforced composite materials offers fascinating possibilities in developing

energy-efficient and function-integrated structural components, especially when

compared to their conventional metallic counterparts. The combination of two or

more different types of material results in novel composites, whose performance

exceeds the sum of properties of the individual components.

This chapter presents some selected aspects of processing and use of textile

semi-finished products for lightweight applications in the fields of fiber-reinforced

plastics, textile concrete, and textile membranes. The performances of textile

materials for lightweight construction as well as their practical feasibility in

large-scale applications are demonstrated. In addition, the manufacturing technol-

ogy associated with these lightweight applications will be discussed.
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16.1 Introduction

Lightweight construction with textile-reinforced composites offers extensive pos-

sibilities with advantages over conventional metallic construction in the develop-

ment of materials and energy-efficient structural components. Through the targeted

combination of two or more different materials, composites with a performance far

exceeding the sum of capacities of the individual components can be manufactured.

Composite materials with a multilayered arrangement of individual components

can often be seen in nature and are already found in many areas of applications

today. The exceptionally high design flexibility resulting from adjustable aniso-

tropic properties under engineering and design aspects offers ample opportunities

for achieving lightweight benefits based on textile high-performance materials.

This makes the new group of continuous-fiber reinforcements all the more lucrative

in fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP), textile-reinforced concrete (TRC), and fiber-

based membrane technology for different application fields.

Textile materials and semi-finished products exhibit an extraordinarily diverse

and freely adjustable property profile with the existing design and manufacturing

opportunities, including their functionalization. This opens up a particularly high

potential for their large-scale usage in complex and heavy duty lightweight com-

ponents in traffic engineering and mechanical engineering. Furthermore, applica-

tions are opened where reinforcements are required in slender and filigree concrete

components, in the maintenance and repair of existing buildings, and for textile

membranes. Process-optimized and load-optimized design of textile materials and

semi-finished products makes a significant contribution to resource conservation by

reducing the mass of moving components and use of materials, as well as saving

energy. These materials are characterized by the flexible adaptability of material

structure and meet the structural requirements by a controlled adjustment of

material and anisotropic properties. The individually configurable fiber production

and textile technology provide an ideal foundation for a targeted development and

making the naturally found ideal lightweight construction suitable in all its breadth

and complexity for a comprehensive industrial usage. The potential of textile semi-

finished products as a powerful lightweight material is made possible by a careful

selection and combination of textile materials and processes as well as through a

custom load-path-aligned arrangement of rovings in the textile structures, making a

wide variety of property profiles and design variations to function-integrated near-

net shape components possible. In general, the textile materials offer a wide range

of variations and enormous possibilities to meet design requirements and construc-

tion specifications of load-bearing structures in terms of strength, stiffness, and

energy absorption.

For future large-scale applications in the fields of traffic and mechanical engi-

neering a multi-material design system is currently being followed to achieve high

efficiency in resource utilization. Continuous-fiber-reinforced plastic composites

are experiencing a steady growth in the various application areas because they have

a particularly high potential for series usage in complex, heavy duty lightweight
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components with large weight-saving benefit, thereby effectively contributing to

energy conservation (see Sect. 16.3).

The current climatic, resource-relevant, social, and economic conditions have

increasingly led to an exploitation of all opportunities for reducing energy con-

sumption not only in transportation and mechanical engineering, but also in the

construction sector. This has led researchers to intensively pursue the development

of resource-efficient technologies required in the construction industry for both new

construction and renovation (see Sect. 16.4).

Textile membranes as thin and primarily tensile-stressed materials serve as

innovative composites for industrial, building, and architectural purposes and can

be customized according to the required specifications by suitable material selec-

tion (reinforcement material, coating system, and binders), relevant textile designs,

and coating technologies. The achievable flexible constructions allow a variety of

almost all free-form objects and lightweight solutions that are not feasible using

conventional metallic materials (see Sect. 16.5).

The existing lightweight applications in the fields of fiber-reinforced plastics,

textile-reinforced concrete, and textile membranes demonstrate the impressive

performance of textile materials and semi-finished products for reinforcing and

strengthening tasks as well as their practical suitability. The range of applications is

growing steadily and will certainly continue to significantly increase further with

the current development trends resulting in a promising economic prospect for

many industries. Selected developments and technologies are discussed in detail in

Sects. 16.3–16.5.

16.2 Composite Material Structure

The fiber-reinforced composite materials generally consist of at least three compo-

nents. Figure 16.1 illustrates the basic principle of composite structures and pre-

sents the key functions of the two main components, namely reinforcement fibers

and matrix, their interaction in the composite formation, and a subsequent building

of a three-dimensional boundary layer in the composite.

The fiber component assumes a reinforcing and load-bearing function. The fibers

used for this purpose are reinforcing materials with very high mechanical and

possibly further functional properties in comparison to the matrix component.

Polymer-, mineral- and metal- based high performance filament yarns or rovings

are of extreme relevance to the composite industry. These high performance fiber

materials are marked by very high tensile strengths and moduli of elasticity due to

their molecular and super-molecular structure that mostly exceeds the traditional

materials as well as plastics or mineral materials in terms of material density.

The matrix as a second component in the fiber-reinforced composite sheaths the

reinforcing material until all the individual filaments are preferably fully enclosed.

Thereby it is supposed to realize an efficient composite in conjunction with the

formation of the fiber-matrix interface, and lead to a load-conforming fixation of the
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reinforcing fibers in the desired spatial orientation. The pressure-absorbing matrix

must contribute significantly to the discharge and distribution of the externally

occurring forces and momenta to the reinforcing fiber. Furthermore, the matrix

must assume the function of protecting the reinforcement fiber against applied

external mechanical, thermal and chemical factors. Depending on the field of

application, the matrices can be made of thermoplastic, thermoset, elastomer,

mineral, metallic, or ceramic materials. In this chapter, materials used for coatings

are also regarded as matrices.

Fiber-matrix phase boundaries are a third important component that is not

clearly evident but which significantly determines the properties and the perfor-

mance of the composite component. These boundary layers, composed of the

boundary surfaces of the reinforcing fiber and matrix as well as the transition region

between them, are relevant to the interaction and adhesion capacity of the constit-

uent material components. These properties have a direct influence on the load

deflection into the fibers as well as on the impact behavior of the composites.

In addition to the mechanical properties of the individual components, the load

transfer between the two components fiber and matrix as well as the growth of

existing cracks are decisive, as they are dominated by the adhesive strength of the

composites. The strength and toughness of a fiber composite can be significantly

modified by the fiber-matrix interface and thereby customized according to the

requirements.

The distance between the fiber-matrix phase boundaries can extend down to the

molecular level, making direct interactions between the components possible.

Furthermore, the introduction of other active mediating substances in the boundary

layer is possible in order to equip them to sufficiently meet the requirements of the

final composite. The upper or boundary surfaces of the textile reinforcement

structures can be equipped with additional sensor and actuator functions integrated

into composite components, so as to achieve a continuous structure monitoring,

self-diagnosis and control. The design possibilities of interfaces and layers as well

as the required consequent surface modifications for different material combina-

tions are discussed in Chap. 13.

Fig. 16.1 Structure of a fiber-reinforced composite
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16.3 Fiber-Reinforced Composites

16.3.1 General Remarks

The interest in the industrial applications of composite materials as an alternative to

metallic components in the field of automotive, machine and construction, sports

equipment and medical technology is growing steadily with an increasing focus on

the weight requirements. A high lightweight potential of the components is of great

importance particularly when large masses must be accelerated or transported. Due

to their high lightweight potential, fiber-reinforced plastics (FRP) can make a

significant global contribution in terms of energy and resource conservation as

well as towards environmental protection efforts.

The three main principles of lightweight constructions are:

• Lightweight material and substances

• Lightweight design and form

• Functional lightweight construction (functional integration, assembly step

reduction etc.)

High-performance fibers or rovings made of glass or carbon are ideal for

lightweight construction due to their very high specific tensile stiffness and strength

(see Sect. 16.3.3). However, their limp textile characteristics and their sensitivity to

stresses perpendicular to the fiber axis restrict their usage as solid materials

components in the construction of vehicle, machinery or plant parts. Hence, the

principle of fiber-reinforced composites is based on the load-bearing reinforcement

fibers or yarns with adjustable anisotropic or form-conforming material targeted to

specific requirements so that a solid component can be formed in combination with

a matrix material (see Fig. 16.1).

All fiber composites based on polymeric matrix systems are referred to as fiber-

reinforced Plastics (FRP). Generally, every plastic can be used for this purpose. The

matrix systems can be divided into three basic groups: thermosets, thermoplastics

and elastomers. In addition to plastics, metals or ceramics can also be used as

matrix systems in conjunction with selected reinforcement fiber types. Here, dif-

ferent production techniques are used for FRPs. The following section focuses

exclusively on FRP.

The relative significance of the two input components, i.e. reinforcing fibers and

matrix (see Fig. 16.1), for the important mechanical and physical properties of the

composite are estimated in the literature as shown in Table 16.1. This illustrates that

the mechanical composite properties are largely determined by the reinforcing

fibers. The decisive factor is the proportion of the reinforcing fibers in the compos-

ite, normally specified as a fiber mass or fiber volume ratio, which in turn depends

on the textile reinforcement structure and the respective production process as well.

The matrix supports and protects the fibers. The breaking strength of the matrix

should be well above the reinforcing fibers.
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The quality of the interface/boundary layer during the composite formation is

crucial for the interaction between the reinforcing fibers and the matrix and is

responsible for the actual properties of the resulting FRP (see Sect. 16.2 and

Fig. 16.1). The high load transmission potential required in FRP can be only

achieved by a high fiber-matrix adhesion in conjunction with a complete wetting

of the reinforcing fibers during the composite formation. This depends on various

process parameters and also on the matrix viscosity during the impregnation of the

reinforcing structure as well as on the surface structure of the fibers. Adhesion-

compliant matrix systems, functionalization and design of reinforcing fibers with

suitable sizing, binders or surface activation methods are crucial for a functional

interface/boundary layer. Many manufacturer-customized material options are

available, and used industrially for many of the standard FRP material combina-

tions. However, the fiber manufacturers usually do not publish information on the

composition and effect of the sizing or binding agents. Hence, further improvement

in bonding through the fiber-matrix design interface is now often the subject of

research activities [3–6]. FRPs have particularly high potential for the consequen-

tial combination of the aforementioned lightweight construction principles and thus

on achieving high lightweight construction potential in the final component. This is

due to the fact that they can be designed in a requirement-adapted way using

various degrees of freedom and produced with anisotropic properties by various

textile- and plastics-engineering production methods. Figure 16.2 illustrates the

high lightweight construction potential of this material group, based on the specific

stiffness and strength in comparison to metals. FRPs in specific combination with

other material groups offer an excellent approach for intelligent material combina-

tions in realizing integrated components with hybrid design or components with

multi-material design, which combines the advantages of all corresponding mate-

rial groups [7, 8].

Table 16.1 Relative

importance of fibers and

matrix for the composite

properties [1, 2]

Fiber Matrix

Mechanical properties

Stiffness 3 1

Strength 3 1

Fatigue 3 1

Damage tolerance 1 3

Impact behavior 3 1

Thermo-mechanical properties 3 1

Fiber-matrix adhesion 2 2

Physical properties

Corrosion behavior 1 3

Temperature resistance 0 4

Chemical resistance 0 4

Electrical properties 2 2

Processing properties 0 4

0: 0 %, 1: 25 %, 2: 50 %, 3: 75 %, 4: 100 %
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Compared to metallic materials, FRP also exhibit a number of other properties

that are of interest for a potential industrial utilization [9, 10]:

• High form stability, including adjustable thermal expansion,

• Good damping behavior,

• Low thermal conductivity,

• High corrosion resistance,

• Extensive possibilities for integral construction, and

• High design flexibility

Reinforcing fiber types used in FRP include glass, carbon, aramid, polyethylene,

ceramic or basalt, as well as natural fibers, such as flax, hemp, jute or sisal. The

forms and characteristics of these reinforcing fiber types are provided in Sect. 3.3.

The polymeric matrix systems must be in a liquid state in order to ensure a full

impregnation of the reinforcing fibers.

Curing of thermoset matrix systems occurs by chemical cross-linking reactions

based on polymerization, polyaddition, or polycondensation. In elastomeric matrix

systems such as silicone or rubber, the degree of cross-linking is much weaker, so

that these materials have elastic properties. Neither system is fusible. Usually, these

matrix systems are mixed with additional materials such as fillers, additives, flame

retardants, or colorants in order to achieve the required processing performance and

the required structural characteristics.

Thermoplastic matrix systems must first be converted into a molten state by

heating. After impregnation, the necessary transition of the polymer melt into a

solid state occurs through cooling and solidification. Thermoplastics soften or melt

even after the composite formation under the influence of temperature and solidify

again after cooling. Hence thermoplastic composites are re-formable and also

re-weldable.
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Fig. 16.2 Comparison of the specific material properties of FRPs and metals, according to [9]
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The following sections are limited to the production of FRPs using thermoset or

thermoplastic matrix systems. The production of prepregs (pre-impregnated with

matrix materials) and their further processing can take place independently in a

separate process and has already been discussed in Sects. 11.2 and 11.3. Therefore,

the focus of this chapter is placed on the production process in which the textile

reinforcement structures are impregnated or infiltrated directly during component

production with the respective matrix system by injection or infusion.

16.3.2 Reinforcing Structures

The possibilities to form the reinforcing yarn construction and the textile reinforce-

ment structure are wide-ranging as described in Chaps. 4–10, taking into account

the diverse textile manufacturing processes and the numerous plastic-technical

process available for the application of reinforcing fibers or filaments in the

composite. Figure 16.3 shows a typical example of reinforcing fibers and their

individual layer arrangements in various textile fabrics. The fiber length and

orientation significantly determine the achievable fiber proportion and mechanical

properties in the composites.

Figure 16.3a, c show non-oriented short or continuous fiber reinforcements that

are mostly processed as chemically or mechanically bonded nonwovens (so-called

chopped mats or continuous mats) (see Sect. 9.4.3). These usually exhibit no

marked preferential orientation of the reinforcing fibers. They allow only a com-

paratively low fiber content of up to 30 % by volume and have low mechanical

composite properties equally in all directional planes, i.e. quasi-isotropic, and are

mostly used in components with standard requirements.

Certain measures in non-woven production also allow the generation of short-

and continuous-fiber reinforcements with a certain fiber orientation (Fig. 16.3b),

which has a corresponding influence on the achievable fiber volume and the

mechanical properties in the composite.

Fig. 16.3 Typical reinforcement fiber or reinforcement yarn arrangements in the individual layers

or textile fabrics, depending on fiber length and orientation
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Unidirectional (UD) reinforcements with monaxial orientation of continuous

reinforcing fibers (Fig. 16.3d) usually come as a thermoset or thermoplastic pre-

pregs (see Sect. 11.2) for processing as they cannot be handled without fixation and

would fall apart. Besides, in practice, structures like woven fabrics, having a

secondary yarn system with uniaxial reinforcing fiber orientation, are also referred

to as UD-reinforcements. This secondary yarn system fixates the monaxially

aligned reinforcing fibers and makes no significant contribution to the reinforcing

effect in the composite. UD- reinforcements allow highest fiber volume fractions of

up to 80 % in the reinforcing direction and the best mechanical properties. How-

ever, the reinforcement effect in transverse direction is very low (see Fig. 16.4)

since it is mainly determined by the matrix properties and the interfacial properties

between fiber and matrix. UD reinforcements are mainly used for components with

high mechanical requirements.

Continuous fiber based multiaxial reinforcements with appropriate arrangement

of the reinforcing yarns in the plane (Fig. 16.3e, f) are produced using various yarn

processing and surface building technique, such as weaving, multilayer knitting,

multiaxial warp knitting or braiding (see Chaps. 5–8). Reinforcement fibers

arranged in different orientations can be interlaced with each other (woven,

braided). Alternatively, the reinforcement structure can be comprised of many

stacked parallel fiber layers in different orientations that are fixed together by a

loop or binding yarn (multiaxial warp knitted fabric, multilayer knitted fabric,

multilayer woven fabric). With the specific arrangement of the reinforcement

textile, the mechanical composite properties in the corresponding layer can be set

ranging from strongly anisotropic to “quasi-isotropic” (see Table 16.2). However,

Fig. 16.4 Direction dependence of Young’s modulus and strength in UD-FRPs, according to [9]
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the achievable fiber volume proportion in the composite is dependent on the specific

semi-finished textile construction and the realizable composite strength and stiff-

ness of reinforcing fibers under load in the respective textile manufacturing process

or from the partially stretched arrangement of the reinforcing fibers or yarns in the

textile structure. They lie within a range of up to 65 % and are thus lower than those

of FRPs made from UD reinforcements.

Figure 16.4 shows the high directional dependence in the mechanical properties

of FRP using a sample tensile strength and modulus of elasticity of a UD composite

in terms of the angle difference between the reinforcing fiber orientation and the

loading direction. A 5 % deviation in the fiber orientation from the load direction of

UD reinforcement would consequently result in a tensile strength reduction of at

least 30 %. Hence it is required that the permissible deviation of the reinforcing

fiber orientation occurring during component manufacturing variations must be

kept as small as possible in order to exploit the performance potential of the

reinforcing fibers in the FRP.

Since real loading resulting from monaxial component stresses occurs only in

individual cases, FRP components are usually designed and produced to have a

reinforcing structure (laminate construction) of several reinforcing layers arranged

and aligned over each other in the direction of its thickness according to the

operational needs. In order to avoid shrinkage-related residual stresses and the

resulting unwanted distortions in the consolidated composites, it is important that

Table 16.2 Typical reinforcement fiber/reinforcement yarn arrangements from continuous-fiber-

reinforced prepregs or textile semi-finished products

Reinforcement

arrangement in

individual layers

Reinforcing filament arrangement in the composite

Unidirectional

Multiaxial,

biaxial

Multiaxial,

quasi-isotropic

Multiaxial,

three-

dimensional

Unidirectional

Bi or multiaxial
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the arrangement of these layers is made as symmetrical as possible in the thickness

direction of the reinforcing structure.

Table 16.2 presents different possibilities for the combination of continuous-

fiber reinforcements according to Fig. 16.3d–f in isotropic laminate structures with

unidirectional and multiaxial reinforcement.

The illustrations in the right column represent complex textile semi-finished

products with a high proportion in z-direction, i.e. reinforcement fibers or filaments

arranged perpendicular to the fabric plane, for example, by 3D weaving, multi-layer

weaving, or multi-ply knitting (cf. Chaps. 5 and 6). Such z-reinforcements reduce

the interlaminary delamination, i.e. the bonding failure between the reinforcement

layers in the composite components, ensuring a damage-tolerant component and

having positive effects on the crash and impact behavior of the composites.

It should also be noted that the z-reinforcement, for example, causes a partial

reduction in tensile and bending properties in-plane, as arranged reinforcement

fibers perpendicular to the composite plane cannot absorb the occurring tensile

forces. In addition, the z-reinforcements may create to undesirable resin-rich zones

in the respective yarn sections.

Figure 16.5 shows a polar graph, schematically representing the qualitative

distribution of the mechanical composite properties in relation to the load angle

for a unidirectional reinforcement assembly in the 0�—direction, as well as for two

multiaxial reinforcement assemblies (0�/90� or 0�/+45�/�45�/90�).
The impregnation of the reinforcing fiber assembly with the matrix, especially

for injection or infusion processes in which the matrix has to flow through the

textile structure, is largely determined by its permeability. This provides an impor-

tant material parameter for these processes and in turn depends on the textile

reinforcement structures and the degree of compaction during the component

Fig. 16.5 Direction

dependence of tensile

strength in unidirectionally

(UD), bidirectionally (BD),

and multi-axially quasi-

isotropically reinforced

FRPC, in relation to the

tensile strength of the UD

reinforcement in

reinforcement direction
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production. The speed of the impregnation process can be influenced mainly

through the injection or infusion pressure and the matrix viscosity, depending on

the processing method and the use of additional flow additives (see Sect. 6.3.4).

Since the textile reinforcing structure is defined mainly on the basis of the final

component requirements and not by the impregnation behavior, it is important to be

able to recognize and predict these in advance. The determination of the perme-

ability has not yet been standardized. A number of measurement procedures have

been developed and are being currently used. They vary significantly in terms of

technical complexity and reliability [11–15].

In case of injection or infusion processes, the porosity of the textile reinforce-

ment structure plays a decisive role, as it is important not to filter out the additional

materials like fillers and flame retardants that determine the functional

characteristics.

16.3.3 Matrix Systems

In principle, all plastics can be used as matrix material, offering near-innumerous

possibilities. The most important thermosetting materials are unsaturated polyester

resins (UP), vinyl ester resins (VE), epoxy resins (EP) and phenolic resins (PF). The

spectrum of thermoplastics is broad and ranges from standard thermoplastics, such

as polypropylene (PP) or polyamide (PA), to those for high-performance applica-

tions, such as polyphenylene sulfide (PPS), polyetherimide (PEI), polyethersulfone

(PES) or polyether ether ketone (PEEK).

The influence of the matrix on the production and properties of FRP and their

potential fields of application should not be underestimated. In addition to the

formation of an adhesion-friendly interface with the reinforcing fiber, it is crucial

to damage tolerance, corrosion, temperature, and fire or chemical resistances of the

composites (see Table 16.1).

The thermal properties of the matrix determine the temperature range for the

application of the FRP as their thermal or temperature resistances, with few

exceptions (polymeric reinforcement fibers) lie well below those of the reinforcing

fibers. The elongation properties of the matrix together with the interface layers is

decisive, especially for the compressive stresses perpendicular to the reinforcing

fiber orientation as well as for the long-term behavior of the FRPs and their

behavior under dynamic loads [1, 16]. Figure 16.6 gives a general overview of

the areas for the maximum continuous operating temperature and the breaking

strength of the abovementioned matrix groups as stated in the literature.

Apart from that, the usable methods and process parameters for composite

manufacturing and possibilities of subsequent processing for component finishing

are significantly dependent on the matrix properties (e.g. viscosity in the processing

state, the nature and quantity of the additional materials). In the case of the injection

method, the thermoset matrix systems at their processing temperature behave

approximately as Newtonian fluids and have comparatively low viscosities between
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20 and 500 mPas. In contrast, the typical polymer melts of thermoplastic compos-

ites at processing temperature cannot be regarded as Newtonian fluids. Also,

ensuring the flow of the matrix in the range of 105–106 mPas during the impreg-

nation of textile reinforcement structures is much more difficult [3, 16].

The matrix viscosity is highly dependent on temperature and can be reduced by

increasing the processing temperature. However, the temperature cannot be arbi-

trarily chosen, as at higher temperatures polymer degradation occurs, causing

decreased matrix properties. In case of thermosetting resin systems, an increased

viscosity occurs during the reaction time, caused by the cross-linking or curing

process which limits the processing time and is generally termed as “pot life”. It

should be noted here that a reduction in matrix viscosity through an increase in

temperature leads to an improved curing rate and a decreased pot life.

Since the most important traditional thermoplastics matrix component in ques-

tion are already described in Sect. 3.4.2, the following section is limited to few

selected thermoset matrix systems.

Unsaturated polyester resins (UP) and vinyl ester resins (VE) are cured by a

radical polymerization. This process occurs very fast and the cross-linking is very

intense.

Unsaturated polyester resins are very easy to use and are wide spread in practical

application. There exist numerous types of resins for example exhibit properties

like high level of thermal stability, increased toughness and chemical resistivity,

often at the expense of other properties. The disadvantages are an only moderate

resistance to weathering due to the existing double bonds in the cured state, high

shrinkage (reduction in matrix volume due to the chemical cross-linking) and

Fig. 16.6 Maximum long-term service temperature and maximum elongation at break of typical

plastic matrix systems, based on [9]
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styrene emission. The significantly more reactive vinyl ester resins in comparison

are characterized by better mechanical properties, lower mold shrinkage and high

thermal as well as chemical resistance [1, 3].

In contrast to the curing of thermosets by radical polymerization, the cross-

linking in epoxy resins (EP) and phenol resin (PF) occurs through polyaddition or

polycondensation, a stepwise reaction of the functional groups. Epoxy resins

exhibit better mechanical properties when compared to the other three resin systems

and are characterized by particularly high heat resistance. However, the resin/

hardener ratio must be very precisely set here in order to achieve a complete

cross-linking. The disadvantages are their price and higher moisture absorption.

Phenolic resins are mainly used because of their excellent fire-retardant behavior

and high chemical resistance, such as in vehicle interior applications. The

processing of phenolic resins leads to an emission of toxic formaldehyde, which

requires appropriate safety measures or a closed-device fabrication process [1, 3].

In Table 16.3 important parameters for selected thermoset matrix materials are

summarized.

16.3.4 Component Production and Applications

16.3.4.1 Overview

As mentioned in Sect. 16.3.1, the component manufacturing processes discussed

here are limited to methods based on the impregnation or infiltration of dry textile

reinforcements with a liquid matrix system. The range of processable textile pre-

forms begins with yarns or rovings to fabric formation including complex-shape

preforms. The actual component manufacturing typically involves the

sub-processes of impregnation or infiltration of the reinforcing structure, shaping,

and consolidation. If required, the processing steps can also integrate cores based on

foams, balsa wood or honeycomb structures into the composite components and

thus produce sandwich structures. This will not be discussed here in detail. In order

to achieve good mechanical properties, thermal treatment of the components by

annealing is required.

Essential criteria for the use of different component manufacturing processes

and process variants include [1, 9]:

• Component size and complexity,

• Mechanical requirements of the components

• Base materials (reinforcing structures, matrix system),

• Required fiber volume,

• Required surface quality,

• Quantity,

• Costs

• Availability of the technology

612 C. Cherif et al.
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The typical processing methods for the component manufacturing made of

textile fabrics or continuous reinforcing filaments with similar functionalities are

classified according to [17] in the following categories A to E. This list is enhanced

with categories F and G:

A. Manual lamination, vacuum infusion, autoclave and tube blow molding

methods

B. Resin-Transfer-Molding (RTM) method

C. Compression molding

D. Sleeve and round braiding methods

E. Pultrusion methods

F. Fiber-resin injection and fiber centrifuging

G. Injection molding and method combinations with injection molding.

Since the autoclave and molding process are already covered by Sects. 11.2 or

11.3, these will not be further discussed here. The methods in categories A and B

are based on the processing of textile reinforcement fabrics or prepared preforms

(see Chap. 11). The categories D and E include methods preferably based on the

processing of reinforcing filaments or narrow textile structures. In addition, the

methods of the category F are widespread in the industry where continuous

reinforcing fibers, usually made of GF rovings, are separated into non-continuous

fibers and directly processed with the resin system into components with isotropic

short fiber reinforcements. Since injection molding in combination with

continuous-fiber-based textile reinforcements is becoming increasingly important,

it is included as category G.

The selected methods are briefly explained and then compared based on certain

criteria. Due to the considerable wide range of possibilities for component appli-

cations with specific requirements and features in the FRP area, the application-

related inferences are here confined to the realizable component geometries and the

reinforcing structures.

In addition, important application areas are presented. For more information,

based on specific examples of applications, relevant technical literature can be

referred to.

16.3.4.2 Manual Lamination-, Vacuum Infusion and Tube Blow

Molding Processing

The manual lamination and vacuum infusion processes (category A) are based on

the production of simple or complex, shell-shaped components with low-cost open

tools. The contour of the mold corresponds to the final smooth visible front side of

the component. The back side of the component usually exhibits a rough surface

due to process-inherent reasons. The textile reinforcing fabrics (e.g. nonwovens,

woven or non-crimp fabrics) are cut according to the required global and local

reinforcing layers and the desired wall thickness of the respective component. They

are then manually positioned or draped in the mold. Hence, a reproducible
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production is limited. The impregnation with the reactive resin system differs in

these processes. After curing of the component, it is demolded and post-processed

into the final component.

In the manual lamination process the layup and subsequent impregnation of the

textile reinforcement with the resin system is realized layer wise. The incorporation

of resin as well as the compaction and deaeration of the laminate structure are

performed with simple tools such as brush and pressure rollers. The lamination time

and the pot life of the resin system must be made compatible with each other

according to the part size and complexity. In principle, the uncured laminate

construction can also be packed in a vacuum using a vacuum foil, and cured by

applying low pressures. Since manual lamination is an open component

manufacturing process in which the processing of the resin system is connected

with the emission of harmful substances (i.e. phenol resin), appropriate safety

measures have to be complied with. Manual lamination is used in the production

of rotor blades for wind turbines, in boat building and commercial vehicle con-

struction [18–20].

In the vacuum infusion process, also known as resin infusion (RI), the complete

reinforcing structure or the preform including various production aids is vacuum-

tightly packed, fitted with a sprue and suction, finally compressed by applying a

vacuum, and impregnated with the resin system (see Fig. 16.7a). In this case, the

low pressure (<1 bar) in the storage container aids the resin flow through multiple

rings and the reinforcing textiles to the suction point lying under an ambient

pressure. The film serves as a flexible upper tool. Alternatively, an additional

counter-tool can be incorporated into the vacuum setup making smooth surfaces

on both sides possible. Due to the limited pressure difference, the matrix flow paths

and the component sizes are currently limited. This limitation can be countered by

various measures, such as selective tempering, use of flow additives or distribution

medium, or appropriate sprue designs [2, 3, 20, 21].

Figure 16.7b illustrates a typical vacuum infusion construction with textile

reinforcement structure (preform), release fabric, distribution medium and vacuum

foil. The separating or peel ply allows a subsequent separation of the production

aids from the component surface. The so-called distribution medium (e.g. 3D warp-

knitted or non-crimp fabric) must have a high permeability and compressive

(a) (b)

Fig. 16.7 Vacuum creation for vacuum infusion, based on [7]. (a) Vacuum infusion. (b) Flow

front progression during vacuum infusion
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strength to ensure fast and secure impregnation of the reinforcing textiles. The flow

channel of the distribution medium allows an even distribution of the resin system

after compression due to the low pressure. In this case, the actual impregnation of

the fiber structure preferably takes place in the thickness direction, and thus over a

short distance (Fig. 16.7b). The cycle time depends on the component and can be up

to 60 min [3, 7, 17, 22].

Thin-walled hollow structures, such as load-bearing frames, can be produced by

the tube blow molding processes. Here two mold halves with the textile reinforce-

ment structure and a tubular vacuum foil are combined, sealed, and the fabric is

then impregnated by vacuum infusion. The tubular vacuum foil forms the cavity of

the component [17].

The methods described under category A are used for cost-effective small scale

production of small to large parts due to the usage of inexpensive molds. The

disadvantage here is the waste created due to release fabric, distribution medium,

and vacuum foils containing the resins. Typical components include vacuum-

infused machine components (panels, structures), boat and ship components and

rotor blades of wind turbines [1, 9, 17–19]. In addition, the use of the vacuum

infusion process for the aerospace industry is of growing relevance (e.g. wing boxes

of aircraft or booster cases of launch vehicles) [23, 24].

16.3.4.3 Resin-Transfer-Molding Processing Method

In the RTM process (Category B), the impregnation of the textile reinforcement

structures or near-net-shape preforms occur by injection of low-viscosity reactive

resin systems under high pressure in rigid, multi-part and closed molds with a

defined cavity corresponding to the component geometry. The components have

smooth surfaces on both sides and can have a very complex shape, but this requires

highly complex components. Figure 16.8 shows the main process steps for the

component manufacturing in the RTM process.

Initially, a preform is produced and inserted into the cavity of the open mold.

Alternatively, the textile reinforcement can also be shaped directly in the mold. The

surface quality of the component or the UV-resistivity are improved by applying gel

coats (thin layers of pure resin) up to the mold cavity surface before the lay-up, or

alternatively by using non-wovens. After closing the mold, the compression of the

preform occurs through tempering via built-in heating ducts and heating of the

preform. Impregnation of the preform is carried out by injection of the liquid resin

system under pressure so that it flows from the sprue in the preform surface through

the textile to the risers. Tempering simplifies the complete impregnation of the

preform, as it allows a decrease in the viscosity of the resin system during the

injection. After curing the component under pressure to reduce the size of pores or

sink marks caused by shrinkage, the component is removed from the mold and post-

processed into the final component [1, 3, 9, 25].
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Typical cycle times for the structural components ranges from approximately

5 to 25 min [8, 22]. The uniform heating and fast curing of the resin system can be

achieved by the use of microwave technology (300 MHz–300 GHz) [8].

There are numerous known modifications of the RTM process which are aimed

at improving or shortening the injection process, enhancing the processable matrix

systems and producible component spectrum with high quality. A few examples are

listed below [1, 3, 26–28]:

• VARTMmethod (Vacuum-Assisted Resin Transfer Molding); deaeration before

injection,

• ARTM method (Advanced Resin Transfer-Molding or gap impregnation

method); injection into partially closed tool followed by closure of the tool to

final dimensions; preform impregnation by the shortest flow path in thickness

direction and

• SRIM method (Structural Reaction Injection Molding); injection of highly

reactive low-viscosity polymer blends at high pressure (>20 bar).

A recent process development presents the component production based on

prepregs produced by resin transfer prepregging. These are first impregnated in a

deep-frozen mold by injecting a thermosetting resin system without compressing

the preform, using cascaded injection units with needle valve nozzles so that excess

resin is formed. The bonding reaction of the matrix is delayed by the cooling of the

preform, resulting in usable preforms. In a further processing step, the compression,

molding, and bonding take place under the influence of temperature and pressure.

Excess resin is directed into the overflow cavity of the mold so as to ensure correct

Fig. 16.8 Typical process sequence of component production in RTM processes
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fiber volume content in the final component. Current works show that the first

processing step can be completed after approx. 6 min and the second step can be

completed after about 10 min [28, 29].

The RTM process and related variants allow a reproducible production of

components with a weight ranging from a few grams to up to about 50 kg, of

reproducible quality with smooth surfaces on both sides and a high reinforcing fiber

content. More extensive components require an elaborate molding due to the high

injection pressures and are limited by the processing time of the resin systems

[17]. The components usually require little post-processing. As this involves a

closed process, harmful emissions are largely avoided in the manufacture of

RTM components. The process can be easily automated and is economically

feasible for medium to large production [3, 17]. However, it is characterized by

significantly higher mold cost due to the required high pressure and is also very

demanding in terms of mastering the process.

In addition to the processing of thermosetting matrix materials, it is also possible

to carry out the RTM process with thermoplastics, for example by using additives

for improving the flow behavior of the melt [22]. Alternatively, the RTM process is

connected directly to the in-situ polymerization, for instance, e-caprolactam in the

presence of textile reinforcement structures inside the cavity. The preparation of

such textile-reinforced polyamide six components requires a cycle time of

3 min [8].

Typical RTM components are available for example in the automotive industry

(e.g. spoilers, roof superstructures, tailgates, cladding), as high quality sports

equipment (e.g. bicycle frames), in mechanical engineering (e.g. components,

cladding) and in the aircraft industry (e.g. connection fittings in the spoiler area)

[1, 8, 17, 25].

16.3.4.4 Winding Processes

The winding process (category D) is based on the layer-by-layer wrapping of

reusable or e.g. washable lost form cores with reinforcing fibers or rovings or

band-shaped reinforcement fabrics that are then directly impregnated with reactive

resin in the winding system (see Fig. 16.9, roller impregnation).

An alternative to the open resin bath for an improved impregnation and the

reduction of plant contamination is offered by siphon impregnation, in which the

rovings are encapsulated in tubes until the drop-off point [22]. The compression of

the laminate structure is achieved by the yarn tension. Excess resin can be removed,

for example, by means of absorption fleece/fabric. Reusable cores, if used, must be

removed after curing by means of suitable doffing equipment due to the shrinkage

of the matrix material. Alternatively, divisible cores can be used [1, 3, 10].

Complex component geometries and winding patterns are carried out by elabo-

rate CNC-controlled winding devices with four or more axes or adapted according

to winding pattern in combination with robotic technology for the positioning of the

winding core [1].
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The winding process is similar to the production of yarn bobbins where the

pattern is realized through a relative movement between the rotating hub and the

lateral displacement of the yarn eye by circumferential, parallel or crossed windings

(Fig. 16.9). In addition, polar windings are used for ellipsoidal or cylindrical

components with curved surfaces, which permit a small yarn placement angle

relative to the longitudinal axis component. The yarn placement is possible over

an angle range of 
10� to 
89� [3, 17, 30].
The winding method is characterized by a high degree of automation in combi-

nation with good reproducibility of the fiber layer, better mechanical properties of

the component and high fiber volume content of up to 65 %, which may also be

significantly higher in individual cases. The process-related industrial application

however largely focuses on the production of cylindrical, conical or ellipsoidal

components with or without curved surfaces (e.g. pipes, drive shafts, axles, rollers,

masts, leaf springs, containers or tanks) [3, 10, 17, 31]. Rotor blade components for

wind turbines are also wrapped using this process [8, 19]. The production of smooth

wound surfaces or concave components is not feasible without costly additional

measures. Depending on the design of the winding system, small to very large

components such as up to 42.5 m long tubes [31] or a highly integrated structure

wagon for railway vehicles [32] in laboratory conditions can be produced. For the

load application in wound rod or tubular structures, specific technologies have been

developed, such as the formation of integrative internal pipe yarn using multipart

winding cores, or the technical integration of loaded pins with metallic flanges [31–

34]. The high performance capability of the winding technology can be seen in the

52 m high self-supporting sculpture “Mae West” in Munich, which is made from

32 to 40 m long tubes wound with carbon fiber having a diameter ranging from

220 to 280 mm [31].

The processing of thermoset or thermoplastic prepreg tapes (see Sects. 11.2.2 or

11.3.2) in a winding process is also possible and requires a corresponding

Fig. 16.9 Schematic representation of a (cross-) winding plant
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consolidation, for example in an autoclave or by laser, hot air, or heated pressure

rollers [3, 22].

16.3.4.5 Pultrusion Process

As shown in Fig. 16.10, in the pultrusion process (category E) the reinforcing yarn

or roving bundle are infiltrated with a low-viscosity thermosetting matrix in a resin

impregnation unit and pulled into a strand with unidirectional filament arrangement

by means of a mixture-compressing funnel-shaped inlet through the pultrusion

mold. The formation of the profile geometry as well as the curing of the matrix at

an increased temperature generally occurs here. In the last mold section, the profile

in accordance to the calibrated profile geometry is actively cooled. The doffing

force is transferred to the rovings through an active doffing unit containing the

hardened profile. These doffing units may be designed as a band or caterpillar and

alternatively may also consist of two alternately engaging gripper systems that

alternate in the longitudinal profile axis (see Fig. 16.10). Owing to the principle, the

reinforcing fibers are oriented parallel to the longitudinal direction of the profile. In

order to realize other configurations transversely to the profile longitudinal axis for

improving the mechanical properties, braided hoses or band-shaped reinforcement

fabrics can be introduced into the profile. The cutting unit is meant for cutting the

profile into manageable portions [3, 10, 17].

The pultrusion method is suitable for automated and continuous production of

open or closed FRP profiles in reproducible quality with high fiber volume fractions

of circa 60 % to about 80 %. With appropriate system design, profiles with complex

profile cross-sections and even shell structures of great length can be produced,

which can be used in many areas of mechanical and vehicle engineering (e.g.,

elevators, cable management systems, truck cabcots), construction (e.g., concrete

reinforcement, segments used for stairs or gratings) or for sports applications. The

high equipment and molding costs, and the extensive manual effort required to

Fig. 16.10 Schematic representation of a pultrusion plant
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prepare the system makes the pultrusion process economically feasible for parts of

at least several 100 m [1, 17, 35–37].

More recently, the principle for pultrusion was successfully enhanced through an

innovative process called Radius Pultrusion™ for the industrial production of

curved profiles, which will lead to a significant expansion of the product range

[38, 39].

The processing of thermoset or thermoplastic prepreg tapes (see Chap. 11) is

possible, as in the winding process, even after the pultrusion. The production of

fully matrix-impregnated thermoplastic profiles is not trivial due to the high

viscosity of the matrix melt and therefore are hybrid yarns or strand-like braided

or knitted hybrid prepregs (see Sect. 11.3.2) used as a starting material [3, 40, 41].

The so-called profile-reinforcement pultrusion combines the advantages of

pultrusion and winding technology in conjunction with a thermoplastic matrix for

the production of closed profiles. Here, the unidirectional reinforcing filament

assembly of the pultruded tube is enhanced subsequently by directly wrapping

with dry reinforcement rovings at an adjustable angle. This is followed by the

impregnation of the rovings, compacting, and consolidation of the composite [42].

16.3.4.6 Fiber Resin Spraying und Fiber Centrifuging

There are numerous types of fiber injection systems for fiber-resin spraying (cate-

gory F), which differ from each other with regard to the working pressure (from 2 to

100 bar) and the atomization. Figure 16.11 illustrates the functional principle. In

general, the reactive matrix system (usually UP resin) is sprayed into an open mold

together with the short fibers (15–50 mm in length) produced in the cutting head.

Fig. 16.11 Schematic representation of fiber resin injection
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Mixing of the components can occur inside as well as outside of the spraying

device, as shown in Fig. 11.16. In order to obtain a high-quality component surface,

the tool surface is pre-coated with gelcoat. The compression and ventilation of the

sprayed fiber-matrix mixture is manually ensured as in manual lamination, or partly

mechanized. After curing and demolding, the post-processing of the component

takes place, where local overstressing should be avoided due to the isotropy of the

short-fiber reinforcement. The fiber volume fraction can be adjusted between

20 and 40 % by means of the mixing ratio of the starting components [1, 43].

Fiber resin spraying is a low-cost fabrication process (cost of production,

cutting, and handling of flat textile structures) using moderately sophisticated

molds for the processing of direct rovings which creates only minimally loadable

components with anisotropic short fiber reinforcement and non-uniform wall

thicknesses.

The method is mostly used for large components, such as containers, swimming

pools or roof elements, in small to medium quantities [1].

According to a new and innovative method, fiber spraying is used to produce

manageable thermoplastic 3D preforms with short-fiber reinforcement, which can

be further processed into components using the conventional thermal pressing

processes described in Sect. 11.3. For this purpose, in accordance with Fig. 16.1,

1 thermoset matrix hybrid yarns without any additives (see Sect. 4.1.3) are cut to

non-continuous, short fibers about 50 mm long by means of an industrial robot,

sprayed into an air-permeable mold and fixed by means of a vacuum. The fibers can

be laid with a locally definable preferred orientation, where the ratio of the strength

in the preferred direction and orthogonal to it can be up to 3:1. The heating of the

fibers during placement leads to a slight melting of the thermoplastic hybrid yarn

components, which ensures a good fixing of the preform. Another advantage here is

that no trimming of the preforms is necessary and the thickness and the fiber

orientation of the preform can be varied locally. Compared with composites made

of continuous fiber-reinforced semi-finished products (with equal hybrid yarn and

reinforcing fiber volume) the strengths of “fiber-sprayed preform”-based compos-

ites are approx. 10 % lower [44, 45].

In fiber centrifuging (category F), short-fiber/matrix mixture realized directly

during the component manufacturing is processed similarly to fiber-resin spraying.

However, the spraying here is done using a lance with the mixing head and the

nozzle on the inner walls of a rotating centrifugal drum. The acting forces lead to

the compression of the mixture and the subsequent hardening. The anisotropic

short-fiber reinforcement exhibits a mass percentage of 25–45 %, which is espe-

cially higher on the outer surface due to the higher density of GF when compared to

resin. The demolding is not critical due to the shrinkage of the resin system. The

mechanical properties can be improved with an additional placement of reinforce-

ment structures. The mostly cylindrical to slightly conical and thick-walled hollow

body parts exhibit a smooth outer surface and are used e.g. for underground tanks,

silos, masts, or pipes for transporting aggressive medium [1, 10, 43].
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16.3.4.7 Injection Molding Process

Injection molding (category G) is a suitable molding method for the large-scale

production of plastic parts in a single manufacturing process. Usually, the granular

materials, (e.g. a thermoplastic) is plasticized in an extruder similarly to the process

used in melt spinning (see Sect. 3.2.1). It is then injected into a closed multi-part

form mold representing the component shape through a nozzle under a very high

pressure. This process normally consists of injection, compression, and holding-

pressure phase (compensation for volume shrinkage). The typical processing tem-

perature is between 150 and 300 �C and depends on the material. The subsequent

cooling process effectively determines the quality of the component in terms of

texture, shape, and dimensional accuracy. After the solidification of the thermo-

plastic, demolding is executed, where the component is removed by the integrated

ejector system. An appropriate mold quality reduces the subsequent finishing work

on the component to a bare minimum. The mold costs are generally high and

increase considerably with the complexity of the component shape, making this

process economically viable only for large-scale production [46, 47].

Through the multicomponent injection molding based on multiple injection units

like composite molding, assembly molding and the co-injection process, it is

possible to combine different types of materials, e.g. hard and soft, in a single

component [46–48]. Other special process include back-molding of textiles or foils,

and micro-injection molding [49].

Thermosets, such as UP or PF resin systems or elastomers, such as nitrile

butadiene rubber, can also be processed by injection molding, where the cross-

linking reaction occurs only in a heated mold (120–200 �C) [46, 47]. However, it is
not discussed in detail here.

Fiber-reinforced injection-molded components exhibit higher mechanical prop-

erties compared to unreinforced component and are produced by processing fiber

filled molding compounds (fiber length from 0.2 to 0.5 mm). The use of longer

non-continuous fibers (approx. 2–5 mm) to reinforce injection molded components

is possible with so-called long fiber thermoplastic granules, pellets, or chips. During

melting, a significant reduction of the average fiber length occurs in the extruder

plasticizing unit due to bending, shear, and friction processes, and also by the

injection molding process itself. The typical degradation in the average fiber length

on a GF/PP long-fiber granulate having an initial length of 10 mm and a fiber

volume content of 30 % is given as 6 mm in front of the nozzle and 2.4 mm in the

component [50].

In order to achieve even greater fiber length, processes are being developed to

reduce the distance covered by the textile reinforcement fibers in the screw. This is

applicable in the case of the Injection Molding Compounder (IMC) process. Here,

the reinforcement rovings are fed in the rear part of the twin-screw extruder, where

the thermoplastic material is already present in a fully plasticized state [51]. How-

ever, the short screw distance makes the complete mixing and wetting of the

reinforcement fibers difficult.
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It is also possible to reinforce the injection-molded parts with a pre-consolidated

textile reinforcement made of continuous-filament yarns, in order to achieve higher

mechanical properties i.e. low creep behavior or improved crash properties. The

current approaches focus on simple structures [52, 53]. Based on the LOREF

process (Locally Reinforced Thermoplastics), continuous-fiber-reinforced rod ele-

ments produced by pultrusion are inserted into the injection cavity and molded.

However, due to the high flow speed of the thermoplastic matrix, it is to fix these

elements in position with slides, clamps, or spacers, as applicable [53].

Alternatively, pre-consolidated grid structures made of stretched GF/PP hybrid

yarns with a fiber volume of 60 %, and biaxial and multiaxial orientation suited for

full-surface or local reinforcements of injection-molded parts have also been

developed. These grid structures are produced with a modified warp knitting

(stitch-bonding) technology, where the pre-consolidation by infrared radiation is

performed directly after the fabric formation while the yarns are held in tension by

the transport chains. This method of consolidation leads to stabilization of the

structure without any geometrical changes and allows better handling and further

processing in the component production. The grid structures can be made with

symmetrical fiber layers in thickness direction, load-conforming warp yarn course

and integrated functional elements. The experimental results demonstrate good

processability of the pre-consolidated grid structures during the injection molding

or LFI (Long Fiber Injection) processes [54, 55]. Figure 16.12 shows a

corresponding preform with integrated load application elements as well as the

final component.

With the aim to achieve a large-scale and economically feasible production of

components in short cycle times, various process combinations for the hybrid

FRP-composite production have been developed recently, where the forming of

the preheated organic sheets (see Sect. 11.3.2.2) is integrated in the molding cycle.

As a short reference to this case, In-mold forming (IMF) and Fluid Injection

Technique (FIT) are briefly illustrated. Both methods allow short manufacturing

processes and prevent more energy-intensive heating of organic sheets [56].

In in-mold forming the forming process takes place separately by tool closure,

for instance, with infrared heated organic sheets fixated with special clamping and

Fig. 16.12 Pre-consolidated textile grid preform with load introduction element (left), and

demonstrator component (right) (Source: Institute of Lightweight Engineering and Polymer

Technology, TU Dresden)
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gripper technology. This is followed directly by the injection molding process,

where the residual heat of the placed preform results in a good material connection

between the two matrix components. The die-cutting of the redundant materials at

the edges is performed in the same tool, so that no further finishing is required. In

this way, it is possible to produce highly stable molded rib-based shell structures

like steering column links or side impact protection structures for automobiles

[56–59].

With the so-called FIT hybrid method, the production of heavy-duty tubular

structures is achieved through the forming of two preheated organic sheets placed

inside the mold by injection molding, where the thermoplastic material is applied

between the two sheets. The final forming occurs by the generation of gas pressure.

This is achieved by the induction of gas which either inflates the thermoplastic

material that is laid in the form of string or drives the material into the secondary

cavity, or by the use of gas-loaded cast [56, 60].

16.3.4.8 Comparison of the Component Manufacturing Methods

and Relevant Trends

As illustrated in this section, a number of component-relevant and economic

relevant factors are decisive in the selection of the manufacturing process of

specific FRP components. Table 16.4 shows a comparison of selected methods in

terms of the textile reinforcements, achievable fiber volume proportions and typical

producible quantity ranges for an economic component manufacturing.

It is clear that the methods belonging to category A, and fiber-spraying are

economically most suited and productive for prototypes and small-scale

manufacturing. For the medium and large scale production of components, the

pressing methods based on the short-fiber-reinforced flowable thermoset or ther-

moplastic prepregs (see Chap. 11) are suitable, as are RTM and pultrusion methods

(approx. 106 parts per year). Heavy-duty profile and cylindrical structures with load

compliant continuous-fiber reinforcements are predominantly produced by

pultrusion and winding processes. For the manufacturing of shell-shaped high-

performance structures of varying complexity, vacuum infusion or RTM processes

based on the use of processable and load-compliant textile preforms are suited

depending on the production scale. In addition, the explained methods based on the

autoclave technology in Sect. 11.2.2 are also suited, preferably for unidirectional

reinforced prepregs.

The component manufacturing methods exhibit further process- and application-

specific parameters such as the achievable component geometries and the mechan-

ical properties. Figure 16.13 shows the results of a portfolio analysis of FRP

components [3]. Here, the typical component groups are arranged in relation to

their size and complexity. The size and complexity of the component part is

considered decisive for the selection of the manufacturing process, while the

component loading is the most important criterion for the selection of materials

[3, 61].
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In general, it can be seen that these trends and developments in the production of

heavy-duty FRP components are significantly driven by their high lightweight

potential and their high benefit of application especially in the field of mechanical

and automotive engineering. These require economically feasible manufacturing

methods and process chains especially for medium- and large-scale production.

Developments in the part manufacturing methods mainly focus on the reproduc-

ibility of production processes for components with high to Class-A surface quality,

high degree of automation, multiple process-integrated methods, and the develop-

ment as well as use of highly reactive resin systems in order to achieve cycle times

of less than 1 min. Besides, current research and development works seek not only

to develop various energy-saving production methods, but also to economize the

use of still quite expensive input materials for high-performance FRP components.

16.4 Textile-Reinforced Concrete

16.4.1 Special Features of the Concrete Matrix

Concrete is an artificial rock created by mixing cement, stone aggregates, and

water. As a cheap mass building material it is characterized by a high compressive

strength of about 60 N/mm2 and above in high-strength concrete. Its very low

tensile strength, which is negligible in most engineering-based modeling, is com-

pensated for by steel reinforcements in conventional concrete. For the sake of

simplification, all tensile forces occurring in the concrete are considered to be

absorbed by the reinforcement.

Table 16.4 Comparison of selected component production methods [1, 3, 9, 17, 22, 43]

Category, method

Output reinforcing

material

Achievable fiber volume

fraction in%

Economic numbers

per year

A, Hand lay-up Fabrics 15 . . . 30 (mat)

40 . . . 50 (woven fabrics)

1 . . . 150

A, Vacuum infusion

process

Fabrics, preforms 10 . . . 100 (2,000)

B, Resin injection

method

Fabrics, preforms 100 . . . 10,000
(50,000)

D, Winding method Rovings, band

shaped fabrics

1 . . . 1,000

E, Pultrusion

method

Rovings, band

shaped fabrics

1,000 . . . 100 0,000

F, Fiber-resin

spraying

Rovings (cut) 1 . . . 400

G, Injection

molding

Short fibers

Rovings (cut)

Fabrics

Up to 40

Up to 10

>1,000

>1,000
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In an uncracked state (state I), the composite referred to as steel-reinforced

concrete displays approximately linear-elastic behavior. Under an increasing

load, the absorbable concrete stresses in the tension zone are locally exceeded.

This results in an initial crack, and the subsequent crack-bridging action of the

reinforcement causes the formation of the final crack pattern (state II a). As soon as

the tensile strength of the concrete between two adjacent cracks is no longer

exceeded, the crack pattern is completed. Further loading of the composite material

leads to an opening of the cracks (state II b). The crack opening is limited by the

increasingly stretched steel reinforcement. Only in this state can the compression

zone of the concrete be utilized effectively, while their usability in the construction

can be ensured by defining the maximum possible crack widths. Reliable measure-

ments normally indicate the failure by visible deformation and increased crack

width, caused by the plasticization of the reinforcing steel (state III).

The states I, II a, and II b can also be used to characterize the stress-strain

relationship of textile-reinforced concretes (see Sect. 16.4.4, Fig. 16.24). State III is

not applicable due to the material used. Nonetheless, sufficient predictability of

ductile loading and deformation behavior of the textile-reinforced concrete, in

contrast to short-fiber-reinforced concretes, allows as the creation of load-bearing

components. The positive influence of short fibers on the crack formation and

distribution can only increase the suitability of concrete structures, as well as

imparting increased impact and abrasion resistances. The load-bearing capacity of

the composite is less strongly influenced due to the process-limited fiber volume

content of about 10 %, and the arbitrary orientation of the short fibers.

The acquired knowledge and experience in the formation of fiber-reinforced

plastic composites (see Sect. 16.3) can hardly be transferred to the merging of

Fig. 16.13 Classification of the component production methods regarding achievable component

geometry, according to RIEBER [61]
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inhomogeneous, brittle concrete matrices and ductile steel or quasi-ductile contin-

uous fiber reinforcement into a composite. On the one hand, the latter combine

ductile plastics with usually brittle fibers and require a very high fiber volume

content of up to 75 % in order to obtain a good reinforcement. This approximately

corresponds to ten times the reinforcement content of concrete structures.

Depending on the application, the share of textile concrete reinforcements however

makes up only 1–7 % by volume. On the other hand, fiber-reinforced plastics find

themselves in an elastic deformation state during their application. An angular

deviation of just 3� of the plastic reinforcement assembly to the loading direction

has a serious effect on the loading capacity of the composite component. The

permissible pseudo-plastic deformation of reinforced concrete creates more favor-

able conditions, since a fiber-based reinforcement can orient itself between the

edges of the crack in the direction of loading. The load-bearing capacity of the

continuous filaments used for concrete reinforcement decreases linearly to approx-

imately 50 % for an angular deviation of 35� in comparison to the load-conforming

orientation [62]. This experimentally determined dependency already takes into

account the deflection forces at the crack edges, which cause a local transverse-

compressive stress of the continuous fibers.

Conventionally designed construction concrete is not suited for the use as

continuous fiber grid-like textile reinforcements. Recipes for textile-reinforced

concrete require an adapted grain composition for the concrete matrix, as is the

case in fine-grain concrete. The largest grains used have diameters of 1–2 mm and

require high cement paste content due to the large wetting surface (Fig. 16.14). The

mechanical properties of such concrete formulations correspond to those of high-

performance concretes.

The concrete matrix must satisfy the requirements of chemical compatibility

with the used fibers and their coatings. In case of textile reinforcement made from

alkali resistant glass (AR glass), the high alkalinity of the concrete has an unfavor-

able effect on the long-lasting decisive bonding behavior, although it provides

exceptional protection against corrosion of steel reinforcements. Therefore, com-

posite and blast furnace cements with addition of pozzolanic contents are used

preferentially. The latter also improve the grain structure as well as the processing

Fig. 16.14 Composition of textile-reinforced fine-grain concrete in volume percentage
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performance of the concrete matrix during lamination, spraying, or injections. For

these applications, the consistency of the fresh concrete can be suitably adjusted by

various additional concrete mixtures.

16.4.2 Suitable Textile Fiber Materials

All continuous fibers are generally suited for the textile reinforcement in concrete,

as they are characterized by a very good bonding behavior with concrete, high

strength, and low fracture elongation. The Young’s modulus of the fiber material

should be well above the concrete matrix otherwise the strength of the component is

significantly reduced when cracks develop. In addition, the fibers must be perma-

nently compatible with the mineral matrix system both chemically (alkali resis-

tance) and physically.

These requirements correspond best to the fibers made of AR glass and carbon.

The development and production of textile concrete reinforcements is therefore

primarily carried out on the basis of these two fibers. Basalt fibers can also be used,

taking into account possible property fluctuations. Fibers made of polypropylene,

polyvinyl alcohol, and polyacrylonitrile are used as short-fiber reinforcements in

concrete [63]. Above all, short steel fibers have proven useful in special steel-fiber-

reinforced concrete for various building construction applications. Typical proper-

ties of the relevant fibers are compared in Sect. 3.3.

The AR-glass and carbon fibers are available in the form of filament yarns or

rovings and exhibit low material strain under tensile load. In order to ensure even

distribution of load on all the filaments of the yarn in the final composite compo-

nent, stretched and parallel filament orientation is necessary [64]. Therefore, yarns

that are directly produced should be used for textile concrete reinforcement instead

of unassembled yarns or direct rovings. In the textile manufacturing process, AR

glass filaments are drawn from the interior of coreless bobbins. Therefore, the yarn

undergoes a rotation around the yarn axis for each drawing cycle. On the other hand

cheaper cross-wound bobbins with cylindrical coil core ensure a rotation-free

drawing of the yarn material in the case of tangential drawing. These bobbins are

available for carbon filament yarns in particular.

Hybrid yarns (friction-spun yarns, co-extruded yarn) that are specially designed

for textile-reinforced concrete applications could not yet be used in textile concrete

reinforcements. Other types of yarn, such as foil strips made of polypropylene, are

used in applications where the fiber material has largely constructive functions,

e.g. in the production or further processing of textile reinforcements. This allows a

reduction of the use of highly expensive high-performance yarns can be reduced,

which can account for circa 75 % of the material cost in the composite.

The use of AR glass and carbon does not require a minimum concrete cover for

corrosion protection as is necessary in steel-reinforced concrete, since these fibers

do not corrode under normal ambient conditions. Thus, very thin textile concrete

layers are achievable. In comparison to steel bars the use of delicate textile
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reinforcement allows short anchorage lengths and very fine crack distribution

because high bonding forces can be transmitted due to the large surface area of

the yarns. Finally, the textile reinforcements made from AR glass or carbon with

tensile strengths up to 2,500 N/mm2 in concrete are significantly stronger than

conventional reinforcing steel.

From a construction technological and economic point of view, it is advanta-

geous if only few layers of textile reinforcement are introduced during concreting.

Since the achievable reinforcement content or fiber volume fraction is limited by

the building materials, the payload-related costs primarily determine the cost

effectiveness of the reinforcement (Fig. 16.15). However, slight differences in

fiber-related textile manufacturing costs are not taken into account here. Although

the practice-relevant filament yarns with a count of more than 1,000 tex allow for a

high fiber volume content, an increasing yarn count also leads to deterioration of the

composite properties in the concrete. Furthermore, the more complex need for the

secondary coatings (see Sect. 16.4.4) and the required enlargement of the load

transfer lengths for the practical construction implementation of the textile-

reinforced concrete should not be considered solely in terms of costs alone [65].

16.4.3 Basics of Production Technology for Textile Concrete
Reinforcement

The continuous fiber-based concrete reinforcement in the form of textiles is suitable

for both flat and curved structures. It allows for an effective implementation of

Fig. 16.15 Strength/cost

relation and number of

yarns to be inserted in a

single concrete tensile

specimen (diameter: 1 cm2,

length: 100 cm;

reinforcement content in

load direction: 3.5 volume

percent)
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varying reinforcement proportions in different loading directions under complex

loads. The reinforcement can be inserted directly and oriented specifically in the

tension zone of the components. From a technological point of view, the structural-

property requirements of the reinforcement textile semi-finished products are

characterized mainly by the feasibility of open, grid-like structures with sufficient

strength and good drapability. The grid reinforcement structure is required for an

adequate concrete flow capability and to ensure complete enclosure of the yarns

with concrete. Hence, the grid openings must be three to four times larger than the

diameter of the largest grain of the concrete matrix.

The advantageous tensile properties of the filament yarns must not be lost either

as a result of mechanical processing or through inaccurate layer assembly in the

textile. The comparison of stress-strain relationships between filaments, yarns, and

textiles illustrated in Fig. 16.16 highlights the objectives associated with this

requirement, namely the maximum utilization of the potential strength of the

monofilaments in the reinforcement structure. The individual filaments fail succes-

sively during the tensile test of a yarn. Since the tensile strength for stress deter-

mination is based on the cross-sectional area of the entire filament bundle, the

strength of the entire bundle is expected to be smaller than the average strength of

the filaments. The yarn strength itself depends on the statistical fracture distribu-

tion, the stress distribution in the filament bundle, the rearrangement of existing as

well as preliminary damages. The processing of the yarn into the textile structure

(e.g. in stitch-bonding processes) results in filament breakage or yarn abrasion, yarn

broaching, or lateral pressure in the yarn leading to a further loss in strength. The

stress-strain curves of filaments, yarn, and textile also differ further due to

non-ideal, parallel, and stretched filaments in the yarns and the textile structure.

In addition to the structural properties, the achievable productivity and the

required production costs are further selection criteria for the fabric construction.

Thus, only a few industrial processes qualify for the production of concrete

Fig. 16.16 Qualitative stress-strain plots of filament, yarn, and textile at comparable test

conditions
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reinforcements [66]. Currently established non-crimp textile production or knitting

techniques are preferred.

Highest stiffness and tensile strengths in the textile reinforcement can be

achieved with an exact and extended arrangement of high-performance yarns in

warp knitted fabrics. Such structures are composed of several layers of biaxial to

multiaxial oriented yarns or yarn groups, which are connected by a knitting yarn

(Fig. 16.17). This reinforcement fiber group can have one of many designs with

regard to angle and sequence of individual layers. The character of the grid

structures can easily be adapted to the application by the variation of arbitrary

fiber material layers and surface area as well as through the choice of bonding (see

Sect. 7.4.2).

Alternatively, grid structures can be produced with the help of modern weaving

process. Flat fabrics in the form of full or half leno fabrics are suitable for the

reinforcement of concrete as open lattice structures need an increase in stability by

having a fixed design. However, the major disadvantage of conventional leno

fabrics is the principle-related undulation of the reinforcement yarns. A process

enhancement of leno weaving (e.g. EasyLeno® 2 T, see Sect. 5.5.4) allows the

formation of actual woven structure as delicate yarn systems which can be

processed as undulation-free reinforcement yarn.

Three-dimensional warp-knitted spacer fabrics with two lattice surfaces provide

a special type of textile concrete reinforcement (see Sect. 7.5). The outer surfaces of

the spacer fabric are reinforced by means of biaxial reinforcement yarn insertion. In

concrete applications the gaps between the outer surfaces range from 15 to 100 mm.

The spacer warp-knitted fabric technology enables the production of continuous

structures with varying surface gaps. In addition, the two outer surfaces can be

made of different materials with varying reinforcing fiber density.

Stitch-bonded fabrics have a two-dimensional character. They can be used as

additional reinforcement of existing concrete structures and for the implementation

of textile-reinforced concrete components. The production of three-dimensional

(a) Biaxial non-crimp fabric (b) Leno fabric 

14 mm

7 mm

14 mm

7 mm

Fig. 16.17 Biaxial grid structures manufactured on the basis of (a) extended stitch-bonding, and

(b) weaving processes
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textile structures with integrated surface reinforcement is of importance for only a

few special applications.

16.4.4 Composite Behavior and Load-Bearing Capacity
of Textile Structures in Concrete

In concrete, the filaments along the yarn and within the yarn cross-section are of

varying quality. Depending on their location in a given cross-section, the filament

comes into contact with the fine-grain concrete to different degrees, drawing a

distinction between inner and outer composite, or edge and core filaments. The

outer matrix composite zone is featuring with matrix-enclosed filaments at the

edges. The inner regions are only occasionally penetrated by hydration products

of the concrete and hence participate in the load transfer only by means of a low

friction in the composite. The resulting ideal strains in the edge and core filaments

are illustrated in Fig. 16.18.

The individual outer filaments in the embedded state are only in partial contact

with the concrete matrix and not with their entire surface. While the characteristics

of these adhesion bridges depends essentially on the composition of the concrete,

the displacement of the core filaments against each other, and the composite

bonding significantly determine the activation for load transfer. This bonding in

the boundary layer filament is generally insufficient and can be selectively adjusted

by an additional coating of the textile reinforcement. Therefore, the core filaments

in Fig. 16.19 exhibit different strain levels across the yarn cross-section, which is

then balanced out with an increased coating level on the outer filaments. The

influence of the coating on the properties of the interface filament/matrix improves

the structural behavior of the composite significantly [68].

The load-bearing reserves activated by means of an additional coating for the

textile concrete reinforcement are shown qualitatively in Fig. 16.16, as part of

Sect. 16.4.3. In addition to the strengthening of the filament yarns, the coating also

assumes the following functions:

• Additional stability of the grid structure in terms of the required processing

behavior,

• Improved bonding in the concrete matrix,

• Reduction of capillary suction and of gas transport through the textile reinforce-

ment, and

• Improving the long-term behavior of textile and textile concrete composites.

Aqueous polymer dispersions are used as coatings. These are based on self-

cross-linking, carboxylated styrene-butadiene copolymers and epoxy resins with

high molecular weight [69]. Likewise, resin impregnation is also suitable for the

homogenization of the stress distribution in the yarn as well as for the composite

bonding improvement in the concrete [70]. The coating formulations must be
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selected according to both the primary coating and sizing of the yarn material as

well as the cement or concrete binder used (see Sect. 13.3).

The best results for coating are obtained when yarns are optimally aligned, i.e.,

the fixation should preferably occur during the fabric formation process. For the

Fig. 16.18 Composite model and qualitative elongation behavior of outer filaments, core fila-

ments, and matrix [67]

Fig. 16.19 Coating-dependent strain distribution in the filament yarn
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application of appropriate fixatives, suitable coating systems with one or two rollers

are available (Fig. 16.20). During the drying of the wet-coated grid structures, short

heating and cooling times are required due to the dynamic nature of the textile

manufacturing process and the high production speeds. Therefore, medium waved

carbon round tube infrared heaters are particularly suitable for integration into the

textile manufacturing process and can be custom-arranged unilaterally in combi-

nation with radiation converters for drying open textile structures [71].

The coating of the textile reinforcement in a separate process is technologically

more elaborate and unfavorable, especially with regard to the required stretched

alignment of the filament yarns. The sufficiently long designable hot air zone also

allows very precise adjustment of reproducible drying conditions in an external

coating process. The hot air zone, which can be designed to be of sufficient length in

an external coating process, allows an accurate setting of reproducible drying

conditions.

16.4.5 Influence of Textile-Technological Parameters
of Stitch-Bonding (Multiaxial Warp Knitting)
Technology on Composites

The reinforcement effect of open-grid fabrics or multiaxial warp-knitted structures

in concrete is mainly due to the material properties of the reinforcement yarns used,

and the stabilization as well as the bonding of the applied coating. The latter greatly

influences the handling of the fabrics as well as their possible arrangement in the

component, while these characteristics sometimes are partly contradictory to each

other.

However, the behavior of the component under load depends on structure-

related textile properties related to the stitch-bonding process:

• Machine gauge and layup gauge as well yarn feed,

• Lay-up arrangement and orientation,

Fig. 16.20 “Kiss Coater” roller application system, and carbon round rube infrared radiators. (a)

Roller application. (b) Infrared radiators
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• Course-oriented or non-course-oriented bonding of the reinforcing yarns,

• Tension of the knitting (bonding) yarn,

• Bonding type, and

• Stitch length.

The type of interlooping (e.g. right/left tricot), the binding of the reinforcement

yarns (course-oriented and non-course-oriented), and the extension of the bonding

process with a needle bar displacement connected to the two former textile-

technological influencing factors (Sect. 7.2) are of extreme significance.

Technically, conventional stitch-bonding leads to a relatively small, but

unavoidable ripple of the 0� reinforcing yarns (warp) in the intersection area with

the 90� reinforcing yarns (weft). This results in cracks along the reinforcement

yarns, and in concrete spalling under loads, eventually causing component failure

(Fig. 16.21).

The bonding construction in the extended stitch-bonding [65] process allows a

clearly more uniform warp yarn course (Fig. 16.22). The resulting dual-side

bonding of the warp yarns leads to a compact yarn cross-section and creates larger

grid openings. In addition, the distribution of the warp yarn material into an upper

and a lower layer as well as a symmetrical arrangement of the layers of the yarns is

possible. The ripple effect in yarns can be reduced to a negligible scale.

The reinforced concrete components with such textile structures are character-

ized by an increased stiffness and durability. The coating of textile reinforcement

improves the bonding between the warp yarn and concrete resulting in a further

enhancement of the composite properties.

Another way for the bonding to influence the handling and processing of the

textile reinforcement and the load-bearing capacity of the composite is the course-

oriented feed-in of the weft yarns in the stitch-bonding machines. In its basic

design, these enhanced stitch-bonded fabrics are similar to the described existing

fabrics and only differ in the course-oriented interlooping of the weft yarns. A

piercing of the yarns is eliminated, so that the damage to the reinforcement material

is much smaller. The producible structures are drapeable due to their course-

oriented bonding, but also exhibit lower displacement stability. The stress-strain

behavior in the warp and weft direction can be designed independently of the

direction in comparison with the conventional bonding.

Fig. 16.21 Transverse tensile forces in concrete caused by deflections of the reinforcement yarns,

at the risk of delaminations and concrete spalling [65]
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16.4.6 Relevant Characteristics of Textile-Reinforced
Concrete

Usually, it is not possible to conclude the final structural behavior of the composite

material directly from the known properties of the individual raw materials of

textile concrete. Hence, they will be described using experimentally determined

parameters. These can be determined by means of monoaxial tensile tests on yarns

or textile-reinforced fine concrete layers, as well as in yarn pull-out test (see Sect.

14.7.2).

The recorded data of elongation tests yields the average expansion of the textile

concrete layer related to the tensile forces. The deformation is measured across

several cracks along the direction of force. The forces are related to the expanding

body or concrete cross-section Ac and interpreted as material strength σc, or are
considered in relation to the reinforcement area At, in order to obtain the tension σt
of the reinforcement textile or the textile strength in the composite material:

σc ¼ F=Ac ð16:1Þ

or

σt ¼ F=At ð16:2Þ

The resulting stress-strain relationships (Fig. 16.23) are an essential prerequisite for

the design and dimensioning of the composite material as well as for the derivation

of their characteristic parameters, scatter, and partial safety factors.

The reinforcement surface area required for the evaluation of yarn in the

elongation test At,Yarn can be determined by customary conventions of the textile

0°/90° Reinforcement yarns 
with conven�onal double tricot 
construc�on

0°/90° Reinforcement yarns 
with needle offset tricot, basic 
offset

Layer-symmetrical 
arrangement (0°/90°/0°) of
reinforcement yarns with 
needle offset tricot 
construc�on, basic offset

Fig. 16.22 Constructive development of yarn layered stitch-bonding fabrics for concrete rein-

forcement (0� reinforcement yarns in warp directions)
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industry, such as yarn fineness or linear density, using the values of the uncoated

yarn:

At, Yarn ¼ Yarn fineness

Fiber material density
¼ Tt Yarn

ρ Fiber
ð16:3Þ

The total cross-sectional area of the textile reinforcement At results from the

number of layers and the axial spacing of the reinforcement yarns:

At ¼ Number of layers� Component width

Yarn distance
� At, Yarn ð16:4Þ

Alternatively a reinforcement area per meter can be defined in the longitudinal and

transverse directions for a textile reinforcement structure in the component.

Instead of theoretical values, such as the stress and strain values, input values

(e.g. Young’s moduli and strength of the textile reinforcement) can be derived from

experimental tests on composites and these can be used for the design.

In addition, a trilinear approximation of the stress-strain relationships

(Fig. 16.24) with the characteristic states I, II a and Il b is possible (see

Fig. 16.23 Stress-strain relationships of expansion elements with textile reinforcement made

from carbon filament yarns of 3,300 tex fineness (warp yarn spacing: 10.8 mm, weft yarn spacing:

18.0 mm, mass per unit area of the textile: 609 g/m2 including 15 mass percent for polymer

coating)
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Sect. 16.4.1) for a specific configuration of textile reinforcement and fine concrete.

The iterative measuring of textile-reinforced concrete layers can be performed by

establishing the approximated, linearized relationship between textile breaking

strength and medium textile deformation of the composite material [72].

Apart from the experimental characterization, a variety of mechanical, analyti-

cal, and numerical models are available for the description of the load bearing

capability of textile-reinforced concrete. Different structural levels are selected

depending on the model concept, observation scale, and descriptive parameters

(e.g. filament or yarn properties, composite properties). Models at the macro level

consider the composite as a homogeneous replacement material in which damage

and failure mechanisms are mapped only on a small number of model parameters.

Mesomechanical modeling considers concrete matrixes, composite and reinforcing

elements, which can also be classified into groups. At the micro level it is necessary

to formulate the basic mechanisms between filaments and the constituents of the

concrete. Currently, universal multi-scale models for the highly complex structural

behavior of textile-reinforced concrete, considering various factors und their

mutual influence, are prepared. A related approach is a micro-meso-macro fore-

casting model based on the simulation of the microstructure behavior, predicting

the macroscopic material behavior of the composite material [73]. Thus the

mechanical parameters characterizing the textile-reinforced concrete (Fig. 16.25)

can be derived from the experimentally determined force-deformation

dependencies.

Fig. 16.24 Approximation of the stress-strain relationship of a monaxially tensile-loaded expan-

sion element made from textile concrete [67]
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16.4.7 Repair and Strengthening of Existing Buildings/
Constructions

The strengthening or repair of steel-reinforced concrete structures is carried out

locally or for the entire building. Shotcretes with reinforcement or bonded rein-

forcement made of steel as well as fiber plastic composites are used for this purpose.

The use of textile concrete reinforcements (Fig. 16.26) combines the advantages of

shotcrete with the advantages of adhesive reinforcements [72]. Material-related

disadvantages such as the high weight of shotcrete reinforcements or moisture

sensitivity, the lack of fire resistance, and high implementation cost of adhesive

reinforcements are compensated. This makes reinforcing textile concrete a prom-

ising alternative and supplement to conventional reinforcement methods and

increases the repair options for steel-reinforced concrete.

The corrosion resistivity of the textile reinforcement materials allows for a thin

reinforcement layer. Four layers of textile reinforcement and a maximum grain size

of 1 mm result in a reinforcement thickness of only 12–18 mm in the concrete. The

weight of the old component is only slightly increased. Textile reinforcements are

also easy to shape and can be adapted to almost any component geometry. Thus,

profiled cross-sections, columns, or shell-like components can be repaired. Textile-

reinforced concrete as reinforcements is an obvious choice only when an enhance-

ment of the load-bearing area with reinforcement leads to an increased load bearing

capacity (Fig. 16.27). The degree of reinforcement can be selected by varying the

reinforcement content through the number of layers and the fiber cross-sectional

area per layer.

Fig. 16.25 Stress distribution and compound force transfer in the yarn-matrix model [73]
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Textile-reinforced steel concrete structures can fail in various ways depending

on the geometry, loading, and reinforcement content. The components are often

designed specifically for a bending failure by appropriate design measures. This

form of failure in comparison with the other failure mechanisms allows a ductile

component behavior and thus exhibits an early failure indication by cracks and

deformations. The textile reinforcement structure and the reinforcing steel in

combination act as mixed concrete reinforcement in the textile-reinforced steel

concrete components subjected to bending stresses. Generally, it is possible to

apply the classical reinforced steel and already established design methods during

the interaction of textile and reinforcement steel (Fig. 16.28). However, the various

lever arms of the reinforcement must be considered [72]. Apart from increasing the

bearing capacity, further repair tasks, such as the production of a new or additional

dense concrete cover, the design of surfaces, the stiffening of structures, or the

influence of crack formation can be realized.

For the application of the individual textile-reinforced concrete layers into a

single reinforcement layer, simple and reliable application methods can be used.

Another advantage over lamellar reinforcements lies in the achievable planar force

transmission. The risk of failure due to delamination is thereby significantly

reduced.

Fig. 16.26 Structure of a component refurbished with textile concrete

Fig. 16.27 Possibilities of textile-reinforced concrete reinforcements
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October 2006 saw the first refurbishment with textile-reinforced concrete made

from carbon filament yarn in three layers (Fig. 16.29), when a shell structure of the

lecture hall building at FH Schweinfurt was refurbished using this material. The

renovation of the structure was necessary because the steel-reinforced concrete

structure of only 8 in. thickness showed overloading in the upper steel reinforce-

ment layer of the projecting areas of the shell. Since the textile-reinforced concrete

is not yet a standardized construction material, an individual approval was required

for the use of the textile reinforcement.

Two years after this successful application, another textile concrete reinforce-

ment could be executed in Zwickau. A barrel-shaped roof structure of reinforced

steel concrete was constructed in 1903. Since the viability of this design is not

verifiable according to current standards, additional reinforcement was required for

the conversion and continued use of this building. The use of a pre-mixed fine

concrete mix in large quantities enormously reduced the cost of dosing and mixing

on-site. The installation of the textile concrete reinforcement layer in an overhead

position (Fig. 16.30) was another special feature of this application. This specially

developed application technology was also used to upgrade several 1,000 m2 of

ceiling area in an office and retail building in Prague as well as in a production

building in Koblenz with two to four layers of fabric made from carbon heavy tows.

16.4.8 Formation of Textile-Reinforced Individual
Components

Due to the corrosion-resistant textile reinforcement and the associated low concrete

cover requirements, the production of very thinly walled concrete structures is

Fig. 16.28 Bending load bearing capacity and tension rod analogy of textile-concrete reinforced

components [72]
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possible. Therefore, TRC is ideal for lightweight, yet highly durable concrete

structures, e.g. as facade, roof, and balcony elements, noise barriers, city furniture,

or for tank and pipeline construction.

In addition, spatial shapes can also be realized. Different application examples

with a general building authority or equivalent approvals in certain individual cases

are available here.

The first building approval for a component made of textile-reinforced concrete

was issued for a textile-reinforced, thin-walled facade panel (Fig. 16.31) known as

betoShell®. The required certification was carried out at the TU Dresden. The

precast elements have a thickness of just 20 mm. In addition to significant weight

conservation and resulting ease of structure mounting, commonly found surface

structures of conventional reinforced concrete facade panels (washed, acidified,

blasted or polished surfaces) can be colorized easily, at smaller cost and high

diversity due to lower requirements of color pigments. In addition, the use of

fine-grain concretes with a maximum grain size of 1–2 mm makes it possible to

create very smooth and dense structural surfaces (smooth exposed concrete) as well

as sharp-edged profiles and joints, leading to a completely new appearance of

concrete surfaces.

Fig. 16.29 Reinforcement of the hypar shell structure at FH Schweinfurt

Fig. 16.30 Installation of the textile concrete reinforcement layer
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The dimensions of the textile-reinforced concrete facade elements are restricted

to 2.40 m� 1.20 m by the technical certification (DIBt Z-33.1-843). Larger ele-

ments can be used after approval according to each individual case. Such large-

scale, self-supporting elements from textile-reinforced concrete were installed for

instance at RWTH Aachen in the form of a sandwich facade system of approxi-

mately 590 m2. 15 mm thin textile concrete layers were applied to both sides of a

load-bearing rigid foam core (Fig. 16.31). The element dimensions are

3.45 m� 1.0 m� 0.18 m.

The world’s first bridge made of textile-reinforced concrete was created in 2005

for the State Horticultural Show in Oschatz, Germany. In the fall of 2007, a second

17 m-long pedestrian and bicycle-bridge, strong enough to carry a bulldozer was

presented to the public in Kempten, Germany (Fig. 16.32). Both bridges were

initially developed at the TU Dresden and consist of U-shaped textile-reinforced

concrete segments joined by tendons to form a supporting structure. The weight of

the textile concrete structures is only one-third of the weight of conventional steel

or pre-stressed concrete bridges. Due to the light weight, the entire superstructure of

the bridge can be assembled and transported to the construction site with a single

truck and lifted by mobile crane.

The longest textile-reinforced concrete bridge so far, at circa 100 m in length,

was built in the summer of 2010 in Albstadt, Germany as a six-span continuous

beam with pre-stressed seven-web tee beam cross-section (Fig. 16.33). The six

precast elements have a length of up to 17.2 m and spans of up to 15.05 m. Textile

fabric reinforcements, GRP reinforcing bars, and monostrand braces are used for

the linear load transfer in the bridge structure [74].

Fig. 16.31 betoShell® textile concrete facade elements (Source: Ulrich van Stipriaan)
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16.4.9 Development Trends for Textile-Reinforced Concrete

Textile-reinforced concrete for the reinforcement of steel concrete structures brid-

ges the gap between the commonly used carbon fiber adhesive reinforcements and

conventional short-fiber-reinforced shotcrete. The feasibility of thinly layered

textile-reinforced concrete and their free shapeability in the manufacturing process

enable the production of finer and lighter, textile-reinforced precast concrete

elements with varied design. The required technology for the production of textile

concrete reinforcement and the basis for a material-specific application of TRC are

available. Currently, the existing application difficulties are caused by the open

questions concerning the interaction between concrete steel and textile reinforce-

ment as well as the lack of building inspectorate regulations. Thus, the task is no

longer a question of just developing a suitable design model for textile-reinforced

concrete, but also involves a quantification of the relevant input parameters taking

into account safety aspects by means of testing. Here, the definition of quality

characteristics for the entire textile manufacturing process chain of (filament, yarn,

textile, and coating) as well as the test methods for the determination of yarn

parameters in conjunction with fine concrete matrix, as described in Sect. 14.7.2,

are of great significance.

A subsequent coating of the filament leads to a more uniform utilization of all

filaments. Particularly in case of AR-glass the yarns are also protected against the

alkaline environment and a poor morphology of the boundary surface with the

Fig. 16.32 Cyclist and pedestrian bridge in Kempten, Germany

Fig. 16.33 Pedestrian bridge in Albstadt, Germany (Source: Groz-Beckert KG)
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concrete. In order to achieve a practical application in construction, material-

specific adjustments to the coating formulations, e.g. for carbon, basalt, and steel

fibers must be made, whose primary coatings are currently being optimized for use

in fiber plastic composites. Furthermore, it is necessary to carry out standardization

of suitable textile designs and to specify textile fine-grain concrete matrix combi-

nations as well as to detail the requirements for their conformability (for example,

limits of the crack width and spacing) and largely integrate them into the already

developed assessment bases.

The conventional manufacturing technologies for producing grid-like

reinforcing textiles are expanded radically through the introduction of new textile

machinery concepts for the stretched and symmetrical yarn placement with inte-

grated coating and downstream contouring. With newly available binding variants,

especially for the textile concrete, advantageous arrangements of reinforcement

yarns as well as a more favorable bond behavior and significantly improved quality

of the textile reinforcement can be achieved.

For the application of TRC, both European as well as country-specific and

regional approval regulations for construction products have to be considered.

16.5 Textile Membranes for Lightweight Constructions

16.5.1 Definition and Applications

Membranes for lightweight construction provide an innovative, generally thin,

flexible, and loadable material that can be designed by choice of material and

construction to fulfill many different functions, such as cutting, filtering, wrapping,

load bearing and distribution as well as weather, sound, and heat protection. This

results in a wide range of applications, from membranes for textile construction to

sails for yachting, including sun protective textiles, billboards, tents, swimming

pool and pond liners, containers, conveyors, oil barriers, bellows, geotextiles, truck

tarpaulins, convertible tops, airbags as well as inflatable boats and life rafts.

Figure 16.34 shows various roofing solutions for the use of membranes.

From the various operating conditions, specific requirements are derived which

can often only be met if the can act as strength carriers in the form of a textile

surface—in contrast to film structures, such as pneumatically preloaded air cush-

ions made from ethylene tetrafluoroethylene copolymer (ETFE) film [75]. These

strength carriers are surface treated according to the application requirements, for

example by coating or lamination. Such fabric structures, which will be referred to

as textile membranes below, form the basis for a variety of novel technical

lightweight solutions, especially for high-performance application. These mainly

include the application of textile architecture in construction and also the realiza-

tion of mass-reducing construction structures for vehicle construction as well as for

the sports and leisure sectors.
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Thus, textile membranes can be used as architectural roofing solutions for

outdoor use (Fig. 16.34). These can be configured in a multitude of ways. Examples

include permanent and semi-permanent roofs, movable roof surfaces, subsequent

adaptations of existing buildings such as canopies or walkways, and also temporary,

reusable designs for exhibition stands, exhibition pavilions, tents, protective sys-

tems against hurricanes etc. [76, 77].

The construction of such membranes is increasingly popular with architects and

planners, as indicated by a host of impressive large objects. Among these are the

“Grand Pavilion Showgrounds” exhibition center in Melbourne (Fig. 16.35,

10,000 m2 of built-up membrane surface), the international Airport in Bangkok

(100,000 m2 of membrane surface), three stadiums for the Football World Cup

2010 in South Africa (Green Point Stadium Cape Town, Moses Mabhida Stadium

Durban, Nelson Mandela Bay Arena in Port Elizabeth) or the Haj Terminal of the

international Airport in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia (440,000 m2 covered surface) [77,

78].

Higher rates of innovation and growth opportunities are predicted for this type of

building in the future [79, 80], due to the fact that these extremely filigree textile

membrane structures or substructures [81] can help achieve considerable mass

reductions, for example in the field of roofing and facades, which allow the

realization of large spans of more than 200 m with. In addition, they offer attractive

detail solutions and creative effects, such as dyeing or printing of materials

[82]. Furthermore, new approaches for the implementation of free, organic forms

Fig. 16.34 Application examples for membranes in roofing (Source: Mehler Texnologies GmbH)
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instead of such a simple geometry convey further the advancements in membrane

structure [77].

In addition to outdoor use, textile membranes have experienced widespread

distribution in interior design in recent years due to their multi-faceted design

options. Here, the acoustics and lighting effects are most important, e.g. for ceiling,

wall or room dividing elements, where they minimize noise pollution and provide a

pleasant lighting [82, 83].

Examples of lightweight solutions in the automotive, sports, and leisure sectors

are sliding roofs for trailers, sail cloths for water vehicles, hot air balloons, gliders,

and kites [84, 85].

The current wide range of applications allows is indicative of the further

potential of textile membranes, which has to be tapped by further developments

in the textile strength carriers, including surface functionalization. Application-

specific requirements always create new requirements for the membranes to fulfill

such as climate and acoustics control [86]. The requirements on such structures and

their implementation and installation will be illustrated using the example of

membranes as a construction material, referred to as construction or engineering

membranes.

16.5.2 Requirements for Construction Membranes

An evaluation of the technical literature lists the essential requirements of con-

struction membranes relating to protection, permanent resistance, processability

and mechanical properties, as follows [87]:

• High tensile strength at low elongation and surface mass [80], high tear and cut

resistance [80, 88],

Fig. 16.35 Membrane edifice “Grand Pavilion Showgrounds”, Melbourne (Source: Mehler

Texnologies GmbH)
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• Low flammability, achieving fire protection class A2, B1, or B2 according to

DIN 4102 [82],

• High weather resistance including resistance to hail or sandstorms and UV

radiation [80, 82],

• High biopersistence (mold, microbes) [87],

• High fatigue resistance to aging, wear and tear, dirt, failure [87],

• High water and gas tightness [87],

• Excellent low and high thermal stability [80],

• High resistance to buckling [87],

• Good welding, sewing capability, printability, ability to connect to solid com-

ponents [87, 88],

• Self-cleaning surface properties [80],

• Optical properties, such as adjustable light transmittance, low tendency to

yellowing, and color fastness [87],

• Recyclability [88], and

• Noise and thermal insulation properties [89].

It should be noted that the requirements of the construction membranes increase

or decrease depending on the application area and can vary in importance. As an

example, the requirements of membrane structures for sports facilities can be

considered, which significantly differ from those of facade applications.

16.5.3 Properties of Construction Membranes

16.5.3.1 Basic Structure

Construction membranes are usually made of textile reinforcements coated on both

sides. They can exhibit additional surface coatings depending on the requirements

(Fig. 16.36).

The bond between textile carrier and coating (main coat), and between coating

and surface finish is supported by an adhesion promoter. These contribute to the full

utilization of load bearing capacity of the support structure. Both the coating and

the special surface coating protect the load-carrying member and provide the

membrane with the properties needed from the application perspective. The coating

primarily contains such additives, as among them UV stabilizers, agents for

increasing fire resistivity, coloring agents and fungicides while the surface coating

facilitates cleaning of the membrane [88].

16.5.3.2 Raw Materials, Textile Designs and Composite Formation

The primary raw fiber materials for load-bearing textile surfaces of the membrane

are glass, polyester, polyamide, aramid (Nomex) and polyethylene (Dyneema)
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fibers, which are used in the form of rovings or filament yarns with different

porosities [88, 90–93]. For example, typical polyester filament fineness varies

from 110 tex to 220 tex.

In the coating or lamination of the textile strength carrier, polyvinyl chloride

(PVC), polyethylene (PE), fluoroplastics, such as polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE)

and polyvinylidene fluoride (PVDF), silicone, polyurethane (PU), as well as natural

and synthetic rubber in paste, dispersion, or film form are normally used (see Sect.

13.5.3.2). The additionally applied protective coatings, for example, consist of

acrylic or polyvinyl fluoride (PVF) [80, 88, 93]. Various machines are available

for the realization of the coating or lamination, discussed in detail in Sects. 13.5.3.3

and 13.5.3.4. For the application of a PVC coating in the form of a paste, the coating

machine shown in Fig. 16.37 is used. For the application of varnishes, a coating

module can be combined with a coating machine (Fig. 16.38).

The stress-strain behavior of the finished membrane depends on the design and

production of the textile load-carrying member using the coating or laminating

machine. The clamping of the fabric in the edge region ensures that approximately

identical stress distribution are achieved in the longitudinal and transverse direc-

tions during processing, resulting in an almost homogeneous stress-strain behavior

of the end membrane. Without the lateral guidance, later application of forces leads

to differences between the longitudinal and transverse strains, which must consid-

ered in the implementation of membrane structures.

Woven fabrics have so far dominated (see Chap. 5), mainly in plain and panama

weaves. The membranes produced from these fabrics have found widespread

application with the following material combinations and their characteristic

properties:

PVC-coated closed or open polyester, polyamide and aramid are particularly

suitable for convertible and mobile structures due to their good breaking resistance

[77, 80, 82], sometimes with lacquered or laminated outer surfaces. They are used

as weathering, soiling, and embrittlement protection [88, 90, 92, 94–97]. Polyester

fiber fabrics with PVC coating still form the bulk of textile canopies.

PTFE-coated or laminated glass, aramid, and polyester fiber fabrics have anti-

adhesive and self-cleaning properties. The also have a very high durability, are

Fig. 16.36 Principal structure of a construction membrane using a carrier fabric (Source: Mehler

Texnologies GmbH)
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relatively hard, show good shear strength and are kink-sensitive [80, 82, 90,

94]. The coating is often executed on both sides to achieve water tightness, high

aging resistance, and tensile strength [81, 91]. Such membranes very often have

translucent properties [96].

Tetrafluoroethylene-hexafluoropropylene vinylidene fluoride (THV) coated

polyester fibers and ETFE fabrics, despite their high cost, are the optimal solution

for convertible structures, on account of their extreme kink resistance, dirt-repellent

properties, and high abrasion resistance [80, 94].

Fluoropolymer film laminated fiberglass meshes have particularly high light

transmittance [77].

Silicone coated fiberglass fabrics with varying fiber densities [77, 80, 82, 93], are

characterized by a high degree of translucency, good weather resistance, and varied

colored designability [96].

Polyurethane-coated polyester and glass fiber fabrics, sometimes with surface

sealers made of acrylic, PVDF, and tetrafluoroethylene-hexafluoropropylene (Tef-

lon FEP), are extremely flexible and last longer [92, 95].

Further developments of the carrier fabric include the processing of aramid

filaments and PTFE yarns in order to increase tear resistance, in addition to the

crack blocking [98]. These are integrated into the woven fabrics as linear, exposed

filament yarn stretches (floats, see Sect. 5.6.3) and, if necessary, can be made visible

Fig. 16.37 Coating machine (Source: Coatema Coating Machinery GmbH)

Fig. 16.38 Coating module in combination with coating machine (Source: Coatema Coating

Machinery GmbH)
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on one side only (Fig. 16.39). Although the tear strength can be increased fivefold

by this, the mass per unit area of the membrane increases only slightly.

Sound insulation is improved in combination with so-called acoustic nonwovens

[99]. Further ongoing efforts focus on the application of a hybrid fabric consisting

of PTFE yarns, and various mono or multi filaments, such as PVDF, ETFE, FEP,

THV, and woven fabrics from new fluorpolymer filaments, which are coated with

the same polymer [100]. The latter are much easier to recycle.

As an alternative to conventional fabrics, open or closed leno fabrics, for

example made from polyester filaments yarns are used. In these, the warp and

weft yarns are connected together by leno yarns [101], achieving a largely straight/

linear warp and weft yarn paths. Furthermore, high-strength warp-knitted fabrics

made of polyester filament yarns with weft insertion in the longitudinal, transverse,

and diagonal directions, e.g. the so-called DOS structures (Directly Oriented

Structures) are used in various applications [102]. Open grid-like multiaxial warp

knitted fabrics made of aramid and polyester filament yarns, produced according to

the stitch-bonding technology (see Sect. 7.4.2), are also used as reinforcements

[84]. Non-crimp fabrics are also used as carrier structures for membranes consisting

of unbonded yarns laid over the other [87, 95, 103]. In this context, it should be

noted that the high strengths allowed by the stretched filament arrangement can be

used to achieve open-grid structures. A coating with PVC is one typical possibility

for such textile carriers. Nonwovens as well as woven and knitted spacer fabrics are

possible textile carriers, for instance for rubber coatings. However, they offer less

favorable conditions in comparison to previously described textile structures [99,

104], i.e. they cannot achieve maximum strengths while maintaining small masses

per unit area. They are rather suited as sound-insulating middle layer in multi-

layered membrane structures.

Fig. 16.39 Examples of woven fabrics with integrated floats
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16.5.3.3 Characteristics of Construction Membranes

In order to quantify the demands placed on the characteristic parameters of con-

struction membranes (see Sect. 14.7.1), the following ranges or limits are usually

used:

• Thickness: 1–4 mm [82],

• Surface mass: 300–2,000 g/m2 [82, 88–90, 92, 93, 104],

• Maximum tensile strength: 200 N/5 cm–20,000 N/5 cm, with different values are

present in the warp and weft direction (Figures are due to the small thickness

across the width in N/5 cm.) [88, 90, 92, 93, 99, 104],

• Elongation: 2–35 % [93, 99],

• Tear force: 150–2,000 N [88, 90, 93],

• Quantity for coating: 10–1,500 g/m2 [80],

• Adhesive force: 75–150 N/5 cm [93, 98],

• Buckling behavior: �50,000–100,000 breaks [90, 92],

• Resistance to cold: �20 to �50 �C [90, 93],

• Thermal resistivity: 70–180 �C [90, 93],

• Light transmission: 2–50 % [88, 93, 105], and

• Fire protection corresponding to fire classification for building A2, B1, B2 [93].

The extremely broad parameter ranges are a result of the wide variety of

applications, which clearly indicates the multitude of realized construction mem-

branes. This is an impressive demonstration of the extensive range of application-

ready materials available to membrane construction businesses. In addition, the

efforts of the membrane manufacturers are focusing on offering structures

according to the application requirements.

16.5.4 Realization of Membrane Structures

Textile membranes for architectural applications can be realized as stressed, frame-

supported, or suspended constructions [88]. Figures 16.40 and 16.41 show selected

sample applications.

Based on the construction design, distinguished distinction is made between

single- and multi-layered constructions, with the former being suitable only for

structures without stringent construction-physical requirements, and the latter being

able to fulfill functional requirements like insulation [82].

In preparation of the assembly of the individual membranes, the individual

sections are transferred into a three-dimensional seam pattern using special

computer-based sewing methods. Taking into account the required level of

pre-stresses as well as the additional components like welds and edge details, the

determination of the final part size and the cutting is performed by means of a

digitally controlled cutter. For the welding under tension, high frequency or thermal
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welding are used, depending on the membrane material and application, with only

the coating being welded [82]. The pattern pieces can also be joined by sewing or

glueing.

The connections of construction membranes to the supporting structure are

created by linear clamping of welded edge welts using clamp profiles, or by

means of cables or high-strength belts [82]. The support structures used for the

application are, for example, structures made of steel, filigree steel structures from

trusses, curved ring carriers, internal poles, and external tensile and compression

bars with rear tensioning, as well as cable structures [78, 90, 106].

In order to reduce the amount of effort in planning and constructive implemen-

tation of membrane structures, efforts are being made to standardize the membrane

modules, thereby creating modular membrane structures and adaptive building

systems [81, 94]. A special emphasis in their development is placed on equipping

the membranes as multifunctional room shells [94]. So-called low-E coatings (low

Fig. 16.40 Mechanically

tensioned structure (Source:
Ceno Tec GmbH)

Fig. 16.41 Suspended

construction (Source: Ceno
Tec GmbH)
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emissive coatings) on the membranes, for examples, reduce heat radiation and

minimize heat losses [77, 94]. In order to improve the thermal buffering, latent

heat storage based on phase change materials (PCM) is used [86]. Furthermore, a

combined use of membrane, isolation, and reflecting layers reduces the heat

conduction and convection as well as heat radiation [105]. With respect to energy

generation, the membranes can be expanded into collector surfaces or flexible

photovoltaic elements by means of capillary systems [99]. With the woven insertion

of electroluminescent fibers, the application of pigmented particles changing color

under UV radiation, or the lamination of flexible OLED surfaces, new lighting

functions can be realized in the future. These heated, shape-changing, or self-

repairing materials will be used in further applications [94]. These trends reflect

the general tendency toward the functionalization of technical textiles.

A completely new approach when building with membranes is to develop

modular multi-layered textile building shells with adaptive properties as a variation

of modern shell structures [107]. Such systems must have the highest possible

adaptability, e.g. to sunlight, humidity, and wind loads, while at the same time

retaining an ability to produce and save energy. Reaching a favorable recycling

behavior with minimum material consumption is another objective. Such adaptive

buildings provide a fundamental contribution to the advancement of construction

technology [108].
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Formula Symbols

αtex Twist factor (�)

Γ Fiber mass content (%)

γ Gradient angle of the fibers to the yarn axis (�)
γ Shear deformation (%)

δ Deformation vibration (�)

η Dynamic viscosity of fluids (Pa·s)

ε Strain (%)

εB Tensile strain at failure (%)

εM Strain at tensile strength (%)

εY Tensile strain at yield (%)

Θ Contact angle (�)
Θl Contact angle (left) (�)
Θr Contact angle (right) (�)
μ Average (mean) value (�)

μ Poisson’s ratio (�)

ν Capillary flow speed (m/s)

ν Stretching vibration (�)

ν Lateral contraction coefficient (�)

νL Proportion of enclosed air (%)

ρ Fiber density (g/m3)

ρF Fiber material density (kg/m3)

ρFiber Reinforcement fiber density (g/m3)

ρYarn Packing density of the yarn (g/m3)

ρMatrix Matrix fiber density (g/m3)

ρV Nonwoven material raw density (kg/m3)

ρComposite Composite density (g/m3)

σ Mechanical tension (Pa)

σD Disperse part of the surface energy (mN/m)

σ1D Disperse part of the surface energy Phase 1 (mN/m)
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σ2D Disperse part of the surface energy Phase 2 (mN/m)

σP Polar part of the surface energy (mN/m)

σ12 Interface energy Phase 1/Phase 2 (mN/m)

σ1 Surface energy Phase 1 (mN/m)

σ1 Surface tension of wetting fluid (mN/m)

σ1P Polar part of the surface energy Phase 1 (mN/m)

σ2 Surface energy Phase 2 (mN/m)

σ2P Polar part of surface energy Phase 2 (mN/m)

σB Tensile stress at break (Pa)

σf Flexural stress (Pa)

σl Surface tension of liquid phases (mN/m)

σM Tensile strength (Pa)

σs Surface energy of solid phases (mN/m)

σV Tensile stress at yield (Pa)

τ Shear stress (Pa)

τ Tortuosity factor (�)

φ Shear angle (�)
φ Fiber volume content (%)

A Area (m2)

APore Percental proportion of cavities (pores) (%)

B Stiffness in bending (flexural rigidity) (Nm2)

b Sample width (m)

d Thickness of nonwoven material (m)

d Diameter (wa . . . warp, we . . . weft) (mm)

dp, max Maximum pore diameter (m)

e Twisting (%)

er Systematic measurement deviation (�)

es Systematic measurement deviation (�)

F Force (N)

f Number of individual filaments within the yarn (�)

f Frequency (Hz)

fr Resonant frequency (Hz)

FV Pre-tension (N)

G Shear modulus (Pa)

H Moisture content (%)

K Dimensionless adjustment factor (�)

l Length (m)

l0 Yarn length of original yarns (Single yarn or initial twisted yarn) (m)

LF Loft factor according to Jordan (�)

lP Length of a pore canal (μm)

m Mass (g)

M Areic mass (kg/m2)

M Molar mass of the polymer (g/mol)

M0 Molar mass of the monomer (g/mol)
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mA Areic mass of the nonwoven material (kg/m2)

mFiber Reinforcement fiber mass (kg)

mi Total mass of all molecules of the molecular fraction (g)

mMatrix Matrix fiber mass (kg)

mComposite Total mass of the composite material (kg)

Mn Number average of the molar mass averages (g/mol)

Mw Mass average of the molar mass averages (g/mol)

Mi Relative molar mass of a narrow molecular fraction (g/mol)

n Yarn spacing (wa . . . warp, we . . . weft) (mm)

nFiber Number of reinforcement fiber yarns (�)

ni Number of molecules of the molecular fraction (mol)

nMatrix Number of matrix fiber yarns (�)

nSpi Spindle speed (revolutions per minute) (min�1)

p Hydrostatic pressure (Pa)

P Degree of Polymerization (�)

P Porosity (%)

p Weave factor (weave pattern-dependent) (�)

pB Wetting pressure (Pa)

r Pore diameter (m)

SC Sizing/preparation content (%)

T Number of twists per m (�)

Tt Fineness in tex (tex)

TtFiber Reinforcement fiber fineness (tex)

TtMatrix Matrix fiber fineness (tex)

U Molecular inconsistency (�)

V Volume (m3)

VF Fiber volume (m3)

VFiber Reinforcement fiber volume (m3)

VL Volume of enclosed air (m3)

VMatrix Matrix fiber volume (m3)

VComposite Composite material volume (m3)

vL Delivery speed (m/min)

VV Total volume nonwoven (m3)

Vol.% Fiber volume content (%)

W Number of twists per m in a co-wrapping ply yarn (�)

WA Work of adhesion related to area (N/m)

xw True value of a measured measurand (�)
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Abbreviations

1D One-dimensional

2D Two-dimensional

3D Three-dimensional

A, A1, A2 Clamping points in the descriptions of twist insertion

AR Aramide fiber material

ART Advanced Resin Transfer Moulding

AS4 Carbon fiber type

ATR Attenuated Total Reflection

B, B1, B2 Clamping point in twist insertion

C Clamping point in the descriptions of twist insertion

CA Acetate

CAD Computer Aided Design

CAI Compression After Impact

CCD Charge-coupled device

CD Cross direction (perpendicular to production/machine direction)

CD tow Continuous discontinuous tow

CF Carbon fiber material

CFRP Carbon fiber-reinforced plastic

CLF Polyvinyl chloride fiber material

CNC Computer Numerical Control

CNT Carbon nanotubes

COM In-situ commingled

co-PBT Polybutylene terephthalate

CR Chloroprene rubber

CUP Cuprammonium rayon

CV Viscose fiber material

CVD Chemical Vapor Deposition

DBD Dielectric Barrier Discharge

DFG Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (German Research Foundation)
DFG-FOR DFG-Forschergruppe (Research Group)
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DG Fabric density

DIN Deutsches Institut für Normung (German Institute for
Standardization)

DMS Strain gauge

ECPE Extended Chain polyethylene fibers

EDV Elektronische Datenverarbeitung (Electronic Data Processing)
EL Elastane

E-Modul Elastic modulus

EN Europäische Norm (European Standard)
EP Epoxy resin

ESCA Electron Spectroscopy for Chemical Analysis

ESZ Ebener Spannungszustand (2-dimensional stress state)
Fbst. Farbstoff (Dye)

FRPC Fiber-reinforced plastic composite

FOY Fully oriented yarn

FCM Fiber composite material

GF Glass fiber

GFRP Glass fiber-reinforced Plastic

GMT Glass mat-reinforced thermoplastic

hf hochfest (high strength)

HM High-modulus type (for AR), High modulus (for CF)

HMS High modulus/high strength

HOY Highly oriented yarn

HST High Strain and Tenacity

HT High temperature

HT High tensile

IGES Initial Graphics Exchange Specification

IM Intermediate Modulus

IR Infrared

ISO International Organization for Standardization

ITA Institut für Textiltechnik at RWTH Aachen

ITM Institute for Textile Machinery and High Performance Material

Technology at TU Dresden

K 1,000 filaments

LC Liquid Crystal

LCP Liquid Crystal Polymers

LFT Long-fiber-reinforced thermoplastic

LI Flax

LL Left-left

LOY Low oriented yarn

MAG Multiaxial stitch-bonded fabric

m-AR meta-Aramide

MD Machine direction (stitch direction, production direction)

MIR Medium infrared range
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ML Stitch length

MLG Mehrlagengestrick (Multi-layered knitted fabric)

MOY Medium oriented yarn

MPIA Poly(m-phenylene isophthalamide)

MPP Mesophase pitch

MR Stitch course

MRR Stitch course direction

MS Wale

MSR Wale direction

MTF Metal fibers

N Normal type

NeB English cotton yarn number

Nm Metric number—Length numbering

NMP N-Methylpyryolidone

OE Open end (open yarn end)

OT Top reversal point

PA Polyamide

PAA Polyacrylic acid

p-AR para-Aramide

PBI Polybenzimidazole

PBIM Polybenzimide for matrix fibers

PBO Polyphenylene-benzbisoxazole

PBOM Polybenzoxazolene for matrix fibers

PC Polycarbonate

PDM Product data management system

PE Polyethylene

PEEK Polyether ether ketone

PEI Polyetherimide

PES Polyester

PET Polyethylene terephthalate

PF Phenolic resin

POY Pre-oriented yarn, partially oriented yarn

PP Polypropylene

PPD p-Phenylenediamine

PPS Polyphenylene sulfide

PPTA Poly-paraphenylene terephthalamide

PSU Polyethersulfone

PTFE Polytetrafluoroethylene

PU Polyurethane

PVA Polyvinyl alcohol fibers

PVC Polyvinyl chloride

PVD Physical Vapor Deposition

R Organic Group

SEM Scanning electron microscope
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RFID Radio Frequency Identification

RL Right-left

RR Right-right

RRG Right-right crossed

RTM Resin Transfer Molding

RWP Boundary value problem

S Twist in S-direction

SBCR Stretch-broken carbon fiber

SBR Styrene-butadiene rubber

SBS Side-by-side

SE Silk

Si Sisal

SIC Strand-in-Concrete

SMA Shape Memory Alloys

SMC Sheet molding compound

SME Shape Memory Effect

SRIM Structural Reaction Injection molding

STEP Standard for Exchange of Product model data

T300 Type of Carbon fibers

TDC Terephthaloyl chloride

tex Fineness—weight numbering

Td Titer/Denier system

TFP Tailored fiber p

UD unidirectional

UHM Ultrahigh Mode

UHMWPE Ultrahigh molecular weight polyethylene

UP Unsaturated polyester resin

UT Bottom reversal point

UV Ultraviolet

VARTM Vacuum Assisted Resign Transfer Molding

VE Vinyl resin

VI Vacuum Injection

x Designation of shedding

XPS X-ray photoemission spectroscopy

Z Twist in Z direction
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A

Adhesion promoter, 649

Adhesive nonwovens, 341

Adhesive webs, 341

Advanced resin transfer-molding (ARTM)

method, 617

Aerodynamic nonwoven fabric formation,

315–316

Air jet spinning, 17

Air knife, 471

Air-texturized commingling yarn, 119

Air-texturized filament yarns, 116–119

Aliphatic polyamides (PA), 431, 432

Alkali treatment, 455–456

Annealing, 612

Apparent interlaminar shear strength, 517

Aramid, 76–77

ARTM method. See Advanced resin transfer-

molding (ARTM) method

Assembled roving, 113

Assembling seam, 151

Autoclave plant, 370

Avivages, 44

B

Basalt, 85

Basic weave patterns, 162–165

Bias-extension tests, 543

Binding-off, 231

Bionics, 11

BMC. See Bulk molding compound (BMC)

Bobbin threads, 290

Bonding technology, 319

Boundary layers, 602

Braid(s), 20, 289

Braiding threads, 290

Bulk molding compound (BMC), 365

C

Cabled yarn, 143–144

CAI. See Compression after impact (CAI)

Calendar bonding, 326

Cam, 269

Cam box, 217

Carbon, 68

Carbon nanotubes (CNT), 454

Cards, 125

Card web formation, 313

Carrier, 299

Chain connection, 396

Charpy impact test, 522–523

Chemical bonding, 325

Clip-on extensometers, 483

Clustered core ring-spun yarn, 135–136

CNT. See Carbon nanotubes (CNT)

Coagulation, 40

Coating of textile materials, 465–470

Composite twisted yarn, 145

Compression after impact (CAI), 523–524

Compression molding, 366

Concrete, 626

Confidence interval, 481

Configuration, 52

Conformation, 52–53

Consolidation, 612

Constitution, 51

Construction membranes, 649

Contact angle, 445–448
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Contact-type extensometers, 483

Continuous fibers, 29

Cord, 258

Core OE rotor yarn, 137

Core ring-spun yarn, 135

Core ring yarns, 137

Core-spun yarn, 18, 134–135

Cotton-type knitting, 216

Course, 219

Co-wrapped yarn, 18

Co-wrapping ply yarn, 144–145

Crimp, 168

Crochet technology, 275

Crosslapping, 314

Cut-and-sew technique, 29

Cutting mat, 339

D

Degree of crystallinity, 54

Degree of orientation, 56

Delamination, 382

(Titre-) Denier system, 16

Derived basic weave patterns, 165–167

2.5-D geometry, 26

Differential construction, 21

Direct cabling, 143

Direct length measurement, 483–484

Directly oriented structures (DOS), 652

Direct preforming, 28

Direct rovings, 110, 113

Direct technology, 318

DLS. See Double lockstitch (DLS)

3D orthogonal woven fabrics, 206–208

DOS. See Directly oriented structures (DOS)

Double jersey, 222

Double lockstitch (DLS), 348

Doubling, 314

3D polar woven fabrics, 208

Drapability, 225

Drawing, 42–43

Drawn-rod method, 61

Draw ratio, 42

Drop weight impact, 522

3D-rotary braider, 297

Drum drawing process, 60

Dyeing, 451–453

E

Edge welts, 654

Elasticity model, 552

Elastomeric matrix, 605

Electric barrier discharge, 458

Electron spectroscopy for chemical analysis

(ESCA), 451

Embroidered fabrics, 21

Endless mat, 339

English cotton yarn number, 16

Entry and escape points, 395

Epoxy resins (EP), 437–438

ESCA. See Electron spectroscopy for chemical

analysis (ESCA)

Exhaust process, 464

Extended basic weave patterns, 165

Extensometers, 482

External yarn structure, 106

Extrusion process, 318

F

False twist, 128

Fatigue behavior, 524–525

Fatigue strength, 525

Fatigue test, 524

Fiber blend, 107

Fiber centrifuging, 622

Fiber crimp, 47–48, 331

Fiber cross-sections, 331

Fiber density, 54

Fiber length, 330

Fiber mass percentage, 109

Fiber-resin spraying, 621

Fiber volume content, 107

Fiber volume percentage, 109

Fibrillated flat tape yarns, 111

Filament(s), 15

Filament diameter, 491

Filament spun yarn, 133–137

Filament yarns, 111–120

Filament yarn twisted around the central axis,

112

Film-stacking, 30, 374

Fine-grain concrete, 628

Fineness, 16

Finishing, 12

Fishnet, 556, 560

FIT hybrid method, 375, 625

Flat braiding, 293

Flat filament yarn, 112

Flat hybrid-twisted yarns, 141

Flat knitting, 228

Flat tape yarns, 111

Flattening, 554

Flat twisted yarn, 138–143

Flax fiber, 86
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Flechage knitting, 232

Flexural modulus, 512

Flexural rigidity, 540

Flexural tests, 512

Flexural values, 540

Flock fibers, 15

Folding/assembling, 114

Force transducer, 484–485

Forming seam, 150

Free-flowing prepregs, 363

Fuel cells, 341

Fully-fashioned knitted fabric, 231

“Fully fashioned” method, 232

Functionalization of fibers from PP and high-

strength PE, 457, 458

G

Garment length, 231

Gas phase treatment, 460

Gelcoat, 622

Geometry, 26

Glass, 59

Glass mat-reinforced thermoplastics (GMT), 370

GMT semi-finished products, 21

Guide needles, 268

H

Half stitch, 217

Hard-twisted yarn, 140–141

Heatsetting, 40

Heavy tows, 18, 114

Heel pocket, 236

High-cycle fatigue, 524

Highloft, 332

High-performance fibers, 58

Homogenization methods, 586

Hotmelt coating, 473–474

Hot melt extrusion, 30

Hybrid roving/hybrid heavy tow, 114

Hybrid yarn, 18, 107, 147

Hydroentangled nonwoven formation,

316–317

Hydroentanglement, 324

I

Impact, 31

Impeller wheels, 291

Impregnation, 612

Indirect length measurement, 483

Infiltration, 612

Infrared spectroscopy (IR), 450–451

Injection molding, 623–625

In-mold forming, 624

In-plane, 23

In-plane shear method, 514–515

Intarsia yarn feeders, 233

Integral construction, 21

Interface design, 22

Interlaces, 118

Interlaminar shear strength, 517–518

Interlock binding, 222–223

Intermingled filament yarn, 116–119

Intermolecular interactions, 54

Internal yarn structure, 105

Iosipescu shear test, 516

IR. See Infrared spectroscopy (IR)

Izod impact strength, 523

J

Jacquard weave patterns, 167–168

K

Kinematic model, 552

Kiss coater, 472

Knife coater, 470

Knockover, 216

Kunit technique, 323

L

Lamination, 650

Large-panel shear test, 517

Lateral contraction ratio, 487

LCP. See Liquid crystalline polymers (LCP)

Left stitch side, 219

Length numbering, 16

Leno-woven fabric, 191–192

LFI. See Long fiber injection (LFI)

LFT. See Long-fiber-reinforced thermoplastics

(LFT)

Liquid crystalline polymers (LCP), 83

Localization, 587

Long fiber injection (LFI), 624

Long-fiber-reinforced thermoplastics (LFT),

30, 372

Longitudinal weft, 260

Loop connections, 396

LOREF process, 624

Low-E coatings, 654–655

Low-pressure autoclave method, 369

Low tows, 18
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M

Machine gauge, 224

Malivlies technique, 323

Maliwatt, 321

Man-made fibers, 14, 15

Manual lamination, 614

Mass numbering, 16

Mass per unit area, 501

Material elongation, 225

Matrix, 39, 601

Matrix systems, 603

Matrix viscosity, 611

Mats, 308

Melt spinning, 40

Membranes, 646

Metal fibers, 85–86

Miss-lap, 258

Miss stitch, 220

Mixed nonwovens, 340

Moisture content, 499

Molecular structure, 50–53

Monofil, 18

Mosaic, 556

Multiaxial woven fabrics, 192–195

Multi-end roving, 113

Multifilament yarns, 18

Multiknit technique, 324

Multi-layered knitted fabrics, 239

Multi-layered weft knitted fabrics bindings,

223–224

Multilayered woven fabrics, 189, 200–201

Multilayer interlock braider, 296

Multispeed type, 263

N

Narrowing, 231

Natural fibers, 14

Natural rubber, 468

Natural silk, 15

Near-net shape, 552

Near-net shape components, 32

Near-net shape geometries, 20

Needle bed, 217

Needled mats, 339

Needle penetration force, 404

Needling, 320–321

Newtonian fluids, 610

Non-crimp weaves, 190

Non-free-flowing prepregs, 363

Nonwoven, 307–342

Nonwoven bonding, 319–327

Nonwoven fabrics, 20–21

Nonwoven formation, 312–319

Nonwoven stitch-bonding, 321, 323

“Normal” twisted yarn, 140

Nozzle drawing, 59

Numbering, 16

O

OE friction spinning, 17

OE friction-spun yarns, 131

OE friction-spun yarn with filament core,

136–137

OE rotor yarn, 132–133

One-dimensional geometry, 26

One-dimensional reinforcement structure, 27

Online hybrid co-wrapped yarns, 137

Online hybrid yarn spinning, 115–116

Open end (OE) rotor spinning, 17

Open reed woven fabrics, 195–197

Optical extensometers, 483

Organic sheets, 362, 374–375

Orthogonal woven fabrics, 206–208

Outof-plane, 23

Out-of-plane property, 356

P

Packing braiders, 297

Padding, 325

Partial weft inlay, 220

Particle model, 552

Pattern design, 385

Pattern disk, 269

PCM. See Phase change materials (PCM)

Penetration, 335

Permanent twist, 128

Phase change materials (PCM), 655

Phenol resins, 438, 439

Pile or binding yarns, 20

Pillar stitches, 258

Piqué machines, 237

Plain tensile tests, 502

Plate twist method, 517

Plating, 238

Plied yarns, 138

Ply yarns, 17

Polar woven fabrics, 197

Polyacrylate (PAA), 467

Polyamides, 96, 431, 432

Polybenzimidazolene, 96

Polybenzoxazolene, 96

Polyester, 96

Poly ether ether ketone, 96
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Polyetherimide, 96

Polyethersulfone, 96

Polyethylene, 430–431

Polyethylene terephthalate (PET), 432

Polyoxane, 468

Polyoxane coating, 468

Polyphenylene sulfide, 96

Polypropylene (PP), 95, 430–431

Polytetrafluorethylene fibers, 96

Polytetrafluoroethylene (PTFE), 467

Polyurethane (PU), 466–467

Polyvinyl chloride (PVC), 466

Pore size, 333

Porosity, 333

Positioning seam, 150

Pot life, 611

Powder coating, 376

Powder impregnation, 30

Preforms, 4, 21, 28, 382

Prepregs, 361–377

Pre-preg technology, 2

Primary spinning, 12

Profiled woven fabrics, 188–189

Profile-reinforcement pultrusion, 621

Pull-out test, 528

Pultrusion process, 620

Punched, 348

Purl stitch, 223

R

Radial sleeve braiding, 296

Radius pultrusion™, 621

Rail shear tests, 515–516

Random errors, 481

Raschel machine, 268, 273

Ready-made manufacturing, 12

Reciprocated heel, 236

Regular knitted fabric, 231

Reinforcement fibers, 39

Reinforcement structure, 26

Reinforcing seam, 150

Repeat unit, 162, 254

Resin film method, 367

Resin infusion (RI), 615

Resin-transfer-molding (RTM), 614,

616–618

Resin transfer prepregging, 617

Reverse roll coaters, 472

Rib machines, 237

Right stitch side, 219

Ring spinning, 17

Ring twisting, 141

Roller knife, 470

Round braids, 293

S

Safety seam, 150

Satin, 258

Satin weave, 163–165

Seamless machines, 237

Seam pattern, 653

Seam types, 395

Secondary spinning, 13

Sequential preforming, 28

Sewing, 395

Sewing seam, 396

Sewing thread, 147

Sewing thread construction, 149–150

Sewn connection, 395

Shaping, 612

Shear angles, 544

Shear distortions, 486

Shear frame test, 543

Shear modulus, 487

Shear stress, 486

Shear test, 514–517

Shear values, 540–551

Sheet molding compound (SMC), 2

Short-staple card slivers, 126

SIC test, 528

Side-by-side, 353

Silane coupling agents, 435

Simplified multispeed, 263

Single jersey, 221–222

Singlespeed type, 263

Sinkers, 234

Siphon impregnation, 618

Sirospun process, 143

Sisal, 86

Sliplining, 356

SMC. See Sheet molding compound (SMC)

SMC semi-finished products, 21

S-N curve, 524

Solvent impregnation, 367, 376

Solvent spinning, 40

“Spacer preforms”, 32

Spacer structures, 32

Spinning, 40

Spinning preparations, 44

Split Hopkinson pressure bar, 521

Spread-blended hybrid yarn, 115

Spreading-out, 115

Spun fiber yarn, 17, 18

SRIM method, 617
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Steam explosion technology, 127

Stitch, 216–219

Stitch-bonded fabrics, 20, 277

Stitch-bonding, 321–324

Stitch density, 224

Stitch formation, 395

Stitch length, 224

Strain-gauges, 484

Strand, 292

Stretch-broken sliver, 123–125

Stretching, 42–43

Structural characteristics of nonwoven fabrics,

327

Structural elongation, 225

Structure, 26

Styrene-butadiene (SBR), 469–470

Supramolecular structure, 53–56

Surface energy, 429–430

Surface tension, 429

Surface topography, 441

Surfacing mats, 338

Surfacing nonwovens, 338

Surfacing veils, 338

Systematic error, 480

T

Tailored fiber placement (TFP), 19, 21, 348

Tailored LFT, 373

Technologies for the production of nonwoven

fabric composites, 337–338

Tensile strength, 492, 494–498

Tensiometer, 445

Terry weaving, 204–206

Test conditions, 485–486

Test ink, 445

Textile concrete reinforcements, 628, 640

Textile fiber materials, 13–15

Textile ready-made technologies, 383

Texturization, 44, 47

Thermal bonding, 326

Thermoforming, 374

Thermofusion, 326

Thermoplastic matrix systems, 605

Thermoplastic prepregs, 362

Thermoset matrix systems, 605

Thickness, 501

Threads, 17

Three-dimensional geometry, 26–27

Three-dimensional reinforcement structure, 27

Three-dimensional textile constructions, 21

Three-for-one twisting, 141–142

Tire cord, 143

Tool center point, 294

Topography, 48–49, 428

Torsion rigidities, 539

Tortuosity, 333

Tortuosity factor, 333

Transverse weft, 258

Triangulation, 554

Tricot, 258

Tricot machines, 273

True value, 481

Tube blow molding processes, 614–616

Tuck stitch, 219

Tufting technique, 408

Twill weave, 163

Twintex®, 30

Twist, 493–494

Twisting, 13

Twisting element, 132

Two-dimensional geometry, 26

Two-dimensional reinforcement structure, 27

Two-for-one twisting, 141

Two-step method, 297

U

UD prepregs, 362

“Ultra High Molecular Weight” polyethylene

fibers (UHMWPE), 82

Unidirectional reinforcement structure, 27

Unsaturated polyester resins, 438

V

Vacuum infusion, 615

Vacuum infusion processes, 614

VARTM method, 617

Velvet, 258

Vinyl ester resins, 438

Vinyl ester-urethane hybrid resin, 438

V-notched rail shear test, 516

Voluminosity, 331

W

Wale, 219

Warp-knitted fabrics, 20

Warp knitting, 216

Warp yarn, 221

Weave diagram, 162

Weave pattern, 161

Weave-related structure, 26

Weaving methods, 174–175

Weft inlay, 220
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Weft-knitted fabrics, 20

Weft knitting, 216

Wetting pressure, 335

Widening, 231

Winding, 13, 618

Work of adhesion, 442

Woven fabrics, 19

Woven spacer fabrics, 202–204

X

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, 451

Y

Yarn, 17

Yarn displacement, 550–551

Yarn elongation, 549

Yarn extension, 549

Yarn fineness, 16

Yarn guiding, 216

Yarn structure, 104

Z

Zeta potential, 57
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